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Dear Colleague:
I am pleased to be sending you these conference proceedings in connection with the
First Annual Conference on Cold Fusion. As sponsors of the conference, we at
NCFI and the University of Utah wish to thank you for your participation in the
conference. We found that the exchange of ideas and information at the conference
stimulated new experimental and theoretical research at our institute, and hope that
many others were similarly prompted in their study of the interesting phenomena
which were discussed during our meetings.
The papers which are presented in the enclosed proceedings will give interested
readers an in-depth perspective on the material which was presented at the
conference. Like the conference itself, we feel the proceedings will lead researchers
to a greater depth of understanding in this emerging field of inquiry. We wish to
extend our thanks to those who prepared the material presented in this volume, to
those who attended the conference, and to those who will pursue research in these
important phenomena.
With regards,
THE NATIONAL COLD FUSION INSTITIJTE
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OPENING ADDRESS
By

FRITZ G. WILL
Director
National Cold Fusion Institute

Welcome to the First Annual Cold Fusion Conference sponsored by the University of
Utah National Cold Fusion Institute. My name is Fritz Will and, as director of the
Institute, it is my pleasure to open this conference at which more than 200
attendees will have the opportunity to share the results in cold fusion research, as
presented by 40 speakers from the United States, India, Italy and Taiwan.
The objectives of this conference are, as in any scientific meeting, to provide a
forum for scientists to present the results of their research and to discuss the
findings of others, thereby stimulating new ideas and advancing our understanding.
It has now been one year since Ors. Fleischmann and Pons announced that they had
observed nuclear fusion at room temperature. They reported that they had observed
unusually large amounts of excess heat and evidence for the occurrence of nuclear
reactions when applying an electric current between a palladium cathode (negative
pole) and a platinum anode immersed into an electrolyte solution of LiOD in heavy
water (D20).
The announcement evoked euphoria in many, but skepticism in some. The possible
technological implications were and are enormous. But, what was originally
believed to be simple experiments that could be readily reproduced in other
laboratories, turned out to be complex phenomena that defied confirmation in many
laboratories and which cannot be explained on the basis of classical nuclear physics.
However, persistent and careful work by recognized experts in the fields of
electrochemistry, nuclear measurements and materials science has now led to
confirmation of the Fleischmann and Pons results in many laboratories in the United
States, Japan, India, Italy, Russia and several other countries.
The papers to be presented during this conference will report on the generation of
excess heat, determined in careful calorimetric measurements, observations of
tritium levels far in excess of background, and the detection of strong neutron
emissions. The multitude of results obtained by so many different groups can no
longer be explained away as experimental artifacts. The reality of these effects is
further underscored by the absence of such effects in carefully executed control
experiments, employing hydrogen instead of deuterium or platinum instead of
palladium. At this conference, another significant set of presentations will occur.
Theoretical physicists will present novel theoretical models aimed at explaining
why nuclear fusion can occur in solids, where classical nuclear physics (applicable
to gases) fails to provide explanations.
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While the key observations relating to cold fusion have been confirmed by many
competent groups, it is also true that the phenomena cannot be reproduced on
demand and that an understanding of the underlying mechanisms is not at hand. The
phenomena involve surface chemistry and the behavior of a metal loaded with
deuterium. Appreciating the complexities and well-known irreproducibilities
involved in each of these cases individually, many scientists are not surprised that
one year of research and development have not been sufficient to unravel the
complexities of cold fusion, which combines both cases.
The history of science and technology has many examples where irreproducibility
had been experienced for years. A prominent case is the metaloxide semiconductor.
It took years of effort with multi-million dollar expenditures to achieve
reproducible performance of such semiconducting devices. What ultimately led to
reproducibility was the careful control of the level of impurities, most notably,
sodium.
The basis of many critics for rejecting cold fusion out of hand has been that the
experimental results violate the predictions of classical nuclear physics and, hence,
must be erroneous. It is not the first time in science that a radically new finding
has defied traditional thinking and existing theories. Nor is it the first time that a
revolutionary discovery has been rejected by a large fraction of the scientific
community. A prominent example is Galileo's declaration that the earth circles
around the sun rather than vice versa. We recall that Galileo was ultimately forced
to swear that his revolutionary new concept was false after all.
We know that we live in much more enlightened times today. We know that
experimental results cannot be declared wrong by voting. We know that the reliable
results obtained by a minority must not be regarded as wrong only because a
majority of others has failed to confirm these results within one year.
Research into the intriguing phenomena of cold fusion must and will continue. It
will continue because dedicated scientists will not rest before the phenomena of cold
fusion are fully understood and because sponsors with vision will continue to
support the progress of science. The scientific process of seeking understanding
must not be interfered with. The freedom of science is just as basic as the freedom
of speech.
March 29, 1990
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Abstract
Our calorimetric measurements of the
Pd/D system both in the period leading up
. Cll(for some
.
to the pre 1.1m1nary
publ"1cat1on
<2>
corrections see ) and in the period
leading up to the submission of the first
<3>
showed that it is necessary
full paper
to make measurements on a large number of
electrodes for long times (the mean time
chosen for a measurement cycle has been 3
months). It has therefore been necessary
to adopt a low cost approach; our solution
has been to use the single compartment
Dewar cell type calorimeters illustrated
in Fig.l and we have maintained up to
five of these cells in each of three
specially constructed water baths (see
Section 1 below). The same type of
calorimeter has been used for blank
measurements on the Pd-H, Pt-D, and Pt-H
systems.
Section 1
Aspects of the Calorimeter and
Electrochemical Experiment Design and
Calorimetric Measurements
The general principles of the
calorimeter design have been outlined
<3
elsewhere >. The choice of rod
electrodes surrounded by a closely wound
helical platinum anode allows the axially
symmetric injection of heat and, moreover,
the uniform charging of the Pd cathodes.
Furthermore the choice of such a simple
design of calorimeter coupled to the use
of rod electrodes allows the iterative
adjustment of the dimensions of the
systems such that the excess enthalpy to
be observed (if any) is large compared to
the random errors (see Section 3). The
use of a long, thin calorimeter increases
the mixing in the calorimeter compared to
3
other possible designs < >; the minimum
current used for most experiments with rod
electrodes we have reported to date has
been 200mA. Measurements of the mixing

history using dye injection (tracer
technique of chemical reaction
4
engineering < > ) has shown that radial
mixing is extremely rapid (time scale
<3s). Axial mixing takes appreciably
longer(� 20 s) but the axially uniform
injection of heat ensures that this longer
time scale is unimportant. As the thermal
relaxation time is � 1600 s (see Figs. SA,
6A-C, 7) the cells behave as well stirred
tanks. In agreement with this assessment,
measurements of the temperature
distribution within the cells (using
ensembles of 5 thermistors which could be
displaced radially and axially) showed
that the
temperature was uniform to within
0
±0.01 throughout the bulk of° the cells;
this variation rose to ±0.02 in contact
with the Kel-F plugs at the bottom of the
cells (all temperature measurements
reported here have been made with
specially calibrated thermistors
(Thermometrics Ultrastable Thermoprobes, 10 kn, ±0.02% stability per year)).
(5)
Statements which have been made (e.g. )
about large temperature fluctuations in
cells of this type are incorrect (for a
further comment see CB))
All connections to the electrodes were
covered in glass and special care has
always been taken to ensure that the
palladium cathodes and platinum anodes
remained totally immersed throughout all
of the measurement cycles. In
consequence there was no recombination in
the gas head
spaces (assertions such as
7
those in < > are incorrect). Furthermore
the volumes of gas evolved from the cells
corresponded to that from Faraday's law to
better than 99% for electrolysis times
from approximately 5 diffusional
relaxation times to times corresponding to
the termination of the experiments (� 7 to
200 diffusional relaxation times), and the

1

records of DO additions also matched that
2

predicted for a 100% efficient process for
experiments
where the cell temperature ° was
°
within 20 of the bath temperature (30 C).
This somewhat surprising result, which has
( 8 9)
•
now also been noted in
other work,' can
be understood in terms of the inhibition
of D ionization at the anode by platinum
2

oxide formation and by degassing of the
electrolyte in the vicinity of the cathode
by the rapidly evolving D bubbles. This
2

high current efficiency for gas formation
greatly simplifies the analysis of the
experimental data (see Section 2).
The cells were maintained in specially
constructed thermostats (1/2" thick
Plexiglas bath surrounded on 5 sides by 2"
thick foam insulation bonded on both sides
to aluminum foil, the whole structure
being enclosed in a 1/16 11 thick sheet
steel container); the water/air interface
was allowed to evaporate freely. Stirring
with oversized stirrer-temperature
regulators ensured that the bath
°
temperature could be controlled to ±0.01
of the set temperature (in the vicinity of
303.lSK) throughout the whole space at
depths greater than 0.5° cm below the water
surface and to± 0.003 at any given
point. The water level in the thermostats
was controlled using dosimeter pumps
connected to a second thermostat.
All experiments were carried out
galvanostatically (Hi-Tek DT2101
potentiostats connected as galvanostats as
shown in Fig. 2A). The stability of the
systems was monitored oscillographically;
the ripple content was <0.04%. For work
at current levels outside the operating
range of the potentiostats, the circuit
shown in Fig. 2B was used (which takes
full advantage of the regulation
achievable by the potentiostat used as a
galvanostat). The systems could be
calibrated at any given operating point by
using metal film resistor chains in the
cells (Digikey ±1% accuracy 5 x 200). The
procedure adopted was as follows: after
the addition of DO (or of electrolyte

the current to the calibration system was
then switched off and the relaxation of
the system to the original base line was
followed. Cell parameters and the bath
temperature were monitored every 5 minutes
using Keithley Model 199 DMM multiplexers
to input data to Compaq 386 16MHz
computers. The measuring circuits were
maintained open except during the actual
sampling periods (voltage measurements
were allowed to stabilize for 2s before
sampling and thermistor resistances 8s
before sampling). Data were displayed in
real time as well as being written to
disks. Fig. 3 illustrates a typical
experiment lay-out.
Experiments have been carried out on
0.1, 0.2, 0.4, and 0.8 cm diameter x 10 cm
long Pd cathodes (special grade, Johnson
Matthey) and on 0.1 x 10 cm Pt electrodes
(Johnson Matthey). At the highest current
densities used the electrode lengths were
reduced to 1.25 cm and the spacings of the
anode windings were also reduced. These
shorter electrodes were placed at the
bottom of the Dewar cells so as to ensure
adequate mixing. Measurements reported
here were made in DO (Cambridge Isotopes)
2

of 99.9% isotopic purity; light water
levels were monitored by NMR and never
rose above 0.5%. Results reported here
have been obtained in O.ltl LiOD �repared
7
by adding Li metal (A.D. Mackay Li/ Li 1/9) to DO ·, 0.lM LiOD + 0.l M Li SO and
2

-

2

4

Z

4

- 1/11) to O.ltl LiOD and D0 respectively.
2

A single batch of electrolyte was used for
any given experimental series. Blank
experiments were carried out using Pd
cathodes in O.ltl LiOD in DO and Pt
2

cathodes in both in O.ltl LiOD in DO and
2
O.ltl LiOH in H 0.
2

2

following sampling for analysis for
tritium or HDO) the system was allowed to
equilibrate for at least 6 thermal
relaxation times. A constant current was
then applied to the resistor chain (again
supplied by a potentiostat connected as a
galvanostat) for 3 hours (i.e. > 6 thermal
relaxation times)
to give a temperature
0
rise of� 2 above the sloping base line;

-

ltl Li S0 were prepared by adding dried
2 4
6
7
Li SO (Aldrich 99.99% anhydrous, Li/ Li

2

Section 2.
The "Black Box" Representation of the
Calorimeters
Data evaluation from the behavior of
the Dewar-type electrochemical
calorimeters requires the construction of
adequately accurate "black-box" models
such as that shown in Fig. 4A. In this
particular case the models must account
for the enthalpy and mass balances in the
cell which can be combined through the
current efficiency, �. of the
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�
� \ �
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Fig. 1. Dewar calorimeter cell used in fhis work.
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Fig. 2A. Schematic diagram of fhe feedback
circuit used in this work for
protection against golvanostat
oscillations.
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Fig. 2B. Schematic diagram of the circuit
used in this work for high
stabilization of a regulated
power supply used as a high output
current galvanostat.
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Fig. 3. Experimental layout for some of the calorimetric measurements reported in this paper.
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4

variety of ways depending on its design
and properties as well as the chosen level
3
.
of approx1mat1on
. C > . For the Dewar-type
cells, Fig. 1, heat transfer for a
hypothetical steady state generation of Q
watts is controlled by a mixture of
radiation and conduction

electrolysis. The nature of the enthalpy
flows into and out of the "black box" will
be explained by the following comments:
a) the enthalpy flow into the cell due to
the electrical input is
(E
) I. The
(t) - -yE
thermoneutral, cell
cell
is the cell
term E
thermoneutral,cell

Q - k [( fJ
R

voltage at which the electrolysis is
thermoneutral; this differs from the
reversible potential of the reaction
2D + 0 ---7 2D 0
2

2f--

+ M)

4

bath

-

0

4

]

bath

+ k M

(1)

C

Similarly for the steady state following
the additional injection of 6Q watts to
calibrate the system we have

2

4

since the electrolysis takes place with an
increase of entropy.

4

Q + AQ - kR [( (J bath+AO+ M8) -fJ bath]
+ k [M +
c

b) the current efficiency, -y, can be taken
as unity (see Section 1).

M(J]

(2)

The separate determination of k and k
R

c) in the analysis of the data we have
neglected the enthalpy content of the gas
stream due to the DO content,

C

0. 75 [-f-] Cp
M, as well as that
OO,v
p - p
• 2
due to the evaporation of D 0,

leads to an increase in the random errors
in the estimation of the heat flows from
the cells. We have therefore adopted the
strategy of neglecting the conductive term
while making an appropriate increase in
the radiative term4
4

0.7s[-f-]L.

and

2

+M) -0 bath]
qe:k'[(e
R
bath

Both these t:rms have been

p - p
written asswning the gas stream is
saturated with DO at the relevant cell

Q a: k. [ (o
R

2

bath

4

Me) - (ebath+M)

4

]

(4)

We have shown elsewhere C3> that this leads
to a small systematic underestimate of the
heat flow from the cell (and hence the
excess enthalpy). However, as the correct
value of the radiative term can be
estimated from the Stefan-Boltzmann
constant and the surface areas of the
cells, a correction can readily applied
(if this is desired) to give the heat
output from the cells to within 1% of the
enthalpy input or 1 milliwatt whichever is
the greater. (for further comments on the
application of equations (1) - (4) see
Section 3. An important aspect of the
approximations (3) and (4) is that any
other term linear in A8 can similarly be
accounted for by making an appropriate
increase or decrease in k (see Section 3).

temperature. The neglect of these terms
causes an underestimate of the excess
relatively small
enthalpy. The terms are
0
for values of AO< 20 but the second,
especially, becomes large and the dominant
form of heat transfer from the cell as the
temperature reaches the boiling point (See
Section 4). Our calorimeters are
unsuitable for measuring the heat outputs
from the cells under these conditions.
There is a further term (not shown in
Fig. 4A) which causes an additional
underestimate of the excess enthalpy.
This is due to the change in composition
of the Pd-D electrode due to the increase
of AO with time (see Fig.5). The
dissolution of D in Pd is exothermic under
the operating conditions so that a
decrease of the D content with
increasing AO will cause an absorption of
heat in the cell. This effect is
difficult to quantify since equilibriwn
cannot be maintained on the timescales of
the measurement cycles. We have therefore
neglected this term.
d) heat transfer from the calorimeter to
the surroundings can be written in a

+ M+

(3)

R

5

A further factor which needs to be
taken into account is that for a
continuously reacting chemical system
(open system) such as the electrochemical
Dewar cells, the cell contents change with
time. The extent of the radiant surface
decreases with time while the length of
any parallel conduction path increases
with time. To a first approximation we

1lf [o.sc O + o.2sc
;i
'

would therefore expect the heat transfer
coefficients to decrease linearly with
time and we write
Q

�

P

•o - (1 + >.) -ylt •
]
k [l
R

[(

2FM

)

0

4

+ 60 - 0

0

bath

4

+ 0 . 75

l

M

o-

(1 + /J) -ylt

[(

J'

0

[o.s

+

bath

+ M

)

'

02

2FM

0

4

- 8

bath

l

l•
(7)

Equation (7) is difficult to apply because
E
(t) and Q (t) are unknown functions
cell

f

of time. We note, however, that since we
are only concerned with small chan�es of
temperature at any given origin, 8, we
can carry out a Taylor series expansion at
this point and, retaining only the first
derivatives we obtain

where, as for the heat transfer
coefficient, the term fJ allows for a more
rapid decrease of M with time than would
be predicted by electrolysis alone. We
expect fJ < >..
1

8

4

P

]M
p DO,v
' 2

+ >. ) t

o

R

(6)

2F

f) the term ;

C

_ k• [l _ ( 1 I

e) a general expression for the water
equivalent is
_

p - p

(5)

bath

where the term>. allows for a more rapid
decrease of the radiant surface area (and
increase of the length of the conduction
path) than would be predicted by
electrolysis alone in view of the internal
0
solid cell components. The superscript
here and elsewhere in this text denotes a
value at a chosen time origin.

M

[---!-- ]

2

dE

{

o.1s[ P ]l·
P* -r

� [� [---!-- ] ·

cell

dO

dO

F

P - P

C
60 dt is the enthalpy input to the
PO O l
'

2

,

cell due to the addition of DO to make up
2

M
C
P, D 0, t [
2

0

6H

(1

0

bath

2

+ /J) -yIM

[E

Li

i P,1

(9)

M

o

cell

(1 + fJ) It dM
]
2F
dt
E

thermoneutral, bath

.l

68
+ �
I
O0

+ Qf( t) + 6QH(t - t l) - 6QH(t-t2)

+ 6QH( t - t ) - 6QH(t - t )
2

+' v G

o_

)I+ Q (t)
(E (tl - -yE
thermoneutral,cell
ee l
f
l

-6H

cell

CP, D 0, t [M

2F

2

0

as well as of b) and c) we can write (7)
in the more tractable form

(1 + /J) -ylt dM
]
2F
dt

-C
P,D 0,t

(8)

where 68 - 68 - 68 (see Glossary). We
assume also that Q(t) is constant during
any one measurement cycle and, taking note
also of

of time and, provided measurements are
initiated at times longer than 6 thermal
relaxation times following this addition,
the effect of this term can be neglected
in the further analysis.
We therefore obtain the differential
equation governing the behavior of the
calorimeter
o-

�160'
0
0

-

for the losses due to,electrolysis and
evaporation. Here 60 is the difference in
temperature between the cell and make-up
stream. In practice it has been found
convenient to add DO at fixed intervals

6

•o - (1 + >.)It •
k [l
]
R

2FM

O

4
+
[(
)
8

M

bath

- 8

4

l

bath

This equation describes the modified
"black-box" shown in Fig. 4B.

pulses determined during one measurement
cycle and Fig. SC illustrates the time
dependence of the derived heat transfer
coefficients. It can be seen that there
is a systematic error due entirely to the
uncertainty in the refilling of the Dewars
at the beginning of any one measurement
cycle. Superposition of the plots at the
mid-point (27 hours after addition of the
D 0) shows that the standard deviation of

(10)

the remaining 132 points in 33
experimental series is only 0.1S%, a value
which is roughly in line with the errors
in measurement of the absolute
temperatures in (3) and (4). These data
show that it is essential to calibrate the
cells for each desired measurement of the
thermal output.
Nevertheless, such determinations are
evidently approximate �ot only because of
the underestimate of k (see Section 2d)
2

Section l
Data Evaluation and Error Analysis
As is well understood in the field of
chemical kinetics, it is necessary to fit
the integrated form of equation (10) to
the experimental data in order to extract
the parameters of the equations;
application of such equations at a single
point leads to erroneous results. It is
naturally not possible to derive an
analytical solution to (10) since this
equation is non-linear and inhomogeneous.
An approximate solution, however, can be
C3l
obtained using the linearized form of
0 3
the heat transfer term 4k' 0
[1 (l + >.)It

R

]�8

but also because of the assumption that Q
is unchanged in applying the heater
calibration pulse is strictly speaking not
valid (see the decrease in E
) with t
R

cell

during the heater calibration period t < t
1
< t , Fig. SA). Accurate values of Q can

bath

and this solution shows
0
2FM
that the heat transfer coefficient to be
used in the evaluation of Q
0 3
point is [4k' 8
R

bath

-

ipI] [1 8

0

only be obtained by fitting the whole of
the transient predicted from (10) (or any
other chosen representation of the
calorimeter)to the experimental data and
making the estimate of Q and hence Q at
O
(where the term
the point designated
ipM' is zero) Such a fitting procedure
2

f

rather than the value
'0 3
4k 0
R

bath

- (l + >.)It
[1
] which would be

must be carried out in an unbiased manner.
We have used non-linear regression and, in
this, have used the simplest forward
integration method

2FMo

predicted from the thermal balance at a
single point and it is the former rather
than the latter value which has to be used
in determining the thermal output of the
cell �n a fftying the linearized
equations.
These linearized equations can be shown
to be in close accord with the
experimental data for small values of �8
but these equations will naturally not be
applicable
for large values of �8 say,
° 3 >
>1 0 �
In order to obtain appr, ximate
•o
(1 + >.)It
values of Q, k [1 - -----r, and Q
R

O
2FM

0

8

M

n+l

[:t6t

(11)

and we have used the parameters Q, kR, Q
f
and (1 +>.) estimated according to Figs.
SA and SB as starting values for the
regression procedures. The parameter ip
has been estimated from the E
- t plot
'0

using linear regression. In this way the
number of parameters to be fitted to (10)
has been reduced from S to 4 thereby
speeding the calculation. In view of the
curvature of the parameter space
hypersurfaces, it has also been found to
be convenient to regard
cell

r

we have therefore applied the calculation
scheme illustrated in Fig. SA and using
equations (3) and (4). Fig. SB
illustrates a set of such calibration

Mn+
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heat flow In the calorimeter. The response shows the application of the
calibration pulse of strength ti Q which leads to an eventual new sloping
steady state temperature ti.ti� degrees above the linearly sloping baseline
temperature. Calculation of the output heat flow at this level of
approximation requires simply the measurement of the three temperatures
indicated and the magnitude (.60) of the calibration heater pulse.
In
applying equation ( 10) it is convenient to set the origin t = 0 at
6
thermal relaxation times following the addition of D 20 to make up for
losses due to electrolysis and evaporation. At this point � = 19 °
o
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Fig. 68. Same as Fig. 6A except
Estimated Q = 0. 178
1
Fig. 6C. Some as Fig. 6A except
Estimated 0 1 = 0.372

lime of measurement approximately 0.89 x 10 6 s.
W.
lime of measurement approximately 1.32 x 10 6 s.
W.
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o
( E
call

Etharmonautral,bath ) I
Gp ' DO
tM
2 '

+

0

The marked excess enthalpy production
on 0.1 and 0.2 and 0.4 cm diameter
electrodes, (Table 1) must be viewed in
terms of the slightly negative excess
enthalpi s for the blank experiments,
1 This slightly negative value is
Table 2.
due to the method of calculation which
underestimates the heat output from the
cell (see Section 2D). In many ways we
regard the "zero" result on 0.8 cm
diameter electrodes as the most
significant blank as it shows that almost
exact thermal balances can be obtained
using our methodology for systems
identical to those giving marked excess
enthalpy. The differences between the
0.1, 0.2, 0.4 and the 0.8 cm electrodes
also point to the importance of the
metallurgical procedures in devising
electrodes showing excess enthalpy
generation.

Qf

as one of the free parameters of the
calculation.
We have used a Marquardt-type algorithm
for the fitting procedure and it should be
noted that the diagonal elements of the
error matrix derived in this calculation
(the inverse of the matrix used in the
parameter estimation) directly give the
standard deviation of the parameters. In
this way we have shown that the parameter
( E

o
cell

E

thermonautral,bath
M
Gp ' DO
2 't

)I

+

Q,

0

can be estimated to ±0.1% throughout the
operating range. This is also the error

(0

of

E

)

I + Q
- E
f
cell
thermoneutral, bath

since the independently derived value of
0
M has errors of� ±0.01%. Even higher
precisions could well be achieved by using
a larger number of calibration pulses but
we have not done this so far in our work
as we have only estimated
E

thermoneutral,bath)

(E 0cell-

I to� 0.1% (the error

of this quantity is controlled by a).

This error must be added to that of
(E

I

) I + Q to
- E
f
thermoneutral, bath
cell

o

obtain the total error of the excess
enthalpy listed in Tables 1 and 2.
Section�
Results
An example of a set of temperature
time and the associated potential - time
plots is illustrated for one experiment at
three different times in Figs. 6A-G. Fig.
7 illustrates the degree of fit which can
be obtained by using the non-linear
regression procedure outlined in the
previous section and Tables 1 and 2
illustrate the results of measurements of
the excess enthalpy using both the
approximate and exact methods of data
analysis. We have also included some data
.
Cl, Z l
·
to our f"irst publ"ication
ta ken prior
which were obtained using only the
approximate method of data analysis.
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Section 2
Discussion
It can be seen that manv (perhaps all?)
cs, 10 �6>
.
wh"ich have
o f the assertions e.g.
been made about our experiments are
erroneous. We would stress here that it
is perfectly possible to obtain accurate
values of the heat output from the cells
and, hence, the excess enthalpy provided
due attention is paid to the design of the
calorimeters and control of the
environment and providing modern methods
of data analysis are used. We would also
stress the importance of deriving error
estimates from a single experiment rather
than from the variation of a parameter
(here the excess enthalpy) from� set of
experiments as the variability of the
parameter may itself be a key feature of
the phenomenon to be observed. In this
context it is of interest that the
variability of the results at low to
intermediate current densities (which have
been widely used in attempts to replicate
our work) is large and far in excess of
the errors of each individual experiment.
This variability may point to the
importance of the precise nature of the
surface conditions and/or history of the
i����-��-��i�-����-�as available at the
time of our first publication but the
Editor of Nature refused to publish a
letter to correct the many erroneous
statements which had been made in the
Editorials of the Journal.

Table 1.
Rod

Dia�

Excess enthalpy observed for 0.1, 0.2, and 0.4 cm diameter palladium
rods as a function of current density and electrolyte composition.

Electrolyte

b

Current

Density

E cell Q
input

excess

Approximate
Specific
Qexcess

/mA cm-2

/cm

/V

/W

/W

Specific
Qexcess
From

Regression
Analysis
/W cm

-3

0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1*
0.1
0.1

'D
Y'
'D
Y'
'D
'D
'D
'D

64
64
128
128
256
512
512
1024

3.637
2.811
4.000
3.325
5.201
9.08
6.085
11.640

0.419
0.032
0.984
0.089
2.93
1.51
7.27
4.04

0.042
0.001
0.160
0.005
0. 313
0.17
1.05
1.03

0.53
0.140
2.04
0.486
3.99
17.3
13.4
105.

0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2"
0.2"
o.i"
0.2
0.2

'D
Y'
M
'D
Y'
M
'D
M
Y'

64
64
64
128
128
256
512
512
1024

4.139
4.780
3.930
8.438
4.044
6.032
8.25
9.042
7.953

1.040
1. 30
0.956
5.52
0.250
0.898
2.68
3.00
5.13

0.123
0.006
0.024
1.65
0.028
0.056
0.66
0.603
2.80

0.39
0.019
0.077
5.25
0.713
1.42
16.8
15.3
71. 2

0.419 ±0.003
0.021 ±0.001
0.077 ±0.001
±0.01
5.68
0.714 ±0.001
1.498 ±0.002
±0.04
17.02
±0.01
16.03
75.42
±0.08

0.4
0.4....
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4*
0.4*
0.4

'D
'D
'D
M
'D
'D
'D
'D

64
64
64
64
128
256
512
512

5.137
5.419
4.745
3.519
6.852
7.502
8.66
10.580

2.88
3.10
2.24
0.198
8.50
2.38
5.70
7.23

0.502
0.263
0.117
0.0005
1.05
0. 311
2.18
1.65

0.40
0.209
0.106
0.002
0.84
1.98
13.9
10.5

0.411
0.214
0.145
0.0023
0.842
1.999
14.41
11.09

(a)
(b)

*

.....

0.581
0.1442
2.043
0.5131
4.078
18.19
13.77
112. 8

±0.003
±0.0002
±0.003
±0.0006
±0.007
±0.02
±0.02
±0.1

±0.001
±0.003
±0.002
±0.0002
±0.009
±0.003
±0.05
±0.02

All rod lengths 10cm or 1.25cm or 8.75cm
'D: 0.ltl LiOD; Y': 0. SOtl Li S0 ; M: 0. ltl LiOD + 0.45M
All
- Li SO .
2
4
2 4
measurements were made in the same batch of DO of 99.9% isotopic purity.
Measurements using electrolytes labelled Y ana At have been made since
23rd March, 1989.
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Table 2.
Rod

Dia�

Results for blank experiments on platinum and palladium rods as a
function of current density and electrolyte composition.

Electrolyte

C

Current

Density

E

cell

Q input

Qexcess

Approximate
Specific
Qexcess

/mA cm

/cm

-2

/V

/W

/W

/W cm

-3

Specific
excess

From

Regression
Analysis
/W cm

-3

Palladium Electrodes:
0.1
0.1
d
0.l
d
0. l
0.1
bd

d

0.8
d
0.8

w
w
w
w
w
'D
'D
'D

32
64
128
256
512
0.8
8
8

3.605
3.873
5.186
8.894
11.29
2.604
3.365
3.527

0.212
0.479
1.482
5.931
15.70
1.458
0.365
0.397

-0.001
-0.001
-0.001
-0.001
-0.001
-0.001
-0.001
-0.003

-0.009
-0.014
-0.001
-0.007
-0.008
-0.000
-0.000
-0.000

64
64
256
64
64
512

3.800
4.138
6.218
4.602
4.821
12.02

0.452
0.520
3.742
0.624
0.668
16.86

0.000
-0.001
-0.001
-0.002
-0.003
-0.001

0.000
-0.008
-0.028
-0.023
-0.038
-0.007

-0.0097 ±0.0002
-0.0165 ±0.0005
-0.01

±0.02

Platinum Electrodes:
d

O. l
d
0. l
d
0. l
0.1
0.1
0.1
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

'D
'D
'D
w

w
w

-0.0232 ±0.0006
-0.0392 ±0.0006
-0.01
±0.02

All rod lengths 10cm.
Palladium sheet electrode 8 x 8 x 0.2cm.
'D: O.lM LiOD; W: O.lM LiOH; All measurements in DO were made in the
2
same batch as that used in the experiments in Table 1.
Data available March 23, 1989. These data were evaluated by another
method and not by those described in this paper.
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electrodes in defining the phenomenon.
It can be seen that the excess
enthalpies increase markedly with the
current density so much so that the
results have the appearance of a threshold
phenomenon. However, experiments of very
high precision at low current densities
are required before this can be confirmed.
On balance we still believe that the
results confirm that excess heat
generation is a bulk phenomenon, Fig. 8,
although this cannot now be stated as
firmly as it appeared from the results
available in the spring of 1989. The
levels of enthalpy generation during the
duration of a typical experiment (3
months) are such (hundreds of Megajoules
-3
cm ) that they must be attributed to
nuclear processes. In particular, it is
inconceivable that chemical or non-nuclear
physical energy could be stored in the
system at these levels and then be
released over prolonged periods of
time cin . The phenomenon of "bursts" in
the enthalpJ production which we first
shortly after the
described <
· .
(1)
•
·
of our pre1 iminary paper
is
publ·ication
also of interest in this context. Figs.
9A, B and C illustrate the 68 - t , the
specific excess enthalpy - t and the
cumulative specific enthalpy - t data for
the largest "burst" we have observed to
date. The total specific excess over the
-3
period of the "burst" (e:;16 MJ cm over 16
days) is again of such a magnitude that
the heat release can only be attributed to
nuclear processes. The heat output during
this burst was 17 times (average value)
and 40 times (peak value) of the enthalpy
input. In some cells e.g. Fig. 10, the
temperature rises rapidly to boiling.
When this occurs, it is difficult to
accurately measure the heat flows (see
Section 2c above). The heat output,
however, must be extremely high.
Our current work is concentrated on the
design and implementation of factorial
experiments in which we are seeking to
define more closely the effects of the
many variables which control the excess
enthalpy. The instrumentation and
procedures which we are using in the
execution of these experiments are
essentially the same as those described in
this paper.
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ABSTRACT
Experiments have been performed to examine
the anomalous effects associated with the D/Pd system,
and to discover some of the experimental variables that
might be important to the effects. Experiments were
concerned with calorimetry of the D/Pd system, but also
monitored those experimental variables that might be
important in causing the effects: the D/Pd ratio and its
rate of change, interfacial phenomena such as the
reduction of D2O, or reduction of contaminant species.
Two types of calorimeters were employed: a
differential calorimeter and a flow calorimeter. In both
of these instruments the electrochemical cell was
pressurized with D2 gas to 60 atm. The calorimeters
were designed to facilitate on-line measurement of the
resistance of the Pd cathode, and for high quality
measurements of the interfacial impedance. In both
calorimeters the electrochemical system has produced
evidence of heat output appearing in bursts, apparently
in excess of known input power sources. These bursts
last for several hours or tens of hours, and produce
energies up to several hundred thousand joules.

knowledge at all times of the composition of the reacting
system.
These principles were based on the
understanding that calorimetry in an open system is
subject to more error than in a closed one; this is
especially important when seeking small excess
enthalpies relative to the total power input into the
system. The second principle is based on the belief that
anomalous phenomena associated with the D/Pd system
probably are related in some way to the D/Pd ratio, and
that a high ratio, which is equivalent to a high D
fugacity in the metal, is an important factor in
determining the onset of the phenomena. In order to
facilitate high loading we have operated our calorimetric
electrochemical charging cells at an elevated pressure of
D2 gas, and at low temperatures. Deuterium solubility
in Pd is a function of the applied emf, the D2 gas
pressure, and the temperature.
The effect of
temperature on solubility is very significant; the
solubility at 5°C is 7 fold that at 50°C, so lowering the
temperature (thereby increasing the deuterium solubility)
is equivalent to increasing the gas pressure. A high
pressure of D2 has the important effect also of
depolarizing the anode reaction hence reducing
problems associated with Oi production.

In electrodes that are heavily loaded with D, the
electrical resistance of the Pd cathodes was observed to
pass through a maximum with increasing time of
cathodic charging, which is consistent with the known
behavior of the H/Pd system. The electrochemical
interfacial impedance of the cathode gives evidence of
one, and at times two relaxation phenomena; it is also
sensitive to accumulation of cathodically deposited
impurities that may influence the rate and degree of D
loading.

INTRODUCTION
Following the announcement last year by
Fleischmann, Pons and Hawkins [1] of anomalous
effects in the D/Pd system, we have performed a series
of experiments designed to examine anomalous excess
enthalpy associated with this system and to discover
some of the experimental variables that might be
important to the effects.
We have designed our experiments with two
important principles in mind: the need in precise
calorimetric measurements for a closed svstem. and for
20

A further feature of all our experiments was to
have comprehensive monitoring of all the experimental
parameters, e.g. cell current and voltage, reference
voltage, Pd cathode resistance, electrochemical
impedance, gas pressure, and of all temperatures
pertinent to the experiment.

RESISTANCE MEASUREMENTS
None of the "cold fusion" electrolysis
experiments described to date contain any means of
determining the D/Pd content in situ. Yet this ratio may
be a crucial difference between those experiments that
have produced a Fleischmann-Pons effect and those that
have not. The resistance of Pd metal is a function of its
hydrogen content [2] and is, in principle, the easiest
way of determining the state of the Pd electrode as the
experiment proceeds. Unfortunately, the relationship
between the resistance and the D/Pd ratio is known only
up to 0.65, but until further calibration experiments are
performed, these data can be used at least as an indicator
that the ratio is ~ 0.65. Also, comparison can be made
with the H/Pd system, which is calibrated in resistance
chan!!e uo to H/Pd = 1.1 r31 ..

Figure 1 shows the known data for �he
resistance ratio, R/R0 , as a function of hydroge� loading
from the data of Baranowski and Wisniewski [3] and
deuterium loading from the data of Barton, Lewis �nd
Woodward [ 4]. The solid line shows an extrapolation
of the D/Pd resistance
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data based on the assumption that the resistance
beh;vior of the H and D systems are similar, and that
resistance maxima occur at the same degree of loading.
The inferences that we make about degrees of loading
higher than 0.65 for D/Pd are based on this �ssumptio�,
and are obtained by fitting the measured resistance ratio
data to the fifth order polynomial given in Figure 1. It
is clear that the assumption of similar resistance
behavior for H and D in Pd, differing only in the
magnitude of the effect, �nd. t_he length ?f �he
extrapolation, results in s1gmf1cant quantitative
uncertainty at high loading levels. We nevertheless
expect the loading levels inferred from resistance
measurement to be useful qualitatively.
Several factors may influence the measured
resistance. Of these, temperature, the occurrence of
cracking, and inhomogeneity of loading in the metal
phase produce the most significan_ � effects. �s shown
in Figure 2, the temperature coefficient of resistance for
the H/Pd system varies over a considerable range from
the pure metal to H/Pd: 0.7; however, we have no data
on the behavior in this regard of D/Pd up to 0. 7, or of
any hydrogen isotope at higher loadin�s. _Our own_
results suggest that the behavior shown m Figure 2 1s
closely obeyed in the deuterium system, but that the
temperature coefficient remains more or less constant at
~ 2 x 10-3 K-1, at higher loadings. This functional form
is assumed in correcting our resistance data for
temperature effects.

Temperature coefficient of resistance
after reference [4].

When the profile of composition in the m�tal
phase is significantly nonuniform, due t� high
absorptions or desorption fluxes, the average resistance
may not reflect the average �oading. _This problem
arises particular during anodic deloadmg, when the
surface achieves the low resistance of the a-phase. At
low absorption fluxes the concentration P:ofiles are
sufficiently flat that this seldom comphcates the
interpretation of resistance data.
Resistance inhomogeneities due to cracking or
phase nucleation also may yield measured resistances
that do not reflect the average composition of the D/Pd
system. The extent of cracking can be minimized. by
loading the electrcxie unidirection:Ily, or by_ pre-loading
at temperatures higher than ~350 C, to av01d the a to�
phase transformation.

DIFFERENTIAL CALORIMETRY
Concept
Because of the applied current, electrochemical
"cold fusion" cells produce Joule heat, and a�y
extraneous heat prcxiucing reactions must be detecte� m
addition to this heat. A convenient way of detecting
chemical or nuclear reaction enthalpy is by comparing
the temperature or heat flux from identical cells, where
one cell is restricted to prcxiucing Joule heat only.
Heat is prcxiuced in an electrochemical cell with
D2O electrolyte and Pd cathode as a result of several
phenomena: absorption of D in Pd, overvoltages on the
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cathode and anode, and I2 R heating in the electrolyte.
The first of these factors becomes less significant once
the D/Pd ratio has reached a steady state. Ideally, the
other two factors should be the same in the experimental
cell and the reference cell, the latter being the cell where
the heat production is limited to Joule heating only.
Joule heating differences in the two cells were
minimized by using electrode surfaces and cells of
identical size and shape, as well as identical electrolytes.
Any bulk phase reactions arising from the palladium
were minimized in the reference cell by using a
palladized Cu electrode. This approach to the
construction of the reference cell is based upon the tenet
that fusion reactions occur, if at all, in the bulk phase
and not on the surface of the electrode. If surface
reactions are heat producing, then they are likely to
occur in the Cu/Pd cathode before comparable reactions
occur in the bulk Pd rod, since the thin Pd layer on the
Cu rod would become saturated with deuterium before
the Pd rod.

Pl on Ni lnteriot
J::::::J�Cf---- for Anode
Cu V8t5sel

An alternative approach is to use H 2O in the
Note that the ralttronaa cal Is identical e,c,epl kit the Pd
elechode, which Is palidJ.ed Cu.
reference cell. However, because H2O electrolytes have
different overpotentials and different electrical and
Cell for differential calorimeter
thermal conductivities than their D2O equivalents, the Figure 3.
Joule heating will be different. In addition, the heat of
For the experimental cell, the cathode was made
adsorption of D in Pd is significantly different from that
of H in Pd. For these reasons, light water provides a from twice vacuum melted Pd, which was machined,
then annealed in a vacuum at 800 ° C for three hours,
poor blank for the experiments described below.
then backfilled at temperature with D 2 . Palladized
The electrolysis of water in our cells was copper was used for the reference cell cathode. The
minimized by keeping the applied cell voltage below that electrolyte was prepared by the addition of 99.9% Li
required for oxygen evolution. From the known metal (Ventron Alfa Products) to 99.9% D2O (Aldrich
thermodynamic and kinetic values, we calculated the Chemicals).
minimum cell voltage required for the evolution of
The cells were placed, as shown in Figure 4, in
oxygen from light water, as 1.27 V, and even at 1.8 V
an insulated bath cooled to ~ 7 ° C. Pressure was applied
the electrolysis current would not be above 1 mA.
to the cells from a D2 gas cylinder. Each cell could be
pressurized independently or removed from the gas
system; a relief valve was also included to prevent
Experimental Approach
overpressurization of the system in the event of a large
Figure 3 illustrates a cell design that incorporates exothermic reaction.
the features referred to above, which, except for the Pd
An Apple Macintosh microcomputer with a
electrode, represents identically both the experimental
Keithley data acquisition system was used to monitor
and reference cells.
every minute the temperature of the Pd and Cu
The body of the cell was constructed from cathodes, the bath temperature, both cell voltages and
copper, which was chosen for its high thermal the current. The interfacial impedances were measured
conductivity and low solubility and diffusivity of every ten minutes during the latter part of the
hydrogen isotopes, and its ability to accommodate a experiment.
pressure of at least 50 atm. All interior surfaces were
The cells were filled with electrolyte, and the
platinum coated on nickel. Both these metals are
resistant to corrosion in LiOD under the conditions cathodes charged galvanostatically in series at 10 mA
applicable to this experiment. Temperature was cm-2 for five days. On the establishment of steady-state
measured with a four terminal resistance temperature temperatures and voltages, the Pd electrode resistance
was measured, and the current increased by an amount
device (RTD) embedded in each cathode.
just sufficient to keep the applied cell voltage below 1.5
V, to prevent oxygen evolution. The above sequence
was repeated periodically.
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Figure 4.

The cells were calibrated according to equation
[3], using both stepped and ramped currents, to
establish a steady state slope and intercept: a and b
for the working cell and a' and b' for the reference
cell. We do not make any attempt to calculate or
calibrate the temporal response of these cells to a
change in input Joule heat or thermal conditions.
Instead, in the differential mode, we assume that �he
only differences between the response of the workmg
and reference cells are those due to the difference in
the steady-state calibration coefficients (a and a', b
and b'), and the possible existence of extraneous heat,
Qu, in the working cell. That is,

Electrochemical Cells

Schematic diagram of
differential calorimeter

Working cell: a AT+ b=IV+Qu
Reference cell:

At intervals during the charging process, the
resistance of the bulk palladium electrode was
measured using a four terminal ac measurement of the
longitudinal impedance to determine the deuterium
loading level. Measurements also were made of the
two-terminal cell impedance, to determine what
fraction of the de cell voltage was associated with IR
drop in the electrolyte and what was due to the
deuterium redox overpotential.

[4]

Equation [4] reflects the extraneous heat if all
influences on the two cells are the same except for the
quantified and calibrated differences between the
primed and unprimed variables. This procedure
yields a positive excess if the extraneous heat occurs
in the working (solid Pd) cell, a "negative excess" if
this heat occurs in the reference (Pd coating) cell, and
zero if there are no extraneous, uncorrelated
influences.

If I is the current and V the cell voltage then,
in the steady state, the input power is the sum of the
product IV and any extraneous sources of heat, Qu,
If the calorimeter heat capacity and cooling constant
are Cp and K respectively, then, for an elapsed time t
IV+ Quit=(Cp + K) AT

a' AT'+ b'= IV'

Qu = a AT + b - (a' AT' + b') V/V'

Calorimetry

Results
Table 1 displays a chronology of
observations. Except for the times noted in Table 1,
the differential calorimeter operated with Qu close to
zero, with a statistical fluctuation of± 200 mW. We
observed anomalous enthalpic effects from the
experimental cell, and possibly also from the
reference cell. The enthalpic events referred to
occurred when the output power, observed as heat,
was in excess of the input power.

[l]

where
AT=Tceu - Tbath
this relationship can be further expressed as:
IV= Cp'AT- Quit

[3]

IV=�T+b

[2]

The events described as oV, refer to occasions
when the cell voltage underwent spontaneous changes
at constant current, temperature and pressure. These
events occurred without accompanying bursts of
power in excess of that provided by the input
electrical power, and were observed for the
exoerimental cell onlv.

The calorimeter was calibrated by varying the
input electrochemical power to the two cells in series.
With Qu= 0 we expect a linear relationship between
the input Joule power to each cell, IV, and the
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Table 1

Figures 5 and 6 show data for Qu calculated
using equation [4]. Also displayed is the excess energy
for the two periods of essentially twelve hours,
although the features in Figure 6 presumably are
continuations of the event in Figure 5. The event in
Figure 5 appears to have been initiated by a transient
decrease in the cell temperature, both of which occurred
in the interval between 16 and 17 hours in that figure.
During this time a slow increasing current ramp was
begun, although this was initiated some 20 minutes after
the leading edge of the apparent positive power excess.

Chronology of Anomalous Events in the
Differential Calorimeter

#

1
2
3

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

DATE
5/15
5/17
5/18
5/18
5/19
5/20
5/21
5/22
5/24
5/26
5/31
6/01

TIME TYPE
2300 c)H XScu
1800 c)HXScu
0530 c)Vpd
2100 c)H XSp d
0800 c)H XSpd
0100 c)Vpd
2200 c)Vpd
1900 c)Vpd
1800 c)H XSpd
1700 avpd
1300 c)H XSpd
0700(2)c)H XSpd

H/kJ
<3
~10
0
5
32
0
0
0
<3
0
26
6

where H=enthalpy, V=voltage, XS=excess.
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Figure 5.

Differential calorimeter excess power and energy: May 31, 1989.
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Differential calorimeter excess power and energy; June 1, 1989.
FLOW CALORIMETRY

Concept

4

�
�
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The electrochemical cell was a nickel pressure
vessel whose interior and all other fittings were coated
with Pt. Provision was made for four-terminal
resistance measurements, and a reference electrode. A
helical electrical heater was mounted in grooves on the
outside of the pressure vessel.

A second series of experiments was perfonned Pressur& Line,
Cell Leads --�II
in a flow calorimeter operated isothermally. Figure 7
depicts the calorimeter schematically. In the experiment
described here only one calorimeter cell was used.
During operation the electrochemical cell was contained
inside the calorimeter Dewar flask, and the heat transfer
fluid (silicone oil) was pumped through it. Temperature
Cooing/
control was maintained by mounting the calorimeter in a
Healing
Ccila
well regulated bath (± 0.01 °C) and by equilibrating the
temperature of the oil with that of the bath before it was
pumped into the Dewar flask. The flow rate was
maintained constant to within ± 1 % by means of an FMI
metering pump; this was monitored continuously with a
rotameter-type flow meter, and periodically by weighing
timed samples removed from the flow. Two RTD
temperature sensors were placed in the inlet to, and
outlet from the calorimeter; turbulence promoters were
Schematic diagram of
employed to ensure that the fluid was well mixed before Figure 7.
differential
calorimeter.
it passed over the outlet sensors.

ZS

�

Resistance
Thennometers

Calorimetry
To assist in rapid transfer of heat to the heat
transfer fluid a "finned jacket" was placed around the
outside of the vessel. In operation, the total input
power to the calorimeter was maintained at a preset
constant value by using the data acquisition computer to
calculate the input electrochemical power and adjust the
heater power. In this way, at constant mass flow of
calorimetric fluid, the presence of excess power could
be inf erred from an increase in the temperature
difference measured between the inflow and outflow.
In the absence of excess power any second order effects
of heat loss should remain constant since the
temperature profile inside the Dewar flask is essentially
constant.
The calorimeter was calibrated by several
methods: by adjusting the heater power, and the
electrochemical power in a stepwise manner allowing
the system to come to a steady state, and by dynamic
methods where a sinusoidal or sawtooth waveform was
applied to the heater.
The thermal output of the calorimeter is
observed to have the following dependence on input
power:
Pheater + PeJectrochem = (Cp dm/dt + k') �T [5]
where Cp is the heat capacity of the calorimetric fluid,
dm/dt the rate of mass flow through the calorimeter,
and k' is a small loss term due primarily to heat loss
through the electrical and pressure interconnects that
penetrate the top of the calorimeter vessel.

Parameters monitored were the cell current and
voltage, reference voltage, Pd resistance, two inlet and
two outlet temperatures, two cell temperatures, cell
pressure, and calorimetric fluid flow rate.
Electrochemical impedance measurements were made at
regular intervals to monitor the kinetic processes at the
Pd/LiOD interface.
The cell was operated with 60 atm of D2
pressure, and with varying cathodic current densities up
to 600 mA cm-2. Experiments were performed at 25
and 4° C.
Table 2 displays a chronology of excess heat
observations, where �T increased spontaneously in the
apparent absence of any spurious effects. Figure 8
shows the raw data for event #2, calculated from the
difference between the calorimeter output power from
equation [5], and the known input power PeJectrochem +
Pheater• This figure provides a good indication of the
level of baseline variation of the "excess" power; for
some period prior to and subsequent to the positive
excursion shown in Figure 8, the "excess" power
registers zero with a random variation of roughly 0.2
W. The structured variation of the "excess" power apart
from the burst is due to the enthalpy of partial
recombination of D2 and 02. At high current densities,
the anodic reaction is not completely depolarized by the
D2 pressure, and electrolysis occurs. The products of
this reaction (and all the associated enthalpic effects) are
contained within the calorimeter. Recombination
occurs on the inner exposed surfaces of the Pt coated
pressure vessel, and its progress can be monitored by
the pressure. We observe oscillations in the pressure of
period approximately 30 minutes, consistent with small
positive and negative fluctuations of the "excess" heat.
No significant change was observed in the cell pressure
associated with the heat burst in Figure 8, and the
recombination fluctuations occurred throughout this
positive heat excursion.

The values of the constants C p and k' were
determined by a series of calibrations, varying the input
heater power at constant flow rate, and the flow rate at
constant input power. The value of Cp obtained was in
precise accord with that obtained by independent heat
Also shown in Figure 8 is the electrochemical
capacity measurements, and with the value supplied by
input
power.
At this time the heater was employed for
the manufacturer. At the flow rates normally employed
power
calibration
only at the times marked "P". The
in the calorimeter (2-3 g/s), k' represents less than 5%
average
of
the
positive
excursion is approximately 1.25
loss due to conduction.
W; nearly 33% of the total input power to calorimeter at
that time. The excess energy was calculated from the
area
of the envelope of the event in Figure 8 to be 49 kJ,
Experimental
excluding the effects of heater calibration pulse which
LiOD of 0.1 M concentration was prepared by are incompletely removed from the steady state
reacting pure Li metal with D2O under nitrogen in a calculation. At no times were negative excursions
observed in the data record of similar form or
glove box.
comparable magnitude. The energy total of the four
events
of apparent excess heat in this experiment was
The Pd electrode was prepared by etching in
298
kJ,
this is 7.45 MJ/mol for an electrode which
aqua regia, annealing the sample in a vacuum for 4
comprised
0.04 mol of Pd.
°
hours at 800 C, and then cooling under D2. Upon
cooling to room temperature the electrode was placed in
the electrochemical cell.
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Table 2
Cell P2 Excess Enthalpy
#

DATE TIME DURA TION/h

H/kJ

10/11 21:40 Cell Start Up
1

11/1

22:00

13

49

2

11/3

10:00

11

49

3

11/5

23:00

24

154

4

12/10 12:00

46

46

22.B.
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Impedance Measurement

Post Test Analysis

At low loading levels the electrochemical
impedance of the Pcl/LiOD interface exhibits a single
semicircle in the complex plane suggesting that the
response is due to the double layer capacitance and
charge transfer resistance. At high rates of loading
(high surface loading) or high equilibrium loading levels
(high bulk loading) the interfacial impedance response
exhibits a more complex behavior.

One week after the electrode was removed from
the pressurized isothermal flow calorimeter it was
placed between two layers of Polaroid ASA 3000 film
for 12 days. Details of the resulting films are shown in
Figure 10. Clear evidence of some type of ionizing
radiation is observed. The points of light with diffuse
halo exposure suggest that some of the radiation may be
coming from point sources within the metal, being
scattered by the lattice structure.

Figure 9 shows the impedance response of the
electrode in the pressurized isothermal flow calorimeter,
at 25 ° C, as a function of applied cathodic current (for an
electrode with area "" 4 cm2 ). Based on the measured
resistance ratio and the extrapolation of known data
suggested by Figure 1, the electrode in this experiment
had a bulk D/Pd loading of approximately 1.

The surface and near surface of the sample were
subjected to surface analysis by laser ionization (SALi)
and compared to an identically treated blank electrode.
No changes in isotopic composition were observed, and
no unexpected elements were observed that might be
consistent with fission products.
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Figure 10.

Autoradiograph of flow calorimeter, pressurized cell P2 electrode, after 12 day exposure;
shown at 4x and 50x magnification (markings in centimeters).

Approximately 10% of the total mass of the
electrode, comprising one sample from the surface and
one from the bulk, were analyzed by Rockwell
International for 3He and 4He by mass spectrometry of
a molten sample. This technique is capable of detecting
10 11 atoms; no He was observed at that detection level.
Mass spectrometry was used to analyze the
residual D2 gas in the pressure vessel for 3H, 3He and
4 He. At a detection level of 1 ppm, none of these
isotopes were found.
The electrolyte was sampled for tritium before
emplacement in the cell and after removal; no increase in
tritium was observed above the background level.

DISCUSSION
Experiments were performed in two
electrochemical cells comprising a Pt anode, LiOD
electrolyte, Pd cathode and D2 gas. Both experiments
appear to give bursts of heat output in excess of the
known sources of Joule input heat. In one experiment
differential calorimetry was employed; in a subsequent
experiment a more sophisticated isothermal flow
calorimeter was used. The results nevertheless were
qualitatively similar - considerable periods in which the
calorimeters were poised in thermal balance, with
occasional positive excursions of output power. lasting

hours or tens of hours, and in magnitude several tens of
kilojoules.
It is difficult to discuss the initiation of these
events given the apparent stoichastic nature of the
excess heat bursts. Nevertheless, we have observed <no
heat excess from electrodes that were loaded to D/Pd - 1
(based on an extrapolation of known resistance ratio
data). It may be that such loading is necessary.
However, it is clearly not sufficient to produce the
anomalous heat effects. In both cases the Pd had
achieved its minimum resistance (from which we infer
maximum loading) condition, several weeks prior to the
observation of anomalous heat.
The interfacial impedance data may give a clue to
other conditions that are necessary for anomalous heat
effects to be observed. The impedance feature
evidenced at low frequencies and appearing in the fourth
quadrant of Figure 9 is not present at all times, even for
a highly loaded electrode. In a subsequent paper we
will demonstrate that the impedance spectra can be
accounted for quantitatively by the double layer
capacitance in combination with the charge transfer
resistance for D adsorption coupled with recombination
and absorption at a fractional monolayer coverage of D.
The fourth quadrant feature derives from the coupling of
the potential dependent adsorption coverage, and the
concentration dependent absorption flux. In qualitative
terms, this "inductive" feature appears only when there
is a significant absorption flux; it can be used as an
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indicator that the electrode surface is in a state such that may be that the direction is not important. If both high
flux and high loadings are necessary, then it is difficult
the electrode is capable of further absorbing D.
to maintain high loading at a high steady-state outward
Extended cathodization provides an opportunity Dflux, while it is difficult to achieve a high steady-state
for electro-reducible minority components to deposit on inward flux at a high loading level. It might be possible
the cathode surface. While we did not observe to resolve this apparent impass by periodically reversing
macroscopic fouling of the electrodes in this study, one the direction of the flux.
might expect that the presence of a film of cathodically
In both experiments the excess energy in any
deposited contaminant species on the surface would
block D absorption. In our experience, however, the burst represents at most 1% of the total energy input to
presence of certain deliberately added impurities appears the calorimeter before the excess heat event. The
to create the inductive term and facilitate loading, precision with which we establish our calorimetric
whereas anodic stripping of the Pd appears to eliminate baseline is not sufficient to eliminate the possibility that
the fourth quadrant term. is therefore likely that the energy is being stored in the system during the long
inductive effect is a feature of a specifically modified Pd periods of time that calorimeters are in apparent thermal
While the
surface, of unknown origin, but which may be balance, and released in bursts.
thermodynamic properties of the D/Pd system are not
beneficial to loading.
known for mole fractions of D near 1, we consider it
The presence or absence of the inductive term, nevertheless unlikely that the excess energies
the existence of which effectively reduces the de represented by the events chronicled in Tables 1 and 2
interfacial resistance, can be used also to account for the can be accounted for by chemical processes. In
anomalous changes observed in the cathodic particular it is unlikely that spontaneous transformation
overvoltage of highly loaded electrodes. For both is occurring to a more stable (and hitherto unobserved)
calorimeter cells we have observed cases where the phase. If this were so, we would expect to see some
voltage measured between the surface of the cathode evidence in the mechanical character and some evidence
and an adjacent Pt pseudo-reference electrode have in the resistance. No such evidence is observed.
spontaneously, and over a period of several hours,
We do not claim to have examined all possible
increased at constant current, decreased at constant
current, and, in one case, the overvoltage was observed sources of systematic error in our calorimetry.
to decrease with increasing current.
However, highly instrumented and monitored
experiments, using calorimeters of considerably
It is possible that both high loading and high different design and principle have resulted in
interfacial flux are necessary for the anomalous effects qualitatively and quantitatively similar results of
to be manifest . In our experience, certain conditions apparent excess heat bursts outside the standard
facilitate high loading: high temperature gas loading deviation of the random errors by factors up to 50.
prior to cathodization, electrode activation in strong
acid, low temperature electrochemistry, high current
It has been suggested [l] that excess heat is
densities, and high pressures of D2. In a number of produced in the D/Pd system by nuclear processes. The
instances the occurrence of "excess heat bursts" appears evidence that we have from the isothermal flow
to correlate with a change in condition that might well calorimeter cell that produced 300 kJ of excess heat is
stimulate high D fluxes at the interface of a highly that sources of ionizing radiation are contained within
loaded electrode: transient or stepped increases or the Pd cathode, that are not present in a blank electrode
decreases in the cathodic current and decreases in the prepared identically from the same stock. Experience
temperature. The event shown in Figure 5 occurred 20- from autoradiographs of other electrodes heavily
30 minutes after a transient decrease in the cell electrolyzed in LiOD and LiOH suggests strongly that
temperature. A decrease in the temperature might be the exposure evidenced in Figure 10 is not due to
expected to result in an increased absorption flux since contact printing or to chemical exposure by reducing
the solubility and thus the equilibrium loading level of D species such as lithium or hydrogen. Autoradiography
in Pd is increased. Additionally, lower temperature is while sensitive is not specific, and we were unable to
likely to result in an increased electrochemical identify the species that produced the film exposure, or
impedance for the recombination step which, at constant any other species that might be a product of nuclear
current, may result in a higher adsorption coverage, a reaction. We were unable to identify any isotopic
larger dynamic overvoltage and facilitate the adsorbed to changes or the presence of 3He or 4He in the metal, the
absorbed reaction step.
of 3H in the electrolyte or the presence of 3H,
�resence
He or 4He in the gas. Within the respective detection
The last excess heat event observed in the limits of the various techniques employed, it is not clear
isothermal flow calorimeter (event #4 in Table 2) was that we would expect to see the 3 x 1Ql5 atoms of
associated with a decrease in cell current, and persisted product that would be associated with 300 kJ of heat
for some hours following the reversal of cell potential from a nuclear process.
for anodic deloadin2:. If a flux of Dis necessarv. then it
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ABSTRACT
y-radiation much above background were observed.
The total excess thermal energy (4MJ), observed
over a period of 120 hours, was much greater than
the heat output from any possible chemical process.
Such results have not been reported for cathodes
that do not significantly absorb deuterium (e.g.,
platinum), or during hydrogen evolution on
palladium from light water. In this paper, we
report the results of work on anomalous heat
production from palladium cathodes during
deuterium evolution from lithium deuteroxide
solutions in deuterium oxide. We also present
results of control experiments with platinum
cathodes evolving deuterium under identical
conditions, and with palladium electrodes evolving
hydrogen from lithium hydroxide-light water
solutions.

Convincing evidence of anomalous thermal
fluxes from palladium cathodes in LiOD solutions is
provided. When combined with other evidence for
tritium formation, these argue for the existence of
solid state nuclear processes in this system.
Compared with previous work, effects are only
seen at a relatively low level, and they appear to
decrease with decreasing electrode surface/volume
ratio. They are also observed in a sealed cell with
internal gas recombination, which requires no
thermodynamic corrections. The effect of lithium
ion is seen to be specific, and the effect seems to
involve only the palladium surface layers.

INTRODUCTION
In a recent publication, Fleischmann, Pons and
Hawkins 1 have alluded to anomalous enthalpy
production when deuterium is evolved on palladium
from solutions of lithium deuteroxide in deuterium
oxide after polarization over long periods of time.
These experiments were conducted using a classical
calorimetric technique, in which temperature
changes were measured using Beckmann
thermometers. The authors concluded that nuclear
reactions of unknown type involving deuterons
dissolved in palladium beyond the composition
corresponding to that of the end of the «X+~) phase
were taking place, since no significant neutrons (lr

EXPERIMENTAL
The investigations were conducted using an
automatic precision micTocalorimeter (fronac Model
350, Orem, oT). This is a differential heat
conduction instrument with a noise level of less than
0.3 JlW and a precision better than 1 JlW. The
temperature fluctuations of the water bath in the
microcalorimeter are controlled to ±0.0002°C. The
instrument operates by electrically comparing the
voltage signal ~ V across a thermoelectric junction
assembly mounted around the working chamber
with a similar signal from a reference chamber in the
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instrument, which avoids fluctuations in the
baseline or in the instrument constant. The voltage
determined is proportional to the temperature
difference across the ends of the thermoelectric pile,
and thus to the heat flux. The instrument includes a
built-in calibration resistor (about 1000 Q), with a
maximum heat output of 25 mW. Since this level
was much below the heat outputs measured, we
constructed an extended calibration curve using a
standard resistor of smaller value inside the
electrochemical cell with and without electrolyte
(Fig. 1). It includes any effects of temperature
change inside the cell, and is linear over a wide heat
flux range. The voltage signal !::. V is monitored
using a high-impedance digital voltmeter and the
instrument also provided a continuous chart-paper
printout of these data, which is available for
inspection. The heat flux from the calorimeter is
given by !::.V.C, where C is the slope from Figs. la
and 1 b, the calibration plots for the two chambers of
the calorimeter. Since the bath temperature of the
calorimeter can be adjusted in the range 2°-30° C, it
was possible to verify the temperature-independence
of the the calibration. The value of C was 184.0
with a standard deviation of±1.23.

the heavy and light water electrolytes, and those
with platinum cathodes in the deuterium oxide
electrolyte only. In later experiments, 0.1 M
NaOD, 1.0 M nLiOD, 0.1 M 7LiOD and 0.17 M
6LiOD electrolytes were used. They were prepared
by dissolving "nuclear" grade sodium metal sealed
under argon (Alfa Products), 7U (99.9% chemical
purity, 99.8% isotopic purity, Eagle-Picher
Industries) and 6Li (99.97 % chemical purity,
98.67% isotopic purity, Oak Ridge National
Laboratory). The 7Li isotope was supplier-sealed
under argon, whereas the 6Li was under oil, and
was Soxhlet-extracted with hexane before use.
The electrical circuits were carefully checked for
leakage currents to ground via the metal cell and it
was verified that the working and counter electrodes
connected to a constant-current power supply were
indeed floating. Any AC component from the
power line was verified to be less than 20 mV in 5
V. The cell voltage (V) was continuously
monitored using a high-impedance digital voltmeter.
After allowing the stainless steel cell and its
contents to thermally equilibrate in the
microcalorimeter, palladium working electrodes
were polarized cathodically in 0.1 M 0LiOD at 0.06
A/cm 2 for 40 hours to allow saturation of the
palladium with deuterium (or hydrogen) beyond the
end of the (a+�) phase composition.
In
preliminary work, this was immediately followed
by the application of current densities of 0.6 A/cm2,
1.0 A/cm2, and 0.3 A/cm2 for various times (see for
example Fig. 2). In this example, the cell currents
were 97.2 mA, 161 mA and 49.2 mA, respectively.
The voltages were about 4.5V, 5.6V and 3.4V.
Some voltage variation, discussed below, was seen
as a function of time. While the cells were being
polarized, the rates of heat generation were
monitored. The heat input could be determined
from instantaneous readings of the cell voltage,
which could be read to within three (but not four)
significant figures. The voltage at constant current
showed a random noise in the range ±2 to± 10 mV
due to variations in effective cell resistance resulting
from gas evolution. The cell current, which
showed small variations with time, could be
determined to a precision of 0.1%. The calorimeter
output was a low noise signal typically in the range
1500 to 2500 µ V, which was read by a digital
voltmeter to a precision of ±10 µV.

Heat generation rates were measured in a closed
stainless steel cell, which was used because of its
high thermal conductivity. The cell fitted snugly in
the working chamber of the microcalorimeter (1cm
x 5cm x 5cm) which was located in a large
aluminum block in contact with a water bath
°
maintained at 25 C. The latter temperature could be
varied by means of a fr eon bath. Preliminary
results established negligible corrections for the heat
generated by oxidation of the stainless steel cell in
the electrolyte.
Electrochemical cells were assembled with
palladium wire cathodes (1 cm long, 0.05 cm
diameter) surrounded by spirally wound platinum
wire anodes (99.9995% pure, Alfa Products). All
cathodes were cut from the same batch of palladium
wire (99.997% pure, Alfa Products). Platinum
wire leads (0.05 cm diameter) were spot welded to
one end of the palladium cathodes and isolated from
the solution by means of Teflon. In control cells, a
similar electrode configuration was used with a
platinum wire substituted for the palladium. All
electrode specimens were cleaned using acetone
followed by thorough rinsing with ultrapure water.
The electrolytes initially used were 0.1 M lithium
deuteroxide in 99.8% pure deuterium oxide (Aldrich
Chemical Company), and 0.1 M lithium hydroxide
in ultrapure light water. Both solutions were
prepared by dissolving natural lithium metal ("nLi"
99.9% pure containing 93 wt % 7Li, Aldrich
Chemical Company) in light and heavy water. The
cells with the palladium cathodes were examined in

Solvent was periodically added every 48 h to the
cell to maintain constant volume due to loss of
solution by electrolysis and any entrainment by
evolved gas. The measured amount of solvent was
1.7 ml at a current density of 0.6 A/cm 2. This
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quantity corresponds to the theoretical amount for
1(10% dissociation of the electrolyte to hydrogen l)r
deuterium and oxygen at a total cell current close 10
0.1 A. In no case was the electrolyte level allowed
to fall so that platinum or palladium wires were
exposed above the electrolyte. After each addition,
the cell and its contents were allowed to
reequilibrate before further recordings were made.

�Q will be positive and e qual to about +1.5 mW.
Thus, a small amount of recombination will tend to
compensate the heat loss resulting from evaporation
and other heat losses. Since these corrections are
within the overall estimated error bars, the latter are
shown as± 3 mW on the plots of the experimental
results.
Breaks are shown in the plots
corresponding to the re-equilibration times for the
calorimeter after the cells were opened for
verification or electrolyte addition. These
corresponded to intervals of 1-2 hours.

RESULT S
Plots of the cell potential and of the excess rate
of heat generation, recorded as a function of time
for a palladium wire cathode in 0.1 M nLiOD, are
presented in Figure 2. The rate of excess enthalpy
generation, �Q, is given by:
�Q = Q - {E- (�H/F)} I

The result in Fig. 2 shows an excess rate of heat
generation (i.e. over and above the rate of heat
generation due to irreversible losses in the
electrochemical cell) several hours after the current
density was increased to 0.6 A/cm2 from 0.06
Ncm2, the current density for charging of palladium
with deuterium. It is interesting to note that at
current densities of 0.6 and 1.0 A/cm2, the excess
rate of heat generation was 38 mW, whereas at 0.3
A/cm2 it decreased to 29 mW. As a percentage of
the irreversible heat flux input to the calorimeter, the
excess heat was 6.1%, 13.2%, and 31.5% at 1.0,
0.6, and 0.3 A/cm2 respectively. The fact that the
rate of excess heat evolution increases as heat input
(i.e., the reaction rate) to the calorimeter decreases
is a strong argument against a spurious chemical
explanation of this effect, particularly anomalous
(and unobserved) recombination of deuterium and
oxygen. The highest heat generation rate observed
(at 0.6A/cm2) corresponded to 19.3 W/cm 3 of Pd,
which is comparable to that reported by
Fleischmann, Pons and Hawkins (26 W/cm3 ).

(1)

where Q is the total rate of enthalpy generation, Eis
the cell potential, �H is the heat of formation of
gaseous 02 or H2 and 02 from liquid 020 or H2O,
as appropriate, F is the numerical value of the
Faraday in joules, and I is the current passing
through the cell. The value of �H/F is 1.527 V for
D2O (rounded to 1.53 V) and 1.48 V for H2O. The
excess enthalpy flux for 020 was therefore:
�Q = �v.c - (E- 1.53)1

(2)

The correction for evaporation of solvent and the
smaller effect of heat loss in the escaping gas was
determined to be small (certainly less than -2 mW at
a cell temperature maintained close to 25°C by the
heat conduction calorimeter), compared with the
order of magnitude of the heat flux changes sought.
Consideration of the precision of reading � V, E
and I, along with the standard deviation of C,
suggests the error in determining � Q using
Equation 2 is ±3 mW. However, to verify that
Equ. 2 can be used to accurately calculate the
irreversible heat flux, it is necessary to show that
recombination of the gases is small. Although it is
possible to estimate the extent of recombination
from the measured amount of solvent periodically
added to the cell, for a more precise determination
gas volumes from the operating cell were measured
using a gas burette during electrolysis, both on the
bench and in the calorimeter. Results obtained were
always slightly less than, but within about 1% of,
the theoretical value, indicating a small amount of
recombination, presumably by diffusion of oxygen
through the electrolyte to the cathode. If the fraction
of gases recombining during the experiment is x,
the heat flux input to the calorimeter will be (E [1.53][1-x])I. If x is indeed 0.01, then the error in

A similar experiment to that shown in Figure 2
was carried out using a platinum cathode in 0.1 M
nLiOO for a period of 80 hours. Since platinum
does not form a hydrogen or deuterium bulk alloy, a
current density of 0.6 A/cm2 was applied from the
beginning of the experiment. From the data in
Figure 3, it is clear that there was no excess heat
generation in this case. In a third experiment,
electrolysis of H2 O from 0.1 M nLioH using a
palladium cathode, and the same current density
sequence as in Fig. 2, did not reveal any excess heat
generation, as shown in Figure 4. These results
again demonstrate that recombination of evolved
oxygen and deuterium gases within the
electrochemical cell should not be a chemical source
of the excess rate of heat generation observed for
deuterium evolution on a palladium cathode from
the TILiOO electrolyte. The experiments in Figures 3
and 4 have been repeated three times with palladium
cathodes in nLiOH electrolyte, and three times with
platinum cathodes in nLiOD electrolyte, each giving
identical results to the examples shown.
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More results are shown in Fig. 7 for a 0.05 cm
diameter "as-received" palladium wire initiated in
0LiOD solution. An excess rate of heat generation
can be seen starting about 3.5 h after the current
density was increased to 0.6 A/cm2 from 0.06
A/cm2. After a rise time of a further 14 h, excess
enthalpy generation had reached a maximum value
of 36 mW, equivalent to 18.3 W/cm3 , compared
with 19.3 W/cm 3 observed in Figure 2 for a
specimen cut from the same wire sample.
However, a rise time of 50 h was required to show
the maximum effect in this case. After allowing the
excess enthalpy generation to stabilize for 10 h, 0.1
M NaOD electrolyte was substituted, giving a rapid
decay of the effect, most having disappeared after 4
h. The cell potential was about 340 mV lower in the
NaOD solution, whose specific conductivity is
higher than that of 0.1 M 0LiOD. After 24 h, the
excess heat flux had fallen to 4 mW and the
electrolyte was again changed to 0.1 M 0LiOD. The
excess heat flux then rapidly redeveloped, reaching
a maximum similar to that observed earlier within
12 h. After a further 12 h, the electrolyte was
changed for 1.0 M 0LiOD. In this case build-up of
the excess heat after recovery from switching off the
current was slow, perhaps due to impurity
accumulation by plating-out on the electrode surface
from the more concentrated solution, in which the
cell voltage was about 3.5 V, compared with about
5.2 V in 0.1 M 0LiOD. The final rate of excess heat
production was similar to that in the latter.

The sequence of current densities shown in Fig.
2 for palladium cathodes in °LiOD electrolyte was
repeated for several different specimens of different
dimensions, origins, and pretreatments. In all
cases, some excess heat generation was observed,
the quantity varying according to the nature of the
specimen. All results are shown in Table 1.
Following Fleischmann and Pons, anomalous heat
flux results are expressed in W/cm3 . The highest
value obtained (about 25 W/cm 3 ) was for an
annealed wire, 0.05 cm diameter, from the same lot
as that used for Fig. 2. These results are shown in
Fig. 5. Relatively lower values (6-12 W/cm3) were
obtained on a spherical electrode, 0.2 cm diameter,
prepared by melting another sample of the same
wire. A further result was obtained on a 0.1 cm
diameter wire of "investment" quality. Before
stepping up the current density to 0.6 A/cm2 ,
charging was this time conducted at 0.06 A/cm2 for
two weeks. Results for this wire, expressed in
terms of raw data (i.e., 6. V.C and [E - 1.53]1), are
shown in Fig. 6. It can be seen that from the start
of deuterium evolution at 0.6 A/cm2, this electrode
produced an excess heat flux at a low level.
However, after about 12 hours, about 30-60 mW
excess heat flux was produced, corresponding to 47 W/cm 3 . In the case of the specimens shown in
both Fig. 5 and Fig. 6, the anomalous heat
production was associated with a falling cell
potential as a function of time, although this was not
consistently true of the other specimens studied. In
contrast to the results shown in Figs. 2 and 5, some
decay of anomalous heat occurs after 25 h in this
case.

After 23 h the current was switched off and heat
generation was allowed to decay. Fig. 8 shows the
cell voltage and absolute heat decay rates on switch
off. The former is very rapid: After a change of
scale, an open-circuit voltage of about 1 V is
observed, corresponding to that for the oxidized
platinum anode against the deuterium-charged
palladium cathode. Within about 1 hour, the open
circuit voltage decayed to about 350 mV, followed
by a slow decay as deuterium was lost from the
palladium and the platinum surface became reduced.
The rate of heat decay is the same as that for a
heated electrical resistance within the cell, hence it
can also be described as instantaneous,
corresponding in practice to the time constant of the
microcalorimeter.

Results for two experiments for 0.5 mm
diameter annealed Pd wires in 0.1 M 0 LiOD and
0 LiOH are shown in a more detailed form as a
function of time in Table 2. In °LiOH solution, the
cell voltage starts at 4.325 V and shows a slight
initial rise as electrolysis proceeds, which we
suggest may be due to the effect of impurities. This
is followed by a fall as electrolysis proceeds and as
the solution becomes more concentrated, hence
more conductive. On adding 1.7 ml of solvent, the
voltage increases to a value 200 mV greater than that
initially observed, which again falls smoothly by
200 mV as the solvent is consumed. In all cases,
the heat output from the calorimeter is slightly less
than the heat input corrected assuming 100%
Faradaic efficiency for electrolysis. In contrast, the
cell voltage in ° LiOD solution starts at a
considerably higher voltage, reflecting its lower
conductivity than that of 0 LiOH. This voltage
initially falls as the solution concentrates over the
first 24 h, then it shows a rise as the production of
anomalous heat becomes more evident.

A similar set of results is shown in Fig. 9 for an
annealed wire. In obtaining these, 0.1 M 7UOD
electrolyte, rather than 0.1 M nuoo, was
substituted for 0.1 M NaOD. Results are broadly
similar to those shown in Fig. 7, however, while
the time interval from changing the current density
tenfold to the appearance of excess enthalpy
production on the palladium cathode was rapid
(about 1 h), the rise time was slower (about 20
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hours instead of 14 hours). It was also much
slower than for the annealed wire studied in tl:e
same electrolyte in Fig. 5, where initiation of the
phenomenon from switching the current density
from 0.06 A/cm2 to 0.6 A/cm 2 took only 2.2 h,
reaching close to the maximum value after a further
3.5 h. The maximum excess enthalpy production
was this time 34 mW, or 94% of that in Fig. 7. In
the previous work reported, a similarly treated
annealed wire produced 49 mW (25 W/cm3 ). These
differences may be due to the presence of trace
impurities, since the palladium cathode surface
blackens and roughens with use. Surface
examination by the SEM shows mossy surface
growths, and SIMS and Auger data (to be reported
separately) show the presence of transition metals
other than Pd, as well as a relatively large amount of
Li, at the surface.

DISCUSSION
The detailed results reported above show that
ex�ess enthalpy production during electrolysis of
D 2 O solutions on Pd is a real effect, at least in
certain electrolytes, and we thus confirm at least
some aspects of the rather limited details given in
the paper by Fleischmann, Pons and Hawkins 1 .
By expressing their results in terms of the excess
heat flux per unit volume of the electrode, these
authors presumably assumed that they were
observing a bulk phenomenon. However, their data
scarcely suggest this, since in their reported work 1
at 0.008 A/cm2 , a change of electrode volume by a
factor of 16 increased the excess heat flux by only
28%. The corresponding increase at 0.064 A/cm2
was 38%, and at 0.512 A/cm2, 257%. For a wire
of diameter similar to that in Fig. 6, Fleischmann
and Pons obtained 8.33 W/cm 3 excess enthalpy
production at 0.512 A/cm2 . Hence, the high values
for the 0.05 cm diameter wires used in this work,
particularly the annealed specimen, may be atypical.

Fig. 10 shows similar data to those on Fig. 9,
this time on an annealed wire immersed from the
beginning in 0.17 M 6LiOD electrolyte. Initiation
time from the application of 0.6 A/cm2 was almost
instantaneous, and the slope of the rise was about
the same as for 0LiOD in Fig. 8. The final result
obtained in this series of experiments is given in
Fig. 11, which shows results for an untreated
palladium electrode 2 mm in thickness cut from a 4
mm diameter rod (Johnson-Matthey) cut from the
same rod stock used by the authors of Ref. 1. The
disk-shaped electrode was immersed in 0.1 M
0LiOD in a sealed cell containing a platinum black
fuel cell electrode for gas recombination. In this
case, no thermodynamic corrections at all are
required in evaluating the results, which are shown
in tabular form in Table 3. After precharging in 0.1
M 0 LiOD at 0.06 A/cm 2 for two weeks, the
maximum excess enthalpy production was similar to
that in other cells, about 30 mW, however it
represented only about 3% of the maximum heat
flux input of 900 mW. Because of limitations in the
power supply used, the maximum current density
was limited to 400 mA/cm2. The most interesting
effect noted is the abrupt fall in excess enthalpy
production on reducing the current density from an
initial value of 350 mA/cm2 to 200 mA/cm2, which
is followed by a slow rise over 20 h. A further
change to 400 mA/cm 2 results in a short horizontal
characteristic, followed by a further slow rise. This
may be interpreted as suggesting that 200 mA/cm2
is perhaps close to a threshold current density for
the anomalous heat phenomenon to occur, at least
under the conditions used by us.

The results shown in Figs. 7, 9 and IO show
that excess enthalpy production required the
presence of lithium in the electrolyte, indifferently
6Li or 7Li isotopes. Replacement of lithium
containing alkaline electrolyte by sodium causes a
rapid fall in excess enthalpy production. The rate of
this fall suggests that it is due to lithium leaching
from the surface. This strongly suggests that a
superficial chemical process underlies the effect,
although it does not necessarily mean that the excess
heat is of chemical origin. Furthermore, the results
on the platinum cathodes, compared with those
obtained with palladium, indicate that the effect is
not exclusively at the metal surface, but appears to
be only associated with dissolved (i.e., alloyed)
deuterium (and not protonic hydrogen) present in
the surface layers of palladium. When the current to
the cell was switched off, rapid decay of the excess
heat occurred, since i'.'1 V decayed as a function of
time in the same way as heat produced by an electric
heater inside the cell. If we can discount
continuously-occurring chemical explanations such
as gas recombination for this phenomenon, other
chemical events also seem unlikely. For example,
15 W/cm 3 for 80 h represents over 40,000 kl/mole
or 0.45 ke V /Pd atom, which is far greater than
either the bond strength of palladium (about 0.67
eV/Pd atom) or the latent heat of sublimation of the
metal (4 eV/Pd atom). Even if all of the electrolyte
had been involved in some chemical or physical
change, this must involve about 17 kJ/mole, which
should have been detected.
In the present work, the specific effect of
lithium has been shown. This should be contrasted
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formed over 80 h. High tritium levels in the
electrolyte are only observed after charging for long
times (2-6 weeks) at 0.06 A/cm2 . We have
observed no significant amounts of tritium in the
electrolyte during the course of the relatively short
term experiments reported above.

with the recent results of Iyengar2, which show
anomalous heat, with tritium formation, in SM
NaOD at current densities in the 0.2 -0.3 A/cm 2
range at Pd-Ag alloy electrodes. While lithium
metal (with a deposition potential from pH 13 LiOH
solution of -2.310 V vs H2 under the same
conditions) is unlikely to plate out on the palladium
cathode, LiD (deposition potential of LiH is -806
m V on the same scale) may well do so. We
therefore suggest that the deposition of a lithium
deuteride layer from a concentrated, i.e., almost
D2O-free electrolyte, at the cathode surface under
high current density conditions for deuterium
evolution may be responsible. Such a coating, once
formed, may easily lose lithium ions into the
palladium lattice, to form a superficial lithium alloy.
Similarly, o- could lose its two electrons and also
pass into the metal. Sodium deuteride, whose
deposition potential is close to that of LiD, would
also be expected to form on the electrode surface
from NaOD solutions, but it may be less likely to
alloy with the palladium lattice. With Pd-Ag
electrodes and a 5M NaOD solution2, the situation
is evidently different. When electrodes exposed to
LiOD solution are exposed to NaOD under the
conditions used in this work, the superficial
compounds formed may leach out, and anomalous
enthalpy production stops. The NaOD data reported
here are highly reproducible, and have been
repeated a total of five times to date on different
palladium cathode samples.

Samples of 0.05 cm and 0.1 cm diameter
palladium wires in "as-received" form and after
serving as cathodes in the above experiments were
analyzed at Atomics International Division of
Rocketdyne Corporation, Canoga Park, CA, and at
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory. Neither
3He nor 4He were observed above background
(101 2 and 2.5 x 101 1 atoms per ml respectively).
However, if no significant neutrons are observed,
3He as a primary reaction product would not be
expected. It is usually considered that 4 He is an
improbable fusion product in a plasma phase, but
perhaps it is not in a lattice, as noted in a recent
paper by Walling and Simons 5 . If the process
involves a skin effect, 4He would probably escape
in the solution. We should note that lack of 3He in
the bulk of the palladium indicates that no known
deuterium fusion process involving the classical
branching ratio between the 3He + In and 3T + Ip
channels is occurring in the bulk at a enthalpy
production level greater than a fraction of 1 µW.
Similarly, the quantitative upper limit for tritium
production in the bulk palladium in an electrode that
was assayed 5 days after a series of experiments
was about 1.5 x IQIS atoms/ml, about 3000 times
less than the amount expected from the enthalpy
evolved. However, this electrode had degassed,
and tritium and deuterium would have been lost
both from the surface layers and the bulk. Further
work is clearly needed to clarify the origin of the
observed heat flux.

Whether nuclear events are responsible for
anomalous heat production depends on the detection
of nuclear products. In parallel work at this
University, Wolf et al.3 have examined neutron
fluxes from cells containing the same 0.1 cm
palladium wires reported in Figure 6, again
operating in the 0.6 A/cm2 range. Results have
been inconsistent, neutrons occasionally being
observed at a level of about five times background,
i.e., many orders of magnitude less than that
corresponding to the level of the excess heat flux
observed, assuming the usual approximately equal
branching ratios for 2 D + 2 D � 3He + ln or 3T
+ I p. Iyengar2 has suggested a branching ratio of
108. Our collaborators at this University (Bockris
et al.4) have observed high levels of tritium in the
electrolyte (> 1Q6 disintegrations/ml/min, compared
with
(200
values
bac k ground
disintegrations/ml/min) at the start of experiments.
Their work showed that more tritium was formed in
the gas phase than was present in the electrolyte.
However, results have been sporadic, suggesting
that tritium is formed within the electrode, at least
initially. If the tritium formed corresponds to the
anomalous heat, about 10 1 6 atoms, (or 0.01% of
the total palladium atoms present), should be
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The ensemble of results, however, show that
chemical enthalpy resulting from spurious gas
phase processes is a highly improbable explanation
of the heat flux effects seen with LiOD isotopic
species present. The results also persuasively show
that the phenomena do not appear to be true bulk
effects, but that they occur within the surface skin.
The time-integrated results are much too large 1 to be
explained by continuous chemical processes taking
place in a thin superficial skin of palladium. It is
also improbable that they can be cyclic chemical
processes, for example lithium deposition taking
place in surface cracks, followed by its dissolution
to produce hydrogen, as one reviewer of this paper
suggested. This would be akin to an a.c.
impedence effect, and as such it should be
detectable at the levels observed. The anomalous
heat effects are however chemically initiated by Li
ions, and they may well not be identical to tho�e

success of many laboratories in reproducing the
Fleischmann-Pons results, since such reactions are
known to be very sensitive to surface pretreatment
and to the effect of impurities that might be present.

n,)ted by Fleischmann, Pons and Hawkins i.
Indeed, with larger electrodes, the excess enthalpy
production observed here is relatively low grade
compared with that reported by the latter authors.
Our results on 0.1 cm diameter wires were about the
same as those reported in Ref. 1, but as stated
above, those with 0.05 cm diameter wires were
We presently have no
significantly higher.
explanation of either this, or as to why the excess
heat went through a maximum in the experiment
shown in Fig. 2, or for the fall shown at 24 h in
Fig. 6.
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If the excess enthalpy production is due to
nuclear fusion, lithium ions are most unlikely to be
involved due to their s-electron screen and the
apparent lack of an isotope effect. Further evidence
is required to say whether they are due to some
unusual form of 2D + 20 fusion associated with the
presence of the palladium lattice s . Finally, the fact
that surface phenomena initiate the anomalous
enthalpy production effects may explain the lack of

Exp.
#

Rate of
Current Excess
Heat
Density
Generation
Electrolyte
mA/cm 2 W/cm 3 ot Pd

Electrode Material
Cathode

Anode

0.1M LiOD

300
600
1000

16.3
19.3
18.5

Pt

0.1M LiOD

600

4-7

3

annealed Pd
0.5mm dia.
10mm long

Pt

0.1M LiOD

600

22-25

4

arc-melted Pd
2.0mm dia.
sphere

Pt

0.1M LiOD

600

6-12

1

as-received Pd
0.5mm dia.
10mm long

Pt

2

as-received Pd
1.0mm dia.
10mm long

Table 1:

Excess Enthalpy Production from Various Pd Specimens in 0.1 M LiOD at 0.6
A/cm2.
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TABLE 2
Excess
Cell
Cell
Power In Power Out
Heat
Current Voltage
(mW)
(mW)
(mW)
(mA)
(V)

Date

Time

5/ 11

10:30

98.18

5.26

359.33

385.00

25.67

5/ 11

12:50

98.02

5.13

351 .89

381.20

29.31

5/ 11

16:15

97.79

5.06

344.22

381.50

37.28

5/ 1 2

08:45

97.81

4.91

329.62

367.50

37.88

5/ 1 2

12:10

97.80

4.92

330.566

371.00

40.44

5/1 2

16:00

97.91

4.97

335.83

375.00

39.17

5/ 1 2

17:00

98.20

5.04

343.37

382.37

38.96

5/ 1 2

21 :45

97.80

4.90

328.61

371.46

42.85

5/ 1 3

11 :00

97.53

4.75

313.07

358.77

45.70

Calorimeter opened at 11 :00 on 5/13 to measure electrolyte
volume--1.7 ml/2 days consumed. 1.7 mis of op was added.
09:00

5/1 4
5/ 1 5

08:00

97.03
97.03

306.61

4.70

311 .46

4.75

341.25

34.64

350.05

38.59

Excess
Heat
{mW)

Date

Time

Cell
Current
(mA)

Cell
Voltage
{V)

5/2 7

11 :30

96.40

4.325

274.46

271.80

-2.66

5 / 27

13:00

96.35

4.335

275.08

271.80

-3.28

5/2 7

18:00

96.40

4.330

274.74

271.80

-2.94

5/28

10:00

96.55

4.295

271.79

271.80

0.01

5/28

11 :30

96.60

4.295

271.93

271.80

-0.13

5/28

20:00

96.61

4.280

270.51

268.18

-2.33

5/29

08:10

96.60

4.232

265.84

264.55

-1.29

Power In Power Out
(mW)
{mW)

Calorimeter opened at 08:15 on 5/29 to measure electrolyte
volume--1.7 ml/2 days consumed. 1.7 mis of H20 was added.

Table 2:

5/29

12:00

96.58

4.532

294.47

293.54

-0.93

5/29

15:00

96.56

4.525

293.83

291.73

-2.10

5/29

17:00

96.45

4.520

293.20

291.73

-1.4 7

5/29

22:00

96.60

4.500

291.73

289.92

-1. 81

5/30

08:10

96.61

4.450

286.90

286.30

-0.60

5/3 0

11 :00

96.58

4.430

284.91

284.48

-0.43

5/30

15:30

96.55

4.410

282.89

282.67

-0.22

5/31

08:00

96.60

4.330

275.31

273.62

-1.69

5/31

15:30

96.58

4.320

274.29

273.62

-0.67

Enthalpy data for Pd in 0.1 M LiOD and 0.1 M LiOH electrolytes. The
cathodes consisted of a palladium wire (0.5 mm diameter, 1 cm in length, 0.159
cm 2 , 1.96 x lQ-3 cm 3 , 99.997% pure) supplied by Johnson-Matthey. The
electrodes were annealed at 950 °C for 0.5 hr at lQ-6 torr and afterwards allowed
to cool in the furnace under vacuum. The electrodes were previously charged at
60 mA cm·2 for two days. The "closed" electrochemical cells initially contained
7 .8 ml of electrolyte. The anodes were a spiral of platinum wire.
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Excess
Cell
Cell
Heat
Date Time Current Voltage Power In Power Out
(mW)
(mW)
(mW)
(mA)
(V)

Table 3:

7/4

08:00

100.75

4.440

447.33

465.85

18.52

7/4

10:30

175.60

6.175

1,084.33

1,122.18

37.85

7/4

12:50

175.25

6.090

1,067.27

1,110.70

43.43

7/4

15:10

175.25

6.030

1,059.77

1,095.70

36.00

7/4

16:25

175.70

6.010

1,055.96

1,089.14

33.18

7/4

22:55

175.70

6.050

1,062.99

1,099.50

36.51

Excess enthalpy production in a sealed cell. The cathode consisted of a
palladium disc (4 mm diameter, 2 mm thick, 0.501 cm 2 , 2.51 x 10-2 cm 3 ,
99.997% pure) supplied by Johnson-Matthey. The electrode was previously
charged at 60 mA cm-2 for two weeks. The sealed electrochemical cell initially
contained 7.8 ml of 0.1 M D2O. The anode was a spiral of platinum wire and
the Qi-O2 recombination catalyst was a segment of a fuel cell electrode.
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A more readable copy of a paper with the same content is here: http://lenr-canr.org/acrobat/SchreiberMrecentexpe.pdf
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ABSTRACT

Our prior work was focussed upon the direct
comparison of the thermal behaviour of the hydrogen
- palladium and deuterium - palladium systems. In
four pairs of electrochemical experiments we
observed excess power generation in the deuterium palladium cells but not in the hydrogen - palladium
cells [2-4]. Our early experiments were performed in
thermodynamically open type cells, where the gases
produced by the electrolysis reaction escaped from
the system and the electrolyte had to be replenished
constantly.

This paper reports calorimetric experiments related to
the energy break.even issue during heavy water
electrolysis using a Pd cathode in thermodynamically
closed cells. A comparison with light water
electrolysis under the same conditions is also given.
Excess power has been observed in a number of
cases in which the overall energy balance becomes
positive after a short period, leading to the generation
of significant amounts of excess energy. In one case,
excess power was maintained over a period of ten
days, and produced over 23 MJ of excess energy per
mole of palladium.

Our more recent work has concentrated on the energy
break.even issue, and all the experiments described in
this paper were performed in thermodynamically
closed cells, where the gases from the electrolysis
process were recombined by a catalyst within the
cell. This eliminates the question of a possible
uncontrolled contribution to the heat production due
to partial recombination in open cells. It also avoids
any complications related to the enthalpy carried out
of the system by evolved gases. Thus this approach
is conceptually less complex, and completely
eliminates several of the issues and potential
problems that have been raised by some of the critics
of previous calorimetric measurements.

INTRODUCTION
Since the announcement of Martin Fleischmann and
Stanley Pons, and the publication of their related
preliminary note [l], which reported the production
of excess heat during the insertion of deuterium into
palladium electrochemically, a number of laboratories
have also claimed to have measured substantial rates
of excess heat generation.
Nevertheless, there has been the persistent question
whether the excess heat generation that has been
observed might be related to some type of (perhaps
chemical) energy storage mechanism, such that the
magnitude of energy that had been produced in this
way would be limited to an amount that had been
somehow previously invested in the system.

As mentioned later, we have also designed a new
type of isoperibolic calorimeter that neatly eliminates
earlier questions or hypotheses related to that mode
of calorimetry. These include the possibility that
temperature measurements might not be indicative of
the actual experimental steady state power balance
because of temperature non-uniformity due to
insufficient stirring, differences in the locations of the
heat sources and the temperature measurement
device, or that calibration was performed under nonrepresentative conditions. A detailed discussion of
this new design is presented in another paper [5], and
thus will not be included here.

In order to address this question one has to
investigate whether one could operate a cell long
enough in the excess power mode to achieve a
significant positive energy balance. Our definition of
the energy balance in this context is the difference
between the energy produced by the system during a
certain period of time and the total energy consumed
for its operation during that period.
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TI-IE ENERGY

BALANCE

whe"re F is the Faraday constant. Zc, Za, and Ze are
the impedances at the cathode/electrolyte interface,
the anode/electrolyte interface, and in the bulk of the
electrolyte, respectively.

As stated above, the energy balance can be written as
Net Energy = Energy Produced - Energy Consumed
(1)

On the other hand, in a thermodynamically closed
system in which the products of the electrolysis
reaction are catalytically recombined within the cell,
there is no net power invested in the chemical
process, and the chemical term Iappl E0 is eliminated.

The experiments reported here were conducted using
isoperibolic calorimetry. This is a two - compartment
steady state power balance method in which heat is
generated within one compartment, and is conducted
through an intermediate thermally - conducting wall
into the other compartment, which is maintained at a
fixed lower temperature. Under steady state
conditions, a temperature distribution is established
in which the temperature difference across the
thermally - conducting wall between the two
compartments transports heat at a rate that just
balances the power generated within the first
compartment. Thus, measurement of the difference
in the temperature of the two compartments (T1 - T2)
provides information about the thermal power
generated in the first compartment, Ptherm, that is
passed out as heat flux through the thermally conducting wall into the second compartment. This
can be expressed as

The energy consumed under these steady state
conditions is thus simply the time integral of the
product Eappl Iappl, or of Iappl2 (Zc + Za + Ze).
However, in order to determine a proper total energy
balance for the whole experiment, we also have to
consider several other factors. As a result of the
application of the electrical power to the system and
the establishment of a new temperature distribution,
an investment of sensible energy proportional to the
heat capacity of the electrochemical cell and
calorimeter is required. Therefore an additional term
must be added to the total amount of energy
consumed related to the heating of the electrochemical
cell and calorimeter up to the temperature of
operation. Likewise, any other process that causes a
positive change in the cell and calorimeter
temperature will consume sensible energy.

Thermal power produced = Ptherm = K (T1 - T2)
(2)
where K is the calorimeter calibration constant.

There also are additional processes whereby thermal
energy is produced when electrolysis takes place
upon a palladium cathode. These include the heat of
solution when hydrogen or deuterium is inserted into
the palladium, and if the concentration is sufficiently
high, the enthalpy change related to the a - � phase
transformation.

The energy produced within an isoperibolic
calorimeter system is the time integral of the thermal
power, which is evaluated by measurement of the
time dependence of the temperature difference
between the two compartments, (T1 - T2).
In an electrochemical cell undergoing electrolysis
with an applied voltage Eappl producing a current
Iappl the power consumed is simply the product
Eappl Iappl• In a thermodynamically open system
under steaay state conditions one divides the applied
power into two terms, one a chemical term related to
the thermodynamic properties of the electrolysis
reaction, and the other a Joule heating term related to
the passage of current across the several impedances
in the system. This can be expressed as
Pconsumed = Eappl Iappl
*(Zc + Za + Ze)

=

The magnitudes of these effects are relatively small,
for example, 9.55 kcal/mole for the a - �
transformation in the H-Pd case, and 8.55 kcal/mole
in the D-Pd case [6], and they only contribute to the
observed behavior when these particular processes
are under way. As the diffusion of the guest species
into the interior is relatively slow in the time span of a
particular measurement, and the rate of this insertion
reaction decreases with time (being approximately
proportional to r- 1 12) this contribution to the power
production becomes less and less important the
longer the cell has been in operation.

Iappl E0 + Iappl 2
(3)

If, in addition to these processes, there is some other
phenomenon within the system (presumably within
the cathode or upon its surface) that produces excess
heat, it will provide an extra contribution to the
thermal power, and thus to the production term in the
energy balance.

The value of E0 is related to the standard Gibbs free
energy change per mole .1G 0 of the electrolytic
reaction, by

E0 = .10 °/2 F

(4)
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Net Energy = t\K (T1-T2) dt - t ciapp1 E app1) dt
ti
ti
(5)
2

EXPERIMENTAL ASPECTS

The electrochemical cell used in these experiments
had a Pd cathode and either a Pt or Pd anode. The
electrolyte was 0.1 molar LiOD or LiOH, and a
dispersed platinum recombination catalyst was
present to recombine the produced gases (Figure 1).

Gas Vent

Recombination
Catalyst
Electrolyte
Heater
Anode

Figure 1. Electrochemical cell.

This cell was mounted inside the concentric cylinder
isoperibolic calorimeter described elsewhere [5] that
was equipped with three redundant sets of differential
thermocouple pairs for the measurement of (T 1 - T 2 ).
The calorimeter was imbedded in a large water bath
in order to dissipate the power generated.

The palladium was obtained by arc melting pieces cut
from a palladium crucible that contained an
appreciable amount of hydrogen, and other possible
impurities. In order to get rid of such contaminants,
the samples were re-melted at least 10 times, using an
arc-melting apparatus with a water cooled tungsten
electrode and a water cooled copper hearth, which
acted as the other electrode. The environment was
argon, and the procedure consisted of first melting
some titanium sponge in order to getter species from
the argon, such as oxygen, just prior to melting the
palladium. After melting the palladium, the argon
atmosphere was replaced, and the procedure repeated
again. It was quite obvious from the change in the
color of the arc during repeated melting that the
impurity content of the palladium was gradually
being changed. This process was repeated until re
melting caused no further visible change in the arc
color.

The resulting palladium, in the form of a distorted
sphere, was then mechanically converted into coin shaped disks 2 - 3 mm thick and roughly 1 cm in
diameter, with weights in the range of 2 to 3 grams
each. Fine palladium wire was employed to hold the
sample and act as the current collector.
The anodes were made either from approximately 2
meters of fine platinum wire or from a spiral length
of thin Pd ribbon of equivalant surface area, and
were coiled just inside the cell periphery.

Heavy water is a getter for light water, and therefore
precautions were taken to prevent contact between the
electrolyte and (moist) air or water, both during
assembly and operation of the cells. The cell
components were stored, as well as assembled and
loaded into the cells, inside a dry nitrogen - filled
glove box. All cells were connected to a one-way gas
bubbler system containing silicone oil to allow the
escape of unrecombined oxygen during the charging
period without back flow of atmospheric gas.

Questions have been raised about possible errors in
calorimetric measurements upon electrochemical cells
in which electrolysis is taking place. The key issues
have involved the calibration process whereby the
value of K is determined, and the comparability of
the measurements of T1 and T2 during the calibration
and during the actual experiments.
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This three electrode arrangement has a further
advantage. The Pt cathode serves as a collector for
impurities in the heavy water electrolyte, and may be
especially useful if the calibration procedure is done
before starting electrolysis on the Pd cathode.

Of special concern have been questions such as the
influence of the physical locations at which heat is
produced and at which the temperatures are measured
in the two cases, and the magnitude of the stirring of
the electrolyte fluid, which should have some
influence upon thermal homogeniety.

Observation of the time behavior of the gas evolution
through the bubbler system provided confinnation
that there was no insertion of deuterium into the Pt,
as would be indicated by the evolution of
uncombined oxygen. When current was passed
through the Pd cathode gas was evolved, and
observations showed that the rate decreased with time
as the Pd cathode became saturated with deuterium.

In order to avoid these potential problems a new type
of isoperibolic calorimeter was designed in which,
under steady state conditions, essentially all the heat
generated within the electrochemical cell passes to the
external environment radially through a pair of
concentric heavy aluminum cylinders that are
separated by a well - defined thermal conduction
layer. As a result, it is not necessary to measure the
temperature either inside the electrochemical cell
itself, or in a surrounding water bath. Instead,
temperature measurements are made inside the two
aluminum cylinders. Detailed information about the
performance of this new calorimeter design, as well
as documentation of the calibration procedure, are the
subject of a separate paper [5].

Electrolysis was performed under controlled voltage,
and all electrical and thennal measurements were
monitored using a Macintosh data aquisition system
controlled by Lab View software.
In total, eleven samples of palladium were prepared
and measured in the way described above, but the
results from only three will be reported here. One,
designated as P2, was operated in an H2O, rather
than D2O, electrolyte, and produced no excess
energy. A second, P9, was operated in a D2O
electrolyte for 10 days, and produced a large amount
of excess energy under quasi - steady state
conditions. The third, P l 1, was prepared in a
different way, and demonstrates a substantial "heat
burst". The sample history and specific data relating
to these are shown in Tables 1-3.

The electrochemical cell, with an outer diameter of
about 1.16 inches and a length of 4 inches, was
placed into the calorimeter as shown in Figure 2. The
inner (T1) aluminum cylinder is 4 inches long, and
the outer (T2) cylinder is 7 inches long. The inner
diameter of the T 1 cylinder is al:'lout 1. 16 inches, and
its outer diameter 2.0 inches. The inner diameter of
the T2 cylinder is 2.25 inches, and its outer diameter
is 3.0 inches. Thus the gap across which the heat
conduction takes place, and the temperature
difference measured, is 0.125 inches.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The general calibration procedure involved the
introduction of several levels of electrical power and
the measurement of the temperature difference
between the two aluminum cylinders (T1-T2) in each
case. Two different methods were employed in the
experiments reported here. One involved the
introduction of Joule heat by use of a resistive heater
immersed within the cell electrolyte. The second
made use of an internal electrolysis method and a
three - electrode cell configuration.

The time dependence of the energy balance of the cell
that contained sample P2 and had a light water
electrolyte is shown in Figure 3. It is seen that, after
the initial transient period the energy input and output
remained essentially balanced over a period of 106
hours.
Sample P9, which was run in the D2O electrolyte,
showed very different behavior, with the production
of a large amount of excess energy over a period of
10 days.

The latter method was used in order to simulate the
electrolysis process, with its attendent gas evolution
and recombination during calibration. A special cell
was designed that allowed electrolysis of the heavy
water electrolyte at an additional cathode made of Pt
wire and of equal surface area to the Pd cathode. This
three electrode arrangement is shown in Figure 1.
Our results confinned those of Appleby et al. [7],
based on microcalorimeter measurements, that heavy
water electrolysis using a Pt cathode does not
produce excess power. Therefore, conducting
electrolysis with such an electrode within the cell
itself serves as a blank and can be used for calibration
of the calorimetric system.

Figure 4 shows both the power and energy balances
during the early part of the electrolysis. It is seen that
there is an initial energy investment or deficit of
roughly 500 kl/mole of Pd during the first hour of
operation. This resulted mostly from the energy
consumption necessary to heat the cell and
calorimeter mass to the equilibrium operating
temperature. There are also two other contributions at
the start. One is due to the insertion of deuterium into
the palladium cathode, which is exothermic, and the
other is an endothennic effect due to the loss of
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enthalpy in the cell due to the evolution of
unrecombined oxygen. This unbalanced oxygen,
which amounted to about 100 ml at a D/Pd ratio of
0.6 for this 3.055 gm sample, escaped from the
system through the bubbler.

After this initial energy investment, the cell began
producing excess power at a low, but gradually
increasing rate, and reached energy breakeven after
about 13 hours. Thereafter, the energy balance
became increasingly positive.
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Figure 2. Electrochemical cell mounted in the concentric cylinder calorimeter.
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The other sample, Pl 1, was treated in about 1 atm.
D2 gas at 400 °C for several hours and cooled in this
D2 atmosphere to room temperature. It was then
insr11ed im:o a heavy water electrochemical cell with a
PJ anode and a Pt cathode heater and put into the
calorimeter. The calibration was done using the Pt

As shown in Figure 5, this cell produced a total of
22.5 MJ/mole of Pd excess energy in a quasi - steady
state reaction over the following 10 days. If one
compares this total excess energy output to the i,,i�ial
investment of about 0.5 MJ/mole, we see tha'. it
indicates a factor of 45 over energy breakeven.
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1500
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Figure 3. Time dependence of the net energy in a light water cell.
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Also shown is the apparent percent excess power
during this period. However, one should not literally
believe the time dependence of the excess power
shown in this figure as a true measure of what was
occurring, because of the thermal mass of the cell and
calorimeter system, and the associated sensible heat
absorption and time delay.

wire cathode, and was performed during electrolysis
on the Pd cathode, so the sample did not sit in the
electrolyte without a negative potential applied for
any appreciable time.
The energy balance profile of sample Pl 1 is shown
in Figure 6. The initial energy investment is similar to
that of sample P9, but the level of excess power
production was much lower. It took about 17 hours
to reach energy breakeven. Somewhat later, after
about 18.5 hours of operation, there was a sudden
increase in excess power, giving rise to a sharp
increase in the slope of the energy balance profile, as
shown in Figure 6. This "thermal excursion" is
shown in more detail in Figure 7, in which the excess
power, as indicated by two sets of differential
thermocouples (whose data were so close that they
are shown on top of each other), and the applied
power are plotted versus the elapsed time.

The magnitudes of these observations are substantial.
The cell temperature went through an excursion over
a period of about an hour, with a maximum
temperature rise of about 7 °C. The apparent excess
power rose to over 50 % of the input power. The
energy released during this "heat burst" amounted to
about 290 kJ/mole or 32 kJ/cm3 Pd. During the first
9 days of operation Pl 1 produced a total of about 7
MJ/mole Pd excess energy.
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Table 1
Palladium Sample

P2

Source
Processing
Shaping
Weight
Pretreatment

EngeJhard*
Arc Melted in Argon 5-10 Times
Deformed by Hammer Blows into "Fat Dime"
2.39 g

Electrolyte
Anode
Anode/Cathode Surface Area
Heater for Calibration
Calibration
Operation Mode
Cell Current
Cell Power
Excess Power
Excess Energy
Duration of Experiment

0.1 molar LiOH (Li2O in H2O)
Pt- Wire
7
Resistive J-Tube Heater
Before and During Electrolysis
Constant Voltage
2W
106 Hours or 4.4 Days

* Crucible used for Hydrogen Permeation Measurements in LiCI-KCI-LiH Molten Salt

Table 2
P9

Palladium Sample
Source
Processing
Shaping
Weight
Pretreatment

Engelhard 3.125 mm Wire
Arc Melted in Argon 5-10 Times
Deformed by Hammer Blows into "Fat Dime"
3.055 g
Precharged with D electrochemically

Electrolyte
Anode
Anode/Cathode Surface Area
Heater for Calibration
Calibration
Operation Mode
Cell Current
Cell Power
Excess Power
Excess Energy

0.1 molar LiOD (Li2O in D2O)
Pd - Ribbon
10
Pt-Wire Electrode (0.01", 24cm)
Before and During Electrolysis
Constant Voltage 14-23 V
1-1.3 A
14,20,23,25,30 W
6-7 %
22,500 kJ/Mole Pd
2,537 kJ/cm3 Pd
240 Hours or 10 Days

Duration of Experiment
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Table 3
Pll

Palladium Sample
Source
Processing
Shaping
Weight
Pretreatment

Engelhard 3.125 mm Wire
Arc Melted in Argon 5-10 Times
Deformed by Hammer Blows into "Fat Dime"
3.29 g
Precharged in D2 gas

Electrolyte
Anode
Anode/Cathode Surface Area
Heater for Calibration
Calibration
Operation Mode
Cell Voltage

0.1 molar LiOD (Li2O in D2O)
Pd - Ribbon
14
Pt-Wire Electrode (0.01" ,24 cm)
During Electrolysis
Constant Power: 2, 10, 20 Watts
10 - 30 V

Excess Power
Excess Energy

1-3%, 56% burst (30 min)
7,200 kJ/Mole Pd
812 kJ/cm3 Pd
210 Hours or 8.75 Days

Duration of Experiment

SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
A direct comparison has been made, using careful
calorimetric techniques, of the behavior of the light
water (I-120) - palladium system and the heavy water
(D2O) - palladium system under conditions in which
electrolysis was taking place at high rates and the
gases produced were internally recombined within
the cell.
Experimental results demonstrate that it is possible to
obtain substantial amounts of excess energy
production as well as excess power generation in
such thermodynamically "closed" electrochemical
cells when deuterium is inserted into palladium.
Similar experiments with light water and hydrogen
insertion do not produce either excess energy or
excess power. These conclusions are similar to those
reached earlier [2-4] with similar, but
thermodynamically "open" cells.
Of equal, or perhaps greater importance, these
experiments have also demonstrated that it is possible
to generate large amounts of excess energy, far above
breakeven, in the deuterium - palladium case.
Our calorimetric measurements give no information
about the mechanism causing the generation of this
excess power.

One of the major problems in this "cold fusion" area
at the present time is the apparent lack of evidence for
some product that could verify that there is a process
taking place that causes the production of the
experimentally observed large values of excess
power and energy, and give some guidance
concerning its nature. Efforts have been undertaken
in many laboratories to look for either radiation
products or chemical products.
Because of the limitations of analytical methods, the
observation of chemical products is especially
difficult. Let us consider two possible examples to
illustrate this. For example, if the important reaction
were either of the following:
D + 6Li = 7Li + H

+5.0 MeV

D + 6Li = 2 4He

+ 22.4 MeV (7)

(6)

one might look for decreases in the amount of 6Li or
enhancements in the amounts of 7Li or 4He.
If we recall that 1 MeV is 1.603 x lQ-13 Joules, we
can calculate the number of events that would have
been necessary to produce the 22.5 MJ per mole of
excess energy observed from sample P9. In the case
of reaction (6) this would require about 2.8 x 10 1 9
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events per mole of Pd, whereas if reaction (7) were
relevant, it would require about 6.27 x 1018 events
per mole of Pd. If we convert these numbers to
events per cm3 of Pd, we have 3.167 x 1018 events
per cm3 for reaction (6), and 7 .066 x lQl 7 events per
cm3 for reaction (7).
The natural abundance of 6Li in Li is about 7.5 %,
and measurements of the ratio of 6Li to 7 Li generally
have an accuracy of 5 to 10 %, or 0.75 % of the total
lithium present. Thus if a sample of palladium had a
total lithium concentration of 1 %, or 6.79 x 1020 Li
atoms per cm 3 , the 6Li analysis would have an
accuracy of about 5.1 x lQ186Li atoms per cm3.
Compare this with the estimated 6 Li atom
concentration in sample P9 if reaction (6) were
occurring, of 3.16 7 x 1018 6Li atoms per cm 3. If
reaction (7) were occurring, the resulting 6L i
concentration would be 7.066 x 10 17 6u atoms per
cm3.
Thus we see that if 6Li were a major reactant, the
detection of a change in its concentration would be
quite difficult.
Measurements were undertaken to evaluate the
content of 4He in sample P9, and concentrations well
below the values discussed here were found.
Therefore, we tentatively conclude that reaction (7)
did not play a substantial role in the heat generation
process taking place in that case.
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ABSTRACT
Thin palladium films deposited on quartz have been loaded with hydrogen (deuterium)
by electrochemical reduction of 0.1 M LiOH (LiOD) in H2o (D20). Coulometric measurements
during both the hydrogen deposition and subsequent removal steps have shown that H:Pd
ratios of 0.7 are reached under these conditions, in accord with accepted values for bulk
samples. The frequency decrease observed at AT-cut crystals during hydrogen (deuterium)
loading is larger than that expected for the mass of hydrogen deposited into the film.
Considering that palladium undergoes a substantial increase in volume upon hydrogen
uptake, the role of the resulting film stress in influencing the observed frequency must
be addressed. It has been found that such film stresses at an AT-cut crystal produce
frequency decreases and that these effects can be accounted for using techniques which
are well established in the frequency control field. Measurements at BT-cut crystals,
the stress/frequency response of which is opposite to that of AT-cut crystals, have
confirmed that stress plays a major role in the present work and have allowed the
determination of a quantitative value for this stress. Investigations of mixtures of H2o
and D2o have also been carried out and shed some light on the effect of small amounts of
H2o in determining the H/D content in the palladium.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
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A very important aspect of this work
involves the use of BT-cut crystals in
assessing the role of film stresses during

the loading process.
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This result indicates that a

significant separation factor is involved,
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OVERVIEW OF BARC STUDIES IN COLD FUSION
P .K. Iyengar
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and
M. Srinivasan
Neutron Physics Division
Bha.bha. Atomic Research Centre
Trombay, Bombay 400 085, India
ABSTRACT
A wide variety of experiments have been carried out by twelve independent teams employing
both electrolytic and gas phase loading of deuterium in Pd and Ti metals to investigate the
phenomenon of cold fusion first reported by Fleischmann and Pons in March 1989. The experiments
were primarily devoted to the study of the emission of nuclear particles such as neutrons and tritium,
with a view to verify the "nuclear origin" of cold fusion. In 22 different electrolytic experiments whose
cathode surface areas ranged from 0.1 to 300 cm 2, large bursts of neutrons and/or tritium were
measured. Some of these gave clear evidence that these two nuclear particles were being generated
simultaneously. The neutron-to-tritium yield ratios in majority of these experiments was in the range
of IQ-fi to IQ-0. The specific neutron and tritium yields expressed per cm 2 of cathode surface area also
fitted into a systematic pattern. A unique feature of the BARC electrolysis results is that the first
bursts of neutrons and tritium occurred (in 8 out of 11 cells) on the very first day of commencement of
electrolysis, when hardly a few amp-hrs of charge had been passed.
In ias phase studies copious neutron emission was observed in a Frasca.ti type
absorption/desorption mode experiment with Ti shavings . Presence of tritium in D2 gas loaded Pd and
Ti samples was established through the technique of autoradiography as well as Ti K X-ray counting.
In the case of Ti, it was noted that RF heating of samples, in lea.u of resistance furnace heating,
somehow promotes tritium formation. Most recently it was found that :::s 10 16 atoms of tritium had been
11 produced 11 on the top end surface of the central Ti electrode of a. deuterium filled Plasma. Focus device
after it was subjected to~ 80 charge/discharges shots. All in all the BARC studies have unambiguously
confirmed the anomalous production of neutrons and tritium in deuterium loaded Pd and Ti lattices.
1. INTRODUCTION
decades, equipment and expertise for the
measurement of neutrons and tritium was readily
The announcement in March 1989 by available. In the initial experiments the emphasis
Fleischmann and Pons (1/ of the occurrence of was naturally on the detection of nuclear particles
(d-d) fusion reactions or possibly some other rather than "excess heat II which required intricate
unknown nuclear processes) in Pd metal cathodes calorimetry. The first positive evidence for the
electrolytically loaded with deuterium , followed emission of neutrons and tritium was obtained on
by reports of the observation of 11 2.45 Mev fusion 21st April 1989 and since then several different
neutrons" independently by Jones et al durin~ the cells have confirmed these results.
electrolysis of D~, resulted in a frenzy of activity
Meanwhile reports from Frasca.ti of the
the world over to reproduce these measurements.
At Tromba.y several groups having expertise in detection of neutrons from pressurized D2 gas
various areas such as hydriding of metals, loaded Ti shavings /2/ opened up a second
electrochemistry, isotope exchange processes in channel of cold fusion investigations. Neutrons /
. the upgrading of heavy water, fusion plasma or tritium have since been measured in a variety
experiments
and
neutron
and
tritium of D2 gas loaded Ti and Pd targets at Trombay. A
measurements devised and set up a variety of brief summary of the early BARC work /3/ was
electrolytic cells during the early days of April presented at Karlsruhe in July 1989. Report
1989. In a centre such as BARC which has BARC-1500 issued in December 1989 is a.
nurtured the development of the heavy water compendium of twenty papers, documenting in an
moderated line of reactors in India for over three informal style the status of ongoing work, and
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covers 11 BARC Studies in Cold Fusion" over the
period April to September 1989 /4/. The
experimental papers of this compilation are also
being published in Fusion Technology /5/. The
present paper is an overview of all the
experimental work done at Trombay during the
first year of the 'cold fusion era' including new
results obtained since the publication of
BARC-1500 and summarizes the efforts of about
a dozen independent groups comprising over 60
scientists and engineers drawn from different
divisions of BARC.

Roy cell. A schematic view of this cell is shown in
Fig.1. The outer nickel body along with a central
Ni pipe serve as coaxial a.nodes. The cathode
comprises of 16 numbers of specially activated
Pd-Ag alloy membrane tubes having a total
surface area of 300 cm2 .. These tubes are sealed at
the top and open at the bottom into a plenum
through which the D:i (or H :i) gas is drawn.

PART A: ELECTROLYTIC STUDIES

Ni

2. EXPERIMENTS WITH HIGH CURRENT
NaOD ELECTROLYZERS (HWD/N tPD/DD)

---- - .::--:: -:: ---=-.: -=-- :
=-= :. =----=:: :.:.:
-- - -- -...--- --· -----, - -- --

2.1 NEUTRON MONITORING

-

:- :- : :-.-_· � -· -

Three different neutron detectors were
available for monitoring the neutron yield in these
experiments. The first was a bank of three BF s
counters ( each of 25 mm dia x 450 mm len�h)
sensitive mainly to slow neutrons, embedded m a
paraffin moderator block. The second was a
similar bank of three paraffin encased thermal
neutron detectors except that they were of the He3
type. The third neutron detector was an 80 mm
dia x 80 mm high proton recoil type plastic
scintillator (NE 102A) sensitive both to fast
neutrons as well as high energy gammas. During
the electrolysis experiments usually one of the
thermal neutron banks and the fast neutron
detector were mounted close to the cell while the
other thermal neutron bank was located about 1.5
m away to serve as background monitor. The
neutron detection efficiency was determined with
the help of a calibrated Pu-Be neutron source
placed at the cell location and was typically in the
region of 0.05% to Nl.5%. In later experiments a
personal computer became available to display on
line the count rate variations.
MILTON
2.2
ROY
ELECTROLYZER/5/

--- -:_ = -::. ·.: -- �:--� :-��•- --il·:- -�--� umJJI

::__. = -: .:__-.. : � --_ -�t • puril

Fig. I ii. Pd tuba arrangement.

JmmOD x 2UOmrnhl. rd lub•
16 Nos.

Fig.la. Electrulylic Cell.

Fig.l Schematic View of Milton-Roy
Commercial Electrolyzer
D:iO of >99.75% isotopic {>Urity, containing
NQ.075 nCi/ml (or �-8 Bq/mlJ of tritium and
moisture free Na were employed for preparing the
NaO D electrolyte. The electrolyzer can be
operated upto a current level of 100 amps
corresponding to a current density of N330
mA/cm 2 , although for continuous operations only
60 amps is recommended in order to avoid
overheating.
Run No.l (21st April 1989)

COMMERCIAL

A diffusion type water electrolyzer using
Pd-Ag alloy tubes as cathodes designed to
generate ultra pure ( oxygen free) hydrogen gas
had been procured from the Milton Roy company
of Ireland, sometime in 1988 for the purpose of
generating D2 gas for use in Plasma Focus
experiments. Thus it so happened that when news
of the cold fusion phenomenon reached Trombay
in March 1989, this cold fusion cell was all set to
be switched on with Da() as electrolyte. SM NaOD
in D:i() was selected as the electrolyte based on
the recommendation of the suppliers of the MiltoJ"I

-··
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The cell was initially operated for about 48
hours with 20% NaOH in ordinary water. It was
later flushed with D:z() and filled with 20% NaOD
solution in D :iO prior to commencement of
electrolysis on 21st April 1989. Following brief
operation at 30 am�, the current was slowly
raised to 60 amps. After about 3 hours at this
current level both the neutron detectors viewing
the cell started showing counts well above
background values. At this time the current was
raised. further and this resulted in a number of
distinct neutron pea.ks appearing in both neutron
rl,-tector channels (See Fig.2). The experiment was

terminated when the cell current increased on its
own to over 120 amps a.t the time of the last peak,
resulting in the power supply getti ng damaged.
The total number of neutrons generated during
the four hour duration of this run is estimated to
have been -4 x 107.

the large burst of 21st April.
Electrolysis commenced on 12th June a.t a
current level of -50 amps. The BFa neutron
detector bank monitored the cell while the He 3

-,
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Fig.2 Neutron Counts Variation During Run No. 1 of Milton Roy Cell (21st April 1989)
A sample of the electrolyte drawn after the
run, indicated a tritium content of -1.5µCi/ml
(55.5 KBq/ml), an increase by a factor of -20,000
in comparison to the tritium content of the initial
stock heavy water. Taking into account the total
volume of the electrolyte (250 ml) as well 88 the
amount of make up D20 added, it is estimated
that an excess of -8 x 1016 a.toms of tritium were
generated in this run. The corresponding
neutron-to-tritium yield ratio works out to be 0.5
x 10-s. This was the first indication to us that the
neutron-to-tritium yield ratio in cold fusion
experiments is anomalously low.

bank served 88 background monitor. Except for a
few small neutron bursts which were observed
within about half an hour of commencement of
electrolysis, no neutrons were recorded for the
next couple of days, although electrolysis
continued until 17.45 hrs of Wednesday 14th June,
when the cell was put off. A couple of hours later
there was another small neutron burst lasting -15
minutes. (These small bursts are shown plotted in
Fig.l of the companion paper from BARC /6/.)
But on the evening of Friday 16th June, there was
a large neutron burst (>106 neutrons) lasting for a
couple of hours. (see Fig. 3)

Run No.2 (12th to 16th June 1989)

The week long experiment was terminated
at this point but the electrolyte was left in the cell
and the D2 gas plenwn closed lea.vlll$ the gas at
an excess pressure of - lkg/ cm2 above
atmospheric pressure. Samples of electrolyte were
drawn every day during the week of ·the
experiment and sent for tritium analysis. The
sample drawn on 23rd June indicated a high
tritium level of 121 nCi/ml (4.5KBq/ml). After a
lapse of about a month the tritium level in the
electrolyte waa found to have further incrcaaed to
a value of -460 nCi/ml (17KBQ/ml), a four fold
increase since the termination of the experiment.
li';":.3 shows the variation of tritium concentration

A second series of electrolysis runs was
carried out with this cell in June 1989 after it was
drained and thoroughly flushed with D20 several
times. Prior to this a drain tap with a valve had
been welded to the bottom of the cell to enable
periodic withdrawal of electrolyte samples. Fresh
electrolyte solution prepared with stock D20 was
charged and left in the cell over a weekend. A
sample of thie electrolyte taken on the following
Monday morning gave a high tritium level of
-o.32 nCi/ml (11.8Bq/ml), presumably due to
leach out of tritium left over in the cathodes froll"
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during the entire course of Run No.2. It may be
noted that after the large neutron burst the
tritium level has shown a thousand fold jump
suggesting that tritium is produced at the same
time as the neutrons.
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Fig.3 Neutron and Tritium Out_put During Run
No.2 of Milton-Roy Cell

close to the cell to monitor the neutron ou tput.
The system was filled with freshly prepared 20%
Na.OD in D2O on 5th May 1989 and electrolysis
commenced at a. current of 60 to 65 amps (applied
voltage was 12.5 V). When the cell had operated
for about four hours a. big burst of neutrons
overl apping two consecutive counting intervals
was recorded in both channels. Knowing the
neutron detection efficiencies it is estimated that
-5 x 1Q6 neutrons were generated during that
burst. It was found that the tritium level had
jumped by a factor of -3500 from an initial value
of 0.055 nCi/ml (2Bq/ml) to a final post burst
value of 190.3 ndi/ml (7kBq/ml). Considering
that the total inventory of electrolyte in the
system was -1 liter, this corresponds to an overall
excess tritium production of -190 µCi or 4 x 1016
atoms. It must however be emphasized that this
does not include the tritium carried a.way by the
electrolytic gas stream which was allowed to
escape.
Thus
an
upper
bound
to
the
neutron-to-tritium yield ratio in this experimE
is 1.2 X lQ-9.
9

The inte¥,ated neutron yield during this
experiment was 0.9 x 107 neutrons while the total
number of tritium atoms generated was 1.9 x 1Q15_
The corresponding neutron-to-tritium yield ratio
is 0.5 x 10-s. This is in remarkably good
agreement with the results of the earlier Milton
Roy run, although the absolute neutron and
tritium yields are lower by a factor of -5_ Thus
the Pd-Ag cathode apEars to have partly lost its
capability to support I cold fusion reactions" after
the first run ..
2.3 FIVE MODULE
ELECTRODES/5/

CELL

WITH

10

l1

12

DISC

This modular five unit cell represen ts our
early attempts at obtaining experience with an
electrolyzer design which can be scaled up to
higher capacities if required. Five cathode discs
each of 78 cm 2 area and 1 cm 3 volume are
fabricated
out
of
Johnson
&
Matthey
palladium(75% )-silver(25%)-alloy sheets (0.12
mm thickness); the anode plates are made of
porous nickel. The individual modules of the cell
a.re clamped together and connected in series.
Fig.4 gives a. schematic sectional view of the cell.
The cell is capable of operating at currents of upto
80 A corresponding to current densities of
-1A/cm 2 . Operating electrolyte temperatures
close to 100 C a.re possible as the unit can
withstand internal pressures of a few atmospheres.
Two neutron detectors, namely a BF 3 bank
and a fast neutron recoil detector, were mounted

1
2
3
4
5
6

END FLIINGE
INSULATOR
END PLATE
BlPOLIIA PLATE
ELECTROl YTE INLET DUCTS
DIAPHRAGM GASKET

I
O
9
10
11
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TIE ROD
ANODE TERMINAL
POROUS NICKEL ANODES
PALLADIUM-SILVER CATHODE
CATHODE TERMINAL
ELECTROLYTE AND GAS OUTLET DUCTS

Fivc-n1otlulc 1>illladium-nickcl clcctrolyzcr.

Fig.4 Schematic Sectional View of Five Module
Cell With Disc Electrodes
2.4 EXPERIENCE WITH A Ti-SS CELL/5/
A Ti-SS cell was quickly fabricated in
April 89 using readily available components in
order to obtain some experience with use of Ti as
cathode material. A 22 mm dia x 150 mm long rod
(surface area= 104 cm 2 ) of Ti with a flange at the
bottom served as cathode. An SS pipe of 40 mm
ID served as anode leaving an annular inter
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electrode gap of ~9 mm. PTFE gaskets at the
bottom ensured coaxial alignment, as well as leak
tightness. A vent at the top permitted free escape
of electrolytic gases. A second cell of identical
design was also fabricated for use as a control cell
with H2O.

A simple parallel plate cell with teflon
button spacers was fabricated with Pd (0.5 mm
thick) and Ti ( 1 mm thick) plates ( 40 x 50 mm 2 )
as electrodes. The inter-electrode gap was ~2 mm.
A thin platinum strip was spot welded at the top
of the Pd to serve as current feed through. The
parallel plate assembly was suspended inside a 300
ml glass bulb having a wide mouth at the top. A
vent hole in the stopper permitted escape of
electrolytic gases. An advantage of this cell was
that either Pd or Ti could be selected as cathode,
the other serving as anode.

5M NaOD in D2O was used as electrolyte.
The current density was ~400 mA/cm 2 . The main
problem with this cell was the continuous
deposition of a dull black coating of iron on the
cathode
which
impaired
operation.
The
electrolytic solution also developed a pale greenish
yellow colour. The electrode surface had therefore
to be cleaned frequently and fresh electrolyte
charged, interrupting electrolysis. On the whole it
was a. messy operation.

Electrolysis was commenced on 15th March
1990 with Pd as cathode and 5M N aOD in D2O as
electrolyte. Current density was adjusted to be
~200 mA/cm 2. Three neutron detectors were
available tor monitoring neutron output, two for
viewing the cell and the third for serving as
background monitor. Two consecutive neutron
bursts
occurred
about
4
hours
after
commencement of electrolysis. The background
counts was absolutely flat during this run (see
Fig.5). It was noted that the Pd cathode had
buckled outwards and had become extremely
hardened. The buckling can be explained on the
basis of differential loading of D2 across the
thickness of the metal.

The neutron yield during this experiment
was monitored by the bank of 3 He 3 counters
embedded in paraffin. The count rate was initially
about 240 counts/lOs, comparable to the count
rates observed during an initial H 20 electrolysis
run. After about 3 hours of D2O electrolysis the
count rate increased slowly to ~ 590 counts/lOs.
Since no big neutron bursts as in the Pd cathode
cells were observed it was suspected that this
gradual increase in counts could have been due to
amplifier drifts, etc. On switching off the cell
current it was noted that the count rate ca.me
down to ~3a5 counts/lOs, but it did not quite
reach the earlier background levels. When the cell
was switched on a.gain however the count rate
attained levels of about -590 counts/s once again.
Thereafter operation of the cell was terminated
and it was confirmed that the count rate
decreased to the original background levels when
the cell was removed from the vicinity of the
neutron detector .. Throughout this experiment the
counts of the plastic scintillator channel
monitoring the background did not show any
significant variation. In all - 3 x 107 neutrons
were generated during this experiment.
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A sample of the electrolyte sent for analysis
at the end of the experiment indicated tritium
activity of -48 nCi/ml (1.78KBq/ml), a three
order of magnitude increase over the initial stock
solution value of ~o.05 nCi/ml (1.9 Bq/ml). The
net excess tritium produced after correcting for
tritium input through make up D2O addition etc,
works out to -7 µCi or -1.4 x 1014 atoms of T.
Admittedly this was not a very clean experiment,
but even so one can obtain a very rough value for
the neutron-to-tritium yield ratio as ~2 x 10-7 for
this experiment.
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Fig.5 Neutron Burst of Pd-Ti Parellel Plate Cell
(15th March 1990)
The Pd cathode was immediately taken for
X-ray counting to a low energy N al detector
assembly. Later it was kept overnight in contact
with a medical X-ray film for autoradiogra.phy.
(These techniques are discussed in detail in
Ref/5/). However these did not give any evidence

2.5 Pd-Ti PARALLEL PLATE CELL
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of presence of radioactivity. Samples of the
electrolyte
taken
immediately
after
the
experiment also did not show any significant
increase in tritium activity which is indeed very
puzzling to the authors. It is possible that the
tritium generated had fully escaped along with the
electrolytic gases.
3.
Pd CA THODE
ELECTROLYTE

CELLS

WITH

LiOD

3.1 HOLLOW Pd CYLINDER EXPERJMENT
(AnCD)/5/
In this quartz cell the cathode was a hollow
Pd cylinder of 1. 7 g mass, having a wet surface
area of 5.9 cm 2 ; the anode was a Pt guaze; the
electrolyte was 0.1 M LiOD in D2O (99.87%
isotopic purity). To begin with a current of I A
was used for the electrolysis. After about 30 hours
when the temperature attained 60 C, current
pulsing between 1 and 2 A at 1 second intervals
was adopted. In the absence of a direct neutron
detector, this group looked for neutron emission
through the 1186 Kev window of the gadolonium
capture gamma ray peak. The detector was a 3 x 3
N al crystal mounted behind a. gadolonium
compound coated converter plate. After a charge
of 17 .5 amp-hrs had been passed, the first neutron
emission was detected on 21st April 1989. As seen
in Fig. 6, in all three distinct neutron bursts of 14
1080
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480
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3.2 Pd CUBE EXPERJMENT (ROMG)/5/
In this experiment the cathode was a 1 cm3
of Pd and anode a Pt wire gauze formed into a
cylinder surrounding the cube. The electrolyte was
0.1 M LiOD in D2O. The electrolytic gases were
recombined using a Pd catalyst; excess D2 was
converted into D2O using hot copper oxide.
Although the main objective of these experiments
was measurement of excess heat, in this paper
only the neutron and tritium results are reported.
The neutron yield was monitored by means
of a paraffin encased BF3 counter mounted
immediately underneath the table where the cell
was located. A second BFa detector placed about
a metre away monitored background neutrons.
The cell electrolyte as well as the D2O collected in
the various cold traps in the system were
periodically sampled for tritium measurements.
Electrolysis was carried out at a current of -o.6
amps. After about 24 hrs when -14_7 amp-hrs of
charge had been passed, bursts of neutrons began
to be observed. In all 17 neutron bursts lasting
from 2 mins to 55 mins each were recorded. The
neutron yield in the bursts varied from 5 x 103 (2
min burst) to 5 x 1Q5 (8 min burst). Altogether a
total of 1.4 x 1Q6 neutrons was estimated to have
been generated. Thereafter there were no more
neutron bursts although the electrolysis continued
for a. further period of seven weeks (a total of 1365
amp-hrs).

3.3 CYLINDRICAL Pd PELLET EXPERIMENT
(ROMG)/7/

�
5

a.

A
detailed
accounting
of
tritium
distributed in various constituents such as
electrolyte, vapour condensate recovered from
recombined gases, gases extracted from Pd
electrode etc was carried out by this group. It was
concluded tha.t in all a.bout 35 nCi or 6.7 x 1011
atoms of excess tritium was produced in this
experiment. This corresponds to a. gross
neutron-to-tritium yield ratio of 1. 7 x lQ-6.

0

�'
�z

experiment.
This
corresponds
to
neutron-to-tritium yield ratio of 4 x 10-s.

5
-.

HOURS OF ELECTROLYSIS

Fig.6 Neutron Yield PDC-1 Cell:
1186 Kev Capture gamma Counts
to 20 minutes duration ea.ch were produced
amounting to an integrated yield of 3 x 106
neutrons. Subsequent analysis of a sample of the
electrolyte indicated that a total of 3.85 µCi or 7.3
x 10 1 3 a.toms of tritium had been generated in this

Here the cathode was a. cylindrical Pd
pellet 11 mm dia x 11.2 mm height and anode a
Pt gauze as before. The concentration of the LiOD
electrolyte (120 ml) was increased progressively
from O. lM to -3M and accordingly the applied
voltage decreased, with the current being
maintained constant at -4A. The neutron
detection set up was the same as in the previous
ROMO experiment. On 13th Feb 1990 when
-3400 amp-hrs had been passed, there was a sharp
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burst of 3 x 1Q6 neutrons lasting approximately for
about 100 s (see Fig. 7).

electrolysis. The a.node was a. cylindrical Pt mesh
covering the cathode on all sides. In the first
experiment the Pd ring cathode (2.5 cm dia, 1 cm
height and 0.1 cm thickness) was charged from
both the sides /5/. In the second experiment a
thin Pd rod (1 mm dia x 14 cm len�th) formed
into a coil was employed as cathode /8/. In both
these experiments the anodes were loosely
sandwiched between pairs of Nafion membranes so
as to prevent the oxygen evolved at the a.node to
diffuse ha.ck to the cathode surface. The
electrolyte (O. lM LiOD in D2O of 99.86% isotopic
purity) was circulated through the quartz
electrolytic cell to reduce the dissolved oxygen
level further. A saturated calomel electrode
dipping in the electrolyte was used to monitor the
cathode potentia.1. The cell was operated at a
relatively low current density of ~50 mA/cm 2 .

A sample of the electrolyte which was
taken the day after this burst, showed a clear
eight fold i ncrease in tritium level (64.5 Bq/ml vs
preburst value of 7.9 Bq/ml). The tritium level
thereafter continuously decreased as shown in
Fig. 7. But a significant observation was that the
rate of decrease was not commensurate with
dilution effects ca.used by make up D2O addition.
The dotted lines commencing from ea.ch
experimental point in the figure indicates how one
would have expected the tritium level to fall if
only dilution was playing a role. This implies that
additional tritium is continuously entering the
electrolyte for many days after the sharp neutron
burst. If this is attributed to diffusion of tritium
from the inner regions of the pellet, it would
support the theory that tritium ( and neutron)
generation is not restricted to the surface of the
cathode alone.

3 5

o MEASURED TRITIUM VALUE IN
CELL SOLUTION.

NEUTRON
BURST

40

Neutron detection was carried out by
means of a well type counter containing 24 He 3
detectors embedded in an annular block of
paraffin. The test cell was located at the centre of
this well, giving a neutron detection efficiency of
8.6%. Data acquisition was carried out with the
help of a personal computer having multi-scaling
mode facility. The counting time per channel was
set as 40s. It was ensured that the overall neutron
detection system was immune to extraneous
influences which could give false counts. The
background reference counts was observed to be
steady at ~ 1. 6 cps for a.bout 10 days before start of
experiments.

A CALCULATED TRITIUM VALUE FOR
EXPECTED CONC
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Fig.7. Neutron and Tritium Output of
RCS-11 Experiment
After the experiment was terminated
following several weeks of electrolysis, the Pd
electrode which was found to have developed
many cracks on the surface, was degassed at 900
C, and from the volume of D2 liberated the D/Pd
ratio at saturation was deduced to be ~o.85.
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Fig.8 Neutron Bursts of Pd Ring Cathode
Experiment of ApCD

3.4 Pd RING AND Pd COIL CELLS WITH
NAFION MEMBRANE (ApCD)

The ring cathode electrolysis experiment
was run for 32 days commencing from 6th of July
1989. Between the 14th and 17th days from start
of electrolysis copious emission of neutrons in the
form of bursts was recorded. Otherwise the count

In both these experiments the cathodes
were thoroughly degassed and vacuum annealed
( < 10-3 mm Hg, 1070 K, - 10 hours) prior to
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rate remained close to background levels for the
rest of the period. Fig. 8 depicts the neutron
counts variation over the entire 44 hour (4000 x
40s) duration, while Fig 9 gives an expanded view
of a part of the same data. The log scale of the
counts a.xis should be noted, indicating that the
bursts were indeed intense, the peak neutron
emission rate being ~1000 times background
levels. The total neutron emission over the 40
hour neutron active phase was 1.8 x 1Q8 neutrons.
It is interesting to note however that even during
an intense phase of neutron production the count
rate suddenly dropped to near background levels
and remained so for several seconds before
abruptly climbing ha.ck to levels over a 100 times
the background value.

neutron-to-tritium yield ratio in this experiment
works out to be 3.2 x 10-4.
It is significant that the neutron to tritium
yield ratios of 10-3 to 10-4 observed in both these
experiments a.re several orders of magnitude larger
than the values of lQ-6 to 10-8 obtained in all the
previous cells. One possible explanation could be
that the employment of Nafion membrane in
conjunction with the very low levels of dissolved
oxygen in these cells might have been responsible
for preventing recombination of T back into DTO
and instead have allowed most of the T to escape
a.long with the gas stream. As noted earlier the
tritium carried away by the gas stream was not
measured in this experiment also.

..

, .--------------------,

4.
SUMMARY
OF
EXPERIMENTS
WITH
TRITIUM GENERATION

"'

ELECTROLYSIS
NEUTRON
AND

Table I presents a summary of the
successful electrolysis experiments conducted so
far at Trombay wherein significant amounts of
both neutron and tritium production has been
observed. Also included (last column of Table I)
for comparison and completeness are the results of
an experiment /9/ conducted at the Indira Gandhi
Centre for Atomic Research (IGCAR) in
Kalpakkam, Tamil Na.du, a sister Institution of
BARC. The ma.in conclusions to emerge out of
these results a.re discussed later.
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Fig.9 Expanded View of Portion of Fig.8

5. OTHER TRITIUM PRODUCING CELLS /
EXPERIMENTS

The electrolyte was sampled once in 6 days
during the experiment and analyzed for tritium
content using standard liquid scintillation
techniques. After the neutron active phase, the
tritium level of the electrolyte showed an increase
from 0.4 to 1.3 Bq/ml. The cell electrolyte volume
being 250 ml, this corresponds to an excess tritium
generation of 1.8 x 1011 atoms. This does not
include the tritium carried away by the gas
stream. Degassing of the Pd cathode at 680 K and
reformation of water over hot CuO turnings
yielded an additional 3 x 1Q9 tritium atoms only.
Thus
an
upper
limit
to
the
overall
neutron-to-tritium yield ratio in this experiment
works out to ~10-3.

Besides the above electrolysis experiments
wherein both tritium and neutron production has
been observed, there have been an additional 11
cells / experiments wherein clear evidence for
excess tritium generation has been obtained.
Majority of these experiments were carried out in
the various divisions belonging to the "Chemical
Group II of BARC. Table II summarises these
results. In most of these experiments neutron
yield, if any, was not monitored due to
non-availability of detectors with the groups
concerned. In the few cases where neutron
detectors were present the increase in count rates
if any was not significant enough within the
statistics of the ba.ck�ound count rate variations.
Some of the cells of Table II were of closed type
wherein the electrolytic gases were recombined by
means of a suitable catalyst.

The electrolysis experiment with the Pd
coil cathode was carried out for 24 days. The
electrolyte was 0.05M Li2SO4. Neutron emission
started within 4 hours of commencement of
electrolysis and lasted for a total period of 15 hrs
spread over the first five days of the electrol ys is.
The integrated neutron yield was 5.8 x 1Q6 while
the tritium yield at the end of the experiment
a.mounted
to
1.8
x
101°
a.toms.
The

The MR(Jr) cell was a smaller version of
the Milton Roy cell with 6 Pd-Ag alloy tubes.
This cell has earlier been used for routine H2
generation for several years at the Chemistry
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TABLE I: SUMMARY OF ELECTROLYSIS EXPERIMENTS WITH NEUTRON AND TRITIUM GENERATION
Sr. No.

Divi11ion

Cell (Name)
Date

Cathode:
Material
Geometry
Dimenaiom
(in mm)
Area (Cm2)

Anode
-.....J

0

Electrolyte
Volume (ml)

Current Density
(mA/ cm2 )

On:
�
Char e ( -hni)
g ciii'""
Time (bra)
Swit

Active Life

Neutron Yield:
No. of Bums
Total
n/ cm2

Tritium Yield:
Total Bq)
Total �Atom)
t/ cm2
(n/t) Ratio

#1

DD HWD
J'.tPD
Ti-SS
1989
21 May

Ti
Rod
22�x
150 long
104

S.S. Pipe
NaOD
(SM)
135

#2

NtPD/
HWD
MR-2

DD HWD
JitPD
6 Module

1989
21 April

1989
12-16 Jun

1989
5 May

Pd-Ag
Pd-Ag
Tube8
Tube8
+- 3 o.d. x ..
200 ht
300
300

Ni-Pipes
NaOD
(5M)
250

Ni-Pipes
NaOD
(
��

Pd-A
Di.sea t5)
11s
O.ltt
78

Poro�Ni
NaOD
5
(10�

#6

HW
NtP°rf
Par. Plate
1990
15 March

#6

AnCD

ROMG

P�I

RCS-11

1989
21 April

1989
June-Aug.

5.9

6

Pd
Plate
40 x50
x 1 thk
20

Pd
Hollow Cyl.

NaOD
(5M)
300

LiOD
(0.1 M)

Ti Plate

#7

Pt Meeh

Pd
Cube
1 cml

3.2

0.8

3.0

2.5

...2 bra

53 mina

<1 min

"'5 bra

"'5 d

9
4x107
l.7x106

1
.9x107
1.3xl04

1
5x108
1.3x104

1
lx108
5xl04

3
3x108
5xlQS

1.5xl07
8x101li
2.7x101 3

3.8x108
l.9xl015
6x1012

7x108
4xlQ IS
l Q IS

l.42x106
7.2x101S
1.2x101s

Few hrs

..,3_5 hrs

Continuum
3xl07
2.9xl06
2.6x106
l.4xlQ 1 4
l.3x1012

5

0.5xlQ-8

0.5

0.5xI0-8

4

l.2xlQ-9

4

9

4xl0-t

1990
Jan.-Apr.

24

#9

ApCD

#10

ApCD

IGCAR

Nafion-2

RCP-11

1989
July

1990
Feb.

1989
Dec.

Pd
Ring
2�x 10 ht
x 1 thk.
18

Pd
Coil
l�x
140 long
4.4

LiOD
(0.1 M)
120

LiOD
(0.1 M)
250

Li�4
(.05 M)
140

930

#11

Nafion-1

Pd
Pellet
ll�x
11 .2 ht.
5.7

650

...100

0.6

RCS-19

...700

45

LiOD
(0.1 M)
150

940

1.2

ROMG

Pt Mesh

...200

...300

#8

Pt Meeh

"'800

...300

2x10-7

#4

NtPD/
HWD
MR-1

5400

3

#3

Pd
Button
8

Pt Mesh

Pt Mesh

"'60

"'50

<100

34
330

0.15

36.7

Pt Mesh

3

LiOD
(0.1 M)

300

...100 sec

"'40 bra.

"'5 d

8 hni

l.4xl08
2.3x1()6

1
3xlQ8
5.2xl06

Many
l.8x108
107

Many
5.8x108
1.3x108

2
2.4xl08
3x106

l.3xl03
6.7x10 11
l.lx10 11

7.7x103
4xlQ12
5.2xl0t3

325
l.8x10 1 1
lxlQtO

32.5
l.8x1QIO
4xl09

6.3xl03
12
3.5x10 1 1
l0
4x
.
4

17

l.7x10-c!

10-e

10-a

3.2x1Cr4

7xl0-7

TABLE II: SUMMARY OF OTHER TRITIUM PRODUCING ELro:t'ROLYTIC EXPERIMENTS

#2

Sr. No.
Divi.eion
Cell (Name)
Dat.e
Cathode:
Material
Geometry
Di.menaiona
(in mm)
Ana (Cm 2)

Heavy Wat.er Divn.
MR (Jr)-1 MR (Jr)-11
1989
21 Sept.

1990
5 March

-Pd-Ag Alloy-

-Tubes --- 3 � x 150 ht -

-- 113---

#11

#4

#5

ROMG
RCS-18

---- Analytical Cbemi.etry Division---PDR-1
PDC-m
PDC-11
PDC-IV
PDX-0

1989
24 Oct.

1989
24 April

1989
10 July

#7

1989

6 Sept.

1989

29 Sept.

Hollow Cyl.

Ring
2 thk.

Pd

-----Pd----

19

14.5

----- 6.37 ----

Cold Rolled Pd

-- Hollow Cylinder --

- Chemiet� Di vision C�
CD-6
CD--t

1989
9 Nov.

1989
21 July

Pd

Pd ingot
Cylinder

Rod
4�x
19 long
2.75

s,x

16 fong
0.57

1989

1989
24 Oct.

Pd

Pd wire

22 Dec.
Pellet
4 � x 4 ht.

Grid

o.s ♦ x

0.126

800 lone
4

Anode

--Ni Pipe--

Pt game

Pt Di.sea

Pt Mesh

Pt Mesh

Pt Mesh

Pt Mesh

Pt Coil

Pt Wire

Pt Wire

Electrolyte

--NaOD--

LiOD
{0.1 M)
150

LiOD
(0.14 M)
65

LiOD
(0.1 M)
60

LiOD
(0.1 M)
100

LiOD
(0.14 M)
80

LiOD
(0.l M)
80

LiOD
(0.1 M)
28

LiOD
{0.1 M)
3

KOO (Cone)
(Paste)
1.5

Open

Cloeed

Open

Open

Cloeed

Cloeed

Open

Semiopen

Cl01ed

�2

1"'2
Pulaed
<350

1 ...3
Pulaed
�470

0.2"'2.2 RF
Superpoeed
<800

100 mA

�35mA

30mA

...100

"'218

7.5

Volume

(ml)

--(SM) ---150--

Open/ Cloeed

--Open--

Current (A)

--4-0--

Current Den.11ity
(mA/ cm 2 )

--350--

Durat.ion of
Electroly1i1

12 hn

Tritium Meuuremen\a:
Initial
4
Concn. (Bq)
Maximum Bq/
ml) 225_7
Concn. (

u

Output to
Input Ratio

30 bra

13 d

7.4 d

366.2 hn

183.3 hn

5.8 d

4-0 d

190 d

17 d

80d

3.33

3.6

2.7

2.81

2.n

2.70

2.68

4.6

2.0

2.5

0.93xl04

5.88xl0 4

4.6

72.1

65.0

22.9

18.5

156.7

5.6

3.36

3425

20,925

1.66

2.5

1.91

15.7

32.5

9.16

Net Excea:
(Bq)
(AtoIYlll)

3.3xl0 4
l.76xl013

2.28xl03
l.2xl0 12

2.7lxl03
l.44xl0 1 2

6.02xl()!
3.2x1Ql◄

2.08xloe
l.h:1015

2.96xlOS
l.56x 10 12

6.29xl02
11
3.96x10

l.lxl03
5.83xl0 11

1012

1 011

2x1010

t/ cm2

1.6xl0 11

1.1x1O10

0.8xl0 11

2.2x1011

l.7xl0 14

2.4x1011

6.2xl0l0

2. l 2xlQ I I

1.sx1012

0.8x10 12

O.5x1QI0

Division. Cell #11 was a very novel cell wherein
the electrolyte was KOO in the form of a paste
applied on a multiwire grid electrode system made
of alternate wires (0.5 mm dia) of Pd and Pt.
Although this gave excess tritium of only 2 X 10 1 0
atoms (lowest in the Table) it must be noted that
the total inventroy of electrolyte in this microcell
was hardly 1.5 ml. In Cell #8 (PDR-I) an RF
voltage was superposed on the applied DC voltage
with a view to ascertain whether this would help
improve the tritium production. As seen from the
results there is no evidence of any improvement.
The Cells # 5, 6, & 7 used the same hollow
Pd cylinder cathode deployed in Cell # 6 of Table
I (Expt. PDC-1).
As in the case of PDC-1
current pulsing was resorted to in these three
PDC series of experime nts also. On completion of
PDC-1 the hollow Pd cathode was degassed at
300 C in a vacuum furnace for over 2 hrs.
Subsequent electrolysis in 0.1 M LiOD (Expt.
PDC-11) terminated in an explosion after a charge
of 423 a.mp-hrs had been passed. Careful
measurements of the tritium content indicated
that over 2 MBq ( 1.1 x 10 15 atoms) of excess
tritium had
been
generated
during
this
experiment. (see Table II). This corresponds to an
increase in tritium inventory by a factor of more
than 20,000 relative to the total tritium input to
this experiment.

neutron diffraction study of the phase changes
occurring during the deuteration of a Pd rod. It
comprised of a covered pyrex glass beaker with an
8 mm dia x 16 mm long Pd cathode of which 11
mm protruded underneath the cell and was set up
in front of one of the neutron beams at the
Dhruva research reactor at Trombay. The portion
of the Pd rod exposed to atmosphere was given
thin protective coating of tin to minimise escape
of deuterium. A platinum cell above the cathode
served as anode and the electrolyte was O. lM Li20
in D20. A 0.18 mm thick Nafion membrane
between the electrodes helped prevent direct
recombination
of
deuterium
and
oxygen.
Electrolysis was carried out at a steady current of
100 mA extending over a period of more than 8
weeks. Powder diffraction patterns were recorded
periodically with the help of a 1 metre wide
position sensitive neutron detector mounted so as
to pr ovide a 30° angular span. With this
arrangement the real time development of the
(111),(200) and (311) reflections could be studied.

l 5 ) AmpHr

18 ? ArnpHr

This same cathode generated tritium two
more times after degassing and reuse. (PDC-III &
IV). But as seen from Table II in each subsequent
run the quantum of tritium generated decreased
further. For example in PDC-111 while excess
tritium recovered was 2.96 KBq, in PDC-IV the
excess tritium was only 629 Bq even after 123
a.mp-hrs of charging. Prior to commencement of
PDC-IV the electrode had been heated to 850 C
for 4 hrs in vacuum, cooled and again heated to
800 C in D2 gas atmosphere at 1 cm pressure for 3
hrs followed by degassing again under vacuum for
3 hrs. This very elaborate pretreatment would
have cleansed the Pd of any remnant tritium
within its interior, confirming that the fresh
amount 629 Bq obtained in PDC-IV must have
been generated during this run of electrolysis only.
But the more important implication of this result
is that even vacuum heating-annealing does not
appear to have restored the ability of the Pd
cathode to support nuclear reactions.
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6. REAL TIME NEUTRON DIFFRACTION
STUDY OF DEUTERON LOADING IN A Pd
CATHODE /11/

l.2

===:-;.J __

SCATT. ANGLE,20(DEG)

56

Fig.10 Neutron Diffraction Patterns at Different
Deuterium Loadings of Palladium Rod

Cell #9 (CD-4 of Chemistry Division) was
primarily designed for conducting an online
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Fig.10 displays the recorded diffraction
patterns at various loading stages measured in
terms of amp-hrs of electrolysis. It took an hour's
reactor time for each spectrum. The Pd electrode
was initially in pure fcc(metallic) form with the
lattice constant of 3.89 AO characterized by the
four peaks corresponding to ex phase seen in the
bottom most pattern of Fig.10. New peaks
indicative of the precipitation of the /3 phase of the
Pd-D system (lattice constant of 4.02 AO) showed
up at around 10 amp-hrs of electrolysis. As
electrolysis proceeded the intensity of the /3 phase
peaks built up at the cost of ex phase peaks. It was
found that within about 25 amp-hrs the upper
part of the Pd electrode projecting underneath the
cell was completely converted to j3 phase wherein
the lower part required nearly 60 amp-hrs for
this. From the ratio of the structure factors of the
odd to even reflections (S(lll)/S(200)) the
stochiometry in the /3 phase could be deduced. It
was summarised from the study that the
stochiometry at saturation was PdDo.55. The main
conclusion of this experiment relevant to cold
fusion is that no new phases develop in Pd even
after 100 amp-hrs of electrolysis.

could be deduced. The deuterated Pd samples
were later immersed inside a measured quantity of
distilled water for a few hours and the
concentration of tritium in the water measured
through standard liquid scintilb.tion counting
systems. The tritium content in the Pd was
deduced therefrom knowing the gram moles of D2
absorbed in Pd as well as the relevant
equilibration constant (K).

TABLE m
TRJTIUM PRODUCTION IN D1 GAS LOADED Pd SAMPLES
#3

#4

#5

samplt

powdier

Pd-Ag
foil

Pd-Ag
foil

Pd-Ag
foil

Pd-Ag
foil

M- (g)

10

0 96

10.9

10 0

013

LtU, of lo.du\&

'20 Junr ii9

24 Au,; i9

19Sepl89

11,t., 90

��l��v ��I\

1325

JO

SUH

1

7.1 SEARCH FOR TRITIUM IN GAS LOADED
Pd SAMPLES/5/

D2 gas was generated by reducing D2O with
Na in vacuum and stored under pressure in an SS
dewar with liquid nitrogen cooling, in the presence
of activated charcoal. The stock D :,i O used had a
tritium content of 0.075 nCi/ml (2.8 Bq/ml),
corresponding to a (T/D) isotopic ratio of 3 x
10- 14_ Pd samples either in the form of Pd black
powder or Johnson & Matthey Pd-Ag foils were
taken in an SS reaction vessel connected to a
vacuum system ( 10-s mm) through a buffer tank
of 1 litre volume equipped with a pressure gauge.
After degassing r..nd cooling under vacuum, D2 gas
at 1 atm pressure was let into the buffer tank and
the system sealed off for equilibration with the Pd
contained in the reaction vessel for several hours
or days at times.
From the pressure drop
observed the quantity of gas absorbed in the Pd

#1

Pd biack

."'ia.turt of

PART B: D2 GAS LOADING EXPERIMENTS

In these experiments D2 gas was loaded
into Pd samples after thoroughly degassing them
and a search was made for the possible production
of tritium in the samples. The tritium produced if
any along with that in the initially loaded
deuterium was extracted through isotopic
exchange with distilled light water wherein the Pd
sample itself served as a catalyst. From the
activity measured in the water the amount of
tritium "produced" in the Pd was computed.

#1

Ex�nrn,nt No

0/Pd)

m

19 Scpl 09
10 1

,;J

46

�\

10

45

Equ!l:br&1.1on
:.nic,n..--si

16

16

24()

40

24()

Wa.1.e-1 u,ed for
e--c:::,.rt10:, \mll

:,:;

5C

5.:

l 111,u.m ll(ll\'lly
vf v.·a.ttr {bq/mlJ

ii

59

85

115

316

T /0 n.t1,, ,n Pd

32J1l0·11

I 1.10·11

87,r;\Q•II

3 hl0-11

S JxJQ·11

Ab.oh.ate u1\nun
�ti·my (bqJ

410 1

37 0

4191

717 8

159.1

Tl)ta.l tttt1um
.uoma 1n Pd

2 Jl;,:jQ!l

201YIOIY

2 iid0 11

4 lxl0 11

it.96xl010

Trn,wn &10:-:-,
pn g of Pd

l.2x l �1 1 �

2 1,:1010

2 2xJQIO

J.&.1010

20 8:r. 101�

ratio

Table III summarizes the results. The
tritium activity measured in the distilled water
was a small fraction of a nCi/ml (5 to 30 Bq/ml).
The total quantity of tritium estimated to have
been generated in the Pd foils is in the re�on of
1010 to 10 11 atoms. It is observed that the (D/Pd)
ratios attained following D2 absorption are
approximately similar in all the cases (0.20 to
0.63). The amount of tritium produced per gram
of Pd sample varies widely, from "'1.2 to 20.8 x
1010 atoms/g. As may be expected the higher
value is consistent with the longer duration of
equilibration time (240 hours) between D and Pd,
but the large Pd foil (column #3) which was also
equilibrated for 240 hours has given only 2.2x10 1 0
atoms of t/g of J:>d. In �l cases the finally attained
(T/D) ratios which are m the range of .3 x 10- 11 to
8.3 x 10- 11 are two to three orders of magnitude
higher than that of the initial gas value namely 3 x 10-14_ Thus fresh tritium amounting to about
10 10 or 10 11 atoms appears to have been created in
the Pd, presumably due to 11 cold fusion" reactions.
It is not clear whether the tritium was produced
during the absorption process or during the
subsequent "curing" or equilibration phase.
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The presence of tritium in the Pd-Ag foils
has also been indepen dently confirmed throu�
autoradiography. Fig 11 shows the radiograph ofa
triangular Pd-Ag foil.The image displays some
non-uniformity in fogging. It was however
observed that the intensity of fogging of these
Pd-Ag foils rapidly decreased when attempts were
made to reproduce the radiographs on subsequent
days, indicating that the tritium retention
capability of Pd-Ag is not as good as that of
titanium.

increase slowly
to
ambient
level,
with
simultaneous evacuation resulting in desorption of
D2 gas from the Ti shavings. This resulted in large
neutron bursts lasting between half an hour to ~2
hours each as shown in Fi gs . 12a to 12d. Prior to
the experiments of Figs 12c & 12d, the D2 gas
pressure and temperature were simultaneously
cycled. While the first three measurements were
carried out with the same charge of Ti, the last
one was done with a fresh charge which could be
the reason for the slightly different characteristics
of Fig. 12d. The integrated neutron yield in these
experiments varied in the range of 105 to 107
neutrons.
4000
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(b)

JUNE 7, 1989
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Fig.11 Autoradiograph of Deuterated Triangular
Pd-Ag Foil
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7.2 FRASCATI TYPE EXPERJMENTS WITH
Ti SHAVINGS (CD)/5/

A readily available set up employed earlier
for high pressure hydriding studies was used for
these experiments/12/. Ti metal pieces cut from a
sheet were surface cleaned and subjected to
activation treatment prior to loading in the high
pressure cell. D2 gas pressure or temperature was
cycled between high and low values using liquid
nitrogen. The well type neutron counter
employing 24 He3 detectors embedded in paraffin,
along with the associated data acquisition system
described in Sec 3.4 was used for the neutron yield
measurements. The counting efficiency was
determined to be 10%.

In these experiments first conducted in
June 1989, Ti pieces were to begin with
equilibrated with D2 gas at 10 atm and 77 K for
~20 minutes. The temperature was then allowed to
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Fig.12 Neutron Counts Variation During
Frascati Type Experiment with Ti Shavings
The authors of these measurements have
reportedly been unsuccessful in their attempts to
measure neutrons again in r eated attempts to
reproduce the earlier results z13/. However they
have detected the presence o tnti.um in some of
the newly loaded Ti shavings through the
technique of autoradiography. For this they
employed a high speed polaroid camera. A 25 µm
thick aluminium foil placed between the shavings
and the photo sensitive film ensured that false
images are not produced due to mechanical
scratching of the film by the sharp edges of the
shavings. The aluminium foil converts the tritium
betas into soft X-rays which emerge from the foil
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giving rise to ima.ge formation.(see Sec. 8.3).
7.3
EVIDENCE FOR TRITIUM 1N
Ti
TARGETS SUBJECTED TO RF HEATING IN
D2 ATMOSPHERE (TPPED/NtPD) /5/
In these experiments machined and
chemically cleaned targets of Ti were individually
heated to temperatures of upto 900 C in a glass
chamber using a surrounding induction heating
coil (1 to 2 MHz frequency, 3 to 6 KW power).
The glass chamber was connected to a vacuum
system as well as H2 and D2 gas bottles. Degassing
was initially carried out at 900 C for several hours
until a vacuum of 10-s mm was maintained
steadily. The targets were later heated to 600 C in
H2 atmosphere at a few mm of pressure. The
induction heater was then switched off and the
target allowed to cool absorbing H2 in the process.
Atleast three cycles of H2 absorption /desorption
was given 11 to create active sites for D2
absorption". Three such heating/cooling cycles
were then carried out with D2 gas. Pressure drop
recorded by an oil manometer indicated the
quantity of gas absorbed during each cooling
cycle. It was observed that the quantity of gas
absorbed increased each time saturating in the 3rd
or 4th cycle.
The targets typically absorbed <1019
molecules of D2. Since the mass of Ti was a few
hundred milligrams, this corresponds to a gross
(D/Ti) ratio of hardly 0.001. However we have
reason to believe that most of the absorption
would be confined to the surface region. This is
because when a metallic object is heated by
induction heating the current distribution falls off
exponentially with increasing depth. The skin
depth
characterizing this phenomenon is given
by fi2 = (a/faµ) where s and µ are the resistivity
and permeability respectively of the workload and
f is the frequency of the applied electromagnetic
field. For a frequency of 1 to 2 MHz, 6 for Ti is 0.1
mm. Consequently we believe that the (D/Ti)
ratio in the near surface region would be much
higher than the gross value of 0.001 noted earlier.

radiographs of the Ti disc shows about 50 to 60
spots randomly distributed within the boundary.
The occurrence of spots all along the rim of the
machined disc is very intriguing. It is estimated
TABLE IV
TRJT!t:M CONTE�T r;-; D2 GAS LOADED Ti TARGETS
Date of loading

14 June 89

9 June 89

21 Mar 90

Shape of s;un pl e

Disc

Cone

Cone

Sa.mpie ma.s.s (g)

.98

.206

.2

D2 absorbed ( mg)

.42

.07

T a.ct1v1ty from
X-ray counts(bq)

290

1300

5.5x]Q6

Date of counting

16 June 89

16 June 89

28 Mar 90

Tritium a.toms

l.5xl011

6.5x)QII

3.Qx)QII

T/Dra.tio

l.2x)0-9

3 2xl0-ij

7.lxJ0·5
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that ea.ch spot corresponds roughly to 109 to 1010
atoms of tritium. The total number of tritium
atoms in the whole target works out to be -1011 .
This is to be compared with the 1019 to 1020 atoms
of D absorbed in all by the Ti, pointing to a gross
(T /D) ratio of > 10-9.

o

After loading, all the targets were subjected
to various tests such as autoradiography, K X-ray
counting etc in search of tritium. Although several
dozen targets were successfully loaded with D2
gas, only a few of them gave positive evidence for
the presence of tritium. Interestingly the samples
which soaked up large amounts of D2 gas did not
give any positive results. The best results were
obtained from a disc shaped button ( 10 mm dia x
2 mm thick) and a couple of conical pieces meant
for use as electrodes. Table IV summarizes the
results. Figs. 13 and 14 are the a.utoradiogra.phs of
a deuterated disc and cone respectively. The

Fig.13 Autoradiograph of Deuterated Ti Disc
Interestingly one of these disc targets which
was kept in front of a paraffin encased BF3
neutron detector and monitored over a. week end,
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suddenly emitted a large burst of n eutrons on its
own lasting over a time span of 85 mins. (See
Fig.2 of companion BARC paper /6/)
The most intriguing feature of this expenment is
that ever since the RF heating system became
defective in September 89, these results could not
be repr oduced even once using a resistance furnace

switch, a surface discharge 1s mitiated a.t the
insulator end. This then develops into a radial
current sheath which is accelerated bv J x B forces
down the length of the electrode system, sweeping
the gas ahead of 1t On reaching the open end, the
current sheath turns around on itself forming a
quasi-cylindrical implosion resulting in a dense
hot 11 plasma focus" a few cm long and few mm in
diameter Just above the tip of the central anode.

TO VACUUM GAUGE

t

b�0rTO 02 GAS
CYLINDER
VACUUM C MB.ER
(GLASS)
PLASMA FOCUS
OUTER ELECTRODE
(BRASS)
INNER ELECTRODE
(TITANIUM)
DEUTERIUM
( FEW TORR)

Fig.14 Autora diograph of Deuterated Ti Cone
even though the power was higher and much
greater quantities of D2 ga.s could be absorbed. It
was only in March 90 when a 1MHz furnace
became a.vaila.ble that a conical target once again
indicated the presence of µCi amounts of tritium
(See Table IV The authors are therefore obliged
to conclude that oscillatory electric and magnetic
fields somehow play a crucial role in st imulating
anomalous nuclear reactions on the surface of
these machined Ti targets. In this context the
recent Coherent Theory of Cold Fusion proposed
by H agelstein /14/ appears to give some
theoretical insight as to possible mechanisms
which could explain these observations.

J.

7.4 ANOMALOUS TRITIUM PRODUCTION IN
TITANIUM ELECTRODE OF A PLASMA
FOCUS DEVICE (NtPD)/15/
A Plasma Focus (PF) device forms a high
density (1025 ions/m3 ), high temperature (107 K)
pla.sma which produces an intense burst of
neutrons when operated with deuterium gas/16/.
This device has a vacuum chamber consisting of
coaxial cylindrical electrodes connected through a
Corning glass insulator at the bottom end and left
open at the top. Fig.15 shows a schematic diagram
of a plasma focus device of the type used in the
present experiments. When this coaxial gun is
connected to a high voltage (15 to 50 KV)
capacitor bank with the help of a. spark gap

SPARK GAP
�- ,.

CAPACITOR BANK

�

Fig.15 Schematic Diagram of a Plasma Focus
Device With Central Ti Electrode
During January 90 an experimental
program was underway to study the influence of
anode material on the characteristics of the
plasma created a.nd consequently on the neutron
production mechanisms of a PF device. Brass,
aluminium, stainless steel and titanium were
investigated for neutron yield systematics under
vario us deuterium filling pressures (1-10 mbar).
During the experiments with a Ti a.node,
about 80 charge/discharge shots were carried out.
After each shot the chamber was flushed and filled
with fresh D2 gas. Some
of these shots were
performed with the central electrode operated
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with negative polarity. This mode of operation
would direct the deuteron beams of a few hundred
KeV energy which are known to be generated in
PF devices, towards the central electrode. The
neutron yield in every shot was recorded with the
help of a bank of calibrated activation type silver
cathode Geiger Muller counters located close to
the device. Typically with ~3 KJ of stored energy,
107 neutrons were produced in each normal shot
i.e. when the central electrode is used as a.node. In
the polarity reversed mode of operation also
neutrons were produced but the magnitude of the
neutron burst was an order of magnitude smaller.
In view of the special role of Ti in D2 gas
loaded cold fusion experiments, the Ti electrode
was tested for induced radioactivity using
autoradiography immediately after the experiment
on two consecutive nights (4th and 5th Ja.n.90). No
image was found at that time. But five weeks later
(on 9th Feb 90) using a new Nal detector set up it
was discovered that a surprisingly high activity of
~392 µCi C 10 16 atoms of tritium) had built up on
the surface of the Ti electrode which had been
exposed to the plasma focus shots. To confirm
this, the rod was subjected to overnight
autoradiography once again. As seen in Fig. 16 a
very beautiful and impressive image was obtained.

exposures. There has been no change in the
resolution or clarity of the images even after a gap
of a few months. The very sharp worm like lines
are believed to be due to /3 6 from tritium bearing
grain boundary regions near the surface, while the
intense diffuse spots are due to soft X-rays (Ti K
X-rays) emanating from deeper layers of the
titanium electrode. As in the case of the RF
heated Ti disc autoradiographs (Fig 13 ) the
presence of spots all along the periphery of the rod
is noteworthy. In order to rule out the possibility
of image formation due to tritium contamination
in the D2 gas, the other electrodes (Al, SS and
brass) were also tested for radioactivity. But none
of them showed any activity confirming that the
phenomenon is unique to Ti.
During all the 80 PF shots it is estimated
that atmost 109 ( d---d) neutrons could have been
generated due to hot fusion reactions. Since in
conventional (d---d) reactions (both beam target
and hot fusion) the neutron-to-tritium branching
ratio is ~ 1, 1t follows that not more than 10�
tritium atoms could therefore have been produced
during the shots. It is totally unrealistic to expect
or postulate that all this tritium would have
succeeded in getting absorbed on the Ti anode
surface. Even if that were true, it still can not
explain the 10 16 atoms of tritium measured on the
tip of the Ti anode. But the even more intriguing
question is why was it not seen in the radiographs
taken on the same night of the experiment as well
as on the following night? Although the presence
of large amounts of tritium was first detected only
five weeks later, it is possible that it might have
been produced any time in the intervening period.
The authors suggest that the intense
electric and magnetic fields involved in the
operation of a PF must have had some role to play
in causing "cold fusion" reactions on the tip of
the anode. Repeat experiments using planchets of
Ti mounted at the top of a brass a.node have
however not shown any activity so far. A fresh
stock of pure D2 gas as well as a new Ti electrode
a.re awaited for repeating the experiments under
identical conditions prevalent in the earlier
successful experiment.
7.5 OBSERVATION OF HIGH TRITIUM
LEVELS IN AGED DEUTERATED Ti
TARGETS/5/

Fig.16 Autoradiograph of Central Ti Electrode of
PF Device (5 Weeks After Charging)
This image has since been reproduced several
times
through
repeated
autoradiographic

The Division of Radiological Protection of
BARC had procured a number of deuterated
titanium targets on copper backing during 1972 to
1981 for dosimetry studies with accelerator based
neutron sources. Twelve such targets were
available, nine procured from M/S Amersham
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scintillation counting systems such as Packard
Instruments Model 4530 or LKB Systems Model
1215 (RACKBETA-11) which provide automatic
quench correction facilities were employed. 4 °K
free vials were used. Commercially available
scintillation cocktail, INSTAGEL, was found most
suitable as it. gave minimum chemiluminiscence.
Double distilled water was used for diluting
samples to reduce PH level as well as quenching
impurities.
In some electrolyte samples
chemiluminiscence effects entirely masked the true
tritium
signal.
Fig.17
shows
the
chemiluminiscence decay curve of one such
"difficult" sample which did not cool down even
after several hours of dark adaptation and decay
time.

International of U. K. and the rema.mmg three
from the Isotope Division of BARC. In view of the
various studies involving deuterated titanium
targets described in the earlier sections, it was
conjectured that cold fusron reactions might have
occurred in these 11 ag ed" targets over the past 9 to
18 years and if so, it was argued, they should
contain considerable amounts of tritium. In order
to check this hypothesis these aged targets were
subjected to various studies for establishing the
magnitude of tritium in them. Five different
techniques namely autoradiography, Ti K X-ray
counting with Nal and high purity germanium
detectors, /3 counting with proportional counters
and current measurements with an ionization
chamber were used. The details of the targets,
measurements and results are described in Ref
It was found that the absolute tritium
/5/.
content in the targets varied between 0.3 and 150
MBq. Inquiries with the suppliers of these targets
indicate that while inadvertent contamination
during manufacture to the extent of a few hundred
Bq is in
principle a likely possibility,
contamination levels in the MBq region is difficult
to explain. The tritium levels in these aged TiDx
targets expressed in terms of the (T /D) isotopic
ratios was seen to vary in the range of 0.07 to 3.5
x 10-4_ For comparison the tritium activity of the
D2O moderator of a CANDU type power reactor
is atmost
30 Ci/l even at saturation,
In
corresponding to a (T /D) ratio of 10-5.
contrMt the (T /D) ratio of fresh D2O from a
factory is typically in the region of 10-14 to 10-13
only. Hence the authors are inclined to speculate
that a plausible explanation for the unexpectedly
high tritium levels in aged deuterated Ti targets
could be the occurrence of cold fusion reactions ..
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Fig.17 Chemiluminscence Decay Curve of a
Severe Electrolyte Sample
Chemical and photon quenching effects
were encountered in other samples resulting in
compression of the tritium spectrum. In order to
confirm that the spectral output of the electrolytic
samples falls well within the tritium spectral
region, an experimental sample which did not
show any chemiluminiscence or quenching effects
was spiked with a tritium standard and the pulse
height spectrum was checked and compared with
that of the test sample. In the case of LiOD based
electrolytes a systematic study has been carried
out to study the influence of alkalinity on the
measurements.

8. MEASUREMENT OF TRITIUM LEVELS IN
AQUEOUS AND METALLIC SAMPLES
As a consequence of the many years of
operational
experience
with
heavy
water
moderated research and power reactors in India.,
considerable expertise has been built-up in the
area. of tritium measurements, particularly in
moderator and coolant circuits as well as in
environmental
samples.
The status
of
development of the field of "Tritium Measurement
and Applications 11 was reviewed recently at a.
Symposium /17 / held in Bombay to mark the
golden jubilee of the discovery of tritium in 1939.

The Pollution Monitoring Section of BARC
has recently developed a flow detector for on line
measurement of tritium levels in gas and liquid
phases /17 /. The flow cell has a volume of 15ml
and is packed with 5 µm thick plastic scintillating
fibres. A pair of photomultiplier tubes viewing
from the sides and operating in coincidence
measure the scintillation ra.tes, due to tritium.

8.1 Analysis of Acqueous Samples
The tritium levels in the electrolytes and
other aqueous samples was measured by expert
groups at the Isotope an d Health Physics
Commercial liquid
Divisions of BARC.
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8.2
,8-particle and K X-ray Counting of
Deuterated Ti and Pd Targets
The presence of tritium in the near surface
region of deuterated Ti and Pd targets has been
established through the technique of /3 particle
and Ti K X-ray counting. The f3s were counted
using either a proportional gas counter or a plastic
scintillator. In some of the strong sources pico
amp levels of ionization current could be measured
using an ionization chamber. The range of the
tritium /36 (energy< 18.6 keV) in metallic samples
is < lmg/cm2 .
Some of the /36 excite the
characteristic K X-rays of Ti ( -4_5 kev) whose
mean free path for absorption in Ti is however
10mg/cm2 . Thus these X-rays are able to escape
from deeper layers of the Ti than the /36. Using a
high resolution germanium detector or a 1mm
thick Na.I detector these soft X-rays can be
conveniently counted.
8.3 Autoradiography
As mentioned already the technique of auto
radiography has been employed very effectively at
BARC to study the spatial distribution of near
surface tritium produced in deuterated Ti and Pd
targets. In order to obtain good resolution the
samples were kept in contact with medical X-ray
film and exposed overnight. The fogging of the
film is due to the combined effect of tritium /3s and
the K X-rays excited in the host metal lattice.
Sometimes a stack of two films was mounted close
to the sample and it was observed that the second
film also gives a similar but fainter image ruling
out the suspicion that image formation could be
due to mechanical (scratching of films) or
chemical reduction effects.
9. CONCLUSIONS
Experiments carried out by a number of
totally independent groups employing diverse
experimental set ups have unambiguously
confirmed the production of neutrons and tritium
both in electrolytically loaded and gas loaded
Pd/Ti lattices.
Tables I & II present in a nut shell the
main results of the BARO electrolysis
experiments. It may be noted that in all 22
cells/experiments have yielded excess tritium
varying over a wide margin of lQtO to 10 16 atoms.
Roughly half of these may be described as having
been "doubly successful II since in these both
neutrons and tritium were measured. The main
conclusions to emerge from the electrolysis
experiments may be summarized as under:

(a) The most important observation is the
surprisingly low neutron-to-tritium yield ratio,
first reported by us at the Karlsruhe meeting in
July 1989 /3/. 8 out of the 11 doubly successful
cells of Ta.hie I have given values in the region of
10-6 to lQ-9 for this ratio, while two experiments
have given a comp�atively larger value_ of 10-a to
10-4.
These ratios may be considered as
overestimates since in most of the experiments the
tritium escaping with the electrolytic gases has
not been accounted for.

(b) The Trombay electrolytic experiments
have also convincingly demonstrated that both
neutrons and tritium are generated concomitantly.
This is evident from the sharp increase in the
tritium concentration of the electrolyte
immediately after a large neutron burst in several
of the experiments.
(c)
Another significant observation
pertains to the specific charge passed per unit of
cathode surface area, namely amp-hrs/cm2 at the
time of the first neutron burst. This quantity
which may be called the "switching on charge" is
seen to be in the range of 0.6 to 3.2 amp-hrs/cm2
in 8 out of the 11 experiments of Table I. In the
remaining three cells (all of which have used LiOD
as electrolyte) the switching on charge is an order
of magnitude or more higher.
( d) It is significant that in all the five
experiments which used 5 M Na.OD as electrolyte
the switching on charge was � 3 a.mp-hrs/cm2 . In
the isolated instance where Li2S04 was used the
switchine; on charge was the lowest namely 0.15
amp-hr/cm2 among all the experiments reported
in Table I.
( e) In 8 out of the 11 cases of Table I the
first neutron burst has occurred on the very first
day of electrolysis, in fact within 9 hrs of
commencement of electrolysis (except for
experiment #7 where it occurred after ~24 hrs).
This seems to be a unique feature of the Trombay
results.
(f) It is also worth noting that one a.mp-hr
or 3600 coulombs corresponds roughly to the
charge carried by the deuterons required to load a
few gr a.ms of Pd ( associated with each cm2 of
cathode surface) to a (D/Pd) ratio of ~o.6. In
practice since only a fraction ( 10 - 30%) of the
deuterons bombarding the cathode actually get
absorbed in it, the experimentally observed
switching on charge of � 3 a.mp-hr/cm2) is
consistent with the common sense expectation
that a (D/Pd) ratio of atleast 0.6 should be
achieved
before nuclear processes involving
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deuterons can be expected to take place.

impressive high resolution autoradiogrpah, is
puzzling indeed. Finally the unexpectedly large
levels of tritium in decades old deuterated
titanium targets adds to the pool of puzzling
results.

(e;) Except for the Ti-SS cell (Cell#l of
Table lJ in all the other ten cells neutrons are
produced in one or more large bursts of magnitude
several times the background values. But in all
cases after a limited period of nuclear activity the
cells becomes inactive, no matter for how long the
electrolysis is continued.

On the whole however, the results obtained
by a number of independent exp erimental groups
at BARO during the first year of the 'cold fusion
era' has provided ample evidence of the occurrence
of anamolous nuclear processes in Pd and Ti
lattices loaded with deuterium.

(h) lnspite of the wide disparity in cell
designs, it is observed that the specific neutron
yield i.e the integrated neutron yield per unit area
of cathode surface, lies in the range of 104 to lQ5
n/cm2 except for the two experiments where a
N'afion membrane was present between the
cathode and a.node (Cells # 9 & 10). The specific
neutron yield in these two cases is 1 or 2 orders of
magnitude higher.
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(i) The specific tritium yield (see Tables I
& II) has shown a greater overall variation
ranging from 4 x 1Q9 to 1. 7 x 1014 t/cm2 . In 10 of
of 22 cells it is in the range of 101 2 to 101 4 t/cm2
while most of the other cells have given values in
the region of 1010 to 1Q1 2 t/cm2 .
(j) The BARO teams generally operated
only one cell at a time. The overall "success rate 11
defined as the percentage of cells which produced
tritium or neutrons in relation to the total number
of cells operated is estimated to be more than
70%. The groups who used NaOD as electrolyte
had perhaps an even higher success rate.
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ABSTRACT
A novel concentric cylinder isoperibolic calorimeter
was designed and fully characterized. Several
different methods of introducing calibration power to
the calorimeter were studied and the calibration
constant was found to be independent of the method.
Calibration constants could be determined with a
precision to + 0.5 %. Furthermore, they were
independent of the input power level up to 22 W and
with a cell temperature up to 60 °c over appreciable
periods of time. This new design possesses many
advantages that makes it suitable for careful studies
of the thermal behavior of electrochemical systems,
such as the electrochemical insertion of deuterium
into Pd cathodes.

INTRODUCTION
Calorimetric techniques have widely been used to
study thermochemical properties of both static and
reacting systems with great success. A great deal of
attention has been drawn to this experimental method
recently as a result of the announcement by
Fleischmann and Pons last year [1] that they had
observed the generation of large amounts of excess
heat when deuterium is electrochemically inserted
into palladium. This paper describes the design and
performance characteristics of a new type of
isoperibolic calorimeter that has been employed for
heat flux measurements during the electrolysis of
both light and heavy water upon palladium cathodes.
The word "isope ribol" denote s u niform
surroundings. So, isoperibolic calorimetry refers to
methods in which thermal energy is transferred from
a heat source to a surrounding heat sink that is
maintained at a constant temperature. It is generally

operated in a steady state power balance mode. When
applied to electrolysis systems, heat is typically
generated within the electrochemical cell and
transferred through a intermediate thermally
conducting layer to a surrounding water bath held at
constant temperature. Under steady state conditions,
a temperature distribution is established in which the
temperature difference across the thermally
conducting layer transports heat at a rate that just
balances the power generated within the
electrochemical cell.
Thus, in principle,
measurement of the temperature difference between
the cell and the surrounding bath provides
information about the thermal power generated in the
electrochemical cell, Ptherm- This can be simply
expressed as
Ptherm = K (T1 - T2)

(1)

where K is the calorimeter calibration constant, and
T1 and T2 are the temperatures of the cell and bath.
As will be shown below, if the electrical power
applied to the cell causes a chemical or
electrochemical reaction to occur that involves a
change in the enthalpy of the system, the thermal
power generated Ptherm is not equal to the applied
electrical power P app! . This is described as a
thermodynamically "open system", and is the case if
the gaseous products of the electrolysis reaction are
allowed to escape. As a result, the temperature
difference between the cell and the surrounding bath
is less than it would be if the applied electrical power
produced only Joule heating.
On the other hand, if a thermodynamically "closed
cell" design employing an in -cell recombination
catalyst is used, so that no enthalpy is transported out
of the system, P therm and Papp! will be equal if
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there is no other heat generation or absorption
process present. This is thus a conceptually simpler
situation, and any measured difference between the
input and output powers must have some other
origin. One possibility is that it might be due to some
additional power generation process taking place
inside the electrochemical cell, as proposed by
Fleischmann and Pons [ 1].

Heater Leads

TC

TC

Tl

T2

Anode
Cathode

CALORIMETER DESIGN
A new type of isoperibolic calorimeter has been
designed in which various issues such as the
influence of the physical locations at which heat is
produced and at which the temperatures are measured
during both calibration and operation, and the
magnitude of the stirring of the electrolyte fluid are
not relevant.
The new design consists of two concentric heavy
aluminum cylinders that are separated by a well
defined thermally conducting layer. The
electrochemical cell fits snugly inside the axial hole
of the inner cylinder. Under steady state conditions,
essentially all the heat generated within the
electrochemical cell passes to the external
environment radially through the surroundi ng
cylinders.

'----------------'--+--- Teflon

Instead of relying upon measurement of the
temperature within the electrochemical cell itself, as
well as of the assumed homogeneous environment,
this design involves the measurement of the
temperatures of the two aluminum cylinders.
Because of their dimensions and excellent thermal
conductivity, the aluminum cylin ders provide
temperature uniformity. Thus possible sources of
error related to issues such as the amount of stirring
and the locations of the heat sources and temperature
measurement within the electrochemical cell are
avoided.

Figure 1. Schematic design of the concentric cylinder
isoperibolic calorimeter with the external thin sheet
Joule heater wrapped around the electrochemical cell
and inserted inside the inner aluminum cylinder.

way that 1.5 inches of vertical space is left above and
below the inner cylinder. This vertical space above
and below as well as the 0.125 inch wide radial gap
between the two cylinders is packed with Al203
powder. This thick layer of Ah03 powder insulation
above and below the cell and inner cylinder forces
the heat to be transfered in the radial direction across
the gap between the two cylinders. The effective
thermal conductivity of this Al203 powder, which
has a particle size range of 50-200 mm, was
experimentally determined to be about 1.6xI0-3
W/cm.°C.

The design of this new isoperibolic calorimeter is
shown schematically in Figure 1. The inner (T1)
aluminum cylinder has an outer diameter of 2 inches
and an inner diameter of 1.17 inches. It is 4 inches
long, and weighs about 365 g. The outer (T2)
aluminum cylinder is 7 inches long and weighs 958
g. Its inner diameter is 2.25 inches, and its outer
diameter, 3.0 inches. Thus the gap across which the
heat conduction takes place, and the temperature
difference is measured, is 0.125 inches. The
container for the electrochemical cell that fits snugly
inside the (T1) cylinder is a quartz tube 1.14 inches
(29 mm) in outside iliameter and 4 inches long.

Three small thermocouple holes 1/16 inches in
diameter were drilled vertically down to half-height
of each aluminum cylinder. The holes are located at
midpoints of the wall thickness of the cylinders and

The inner (T1) cylinder housing the electrochemical
cell is mounted on Teflon supports and placed
concentrically inside the outer (T2) cylinder in such a
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are spaced 120° circumferentially from each other.
Copper-constantan (Type T) thermocouples were
firmly fixed into these holes so as to make good
physical contact with the aluminum. A few drops of
silicone oil were put at the bottom of these holes to
enhance the
thermal contact between the
thermocouples and the aluminum cylinders. The
thermocouples are used in a differential mode such
that each calorimeter contains four pairs of
thermocouples. In each case, the outer members are
copper, so as to avoid any thermoelectric effects
when they are joined to the measuring circuitry. Two
pairs are connected between the inner (T1) and outer
(T2) aluminum cylinders to sense the temperature
difference between the cylinders. The other two pairs
of thermocouples are connected between each
aluminum cylinder and the surrounding constant
temperature water bath. Thus all possible adverse
thermoelectric contributions from dissimilar contacts
are eliminated. The linear response of these T-type
thermocouples is 39 mV/°C. A 6 1/2 digit Keithley
Model 193A microvoltmeter is used for reading the
thermocouple output and it thus provides a resolution
of about 0.025 °c.
Eight such calorimeters have been built and tested.
Their 1/e time constants were determined from their
transient response to step changes in the level of the
input power, and were found to range between 13
and 15 minutes.

ELECTROCHEMICAL CELL DESIGN
The electrochemical cells used in this work are
thermodynamically "closed" cells, i.e., they contain
an internal recombination catalyst made of finely
divided Pt supported on Teflon with a nickel backing
to recombine the D2 and 02 formed by the
electrolysis and return it by gravity back into the
electrolyte. In contrast, the gaseous products of
electrolysis are vented off to the outside in "open"
cells.
The cells were connected externally to silicone oil
bubblers by plastic tubing. This served two
purposes. One is to prevent atmospheric moisture to
diffuse back into the electrolyte of the electrochemical
cells, which contain about 20 ml of 0.1 M LiOD in
D2O. This is an important consideration since D2O
attracts light water strongly, and hydrogen is
selectively absorbed into the Pd cathode.The other
reason for the bubbler is to allow the escape of gas in
the amount of uncombined oxygen. Observation of
the time behavior of the bubble evolution provided
information about this process, and showed that it
ceased as the Pd cathode became saturated with
deuterium.

The Pd cathodes were prepared by repeated arc
melting in a gettered argon atmosphere, followed by
mechanical deformation to produce a "fat dime"
shape. Earlier, thin Pt and Au wires were used to
make electrical connections to the Pd cathodes.
However, due to surface contamination problems,
the cathode current collector was changed to fine Pd
wire, which was shielded by a thin Teflon tube to
prevent appreciable electrolysis taking place on it,
rather than on the Pd cathode.
Three different cell designs have been studied. In the
first design, a static immersion heater shielded in J shaped quartz tubing was used to provide the Joule
heating for calibration. The cell was sealed with a
rubber stopper, which housed the feed-throughs for
cathode and anode lead connections, the immersion
Joule heater, and the gas vent to the silicone bubbler.
The anode was about 200 cm of 0.010 inch thick Pt
wire spirally wound inside the cell. The anode to
cathode surface area ratios were between 10 and 15
to assure that most of the applied voltage drop was at
the Pd cathode.
Although this general design provided reproducible
calibration and stable electrochemical performance,
the problems associated with the cramped space
inside the cell as well as in the rubber stopper and the
occasional and unpredictable breakage of the quartz
shielding around the Joule heater led to a modified
design.
Energy dispersive spectroscopy studies of the
surface of the Pd cathodes indicated the presence of
substantial amounts of Pt coverage, which can block
deuterium insertion. Therefore, the fine wire Pt
anodes were replaced by large surface area thin Pd
ribbon anodes, produced by rolling 1/8 inch O.D. Pd
wire. This modification has the advantage of
continuously depositing fresh Pd upon the cathode
surface, which could cover up any potentially
blocking metallic or other impurities that might be
deposited during the electrolysis process.
The second design used a modified three-electrode
configuration, in which heat generated by electrolysis
upon an auxiliary Pt wire cathode centered within the
cell was utilized for calibration purposes. Passing
current between this Pt cathode (instead of the Pd
cathode) and the Pd anode caused only the generation
of Joule heat, so that measurement of the electrical
input to this configuration provided a simple
calibration method, with gas generation, bubble driven stirring, and recombination similar to that
which takes place during electrolysis with the Pd
cathode. Of course, one had to be sure to open the Pt
cathode circuit during operation of the Pd cathode to
insure that there was no electrical cross talk between
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the two cathodes. Again, rubber stoppers were used
to support the electrical feed-throughs and the gas
vent to the bubbler.
The third design used a simple Pd cathode and Pd
ribbon anode arrangement inside the cell. Joule
heater power for calibration was provided by a thin
film sheet heater which was snugly fitted between the
outside of the quartz cell and the inside of the inner
aluminum cylinder of the calorimeter. Rubber
stoppers were abandoned because of concern about
their possible contamination of the electrolyte, and
were replaced by cell caps machined out of Delrin.

EXPERIMENT AL PROCEDURES
Calorimeter Calibration Principles
The basic equation for an isoperibolic calorimeter
was given earlier as equation (1), which relates the
thermal power output to the measured temperature
change through the calibration constant, K.ln the
current design, the value of K is determined by the
construction of the concentric cylinder calorimeter,
and is independent of the particular experiment being
performed within it.
The most common way of supplying the power for
calibration is by the use of an internal Joule heater.
Several levels of electrical power are applied, and the
corresponding increases in the steady state
temperature evaluated. A plot of (T1-T2) versus
applied electrical power gives a linear relation, whose
slope is the reciprocal of the calibration constant K.
However, it is often desirable to perform a
calibration of the calorimeter while electrolysis is also
taking place. In that_ case, the total applied t�erm�l
power introduced ts the sum of that . which 1s
provided by the Joule heater and that contnbuted as a
result of the electrolytic process. In addition, we
must consider the possibility that there may also be
another phenomenon present that introduces
additional thermal power, Pint•
In the absence of any other energy generating or
consuming effects, so that P int is zero, electrolysis
conducted in a "closed" cell in which the gaseous
products of the electrolysis are internally
recombined, produces exactly the same results as a
simple Joule heater [2-4].
This is not true in the case of an "open" cell,
however, as enthalpy is carried out of the system by
the escape of evolved gases. Therefore the
contribution to (T1-T2) due to the electrical power
applied to the electrolysis process will_be lowe� than
if the same amount of power were applied to a simple

Joule heater, and the apparent value of K would be
greater than the proper one.
There is an additional effect that must be considered
in order to obtain a proper calibration of a calorimeter
by adding Joule heat in the presence of electrolysis.
This is because changes in applied Joule heater
power cause changes in the temperature of the
electrolyte. This causes changes in electrolyte
resistance, and can thus influence the amount of
thermal power introduced in connection with the
electrolysis reaction.
As an example, if additional heater power t:\P htr is
applied, the electrolyte temperature will increase.
Because of this increased temperature, the overall cell
resistance decreases.
If the electrolysis is being conducted under constant
voltage conditions, the electrolysis current will
increase. This increases the electrolysis thermal
power input by an amount t:\Pel• On the other hand, if
the electrolysis is conducted under constant current
conditions, the voltage and the thermal power
introduced by the applied electrolysis power will
both decrease.
Thus we see that the total change in thermal power
introduced into the calorimeter is the sum of two
factors, that simply due to the added calibration
heater power t:\Phtr, and that due to a change in the
electrolysis power t:\P el due to the concommitant
decreased electrolyte resistance.
Therefore, we can not merely compare the observed
value of (T1-T2) to the sum of the electrical power
applied to the heater and that applied to the
electrolysis reaction. We must separate these two
effects. The total power, Ptot , put into the cell
during calibration while electrolysis is also taking
place is
Ptot = Phtr + Pel + P int

(2)

Additional Joule heater power increases the
temperature difference (T1-T2) by t:\Thtr such that the
total temperature rise, 6.Ttot , is given by
L\Ttot = t:\Thtr + L\Tel + t:\Tint

(3)

where t:\ T el is the change in (T 1 -T 2) due to the
change in the electrolysis power, and .1Tint is the
change in (T1-T2) due to any related change in the
additional internal heat generation process, if one is
present.
We can also write
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Calibration Procedure

.1.T tot = .1.Phtr 1K + .1.Pel IKel + .1.Pint /Kint (4)

Experiments were performed to determine the values
of K for the calorimeters using three different
methods of introducing power, an immersion Joule
heater within the electrochemical cell, internal
electrolysis, and a Joule heater placed between the
external wall of the electrochemical cell and the inside
surface of the inner cylinder of the calorimeter. Each
of these methods can be readily incorporated into the
electrochemical cell design, as discussed earlier. The
calibration procedure simply involved the
introduction of several levels of Joule heating power,
in both increasing and decreasing steps, and the
measurement of the temperature difference between
the two aluminum cylinders in each case.
Calibrations were carried out both with and without
concurrent "closed cell" electrolysis, and with the
electrolysis conducted in either the constant power
mode or the constant voltage mode. In the latter case,
the corrections discussed above were applied.

if the values of K, Ke! and Kint are not the same. In
that case, we note that (4) is not the same as
.1.Ttot = (.1.Phtr + .1.Pel + .1.Pint ) / K

(5)

which would be the case if all the K values were the
same.
The apparent value of K that would result from this
experiment is given by
Kapparent = (.1.Phtr+.1.Pe1+.1.Pint)/(.1.Thtr+.1.Te1 +.1.Tint)

(6)

which can be quite different from the real value
characteristic of the calorimeter, K.
This problem can be solved by assuming that .1.Pe1
and .1.Pint are coupled, and can be represented by a
single value of Kel , which can be found from the
values of (T1 -T2) and Pel in the absence of any
heater power. If the magnitude of Kel varies with
electrolysis power level, it can be determined over
any desired power range by performing an additional
experiment, in which the value of this composite Ke1
is determined by observing the change in temperature
difference (.1.Tel + .1.T int) that results from a change
in the electrical power input .1.Pel applied to the
electrolysis process. For that case,

Measurement and Data Acquisition System
The power for both the electrolysis and the Joule
heater were supplied by Lambda LLS series power
supplies. In the case of constant electrolysis power,
the power supplies for the electrolysis process were
computer controlled. A Macintosh Ilx computer was
used for this purpose as well as for calorimeter data
acquisition, using a Keithley 193A microvoltmeter
and a Keithley 706 scanner. For each calorimeter, a
total of ten experimental parameters were monitored.
They included four differential and two absolute
thermocouple values, as well as two voltage and two
current (read as voltage across precision resistors)
values. They were measured sequentially, and each
point was averaged over ten readings and stored
every 5 to 15 seconds. The hardware allowed five
calorimeters to be monitored and controlled
simultaneously. Both the cell operation and the data
acquisition were controlled using the Lab View
software from National Instruments Co.

(7)
Thus if we have the value of Ke1 we can find the
proper value of K for the calorimeter from
K = .1.Phtrl (.1.Ttot - (.1.Tel + .1.TmJ)
(8)
= .1.Phtr / (.1.Ttot - (.1.Pel/ Ke1))
An alternative strategy is to operate the cell in a
different mode, maintaining the electrolysis power
constant, with the computer, rather than keeping the
electrolysis voltage constant. If we did this, the
electrolysis power would not go up when the heater
power is introduced, and the observed temperature
rise would be due to the effect of the heater power
alone. This would allow direct evaluation of K
without the need for a separate experiment to evaluate
Ke1 and to separate out the two factors.

CALIBRATION RESULTS
As mentioned earlier, the temperature distribution
within the calorimeter is measured by the use of six
copper- constantan (Type T) thermocouples located
at different positions in the calorimeter. They were
configured in a differential mode such that only the
copper ends of each pair were connected to the
microvoltmeter, eliminating spurious thermoelectric
effects. Figure 2 shows the exceptional agreement
between three temperature difference measurements,
made at the six points in the calorimeter by the four

However, if the electrolyte temperature increases,
and thus its resistance decreases, as the result of the
addition of heater power, the relationship between
electrolysis voltage and current will change, even
under constant electrolysis power.
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Figure 2. The variation of temperature with time during a calibration
experiment at three levels of power input using an immersion Joule heater.
All three differential temperatures measured at different locations lie exactly
on top of each other indicating a uniform temperature distribution within the
inner aluminum cylinder in the calorimeter.

The time variation of the calibration constant
extracted from these data using equation (8) is shown
in Figure 3(b). The spikes on the graph are due to the
transient behavior of the calorimeter when the input
power level is varied abruptly. The steady state
behavior, however, clearly shows that the calibration
constant values are very consistent, lying in a band
less than 0.5 % wide, and independent of the input
power level as well as time.

pairs of differential thermocouples, and clearly
demonstrates the uniformity of the temperature
distribution within the calorimeter. This is an
important advantage. It eliminates any ambiguity
about the locations of the sources of heat and the
temperature probes within the electrochemical cell.
Hence the extent of stirring to distribute the heat
within the electrochemical cell becomes irrelevant.
These data also illustrate the typical time - dependent
variation of the temperature during a calibration
carried out by the use of an immersion Joule heater.

The effect of different modes of Joule heating during
calibration experiments was also studied. It was
found that the value of the calibration constant was
independent of the manner in which power was
supplied to the calorimeter. This is illustrated in
Figure 4, which compares the results of experiments
using the external thin sheet Joule heater with those
using the electrolytic heater, both with and without
simultaneous electrolysis taking place. Over a wide
range of power levels the calibration constant was
independent of the type of calibration heat source,
and in this case was equal to 0.83 W/°C with a
precision to ±0.5 %.

A typical time variation of the two electrical power
inputs during a calibration experiment is shown in
Figure 3(a). The Joule heat for calibration was
supplied by a thin sheet heater external to the
electrochemical cell, and the electrolysis was
operated in the constant power mode in this case.
Note that all are very flat and steady with time. High
total power levels, sometimes in excess of 20 watts,
as was the case here, have been commonly used in
both our calibration and electrochemical insertion
experiments.
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Figure 3. (a) The variation of Joule heater, electrolysis and total input power
as a function of time during a calibration experiment using an external thin
sheet Joule heater. The electrolysis was operated in the constant power
mode. (b) The corresponding values of the calibration constant, K, as a
function of time and the input power level. It is clear that K is practically
independent of the input power level as well as time.
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Figure 4. Calibration plot to compare two different ways of introducing
calibration heat using external thin sheet and electrolytic Joule heaters both
with and without electrolysis talcing place.

the major factor limiting the maximum temperature of
operation.

The variation of the calibration constant with the cell
temperature is also of interest. The data shown in
Figure 5 indicate that K is practically constant over a
wide range of temperature.

Calibration has been conducted using three different
modes of introducing calibration heat. The calibration
constant was found to be independent of whether the
power was supplied by an immersed Joule heater,
internal electrolysis, or an external thin film Joule
heater. This provides flexibility in experiments using
this design.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
It has been shown that the novel concentric cylinder
isoperibolic calorimeter design has consistent and
attractive features, providing reliable information
with a high degree of precision. The general design
feature whereby heat is uniformly distributed
throughout heavy aluminum cylinders, where the
temperature measurements are made, eliminates the
uncertainities associated with the exact nature and
location of the heat source and the temperature probe.
It also renders the issue of the adequacy of stirring
irrelevant, and thus makes these calorimeters
attractive for the study of the thermal characteristics
of the electrochemical insertion of deuterium into Pd,
as well as other electrochemical studies.

Experiments on the time dependence of the response
to step changes in the input power level have
demonstrated 1/e times of about 15 minutes. This
enables one to observe relatively rapid changes in the
thermal behavior of electrochemical systems.
The calibration constants have been found to be
independent of both time, input power level, and cell
temperature over quite a wide ranges, with
uncenainities less than± 0.5 %.
This high level of precision makes it possible to
accurately study questions such as the thermal
behavior of Pd during the electrochemical insertion
of deuterium.

The major construction materials are aluminum and
alumina, both of which allow operation at quite high
temperatures, perhaps up to 600 °c. Materials used
for the construction of the electrochemical cell will be
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ABSTRACT: The rapidly expanding experi
mental body of information on the phenomena at
tributed to cold nuclear fusion poses several funda-
mental challenges to the generally accepted phys
ical picture of both condensed matter and nuclear
physics. In this presentation I will show how a re
cently proposed approach to the coherent electro
dynamic processes in condensed matter, in terms
of the 80 called "superradiant• behavior, can be
used to provide for explicit coherent mechanisms
for: (a) greatly enhancing the tunneling proba
bility in the DD fusion process; {b) ultra.rapid
electron cooling of the excited compound nucleus,
thus strongly suppressing the usual n- 3He and p-T
channels of DD fusion in vacuum.
INTRODUCTION
In the year that has elapsed since the Fleisch
mann-Pons announcement of anomalous heat pro
duction in the electrolysis of heavy water with a
Pd cathode, the experimental activity in the field
of "cold• nuclear fusion has been steadily going
on, 80 that today we can identify roughly 5 dis
tinct lines, or broad categories of experimental re
sults, with which present day theoretical efforts
must confront themselves; namely
(1) The Fleischmann-Pons (FP) line[l], whe
re an excess heat of the order of a few tens of
� (corresponding to ~ 10 11 fusion .,ec- 1 cm- 3)
is produced over periods of time of a few days.
The observed excess heat is at least 9 orders of
magnitude larger than the rate of production of
both neutrons and tritium;
{2) The Jones (J) line [2], where the electrol
ysis of heavy water is performed with both Pd and
Ti cathodes, but with a very different choice for
the electrolytes {in FP case LiOD 0.1 molar). The
2.45 MeV neutrons of DD fusion have been ob
served significantly above background, with rates
typically 9-10 orders of magnitude smaller than
those implied by FP excess heat. We may at
tribute to this line, due to the similarity in the fu
sion rates, also absorption experiments of gaseous
D1, such as Scaramuzzi'sj3];
(3) The Texas A& M (TAM) line [4], where
the excess heat production in similar electrolysis
setups has been observed, accompanied by the oc
casional large release of tritium (with rate only
a few orders of magnitude smaller than the FP
rate) and of a much smaller numbers of neutrons
(compatible with Jones' rate ~ 101 + 1D3 fusione
.1ec- 1 cm- 3)

(4) The Brookhaven (B) line [5], where Tita
nium deuteride is bombarded with very small clus
ters of heavy water (of the typical size of a few
hundred molecules) with average D energy of the
order of few hundred eV. DD fusion is detected in
the p-T channel with a cross section about 10 10
times bigger than expected;
(5) The Caltech-Harwell-Yale (CHY) line[6),
where FP types of experiment were conducted
with sophisticated equipment to detect nuclear fu
sion products. No significant effects of any type
have been observed.
Three of the four positive lines have received
rather significant confirmation; here is a very in
complete and rather arbitrary selection:
(FP) The Minnesota group [7] experiment
(J) The Gran Sasso [8] and Los Alamos [9]
experiments;
(TAM) The Oak Ridge [10] and Rome [11]
experiments;
The most remarkable aspect, however, of the
four positive lines is their general lack of reprodu
cibility that, in a sense, makes them not totally
incompatible with the CHY line.
Thus if we accept that, as J. Schwinger puts
it, nuclear energy appears in an atomic lattice, we
must face the hard and heavy task to understand
theoretically how MeV physics (nuclear energy)
can arise from eV physics (the energy that is at
play in an atomic lattice). In other words we must
address two basic problems:
i) how does the Coulomb barrier, that inhibits
DD fusion in the D1 molecule, get suppressed in
a metal (Pd, Ti) matrix so as to enhance the tun
neling probability by more than 50 orders of mag
nitude (~ 10- 4o to account for J-line rates);
ii) how can DD fusion take place in a Pd lat
tice differently than in vacuum, and with a gain
in rate of an extra ten orders of magnitude (to
explain the FP rate).
Needless to say, the answer to both questions
appears desperate within the generally accepted
physical picture of condensed matter, where the el
ementary matter systems (nuclei, electrons, atoms)
are held together by electrostatic and magneto
static short-range forces. Indeed, as for i) the dif
fuse conduction electrons' cloud cannot substan
tia]Jy lower the DD Coulomb barrier, nor can the
electrons' enhanced effective mass, that sometimes
characterizes their propagation through the lat
tice, be invoked at the small distances (� .SA)
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where tunneling takes place. As for ii) it appears
sheer science fiction that for the times ( 10- 21
sec) and the distances (~ 10- 12 cm) involved in
DD fusion the lattice may be any different from
the perturbative QED vacuum.
In this presentation I shall illustrate how a re
cent approach to the coherent interaction between
the matter constituents and the electromagnetic
radiation field [12] in condensed matter ("Super
radiance•) can provide natural mechanisms to give
a solution to both problems i) and ii). Much of the
material that I shall present has already appeared
in print [13,14].

~

(4)
such space regions shall be called • coherence do
mains";

(c) at temperature T=O, within a coherence
domain all charges oscillate in phase performing
oscillations of well defined amplitude, depending
on the anharmonicities of the real system. These
coherent charge oscillations are also in phase with
a peculiar coherent mode of the e.m. field, of wave
length ) ,, and frequency w < w,, , that remains
trapped in matter;
(d) the coherent e.m. field interacts also with
the quantum fluctu;i.tions 'l(i, {, t), creating en
ergy gaps in their spectrum. When T increases
the quantum fluctuations get excited with a Boltz
mann spectrum up to the point when the con
densed phase described by WO (i, [, t) is totally de
pleted, thus leading to a phase transition.
In the following these results shall be applied
to the three plasmas of a Pd deuteride:
(a) the electron plasma of the 10 peripheral
d electrons, with plasma frequency

THE "PLASMAS" OF COLD FUSION

Let me first briefly illustrate the ideas and the
main results of the application of " Superradiance"
to plasmas [12].
A plasma is, as usual, a system of N charged
particles, of charge Q and mass M, in a volume
V oscillating around their equilibrium positions,
immersed in a fluid of opposite charge that insures
overall neutrality. Such a system is characterized,
as well known, by a plasma frequency (I shall use
throughout the natural units h = c = 1)
Q (N)l/2
'
(M)11 2 V

w,,, � 30 eV,

(1)

implying that the minimum size of coherence domams IS
2,r
),,, = - � 400.A.;
(6)
w

the frequency of small amplitude oscillations of the
charged particles around their equilibrium posi
tions. The "Superradiant• program describes a
plasma by a quantum wave field ll'(i, {, t), i de
noting the equilibrium position and { the small
deviation therefrom (obviously the particle posi
tion is X = i + t). For large N it is possible to
show that:
(a) the wave field can be written as

-w(i, {, t) = '1'0 (i, {, t) + 'l(i, {, t),

,p

(.B) the Pd nuclei plasma(*) whose plasma fre
quency is
WNp � .85 eV,
(7)
with coherence length
(8 )
(,) the D plasma with

(2)

where �o(i, {, t) is a complex c-number wave func
tion such that

N
2
l'(fo{i,€,t)I ~O(y),
➔

(5)

wv,,
and

(3)

= x 1 12 .13 eV,

(9)
(10)

where x denotes the ratio D/Pd.
Before proceeding I should sound the warning
that in real life T t 0, and the different systems
may considerably deviate from the behavior of an
ideal plasma. However I shall assume that these
factors do not qualitatively change the picture.

while 'l(i, {, t), the field of quantum fluctuations,
is in general O[ i-+ oy,J', tll ];
(b) the wave function -Wo(i, {, t) is i indepen
dent within space domains of at least the size of
the e.m. field wave length ),, associated with the
plasma frequency w,, ,

(*)Actually in the analysis of this paper, this
plasma does not play any important role.
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THE COHERENT ELECTRON PLASMA
AND THE ENHANCED TUNNELING

tron charge; a = :,.. � 1

(11)

Let's consider a plane of the Pd lattice (see
Fig.l). Suppose that the d electrons oscillate co
herently in one of the direction connecting nearest
Pd neighbors (say � );

Q. '

,,

t( '

/

Q. '

,

where R0 � yl2a 0 (the maximum radius of the
disc within which the stationary electron plasma
is contained) and Zd � 13 is the charge contained
in the disc. Thus along any 11-line we have the
potential profile reported in fi.g.3(a).
Suppose a D2 molecule of the approximate
size of � 2ao enters the lattice, the electrostatic
forces will be strong enough to tear it apart and
send the deuterons into contiguous minima, thus
modifying the potential profile as depicted in fig
ure 3(b). The modification of the nearest wells (by
about 10 eV at the bottom) is then, presumably,
strong enough that molecular D2 cannot be disso
ciated there. This would explain easily and natu
rally why the ,8-phase of D2 absorbed in Pd, in a
wide span of p and T, is at x � 2/3. This physical
situation does not apply to the D nucleus (which
ia presumably the form in which deuterium en
ters the lattice in appropriate electrolytical condi
tions), and its wandering around will bring it to fill
one of the vacant deep holes. In the process it may
be trapped in one of the shallow holes(6.g.3(b)),
but it will have no chance to tunnel toward the D
nucleus sitting close, for there are around empty
deep holes that are better accessible. The situa
tion will clearly change when all the deep holes are
filled, i.e. when
(12)
X � 1,

°

0

/-t"T)

17 )

.rt '

/
'Q '
'Q. ' , ,,
,
):t '
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/
, . ' 'Q.
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Fig.1 A plane of the Pd-lattice. The sites denoted
by a circle are occupied by the Pd-nuclei, whi
le those denoted by a square are occupied by
D-nuclei. ( and 'f'/ are the two orthogonal di
rections linking nearest Pd neighbors. The
dashed lines shall be called (-lines, the dash
dotted 71-lines.

for then the D nucleus trapped inside the lattice
will evolve to a stationary state, and its tunnel
ing amplitude can be computed by the well known
semiclassical formula:
1/2
DT

then from Thomas-Fermi theory we have approx
imately the situation depicted in fig.2. We can
imagine in fact the d-electrona concentrated in &
spherical shell at about 1.5 a0 (a0 = .57 A.is the
Bohr radius) from the Pd nucleus, performing co
herent oscillations of amplitude approximatively
ao in the e-direction. It ia clear that in the hatched
region of fig.2 a static negative charge distribution
will be seen by any D nucleus moving along the or
thogonal direction 'I . A simple application of the
Gauss theorem to the disc-like region around the
positions denoted by squares in fig.1, of height (in
the
direction) a0 and radius R, together with
symmetry considerations !the electric field in the
(-direction vanishes for symmetry reasons on the
circles at = ±a 0 /2 (fi.g.2)J, yields (e ia the elec-

~ exp - (2µ)

whereµ=

T

1

12

!ro
r,.

drJV(r) - E,

(13}

E�o,

a
V(r)�--Vo
r

(Vo� 100 eV),

(14)

the classical turning point r0 is given by
ro

=

a

Vo

� 1.4 · 10- o cm,

~

and rn is the distance between the two protons (
10-12) where Yukawa attraction overtakes Cou
lomb repulsion. A simple calculation yields:

e

e
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Fig.2 The d-electrons' plasma oscillations between nearest Pd-neighbors. a 0 is the Bohr radius (.57 A)

eV
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I
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I
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D

D

Fig.3
(a) The potential profile along 'I that a D'J molecule sees in an empty Pd-lattice.
(b) Same, when two contiguous square-sites are occupied by a D-nuclei. The arrows indicate the modification
of the deep holes close to the D's.
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= 10-21.s. 10-3(,,.)1/2 ~

~

10-20

where lis the electric dipole operator for the elec
tron plasma [12],

(rn in ftrmi,)

for rn � 20F,

(15)

thus reali1:ing an enhancement of some 30 orders of
magnitude over the tunneling amplitude for molec
ular deuterium. For titanium deuteride similar
mechanisms can be envisaged, but a.n explicit anal
ysis ha.s still to be performed.

and the electric field E(t) is given by the matrix
element

COHERENT vs. INCOHERENT FUSION

(final ,tate, -EIE(t)IDDp }

ff the coherent electron plasma oscillations,
just described, were the whole story, that part
(10-40) of a.II the D nuclei in excess of xoN(xo ==:
1) that tunnels beyond r n would undergo usual (in
vacuo) DD fusion with an incoherent fusion rate
(f ~ 1021,te-l)
R. nc

where use has been made of the Maxwell equa
tions and the fact that, due to the condensation
of the plasma of deuterons Dv , no substantial £
dependence can arise in the problem. Thus in or
der for the matrix element ( 18) to be non zero be
yond r n we must have nuclear configurations tha.t
a.How for the large e.m. current needed in the cool
ing process.

= Dr(x - xo)Nf::::

1
3
3
:::: 5 · 10 (x - x0),ec- cm-

(16)

some ten orders of magnitude smaller than the rate
of excess heat production. This, however, may ex
plain the results belonging to the J-line. Further
more, the incoherent fusion will yield the same fu
sion products as hot fusion, namely p-T and n-3He
in an approximately fifty-fifty proportion.
Where then can one find the factor of about
ten billion that we need to account for the ob
served excesa heat? Let's suppose that xo ha.s been
reached and therefore no "deep hole" is accessible
to the extra. (x - x0)N deuterons that are jammed
into the lattice. Then the plasma of deuterons in
the deep holes within a coherence domain (10µ
across) will be in a collective state and will be
"seen" by the incoming excess deuteron as a sin
gle quantum mechanical system, described by
a single quantum mechanical wave function.
This simply means that the DD fusion amplitude
will be constructed coherently by summing over
a.ll Ned (Ned is the number of D's in a. coherence
domain) "classical paths of fusion•. However in
order for coherence to hold up we mu.st require
tha.t very little or no energy be transferred to the
D plasma. As a consequence we must have some
body else in the meta.I to carry a.way the several
Me V involved in a fusion process.
We shall now see how the electron plasma. can
do this job most efficiently. By applying pertur
bation theory, we need compute the diagram in
fig.4, according to which the fusion amplitude at
the time T, for an energy releaae E to the plasma,
is given by

=

Fig.4 The perturbative amplitude for the electro
magnetic cooling of the initial DDp -state by
the electron plasma.
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energy E that the electron plasma can absorb in a
cycle ET = ,r. From the classical equation (ve ii
the velocity of the el ectron plasma}

A look at fig.5 immediately 1how1 that the
m08t favorable configuration for the long range
Yukawa interaction (that requires a neutron and a
proton � •face• each other) in order to give rise
to large e.m. currents (through the rapid motion
of the peripheral proton) mu.st evolve into a p-T•
configuration.
T� CONFIGURATION

�� = eEo · Ve Ne sin(Et),

(22)

and Eq.(19) one obtaina

. .. ... J.

and putting numbers in one gets

E � 3.6 / 1 /3M eV.

(24)

The time in which this energy is released is given
by
T = � � ,- 1 13 .5 · 10- 21 -'tC,
(25)

E

very short indeed! We can now estimate the co
herent fusion rate

Fig.5 The preferred configuration for DD -tunnel
p
ing (p n facing each other) evolvea toward
a p-T• state in order to maximise the e.m.
current, necessary to the couple the elec tron
plasma.
_ The n-3He• configuration being clearly sup
pressed for in this case it is the neutron that is
rapidly moving. Thus we can write

_
� l/2
- s·e -,Et .l!,
o DT '

Rcoh

3
1
� f(x - x0 )3.5 · 1013 .,ec- cm- ,

= L IAn(E, T)l 2 =

2
4e IEol2 DTN; ain2( ET
)
E2
2 ,
2meWep

=

P(E, T)

In spite of the definite crudeness of the calculation
reported here, we seem to obtain rather naturally
numbers in the right ball park.
HAS A COHERENT
PICTURE EMERGED?
I shall address this question by assuming that
superradiant behavior sets in in all plasmas of the
metal-deuteride under consideration. Then for the
various lines, sketched in the Introduction, the fol
lowing is a possible scenario arising from the pre
vious discussion:
(a) The CHY line, that reports consistently
negative results can be explained by the failure of
the groups involved to reach the obligatory thresh
old value zo � 1 (*).----------(*} From a discussion with Dr. F.G.Will, this
possibility seems strongly suggested by his survey
of all negative and positive results so far reported.

(19)

n

=

(26)

= I .7 · 10-9 .,ec -1 1 (27)
T
some ten orders of magnitude larger than R.nc •
For x - x0 � .1 and / � 1, we obtain a power
output
(28)
W � 20 Watt/cm3 •
fcoh

where lv,,I � .1 for E � SMeV. The probability
for an energy release E after the time T can be
easily calculated from (17). We obtain:

P(E, T)

= (z - zo)Nrcoh �

(20)

where Ne is the number of •condensed • electron&
contained in a coherence domain of the D plasma
(with volume Vcd � �!):

f � 1 being the fraction of the correlated compo
nent of the electron plasma. In order to determine
the • coherent• fusion rate we must evaluate the
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Finally, about the question of the main f1111ion
product in the FP and TAM lines the inevitable
conclusion i.s that ◄ He is produced. It is very un
likely, however, that in the condition prevailing in
a • successful• electrolysis atomic He, which most
probably gets Conned, linge� on in the Pd lattice,
being expelled by the flux of incoming D nuclei
that strenuously compete to occupy the shallow
holes available to them.
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The threshold condition may also be a con
vincing explanation for the univernlly observed
erratic reproducibility of the cold fusion phenom
ena.
(b) The B line: if the kind of potential wells
(~ 100 eV) that surround D in the Pd lattice also
hold in the Ti lattice (we have not been able to
work it out. yet, however) then the enhancement
by 10 orden of magnitude of the DD fusion crou
ae<:tion, obaerved in [4], can � easily explained.
( c) The J line: the condition, prevailing in
this line of experiment are m01t likely non-statio
nary, so th&t the incoherent fusion proces.aell with
rate (16) is the only pouible. Thia agrees with
obaervation.
(d) The FP line: the substantial excesa heat
of the order of a few tens of Watt,fcm3 observed
by Flei.!.chmann and Pons is just in agreement with
(28). The lack of observation of both neutrons and
tritium can be understood if we make- the hypoth
esis that they have reached almost ideal conditions
(I � 1). In this case, after the coherent interac
tion with the electron plasma has cooled the DD
system, according to (24) by about 3.6 MeV, the
succeuive cooling steps will occur with rates

f�

/11
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STATUS OF COHERENT FUSION THEORY
Peter L. Hagelstein
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Research Laboratory of Electronics
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139
ABSTRACT
Based on these points, and based also on the
complete lack of any supporting theory or basic
mechanism, the scientific community views cold
fusion research of any sort with extreme skepti
cism. The ERAB review board23 politely sum
marized this position with the comment: "Based
on these many negative results and the marginal
statistical significance of reported positive results,
the Panel concludes that the present evidence for
the discovery of a new nuclear process termed cold
fusion is not persuasive." Nature has gone further
and has published a number of obituaries for cold
fusion. 24-26

Nuclear reactions which may exhibit coherent
effects have been studied as a candidate explana
tion for cold fusion effects.
An analysis of a general class of two-step co
herent reactions involving charged nucleons has
been performed, and very small reaction rates are
found. This result is due to the small tunneling
factors associated with coulomb repulsion.
We are investigating two-step coherent reac
tions which begin through weak interaction me
diated electron capture, which in hydrogen iso
topes would produce off-shell ( virtual) neutrons.
No coulomb repulsion occurs for virtual neutrons.
Virtual neutron capture by deuterons would yield
tritium, and virtual neutron capture by protons
would yield deuterons; the latter process is fa
vored by a factor of 10 4 in the square of the matrix
element on a per nucleon basis, and corresponds
to a heat-producing reaction. The nuclear reac
tion energy would be coupled into the electrolysis
process, with the final reaction products station
ary.
We have found that the weak interaction pro
cess can in principle be superradia.nt in the Dicke
sense. If so, then considerable acceleration of this
type of coherent reaction may occur.

I.

The arguments that have been given for the
fundamental unsoundness of cold fusion research
in general are numerous. Among them is the
basic physics problem associated with overcom
ing the coulomb barrier at room temperature,
and accounting for heat with no apparent nuclear
byproducts. Additionally, the positive cold fusion
results appear to be in direct contradiction to very
basic precepts of nuclear physics, and it seems
that an extremely fundamental and totally un
expected change in our understanding of physics
would be required even to begin accounting for
the various "miracles" that have been claimed.
Finally, it has been remarked in private countless
times that the single strongest argument against
cold fusion is that the experimental effects simply
vanish whenever a competent physicist performs
the relevant measurements with adequate instru
mentation, and that anyone claiming to observe
a positive result is self-deluding.

INTRODUCTION

Much controversy has surrounded the area of
cold fusion research since its inception last March
following the initial papers of Fleischmann and
Pons at Utah1 • 2 and Jones et al. at BYU3 . During
the months that followed numerous experiments
were performed, most of which did not reproduce
any of the various "miracles" that have become
associated with cold fusion.4- 22 Especially dis
concerting was the apparent inability of the prin
ciple advocates of cold fusion to reproduce their
own results.

D. Morrison is studying the progress of cold
fusion as an example of pathological science. 2 7
In spite of the views of the majority of physi
cists, positive experimental results in support of
anomalous effects persist (as described in a re
cent review by Bockris28 ). Evidence for very
substantial excess heat generation in closed sys
tem calorimetry experiments has been obtained at
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Stanford. 29 The isoperibolic calorimeter is simple
and well-calibrated; the error bars are at the 1 %
level, and the signals exceed 20 %. This evidence
is compelling. Observations of heat have been re
ported by numerous other laboratories. 30-37
Perhaps the strongest evidence for substantial
tritium production comes from Texas A&M.38
Additionally, tritium production has been re
ported numerous times.39- 44 Neutron emission
in electrolysis cells has been reported by BYU,3
and has been claimed at other laboratories. 33,45 • 46
Neutron emission in gas cells has been reported
by Frascati47 (who have recently seen more
neutrons48), LANL,40•49 and elsewhere. 5° Fast
protons have been reported in Ref. 51.
Heat bursts have been reported by many work
ers. Pons and Fleischmann reported early on in
their work that a cubic centimeter cube exploded.
Bockris mentions exploding rods in his review.
Extreme heat production was reported by Gozzi
et al.,52,53 in a non-reproduced experiment.
There are proponents of cold fusion and there
are skeptics. The skeptics have demonstrated
that no cold fusion effects occur. The propo
nents have answered most if not all of the skeptics
criticisms with respect to experimental method
ology, and have demonstrated that the effect is
real. Unfortunately the skeptics and proponents
rarely meet and discuss physics, and this is very
unfortunate for all involved.
We have adopted the position of devil's advo
cate (relatively). We have looked at the problem
from the point of view that the effect may both
be real and be all that was originally claimed for
it, and from there inquired how it could possi
bly come about, without breaking basic physical
laws in the process. The current experimental ev
idence from the proponents largely supports such
a view, even at this late date after the obituaries
have appeared in print.
We have speculated given the assumptions that
the heat is real and of nuclear origin. It seems
to follow that if the heat is real and accurately
measured, that it must be nuclear since the total
energy production that is reported would corre
spond to more than 10 eV per atom of electrode.
Additionally, if the tritium production is real, it
most certainly involves nuclear processes since tri
tium cannot be made chemically. Finally, if the
neutrons are real, then they too would provide
evidence for the occurrence of a nuclear process.
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But what nuclear process? Certainly conven
tional binary nuclear reactions cannot do it, for
two compelling reasons: (1) there is no way
known to overcome the coulomb barrier at room
temperature to the degree required under electrol
ysis conditions, and (2) there is no experimental
support for any known conventional reaction that
can produce either heat or tritium as it is report
edly produced.
Furthermore, if the tritium is real at the levels
reported, and if it is actually produced with a low
accompanying secondary 14 MeV neutron emis
sion rate that is smaller by many orders of mag
nitude as is reported, then it implies a very severe
constraint on the final state tritium kinetic en
ergy that may occur. This constraint is described
in this paper, and more or less implies that no
conventional binary fusion reaction is likely to be
responsible, since the tritium which is produced
is essentially sitting still by nuclear standards.
Another constraint must be obeyed by any nu
clear reaction that is proposed to account for the
"miracles." Not only do the reactions have to
be consistent with the observed stability of heavy
water and deuterium gas not involved in cold fu
sion experiments, but they must be consistent
with stellar evolution models. The existence of
a binary fusion reaction that occurs at room tem
perature would in all probability be impossible to
reconcile with stellar models at higher tempera
tures.
Our general approach has been to explore what
we have termed coherent nuclear reactions. These
are proposed reactions that would proceed collec
tively due to some unique feature of the reaction,
and occur only rarely as incoherent or binary reac
tions. Such reactions certainly can be postulated
and are certainly physical, but most occur with
an utterly negligible reaction rate. To our knowl
edge there is no previous work or speculation on
such reactions; aside from the recent cold fusion
results there would be no motivation aside from
curiosity to explore collective nuclear reactions.
Our initial efforts involved the consideration
the implications of coherent dd reactions between
coupled nuclear /lattice states that were degener
ate. The idea is interesting, but finding micro
scopic mechanisms that support such a picture
has been difficult. We analyzed a rather general
class of coherent fusion reactions between charged
hydrogen isotopes, and we were able to show that

1s m a sense a catalyst by virtue of its electro
chemical and magnetic properties. The byprod
ucts of the reaction are deuterons and soft neutri
nos (which are probably unobservable), and the
deuterons are born stationary. This scenario is
qualitatively consistent with many of the reported
observations. The process would not occur in
stars due to the coherency and current require
ments. It remains to be seen whether the scenario
can become a predictive theory.

all such reactions in general occur with reaction
rates that are quite small. The basic problem is
that the matrix elements between initial and final
states are too small due to exponentially small
tunneling factors to support reaction rates in the
range of those reported.
One solution to this very general problem is to
consider coherent reactions wherein the fusion oc
curs between a neutral nucleon (neutron) and a
charged nucleon. The weak interaction can pro
vide a mechanism to reduce the charge of a hydro
gen isotope, and the resulting problem becomes
one of studying virtual neutron states, since the
process is by necessity off-shell . A weakness of
the approach is that one very difficult problem is
replaced by another very difficult problem: that
off-shell neutrons almost never stray far from their
point of origin.

The remainder of this report is divided up as
follows: In section II we consider the implications
of the low values of observed neutron emission.
We review the basic reactions that we have con
sidered during this work in Section III. The rela
tive strengths of Ml matrix elements for slow neu
tron pickup by protons and deuterons is consid
ered in Section IV. We show that neutrino emis
sion can occur coherently in section V; and we
discuss the coupling of energy from the micro
scopic to the macroscopic in section VI. We pro
vide further discussion in Section VII. Proposals
for experiments that would help elucidate reac
tion mechanisms within the framework of our sce
nario are given in Section VIII.
We will not discuss other theoretical ap
proaches in this paper. A very critical article26
by Lindley summarizes the most popular models
and their drawbacks.

A second perceived weakness of the approach
is that a reaction that begins with a weak in
teraction matrix element is probably going to be
vanishingly small. We have found, or so we be
lieve, an interesting situation in which a coher
ence effect has the potential to enhance neutrino
emission (and therefore the effective strength of
the weak interaction) by a large factor. This ef
fect can be described briefly as Dicke superradi
ance of neutrinos. If it occurs, a condition that
must be obeyed is that the final nucleon states be
stationary. This condition is consistent with the
constraint imposed by the low neutron emission
observations during heat generation and tritium
production. In order for this to occur, the nuclear
energy must be transferred elsewhere in a nondis
ruptive manner, a process which has no precedent
in nuclear physics.

11. LIMITS ON THE KINETIC
ENERGY OF FINAL PRODUCTS
Consensus is appearing among some cold fu
sion experimentalists regarding upper bounds on
neutron production when either heat or tritium
is observed. It is found at numerous laborato
ries that the neutron production rate occurs at a
rate which is less than 10-8 of the rate at which
tritium production occurs. A stronger bound oc
curs in the case of heat production, under the
assumption that heat producing reactions evolve
MeV-level energy per reaction.

This is our general approach, and the spe
cific scenario that we envision is one in which
deuterons generate virtual neutrons through elec
tron capture and coherent neutrino emission, and
heat and tritium generation occurs through vir
tual neutron pickup by protons and deuterons.
The nuclear energy is transferred to the macro
scopic level coherently through Ml interaction of
the nuclear dipoles with the current in the pres
ence of a high order nonlinearity. Protons are
substantially more reactive than deuterons in vir
tual neutron pickup as is discussed later in this
work (section VI).

Such upper bounds imply a maximum kinetic
energy possible for final state reaction products.
In conventional exothermic fusion reactions, the
nuclear energy released appears as kinetic energy
of the products or as gamma radiation. There are
no reports of the observation of gamma emission
from any cold fusion experiments, and the bounds
on neutron emission can be used to limit directly
the final reaction product kinetic energy.

The fuel for heat production in this scenario are
protons, deuterons and electrons; the palladium
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If tritium is created initially at high (MeV) ki
netic energy, then the probability that a DT re
action which produces a 14 MeV neutron occurs
can be computed from the yield formula to be in
the vicinity of 10- 5 - 10- 4 per triton. In order to
obtain a neutron to triton ratio which is as low
as 10-8, the emitted triton energy must be quite
low. We have estimated the neutron yield for fast
tritons in a deuterated palladium lattice from

mechanism were found to overcome the coulomb
barrier. Furthermore, any proposed theoretical
explanations for Pons-Fleischmann effects (heat
and tritium) should be consistent with these ob
servations.
We have considered the possibility that heat
production occurs through virtual neutron cap
ture by protons. The end product of such a cap
ture process would be a deuteron, and the above
arguments can be repeated to obtain an upper
limit on the deuteron kinetic energy. The yield
formula

(II.l)
following Batra et al5 4 and Armstrong et al 55,
where Nn is the deuterium number density, and
anr is the fusion cross section. We have adopted
the range data of Janni56 for palladium. The re
sult is shown in Figure 1. A neutron yield of 10-8

Y(E)

=

[d6.E]-1
dE
Nnann(E) ---;f-;-

(JJ.2)

was evaluated using the dd cross section of Brown
and Jarmie58, and the result is shown in Figure
2. One is tempted to apply this yield formula
to the original Pons-Fleischmann data, and take
the upper bound on neutron yield from Ref. 4.
This gives an upper bound on neutron yield on
the order of 10-11. By itself, this would give an
upper bound of less than 20 keV for a deuteron ki
netic energy, under the two assumptions that the
Pons-Fleischmann heat is real and that deuteron
production is responsible.

would correspond to an upper limit on tritium ki
netic energy of about 25 keV.
10-0
10-0
:g

= J1o

10-10
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Fi g ure 1: Yield of 14 MeV DT neutrons through
fusion of fast tritons in deuterated palladium as
a function of triton energy.

10-144--___,_.,________I----+-----+-....;
1 kcV
10 kcV
100 kcV
1 McV
Deuteron energy

A point of interest here is that the neutrons
which have been reported to date are not con
sistent with 14 MeV emission, but rather the ob
served neutrons are thought to be 2 MeV neutrons
(consistent with dd fusion neutrons). If so, then
the relevant constraint on 14 MeV neutron yield
emission is more severe, and bounds the maxi
mum triton kinetic energy to even sma11er values.
Kevin Wolf at Texas A&M estimates that this
bound can currently be taken to be 15 keV.57

Fi g ure 2: Yield of 2.4 MeV DD neutrons through
fusion of fast deuterons in deuterated palladium
as a function of triton energy.

III.

SUMMARY OF REACTIONS
EXAMINED

In the course of our efforts, we have focussed
on the general notion that collective effects may
be involved.59 This notion will be illustrated in
the examples under discussion. We have looked

The relative lack of neutron emission can be
used to rule out essentially all known nuclear fu
sion reactions which evolve tritium, even if some
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for effects which involve primarily deuterium and
protons.
A. d + d +---+ 4 He

The initial report of Pons and Fleischmann pro
posed that dd fusion was responsible for the ef
fects, and we considered initially what would be
required for this to occur. One idea was that a
lattice under stress might show multiphonon re
sponse in the MeV range due to fractures, and
that in some way the electromagnetic interaction
could get the energy out coherently at an en
hanced rate.

L

Figure 3: Feynman-like diagram for the pro
posed heat-producing two-step depp reaction.

The principal drawback to this approach is the
exponentially damped electric quadrupole mo
ment between initial and final states due to the
Coulomb barrier between nucleons.

B. Fusion/Beta Two step reactions: p
( 3 He )v -+ t + e + + Ve

We have been exploring a coherent version of
this reaction as a many-particle process. The
most interesting result which we have found is the
possibility that the neutrino emission has the po
tential to be superradiant in the Dicke sense. In
order to reach maximum superradiance, the fu
sion states would have to retain phase coherence,
which is consistent with the requirement that the
final states be stationary.

+ d +---+

Two step reactions in which fusion is followed
by an incoherent decay process have the possibil
ity of behaving coherently if the exchanged pho
ton is soft. We were able to formulate a many
body theory for this class of reaction based on the
analogy with laser physics models. We found that
the model was mathematically tractable but that
all effects due to this type of reaction were quite
small due to the small electromagnetic moment
between initial and final fusing states. In essence,
if there were some way to enhance the tunnel
ing, then coherent two-step reactions of this type
might occur. The detailed analysis of such pro
cesses is documented in our ASME paper.

IV.

MAGNETIC DIPOLE
STRENGTHS

One approach towards developing an explana
tion for tritium production is to adopt a scenario
in which tritium is formed through the capture of
a neutron by deuterium. One proposed version of
this reaction is

d + e + p + d ----> (2n +Ve + p + d)v ----> Ve + d + t

C. Beta/Fusion Two-step Reactions: d + e +
2p -t (ve + 2n + 2p)v +---+Ve + 2d+2.05 Me V

We are interested in the strength of this reaction
in comparison with the strength of the depp re
action mentioned above. An examination of the
known slow neutron capture cross sections leads
to the conclusion that virtual neutron capture by
protons is favored over capture by deuterons by a
moderately large factor. We conjecture that the
magnetic dipole matrix element for neutron cap
ture by protons is larger than for any other system
by a large factor as well, and we have concluded
this based on an examination of a relatively small
number of capture cross sections.

The exponential inhibition of fusion reactions
due to the coulomb barrier is responsible for the
general view among physicists that no cold fusion
effects are possible in spite of supporting experi
mental results. If weak interaction electron cap
ture by a deuteron occurs first, then the fusion re
action is between a neutral and charged nucleus,
with no accompanying coulomb barrier. The price
to be paid for this is twofold: the weak interaction
is not so large of an effect, and the intermediate
states with neutrons present is virtual. The de
tailed analysis of this reaction as an incoherent
process is straightforward, and one finds that the
range of the virtual neutrons is measured in tens
of fermis.

Our approach will be very simple; we shall view
the capture process as a radiative decay from an
extended bound state. For example, in the pres
ence of a magnetic field, neutrons of the appropri
ate spin polarization will see an attractive poten
tial which is very weak. For low enough neutron
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energy, bound states will exist (although they will
be unstable to collisions by thermal nucleons).
S uch states will decay radiatively according to

where

IruJu) denotes

= 7.35 x

(acv)t

the neutron is relatively delocalized, and lriJ1 )
denotes the lower state in which neutron capture
has occurred. By necessity for these arguments,
these states are many-particle states.

(IV.2)

It follows that the reduced matrix element can
be related to the capture cross section through

N (2 Ju

I

+ l) (fuJu11µ 11f1 J1 )1 =
2

1

1

3 nc3

4 w3 ac(v)v

This ratio is relatively independent of photon en
ergy, and would be valid in the limit that the
emitted photons are soft. The key result here is
that protons would be substantially more reac
tive in terms of accepting a virtual neutron in a
coherent fusion model than deuterons. It is this
point which has focused our attention on the im
portance of protons in our coherent fusion work.

2

(IV.4)
I(fu Ju IIµII fiJ1 ) 12
N (2Jv, + 1)
which can be used to obtain a ratio of the reduced
matrix elements for neutron capture by protons
and deuterons.
2
(2jnp + 1)-1 I (np IIµ II d) 1
(2jnd + 1)-l I (nd IIµ II t) 1 2

Experimental measurements on slow neutron
capture by protons have yielded a value of the
capture cross sections for room temperature neu
trons (2200 m/sec) which we may use
cm

(acv)d = (3.342 X 10-25 cm 2 )(2.200 X 10 5 -)
sec

(IV.7)

(2jnp + 1)-1 I (np IIµII d) 1 2
(2jnd + 1)-l I (nd IIµII t) 1 2
6.25MeV 3 7.35 X 10-20
] = 1.3 X 104 (IV.B)
] [
[
1.25 x 10-2 2
2.22MeV

(I V.3)
We may define a single particle reduced matrix
element in terms of the left hand side
l(ullµlll)l
Uu + 1)

cm
sec

where we have used the somewhat dated value
from Kaplan et al62, which is in rough agreement
with the CRC value of 5.1 x 10-2 8cm 2 •
The ratio of (IV .5) actually requires channel
specific cross sections to be valid. Neutron pickup
by a proton requires a singlet initial state, and so
we may require this unique channel in our ratio.
Neutron capture by a deuteron involves two chan
nels, and we do not have data for the two channels
individually. In order to get a general estimate,
we shall take the deuteron capture quantities to
imply an averaged sum, and we then obtain for
the ratio of (IV.5)

where N is the number density of target nucle
ons, and ac(v) is the capture cross section into
the ground state. For Ml capture of neutrons by
protons and deuterons, the capture cross sections
vary as 1/v at low energy.

1

= (5.7 X 10-28cm 2)(2.200 X 10 5 -)
= 1.25 x 10-22cm 2 / sec

The radiative decay rate is related to the cap
ture cross section through

1

(IV.6)

from Cox et al60 (for a theoretical examination
of this, see Mathiot61 ). For neutron capture by
deuterons, and similar estimate gives

the upper state in which

'YR= Nac(v)v

10-20cm3/ sec
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The two step beta/fusion reaction under dis
cussion is essentially a generalized neutron trans
fer reaction, which is proposed to deposit S-wave
neutrons in the ground state of an isotope through
an Ml transition. Reactions in which a neutron is
transferred into an s-orbital of an acceptor isotope
are of most interest. Candidate ls orbital isotopes
are presented in Table I. It is observed that out of
the three possible candidates, two are implicated
in the present scenario. We have not yet obtained
an estimate of the gamma channel of the low en
ergy neutron- 3 He reaction, so we are not in a po
sition to predict how strongly 3 He would react
relative to protons or deuterons.

partial cross sections for capture of thermal neu
trons to the ground state of 30 Si can be estimated
to be 0.26 mb.
Uolopc
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Although we have assembled a table of candi
date transitions for slow neutron capture into 3s
neutron orbitals, 66 the resulting table is moder
ately long due to the mixing of the 3s orbital with
other neutron shells. The list includes isotopes
between Cd and Ba. Of most interest may be the
cadmium and tin isotopes, which incl ude a small
number which are unstable following neutron ac
tivation (for example, 112Sn lead to 113Sn with a
half-life of 115 days).
We note that tritium cannot be an acceptor in
this scenario.
The spin flip transitions under discussion here
can proceed in principle coherently, in which case
there can arise an N 2 factor associated with the
coherence. It is this effect which is proposed to
account for the observation that deuterons are
favored over protons as sources of virtual neu
trons. vVe expect that such processes would be
enhanced by net nuclear spin polarization lo
cally, which would follow from electronic spin
polarization. 67-69 Unfortunately the case is not
strong for this since the magnetic susceptibil
ity is known to be very low in PdD x at high
loading.70-11 A reduction in hopping at high load
ing would improve coherence and may provide a
rationalization of the observed loading require
ments.

Table I: Parameters for slow neutron pickup medi
ated by Ml electromagnetic transitions to nuclear
ls orbitals.
Candidate 2s orbital isotopes are given in Table
II. Of interest in the list is silicon, which was used
in Claytor's tritium experiments and which is the
subject of a number of undocumented reports
concerning Wada's neutron experiments. Also of
interest is 31P, which would be activated to 32P
upon capture of a neutron; the product is ra
dioactive with a half-life of 14 days (the decay
mode is /3- with a 1.7 MeV energy), which would
make a useful marker for autoradiography exper
iments. If we assume that the branching ratio is
0.7 % from Lycklama and Kennet, 63 and adopt
the CRC value of 0.233 b for the total thermal
neutron cross section, then we obtain a partial
cross section of 1.6 mb. The ratio of equation
(IV.8) evaluates to about 9.4 x 10 3 for 31P, which
is similar to that for deuterium. Hence, if the
scenario is right, then we might hope to activate
phosphorous as a second order effect (on par with
tritium production) if Pis present in quantity.
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V. COLLECTIVE EFFECTS IN
NEUTRINO EMISSION
In this section we shall explore a semi-classical
model of neutrino emission. This analysis is mo
tivated by analogous models for photon emission
in quantum electronics. Starting from QED, an
evolution equation for the -expectation value of
the electric and magneti c fields can be developed
readily. The equations obeyed by the averages
are Maxwell's equations, and the source terms are
found explicitly in terms of averages of the quan
tum equivalents of the classical sources.72-75
Neutrino emission can in principle be viewed
analogously. The expectation value of the neu
trino field obeys the Weyl equation with a source
term, and this model is in essence a semiclassical
model for neutrino emission in the quantum elec
tronics sense. This semi-classical model can be
used to explore conditions under which neutrino

Table II: Parameters for slow neutron pickup me
diated by Ml electromagnetic transitions to nu
clear 2s orbitals.
The branching ratios for slow neutron capture in
65
29 Si have been given by Beard and Thomas.
The
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emission occurs as a collective process. The moti
vation for this analysis is that the phenomenon of
Dicke superradiance is accounted for within the
framework of the semiclassical model for electro
magnetics, and it follows that neutrino emission
may show an equivalent effect.

The electron orbitals which have strong overlap
with the deuterons will be well described in a non
relativistic approximation. In this case we may
take the 4-vector 'lpj (r,t) and break it down into
two components

It is known that neutrinos can participate in co
herent phenomenon. Based on the analogy with
photons, Weber suggested that neutrinos would
scatter coherently proportional to N 2 the num
ber of scatters in a crystal.76-77 A detector based
on this principle has been constructed and there
is evidence for the detection of neutrinos. 78 The
extension to coherent emission of neutrinos is
straightforward conceptually.

It follows that
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using sx = -S¢,- We may therefore simplify our
analysis, and use the Weyl equation with a source

+ ,sh4 1Pj (r, t)

3
+gCA (f);<-)a;c5 (r - r;)) · {l

l'

We find that

If we adopt a Furry picture for the electron field
operator, where the potential is taken to be due to
many nucleii in a lattice, then the individual elec
tron orbitals which are converted are Bloch waves.
If we define the expectation value to be between
a state with an electron present in a Bloch state
I'j and a state with no electron present, then we
may write

=

[

(I+ --2 )</>j(r,t)
(1
�"!
18
-(I+ -. p2 )c/>j (r, t)

�"!18p .
)</>i{r, t)
[
(1. m
l
2 c2
(V.6)
The form of these formulas shows explicitly the
choice of helicity of the neutrino source. A uni
tary transformation can be used to simplify the
computation

where the expectation value is over a macroscopic
lattice.

Sj (r, t)

cp

(1 + ,s) a,4</>j (r,t) �

where Sv is the semiclassical neutrino source func
tion, analogous to electromagnetic polarization.
The semiclassical source function S v is

=

+ ,sh4c/>j (r,t) :=:::

and

Our starting point is the Dirac equation for the
classical neutrino field, which is the expectation
value of the field-theoretic neutrino field operator.
This equation is

Sv (r,t)

(V.4)

+ ,s)a,4'1j;j (r,t)

wheres�= S¢,-

(V.3)
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(V.10)

We shall henceforth omit the primes and work
with unprimed variables. The source term will in
general have a distribution of frequencies. If we
assume that the frequencies are discrete, then
Sj(r , t) = 2::>j1(r)/w1 t
I

(V.11)

= Sj1(r)

(V.12)

[ I+

and (V.10) becomes

[hw1 + a · cp] </>j 1(r)

and split it into Fermi and Gamow-Teller terms
(j l

(V.13)
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.

(V.24)

(V.16)

We are in a position to integrate (V.22) and
(V.23) with respect to r'. We note that

(V.17)

and where the radiator is assumed centered at
r = 0.
The total emission rate of neutrinos is

from which it follows that

(V.18)
which is expanded out to be

j d3r'e-i1<1-r' [1 + i I K. v''/ I ]

a
gC A (2�T/-lo-;8 3 (r' -r;)) j W(J + · c;)¢>1 (r')
.
2mc
(V.23)
The electron orbitals are Bloch orbitals, and
are composed of the product of an oscilltory and
periodic term.

In the far-field we may approximate (V.15) by

[l +z. a .
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(V.21)

+ (ft

(ji
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[hw1 - a· cp] s11(r')

=

Explicitly, we have

which can be recast as

It follows that

(V.19)

We shall define the function

for a component of ¢>1 at w1. If we operate on
both sides of V.12 with [hw1 - a· cpl, we obtain

1
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= gCv(L:>i(-)ei( k,-t<i)•r;)11[J + a · Ki]uj(0)

(V.26)

where uj(O) is the value of the perioclic part of
the Bloch wave at the deuteron nucleus. In this
formula we have dropped the electron spin-orbit
term. Similarly we have

If the many-particle nuclear states are Dicke
states, then

I (r<-)) l 2cx [T(T + 1) - Mr(Mr + 1)]

(V.34)

If I Mr I is much less than I T I, then the neu
trino emission will be coherent and proportional
to the square of the number of emitters. The
physical content of this result is that in the Dicke
limit all of the nucleons participate on an equal
basis in the neutrino emission process, in phase
with one another throughout the lattice. The re
sulting emission rate can be much larger than N
times the single particle incoherent neutrino emis
sion rate.

(ft= gCA(L1}-)aie i (kj-K,)•r;)j1[I +a· �i]auj(O)
'

(V.27)
We define the generalized Fermi and Gamov
Teller expectation values

(V.28)
and

In order for this process to occur, phase coher
ence must be maintained between the initial and
final states, which implies that the final states
must be stationary. This requirement seems to
be consistent with the experimental observations
of low neutron yield. In order for this to occur
the nuclear energy must be transferred elsewhere
coherently, and we discuss this problem in the fol
lowing sections.

which allows us to write

VI. COUPLING OF ENERGY FROM
THE MICROSCOPIC TO THE
MACROSCOPIC

and

In order to achieve superradiance in the neu
trino emission in the coherent scenario, the neu
trino energy must be very low (on the order of
1 eV or less), and the final state nucleons must
be stationary. The overall reactions of interest
are exothermic by multiple MeV, hence the nu
clear energy must be deposited elsewhere in a
nondisruptive manner in order for coherence to
be maintained. Coupling nuclear energy from the
microscopic to the macroscopic coherently is un
precedented, and we require a fundamentally new
mechanism to do this.
In our earlier efforts, we have proposed coupling
of the nuclear energy into phonons in the palla
dium lattice. The phenomenon of deexcitation
of electronic transitions into phonons is known
in molecules and solids,79-83 and the fundamen
tal quantum mechanics seems to be qualitatively
similar between these well-known systems and our
earlier coherent fusion model. However, in essen
tially all systems in which a relatively high quan
tum energy transition is coupled with phonons,

At this point we are in a position to explore
coherent neutrino emission. If the electron mo
mentum and the neutrino momentum coincide,
then the Fermi average becomes
M[i(o) = (Lr/->)
i

(V.32)
where y(-) is the many-particle isospin operator.
The emission of neutrinos with momentum equal
to the converted electron momentum can be co
herent. We may show this explicitly by consider
ing the Fermi emission rate

(V.33)
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probability amplitude

the non-radia.tive processes proceed through at
most a relatively small number of phonons at a
time. The rate of phonon emission decreases ex
ponentially with increasing number of phonons
generated, which is characteristic of a high or
der emission process.80 As a result, unless some
new and compelling physical mechanism is found,
it seems improbable that nuclear energy can be
coupled directly to lattice phonons in bunches of
10 7 or more at a nonvanishing rate.
The arguments above apply to radiation of
large numbers of quanta in a system which is fun
damentally linear or near linear. Phonons within
a macroscopic lattice or large molecule are well
described by linear or weakly nonlinear models,
which is ultimately why the emission rate is ex
ponentially damped for large numbers of emitted
phonons. Radiation of photons into a vacuum is
exponentially weak for large number of photons
for the same reason. As a result, if we hope to
make any progress at all, we must search for a
mechanism which is fundamentally nonlinear to
very high order in order to avoid exponential ex
tinction of emission rate at high quantum energy.
There are examples of systems which appear
to behave in this fashion. One such mechanism
is the electrochemical process, as can easily be
seen. Consider an electrochemical cell which is
driven by a low frequency LC-circuit (an exam
ple which we shall focus on in this section), and
assume that when in operation gas molecules are
generated from chemical species within the elec
trolyte. The generation of each gas molecule re
quires a relatively high chemical energy quanta,
which must be supplied by relatively low energy
electrical quanta from the LC circuit. In order
for this to occur, a mechanism must exist which
is capable of exchanging a very large number (10 6
to 10 12 ) of electrical quanta for a single chemi
cal quanta. Such a mechanism would have to be
nonlinear to extreme order, and in what follows
in this section we explore the possible application
of this type of nonlinearity to the coherent fusion
problem.
We begin by considering the quantization of a
simple LC circuit. The Hamiltonian is derived
from the classical electric and magnetic field en
ergies

H = !cv2
2

2
+ !Li
2

ih

a 1J;(v,t)

8t

a2 '1jJ(v, t)+ 1 Cv2 1/;(v, t)
= - 2LC 2 a v 2
2
(Vl.2)
h2

where we have used the current operator
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(V /.3)

The quantization of the LC circuit is of course
well known,84•85 and is usually written in terms
of creation and destruction operators as we shall
shortly do also. In this form, it is emphasized
that the current operator is to within a constant
simply a derivative of the voltage. This will be of
use later.
In terms of raising and lowering operators, the
current and voltage operators are
v = r,;:;(at

V2c

+ a)

Vu

i

"- - Mw(at -a)

l -

(Vl.4)

(V I.5)

The Hamiltonian for this system is
HLc

=

1iwat a

(V1.6)

where w = 1/..../LC, and where we have sup
pressed the zero-point contribution which is not
important for our discussion. The eigenfunction
solutions for this problem are completely stan
dard, and the energy levels are quantized with
a constant spacing of hw. That the inductance
or capacitance might be somewhat nonlinear in
the corresponding physical system has no impact
on the present arguments. The presence of resis
tive losses can be included directly using standard
techniques of coupling to a heat bath,84- 86 how
ever, such processes play no role in the nuclear
coupling process of interest here. We may add
such resistive terms to our Hamiltonian at our
pleasure; they will show up additively at the end
of the computation - hence there is no reason to
carry them along here.
We may consider the coupling of the LC circuit
to a two-level nuclear system, which is in essence
a toy model for virtual neutron capture in our sce
nario. A full model including superradiant neu
trino emission cannot be described as a two-level
system, however, if we focus on a two-level system

(V/.1)

which leads to the Schrodinger equation for the
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we will have a better chance of elucidating the ba
sic mechanism. A more complete model will have
to follow in a future work. The Hamiltonian for
the coupled system is

The diagonalization of this Hamiltonian is similar
to rotations discussed elsewhere.87-89
The coupling term in the rotated picture is very
small, and we have achieved a relatively accurate
diagonalization through this transformation. One
result of this diagonalization is that it becomes
apparent that the interaction term, which is of
low order, does not help the transfer of net nuclear
excitation to a linear circuit. The nuclear quanta
can only be transferred in units of 10 n quanta
at a time in order to conserve energy, and such
processes are exponentially inhibited as remarked
upon above. There is some small degree of mixing
between the nuclear levels and the oscillator levels
which will be of use shortly.

(Vl.7)
where

(V l.9)
The 1:x and 1: z operators are many-particle
"spin" operators, which are used commonly in
this type of model. The b and b t operators
are fermionic creation and annihilation operators.
The interaction term is appropriate for -µ·B cou
pling where the magnetic field is uniform through
out and where the magnetic field is in the near
field (which couples the nuclear energy directly
to current increments). The microscopic coupling
links a single energetic spin flip with the creation
or destruction of a single current quantum.
This model is simple and can be diagonalized
approximately through a unitary transformation:

L

C

Fi g ure 4: LC circuit couple to a nuclear spin
system at high energy and a nonlinear element.

The coupling of the LC circuit to the electrol
ysis process is to be considered next, and for this
we adopt a model Hamiltonian of the form

(VI.IO)
(V l.11)

(V I.16)

The rotation operator which accomplishes this is

where we include the "bath" for the chemical sys
tem through

. _ ! _1

R - 2 tan

-2_{J2H (at-a) ·
[ hwN 8a 8b
] 1:y
i

fi_E = ��nwj(CjCj

(V /.12)

- CjCj)

(VJ.17)

where c and c t are fermionic creation and destruc
tion operators relevant to chemical species. The
coupling with the chemical bath is accounted for
through c, which we conjecture has the form

The resulting Hamiltonian is

(V /.13)

iI

where

He

(Vl.14)

(V J.15)
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=

I:0(v - vj)6.Hi
j

(V J.18)

The important feature of the coupling Hamilto
nian is that is must have an explicit nonlinearity
of high order in order for the electrolysis process
to be able to convert low energy electrical quanta

proportional to the number operator of electrons
within an electrode, and the nonlinearity comes
about because the electrode orbitals are filling
(or emptying) as the voltage increases. Each
newly entering electron sits on the shoulders of
previous electrons in energy; at some point a
newly entering electron will fill an orbital through
which electrochemical current flow is energeti
cally allowed. This microscopic picture leads to
a coupling Hamiltonian of the general form given
above, except that the step function will be re
placed by something softer depending on the de
tails of the tunneling between metal orbitals and
surface orbitals.
We note that the nonlinearity, if it worked
as conjectured here, might provide under certain
conditions, a source of 1/ f electrical noise.
The extension to the fu]] model would n�quire
analysis of superradiance in a multi-level system,
and some work has been done on this type of
system. 90-92

to chemical quanta. The use of a step function
to describe this coupling is conjecture (we expect
it to be sharp, be we do not know whether it is
sharp to the degree to which we will shortly re
quire). The summation over j in this equation is
a summation over available quantum mechanical
microscopic channels. A summation over chan
nels weighted by a thermal occupation average of
this Hamiltonian would give a nonlinear current
voltage characteristic which is more gentle and
locally Ii near.
If we apply a unitary transformation to diag
onalize the coupling between the nucleii and the
current to first order in the presence of the elec
trochemical terms, we obtain a new and very in
teresting term due to the resulting commutation.
If we rotate:
(V 1.19)
using the transformation described above, then
we obtain

·,
·, ·,1 +H-,E +Hc
-,
H-, =HLc+HN+H

VII. DISCUSSION

(Vl.20)

where

The binary fusion of two charged nucleons at
room temperature as an explanation for cold fu
sion effects seems to us to be hopeless due to the
presence of the coulomb barrier, in spite of the
proposals which have been suggested for ways to
circumvent coulomb repulsion. Even if a way were
found, there remains the problem of developing a
reaction which produces cold reaction products.
The dd binary fusion reaction which has been dis
cussed so much in the last year simply does not
begin to fit the reaction profile of the observa
tions.

H'C = e iil Hee -ill
~
~ He+ i [k, He]
He+ I:Aj [z,0(v - Vj )] t y
J

He + LA i t5(v - vi )t y
j

(Vl.21)
In the dressed state picture, a new term ap
pears which couples nuclear energy into the LC
circuit, assisted by the electrochemical process.
This term is extremely nonlinear, and is approxi
mated by a delta-function in voltage in this simple
model. Depending on how strong the nonlinear
ity is, it has the potential to exchange a nuclear
quantum into a very large number of LC circuit
quanta in a nondisruptive manner required for the
coherence in neutrino emission.
The scenario described in this paper rests on
the conjecture that the electrochemical process
is nonlinear to a somewhat higher degree than
is required in order for electrochemisty to occur.
Some consideration of the microscopic physics
suggests that this conjecture is not entirely unrea
sonable. The voltage operator is approximately

The fusion of a virtual neutron with a charged
nucleon can provide a way to circumvent the
coulomb barrier, and our current effort is based on
the exploration of this possibility. In place of the
problem of coulomb repulsion, an issue of nearly
equal severity arises, specifically one of transport.
The range of virtual neutrons is quite small (fermi
scale) unless the energy deficit can be somehow
reduced. Additionally, the weak interaction is a
numerically small effect; it is difficult to under
stand how any reaction, whether coherent or not,
could have a substantial reaction rate if the weak
interaction is a part of it.
We have proposed that the neutrino emission
can be superradiant if the neutrino momentum is
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equal to the Bloch wave momentum of the elec
tron and if the reaction final products are station
ary. This provides a possible mechanism to boost
the weak interaction by a considerable factor.

favored over deuterons in this respect due to
the larger Ml matrix element.
4. A magnetic field which is due to a current
which sees a highly nonlinear impedance. Al
though the magnetic field must be present
where virtual neutrons are converted, the
nonlinearity may be separate. This mode of
coupling is specific to Ml interactions.

The neutron transport problem may in prin
ciple be solved if the coupling of the nuclear en
ergy to the current occurs collectively, which pref
erentially favors long wavelength virtual neutron
states. In conventional incoherent nuclear reac
tions where off-shell neutrons occur, the time
duration of the excursion of the neutrons can be
obtained from the uncertainty principle if the en
ergy deficit is known. In a coherent reaction,
which is ultimately a resonance process, the tran
sition width can be very small (less than 1 e V)
even though the energy deficit is large. This
translates directly into a potentially large spatial
excursion for the off-shell neutrons.

5. Net (local) nuclear spin polarization.
For tritium production, the requirements would
be very similar as the above list applicable to
Ml neutron pickup, except that protons would no
longer be required. It is likely that they will be
helpful, in that the conversion of two virtual neu
trons (from electron capture on deuterium) may
be enhanced if one is captured onto a proton.

There is considerable interest in defining what
factors are required to produce cold fusion effects,
under the assumption that they are real. This has
been of concern, especially to the experimental
ists, and there have been some attempts at assem
bling a list of requirements. No such list has been
produced by theorists at this point, and that fact
is a consequence that no theory currently exists.
Our work is speculative, and although we have
not produced a theory as recognized by physicists,
we have developed a scenario which may lead to a
predictive theory. It is of some interest to address
the problem of what requirements would follow
under the assumption that the scenario is at least
partially correct.

The outstanding issues in the field are: (1) the
unequivocable proof that there is indeed a new ef
fect, (2) reproducibility, and (3) mechanism. En
gineering and applications must ultimately wait
for some very basic level of demonstrable physical
understanding. It seems unlikely that the theo
retical situation will improve much without more
experimental input.
If neutrino emission can occur superradiantly,
and if the nonlinearity in current-voltage charac
teristic actually can take up the nuclear energy,
then it may be possible that the various "mira
cles" can be explained rationally. Future theoret
ical efforts towards the development of our sce
nario must involve further quantification of the
scenario.

With the above proviso in mind, we offer a list
of factors which would be required in our scenario
for heat production:

Consideration of these issues has its motivation
in the controversial cold fusion experiments. If
the experiments are right, then there ought to be
some sensible explanation. It is important to es
tablish firmly whether there are indeed cold fusion
effects, and jf so, a second generation of experi
ments focusing on mechanism need to be started.
We have developed what amounts to a wish list
for experiments which would help clarify whether
our scenario is indeed a correct approach. This
list is given in the following section.

1. A source of virtual neutrons: specifically
deuterium or tritium are possible sources.
Within the scenario, deuterons would be fa
vored by an N 2 coherent factor over protons.
2. A regular potential which supports electron
Bloch waves to enable coherent neutrino
emission. This is probably not a requirement
that the lattice be perfect, but clearly water
will have less order of this sort than a palla
dium rod.

Theory and experiment need to go hand in
hand. If proton depletion in heat experiments can
be demonstrated quantitatively, then this would
be regarded as strong motivation for pursuing
our scenario. But it remains to be settled as to

3. An exothermic sink for virtual neutrons: pro
tons are proposed to be the recipients of vir
tual neutrons in current heat-producing ex
periments. As discussed earlier, protons are
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initial pre-march work of Pons and Fleischmann
suggested that there is an optimum mix of proton
and deuterons which gave the best results. The
question of interest is: what is the sensitivity of
the effect to relative proton concentration within
the palladium? Associated with this is whether a
rod loaded with less than 0.01 % protons can show
heat. Within the scenario, such a rod should not
exhibit heat, although it could in principle evolve
tritium.
C. Tritium loss

whether there is an effect at all, and this must
still be regarded as a top priority.

VIII.

PROPOSALS FOR
EXPERIMENTS

At this point, it is still not accepted that cold
fusion effects are real rather than experimental
artifacts. If we take the position that the heat and
tritium are real effects that can be reproduced by
one or more groups, then the question arises as
to what new or related experiments can be done
which might help clarify mechanisms.

Tritium production has been reported in a
number of laboratories. A small number of re
ports of tritium loss exists. The question which
arises, is simply whether there is such an effect
and whether it is reproducible. An experiment
could be done in which a heat producing closed
cell is injected with a known amount of tritium,
after which tritium content is monitored. Noise
µCurie
range have been reported,
levels in the
ml
and an added signal of 100 times this level would
be of interest. Within the present scenario, tri
tium may serve as the source for virtual neutrons,
although the primary teppp reaction is not al
lowed energetically.

A. Reproducibility

Ever since the initial announcement of the ef
fect, the issue of apparent nonreprod ucibility has
plagued the field. It almost seems as if some re
searchers have the "magic touch," while most do
not, and this has been used as a primary argu
ment that the effect is not real. Currently, nu
merous researchers are apparently able to obtain
one or more of the miracles with much improved
probability of success for a given experiment.
Probably the highest priority project which is
faced by workers in the field is to define one or
more experiments which produce either heat, tri
tium, neutrons or isotope shifts a.t some proba
bility level. This accomplishment would go far to
make the effect accessible to the scientific com
munity in general. From the large variety of posi
tive experimental results which are being reported
now, I think that the definition of an "industry
standard" set of cells could be done.

D. Production of slow neutrinos

Electron capture through the weak interaction
involves the emission of a neutrino. If the neutri
nos were energetic ( which is not consistent with
the present scenario), then they could be observed
by conventional solar neutrino detectors.93,94 A
point source of 10 13 - 10 14 neutrinos in the MeV
range would be detected by the Kamiokande de
tector, for example.

B. Proton Loss

If the neutrinos are low energy neutrinos ( < 1
eV) as might be produced superradiantly, then
they would be detectable only through use of a
Weber neutrino detector specifically designed and
optimized for a large flux of soft neutrinos.

Within the framework of the coherent fusion
scenario discussed in this work, protons play a
key role in constituting the primary fuel for heat
production. A demonstration of this would rep
resent a fundamental step in the elucidation of
a mechanism for the Pons-Fleischmann effect.
A null result in this area would serve to elimi
nate the proposed scenario. The key experiment
which we recommend is a proton loss experiment,
in which the proton concentration is monitored
(which presents severe experimental difficulties)
over the course of an extended experiment in
which multiple megajoules of heat is produced.

E. Activation of Phosphorous

Natural phosphorous occurs as 31 P. Neutron ac
tivation to the ground state of 32 P involves an
Ml virtual neutron pickup reaction analogous to
proton and deuteron reactions discussed above.
The activated phosphorous isotope is unstable
with a 14 day half-life, and produces a 1.7 MeV
electron. If this process can be demonstrated,
it would be important mechanistically in that it
would be much more difficult to imagine how 32 P
could be produced through the types of mecha-

C. Proton Concentmtion

Pons-Fleischmann cells are often run at low lev
els of light water (on the order of 1 % ). The
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nisms which have been discussed elsewhere. A
clean demonstration of a new neutron activation
reaction would be of great value.
F. Separation of Reactants and Nonlinearity

Pons-Fleischmann effect. The previous discus
sions of dd reactions as candidates for explaining
the observations suffered from the fact that the
reported observations simply do not fit the dd re
action profile, and that reactions at room tem
perature involving fusion of charged nucleii have
exceedingly small reaction rates.
The present scenario offers a number of advan
tages relative to the claimed observations, includ
ing

The mechanism proposed to convert the nu
clear energy works through a near field magnetic
field generated by a current which sees a high or
der nonlinearity. This nonlinearity need not nec
essarily be in the same location as the reactants,
and an extremely interesting experiment would
be to demonstrate this effect. If the current run
ning through the palladium electrolysis cell were
run through another element exhibiting a high or
der nonlinearity (for example, another electrol
ysis cell, a battery, a diode or other systems),
then it is possible that anomolous energy depo
sition into the series nonlinear element might oc
cur. A demonstration of this effect would strongly
support the present scenario. More interesting
still would be the replacement of the original pal
ladium cell with a crystal containing deuterium
and hydrogen as constituents (partially deuter
ated LiH, etc.).

1. Heat production without fast reaction prod
ucts, neutrons or gammas.
2. Tritium production as a second order pro
cess, unaccompanied to first order by sec
ondary neutron production.
3. No explicit exponential damping factors oc
cur at room temperature.
4. The scenario is consistent with the known
stability of heavy water and can be consis
tent with stellar -2volution models.
5. The time-dependence of a superradiant sys
tem is qualitatively consistent with the dy
namics of the observations of the heat and
tritium observations.

G. Net Nucleon Spin Polarization
Spin-spin coupling between electrons and nu
clear spins can be a relatively rapid process. Pro
tons and deuterons undergoing electrolysis in pal
ladium or titanium will see some degree of net
nuclear spin alignment. Any coherent mechanism
for fusion effects of the class which we have been
considering may be sensitive to the state of net
nuclear spin polarization. Questions which are of
interest involve the relation of nuclear spin polar
ization to the Pons-Fleischmann effect.

6. The dependence of the strength of the ef
fect on current density is in qualitative agree
ment (maximum di/dv is favored, rather
than maximum i).
7. The
scenario
is
consistent
with
contamination-dependent production of low
levels of residual radioactivity.
Real neutron production can occur as an incoher
ent process parasitic with the coherent processes
described in the paper. It is at best a third order
process in comparison to heat and tritium pro
duction in the model.
The principle weakness of the scenario at this
point is the lack of quantitative predictions. This
weakness is not inherent in the model; the effects
discussed here are amenable to precise quantifica
tion. Further effort is required to obtain predic
tions.

1. Is net nuclear spin polarization present in a
heat producing cell? What is the direction,
spatial dependence, and strength of proton
and deuteron polarization.
2. Can a Pons-Fleischmann cell produce heat if
the nuclear spins are randomized?
3. What does the NMR spectrum of a working
Pons-Fleischmann cell look like?

IX.
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ABSTRACT
Cooperative ionic fluctuations, which
become energetically favorable during the
overcharging of a sufficiently ordered,
stoichiometric Pd-D lattice, provide a means
for an entirely new form of nuclear
interaction, "cold" or "solid state" fusion. As a
consequence, 1) nucleons separated by
macroscopic distances in a classical sense
may interact in a nuclear fashion qua ntum
mechanically, and 2) nuclear fusion may
occur in which unfamiliar products are
released. The evolution of such an ionic
nuctuation. which we have named a Bose
Bloch Condensate (BBC), becomes favorable as
the concentrations of D and Pd become
comparable because of I arge energy costs
from lattice strain at individual lanice sites
that result from coulombic repulsion
associated with the occupation of a site by
more than one D. These strain energy costs
are removed through the evolution of long
ranged, periodic, ionic 0uctuations in which
equal (though small) amounts of excess
charge are distributed uniformly 10 unit cells
throughout the crystal.
We provide the
underlying quantum mechanical theory that
governs both the evolution of these
fluctuations and the associated selection rules
of the resulting nuclear interactions.
We
also use a critical element of this theory
(associated with the electrostatically induced
changes in volume that accompany the
binding of o+ ions to an external
environment ) to explain how it is possible to
initiate the kinds of low temperature fusion
reactions that apparently have been seen in
the recent Cluster Impact Fusion experiments
performed by Beuhler. Friedlander. and
Friedman.

INTRODUCTlON
It has not been generally recognized
that at the current time there is an evolving

taxonomy of fusion processes. The first and
best known form is "hot fusion", which is
initiated from free space collisions of
deuterons at high temperature. The two
remaining forms were discovered during the
last year. In both forms, fusion seems to be
initiated at considerably lower temperature.
These recently discovered processes are "cold
fusion" as observed by Fleischmann and
Pons 1 , and "not-so-cold" fusion as observed
in ion cluster impact experiments by
Beuhler, Friedlander and Friedman 2 . In cold
fusion, heat is produced without proton or
neutron generation, whereas in not-so-cold
fusion there is a release of neutrons and
protons, as in conventional hot plasma
fusion, but the process occurs at deuteron
bombardment energies well below those
known to be effective in D-O fusion-inducing
collisions.
Both cold and not-so-cold fusion are
manifestations of the quantum wave
character of particles at low energy. The
behavior of a particle as it undergoes
collisions at low energies is determined both
by the intrinsic properties of the particle
and by the environment in which the
particle r�sides. In the language of physics
and chemistry, the wave function of a
particle is determined by the interaction
possibilities and by the boundary conditions
applied. In a semantic extrapolation, one
could say that the structure of a particle is
affected by the boundary conditions it sees.
Disregarding the semantics, quantum
mechanics provides procedures for
calculating particle behavior; namely, one
calculates the wave function in accordance
:,vith t �e boundary conditions and pertinent
rnteracuons, and one calculates reaction
rates using overlap integrals in accord with
the Fermi Golden Rule or its equivalent.
Once it is recognized that the boundary
..
cond1t1ons associated with bound deuterons
may profoundly affect the quantum
mechanical dynamics of colliding deuterons•
1t 1s possible to understand I) how it is
possible ( contrary to conventional
expectation) to initiate fusion in low
temperature environments, and 2) that there
is a relationship between the two lower
temperature fonns of fusion.
Because Cluster
Impact Fusion is highly reproducible while
cold fusion is difficult to reproduce, the fact
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measured the fusion rate for impacting
clusters over a wide range of cluster sizes
having a fixed 300-KeV total energy. They
found beginning at low mass that the fusion
rate increases with cluster mass, going
through a maximum near o + (D2O)2 00- For
this case the kinetic energy of the impacting
D + ions in the target frame is 150 eV, far
below the value at which a o + beam impact
fusion would be expected based on Gamow
t h e o ry .
lt is clear from calculations given
below that Gamow theory does not apply
when the zero point motion broadening of
the wave function is included in the target D
that results from binding of the target D to
the Ti host. To our knowledge, it is an open
question what the actual value is of the
fusion rate of a beam of o+ incident on a TiD2
Presumably, this
target at these energies.
rate is considerably smaller than when the
incident D resides either within a cluster or
bound to a single O atom or to an OD because
when the D is bound to any of these
polyatomic entities, its wave function is also
broadened as a consequence of the binding
that results from its interaction with its
environment. Even for the case in which the
incident D are "naked" (i.e., not bound to a
cluster as they are in these Cluster Impact
Fusion Experiments), for a wide range of
energies Gamow theory simply does not apply
when the target D is bound (as shown below),
and the exponentially small value (associated
with conventional wisdom) for the fusion
rate at the energies associated with the
average D energy (~I00's of eV) in these
collisions does not apply.
Because the effect of wave function
broadening in the target D dramatically
expands the "effective", electrostatic volume
of each D by many orders of magnitude
relative to its "point-like", free space size,
even a crude calculation can be used to
demonstrate how this wave function
broadening effect may significantly alter the
electrostatic barrier that inhibits fusion.
Specifically, we may approximate the
broadening effect by using for the target D
wave function <D target the ground state wave
function for a harmonic well, whose
curvature is defined by the characteristic
zero point motion Rzp (as determined by
neutron scattering experiments) of D in
TiD2.

that such a relationship can be explained
quantum mechanically is significant.
The key difference between free
space, unbound deuterons and deuterons that
are bound to an attractive potential is that
unbound deuterons may occupy any region
of space with an appreciable probability,
while the probability of finding a bound
deuteron in a region of space beyond the
classical turning point of its motion is
exponentially small. Thus, when the active
reactants in a fusion process obey the
boundary conditions associated with bound
deuterons, the potential for overlap during
collisional processes becomes very different.
As a consequence, if the active reactants are
bound, many of our preconceived notions
about fusion (which are based on the
boundary conditions associated with unbound
deuterons) do not apply.
Cold fusion is more complicated than
ion cluster impact fusion, but both fusion
processes depend on the existence of
deuteron wave functions broadened to ~ 0.2 A
by zero point motion. This wave function
broadening is a consequence of electrostatic
interaction between bound o + ions and the
electrostatic potential provided by the other
atoms and electrons of the larger structure
that bind the o + ions to a particular region of
space.

QUANTUM MECHANICS OF "NOT-SO
COLD" FUSION
Let us first consider the cluster ion
impact experiments.
In the cluster impact
studies D2 0 ion clusters are accelerated onto a
Ti target containing deuterium.
The cluster
ions are mass filtered so as to remove any
light ion clusters or "naked" o + ions present
in the beam prior to acceleration. ( Here, a
"naked" o + ion refers to a singly charged ion
which is not bound to a cluster.) Control
studies have shown that no high energy
light ions contaminate the filtered heavy ion
beam. The studies are carried out at ion
impact velocities that correspond to o +
kinetic energies relative to the target frame
of ~ 100 e V. Fusion reactions are observed2 at
a rate that exceeds conventional expectation
(based on the free space picture associated
with the Gamow theory of a point particle
electrostatic barrier) by more than a factor
of IO 10 . Fusion is not observed when the
target contains H instead of D. Beuhler et al

<D target (R) = (2/(Rzp2n))3/4 exp (-R2 /Rzp2)
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(1 )

For the incident D wave function <D inc we
may use a minimal uncertainty wave packet
of characteristic size "A. inc , defined by the
approximate variance of the deuteron wave
function during the collision.
<Dine (R) = ( 2/(A.inc 2 n))3/4 cxp(-R2 /),,inc 2)

IR - R' I

- 30 cY

(2)

Depending upon the circumstances associated
with the collisional process, A. inc may take
on a wide range of values. Since 80 percent ol
the momentum in each D2O molecule is given
to the oxygen atom, and the oxygen atom
possesses 90 percent in each OD molecule, it is
clear that as the cluster breaks up during the
impact with the solid, transfer of energy and
momentum from the O to the solid provides
the dominant mechanism for slowing down
the incident particles. In addition, as these
momentum transfers occur, it is to be
expected that significant interaction through
changes in the vibrational modes of the D
through bonding with the O will occur. Thus,
we expect that the wave function broadening
associated with O-D bonding and with
changes in this bonding associated with
interaction of the O with the solid will
provide the dominant effects associated with
the characteristic dimension "A. inc . The
associated zero point motion is again on the
order of 10-9 cm provided that the D remains
bound to the 0.
If it becomes unbound, its
characteristic dimension can vary
considerably, with a lower bound
corresponding to the situation in which the
incident D has energy of ~l00's eV. This case
leads to the value "A. inc ~ 10- l O cm.
Not surprisingly, when a realistic
value of Rzp (~2 x 10-9 cm) is assumed, each
deuteron is only "weakly" bound to a
particular zero point volume of the lattice (it
has a zero point energy of l O's of meV). The
result of a first Born calculation of the shift
D. E (l) in eigenvalue of each target deuteron
that results through Coulombic interaction
then is a "large", repulsive perturbation
relative to both this electrostatic binding
energy and to the binding energy of the
deuteron to the entire crystal (given by ~ the
heat of desorption ~ several e V). Thus, not
only will the incident projectile unbind the
target from its zero point volume, it wilJ
unbind the target completely from the
lattice.
Specifically,

(3)

Then, the collision induces an electrostatic
repulsive shift in the eigenvalue that is
several hundred times larger than the zero
point energy of the target, and about ten
times larger than its total binding energy to
the lattice.
However, this shift in eigenvalue
is 5 orders of magnitude less in absolute value
than the accompanying attractive shift in
eigenvalue that results from the strong
interaction. The shift is also five orders of
magnitude less than the comparable
electrostatic shift that results when "point
sized" particles of nuclear dimension collide
in this fashion. As a consequence, prior to
and in the presence of the perturbation, the
characteristic electrostatic and nuclear
energies remain very different when the
target D is initially bound, while this is not
the case when the target and incident D are
both unbound.
Because these energy scales
are so different, it becomes possible to write
the "complete" wave function <D = <D (r n ,rp )
(rn and rp respectively are the coordinates
of the proton and neutron) for the target and
incident D approximately in a Born
Oppenheimer separable form in which
variations in the center of mass coordinate,
re m =(rn+rp )/2, (which arc associated with
electrostatic interaction, as in the R and R'
dependencies of Eqs. 1-3), are independent
from the short-ranged varia1ions in
neutron-proton separation r n-p = rn -r p that
arc associated with the strong interaction.

Here • ,,., elect( rem) .1s a slowly varymg
function, whose value is appreciable on the
length scale of the electrostatic interaction,
while <D nuC(r n -p ) has appreciable value
only on the length scale of the strong
interaction.
When this separability
condition is imposed, it then follows that the
first Born shifts in eigenvalue are extremely
negative, indicating that fusion may occur.
However, because the electrostatic
perturbation is large on the scale of the
initial energy (l0's of meV) of the target D,
the perturbation expansion must be viewed
tf\
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as asymptotic at best, and coupling to higher
order perturbations may alter the eigenvalue
shift in a manner that would invalidate this
conclusion.
On the other hand, it is also true that
during the collision process, coupling to
electrons (and other atoms through the
electron coupling), could broaden the wave
function further.
Because there are wide
possibilities associated with this effect, it is
probable that perturbation theory may be
applied. Then, it follows that fusion becomes
permissible. In this manner, we sec that as a
consequence of broadening induced by the
target, it becomes possible for a very
different scenario to unfold in which fusion
may occur. The additional broadening that
results as a consequence of binding between
the incident D with other atoms before and
during the collision process probably plays a
role in the resulting enhancement in fusion
rate.
Through even these crude arguments,
we see that 1) cluster impact fusion follows as
a consequence of wave functioning
broadening due to binding effects associated
with interaction between both the target and
incident deuterons with their respective
external environments. and 2) the effect
should be sensitive to variations in cluster
size. Thus the observation of cluster impact
fusion and our explanation of the
phenomenon provide a convincing
demonstration of how the effect of wave
function broadening may significantly alter
the coulomb barrier to fusion.
Since the boundary conditions
associated with cluster impact fusion and
with colliding particles in free space are
very different, it would be surprising if the
Gamow theory (associated with free space
coJJisions) has bearing on this new form of
fusion. In fact, a crude application of the
theory can be used to demonstrate that even
for the case of a "naked" unbound deuteron
incident on a target D, binding of the target
to the Ti host may so significantly alter the
resulting Coulomb barrier that in the
majority of cases (i.e., when the incident D
has an energy greater than ~70 eV), the
underlying principle associated with the
barrier concept (i.e., that "tunnelling" is
required) breaks down.
Specifically, when
the incident D is sufficiently energetic so
that the overlap of its wave function with the
target wave function of Eq. 1 is sufficiently
small, it follows that the repulsive Coulombic
barrier yCoul associated with the tunnelling
problem may be evaluated in the limit in
which the response of the target density to

the presence of the incident deuteron is
neglected.
In this limit, the tunnelling
probability T is given by

T = exp(-2\.)

' (4)

where
ftp

A. = J dR ( ( vCoul (R) - E )2MD) 1/2
0

' (5)

,h

f tp is the classical turning point (defined by
yCoul (rtp ) = E ), E is the incident energy, '/1
= h/(2 n ), where h is Planck's constant, and
Also, because
MD is the mass of a deuteron.
the response of the target to the incident D is
neglected, yCoul (R) is the Cou\ombic
potential that the incident D "experiences"
due to the presence of the target D.
yCoul (R) =

c2J ct3R '<D target (R')2

(6)

IR - R 'I

Using Eq. 1, it follows that
yC011' (R ) = e2 ( 2/(Rzp2 n)) 3 / 2 - _1 2n 2
x f ct3QJd 3 R' (exp(i(Q· (R-R')
x exp (-2R"2 /R zp 2)

- 70 eY

.(7)

This last inequality means that there is no
classical turning point whatsoever associated
with Eq. 5 when the incident energy is
greater than 70 eV. Thus, for E> 70 cV, the
fundamental idea associated with a
tunnelling requirement (as in Eq. 4) breaks
down since the forbidden region in which
exponential decay of the wave function
occurs is never involved in the collision
process.
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OuANTUM MECHANICS OF

"Corn"

FusION

Zero point motion plays an important
role in cold fusion, but its role is different
than in cluster impact fusion. It causes a
reduction in the electrostatic interaction
energy associated with the transient multiple
occupation of a lattice site. Multiple
occupations arise quantum mechanically
from self-interaction of identical bosons in a
periodic lattice. A key aspect of this self
interaction is the approximate notion of
periodicity. When periodicity prevails for a
sufficiently long period of time, for each
Bravais vector of the lattice Rn , the single
particle wave functions l(J associated with the
stable particles (with respect to the
electrostatic interaction) obey Bloch's
theorem,
l/Jk(r+Rn)= cxp(ik·Rn)l/Jk(r)

( 8)

Because the long-lived states obey Eq. 8, it
follows that at an isolated location, the
density is constructed from a superposition of
states, formed from the eigenstates that obey
Eq. 8. In this context, at any moment in time,
at an individual lattice site the density must
be viewed as a transitory entity, which
oscillates in time. Of greater significance,
when the many-body wave function is
constructed from wave functions that obey
Eq. 8, it follows that at any moment in time,
there exists the possibility at a given site of
fluctuations involving one, two, ...NB bosons
(N B is the number of bosons in the entire
crystal), where the lifetime of this kind of
fluctuation is determined by the interaction
time associated with self-interaction.
The main cffect of wave function
broadening is a lengthening of the
electrostatic lifetime (due to self-interaction)
of the resulting multiple occupation virtual
states. Because there exist a large set of self
interaction processes (each of which may be
constructed self-consistently), in which
Born-Oppenheimer separability applies as a
consequence of large disparities in the
energy, length and time scales between the
perturbations associated with electrostatic
and nuclear self-interaction, it follows that
once states become occupied in which the
s�ales of �hesc interactions are sufficiently
different, analogous to the evolution of the
separability condition that arises in cluster
impact fusion through wave function

broadening, Born-Oppenheimer separability
applies both prior to and in the presence of a
we! I-prescribed perturbation.
The major distinction in the case of
cold fusion is that the perturbation is always
derived from self-interaction between bosons
in which Born-Oppenheimer separability
applies and is maintained. ( When only those
perturbations which preserve the
separability between nuclear and
electrostatic wave functions are included, the
theory becomes self-consistent. ) A
necessary and sufficient condition which
unambiguously preserves the condition of
separability is that the wave function field
associated with the single particle
electrostatic interaction ( from which the
stable entities arc constructed ) must evolve
in a manner that is independent of the more
rapidly varying wave function fields
associated with the nuclear interaction. This
condition, once the fields arc quantized, can
only be maintained when the stable entity
from which the field theory is formulated
involves tightly bound proton-neutron pairs,
which on the scale of electrostatic
interaction behave as bosons. This result
leads to the selection rule of cold fusion:
when the initial state is composed of tightly
bound proton-neutron pairs, the final state is
composed of tightly bound proton-neutron
pairs.
The distinction between the
electrostatic and nuclear sci f-interactions is
somewhat arbitrary. As long as there exists a
well-defined set of perturbations, all of
which are of sufficiently short length and
time scale, and a second set of perturbations
which are considerably longer in length and
time scale, Born-Oppenheimer separability
can be maintained. In fact, because, to an
excellent approximation, the strong
interaction remains invariant with respect to
rigid displacements of the reactants and
products, the strong interaction associated
with a given multi-particle fluctuation is
cyclic in the center of mass coordinate of the
fluctuation.
In practice, by expanding any of
the relevant many-body interactions about
the center of mass coordinate of all of the
entities involved, it always becomes possible
as a consequence to separate the self
interaction into two pieces, one of which is
"slowly varying" and depends on the center
of mass of the fluctuation, while the second is
considerably more rapidly varying and does
not depend on the center of mass. As the
number of particles involved in the
fluctuation increases, this kind of
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separability procedure becomes artificial in
the sense that there is no clear-cut
difference in length scale.
Provided,
however, we restrict consideration to
sufficiently simple forms of fluctuation, the
ratio of the electrostatic lifetime (where this
lifetime is associated with the slowly varying
perturbation) to nuclear fluctuation time
(associated with the rapidly varying portion
of the perturbation) becomes sufficiently
small that the wave function of the multi
particle fluctuation can always be written as
a product of functions, in which one
function is slowly varying and depends only
on the center of mass coordinate of the
fluctuation, while the remaining functions
do not depend on the center of mass. This
prescription provides a means of
generalizing the Born-Oppenheimer
separability of the many-particle fluctuation
in a manner in which the kinds of
perturbation theory arguments associated
with cluster impact fusion can be applied to
cold fusion.
Let us now consider the band theory of
cold fusion3 -6.
The theory applies the
quantum mechanics associated with the
energy band theory of solids to o + ions in a
periodic solid and examines the self
interactions implicit in the many body
bosonic wave function that describes band
state o + ions. The theory is a composite
theory in the sense that it depends on a
number of possibly controversial steps.
These steps are:
* The occupation of band states by a
macroscopic number of indistinguishable o +
ions,

* the use of quantum mechanics and
many-body theory to account for the
associated quantum field behavior of the o +
that occupy these band states,
* the effect of the environment on
the structure of particles at low energy that
are initially bound to a lattice, and the
incorporation of this effect in the initial
state band picture from which fusion
commences,

* the relevance in this quantum field
problem ( as it relates to the nuclear fusion
problem) of transient, cospatial multiple
occupations of lattice sites by band-state o +
ions (which are present in the initial state as
a consequence of Bloch symmetry),

* the relevance to the fusion problem
of a category of self-induced potentials
associated with the short-range behavior of
the field theory, each of which preserves
Born-Oppenheimer separability, and the
neglect of all other perturbations,
*
the subsequent transfer of
momentum to the environment from a model
final state in which both the electrostatic and
nuclear wave functions are of comparable
dimension but are uncorrelated with respect
to each other.
Each of these steps is in accordance
with the laws of physics.
It is not
necessarily clear that the realization of the
limit in which our theory would apply has
been observed.
However, even rudimentary
calculations indicate important predictions of
the theory seem to apply. These include the
following: 1) it is necessary to achieve an
over-potential condition prior to obtaining
the anomalous heating effects in the
electrolysis experiments, 2) in the case of Pd,
the anomalous heating will occur very near
the concentration x=l in PdDx ' 3) there is a
selection rule that is required by BornOppenheimer separability (as discussed
above) and the nature of the interaction that
mandates that in the primary cold fusion
reactions, when the initial state involves
only deuterons, the final state can only be
formed from particles that consist of proton
neutron pairs. Thus, the theory predicts heat
release without production of primary
neutrons or protons. The possibility of the
release of 23. 8 Me V alpha particles is
indicated, but a prediction of the number of
alphas per joule of energy release requires a
better understanding of the final step.
Although there undoubtedly are refinements
in the details of the theory that will be
needed to understand all aspects of cold
fusion, even in its initial (somewhat crude)
form, the theory seems to provide a
framework for an understanding of the cold
fusion phenomenon.
Let us now summarize the band state
+
o cold fusion model. We can then discuss the
individual statements making up the
summary.

"COLD" FUSION IN PDDx AT X=t+E
Injection of deuterium into metals
containing a maximum loading of chemically
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chemical potential for the reaction o + + PdDx
➔ PdD x+E has been described by Wicke and
Brodowsky 7 as the sum of four terms,
involving a single statistical term and three
energy terms. These authors provide a figure
which illustrates how the behavior of these
four factors contribute to the chemical
potential as x varies between O and 1. The
statistical term shows the effect of the
availability of unoccupied unit cells. It is
negative at low x and positive as x ➔ 1. The
energy terms include a zero point motion
term, which is endothermic and independent
of x, an electrostatic interaction term, which
is exothermic at low x and becomes
endothermic as x ➔ 1, and a lattice strain
energy term, which is endothermic at low x
and exothermic as x ➔ 1. The electrostatic
term includes the summed effect on the
system energy of: (1) adding a o + charge to
the center of an octahedron whose vertices
are Pd atoms, (2) adding an electron to the
pool of Pd conduction electrons, and (3)
rearrangement of electron charges
associated with the conduction electrons so as
to provide neutralization of the added o + ion.
The term is exothermic at low x, where
vacancies exist in the Pd 4-d electron band,
and becomes increasingly endothermic when
these vacancies become filled and the
electrons are forced to occupy higher energy
5-s band states. The term we are most
interested in, however, is the lattice strain
term. This term is positive at low x since the
addition of isolated o + ions to the lattice
forces expansion of isolated unit cells in a
lattice whose lowest energy condition occurs
with unit cells of smaller size. The term
becomes negative as x ➔ 1 because most unit
cells are then occupied and only isolated cells
are unoccupied. The lattice strain caused by
the isolated unoccupied cells is relieved as o+
is added, resulting in energy release.
One now asks the question: what
happens when highly non-equilibrium
electrochemistry forces o + ions into a
stoichiometric PdD crystal. If additional D is
to be added in the form of a normal chemical
occupation of a unit cell, isolated unit cells
must become doubly occupied, and the lattice
strain energy term jumps from strongly
exothermic to strongly endothermic.
However, if the added o + ion can enter a band
stale and be shared by all the unit cells of the
crystal, it will contribute only a fractional
charge ( E <<1) to each unit cell of the lattice
and all unit cells will be affected equally. As

bonded D creates a population of band state
deuterium ions. The band state deuterium
forms a cooperative, collective matter phase
called a Bose Bloch condensate (BBC), which
infuses a host crystal, and in which the mean
concentration of o + per unit cell is << 1. The
properties of the BBC are those implicit in its
many body wave function and the Fermi
Golden Rule.
The BBC confers onto each unit cell of
a crystal a low duty cycle transient
occupation by single and multipleoccupation BBC deuterons. The wave
function of these transient occupations
reflects the zero point motion of interstitial
deuterium.
The multiple occupations are
subject to reversible coalescence self
interactions in which there is a rapid
fluctuation between chemical and nuclear
density configurations.
The nuclear density
configuration of the 4-fold occupation state
can decay into two 23.8 McV alpha particles.
Less certain, the double occupation state in
Pd can result in successive scatterings of
chemically bonded interstitial D, resulting in
lattice heating without alpha particle decay.
Though the name Bose Bloch
Condensate places special emphasis on the
bosonic character of the o + ion, the Bose
behavior of this particular "condensate" is
only significant on the length and time
scales associated with electrostatic
interaction. The use of terminology that
involves "Bose" and "condensate" in this
context should not be confused with the more
commonly used term "Bose Condensate". A
Bose Bloch Condensate only resembles a "Bose
Condensate" at low temperatures and only
then on length scales that are much larger
than nuclear dimension.
At elevated
temperatures, the bosonic nature of the BBC
is important primarily because its presence
means that the dynamics of each of the
thermally accessible BBC states may be
described in terms of a single, exchangesymmetrized many body wave function. The
condensate aspect of the state refers to the
fact that collectively the identity of each o +
ion has been lost with respect to the others.
The Bose Bloch Condensate is present at all
temperatures in which each deuteron in a
periodic host may be viewed as an
independent particle that has become
indistinguishable from a macroscopic
number of other deuterons.
Our statement that the formation of
band state o + becomes favorable in 13 PdDx at
x-1 is based on the following reasoning. The
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a result the endothermic lattice strain
energy cost is avoided. For this reason the
band state o + is favored for the non
stoichiometric component of PdDl + E· Because
this process involves an "overcharging" of
the electrode by effectively adding a small
amount of o + , accompanying this condition
will be a polarization of the charge in
opposition to the normal charge flow prior to
the overcharging.
This polarization is the
origin of the over-potential condition that is
seen during the observation of anomalous
heati ng.
Consider now the statement that band
state o + , which we call Bose Bloch Condensate
o + , or BBC o + is a cooperative, collective
matter phase whose properties are
determined by its many body wave function.
It is standard solid state physics practice to
describe band state electrons in terms of a set
of collective states characterized by many
body wave functions. The wave functions are
fabricated from sums of products of single
particle wave functions, with the sums made
up of permutations of an initial set of wave
function products, and with signs applied to
the products to reflect the antisymmetry of
the fermion wave function of the electron
under particle exchange.
The same
procedure is applicable to band state
deuterons, except that all component wave
functions are positive, reflecting the
symmetric wave function of o + , which is a
boson. This procedure reflects the existence
of collective states formed from
indistinguishable particles and is simply the
application of the exchange principle to
multiparticle states. For both band state
electrons and band state deuterons the
electrostatic potential controlling the
collective state is periodic and imposes Bloch
symmetry on the single particle wave
functions, and thus also on the many body
wave function describing the collective state.
The Bose character of the o + band system
impacts the behavior of the collective state
mainly by its removal of the Pauli exclusion
principle. As a result the collective states
have high degeneracy and can support
cooperative behavior. In the limit of low
temperature, only a single state of the band
system is occupied, and a fully cooperative
condensate, exhibiting ionic
superconductivity, is to be expected.
The statement that the BBC confers
onto each unit cell of a crystal a low duty
cycle transient occupation by single and
multiple-occupation BBC deuterons is a

reflection of the quantum field character of
the many body cooperative state, and the
fundamental wave-particle duality of
quantum mechanics.
The time-independent
description of the BBC is in terms of Bloch
functions (defined by Eq. 8), which are
wavelike and have equal amplitude
distributions over each of the unit cells of
the crystal. The Bloch functions are the
eigenstates of the BBC and their density
integrals show an equal and fractional
charge contribution to each unit cell.
However, the many body wave function can
just as well be expressed in terms of Wannier
functions, which describe the BBC in terms of
transient, low duty cycle, single particle
occupations of each unit cell of the crystal.
When the many body Bloch wave functions
are expanded in terms of W annier functions
the new expression has terms correspondin�
to both transient single particle occupations,
and transient multiple particle occupations
of each unit cell. The transient multiple
particle occupation terms in the many body
wave function are the source of the nuclear
::;elf-interactions predicted by our theory.
The mathematics associated with these
transient multiple particle occupations can
be understood by writing the many-body
wave function first in terms of Bloch states
ljJ k(r) and then rewriting each Bloch state
in terms of Wannier states CD sCrm).
Specifically if we use the symbol (E ,r) to
p
denote the set of all of the many-body spatial
coordinates {r} and occupied energy bands
{Ep}, the many-body wave function tp(E ,r)
.
p
.
1s given by
NB

IP (E ,r) = Cl/NB!) l/2 I ( TT 4Jkm (rm)
p
m=l
(rm}

,(9)

where NB is the number of BBC bosons in the
crystal, and the sum over {r m } includes
interchange of each coordinate rm with the
remaining NB-1 coordinates, ensuring that tp
is suitably Bose symmetric. Then, we may
rewrite each Bloch state ljJ km ( rm ) in terms
of Wannier states CD sCr m).

4Jkm(rm)

==

(l/NL)

11 2

NL

ICD5(r ) exp(ik ·R )
m
rn
5

s=J

,(10)
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where NL is number of unit cells in crystal.
Substituting Eq. 10 into Eq. 9, we find
't'(e:p,r) = ( 1 NB!)112
NB NL
N
B
I<D/r m) exp(ikp·R 5 ) )
x I (1/NL) /2 ( r:
m=l s=l

(11)

In Eqs. 10 and 11, CD s<r m ) is a Wannier
function for boson m occupying unit cell s.
In the harmonic approximation, it is
appropriate to construct each Wannier
function, at time t=0, using the ground state
wave functions of a harmonic well whose
curvature is defined by the classical turning
point a of the motion.
CD s<r) = (2/n a 2 ) 314 exp(- (rs-r)2;a 2 )

(1 2)

Most of the terms in the bracketed product of
sums of terms in Eq. (11) contain products 10
which the unit eel I designator s is not
repeated, since NL >> NB . A small fraction of
the terms contain products in which the unit
cell designator s is repeated twice. These
terms describe double occupation of unit cell
s. These terms contain factors
CD s<r m )ct> s<r n), each of which is a product of
cospatial wave functions centered on the
center of unit cell s. Similarly, there are
terms in which s is repeated three, four, ....NB
times, corresponding to occupations of the
unit cell s by three, four, ...N B deuterons. In
each of these multi-particle occupaUons,
each Wannier function has the same spatial
distribution about the center of its unit cell,
reflecting the zero point motion of a o + ion
in the 3-dimensional potential well provided
by the lattice. The collection of terms
containing products corresponding to more
than one deuteron occupying unit cell s are
the only terms which contribute to nuclear
self-interactions in unit cell s. They form
the active portion of the input function to
the Fermi Golden Rule expression as applied
to unit cell s.
Both single and multiple occupation
Wannier function products are transient due
to the electrostatic self-interaction energy
associated with unit cell occupation. The

lifetime of each of the transient states is set
by the Planck uncertainty principle . 6 E · 6 t h. The uncertainty principle permits a short
duration violation of the conservation of
energy.
The electrostatic self-interaction
energies are calculable from the spatial
distribution of the Wannicr states, and are
about 80 eY and 400 cY for the double and
quadruple occupation states.
The
corresponding lifetimes are 5 x 10 -17 and
J X J0-17 S.
The statement that the wave functions
reflect the zero point motion of o + ions in the
lattice was discussed in conjunction with the
ion cluster fusion observation.
The statement that multiple
occupations of unit cells are subject to
coalescence self-interactions between
chemical and nuclear density configurations
follows from: (1) the Fermi Golden Rule, ( 2)
the cospatial form of the wave function
products that are part of the initial state in
the Fermi Golden Rule, (3) the existence of a
nuclear interaction potential between paired
neutron-proton elements in a nuclear
density final state, and (4) our use of
interaction potentials that are constructed
from self-interaction in the limit in which
electrostatic self-interaction and nuclear
self-interaction occur on sufficiently
different length and time scales that Born
Oppenheimer separability can be applied in
the construction of the interaction potential
and in the initial state. Because the
quadruple and double occupancy electrostatic
self-interaction energies (80 and 400 eY) are
considerably smaller t.han the associated
nuclear self-interaction energies (-lO's of
MeY), Born-Oppenheimer separability does
apply to the initial state wave function, and
in the construction of the interaction
potential. ( In the construction of the
interaction potential associated with the
quadruple particle case, it is necessary to
perform an expansion about the center of
mass of the four particle fluctuation in order
to regroup terms in a suitable manner in
which the rapidly and slowly varying
contributions to the self-interaction become
identifi able.)
The simplest mode of energy release
through nuclear interaction that is
consistent with momentum conservation and
the selection rule in which the fusion
products only involve configurations
constructed from proton-neutron pairs when
the initial state consists of deuterons is the
coalescence reaction initiated from the
quadruple occupation a site. In the I imit in
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which Born-Oppenheimer separability can
be applied both to the reactants and the
interaction potential, such a quadruple
occupation provides an initial step in the
decay of a virtual 8 Be* nucleus to two alpha
particles. We use the Fermi Golden Rule
expression,
N = 2n//:l I<ilVlf> <flVli> 6(Ei-Ef)

to calculate the associated reaction rate; N is
the number of reactions per second within
the crystal. This expression has been
evaluated for a square well nuclear potential
and a Gaussian input wave packet.
The possible modes of energy release
through nuclear interaction that are
consistent with momentum conservation and
the selection rule in which the fusion
products only involve configurations
constructed from proton-neutron pairs when
the initial state consists of deuterons are:
1) fusion via a nuclear configuration
resembling 8Be*, in which two 23.8 MeV
alpha particles are released,
4D +

.z

8Be*

2 alpha+ 47.6 MeV, (13)

➔

and

2) deexcitation of virtual 4 He* states
(associated with double deuteron [i.e., dideuteron] occupation ) through
scattering
between BBC di-deuterons with chemicall y
bonded D. Schematically, the formation of
such 4He * virtual states occurs through
reversible coalescence reactions, of the form
.(14a)

The subsequent deexcitation of these virtual
states through scattering processes involving
the chemically bonded D may occur through a
series of scattering events:
4 H e*

+ D lattice

➔

4He** 0
+ 1attice

4He ••··•

➔

+ Dlattice

4He** D
+ lattice.scat ( 14b)
4tte*** + 0
1attice,scat (14c)

➔

4 He

+ 01attice,scat

(14d)

..
Here, each additional asterisk (in 4He** * )
is used to denote deexcitation of the nucleus.
The chemically bonded (i.e., non-BBC) D are
denoted by D lattice,scat . (The chemically
bonded deuterium refer to the D that are to be
associated with the stoichiometric compound
PdD. ) Once reaction 14b takes place, the
reverse reaction is blocked (even when the
He state is virtual) through energy
conservation. If one calculates the rate of Eq.
13 using the known size of the zero point
motion of o + in PdDx and assumes that the
decay of the coalesced state into 2 alphas is
prompt, then a BBC o+ concentration of 3 x
1o- 7 BBC o + per unit cell is sufficient to
produce the volumetric energy release of 10
W /c m 3 observed by Fleischmann and Pons1.
However, it is not clear that alpha
emission is the primary mode of energy
release. It is probable that both the alpha
particle emission mode (Eq. 13) , and the
possible nuclear scattering mode involving
virtual coalescence reactions from the double
occupation state (Eq. 14a) could both be at
work in the heating process . Scattering
from the primary lattice constituent Pd also
seems possible in imperfect crystals where
wave function overlap occurs at lattice
imperfections and at the crystal boundary.
The nuclear scattering mode could liberate
heat without release of any high energy
particles. It is possible that the Li plays a
role (as discussed in ref. 3) in a nuclear
fashion, but it is probable that the most
important impact of Li on the process is of an
electronic nature, due to the Li-induced
changes in surface chemistry.
In regions
where Bloch symmetry breaks down or is
reduced, such as at interfaces, surfaces, or in
other regions where periodicity is lost, it is to
be expected that secondary reactions,
initiated from the high energy D states
(formed from Eqs. 14b-14d) will occur.
Finally let us consider experimental
evidence for the validity of our theory. At
last year's Utah meeting Chambers et al.8
described a study in which a 130 A film of Pd
sandwiched between two stainless steel
diffusion barriers was loaded with deuterium
by ion impact. The film was observed by a
silicon particle detector. In two runs totaling
a few hours a total of 8 abnormally high
amplitude pulses were recorded. The 8 pulses
could have been due to pick-up of unknown
origin, as suggested by the authors, but if the
pulses were due to high energy particles, the
recorded energy losses averaged about 21
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MeV. Our theory predicts emission of 23.8
MeV alpha particles. These authors also
found a large number of low energy pulses
due to response to a glowing ion-source
filament. The lack of pulses outside the 21
MeV region supports the validity of the alpha
particle interpretation.
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ABSTRACT

place, it ought to be associated with what

The distinct nature of the cold fusion
regime is emphasized: electromagnetic selection rules suppress radiation, permitting
excess energy transference to the lattice;
the coherent nature of the wave-function is
at variance with the standard separation
between barrier penetration and nuclear reactivity. The discussion is restricted to
tritium production, based on the dd reaction
that populates the first excited state of
4 He, which decays into t+p, whereas the formation of 3 He+n is energetically forbidden.
Production rates compatible with the broad
range of experimental results are realized
within a narrow parametric interval.
The
great sensitivity to the physical circumstances is reminiscent of the reproducibility problems that have plagued this field.

-

from a nuclear point of view - is new in

the electrochemical arrangement.

is the atomic lattice environment within
which the putative nuclear reactions occur.
Apart from a brief period of apostasy, when
I

echoed

the

conventional

wisdom

that

atomic and nuclear energy scales are much
too disparate, I have retained my belief in
the importance of the lattice, as witnessed
by the title of this talk.
But there must be more to the story.
The early experimental situation suggested
the hypothesis that two different nuclear
reactions are at work.

I believe it was Nils Bohr who defined

And that

One is the apparent-

ly familiar DD reaction that, for example,

an expert in some subject as one who has

produces tritium and hydrogen.

already

stems from the inevitable contamination of

made

all

possible

mistakes.

I

The other

stand before you as one who, in the field

D2 O by H2 0.

of cold fusion, is rapidly attaining expert

no tritium, no neutrons.

status.

trained hot fusioneer will instantly object

It began the night of March 23, 1989,

An HD reaction produces

that there must also be a 5.5 Mev y-ray.
will

Lehrer

radiation has been observed.

report,

which

was

somewhat

amplified the next day by the New York Times
article.

not

fail

He -

Of course, a well

when I caught the tail end of the MacNeil/
news

3

to point out

He

that no such
Indeed.

But consider the circumstance of cold

As an old nuclear physicist I was,

fusion.

At very low energies of relative

of course, quite excited by the remark - and

motion, the proton and deuteron of the HD

here, for precision, I quote from the paper

reaction are

of Pons and Fleischmann as submitted a few

orbital angular momentum, and therefore of

days earlier - that "the bulk of the energy

positive

release is due to a hitherto unknown nuclear

parities of proton, deuteron,

process or processes (presumably . . . due

also positive.

to clusters of deuterons) ."

electric dipole radiation - which requires

Surely,

if

something

new

is

in an s-state,

orbital

parity.

one of

The
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intrinsic

and

3

He are

Then, the usually dominant

a parity change - is forbidden.

takino

zero

To be sure,

as in the capture of a slow neutron by a
proton,

magnetic

dipole

radiation

can

The correct treatment

the nuclear forces.

of cold fusion will be free of the collision

occur, but at a significantly slowed rate.

dominated mentality of the hot fusioneers.

fraction, or, indeed, all of the available

extreme reactions that cold fusion has en

It is not unreasonable, then, that a good

energy will be transferred to the phonon
excitations of the heavily deuterided lat
tice.

No 5.5 Mev y-rays.

Incidentally, I did not advance the HD

hypothesis as something to be proved theo
retically - that is not the nature of a

This audience needs no reminder of the

gendered. Happily, the psychological situa

tion has been stabilized by a Christmas
present from Los Alamos,

re-enforcing an

earlier announcement by Oak Ridge, as supported by findings at Texas A & M.

It is

no longer possible to lightly dismiss the

hypothesis - but as the basis for obvious

reality of cold fusion.

ratio is altered in small steps and heat

Energy in an Atomic Lattice", my focus here

critical experiments in which the H2 0/D2 0
production is monitored.

To my knowledge,

no systematic tests along these lines have
yet been completed.
From what has been said, it is clear

Within the general context of "Nuclear
is on the nuclear energy generation re
vealed by tritium production, as it occurs
within the
lattice.

heavily

deuterided

palladium

It is accepted that the DD reac

that cold fusion and hot fusion are quite

tion is the relevant mechanism.

qualitative remarks present that fact in an

an excited state of

extreme form.

then, to review what is known about such

different physical domains.

The following

To my knowledge, all treatments of nuc
lear

fusion

between

positively

Two deuter

ons in close proximity can be thought of as
4

He.

It is advisable,

states.

charged

Under cold fusion circumstances,

the

particles represent the reaction rate as

two deuterons have zero relative angular

the product of two factors.

momentum, implying even parity, and a total

The first fac

tor is a barrier penetration probability.
It refers entirely to the electric forces
of repulsion.

The second factor is an in-

trinsic nuclear reaction rate.

entirely to the nuclear forces.

It refers

This representation of the overall prob
ability, per unit time, as the product of
two independent factors, may be true enough

under the circumstances of hot fusion.

But

in very low energy cold fusion one deals

essentially with a single state, or

wave

function, all parts of which are coherent.

It is not possible to totally isolate the

effect of the electric forces from that of

spin angular moment of O or 2, as restricted
by Bose-Einstein statistics. The energy of

this state - twice the deuteron energy of

binding - is -4.4 5 Mev.

The ground state of

4

He is a o + state

with a binding energy of 28. 3 Mev.

The

first excited state, which is also o + , has
a binding energy of 8. 2

Mev.

It is un-

stable, with a width - 0.3 Mev, decaying
into a triton ( 3 H) and a proton ( 1 H), which
continuum has its threshold at -8.5

0.3 Mev below the o + excited state.

contrast, the threshold for
tron is at -7.7
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Mev,

3

Mev,

In

He and a neu-

0.5 Mev above the first

excited state.

Thus the formation of the

first excited state produces a source of

tritium, but not of neutrons.

Now, the two-deuteron state, with energy

-4.4 Mev, lies 3.8 Mev above the first ex-

cited state of

4

He.

How can this excess

the mustard and the cassis.

Although not

hostile, both audiences were certainly skep

tical, thus requiring detailed mathematical
proof for all assertions.

In this, more

receptive atmosphere, perhaps precise de

tails are less important than a qualitative

energy, of roughly 4 Mev, be carried away?

survey, although if one is to come to grips

Certainly not by electric dipole emission

with

of a photon; that is forbidden by the lack

natural language of atom physics can hardly

of parity reversal. And there is no counter

be absent.

part to the weak magnetic dipole radiation

quantum mechanical

subtleties,

the

I begin with two important atomic para

in the HD reaction, because angular momen

meters - those of length and of frequency.

There are more exotic possibili-

ground state of some localized site, about

ties: two photon emission, the creation of

which it has the oscillation angular fre

an electron-positron pair.

quency co.

tum 2 and angular momentum Odo not yield a
vector.

But, the essen

tial point, as in the HD reaction, is the

likelihood that the excess energy will be
transferred to the lattice.
A good deal is known about the lattice
structures of pure palladium and deteurided

Consider a deuteron,

direction, be called A 2

1

/2 ( /2 hco),
1

one learns that A 2

indicate the A value:

would help clarify matters.

There is, how

ever, a theoretical conjecture [1] that new
D2 sites come into being, with an equilibri

um separation of 0.94

A.

Inasmuch as this

1

/2

Med A2

=

h/ (2Mro).

The X-ray measurements on hydrided pal

loading.

(or possibly neutron?) studies that

By equating the

to half the corresponding zero-point energy,

ladium,

x-ray

•

along one

relevant average potential energy,

vant to cold fusion, that of heavy deuteron
I am unaware of any

in the

Let the mean square displacement

from the equilibrium position,

palladium, except for the situation rele
At least,

of mass M,

converted to the deuteron mass,
A: 10- 9 cm

=

0.1

A.

I shall accept this, as well, for the hypo
thetical D2 sites. Given A, one infers that
hco =

(h/A) 2 /2M : 0.1 ev,

which sets the

scale of indivictual phonon energies. A con

venient way to express the corresponding

is significantly greater than the equilibri

angular frequency scale is 2xco: 10 15 s- 1

concluded that fusion in the lattice is

and at the start of the second World War,

pose to accept their hypothesis as a basis

waves that were called high frequency, HF,

um separation in D2 gas, 0. 74 A, the authors
highly improbable.

To the contrary, I pro

for attempting to validate the cold fusion
concept.

I have given only two public lectures

on cold fusion.

The first one, in October,

was delivered at Albuquerque;

the second

one, two months ago, at Dijon, whence comes

•

In the early days of radar, prior to,

although the British had begun with radio
the need for better resolution led them to
VHF, very high frequency, which inexorably
brought about VHFI,

indeed.

very high frequency

I mention this ancient history be

cause, in our study of cold fusion, CF, it
is useful, and implies no serious loss of
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relevance,

to

fusion indeed.

consider

That is,

VCFI,

very

cold

tion value

we examine the

lattice state at absolute zero.

l
T

Then there

are no phonon excitations - it is the pho
non vacuum state - at least initially.

The latter phrase is the recognition

where

<, >

symbolize the phonon vacuum

0

0

state. Although, for simplicity, Vis writ-

that the phonon vacuum state is unstable.

ten, the symbol stands for the part of V

stituents of the lattice are transformed,

ready noted, it must, in fact, be a rather

The antici-

would ordinarily assign zero energy to the

Through nuclear fusion, the deuteron con

large number of phonons.

in pairs, at a certain rate, into tritium,
hydrogen, and phonon energy.

pated number of phonons, per reaction, is
measured by the ratio 3. 8 Mev /0 .1 eV 4Xl0

7

•

Recall that the simple independent pho

non description of lattice excitations is

based on the approximation of linear restor

state, E

=

-4. 4

the two deuterons.

The next steps require some mathemati-

cal details.

First,

be called H 1 •

vation:

consider a particular D 2 pair in

the heavily loaded lattice.

cur, one is far outside the phonon domain

of linear restoring forces.

An additional

potential energy - call it V(�), with � the

=

➔

V(➔
R 0 + r),

.

begins

.

with cubic terms;

any lesser power is already incorporated in

HL .

Time dependent perturbation theory gives

the rate of transition out of the phonon
vacuum state, which is the reciprocal of

the mean lifetime T, as the vacuum expecta-
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i

<V e

0

-oo

➔

tation for V(R)

J

V

-I

Contact is made
system is H = H 1 + V(�).
➔
between V(R) and the phonon description by

➔
V( R )

for the

- -(H-E)'t
h
V>
0

Then one adopts a Fourier integral represen-

The Hamiltonian of this

introducing � 0 , the equilibrium separation
➔
➔
➔
..
of the deuterons, and writing
R = Ro + r.
➔
Of course, an expansion in powers of r, for

representation

00

1
T

spatial displacement between the deuterons

- comes into play.

one introduces the

delta function that enforces energy conser

When the two

deuterons are so close that fusion can oc

Mev appears here as the

nuclear measure of energy appropriate to

Fourier integral

Now

Also, whereas one

lattice excitations, in the phonon vacuum

ing forces or quadratic potential energies.

The Hamiltonian for that phonon system will

As al

that generates one or more phonons.

=

➔

y
➔

(d )
p

➔

V(R 0 + r):
i ➔

V(p) eh

➔

➔

p·· (R0 +r)

dV(p)

along with the complex conjugate version,

which is used for the left-hand V-factor:
T

1

h

J ct(�)
00

-oo

<e

h

dV(p)* dV(p') e
➔ ➔
p·r

e

i ➔ ➔
h(p-p')·Ro

i
i ➔ ➔
(H-E)'t
p' ·r
h
h
e

0

i ➔ ➔
p' ·r
The exponential factor eh
acts on

the phonon vacuum state to produce states

with every possible

n umber

of phono ns.

The

simplificatio n adopted here ig nores all de
tails about the phono n s except their n umber.
The related

neglect

of the vector character

of�• will be corrected shortly.

Then, the

probability amplitude for creating n pho nons

is
i➔•➔
- p ·r
h
>
<e
n
o

1�1-12= 2 1 I 2 p'A
__
]
[
ti
[n ! ]

n

e

-(p' A/ti) 2

where the correct vectorial relation between
p a n d p' appears. I n particular, it satis
➔ ➔
fies the req,Jiremen t that on ly p-p' occurs
fort = 0.

The other function of the Hamilton ian H

is to describe the formation of the o + ex
cited bound state of 4He:
e

- hi (H-E)t

�
8.2-4.4 = 3.8 Mev

which satisfies the physical requireme n t of

I

unit total probability,
00

L
n=0

i�•-i
h
>

e
n<

o

00

1

[2(p'A/ h )
n!

I

n=0

where > , < symbolize the excited bound
b
b
state. EN, the nuclear energy released, sets
the scale fort, t - h/EN - 10-22 s. As a

2

2

J

n

-2(p'A/h)
e

2

result, rot - 10 14 x10- 22

-

10-a, a nd e-irot - 1

- -irot.
The special treatment of the two deuter

1 .

ons requires a correspondi n g splitti n g off,

Also correctly incorporated is the fact

from the phonon vacuum state, of the descrip

that, as a description of the relative mo

tion given the relative motion of the two

tion of the two deutero n s, the appropriate
mass is the reduced mass 1/2 M.
One fu nction of the Hamiltonian H is to
The n the phonon part of the vacuum ex

pectation value,
<e

0

i ➔' ·➔
i
i➔➔
p'·r
p r --(H-E)t
h
h
>
e
e ti

n= 0

[n ! 1

1 /
p'A
X [2 �
]

<e

n

1 /2

i
i➔➔
i➔➔
p' ·r
p' · r - ;:- (H-E)t
h
e II
h
>
e

-(�-�') 2 (�) 2 - i:_
�e
h eh

0

2
e-(pA/h)

_ (�-�·) 2

(A/h)

A being
scale.

-(p'A/h) 2
1
1 12 e
[n ! ]

2

e

➔ ➔
• 2 -irot
-1)
2p·p' (A/n) (e

[p • p' - E ] 't
M

N

The first, Gaussian, factor limits the
➔ ➔
ti/A, which,
magnitude of p-p' to mome n ta

i
- -ntirot
e h

10- 9 cm, is small on the nuclear

Now a crucial step is take n by re

i ➔➔
- - (p-p') . Ro
calling the additional factor e h

and by writing
e

That is the mea n 

ing of the subscript E, for Einstein, in the

0

is
00

its equilibrium positio n .
following summary:

record the total energy of then phonons,
nhro.

deuterons, each in the ground state about
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e

-(p-p' ) 2

(A/h) 2

e

i ➔ ➔
(p-p') • Ro
-h

1 = 1
h
T

➔ 2
--+ --+ A i Ro
- 1/4 (Ro/A) 2
- (p- p') -+--]
h 2A
e
=e [

The complex substitution
➔
i h Ro
4 A A '

➔
➔
p ➔ p

--+,

P

--+
➔ p' +

X

➔
i h Ro

X

4 A A

which has little effect elsewhere, converts
this into
e

-(p-p')

2

(A/1'1)

-1/4 (Ro/A)
e

2

e

2

(A/1'1)

--+ 1t3 I 2

2

[Ah)

3

statement about magnitudes,
e

2

(A/h)2

--+

hibits energy conservation.
and

p'

With the dis

removed,

integral appears as, for example,

2

V ( p) 6[E._ -EN) '

( dp)

M

(21th) 3

which is dimensionless and predominantly nu1
T

21thro 2
21t(J) (-- )
EN
1/

V

That gives us

2

It would be pointless to ask a precise

nuclear magnitudes, the natural provisional

value is v - 1.
appears is

The dimensional factor that
15)1/2

.!..Q__
1022

[

- 1 012 s-1

So, the inverse mean lifetime, measured in

inverse seconds, is
1 - 012
1
T

Then one can return to the Gaussian func

tion and give it the equivalent form
e

6[�-EN)

dV(p)

this

-oo

-( -p') (A/ )
h
2
p

E I

2

But, as a pure number that involves only

have carried out the �-integration that ex-

p

b

<

number for v from this crude nuclear model.

1tl/2
2

But, prior to the last step, one would

tinction between

=

I
I

clear in content.

➔ --+
6 <p-p' l ,

which permits a further reduction to a

-(p-p')

e

- 1 /4 (Ro/Al 2

of the factor
V

a delta function:

2
6 [ � -EN ) 6 [p� -EN )

Attention is directed to the squared presence

2

That Gaussian factor can be approximated by
-(p-p')

f

11
➔
➔ *
21tnro 2
1t
dV
(p')
2
nro
�
dV (p)
)
(

2

➔

3
1tl/2
(�) _l_
A
Mp
2

>
E

The wavefunction for the relative motion

6(£-E)
N
M

of the two deuterons, in their respective
ground states, is

(h/A) 2
[ 2M

'lj/E

Here is where we are now:
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1/
M ro --+ :::i
1 2
➔
--- (R-Ko) 2 ]
(R) = const. exp [ 2 h

1
1
1 1
--+ ➔ 2]
exp [(
)
2 4A2 R-R0
(4 1t)31 4 A31 2

of 10 10 /s.

What counts in

To my knowledge, these two ex

amples more than span the observed range of

tritium production.

But what is particularly striking is

that a change in a parameter by 25% alters

is the behavior at short distances, R < A:

the production rate by a factor of ten mil

lion, a degree of sensitivity that verges
on chaos. Inasmuch as the single parameter

R0 /A combines, albeit crudely, the effects

As for the wavefunction of the bound

of all the forces at work within the lat

state, in this oversimplified model, one

tice, the difficulties encountered in repro

can say that it has a linear dimension l ~
10-13 cm, and a corresponding amplitude
l'lfbl ~ L-

312 •

e

1

312

e

-1/e (Ro/A) 2

>El 2
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-1/s (Ro/A)2

from which one gets
~ (l/A) 3 e

final outcome is
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-12
/ (Ro/A)2
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more understandable.

That gives the estimate
A

1

ducing the cold fusion phenomena become
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-12/ (Ro/A)2

With the two parameters chosen as R 0

0.94 A and A= 0.10

A, one gets

1
_ e- 4 4 _ 1 o- 19 s-1
T

per D2 pair.
If, for example, there are
22
10
pairs, the rate of tritium production

is 10 3 /s.

Changing A to 0.125 A, a 25% in

crease, yields

which, for 1022 pairs, is a production rate
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A more readable copy of this paper is here: http://lenr-canr.org/acrobat/BockrisJdoestritiu.pdf
DOES TRITIUM FORM AT ELECTRODES
BY NUCLEAR REACTIONS?
J. O'M. Bockris, G.H. Lin, R.C. Kainthla,
N.J.C. Packham and 0. Velev
Surface Electrochemistry Laboratory
Texas A&M University
College Station, TX 77843
ABSTRACT
This paper reports tritium formed in
LiOD-D 2 o solutions in which Pd cathodes are
used to evolve D2. Electrolysis was carried
out for up to 4½ months.
Excess heat has
been observed from 5 electrodes out of 28,
tritium in 15 out of 53 but 9 out of 13 if
the
electrodes
are
limited
to
1
mm
diameter.
Stead?
state
tritium
concentrations were 10 -10 7 disintegrations
min-1 mi-1. A weak correlation may exist
between heat observed and tritium produced.
The rate of production of tritium was c.
10 10 atoms cm- 2 sec- 1 . The branching ratio
of tritum to neutrons was - 10 8 .
A theoretical dendrite enhanced fusion
model is suggested.
Growing gas layer
breakdown occurs
at
sufficiently high
surface
potential
dendrite
tips
and
correspondingly
fusion reactions occur.
The model gives quantitative consistence
with experiment, especially the sporadic
nature and the observed branching ratio.
INTRODUCTION
Since Fleischmann, Pons and Hawkins [1]
and Jones [2] reported the cold fusion
phenomena, which is difficult to explain by
conventional
nuclear
physics,
several
attempts to interpret the excess heat as
well as radiative particle emission have
been made. Such explanations fall into two
large categories:
chemical reaction and
nuclear fusion.
The heat released by a
chemical reaction corresponds to the range
of a few electron volts (eV) per atom in
contrast to the energy liberated in a
nuclear reaction - on the order of millions
of electron volts (MeV) per nucleus. In an
earlier paper [ 3], we summarized the eight
possible chemical contributions to the
excess heat seen in reference 1, and
arrived at the conclusion that any chemical
explanation would be improbable.
No one
chemical
explanation
will
suffice
to
explain the magnitude of the excess heat
observed, and the large amount of tritium
137

produced in the solution and gas phases
[ 4, 5] cannot be explained by any kind of
chemical reaction.
The second category of
explanation is a nuclear one.
Different
models
[6-9] to explain the cold fusion
experiments have been suggested since they
cannot be simply interpreted by todays
nuclear physics .
In a review paper [ 10] ,
different
fusion
experiments
and
theoretical
explanations
have
been
summerized.
There are two main characteristics of
the cold fusion experiments.
One is the
large tritium to neutron ratio, on the
order of 10 8 ,
and the other is the
sporadicity and irreproducibility of the
phenomena.
A suitable cold fusion theory
or model must explain both of the these two
features.
A large amount of tritium has been
observed both in the solution and gas
phases in this laboratory, which can not
simply explained by isotopic enrichment.
The maximum tritium concentration in the
solution due to isotopic separation at
infinitely long times, is about 2 times the
tritium concentration
in
the
original
solution [5], which is very small compared
to the experimental results.
EXPERIMENTAL
(a)

Sources of Electrode Materials
The 1mm and 3mm Pd cathodes used in
the present study were cut from 99. 9% pure
rods made by Hoover and Strong, Richmond,
VA and purchased from the Texas Coin
Exchange, College Station, while the 6mm
diameter electrodes were cut from the 99.9%
pure
rod
purchased
from
Sure
Pure
Chemicals, NY.
The 4mm cathodes were cut
from high purity "fusion" Pd on loan from
Johnson Matthey.
The lengths of the
electrodes were cut about 4cm, 3cm, 2. 5cm
and 2.5cm, respectively.
Pt electrodes were of 99. 9% purity,
from Alfa Products, Danvers, MA, titanium
(99. 99%), from Johnson Matthey, Seabrook,
NH, and Ni gauze (99. 9%), from the

Belleville Metals Company, Belleville, NJ.
99.9% pure n 2 0 was obtained from
Aldrich Chemical Co.
(b)

Pre-treatment
After cutting to appropriate sizes,
This
the electrodes were pre-treated.
involved either; no pre-treatment, acid
e t ching,
annealing,
electrochemical,
hammering,
e lectrodeposi tion of Pd,
electroless deposition of Pd.
(c)

Charging
After pre-treatment, a Ni wire was
spot welded to the electrode, and put into
small electrolytic cells with appropriate
electrolyte and counter electrodes (Table
1).
The cells were then �ut on a charging
current of
64 mAcm-2 while the cell
voltage was -3.0-4.0 V.
The cells were
refilled with DzO for a few weeks to a few
months.
Sometimes, th Ni anode was
repaired or replaced along with the
solution and the glass tube.
(d)

A test for
werre included for analysis.
chemiluminescence was made using samples
ranging from lM to lM LiOD, including
samples that had been neutralized by
potassium hydrogen phthalate. Results are
shown in Fig.l.
One minute and ten minute
analyses (some samples were run overnight)
were performed. A detailed,analysis of the
energy spectra from the Cyclotron Institute
counters yielded the correct f3 energy end
point for tritium (18keV) c.f. Figs. 2a and
2b.
The results are shown in Table 2. The
tritium content of the liquids resulting
from the electrolyses, including a tritium
(HTO) standard and blanks of LiOD and DzO,
was examined by Los Alamos National
Laborato�y, Argonne National Laboratory,
Battelle Pacific Northwest Laboratory and
the General Motors Research Laboratory.
These results are shown in Table 3.
250

Heat Measurements
.5:
After charging, for times varying from E
1025 weeks, the electrodes were transferred .......
0
to a calorimeter for the measurement of
C
heat.
:::,
The calorimeter used in the study was 0
of the heat transfer type, and has been 0
described elsewhere [11].

-

Tritium Measurements
Tritium analysis was performed on the
alkaline electrolyte by in-situ Liquid
Scintillation Counting (LSC).
Multiple
blank samples of H20, D20, and 0.1 M LiOD
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Fi g. 1 . The effect of electrolyte con
centration on chemiluminescence of the
scintillation cocktail [4].
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Fig. 2. (a) The spectrum of a tri
tiated water sample.

TABLE 1
SPORADIC OBSERVATIONS OF TRITIUM AND HEAT DURING D2 EVOLUTION FROM D2O ON PD
CELL

Al
A2
A3
A4
AS
A6
A7
A8
A9
Ml
M2
Bl
B2
B3
B4
BS
B6
B7
B8
B9

(1mm)
(1mm)
(1mm)
(1mm)
(1mm)
(1mm)
(1mm)
(1mm)
(1mm)
charged
(1mm)
(1mm)
(3mm)
(3mm)
(3mm)
(3mm)
(3mm)
(3mm)
(3mm)
(3mm)
(3mm)

No treatment
No treatment
Annealeci, 8OO ° c,
Annealed, 8OO ° c,
Acid Etch
Acid Etch
Electrochemical
Electrochemical
No treatment,
in U tube
No treatment
Acid Etch
No treatment
No treatment
Annealed, 8Oo 0 c,
Annealed, 8OO ° c,
Acid etch
Acid etch
Electrochemical
Electrochemical
No treatment,
charged in U tube
Electrochemical
No treatment

6 hrs
6 hrs

6 hrs
6 hrs

C8 (6mm)
CELL 1
(6mm)
CELL 4
Annealed, 12OO° c, 12 hrs
(3mm)
JMl (4mm) No treatment
JM2 (4mm) Annealed, 8OO ° c, 24 hrs
CELL 4A
No treatment
(3mm)
Hl (3mm)
Hammered;
Electrochemical
AHl (3mm) Annealed, 8OO ° c, 8 hrs
Hammered, Electrochemical
Cell lA
Annealed, 8OO ° c, 8 hrs
(6mm)
CEll lB
Electrodeposited Pd
(3mm) on Pd
BSA
Annealed, 8OO ° c, 24 hrs
(3mm)
NM

TRITIUM

SOLUTION

ELECTRODE
PRETREATMENT

O.lM
O.lM
O.lM
O.lM
O.lM
O.lM
O.lM
O.lM
O.lM

LiOD
LiOD
LiOD
LiOD
LiOD
LiOD
LiOD
LiOD
LiOD

O.lM
O.lM
O. lM
O.lM
O.lM
O.lM
O.lM
O.lM
O.lM
O.lM
O.lM

LiOD
LiOD
LiOD
LiOD
LiOD
LiOD
LiOD
LiOD
LiOD
LiOD
LiOD

O.lM LiOD
O.lM LiOD

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No

NM
NM
NM
NM
NM
NM
NM
NM
Yes

Yes
No
No
O.lmM NaCN No
Yes
O.lmM NaCN No
No
O.OO1M NaCN No
No
O.OO1M NaCN No
No

NM
NM
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes

O.OO1M NaCN No
No

No
No

+

O.lmM NaCN

+

O.lmM NaCN

+

O.lmM NaCN

+

O.lmM NaCN

+
+
+
+

+

EXCESS
HEAT

O.lM LiOD

Yes

Yes

O.lM LiOD
O.lM LiOD
O.lM LiOD

No
No
No

No
No
No

O.lM LiOD

No

No

O. lM LiOD

No

No

O.lM LiOD

No

No

O.lM LiOD

No

No

O.lM LiOD

No

No

No attempt made to measure.
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TABLE 2
CELL IDENTIFICATION, ELECTRODE TREATMENT, SOLUTION TYPE AND TRITIUM
ACTIVITY
OF ELECTROLYTE SAMPLES PERFORMED ON 1219 LSC
ELECTRODE
PRETREATMENT

CELL

SOLUTION

CORRECTED 3H
ACTIVITY (dpmml-1)

No treatment
O.lM LiOD
No treatment
O.lM LiOD + O.lmM NaCN
After 1 6 days at 5 0 mAcm-2 then
for 8 hours at 5 00 mAcm-2 (5/1/89)
50 mAcm-2 for 4 days (5/5/89)
2 for 3 hours, 110 mAcm-2 for
5 0 mAcm2 hours, 200 mAcm-2 for 20 minutes ( 5 / 6 /89)
2 ( 5 / 7 /89)
5 0 mAcm(5/7/89 - 5 /13/89)
( 5 /13/89 - 6 / 6 /89)
O.lM LiOD
A3
Anneal
Anneal
O.lM LiOD + O.lmM NaCN
A4
O.lM LiOD
Acid Etch
AS
Acid Etch
O.lM LiOD + O.lmM NaCN
A6
O.lM LiOD
Electrochemical
A7
Before high current density
After 2 hours at 5 00 mAcm-2
After 6 hours at 5 00 mAcm-2
After 12 hours at 500 mAcm-2
Electrochemical
O.lM LiOD + O.lmM NaCN
A8
After 16 days charging and 8 hours
high current density ( 5 /1/89)
Electrolyte levels after 6 weeks
at 50 mAcm-2
Recombined gas levels after 2 weeks
of external recombination at 5 0 mAcm-2
O.lM LiOD
B3 (3mm)
Anneal
O.lM LiOD
BS (3mm)
Acid Etch
O.lM LiOD
CELL 1 ( 6 mm) No treatment
SEE FIG. 5
CELL 4
Ml
No Treatment
O.lM LiOD

Al
A2

3.8

X

104

1 68
134
1.1
1.4
1.1
7.5
4.9
1. 2
3. 7
3 .3

X
X

X

X
X

X
X

X

10 4
104
104
10 3
10 6
10 5
10 6
104

102
5223
5
5 .0 X 10
5
7 .6 X 10
192
.0

X

10 5

.0
6 .3

X

10 7
104

5

5

X

48
117

3000

TABLE 3
CONFIRMATORY RESULTS FROM OUTSIDE SOURCES ON VARIOUS SAMPLES
CORRECTED 3H ACTIVITY IN dpmml-l
SAMPLE

CELL 1

INSTITUTION
Texas A&M
Battelle
Argonne
Los Alamos
General
Motors

2.13
1. 9 6
1. 96
1.97
1.80

X
X
X
X

X

10 6
10 6
10 6
10 6
10 6

CELL 2

HTO
STANDARD

1157
1170
1020
800-1300
1000

7.23 X 10 5
93
47
127
140
8.08 X 10 5
7.59 X 10 5
90
114
6.50 X 10 5
113
161
-----------NOT ANALYZED--------
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O.lM LiOD

(f)

Contamination
The possibility that large amounts of
tritium were present in either the D20 or
the Li used to make the LiOD, is ruled out
by the Results of Tables 4a and 4b.
Each
batch of D20 that was used for refilling
the cells was analyzed for tritium content,
both on the 1 219 instrument (Table 4a), and
the 1 4 10 (Table 4b, shown as a mean of 10
results) .
Many experiments were run in
which no significant increase of tritium
was observed, including identical cells to
the ones which did produce tritium, except
for the electrolyte, which was O.lM LiOH in
(Tables
4b and 5).
Possible
H20
contamination from the nickel anode was
examined
by
neutralization and then
counting, with negative results.
Virgin palladium and nickel of the same
batch used for all 1mm Pd cells were sent
for analysis to I..ANL with no tritium being
detected.
If it is supposed that the Pd had,
earlier in its history, suffered prolonged
exposure as a cathode in D20, T would have
diffused into the electrode.
Simple
calculation shows [12] that it would take
<10 2 hours to diffuse out again for a Pd
rod kept in air.
Finally, some of the electrodes which
gave tritium had been heavily annealed just
prior to emmersion in the D20-Li0D. Thus,
contamination would seem unlikely.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Reproducibility and Repeatability
The special difficulty of the present
work is poor repeatability.
Table 1
summarizes some of the results of heat and
tritium measurements on all the electrodes
studied so far in this laboratory. Excess
heat has been observed in only 5 out of the
28 electrodes, tritium in 15 out of 53. The
observation of tritium with 1mm diameter
wires has been more successful with 9 out
of 1 3 1mm electrodes yielding tritium. None
of the seven 6mm electrodes have shown any
excess heat or tritium for observation
periods of up to 6 months. Both heat and
tritium has been observed together only for
one electrode.
However, in some half of
the present work, heat and tritium were not
regularly recorded together. Further, heat
and tritium come in bursts.
T may have
been produced during some heat bursts (as
DT) and sparged out before measurement was
be made. The duration of the experimental
work covered in this paper is about 25
1)
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weeks.
Rise Times during Switch-on
In one of the cells (cell A7 c.f. Table
2) the build up of tritium as a function of
time was followed at high current density.
The results shown in Fig. 3 indicate either
the time for reaching equilibrium of DT in
solution to DT in the gas over the
solution; or represent the time in which a
burst occured, the product being largely
DTO.
------·--- 800
2)

....
I

e
0

800

z

400

....

200
0

l
0

2

4

6

8

�

12

14

TIME AT HIGH i/hrs

Fig. 3. The production of tritium
in the electrolyte of cell A7 as a
function of time [4].

Fall Time during Switch-off.
3)
Another cell (cell A2 in Table 2) was
tested for tritium over an extended period
of time.
It was run at a low current
density for 16 days, followed by a 10 hour
period at high current density, after
which, tritium was not produced. The cell
was then transferred to the Cyclotron
Institute where it remained at low current
density for another week, with no tritium
production. On May 6, the current was
increased to 110 mAcm-2 for two hours,
increased again to 300 mAcm-2 for 20
minutes, decreased to 90 mAcm-2 for seven
days then returned to 50 mAcm-2 until June
22. The tritium content of the solution was
monitored during this time and the results
are shown in Fig. 4, which indicates the
production period was about 2 days, and the
decay period about 3 days.
4) The Steady State Tritium Values
The steady state concentrations in T
producing cells varied between 10 4 and 5 x
10 6 dpm ml - l. These are shown in Table 2.
The tritium production rate is 2 x 10 8 - 2
x 10 9 atoms sec-1 for the first and second
bur�ts in the experiment, respectively. The
maximum rate we observed is about 10 10 atom
sec-1

TABLE 4a
BLANK EXPERIMENTS DURING TRITIUM ANALYSIS
PERFORMED ON THE 1219 COUNTER
cpmm1-l

SAMPLE
D20 Analysis #l
D20 Analysis #2
D20 Analysis #3
D20 Analysis #4
D20 Analysis #5
D20 Analysis #6
D20 Analysis #7
D20 Analysis #8
O.lM LiOD Analysis #l
O.lM LiOD Analysis #2
O.lM LiOD Analysis #3
O.lM LiOD Analysis #4
O.lM LiOD Analysis #5
O.lM LiOD Analysis #6
O.lM LiOD Analysis #7
O.lM LiOD Analysis #8
Neutralized 0.lM LiOD
Neutralized O.lM LiOD + O.lmM NaCN
Dissolved nickel in acid Analysis #l
Dissolved nickel in acid Analysis #2
Dissolved nickel in acid Analysis #3
Scintillation cocktail

65
70
67
60

so

71

75
62
75
70
74
65
60
66
76
70
73
76
78
80
76
49

BACKGROUND CORRECTED
ACTIVITY (dpmml-1)
48
63
54
33
3
66
78
39
78
63
75
48
33
51
81
63
72
81
87
93
81

TABLE 4b
MEAN OF 10 BLANK EXPERIMENTS DURING TRITIUM ANALYSIS
PERFORMED ON THE 1410 COUNTER
BACKGROUND CORRECTED
cpmml-l
SAMPLE
ACTIVITY (dpmrnl-1)
170±13
BIOSAFE II COCKTAIL
0
H20 Analysis
161±16
100
210±16
D20 Analysis
220±20
125
O.lM LiOD Analysis
157±12
0
O.lM LiOH Analysis
0
140±20
Dissolved Nickel in Nitric Acid
105±20
0
Tygon Tubing in NaOH
0
150±20
Rubber Stoppers in NaOH
0
140±15
Recombination Catalyst in NaOH
0
160±11
Dissolved Shavings from Cutters
0
164±17
Dissolved Shavings from Vacuum Chamber
155±10
0
Dissolved Shavings from Spotwelder
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Fig. 4. The production of tritium in
the electrolyte of cell A2 as a func
tion of time (ordinate gives date)
[ 4].

Correlation of Tritium Production to Heat
Some relation between heat and tritium
production is indicated qualitatetively by
the shape of the relation shown in Fig. 5.
Branching Ratio
The tritium production rate is about 10 9
atoms sec-1 cm-2 from our experiments.
Neutron bursts have been observed by Wolf
et al. [13], at the level of 1 to 2 sec-1
cm-2. Thus, the branching ratio is on the
order of 10 9 .
However, other results
[ 14, 15], show that the neutron production
rate may be about 10 2 sec-1 cm-2. Thus, on
his basis, the branching ratio would be 10 7 .

CELL -4 1i EXCESS HEAT
sa;;....______________....,
.e:;.;.
;;;;..11;.;;
21 ...'ll!
D 0IUIIII
1
•UOO 12.1 all
ADDED

I

ID

5) Pre-treatment and Degree of Tritium
Production
Details on the pretreatment of the
electrodes that produced tritium are given
in Table 1.
The cell 4 electrode, the only electrode
which has shown excess heat twice and two
tritium bursts, was vacuum annealed at 10-6
torr at 1200-1300 ° C for 12 hrs. The excess
heat was observed for t,pe first time after
about 3. 5 months, while the combined
tritium and excess heat were observed after
about 4.5 months of electrolysis.

11

1D

FUSION MODELS

I

In Fig. 6, the take-off time for the
growth of promontories occurs at times
between 2 and 100 days for assumed impurity
concentrations in the range 10-7 - 10-5 M.
It is the time at which rapid increase of
dendritic growth begins which fixes the
time at which the production of tritium
commences. The "Impurity" is likely to be
the anode material but a surprising number
of metals on the cathode have been observed
on electron after prolonged electrolysis
[16].
These are the most likely places
where high electric fields or high stress
fields may develop which make fusion more
probable
Such a hypothesis is consistent with the
sporadicity of the effects, and the variety
of the nature of the cathode deposits.
Large electrodes would tend not to produce
tritium. Their surface area getters the
s o 1 u tion of
impurities before
the
transition time for rapid dendrite growth
has been reached.
The electric field in the double layer
at an electrode is usually taken as having
an order of magnitude of 10 8 V cm·1
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Fig. 5. The heat measurements and
tritium activity levels from cell
4 showing a possible correlation
between the two.
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TABLE 5
DETAILS OF CELLS THAT PRODUCED NO TRITIUM
WITH 1410 LSC (CORRECTED ACTIVITY)
dpmm1-l

EXPERIMENT
3mm x 3cm Ti Cathode in O.lM LiOD
with internal gas recombination

275

3mm x 3cm Pd Cathode in O.lM LiOD
with internal gas recombination

235

3mm x 3cm Ti Cathode in 0.lM LiOD
with internal gas recombination

285

0. 5mm x 1cm Pd Cathode in 0.lM LiOD
with internal gas recombination

55

4mm x 2 mm Pd disc Cathode in O.lM LiOD
with internal gas recombination

365

0.5mm x 1cm Pd Cathode in 0.lM LiOD
with external gas recombination
(recombined gases measured)

315

1mm x 4cm Pd Cathode in O.lM LiOD
with external gas recombination
(recombined gases measured 7/18/89)

75

1mm x 4cm Pd Cathode in O.lM LiOD
with external gas recombination
(recombined gases measured 7/ 2 1/89)

33

1mm x 4cm Pd Cathode in O.lM LiOH (H20)
No gas recombination

0

1mm x 4cm Pd Cathode in O.lM LiOH (H20)
No gas recombination

18

TABLE 6. THE REI.ATIONSHIP BETI1EEN REQUIRED ENERGY AND THE FUSION RATE, f

g_

E (eV}
1000
1500
2000
2500
3000
3500
4000

X 10-14
8.18 X 10-12
2.50 X 10-10
9
2 .59 X 108
1.44 X 105.52 X 10-8
1.6 2 X 10- 7
2 .63

f{i=1At:cm 2 l

fr (i=1Akm 2 l

1.64
5.11
1.56
1.61
9.00
3. 4 5
1.01

1.64 X 102
5 .11 X 1 04
1. 56 X 10 6
1.6 1 X 10 7
9.00 X 1 0 7
3.45 X 10 8
1.01 X 10 9

X

X

X

X
X
X

X

105
107
10 9
1010
1010
10 11
1012
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Fig. 6. The growth of promontories on the surface of electrodes as
a function of time and impurity concentration.
However, recently Kolb and Franke [17] have
concluded that it can be - 10 9 V cm-1 in
certain areas. The enhancement is due to
surface states on the electrode which
concentrate the field lines near these
states.
The tips of dendrites are the points at
which local dielectric breakdown is likely.
It seems reasonable to accept values for
the local double�layer field of> 10 9 volts
There is no simple method of
cm-1
calculating the enhancement in field due to
the dendrite tip. It will therefore be
assumed (somewhat conservatively) that this
serves to double the large values of the
field deduced by Kolb and Franke [17].
The breakdown of the water dielectric is
likely to begin at sharp points (i.e. the
dendrite tips) on the electrode surface,
and thereafter a o2 gas layer will be
formed at the surface [18] (Fig. 7). When
the gas layer grows, a transient large

electric voltage drop may be developed
onthe dendrite tips.
Electron emission
will ccur from dendrite tips into the gas,
and in the gas layer the breakdown
reaction:
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(1)
seems feasable. Indeed, dark blue sparks
have been seen in certain electrolyzing
cells.
The o+ produced will be pulled by the
field lines through the gas to the cathode
surface on the nearest available surface,
the dendrite tip.
Such a surface will be
likely to retain adsorbed D with which the
n + would be expected to collide.
The o+ path length may be of the order
of the thickness of the gas layer, c. 100
A. Hence, the transient voltage drop would
be about 2000 ev.
Suppose i is the current density in amps

cm-2, then NAi/F is the number of D-D
collisions on the electrode surface l in
atoms cm-2 sec-1, where Fis the charge on
one gram ion, in coulombs.
Let it be supposed that a fraction, r of
the surface is occupied with sharpened tip
material. Then, let the probability of
tunnelling at such places be PT, equivalent
to:

Therefore, the rate of T formation in
atoms sec-1 cm-2 is given by:

r

i/F PT

(3)

In Table 6, this function is tabulated
It is
for i = 1 amp crn-2 and r = 10-3.
seen that the calculated fusion rate is
about 2
x 10 6
compared with
ti:�
exp� 1 imental rate of 10 8 to 1o lO atoms cm
sec
Quantitative agreement with the model
can be obtained by doubling the field to
allow for its concentration at a sharp
point.
The assumption that r might be 3
1 0is based on the appearance of the
electron microscope pictures of Pd
electrodes after prolonged electrolysis. It
is possible that r < 10-3, reducing the
degree of agreement.
On
the other hand,
quantitative
treatments of two factors neglected in this
first approach would tend to increase the
rate.
( i) The double layer involves electron
overlap [19].
The electron cloud existing
at the tip of the dendrite acts as a screen
Correspondingly,
and reduces repulsion.
the adsorbed deuteron is shielded by the
loss of cationic character. Recently, Kim
(20] has shown that electron screening may
grately reduce the needed collision energy.
Hence,it would be possible to dispense with
the reliance on the specially high electric
fields arising from the work of Kolb and
Franke and use those normally seen by
electrochemists, i.e. 10 8 volts cm-1
(ii) Worledge et al. [ 9 ) have suggested
that the effective mass of the deuteron is
less than the rest mass in a force-free
field. On this basis, the needed E in Gamow
expression declines in proportion to the
reduction of M0. At Mo = 0.01, 4 x 10 7

volts cm-1 would give agreement with
experiment and this is generally available
in
the
e lee trical double layer at
electrodes without the enhancement arising
from low radius dendritic tips.
In the plasma nuclear fusion,
two
d e u te r on s
c o l lid e
with
a
r ando m
orientation, the two product channels,
helium
and neutrons or tritium and
hydrogen, have almost._the same probo bility.
However, at the electrode, the deuteron,
during its acceleration across the thin gas
layer, will be subject to a vectorial force
which
will
caus e
it
to
orie nt
preferentially. One of the two branches
will then be favored.
The deuteron is known to be a loosely
bound entity, the wave function of which
may effectively extend to 20 fermi. When a
deuteron is incident on the surface, it
feels a strong negative electric field (- 2
x 10 9 V cm-1) because of the pure negative
excess surface electric charge.
The
electric field leads to an effective
polarization of the deuteron or a p-wave
component term in the deuteron's internal
wavefunction.
However, when this deuteron
is close to the classical turning point, it
will experience a strong positive electric
field (> 10 12 V cm-1). This field forces
the i ncident deuteron to reverse its
orientation in a specific manner.
The
deuteron would gain the energy in such a
fast reversal of the electric field. Then,
the angular momentum of the incident
deuteron may be excited from the J=O state
to J=2 or even partly to J=4 states. This
fast (- 10-17 sec) reversal of orientation
may cause an induced porolization and
loosen the structure of the deuteron
nucleus, which may create a condition favor
to
Philips -Oppenheimer type stripping
reaction - the tunneling neutron transfer
reaction D + D ➔ T + P [21]. The reasons
for this kind of stripping reaction are (1)
the orientation may help the neutron
transfer process; (2) the proton transfer
reaction has to penetrate an extra Coulomb
barrier compared to the neutron transfer
process.
The smaller electrodes (1 mm diameter)
are much more likely to give tritium than
those which are larger, e.g., 4-6 mm
diameter.
The reason may come from the
dendrite growth [5). For successful

1The collisions arise in the Volmer-Heyrovsky
dischar ging a proton onto an adsorbed D to give 02.
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mechanism
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Dielectric breakdown on a gas covered dendrite tip.

tritium formation,

V

D TRANSPORT THROUGH
100 A UNDER VERY
HIGH FIELD STRENGTHS

C 0 /oA > 1

(4)

Hence, the larger A, the greater must be
the concentration of depositing ions to
Large
attain the condition indicated.
electrodes will thus be less likely to show
the phenomena.
Thus , with V
- 8 .8
- 100 ccs, V
s l
ccs/mol, C0 = 10 � moles L-1, o =IDfcf-3, 5 x
i m p urity
sufficient
is
M
10-3
the
0.3 mm,
concentration. With r
required impurity concentration is 6 times
larger and unreasonably large impurity
concentrations for switch on times - 100
days are necessary�
Finally, the factors, which would likely
increase Fleischmann-Pons effects, are
(1) Pd or alkaline solutions may not be
necessary. The metal has to exhibit a
coup led
with
pa th
Vol m e r -H e yrovsky
electrochemical desorption in rate control,
deuterium
of
mechnism
this
because
evolution gives surfaces completely covered
with D at high current densities.
(2) Surfaces should be spiky. The tip

The
[22].
minimal
be
should
radii
promontories must grow for a time long
enough to penetrate the diffusion layer of
the flat electrode.
(3) Surface states should be promoted.
Any method which causes the field
(4)
in the double layer to fluctuate (e.g.
heterodyne beats of superimposed a.c.)
would be advantageous.
(5) The working region for Dz evolution
should be as far as possible negative to
the electrode p.z.c. of the dendrite
forming material.
The most needed information concerns the
tritium
gas phase
Li,
of
influence
production and He.
X-ray and -y emission
during the rare bursts should be sought.
CONCLUSIONS
The Fleischmann-Pons effects (Heat
(1)
and Tritium) have been observed in around
one quarter of the electrodes used in the
cathodic evolution of deuterium after very
long times. The success rate i�proves
if the
up to 70% for T,
greatly,
electrode diameter is - 1 mm or less.
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(2)
Tri t i u m
reaches
10 4 -10 7
1
disintegration min- mi-1 in the solution.
Bursts of T last for c. 5-50 hours.
( 3)
The tritium increases to steady
state concentration in solution over - 12
hours.
(4) There is a weak suggestion for some
correlation between heat and tritium.
(5)
The frequency with which the
phenomena are observed falls as the
electrode size increases. No effects have
been observed when the electrode diameter
exceeded 4 mm.
(6)
The repeated formation of tritium
from deuterium establishes the nuclear
nature of the sporadic effects occurring.
No non-nuclear explanation for the heat has
yet been found [3].
(7)
It is difficult to justify a
fugacity of D in Pd of> 10 6 ats. Fusion
within Pd is therefore unlikely.
(8) n+ ions are made from D20 in the
double layer during dielectric breakdown
which begins near tips of promontories of
foreign material growing on the electrode
surface. Reasonable numerical agreement
with experiment arises if the effective
mass of the proton is as small as 0.01 or
the electric field at the dendrite tip is
2 x 10 9 volts cm-1, or some combination of
reduced effective mass and enhanced field.
( 9 ) The model explains the long delay
times,
the sporadicity and the size
effects. It may explain the high branching
ratio.
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A STUDY OF ELECTROLYTIC
TRITIUM PRODUCTION
Edmund Storms and Carol Talcott
Nuclear Materials Technology, and Material Science and Technology_Divisions
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ABSTRACT
Tritium production is being investigated using
cathodes made from palladium and its alloys (with
Li, C, S, B, and Be) to which are applied various
surface treatments. Three anode materials (Pt, Ni
and stainless steel), and various impurities in the
electrolyte have also been used. Tritium has been
produced in about 10% of the cells studied, but
there is, as yet, no pattern of behavior that would
make the effect predictable.

INTRODUCTION
Since the first studies by Pons and
Fleischmann[l], evidence for excess tritium
production in electrolytic cells continues
to be reported[2;3; 4; 5; 6; 7; 8; 9].
In a few
cases, relatively large increases in tritium
content (xlo4- 5 )[2; 4) have been observed in
electrolytic cells while smaller but significant increases (xl.5-80)[3; 5; 6; 7; 8] have
been seen by many others. Electrode materials from many sources have been used
as well as cells of various designs
including sealed cells with gas recombiners and a high pressure cell[6]. Tritium
also has been made (x1300) using D2 gas
in a solid electrolytic cell[lO]. Although we
can now reasonably assume that the effect
is real, no patterns have emerged from
these efforts to suggest ways to make the
phenomenon reproducible. Apparently, a
special environment must first be created
on or near the electrode surface before the
rather novel nuclear reactions can start.
Because this special environment is, as yet,
seldom achieved, an exhaustive study of
the nuclear products using the necessarily
expensive equipment is not cost effective
and often frustrating. This study was
undertaken to learn how the initiating

conditions could be produced in order to
improve the reproducibility of the nuclear
reactions before attempts are made to
study them in detail. Tritium production
was used as an indication that a nuclear
reaction had occurred.
Over 150 cells were examined involving over 5000 tritium measurements. Only
about 10% of the cells produced tritium.
Although the success rate is still rather
low I a number of conditions can be ruled
out as not being important.

EXPERIMENTAL
The cell design shown in Fig. 1 was
used for most of this work. The cell consists of a 120 ml, wide mouth glass jar with
a bakelite lid. Most cells had a paper lid
liner. Gases generated by electrolysis flow
through a stainless hypodermic needle
sealed in the lid with epoxy and are routed
to an IV drip system where the recombination catalyst is located. About 1 ml of
•·::::::.-=-~ Hypodermic
needle
Rubber
+-stopper

'TT--nrn:;j~L-Glass Shi el d
Electrolyte

~--o-

_....

Trapped fluid
used to
measure Tin.~..,.......__.__
Gas

rl~~----

FIGURE 1. Cell with gas collection system
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recombined liquid collects in this region
before the excess enters a plastic IV bag.
A rubber stopper seals a small hole in the
lid and allows the electrolyte to be
sampled using a 1.00±0.01 ml disposable,
automatic pipette. Thus, the cell was
completely sealed except for a small time
during sampling. Tritium in the cell was
determined daily, and a 1 ml sample of
recombinate was taken approximately
every other day if the electrolysis rate per
mitted. These samples as well as tritium
free water were each mixed with 10 ml of
Opti-Fluor[ll] and counted using a Pack
ard Tri-Carb Liquid Scintillation Spec
trometer. Measured quantities of D2O[12]
and electrolyte[13] were returned to the
cell to replace that lost by electrolysis and
sampling, respectively.
Palladium alloys were made by arc
melting Pd powder[14] with the other ele
ment in an Ar atmosphere to make the al
loys listed in Table I. The X/Pd ratios are
indicated for each alloying component.
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Unalloyed Pd was studied sometimes
as strips cut from a 0.050" thick sheet,
coins, and as wires. These cathodes were
given various surface treatments as sum
marized in Table II. Only one treatment
was applied to each strip. The paraffin+
H2S treatment was applied by heating the
strip in vapor produced by heating paraf
fin and sulfur together.
Various materials were added to
the electrolyte in order to plate a compo
nent onto the cathode surface. Some were
present as unintentional impurities. The
known impurities are listed in Table III.
Not listed are the impurities in the D2O

and the components electrolyzed from the
anode, both of which are largely unknown
at the present time. The neutrons were obtained from a 252Cf source (==7200n/min)
located near the cells .
Several of the electrodes were ex
amined using an electron microscope and
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Most of these cathodes were studied using
Pt gauze anodes although nickel wire was
used in a few cases. The cathodes were ei
ther coin shaped, made by rolling an arc
melted button or were strips cut from a
coin using a low speed diamond saw.
Several of the Pd-Li alloys were swaged
into 1-to 2-mm-diameter rods. In most
cases, the surface was cleaned with con
centrated HNO3, water, and acetone.
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an ion probe to determine the surface com
position.

RESULTS

The results from the various surface
treatments and alloys will be discussed in
dividually starting with the Pd-Li alloys.

Alloys
Pd-Li: The repeated ability of R. Huggins
at Stanford University[15] to produce heat
using impure Pd containing at least
lithium and the observed migration of Li
from the electrolyte into the cathode
suggests that the presence of Li might be a
precondition to a nuclear reaction. Cells
were studied using the conditions listed in
Table VII located at the end of the paper.
No excess tritium was detected in any of
the cells. All of the alloys except 22 % Li
were ductile and easily rolled into a coin
shape and swaged into rods.
Two alloys, Li/Pd = 0.011 (3mm 0)
and Li/Pd=0.034 (2mm 0) were examined
as rods for heat production, by T.
Guilinger (Sandia National Laboratory)
and by S. Gottesfeld
(Los Alamos
National Laboratory), respectively. No
excess heat was observed in either case.
The presence of lithium was found
to increase the ease of deuterium uptake
and to increase the limiting D/Pd ratio
over that observed using cathodes made
with ordinary grade, arc-melted powder.
However, there is no difference in proper
ties when a comparison is made to ultra
pure, arc-melted powder. Apparently the
presence of lithium offsets the effect of
impurities that are present in ordinary
grade palladium.
Pd-C: Carbon, when present in Pd, re
sides mainly in the grain boundaries as
graphite because of its very low solubility.
This impurity would be expected to inhibit
the diffusion of D through the grain
boundaries thereby reducing the uptake

rate, increasing the D concentration gradi
ent near the surface, and reducing the
limiting, average composition during the
early history. When carbon was arc
melted with Pd powder, the resulting
coins showed these effects. None of the
cells listed in Table VII produced excess
tritium.
Pd-C-Li: When Li was added to an alloy
containing carbon, the effects produced by
carbon were reduced. Thus, the addition
of Li to ordinary grade Pd is thought to
improve the D uptake rate because it tends
to offset the effect of the usual carbon im
purity. These alloys, as listed Table VII,
did not produce excess tritium.
Pd-Be: Because beryllium has a relatively
weak, neutron rich nucleus, a suggestion
was made by Edward Teller that its pres
ence might augment the neutron source
provided by the deuterium atom. The two
listed compositions were sufficiently duc
tile to be rolled into a coin shape and cut
into strips using a diamond saw. These
were used as cathodes in cells described in
Table VII. No excess tritium was detected.
Pd-S: Although tritium was produced in
some cells when a sulfide treatment was
applied to the cathode surface, this Pd-S
alloy produced no tritium. However, the
sulfur does, in both forms, accelerate re
combination of the evolving D2 with oxygen in the air causing intense self-heating.
Pd-B: Two cathodes containing boron
were studied as listed in Table VIL One
which was run with As203 in the
electrolyte produced a small amount of tri
tium. The other cathode did not produce
tritium.

Surface Treatment
Heated in H2S: A number of pure palladi-
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um samples were heated in H2S from a
gas cylinder. This treatment causes an
insulating sulfide layer to form on Pd.
Unless the electrode is run as an anode for
awhile, the Pd will not take up deuterium.
Samples treated only with 8iS, without
paraffin, have not produced excess tri
tium.
Heated in Paraffin Vapor: Several pure
palladium samples, both strips as well as
wire, were heated in paraffin or paraffin+
H2S from a cylinder. As can be seen in
Table VII, several of these cells produced
excess tritium. In this series, the electro
lyte dissolved some of the bakelite lid be
cause the lid liner had been removed. Sur
face examination showed the presence of
large amounts of Ca which is a major com
ponent of bakelite. This Ca, as well as a
lesser amount of Zn, formed a complex
surface layer on the electrode. Residual
paraffin was also observed as clumps.
Electrolytic action was uneven where the
paraffin was present.
Control Cells

The amount of tritium produced in
most of the cells described in this study is
so small that the possibility of contamina
tion must be considered. This is especially
important because the work is being done
in an area where tritium might be present
in the air. Two methods were used to de-

termine the contamination level produced
by the environment and by the cell con
struction materials. In addition, a cell was
contaminated on purpose so that the time
behavior of such contamination could be
studied.
Seven inactive cells listed in Table
VII were run during this study using ma
terials from the same lot as were used in
the cells that produced tritium (active
cells). In addition, many cells of conven
tional, potentially active design did not
produce tritium even though they were
being studied at the same time, using the
same materials and design as the active
cells.
Open jars containing 60 ml of
initially tritium-free water were situated in
the room so that any tritium in the envi
ronment would be detected by observing
an increase in their tritium content.
Finally, a little tritiated water was
added to an inactive cell in order to see
how this known contamination would be
have compared to the time history of
active cells.
The results from inactive cells are
described first.
(A) Inactive Cells: Three cells (#117, #123
and #132) contained water electrolyte
(0.2M LiOH), and construction materials
from the lots used in several active cells
(#73, #98). Tritium measurements for
these cells and for tritium-free water were
taken over a 35 day period (23 data points
in each set). The average excess
tritium in the D20 cells is 4
count/min-ml greater than tri
tium-free water (instrument
background). Although there
may be a slight pickup of tritium
from the environment, the
amount is well within the uncer
tainty of ±5 count/min-ml (±14
d/min-ml) found in the tritium
measurement for the cells con
taining D20 electrolyte. None
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of the other control cells shows evidence
for contamination beyond this level.
(B) Open Jars:

One ml samples were
taken from each open jar every working
day. During times that a small amount of
tritiated-water vapor was present in the
air, the tritium content of the jar increased.
When the air became tritium-free, the tri
tium content of the jars decreased. This
reduction occurred because =4 ml/ day
evaporated in addition to the loss of 1 ml
owing to sampling. This loss was replaced
by tritium-free water. The rate of change,
corrected for dilution, gives a measure of
the tritium content of the air. The quanti
ties present in the room are too small to
have biological importance and are too
small to affect sealed cells as used in this
study. This conclusion will be seen more
clearly in the following discussion about
individual cells.

during the 123 days preceding the addi
tion of tritium water. After the addition,
the quantity remained constant, consistent
with normal enrichment and dilution.
This steady value is in sharp contrast to
the behavior of tritium loss from active
cells as seen below. After this cell was ter
minated, the electrolyte was replaced by
tritium-free water containing 0.2N LiOH
and the current was reversed so that the
cathode would lose any absorbed tritium
to the water. After electrolyzing in this
mode for 24 hrs, no increase in tritium
content was seen. Therefore, the tritium
which had been added to the electrolyte
had not absorbed into the Pd cathode to
any significant extent.

Statistical Analysis of Data

A series of closed (recombinate run
back into the cell) and, unfortunately, inac
tive cells allowed the total random error in
(C) Addition of tritiated water: A small
the tritium measurements to be deter
amount of tritium water was added to an mined. These cells were unsealed such
inactive cell (#82) so that the count rate that there was a small hole to allow excess
was increased to a value similar to that gas to escape after passing by the recombi
found in some active cells. Corrections nate cloth. No enrichment or pickup of
were made for enrichment during electrol tritium was observed. Thus, the recom
ysis and dilution by replacement fluid. biner worked properly and no tritium en
The result is shown in Fig. 2 as the fraction tered from the environment in spite of the
excess tritium over that at the beginning of hole. The standard deviation based on 446
electrolysis. No tritium was produced measurements using 13 cells over a 40 day
period is listed in Table V as (A).
2. 25 m.....,.TT"r-T"'IP"T""l'"T'T"...,..,m�T'T'"r-T"'l.....,."T"T"'T"T"'l'I
A similar analysis of a
� 2.00
sealed cell was made, but where
2 1.75
the recombinate was collected
� 1.50
separately. The value is based on
t- 1.25
80 data points, after correction for
enrichment, and is listed as (B).
� 1.00
Tritium
an enrichment correction
When
� 0.75
added
was not made, the standard
� 0.50
deviation, designated (C) was
z 0.25
larger because of the slow
e o.oo 'f"' --::;:::::::ie,::=ass::;if;;--a�"t::e:
increase in count rate over the life
U-0.25 �....................
the cell. This study shows that
of
200 210 220 230 240 250 260
�
the total random error in the tri
LL
TIME, day
tium measurement is ±14 decomFIGURE 2. Effect of adding tritium water
.............&....L.l,...a
,LJ,J............................................................._.
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position/min-ml (±5.3 count/min-ml)
with an occasional outlier near ±25 d/min
ml. Because of such outliers, unusually
high or low values are ignored if they are
isolated from the trend of the data. In
other words, only patterns supported by
many points are used as evidence for tri
tium production. In addition, data are
considered significant only if greater than
5 sigma from the behavior produced by
enrichment and dilution

evidence for tritium produc
tion as of 3/8/90, as listed in
Table VII. However, only the
more recent observations have
been made with sufficient de
tail to eliminate any doubt
about the source of tritium.
The time history of various
cells is summarized in Fig. 3.
The square points indicate the
time at which the cell was started, and the
corresponding + indicates when the cell
was stopped. A few of these point-pairs
are connected in the figure to show how
the connection should be made. Tritium
was produced in some cells during the in
terval between each set of vertical lines. A
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During electrolysis, the tritium con
centration in the gas is generally less than
that in the liquid. This difference causes
enrichment of tritium in the liquid. In
order to calculate the amount of tritium
that is lost to the gas phase, thereby allow
ing tritium enrichment to be calculated,
the distribution ratio (tritium in the
gas/tritium in the liquid) must be deter
mined. This quantity was measured
directly for a number of active and inac
tive cells as listed in Table VI. In addition,
this quantity was calculated by an indirect
approach using the rate at which tritium
was enriched in an inactive cell #70 (slope
in Table VI). Values as high as 1.1 have
been observed in the past (averaged over
the life of the cell) although recent cells
(>#91) have a mean of 0.55±0.02 based on
13 cells.
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Behavior of Active Cells

A total of 13 cells have shown some
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box is drawn around the cells that were ac
tive during this time. The number of active
cells and the total running at the time are
also indicated. For example, between 100
and 125 days after 6/1 /89, seven cells out
of a total of 34 produced tritium. These
active cells continued to run after day 125
without producing tritium until they were
turned off on day 180. Eleven cells were
started during the time when tritium was

tion even though a small amount of tri
tium continued to be present in the air.
Two active (#73 and #98) and two
inactive (#70 and #99) cells are compared
in Fig. 4 where the fraction excess is plot
ted as a function of time from the start of
electrolysis. The fraction excess is calculat
ed as described previously[9]. In brief, the
amount of tritium lost to the gas phase is
calculated from the electrolysis rate and
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FIGURE 3. Time history of cells
being produced in these seven cells but
none became active. Presence of low level
tritium in the room air, as detected by the
open water jars, is shown by the boxes at
the bottom of the figure. Some tritium
could have been in the air before day 125
but no open jars were present to detect its
presence. Although some tritium was
present in the air when excess tritium ap
peared in some cells, other cells showed
no tritium production. In addition, all of
the active cells eventually stopped produc-

the measured distribution ratio. The small
amount of tritium in 020 that is added to
the cell each day to replace fluid loss is
also taken into account. The expected
inventory of tritium in the cell is calculat
ed and compared to the actual amount.
The fraction excess is the difference be
tween these values divided by the initial
amount. For example, a calculated excess
fraction of 1.0 means that the tritium con
tent has doubled over that in the cell when
electrolysis started, taking into account tri-
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the liquid. The tri
tium that remained
::E 2.0
was present as
::,
DTO. This initial
Ecc 1.5
decrease is in con
trast to the stable
en 1.0
tritium content that
results when tritiat
� 0.5
ed water is placed
UJ
in a cell as seen in
z
Fig. 2.
Q 0.0
l
#98
Cells
� -0. 5 L--......L..----l__.__........._.&.--......_____...___.__........._.&.--.........__...__...L,____.
and #99 were elec
the
LL
0
10
20
30
40
50
60
70 trolyzed at
same
time
but
not
TIME, day
at the same current.
FIGURE 4. Fraction excess tritium calculated for cells #70, #73,
The cathode in cell
#98 and #99.
#98 was not pre
treated
although
tium from all known sources. Because the 3.4 mg of wheat flour was placed in the
calculated excess does not take into ac electrolyte. Such large molecules are
count the small amount of tritium that is thought to inhibit the growth of surface
in the electrode, the plotted values are dendrites. Indeed, the tritium production
lower limits.
rate was decreased, production lasted for a
The amount of fluid added to the longer time, and there were no bursts.
cells on a daily basis was recorded and However, attempts to duplicate this effect
compared to the amount lost, calculated using other cells containing various
using the cell current. Except when a cell amounts of wheat flour have failed.
occasionally started to leak fluid, the
amount added agreed with the amount
CONCLUSION
calculated. Of the two active cells com
pared in Fig. 4, only cell #98 started to leak
We have produced tritium in elec
after 40 hr. Because this leak occurred trolytic cells containing a Pd cathode, a Ni
after tritium production had stopped, it or Pt anode, and an electrolyte containing
could not have been the cause of excess tri 0.1M or 0.2M LiOD. However, we can not
tium.
yet suggest a design that will have a high
Cells #70 and #73 were electrolyzed probability of success.
at the same time and at the same current.
A high, bulk deuterium content in
The cathode in cell #73 had been heated in Pd does not appear to be essential because
paraffin vapor before being electrolyzed. tritium has been produced by electrodes
Other factors in the cell design are listed having an average D /Pd ratio between
in Table VII. This cell produced tritium 0.55 and 0.80. However, local concentra
over a 25 day period with evidence for tions might be higher.
two bursts. After the last burst, the tri
Most active cells, but not all, have
tium content decreased to a constant value produced tritium using MSD[12] heavy
over a 10 day period. This decrease is water in contrast to that obtained from
thought to be caused by the removal of tri Aldrich[16J.
In addition, the Aldrich
tium that is present as DT gas dissolved in water has a larger variation of tritium con-
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tent between bottles than does the MSD.
This suggests that other, important impu
rities might have a similar variation.
The presence of Li, Be, C, or S al
loyed with Pd does not increase the proba
bility of tritium production at the concen
trations studied in this work. A surface
layer of only palladium sulfide does not
help either. A small concentration of 238u,
Hg, Fe, thiourea, Li2S, or Ag2S in the electrolyte does not increase the rate of suc
cess. However, sulfur in the lattice or on
the surface increases the rate at which
evolved D2 reacts with 0 2 in the air.
The effect of (1) paraffin alone or
paraffin plus sulfide on the surface, (2)
wheat flour or As2O3 in the electrolyte, or
(3) a Pd-B alloy is uncertain, although the
chance of tritium production seems to be
improved by these conditions.
Distribution ratios for tritium
(gas/liquid) have been measured with val
ues between 1.1 and 0.52, the most proba
ble value being 0.55.
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TABLE VII
Descript ion of Cell Treatment
#

Form

wt.
( g)

r-'
u,

Container

E

F

G

H

MSD
MSD
MSD
MSD

none
none
po l .,an nealed
po i
l sh ed

0.5N,thio
0.5N,t hio
0.5N,thio
0.2N
0.2N
0.2N
0.1 N
0.1N
0.1 N

std
Na2S
Li2S
std
HCI
HCI

none
o xidized
oxidized
none
po il shed
po l .,an nealed

0.2N
0.2N
0.2N
0.2N
0.1N
0.1 N

MSD
MSD
MSD

Aldrich
Aldrich

Pt
Pt
Pt
Pt
Ni(2)
Ni(2)

H2O2

none

0.1N

MSD,Ald .

Pt

glass(5)

none

none

0.002N

MSD,Ald .

Pt

HCI
HCI

po il shed
po l .,an nealed

0.1N
0.1 N

Aldrich
Aldrich

Ni(2)
Ni(2)

B

C

4.7
4.2
4.7
1. 5
4.2
7.9
2.0
2.3
1.7

Li/Pd(1)=0.051
Li/Pd( 1)=0.023
Li/Pd( 1)=0.012
Li/Pd(2)=0.0343
Li/Pd(4)=0.025
Li/Pd( 1)=0.013
Li/Pd(1)=0.22
Li/Pd=0.012
Li/Pd=0.012

std
std
std
H N03
std
std
none
HCI
HCI

5.4
3.7
4.0
1.8
1.8

C/Pd(1)=0.0344
C/Pd(1)=0.026
C/Pd(1)=0.0191
C/Pd=0.005
C/Pd=0.012
C/Pd=0.012

4.87
coin
4.96
coin
coin
4.99
0.74
wir e
coin
3.67
coin* 10.26
butt o n 4.05
st rip 1.26
st rip 0.82
coin
coin
coin
coin
strip
strip

Anode

Cleaning

Pd + C Alloys

2
52
56
65
110
116

Kind

Alloy

A
Pd+LI Alloys

33
34
35
49
55
69
88
11 1
113

Electrol yte

area
(Cm 2)

6.00
5.46
3.52
4.10
0.92
0.83

Pd+ LI + C Alloys

Pr e-

Treatment
D

none
none

none
none

none

Pt
Pt
Pt
Pt , smal l
MSD,pe
Pt
MSD
Pt
MSD,Ald .
Pt
Aldrich
Ni(2)
Aldrich
Ni(2)
MSD

plastic(2)
plastic(2)
plastic(2)
plastic(3)
plastic(4)
quartz
glass(5)
glass(5)
glass(5)

lead
Max.
Date
T
covering D/P d Started
I
J
K
L
no ne
no ne
no ne
glass
glass
glass
glass
glass
glass

0.77
0.83
0.77

0. 79
0.76

6/ 1 5
6/1 5
6/ 1 5
8I 1 5
7/3 1
9/5
9/2 5
1/9
1/9

n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n

0.88
0.66
0.77
0.73
0.75

7/2
7/8
7 I 31
8/1 5
1/9
1/9

n
n
n
n
n
n

glass

0. 70

9/27

n

glass(5)

glass

0.53

9/28

n

glass(5)
glass(5)

glass
glass

0.76
0. 71

1/9
1/9

n
n

plastic(3) t o r r seal
plastic(3) 1.yes, 2.no
plastic(4)
glass
plastic(4)
glass
glass(5)
glass
glass(5)
glass

0. 73

89

coin

4.90

3.0

90

coin

4.65

3.0

0.97
0.80

2.0
1.7

Li/Pd(5)=0.038
C/Pd=0.019
Li/Pd(5)=0.039
C/Pd=0.040
Li, C/Pd=0.012
C,Li/Pd=0.012

4.69
1. 41

2.7

Pd(1)+8
B/Pd=0.028

std
HCI

none
none

0.2N,As2O3
0.1 N

MSD
Aldrich

Pt
Ni(3)

plastic(3) t or r seal
glass(5)
glass

6/2 4
1/9

y

S/Pd(1 )=0.0043

std

none

0.2N

MSD,pe

Pt

plastic(3) t o r r seal

6/2 4

n

114 strip
11 5 st rip
Pd-B

Alloy

4 3 coin
118 strip

Pd+ S Alloy

42

coin

4.47

n

TABLE VII (Continued)
Description of Cell Treatment

#

Form

Pd+ Be Allo ys
92 strip 1.63
93 strip 1.66
PURE
68
32
137
138
54
50
51
58
59

I-'
(./1

'-D

66
104
106
107
108
109
121
127
139
140
41
82
70
79
80
81

Pd
coin
coin
coin
coin
coin
coin
coin
sheet
sheet
st rip
strip
strip
strip
strip
strip
strip
strip
strip
strip
wire
wi r e
wi re
wire
bar
bar

Paraffin
73 strip
74 strip
83 strip
84 strip

Allo y

Cleaning

PreTreatment

Electrolyte

Kind

Anode

Container

3.0
2.9

Be/Pd(2)=0.01
Be/Pd(2)=0.04

none
none

none
none

0.1N
0.1N

Aldrich
Aldrich

Ni ( 1 )
Ni ( 1)

glas s(5)
glass(5)

2.6

std
ultra pure
std
Pd( 1)
sanded,HN03
Pd(3), W SW
sanded,HN03
Pd(3), W sw
std
Pd(4)
std
Pd(2)(am)
std
Pd(2)(a m )
HN03
Pd(2)
HN03
Pd(2)
HN03
Pd(2)
HN03
Pd(2)
HN03
Pd(2)
HN03
Pd(2)
HN03
Pd(2)
HN03
Pd(2)
HCI
Pd(2),sw Ni(4)
HN03
Pd(2),sw Ni(4)
none
Pd(2),sw Ni(4)
HN03
Pd(2),sw Ni(4)
HN03
Pd, Marshall
std
Pd,Marshall
HN03
Pd, Martin
HN03
Pd.Martin
none
Pd investment
none
Pd investment

none
none
vac
anneal
none
none
anneal
none
none
none
anneal
none
none
none
none
none
reverse
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none

0.2N
0.2N,thio
0.1N
0.1N
0.2N
0.2N
0.2N
0.2N,thi o
0.2N,thi o
0.2N
0.1N
0.1N
0.1N
0.1N
0.1N
0.1N
0.1NLiOD
0.1N
0.1N
0.2N, thi o
0.05N
0.1N
0.2N,Ag
0.2N
0.2N

paraffin
paraffin
paraffin
paraf fin

0.2N
0.2N
0.2N
0.1N

area
wt.
( g) (Cm 2)

2.09
5. 10
6.21
7.48
4.08
5.26
5.89
1.79
2.44

1.71
0.59
1. 11
1. 16
0.93
0.77
0.68
0.82
1.06
1.02
1.90
1. 66

4.3
5.3
2.5
3.5
1. 5

1. 5
1. 6
2.0
2.0
7.6

0.37
8.45
7.44

2.0
2.0
9.4
8.4

0.68
0.69

1. 0
1. 5

0.54

1. 6

Pd(2)
Pd(2)
Pd(2)
Pd(2)

C
C
HN03
HN03

plastic(4)
Pt
MSD
plastic(2)
Pt
MSD
Aldrich Pt, Ni(4) plastic(2a)
Aldrich Pt, Ni(4) plastic(2a)
plastic(4)
Pt
MSD,pe
plastic(3)
Pt
MSD
plastic(3)
Pt
MSD
plastic(4)
Pt
MSD
MSD Ni gauze plastic(4)
Ni ( 1) plastic(4)
MSD
glass(5a)
Pt
Aldrich
glass(5a)
Pt
Aldrich
glass(5a)
Pt
Aldrich
glass(5a)
Pt
Aldrich
glass(5a)
Pt
Aldrich
glass(5)
Aldrich Ni (2)
Aldrich Ni ( 4) glas s(5b)
Aldrich Pt, Ni(4) paraffin
Aldrich Pt, Ni(4) paraffin
plastic(3)
Pt
MSD
glass(5)
MSD,Ald. Ni ( 1)
glass(5)
Ni ( 1)
MSD
MSD Ni(1 ).Ag glass(5)
glass(5)
Pt
MSD
glass(5)
Pt
MSD
MSD
MSD
MSD
MSD

Ni ( 1 )
Ni(1)+S
Ni ( 1)
Ni ( 1 )

glass(5)
glass(S)
glass(5)
glass(5)

T
Max.
Date
lead
covering D/Pd Started
glass
glass

0.75
0. 71

1 1/28
11/28

n
n

glass
torr seal
glass
glass
glass
torr seal
torr seal
glass
glass
glass
none
none
none
none
none
glass
glass
glass
glass
torr seal
glass
glass
glass
glass
glass

0.79

8/3 0
6/8
2/8
2/8
7I 3 1
712
7/4
8/9
8/9
8/22
1 2/1 2
1 2/1 2
1 2/1 2
1 2/1 2
1 2/1 2
1/1 0
1/26
2/12
2/1 2
6/2 1
9/25
9/5
9/7
9/ 1 4
9/ 1 4

n
n

glass
glass
glass
glass

0.77
0.80
0.83
0.71

0.86
0.94
0.74
0.81
0.78
0.76

9/7
9/7
9/2 5
9/2 5

n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n

y
n
n
y
n
n

y

n
n
n

TABLE VII (Continued)
Description of Cell Treatment
Allo y

Cleaning

P r eTreatment

Electrolyte

Kind

Anode

Container

Paraffin (Continue)
8 5 strip 0.64
86 strip 0.42
87 strip 0.47
9 1 sheet
100 strip 1. 13
10 1 strip 0.97
102 strip 0.69
10 5 strip 0.87

Pd(2)
Pd(2)
Pd(2)
Pd(2)
Pd(2)
Pd(2)
Pd(2)
Pd(2)

HN03
HN03
HN03
HN03
HN03
HN03
HN03
HN03

paraffin
paraffin
paraffin
paraffin
paraffin
paraffin
paraffin
paraffin

0.1N
0.1 N
0.1 N
0.2N
0.1 N
0.1 N
0.1N
0.1 N

MSD,Ald.
MSD,Ald.
MSD,Ald.
MSD,Ald.
Aldrich
Aldrich
Aldrich
Aldrich

Ni ( 1)
Pt
Pt
Ni ( 1)
Ni ( 1)
Ni ( 1)
Ni ( 1)
Pt

glass(5)
glass(5)
glass(5)
glass(5)
glass(5a)
glass(5a)
glass(5a)
glass(5a)

Paraffln+H2S
6.97
4 0 coin
4.93
44 coin
5.53
4 5 coin
5.15
4 6 coin
7 1 strip 0.73
72 strip 0.73
7 5 strip 0.50
77 strip 0.72

2.5
2. 1
1.4
1.4

Pd( 1)
Pd( 1)
Pd(2)
Pd( 1)
Pd(2)
Pd(2)
Pd(2)
Pd(2)

s
s
s
s

C-S
C-S
C-S
C-S

H2S+C
H2S+C
H2S+C
H2S+C
paraffin , H2S
paraffin , H2S
paraffin , H2S
paraffin , H2S

0.2N
0.2N
0.2N
0.2N
0.2N
0.2N
0.2N
0.2N

MSD
MSD
MSD
MSD

MSD
MSD
MSD
MSD

H2S
62 sheet
6 3 sheet
6 4 sheet

2.61
2.56
2.27

3.5
3. 5
3. 4

Pd(2)
Pd(2)
Pd(2)

s
s
s

H2S
H2S
H2S

0.2N
0.2N
0.2N

Wheat Flour
98 strip 0.79
120 strip 0.86
122 strip 0.68
124 strip 0.96
125 strip 0.75
126 strip 0.83
128 strip 0.79
129 strip 0. 61
130 strip 0.92

1.8
1.7
1.6
1. 8
1.6
1 .7
1. 6
1. 4
1. 8

Pd(2), sw stainless
Pd(2), SW Ni(4)
Pd(2), SW Ni(4)
Pd(2), SW Ni(4)
Pd(2), SW Ni(4)
Pd(2), SW Ni(4)
Pd(2), SW Ni(4)
Pd(2), SW Ni(4)
Pd(2), SW Ni(4)

HN03
HCI
HN03
HN03
HN03
HN03
HN03
HN03
HN03

none
none
none
none
reverse
reverse
reverse
reverse
reverse

0.1N, 3.5mg
0.1N, 15mg
0.1N, 5.4 mg
0.1N, 4.0 mg
0.1N, 5.2mg
0.1N, 4.7mg
0.1N, 15mg
0.1N, 7.2mg
0.1N, 4.2mg

#

I-'

0

Form

wt.

( g)

area
( C ffl 2)

4.6

lead
Max.
Date
T
covering D/Pd Started
glass
glass
glass
glass
n one
n one
n one
n one

9/25
9/2 5
9/2 5
1 0/27
1 1/28
1 1/29
1 1/28
12/ 1 2

n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n

0.55
0.81
0. 71
0.69

6/20
6/26
6/26
6/27
9/7
9/7
9/7
9/7

n
n
n
n
y
y

0.84
0.75
0.67

Pt
Pt
Pt
Pt
small
small
small
small

no
plastlc(3)
plastic(3) torr seal
plastic(3) torr seal
plastic(3) torr seal
glass
glass(5)
glass
glass(5)
glass(5)
glass
glass
glass(5)

MSD
MSD,pe
MSD

Pt
Pt
Pt

plastic(4)
pl astic(4)
plastic( 4)

glass
glass
glass

0.56
0.67
0.69

8/9
8/9
8/ 1 5

n
n
n

Aldrich
Aldrich
Aldrich
Aldrich
Aldrich
Aldrich
Aldrich
Aldrich
Aldrich

Ni (2)
Ni (2)
Ni ( 1)
Ni (3)
Ni (3)
Ni (3)
Ni ( 4 )
Ni ( 4 )
Ni ( 4 )

glass(5)
glass(5)
glass(5)
glass(5)
glass(5)
glass(5)
g lass(5b)
glass(Sb)
glass(Sb)

glass
glass
glass
glass
glass
glass
glass
glass
glass

0.93

12/1 5
1/ 1 0
1/ 1 9
1/ 1 9
1/25
1/25
1/26
1/26
1/26

y
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n

Pt
Pt
Pt
Pt

y
y

TABLE VII (Continued)
Description of Cell Treatment

#

Form

Th lo urea
26 coin
26 coin
29 coin
31 coin
32 coin
33 coin
34 coin
35 coin
36 coin
37 coin
38 coin
wir e
41
58 sheet
59 sheet

wt.
( g)

a rea
(Cm 2)

Allo y

Cleaning

P r eTreatment

Electrol yte

Kind

Anode

C ontainer

T
Date
Max.
lead
c overing D/Pd Started

3.63

3.7
3.0
3.7
4.7

std
std
std
std
std
std
std
std
std
std
HN03
HN03
HN03

none
none
H2S+C
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none

0.2N
0.2N
0.2N
0.2N
0.2N
0.5N
0.5N
0.5N
0.5N
0.3N
0.2N
0.2N
0.2N
0.2N

MSD
MSD
MSD

Pt
Pt
Pt
Pt
Pt
Pt
Pt
Pt
Pt
Pt
Pt
Pt
Pt
Ni gauze

plastic(2)
plastic(2)
plastic(2)
plastic(2)
plastic(2)
plastic(2)
plastic(2)
plastic(2)
plastic(2)
plastic(2)
plastic(2)
plastic(3)
plastic(4)
plastic(4)

torr seal
torr seal
torr seal
torr seal
torr seal
no

3.63
4.93
5.10
4.87
4.96
4.99
5.86
5.35
5. 13
1.90
1.79
2.44

4.8
4.7
7 .6
2.5
3.5

LiiPd(1)=0.047
Rh/Pd=0.1
Pd(1)
Pd(1)+Rh+Li
Pd( 1)
Li/Pd(1)=0.051
Li /Pd(1)=0.023
Li /Pd(1)=0.012
Rh/Pd-0.1
Rh/Pd=0.1
Rh/Pd=0.1
Pd, Mar shall
Pd(2)
Pd(2)

Uranium
57 strip

0.46

1. 1

Pd(2)

HN03

none

0.2N

MSD

Iron
61 sheet

2.08

2.9

Pd(2)

HN03

none

0.2N

MSD

Sliver
79 wir e

0.37

2.0

Pd.Mar tin

HN03

none

0.2N

Mercury
9 5 strip

1. 19

2.3

Pd(3)

HN03

none

Ll2S
60 sheet

1.98

2.8

Pd(2)

HN03

none

43 coin
131 strip

4.69
1.05

2.0

Pd(1)+B
Pd(2), sw Ni(4)

std
HN03

none
r ever se

Ag2S
135 strip

0.86

Pd(2), SW Ni(4)

HN03

none

As203

4.88

4.7
4.2
4.7

s

MSD

MSD
MSD
MSD
MSD
MSD
MSD
MSD
MSD
MSD
MSD

no

no
no
no
no
torr seal
glass
glass

0.82
0.72
0.88
0.77
0.83
0.77
0.86
0.90
0.85
0.86
0.83
0.71

6/1
6/2
6/5
6/8
6/8
6I 1 5
6I 1 5
6/1 5
6/17
6/17
6/17
6/21
8/9
8/9

n
n
y
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
y
n
n

8/9

n

Pt, smal l plastic(4)

glass

Pt

plastic(4)

glass

0.80

8/9

n

MSD

Ni(1),Ag

glass(5)

glass

0.94

9 /7

y

0.1N

A ldric h

Ni ( 1)

gl a ss(5)

glass

0.88

1 2/4

n

Li 2S+alc o ho l

MSD

glass

0.71

8/9

n

MSD
0.2N,As2O3
0.127g As2O3 A ldric h
0.1N

Ni gauze plastic(4)
Pt
Ni(4)

Aldrich Pt, N 14;

plastic(3)
glass(5b)

torr seal
glass

6/24
1/29

y
n

glass(5)

glass

2/2

n

TABLE VII (Continue d )
Description of Cel l Treatment

#

Form

wt.

( g)

CONTROL CELLS
Water electrolyte
117 strip 0.98
123 strip 0.85
132 strip 0.90
144 strip 0. 44

Al l oy

Cleanl ng

Pr eTreatment

E lect rol yte

Kind

Pd(2)
Pd(2), sw Ni(4)
Pd(2), sw Ni(4)
Ti(1), SW Ni(4)

H CI
HN03
HN03
HN03

none
none
reverse
none

0.2NUOH
0.2N LiOH
0.1N LiOH
0.1N UOH

H20
H20
H20
H20

Pt

HN03

none

0 .1N

Al d rich

Pt

Ni

std

none

0.2N

MSD

Pt

Pd(1)
Pd(1)
Pd, Marsh. 0.032"
Pd(1 )+B
Pd(2)
Pd(2)
Pd(2)
Pd(2)
Pd(2)
Pd(2)
Pd.Martin
Pd(2)

s
s

H2S+C
H2S+C

area
(Cm 2)

1.7
1.8
4.2

Pt Cathode
99 wire
NI Cathode
27 c oin

6.97

6. 4

Anode

Cont ainer

Ni(3)
glass(5)
N i( 1)
glass(5)
Ni( 4 )
glass(5b )
Pt, Ni(4) glass(5)
glass(5)

T
lead
Max.
D ate
covering D/Pd St ar te d

glass
glass
glass
glass

1/9
1/ 1 8
1/29
2/ 1 4

n
n
n
n

glass

12/ 12

n

p lastic(2) torr seal

0.09

6I 1

n

tor r seal
tor r seal
tor r seal
torr seal
glass
glass
glass
glass
glass
glass
glass
glass

0.72

6/5
6/5
6/21
6/24
9/7
9/7
9/7
9/7
9/7
9/7
9/7
12/1 5

y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y

TRITIUM PRODUCING CELLS
N

29
30
41
43
71
72
73
75
77
78
79
98
A

c oin
c oin
wire
c oin
strip
strip
strip
strip
strip
strip
wire
strip

3.63
5. 40
1.90
4.69
0.73
0.73
0.68
0.50
0.72
0.66
0.37
0.79

3.7
7.6
2.5
2. 1
1.0
1. 4
1. 4
1.4
2. 0
1.8

HN03
std
C-S
C-S
C
C-S
C-S
none
HN03
HN03

none

none
paraffin, H2S
paraffi n, H2S
paraffl n
paraf fin, H2S
paraffin, H2S
none
none
none

coin= arc melted and r olled into c oin shape
sheet= 0.05" thick sheet cut into square shape
strip= strip cut fr om sheet or button to giv e a paral lelepiped
wire= a cylin der having a diameter f r om 0.03" to 0.04"
buttons used as arc-melted
am= used after ar c-melting
sw Ni= sp ot wel ded to nickel lead
Marshal l or Martin-s ource of wire

0.2N,thio
MSD
Pt
0.2N
MSD
Pt
0.2N,thio
MSD
Pt
0.2N,As2O3
MSD
Pt
0.2N
MSD Pt small
0.2N
MSD Pt small
0.2N
MSD
N i( 1)
0.2N
MSD Pt smal l
0.2N
MSD Pt small
0.2N
MSD Ni(1)+S
0.2N,Ag
MSD Ni(1),Ag
0.1N, 3.5mg WF A l d rich
Ni(2)

p lastic(2)
p lastic(2)
p lastic(3)
p lastic(3)
glass(5)
glass(5)
glass(5)
glass(5)
glass(5)
glass(5)
glass(5)
glass(5)

0.86
0.55
0.81
0.81
0.71
0.69
0.79
0.94
0.93

B All oys made by ar c melting Pd with the other com p o ne nt
Pd(1)= Joh n s o n Matthey p ow der, Batch V7114307
Pd(2)• Englehart sheet
Pd(3) .. Joh n s o n Matthey p owder, Batch V 8368501
Pd(4)• Englehart Pow der, Batch A4934
Pd(5)• Englehart Pow der, Batch F01567
sw = sp ot welded usi ng tu ngsten electr odes, otherwise
c opper electrodes were u sed.

TABLE VII (Continued)
C

Various surfaces applied as described under "D"
std.• sanded with 200 grit paper and washed with nitric acid
none=not cleaned

D

H2S+C.. heated in H2S mixed with paraffin vapor
paraffin, H2S= heated in paraffin vapor first than in H2S
H2S+H2Q,. heated in H2S that was bubbled through H2O
H2S- heated in pure H2S to form Pd sulfide on surface
oxidized= heated in air to produce microfractures on surface
annealed• heatedin vacuum

E

thio= thiourea added to electrolyte
pe- current was passed through electrolyte using a Pt dummy
electrode before Pd was used
All cells after #70 contained stainless hypodermic needles
Hg- mercury metal in electrolyte
u-uranium metal in electrolyte
WF- Whole wheat flour added

F

MSD • D2O from MSD Isotopes, 99.9 at.%
Aldrich • 020 from Aldrich Cemical Co., 99.9 at %
pe- preelectrolyzed using a Pt cathode and anode

G

Pt..platinum gauze in a large "C" shape around cathode
Ni wire"' nickel wire was made into a spiral (0.3" ID) around the anode
Ni+S wire= Ni wire heated in H2S
Pt small• Pt gauze made into 0.3" in diameter tube that surrounded the cathode
Ni gauze- gauze obtained from Texas A and M
N i ( 1 ) • 0.04 " wire from Driver-Harris Company
N i (2 )=0.04" welding wire
N i (3)-0.06"
Ni(4)• 0.04" protonic JM batch W12918

H Glass- flint glass
Plastic= polyethylene
Cell Design #1 • 120ml glass jar
Cell Design #2 .. 120ml glass jar with 40 ml
plastic insert
Cell Design #3 • 100ml plastic jar
Cell Design #4 "' 100ml plastic jar with glass tube
covering cathode lead. Recombined liquid returned
to cell.
Cell Design #5 = 120ml glass jar with recombined
gas collected separately.
Cell Design #5a = 10ml glass test-tube with
recombined gas collected separately.
Cell Design #5b = 120ml glass jar with recombined
gas collectedseparately in hot water bath.
Cell Design #2a • 120ml glass jar with 40 ml plastic
insert-recombinate collected separately
I torr seal= Pt wire from Pd electrode was covered with
Torr Seal to prevent Cu and Pb pickup
glass=lead covered with glass tube
no=bare lead
J Maximum determined from weight gain
K Month and day cell started
L y = excess tritium measured
n = no excess tritium measured
? = no tritium measurement made

A more readable copy of this paper is here: http://lenr-canr.org/acrobat/ScottCDtheinitiat.pdf

THE INITIATION OF EXCESS POWER AND POSSIBLE PRODUCT'S OF
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MATERIAlS AND METIIODS

ABSTRACT

The electrolysis of heavy water is being
investigated with an insulated flow calorimetric
system. In each of a series of tests, the electrolyte
was 0.1 to 1.0 N LiOD in D 20 and cylindrical
palladium cathodes surrounded by wire-wound
platinum anodes were used at cathode current
densities of 100 to 800 mNcm 2• The most recent
test was made with a "closed system" without off-gas
in which the electrolysis gases were internally
recombined. Fast neutrons and gamma rays were
measured continuously during each test. It was
shown that certain system perturbations could initiate
and extend the generation of excess power. In one
test, an apparent increase in the neutron count rate
was also coincident with system perturbations.

Experimental System
A complete description of the experimental
system has been reported previously [3,4]. To
summarize, the approach is to use an insulated
electrolysis cell, typically 4-cm-diam, made from
Pyrex glass that is enclosed in a water cooling jacket.
The electrolyte volume is 100 to 125 mL contained
in 10- to 12-cm of height with an internal gas space
of 4 to 9 cm enclosed with a Tetlon top flange.
Most of the tests have been made in an "open
system" mode with the electrolysis gases exiting, but
one extended run (1900 h) was made with an
internal catalytic recombiner that resulted in a
"closed system" without off-gas.
The total system also included constantcurrent DC power supplies for the cell current; an
internal calibration heater; the catalytic recombiner;
a heating/cooling system coupled to a cooling water
pump; a syringe attached to a plastic tube for
sampling or replenishment of the electrolyte;
thermocouples for measuring inlet and outlet cooling
water temperatures and the electrolyte temperature;
NE-213 and Nal scintillation systems for measuring
fast neutrons and gamma rays; and a strip-chart
recorder and microcomputers for data acquisition
and processing (Fig. 1).

INTRODUCTION

The generation of excess energy and possible
products of nuclear interactions, as proposed by
Fleishmann and Pons [1] and Jones et al., [2] has
been the rationale for the continued experimental
investigation of the electrolysis of heavy water with
a LiOD electrolyte solution and palladium cathodes.
Our experimental approach has been to utilize an
electrolysis system with positive heat removal by
circulating cooling water and the continuous
monitoring of fast neutrons and gamma rays. The
most recent test also incorporates an internal
recombination of the gases generated by electrolysis
so that the system is totally closed without off-gas.
The goal of this research is to carry out careful
experiments with a complete energy balance while
simultaneously measuring the products of possible
nuclear interactions. Excess power and apparent
increases in the neutron and gamma-ray count rates
have been observed.

Materials
The heavy water was deuterium oxide
obtained from Aldrich Chemical Company, Inc., and
designated as 99.9% atom % D with a tritium
content of 2000 Bq/L. The electrolyte was prepared
by dissolving reagent-grade, natural lithium in the
D 20 at a concentration of 0.1 to 1 N.
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Fig. 1. Electrochemical system for the study of electrolysis of heavy water.

electrolysis products], and the increase of latent
heat of the off-gases. For the closed system, the
rate of energy removal was simply that of forced
cooling.

AH of the cathodes were cylindrical rods of
99.9% palladium, obtained from Materials Research
Corporation, that were cast in argon and swaged to
the desired diameter (0.28 or 0.58 cm diam x
8.5 cm). A platinum connecting wire was then
attached, and the rods were annealed at 900°C for
2 to 4 h in vacuum. All of the anodes and the
recombiner were coils of wire fabricated from 99.9%
platinum wire in the size range of 24 to 32 gauge
(Englehard Corporation) [3,4].

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Several long-term (h�ndreds of hours)
electrolysis tests have been made. Periods of
excess power were observed in almost all cases; in
a few tests, apparent increases in the neutron and
gamma-ray count rates were also evident.

Energy Balance
The energy balance for each test was
determined by assuming that (1) the electric current
was 100% efficient for electrolysis, (2) there was no
accumulation of D2, (3) the electrolysis gases were
not recombined except in the closed-system test, and
(4) there was no heat loss to the ambient. For the
open and closed systems, the rate of energy input is
[volts x amps]. The rate of energy removal in the
open system was a combination of forced cooling
[cooling water temperature increase x flow rate],
electrolysis [negative heat of formation of the

Excess Power
Apparent excess power has been observed
in both open and closed electrolysis systems.
There were periods of several hours when
apparently spontaneous (no obvious initiation)
excess power was measured at levels as high as
50% excess (Fig. 2). It was also shown that
excess power could be initiated and extended for
many hours by varying system parameters such as
cathode current density, electrolyte concentration,
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Fig. 2. Power balance for an open-system test in which a 0.56-cm-diam x 8.5-cm palladium
cathode was used in 0.2 N LiOD at a cathode current density of 100 mNcm2• The error bar
represents calculated uncertainty in the experimental value.
and electrolyte temperature (Fig. 3). The latter
parameter seemed to be the most effective means
for producing system perturbations that initiated
excess power. This approach was of particular utility
in the closed system where excess power was
initiated and extended for hundreds of hours by
reducing the electrolyte temperature (Fig. 4).

CONCLUSIONS
On several occasions, excess power was
observed during the electrolysis of heavy water in
the presence of a palladium cathode. In some
cases, the excess power was apparently
spontaneous; however, it could also be induced
for many hours by system perturbations caused by
varying certain operating parameters. Apparent
increases in the neutron count rate were also
observed in several instances, including one period
that was coincident with induced excess power.

Increased Neutrons and Gamma Rays
In various tests, the neutron count rate
spontaneously exceeded the background by over
three standard deviations on several occasions.
Typical of these was an open-system test where,
during the first few hours, the neutron count rate
exceeded the background by about three and one
half standard deviations (Fig. 5).
Perhaps the most interesting neutron result
was obtained in a closed system where an apparent
coincidence of increased neutron count rate was
observed during the period of induced excess power
(Fig. 6).
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ABSTRACT
Following the preliminary results obtained
in the Spring of 1989 [see ref.3], a second
generation of experiments aimed to the detection
of nuclear particles from a titanium-deuterium
system has been designed. Here very preliminary
results from the new (even though not yet
complete) experimental setup are presented:
neutron burst emission from the system and
tritium production in the samples.

INTRODUCTION
In March 1989 the evidence of "cold fusion"
phenomena was claimed by two experimental
groups in Utah; in both instances an electrolytic
cell was used with heavy water. Fleischmann and
Pons [1] attributed the excess heat produced
during the elctrolysis to nuclear fusion reactions.
Jones et al. [2] measured the emission of neutrons
of the correct energy (2.45 MeV) during the
electrolysis. Our group in Frascati made the
assumption that, if a nuclear phenomenon was
present in the quoted results, it could be
attributed to the interaction between deuterium
and some metals - in particular, palladium and
titanium - with the electrolysis playing the role
of an intermediary. A simple experiment was
devised, with the purpose of avoiding the
complications of electrolysis; it consisted in
putting in contact gaseous deuterium with
titanium (in shavings), and then changing the
thermodynamical parameters of the system
(temperature, pressure, stoichiometric ratio,
etcetera) and looking for neutron em1Ss10n.
Positive results were obtained and published in
reference 3: we refer to the latter for more
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details. Here we need to remember only two main
features, that have influenced the design of a
second generation experiment, which is the
object of this communication.
The neutron emission appeared to be
structured in "bursts", i.e., many neutrons
were emitted in a short time, of the order of
100 µs.
Lack of reproducibility characterized our
tests (and all the positive tests performed
throughout the world): we had a total of 4
positive runs out of about 12 (each lasting
roughly a week).
Since then we have been moving in three
directions:
improving the neutron detector,
searching for tritium in our samples,
trying to study the thermodynamics of the
system.
Here the preliminary results of our
generation experiments are reported.

second

NEUTRON DETECTION

In detecting neutrons produced in nuclear
reactions, like those apparently present in these
experiments, four features are important:
identification of neutrons,
localization of the source,
time structure of the bursts,
energy of the neutrons.
As a first approximation, we decided to
solve the first three problems, aiming in the

search for better reproducibility of the
experiments, and postponing the measure of the
neutrons'
energy
to a third generation
experiment. We follow the solution chosen by the
Los Alamos group [4], using a system of many 3He
detectors, arranged in a cylindrical geometry and
embedded in polyethylene: this ensures high
sensitivity. The presence of an outer ring of
detectors gives information about the region
where the neutrons come from. The use of a veto
counter system, consisting in a set of 3He tubes
without moderator and connected to the same
electric feed, allow us to exclude noise effects,
and contributes to a good identification of
neutrons. The burst structure is examined by
opening a time window - usually 128 µs - every
time a neutron is counted and seeing whether
other neutrons are present in the window. A
comparison with a similar window opened 2. ms
later allows us to correct for the case of multiple
events present in the background. In this way a
multiplicity index n is measured, which is related
to the number of neutrons R in the shift register
by the expression

only the counter, titanium with hydrogen,
titanium under vacuum. In one run with
deuterium at 50 bar in the experimental cell, but
without titanium, 2. bursts (of the minimum
multiplicity) were seen. Figure 2 shows the
distribution of the bursts with respect to
multiplicity. During the tests the samples were
subjected to temperature and pressure changes.
The stoichiometric ratio in these experiments
ranged in a very wide interval of values, from 10
at.% to 190 at.%. The positive data are too few
at present to attempt any correlation with these
parameters. The only conclusion that we can get
is of statistical order: we see bursts when in the
system there is deuterium, we do not see bursts
when in the system there is no deuterium. The
next step will be, with the new detector, to
decrease substantially the background, in order to
be able to consider multiplicity factors down to
less then 10. This has already been done by the
Los Alamos group [4], showing that the number of
bursts strongly increases at low multiplicities.
This seems a reasonable route to pursue in order
to aim at reproducibility.

n = WR-1)/2
If the efficiency of the detector is e, the number
of neutrons emitted is, with good approximation,

SEARCH FOR TRITIUM

A detector with these characteristics is
under construction and will be ready by the end
of Spring 1990.

If tritium is produced within the deuterated
titanium sample because of a nuclear reaction, it
is most probable that it is absorbed in the metal,
with few chances of escaping. Thus, it is possible
to search for tritium in samples even days or
months after the experiment has been performed.

While waiting for the new detector we had
the chance to use since last October a standard
neutron detector (normally used to detect the
amount of plutonium in a sample) with 15
operating 3He tubes and an overall efficiency of
about 15% (measured with a 252Cf source). We
were not yet able to use an outer ring and a veto
counter. We could look at the burst structure of
the emission, but with quite a high background.
This meant that "meaningful" bursts needed to
have multiplicities greater than 35. With this
apparatus we performed a series of 19 runs, for a
total of about 2100 hours between October 1989
and February 1990. Figure 1 shows the outcome
of these runs. In la the kinds of sample are listed
with the corresponding measurement time; in 1b
for every kind of sample the number of runs and
the number of bursts is reported. We could
measure a total of 19 bursts, ranging from 40 to
320 in multiplicity, 17 of which were obtained in
experiments on samples constituted by titanium
(or titanium alloy) in the presence of deuterium.
No bursts were observed in "blank" samples, i.e.:

The technique used has been set up by one
of us (FL) and is described in detail in reference
5. Here a short description of the method is
presented. The metal sample is slowly heated up
to 1000 °C in a slow flow of helium gas (roughly 1
cm3 NTP/s). The outgoing gas passes through a
catalyzer (CuO heated to a temperature of
400 °C), where the hydrogen and its isotopes are
changed in water, and then through two scrubbers
in series, where the water is condensed and
collected: each scrubber is a glass tube
containing distilled water, kept at a temperature
of 4 °C (in order to have a low vapor pressure).
Water from each scrubber is then mixed with a
scintillator cocktail, and its disintegration rate is
measured. The second scrubber normally does not
show tritium: this is a check that all tritium and
deuterium have been condensed in the first
scrubber. Two independent measurements fram
the same sample are performed, using for each
test 5 to 10 grams of metal. The amount of
deuterium extracted is obtained by weighing the
sample before and after heating it.

N

= e V2n
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Figure 1. Emission of neutron bursts. (a) The number of hours of neutron detection for every kind of
samples. N.l: titanium shavings with deuterium. N.2: titanium alloy 6-6-2 (6% Va, 6% Al, 2% Sn) with
deuterium. N.3: titanium sheet (1 mm thick) with deuterium. N.4: blank with the detector containing
a piece of metal of the same mass of the experimental cell, in order to keep the number of neutrons
produced by cosmic rays constant. N.5: blank with the cell containing titanium and hydrogen. N.6:
blank with titanium under vacuum in the cell. N. 7: the cell, without titanium, with 50 bars of
deuterium inside. (b) For each kind of sample the corresponding number of runs (each lasting roughly
one week) is shown on the left, and the number of bursts on the right.
Previous to all measurements, the amount
of tritium contained in the original deuterium
must be determined. This is obtained with a
similar procedure, in which the first step is
substituted by flowing gas from the deuterium
bottle, mixed with an appropriate amount of
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helium, which acts as the carrier. We found that
the tritium content in commercial deuterium
bottles can be quite different. The first bottle we
used contained up to 360 Bq/g (becquerel per
gram of deuterium), quite a high value. A second
bottle contained only 9 Bq/g and with this one we

7 ,-----.....................---------------------------,
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Figure 2. The distribution of the bursts as a function of multiplicity. Multiplicities lower than 35 have
not been considered as "meaningful" bursts. The two bursts found in sample 7 of Figure I have
multiplicity 40.
performed a few preliminary experiments. In
order to have enough deuterium to minimize
errors, in these experiments we strongly
deuterated
the
titanium
samples,
with
stoichiometric ratios higher than 140 at.%.
Table 1 shows the results obtained in the
first 5 tests. The data reported have already been
corrected for the tritium content in the original
deuterium, by subtracting 9 Bq/g from the
readings of the scintillator. Even in these
experiments it is almost impossible to look for
correlations between the results and the other
parameters, such as the thermal cycles of the
sample, the kind of material (shavings or powder),
the stoichiometric ratio, etcetera. In all cases
but one (n. l) we were not looking for neutrons
during the experiment. We did not measure any
neutron emission in experiment n. l. The only
conclusions that we can draw at this point is that
it seems that it is possible to form tritium during
the interaction of deuterium gas with titanium, in
amounts well above the standard deviation.
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Table 1. The amount of tritium found in
titanium samples that have been subjected to
experiments of interaction with deuterium gas.
The values reported under "T-production",
expressed in becquerel per gram of deuterium,
have been already corrected, by subtracting 9
Bq/g, for the tritium content in the original
deuterium. All samples were Ti shavings, with
the exception of sample I, consisting of Ti
powder. Samples 2 and 3 had no low
temperature thermal cycle (see Reference 3).
In all samples the stoichiometric ratio was
more than 140 at.% of deuterium. 1 Bq/g
corresponds to about 5xI0 8 atoms of tritium.
Sample

N.
1

2

3
4
5

T-Production
Bq/g
13.68
26.91

4.60
7.29
3.11

Standard Dev.
Bq/g
1.26
0.89

0.92
0.93
0.85

THERMODYNAMICS
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which we will be able to change the temperature
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ABSTRACT

the reaction rate. A figure of 10- 20 has
for example been deduced for this by Jones
et al.

The paper discusses two techniques
for studying the ■ultiplicity spectrum of
neutron
emission
in
cold
fusion
experiments.
In the first method the
multiplicity distribution of counts in 20
ms time intervals is analysed to give
information about
the
statistics
of
neutron
emission in cold fusion. The
results of six such experiments indicate
that about 10 to 25\ of the neutrons
produced in cold fusion are emitted in the
form of bunches 400 to 600 neutrons each.
The
other
method
discussed
is
an
adaptation of the Artificial Dead Time
method developed originally for reactor
noise analysis as well as for the passive
neutron assay of plutonium. An expression
for the fractional loss of counts in the
presence of dead time is derived. It is
shown that a neutron detection efficiency
of ~ 1\ is adequate to estimate the
average
multiplicity
as well as the
fraction of bunched neutron e■ ission in
the presence of a Poisson background.

The second category of mechanisms
leads to a cascade or sharp bursts of
fusion reactions. One of the earliest
speculations [3,4] attributed the cold
fusion
phenomenon
to
muon catalysis
triggered by cosmic ray produced muons. It
was pointed out that each muon could in
principle catalyze several hundred fusion
reactions within a time span of a couple
of microseconds. Recently Rafelski [5] has
proposed catalysis by a massive negatively
charged particle X- as being responsible
for the observation of bunched neutron
emission during cold fusion. Yet another
mechanism
proposed
has
been lattice
crystal fracture or cracking leading to
acceleration of deuterons to energies of
20 to 50 Kev in electric fields generated
across fracture crevices. Such internally
accelerated deuteron
beams
are
then
presumed to cause fusion reactions [6].
Here again the fusion reactions may be
expected to occur erratically leading to
bunched
emission
of
neutrons.
More
recently coherent processes [7] have been
bunched
proposed which could lead to
neutron emission.

INTRODUCTION

Since
the first
announcement by
Fleischmann
and Pons [1] and shortly
thereafter by Jones et al [2] of the
observation of cold fusion reactions in
palladium electrolytically loaded
with
deuterium,
various
theories
and
speculations have been put forward as
possible mechanisms for the same. All the
schemes proposed so far may be classified
into two broad categories Those that lead
to fusion reactions taking place one at a
time i.e. wherein occurrence of one fusion
reaction does not directly influence the
probability of occurrence of another. In
this case one can assign
a
certain
probability per second per deuteron for

-Since neutrons are one of the end
products of cold fusion reactions [B], it
may be expected that statistical analysis
such as measurement of the multiplicity
spectrum of neutron emission can give
valuable insight into the possible or1g1n
of cold fusion reactions. The emission of
neutrons in bunches of two or more can for
example be observed by employing two (or
more} fast neutron detectors and looking
for coincidences amongst detected pulses
within a gate interval of say 1 or 10 µs.
Since the average background count rate is
generally small, the chance coincidence
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count rate. Thus when the average count
rate is small i.e. when N t <<
1, one
0
can set exp(-N0 t)� 1. In this case the
probabilities of detecting one, two and
three neutryns in the tire interval tare
(N t), (N t) /2 and (N T) /6 respectively.
0
In0 particular
note 0that the ratio of
doubles to singles is (N0 t/2) while that
of triples to doubles is (N0 t/3) and so
on.

rate due to background events in such
small intervals would be negligible making
the task of establishing the occurrence of
multiple neutron emission events quite
easy.
An alternate technique of detecting
fast neutron multiplicity is to employ a
thermal neutron detector surrounded by a
hydrogenous moderator such as paraffin.
This type of detector system has the
interesting property that a bunch of fast
neutrons simultaneously incident on it
would be temporally seperated due to the
statistical nature of the neutron slowing
down
process
and
get detected as
individual neutrons within a time span
governed by the neutron die-away time
(1/A) in the moderator-detector assembly.
It is this type of thermal neutron
detector that is considered in the present
studies. The pulse train issuing from such
a detector can then be analysed by any of
the techniques developed for the purpose
in the fields of reactor noise [9] and
more recently the passive neutron assay of
plutonium
for
safeguards applications

On the other hand if there are Sb
events
per second which result in
emission of neutrons in bunches
say v
neutrons per bunch, then in a time
interval twhich encompasses the bunched
nuclear event, the probability (P t ) of
obtaining r counts in time t would be
given by a binomial distribution as
follows:
v

( )(1-e:)

r

One of the
most straightforward
methods is to measure the frequency
distribution of counts registered in short
counting intervals and to relate it to the
statistical characteristics of the neutron
emitting source. This method was used by
us to study the statistics of neutron
emission from the Milton Roy commercial
electrolytic cell [11] as well as some D
gas loaded
Ti
targets (12] and i§
described below.

Py

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS USING PC BASED SYSTEM

r

( 2)

=

(v£)

r!

r

e

-v£

(3)

Note that while the probabilities of
various multiplicities due to the random
background depend on the product (N0 t)that
due to the bunched neutronic events depend
mainly on v and £. Table I gives the
expected
of
frequency distributions
multiple neutron counts for typical values
of N0, £, and v. The counting time
interval (T) is kept fixed at 20 ms while
the bunched neutron producirg event rate
(S b )
is taken as 10- /s. The data
presented is for a total of 105 sampling
time intervals. It is clear from the table
that while the average count rate for
Poisson events is much greater than for
bunched events, the frequencies of higher

Theory of Multiplicity Analysis
If the events producing neutrons are
random in time and result in one neutron
per event, then the number of counts
observed in a time interval t would be
distributed according to the Poisson law
as follows:

r !

£

It is presumed here that the interval
t is large compared to the neutron die
away time in the detection system. It is
also assumed that the source event rate S b
is so small that only one such event
occurs in the the interval t. Here e: is
the overall counting efficiency. In the
limit of v » 1 and £ « 1 Eq. ( 2)
simplifies to give

[ 10].

e

v-r

-N0 t
( 1)

where Py is the probability of obtaining r
counts in time tand N0 1s the average
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count multiplicities (>2) is much larger
for the bunched events. This means that if
some of the cold fusion neutrons are
released in bunches, it is much easier to
detect these in the presence of a random
the
multiplicity
if
background
distribution
of counts in short time
intervals
measured.
Secondly,
is
of
multiplicity
the
measurement
distribution of counts would also enable
us to distinguish between the neutrons
emitted in singlets and those emitted in
bunches and to derive quantities like the
average number of neutrons per bunch and
the
fraction of neutrons produced in
bunches.
Let us consider a situation wherein
neutrons are produced in singlets as well
as in bunches. Let s1 denote the source
event rate of the foraer and S 0that of the
latter such that S=S +Sb represents the
total source event rite. The fraction of
events (fe)that result in bunched neutron
emission and the fraction of neutrons (f h )
produced in bunches can then be written as
follows:

f ,-,

=

:::

In the situation encountered in cold
fusion experiments, the product N tis
small compared to unity and the produ�t ve
is - 5 as we shall see later. Thus the
measured frequency distribution of counts
clearly seperates into two components viz
that governed by Eq. (1) and that governed
by
Eq.{3),
thus making the task of
deriving the parameters fn and v fairly
easy.
The co�ponent corresponding to
single neutron emission lies in the low
multiplicity region while that due to
bunched neutron emission extends into the
region of high aultiplicities. Moreover,
since the peak of the latter distribution
appears at the aultiplicity given by the
product ve, it is possible to deduce v
since£ can be measured using a calibrated
neutron source. On the other hand f can be
simply taken as the ratio of the sum of
the high frequency events to the total
frequency.

(4)

TABLE I
Expected Frequency Distribution of Counts for Poisson and
Bunched Neutronic Events for Typical Sets of Parameters
5
MultiFrequency of Counts in 20■s Intervals for 10 Samples
plicity
of
Poisson Events
Bunched Events(S=10 -2 per sec)
counts
V = 100
V = 100
V = 500
V = 500
N0 =0 3 H0=3.0
cps
cps
£ ::: 0.005
£ = 0.015
£ ::: 0.005
£ = 0.015

Svt
0
1

99940

9

2
3

4

5

�

�10�
s
-10--9
-10 3
10-1

=

0.005 Svt = 0.015 Svt

99402
597

99992

99984

-10

0.2
0.03
0.003

5.0
2.5
1.0
0.33

1_ J

-S
�10-0
�1 0

6. 1
1. 5

6.6

177

=

0.025

99980
4.00
5. 1
4.2
2.6

1. 3

Svt =0.075
99980
0.07
0.3
0.8
1.5
2.2

Neutron Counts Data Acquisition System
Neutrons from the cold fusion source
were counted by a bank of thermal neutron
detectors embedded in a paraffin moderator
block. One bank comprised of three BF
counters while the other was made up of
three He3 counters. The neutron die-away
time in each of these was �25 µs. The BF
bank was mounted close to the Milton Ro}
Pd-Ni electrolytic cell [11] and the He
bank near a D gas loading apparatus [12]
about 1.5 m2 away. While one counter was
being used as signal counter in
one
experiment
the
other bank served as
background monitor and vice versa. The
efficiency (€ ) of detection for the cold
fusion source neutrons was typically in
the range of 0.5\ to 1.5\ depending on the
exact distance between the cold fusion
source and the detector assembly as well
as the pulse height discriminator bias
setting.
The out puts of both these counter
banks were fed to scalers whose readings
could be read off by a Personal Computer
(PC) at the end of each counting interval
which was controlled by the clock in the
PC. By taking the difference in the scaler
readings corresponding to the end of two
consecutive counting intervals the number
of counts recorded in a given counting
interval is computed and stored by the PC.
It took the PC typically about 280 ms to
carry out these operations following each
sampling time. Hence a set of 1000 samples
consumed a real time of��5 minutes. From
such data accumulated over several hours,
the frequency distribution
of
counts
recorded in 20 ms intervals could be
computed.
Multiplicity
Results

Spectrum Measurements

results of the frequency distribution of
counts obtained in this long background
run. It is heartening to note that, as
expected
on the basis
of Poisson
distribution, not even once out of the
�750,000 odd samples were 3 or more counts
registered by either of the detector
banks. The ratio of doubles to singles
frequency further conforms to Poisson
statistics, indicating that the equipment
was functioning properly. Sparking in any
of the counters for example would have
given
rise to significant non-Poisson
behaviour.
Table III represents the results of
our first attempt to measure multiplicity
distribution of
neutrons
from
an
electrolytic
cell.
The
data
was
accumulated overnight (1805 hrs on 26th
May to 0645 hrs on 27th May) with the BF
bank viewing the Milton Roy cell which wa!
quiescent i.e. the cell current was not
on. Besides, a plastic scintillator (NE
102A) biased to register only neutrons of
energy> 9 MeV monitored cosmic ray and
other background events. The first column
of the table
gives the
probability
distribution of counts of the BF3 bank for
20 ms intervals. The average count rate
works out to 5.6 cps. It is clear from the
and
higher
frequencies of 2s, 3s

TABLE II
Frequency Distribution of Background
counts in Two Detector Banks
Counting interval
Total counting time

and

20 ms
63 hrs

Multiplicity
Frequency
of counts
He3 Bank
BF Bank

To begin with the statistics of
background counts was studied to ensure
that
the equipment
was
functioning
satisfactorily. For this purpose
all
potential cold fusion sources were removed
from the room where the detectors were
located. Data acquisition of back ground
counts continued in
an uninturrupted
manner for 63 hours over a week end (from
1800 hrs on Friday 2nd June to 0900 hrs
Monday 5th June, 1989). During this run
the average background count rate in thf
BF3 bank was �0.023 cps and in the He
bank �0.43 cps. Table II presents the

3

0
1
2
3
4-20
�

o'

178

750035
339
1
0
0

743948
6413
14
0
0

0.023�fS
5x10

0.43cps
0.0086

aultiplicities that there is considerable
contribution of non-Poisson events. The
second coluan of the table gives the
frequency distribution of-t-he same counts
data whenever there was a pulse recorded
by the plastic scintillator also during a
20 ms interval. Fro■ this we conclude that
only about 1\ of the multiple neutron
events occurring in the BF3 bank can be
attributed to cosmic ray showers.

TABLE III
Frequency Distribution of Counts in
BF Bank and Plastic Scintillator
wlth Quiescent Milton Roy Cell
12hrs
Counting period
20 ms
Counting interval
144000
Total number of sampling
intervals
Multi
plicity
of couts

Gross
Frequency

1
2
3
4
5
6

11941
2760
111
19

8
9

3

11

0

14

0
0

Frequency in
those samples
in which plastic
scintillator
records a count
114

31

0
0

0

2

0
0
0
0

13

1

9

5
1

10

12
13

0
0
0

1

15
16

0
0
0
0

1

0

Table IV presents the frequency
distribution results of the Milton Roy
cell run of 12th to 14th June, 1989. As
may be seen from Fig. 1, six neutron
bursts of five minutes duration each were
recorded during this period, the first
about 50 minutes after cell electrolysis
commenced on 12th June, the second and
third about an hour thereafter and the
remaining three a few hours after the cell
current was switched off on the evening of
14th June. During the burst phase, the
count rates were in the range of �0.5 to
1.7 cps which is about 4 to 14 times that
of the background value (""0.12 cps).
However it is noteworthy that in 4 out of
6
bursts
observed,
count
the
multiplicities of 2,3,4,5 and even 10 have
been recorded at least once each. This
type of behaviour is clearly indicative of
high multiplicity neutron emission events.
Throughout this run lasting several days
the background counter did not record any
noticable increase in count rate.

TABLE IV
Frequency Distribution of Counts for 1000 Sampling Intervals Each of 20ms
During Six Periods of High Neutron Activity
(Milton Roy Cell Run of 12th to 14 th June '89)
Multiplicity of
counts
1
2

Frequency
12th June
14th June
C
A
D
E
F
B
27
0

3

0

5
6
1
8
9

0

4

10

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
0
1

0

0
0

0
0

0
1

2
0

0

1
1

0
0

0

0
0

Total

Expected
117

29
3

22

87
1

1

0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0

0

0

0
0

0

0
0

0
0

0
0
0

0
0
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Fig.1.

Table V summarises the frequency
distribution measured during the 2.5 hour
long neutron burst recorded on 16th June,
1989 from 1900 hours onwards with the
Milton Roy electrolyser. It may be noted
that the cell had not been operated for
the previous �52 hours. The count rate
during this wide neutron burst attained a
value as high as 20 cps at the peak. The
background neutron monitor which was only
1.5m away also indicated a small increase
in count rate commensurate with its
efficiency for neutrons emanating from the
Milton Roy cell. Careful scrutiny of these
results indicates
that the frequency
distribution essentially corresponds to a
Poisson distribution. However, the fact
that multiplicities of 5 or more are
recorded several times again points to the
sporadic occurrence of multiple neutron
emission events. It is noteworthy that
around 1950 hrs (close to the peak) there
were more than 20 such high multiplicity
cascade events within a time span of 5
minutes.

I

Neutron Bursts of Initial Part
of Run Number 2 of Milton Roy

Ce]] •

Table V
Frequency distribution of count for 1000 Sa■pling Intervals of 2011s Ear.h
During Periods of Righ Neutron Activity
(Milton Roy Cell Run of 16th June)
Multiplicity of
countsf
1

2
3

4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

18
19

20

,.

Frequency
B

124 54
9
21
4
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0

0
0

1
1
1

0

0

0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

D

335
54
7

320 243 315
35
13
82
4
3
10
1
0
0
1
0
0

2

1

0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0

0

0

0
0

0

0
0
0

0

0

0
0

0

0

0
0
0

E

F

C

0

0
0

0
0

0
0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0
0

0

0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0

0
0

Total(A to L)

G

R

I

J

K

L

295
24

492
51

447
42

49

355

1
0

2

1
1
1
0
0

104
13
4

345
99
16
2
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0

0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

0

0
0
0

3

0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0

2

0
0

1
0
1
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
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0

0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0

1
1
0
1
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

0

0

0
0

0

M

Observed

Expected

24

3429
492
55
11
3
3
0
0

3166
616
80

7
3
3
2

1
1
1
1
1

2
2

1

0

1
0

0

1
0

0

0

2

0

1

0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0

5

1
1
0

1

0

0

0

8

0.6
0.03
-l
-10

-,o-4

-G
-10
0-7

-1
•
-10·

10
- 10 · 1 1
·
-10 13
·
-10 14
·
10
- · 1&
-10 18
·
-10 0
2
0
1
- ·21
·
0
-1 22
-10·
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Frequency Distribution of Counts
from Deuterated Zr Ti Sponge
Counting Interval
20 ms
Frequency

Multiplicity
of counts
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The last columns of Tables IV, V and
VII give the total frequency distribution
for the entire duration i.e. the Sllll of
all the columns. Also shown are
the
frequency
theoretical
distributions
expected
on the basis
of
Poisson
statistics. It is worth noting that except
for the background case (Table II),in all
the cold fusion measurements the observed
frequencies fall according to the Poisson
law for low multiplicity events but there
is a distinct tendency for them to show a
slight peak between the multiplicities of
4 and 6. If we assume that this peak is
due
to
the superposition of bunched
neutronic events on a Poisson background,
we deduce the value of v to be in the
range of 400 to 600 since the peak of the

1
2
4

11
0
0
0

6

0

3

5

0

Frequency
D

E

CJ

7
0
0

8
0
0

0

0

0
0

0
0

0

0
0

0
1

0
0
0

1

1

4

0

1

0

Total(A to Ol

F

G

R

I

J

9

0

20
0
0

32
1

so

0
1

1
2
1
1

1

0
0

0

•O

is
estimated to have emitted 5 x 10
neutrons in all. On the whole this target
also points to the occurrence of a
significant nUJ1ber of high multiplicity
neutron emission events.

Frequency Distribution of Counts fro■ a Deuterated Disc for 1000 Sampling Intervals of
20 as Each During Periods of High Neutronic Activity

C

JS

Neutron Output from a Deuterated
Ti Disc.

Table VII

B

I

,l���•�J

11

5
0
6
0
Tables VI & VII summarise the results
of multiplicity distribution measurements
carried out with two D
gas loaded Ti
targets. During the weekena run of 9th to
11th June, 1989 with 15 grams of Ti-Zr
deuteride (see Table VI) the average count
rate measured was only 0.42 cps. Since
this corresponds to an (NT) value of
0.008, we expect a doublts to singles
ratio of 0.004 only. While the relatively
high doubles events in both the background
and the signal counter could possibly be
attributed to statistics, or cosmic raJ
induced events the 3s and 4s in the He
detector viewing the target can only be
attributed to high multiplicity neutron
emissions in the deuterated Ti- Zr target.
Absence of such high multiplicity events
in
the
background
channel further
strengthens this conjecture. Table VII
presents a similar result from a D loaded
Ti disc target. As may be seen fr�m Fig.
2, the neutron active phase of this target
lasted almost 85 minutes during which it

Multiplicity of
counts
A

I
r.."I

0
0
0
0
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1

0
0
0
0

K
36

0
0

0
0
0

L

Ill

N

0

p

0

Obs.

Exp.

37

42
2
0

26
1
0

38
2
0
0

33
2

23
0

385
10
3
4
2
2

440
6

0
0
0
0
0

1

0

0

0
0

0

0

0

0

0

0
0

0
0
0
0

0.9�
10

,o-6

,o-a

binomial distribution occurs at the
multiplicity value of the product VE and
£
values in the experiment are typically
�0.01.
Further,
since the expected
frequency of high ■ultiplicities is given
by SbTJ, where J is the total number of
sampling intervals, we deduce that the
average source event rate Sb for such
events during the neut!fn emitting phase
is very roughly about 10 per second.
In
summary
the
multiplicity
distribution of counts in 20 ms intervals
has so far been measured six times during
cold fusion experiments. While the
background displays strictly Poisson
behaviour, in the three experiments where
distinct excess
over background was
recorded,
between 10 and 25\ of the
neutrons appear
to
display
high
multiplicity characteristics. The observed
frequency distributions can be explained
as being due to bunched neutronic events
superposed over a Poissonian background.
Such occasional neutron bursts resulting
in several hundred neutrons have also been
observed by Menlove [13].
The duration of the counting interval
selected viz �20 ms was a compromise
between the total volume of data required
to be stored and the time resolution.
Ideally the counting interval should have
been of the order of the neutron die-away
time in the moderator detector assembly to
ascertain whether the •neutron bunches•
are spread out over the entire 20 ms
interval duration or whether they are in
fact emitted in micro second time scales.
Better time resolution is therefore called
for and one of the simplest techniques,
for achieving this, viz the artificial
dead time method [14-15] is described in
the following section.

THE ARTIFICIAL DEAD TIME METHOD
This technique was first introduced
by Jacquesson [14] 2 f�r estimation of the
in a sample and
fraction of
Pu
independently by Srinivasan
[15]
for
measuring a the prompt neutron decay
constant of a reactor assembly. It has
since been developed as into field unit
for nondestructive assay of plutonium
(16].
In its simplest form the method
consists of feeding the pulse train fro■ a
detector monitoring the test source to two
scalers in parallel. While the pulses
182

reach the first scaler directly, they are
filtered. through an artificial dead ti■e
unit before being fed to the second
scaler. In this process the second scaler
records a count rate lower than the first
as some of the counts are lost during the
dead time. In what follows we derive an
expression [17) for the dead time filterd
count rate and show how it is possible to
distinguish between random Poisson events
and bunched events and to deduce therefrom
the fraction fh of neutrons emitted in
bunches.
Theory
We assume that during each counting
time interval employed, the source event
rate S for production of neutrons (be it
in singlets or in multiplets) does not
vary with time and can be described as a
stationary Poisson process. It is then
permissible to use the formula derived in
(18] for the count rate as a function of
dead time. It was shown there that in the
presence of a dead time of the extendable
type the observed count rate N d is given
by

y

1 r
I
-t>.J
�:-1 ) ( J�-;I - :; ) e
+

I

)

I

+

M +

where Eis the detection efficiency, M�
the
r th factorial moment of the
source
multiplicity distribution of
neutrons, A the inverse of the neutron
die-away time and d the artificial dead
time introduced. In the kind of situation
encountered in cold fusion experiments,
the count rates are rather small compared
to A (1/A is typically 25-60 µs). Hence
the argument of the exponential
(in
square brackets) is very small and the
exponential may be set equal to unity.
Moreover, if we choose the dead time d
such that Ad > 3, the above expression
reduces to

SEM1

S E 3M3
--

+

(7a)

3!

or

where we have written N
for 5Ev, the
count rate in the absence oi dead time.
The factorial moments M� can now be
written in terms of the individual source
event rates S and Sb and the factorial
moments of the multiplicity distribution
of bunched neutron emision viz v, v(v-1)
etc. as follows:

M
1

M

2

1

+ vS b

1

+

s

=

s

=

Sb

v(v-1)Sb

=

+

s
1

1 - fe+ vfc.

(8a)

v(v-1)fe

(8b)

=

Sb

v(v-1)(v-2)Sb

=

S1

+

Sb

=

v(v-1)(v-2)fe

(8c)

As noted earlier, fe represents
the
fraction of events that result in neutron
bunches. Eq. (7b) can then be rewritten
as follows
Nd

No

Ev(v-1)fe

- --------

1

=

2!(1-�v�

+

£ 2 v(v-1)(v-2)fc

-------------3! (1-tJ-v�

(9)
or

'1L

�dl= (

N0

fc _\ �v( v-1)
1-�vtJ[ 2!

J

+

( 11)

(7b)

+

1 -

=

If v >> 1� may be permissible }o
apfroximate v(v-1), v(v-1)(v-2) etc by v ,
v etc. Writing simply v instead of v and
summing the resulting power series we get

£ 2 v-( v-- -1 )� (- v---2-)
3!
( 10)

----]
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It is clear from Eq. (11) that the
fractional loss of counts [1-Nd /N ], which
represents
the deviation from0 Poisson
behaviour, is a product of two factors
the first being f n , the fraction of
neutrons that are emitted in bunches and
the second being dependent on the product
v£. Interestingly, the dependence on vE is
similar
to the
dependence of the
variance/mean ratio (of reactor noise
theory) on the product at. The fractional
loss of counts increases with all the
three parameters viz f11 ,v and E. In Fig. 3
we show the variation of the fractional
loss of counts [1-N d /N] with the product
vE for various values �f fn.
In the above derivation it was
assumed that the dead time introduced is
of the extendable type. However under the
conditions prevailing in cold fusion
experiments, viz a count rate that is very
small compared to A and Ad> 3, it turns
out that Eq. (11) is valid irrespective of
whether
the dead
time
is of the
extendable or the non-extendable type.
Discussion
It is clear that by simply using two
scalers one without any dead time and the
other with an artificial dead time filter
of
�50-100 µs
it
is
possible to
distinguish between the two kinds
of
events. Since the fraction of neutrons
which are emitted in bunches in cold
fusion experiments appears to be in the
region of 0.1 to 0.25, the magnitude of
the
product
vE
required
to
give
measureable values of fractional count
loss (> 0.05) can be seen from Fig. 3 to
be about 3.0. Since v in these experiments
is found to be about 400 � 600 neutrons,
we conclude that an efficiency in the
region of � 1 (which is easy to achieve)
should be adequate to give measurable
results. The method has the advantages of
simplicity but the amount of information
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available is
less than that from a full
multiplicity spectrum measurement, since
only two quantities viz N and Nd are
measured and therefore it is �ot possible
to uniquely derive either fnor v. This is
in contrast to the passive neutron assay
problem where it is possible to derive the
spontaneous fission rate and (a,n) rate
even with two measurements because there
distribution
the
multiplicity
of
spontaneous fission neutron emission is
well known. However by conducting the
experiment with two different values of
the detection efficiency £, it should be
possible to derive both the parameters v
and£. The choice of the two values of £
should be such that while one results in a
fractional count loss comparable to fn the
other gives about half this value.
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ABSTRACT
H+

It is demonstrated that electron screening, in

combination with a particle velocity distribution,
greatly enhances the cross sections and reaction rates
for deuteron-deuteron (D-D) and proton-deuteron
('JrD) fusion for low kinetic energies (E :S 20 eV,
center of mass frame). 'JrD fusion rates are shown to
be comparable to D-D fusion rates for E ~ l0 eV, so
that in electrolysis experiments with equal amounts
of H and D, 'frD fusion should compete with D-D
fusion as a reaction mechanism.

I. INTRODUCTION

(or v +

+

D --+ 3 He + ,(5.5MeV)

+ H

--+ 3He

+ 1(5.5MeV))

( le)

Reaction (la) is not a "real" fusion reaction but a
neutron-transfer reaction, while reaction (1b) is a. fu
sion reaction in which two protons are fused to form
a 3 He nucleus. Because of the complexity of the
four-nucleon system, no rigorous theoretical calcu
lations of the D-D fusion rates and branching ratios
and of the H-D fusion rates have been carried out
at low positive energies. Since there are no direct
measurements of the fusion cross sections, a(E), for
reactions (la) and (lb), below ED � 4 keV (lab
oratory (LAB) frame), and for reaction (le) below
EH � 24 keV (LAB), a(E) has to be extrapolated
using the measured values of a(E) at higher ener
gies as is conventionally done in astrophysical calculations [13,14] for kT � 1.5 keV. In our case, an
extrapolation down to the order of 10 eV is required.
We describe in the discussion below the extrapola
tion method used in the astrophysical calculations
[13,14] which assumes equal branching ratios for re
actions (la) and (lb). In the following, a theoretical
formulation will be given in detail only for reactions
(la) and (lb), as it is similar to that for reaction
(le).

Recently, the effect of a velocity distribution [l]
in the context of a surface reaction mechanism [2,3]
was shown to be very important in reducing the dis
crepancy between the electrolysis fusion results [4-9]
and the conventional estimates [10-11] of cold fusion
rates. More recently, it has been suggested [12] that
the effect of electron screening may become signifi
cant at low energies and further reduce the discrep
ancy. In this paper, we present results of our de
tailed calculations of the deuterium-deuterium (D
D) and proton-deuterium ('JrD) fusion rates includ
ing both a velocity distribution and electron screen
ing. In section II, definitions and expressions for the
Coulomb barrier penetration factor, fusion cross sec
tions and fusion rates are described. In section III,
the calculated results are presented and discussed. II.I. Velocity Distribution
Finally, section IV contains conclusions.

Since the precise form of the D + velocity distri
bution in electrolysis experiments is not known at
II. THEORETICAL FORMULATION
present, we will assume a Maxwell-Boltzmann dis
Three dominant fusion reactions occurring at low tribution with and without a cut-off for high velocity
components. The temperature term, kB T, will be re
energies are
placed by the "average" kinetic energy, Evv , in the
center of mass (CM) D-D frame, which is related to
D + + D --+ 3 H(l.0lMeV) + p(3.02MeV) , (la) the most probable velocity v (CM) by EvD = � v2
(CM) with the reduced mass M = Mv/2.
D+

+ D--+

3

He(0.82MeV) + n(2.45MeV) ,

(lb)
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For a Maxwell-Boltzmann velocity distribution,

the D-D fusion rate, A (sec-1 / D-D pair), for reac by electron clouds and is electrically neutral outside
tion (la) or (lb) is given by [13,14]
the electron screening range, r., . The expression for
a(E)
given by eq. ( 4) is derived for the case in which
nv
A (Evv) = 2 (av) ,
(2) one D + is incident on another n + . Therefore, the
Coulomb barrier penetration factor ( "Gamow fac
with
tor") in eq. (4)

(8/1r)l/2
(av)=
Afl/2(Evv)3/2

lEc

Pa(E) = exp (-(Ea/ E) 1 l2)

a(E)E e-E/EDDdE'
(3)

where the cross section, a(E), has been parameter
ized as [13]

a(E) =

S(E) e-(Eo/E) 1 f2
E

(4)

which is the conventional form assuming (la), (lb),
and (le) are non-resonant charged particle reac
tions. Ea is the "Gamow energy" given by Ea =
(21raZvZv) 2 Mc 2 /2 or Ea::::: 31.39 (keV) 1 l2 with
the reduced mass M::::: Mv/2 for reactions (la) and
2
(lb) and E::J = 25.64 (keV) 1 12 for reaction (le)
with the reduced mass M = mp Mv/(mp + Mv):::::
Mv/3. E is in units of keV in the center of mass
(CM) reference frame. The S-factor, S(E), is ex
tracted from the experimentally measured values
[15,16] of the cross section, a(E), for E ;:, 4 keV
and is nearly constant [13,16], S(E)::::: 52.9 keV - b,
for both reactions (la) and (1 b) in the energy range
of interest here, E :S 1 keV. For reaction (le),
S(E) ::::: 2.50 x 10- 4 keV - b [13]. The deuterium
density nv is assumed to be ~ 6 x 10 22 cm- 3. Ee in
eq. (3) is the upper integration limit beyond which
the high velocity components are cut off. With a
Taylor series expansion of S( E) [13]

(7)

is appropriate only for the
+ n ) reaction and
needs to be modified for the case of ( D+ + D) in reac
tions (la) and (lb), and for the case of (D+ + H) in
reaction (le). The modified Coulomb barrier pene
tration factor, Pa (E), is the probability of tunneling
through the barrier to reach the nuclear surface and
can be computed from solutions of the Schroedinger
equation for a (D + + D) system in which an attrac
tive Coulomb potential Va ( r) due to the presence of
shielding electrons is included with the original re
pulsive Coulomb potential between two D + 's (two
protons).
( D+

+

The modified Coulomb barrier penetration fac
tor, P., (E), which includes the effect of Va (r),
can be calculated in the Wentzel-Kramers-Brillouin
(WKB) approximation as

2M 1/2
)
exp [ -2 (
h,2

l

lr,. (Vc(r) + V (r) - E) /2dr
6

rN

1

(8)

where Ve (r) is the repulsive Coulomb potential be
tween two D+ 's,
_ ZvZve 2
V,C(T) -

I

(9)

and Va ( r) is the potential due to the shielding elec
trons. The effective nuclear interaction range, TN :::::
BF (twice the deuteron radius), can be set to zero in
the integral in eq. (3) can be carried out numerically. eq. (8) without loss of accuracy. The integral in eq.
(8) cannot be carried out analytically in general, but
For a sharp velocity distribution, which has been can be written for an attractive potential, Va( r) < O,
used in the argument against the possibility of D- as
D fusion at room temperature, the D-D fusion rate
(sec-1 / D-D pair), A6, is given by
112 for
,.
(Vc (r) + V., (r)- E) 1 12dr
S(E)::::: S(O) + S'(O)E +

�

S"(O)E

2

,

(5)

(6)

Af

where E = Evv =
v 2 (CM) = � v 2 (LAB)
½ Ev(LAB), and a(E) is from eq. (4).

=

2(2::)
- (E

II.2. Electron Screening Effect

(Ea )1/2

+ E., (E))1 12

(10)

where E., (E) is determined by carrying out the in
In electrolysis fusion experiments and other fu tegral numerically for each value of E > 0. The
sion processes, D + is incident on D, which is shielded modified penetration factor, P., (E), is then given by
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P.(E)

= exp (-EY2 /(E + E.(E))112)

Since the magnitude of V., ( r) decreases monotoni
cally from a maximum value of jV., (O)I to jV.(ra)I as
(11) r increases from O to Ta, E.,(E) is bounded by

When V.(r) = 0, E.(E) vanishes, and we recover the
conventional Gamow factor, P.(E) =: Pa(E), given
by eq. (7).

(15)
The classical turning point, Ta in eq. (8), is de
termined by
The recent elaborate calculations [17 ,18] yield r• ,2:,
0.05 A. r. � 0.05 A for TiD and PdD can be
(12) justified also on physical grounds since the electron
density in the solid phase is expected to be
From eqs. (10) and (12), it can be easily shown number
3
10
times
larger than that in the gas phase; hence
that E.(E) in eqs. (10) and (11) satisfies !V.(ra )I <
a
radius
scale
such as r• is expected to be 10 times
E.(E) < jV.(O)I [12]. Using P.(E), the new extrap
smaller.
olation formula appropriate for reactions (la), (lb),

(le), and other fusion reactions can now be written
as
)
2
a.(E) = S� exp (-E Y /(E + E.(E))1 ! 2)

Since the precise form of the effective electron
screening potential, V.(r), will depend on experi
mental conditions and is not yet known, we shall
use a simple potential of the form

(13)

(16)

The parameterization [13] of S(E) used in eq. (4)
can also be used in eq. (13), since S(E) is deter
mined from the measured cross sections at higher
energies E � E.(E) where the electron screening
effect is negligible.

is the
which has one parameter
., where
effective electron charge and r. is the screening
radius. V.(r) given by eq.(16) can be generated
from a spherical shell charge distribution, Pe =
(Z.e/41rr8 ra )6(r-ra)- When V.(r) given by eq. (16)
is used in eq. (8), the penetration factor becomes

The screening energy term E.(E) can be ex
tracted from the measured values [15,16] of aexp(E)
for reaction (la), D(D,p) 3 H. The values of E.(E)
extracted from ae xp(E < 4 keV(CM)) [15,16] us
ing eq. (13) are (40 - 60) eV [12] and have large
uncertainties. Therefore, it is important to carry
out precise measurements of aexp(E) with improved
accuracies for E < 4 keV(CM). The experimental
values ae xp(E) [15,16] were measured with D2 gas
targets for which the electron screening potential is
expected to be approximately that of the ls hydro
gen electron with E,, (E) = e2 /a0 � 27 eV. However,
for solid targets such as TiD and PdD, the elec
tron screening range could be as small as a tenth of
the Bohr radius, a0 /10 � 0.05 A [17]. Thus the ex
tracted values of E.(E) from solid metal deuteride
targets may be up to ten times (E.(E) � 300 eV)
larger than values (E.(E) � 40 - 60 eV) extracted
from D2 gas targets [15,16].

z./r ,

z.

where E., = Zn Zse2 /r. = E.(E). Equation (17)
has previously been used for D2 molecular fusion
calculations [11] and for the analysis of D2 0 cluster
fusion [19]. Finally, for the screening potential of eq.
(16), eq. (13) becomes
a.(E) =

S(E)

�

(

- )1/2)

exp ( -Ee / E + E.
1;2

(18)

III. RESULTS

We calculate the fusion cross sections and reac
For the case of the Yukawa screening potential,
tion rates, crnn (En n ) and Ann (Enn ), using eqs.
2
V(r) = ( Zn Z.e /r)e-rfr., the electron screening po
(18) and (2), respectively, for reactions (la) and (lb)
tential is given as
for E. = 0, 1, 4, and 10 e2 / ao. nn is assumed to be
6 x 1022 cm- 3 and the parametric values for S(E)
2
Zn Z.e
V., (r) = V(r)- Vc(r) = - -r
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given in reference 13 are used in eq. (18). The cal
culated results for ann(Env) and Ann(Evv) are
plotted as functions of Evv :-:; 20 eV in Figs. 1
and 2, respectively; Anv(Evn) is for the sum of
reactions (la) and (1b), assuming equal branching
ratios. In evaluating Ann(Evn), the cut-off energy
Ee in eq. (3) is assumed to be infinite. The case
where Ea = 0 in Figs. 1 and 2 corresponds to the
use of the conventional Gamow factor, eq. (7), as
in eq. (4). As can be seen from Figs. 1 and 2, the
electron screening effect ( E6
0) becomes increas
ingly significant for avv(Evv) and Avv(Evv) for
reactions (la) and (lb), as Evv decreases below 20
eV.

i-

In order to study the effect of the velocity distri
bution, we calculate the fusion rates A6(Evn) with
a sharp (delta function) velocity distribution using
eq. (6) for reactions ( 1a) and ( 1 b). The calculated
results for A6( Env) with Ea = 0, 4, and 10 e 2 / a0 are
plotted and compared in Fig. 3 with the correspond
ing cases of Avn(Evv) with a Maxwell-Boltzmann
velocity distribution. As can be seen from compar
ing A6 and Avv in Fig. 3, the effect of the velocity
distribution becomes increasingly important as Evv
decreases, but is less so as Ea increases for reactions
(la) and (lb).

---

To study the effect of introducing a high-energy
cut-off (Ee in eq. (3)) for the Maxwell-Boltzmann
velocity distribution, we calculate the fusion rates
Avv(Evv) of eq. (2) for the sum of reactions (la)
and (lb) as a function of Ee for the cases Evv = 5
and 10 eV with Ea = 0, 4, and 10 e 2 /ao in eq. (18).
The calculated results are plotted in Fig. 4. As can
be seen from Fig. 4, the effect of a cut-off in the
velocity distribution is substantially less for the case
of E a = 10 e 2 /ao than for the case of Ea = 0 (no
electron screening effect).
For reaction (le), we calculate the fusion cross
section and rates, ap v(Ep n) and Ap n(Ep D), using
eqs. (18) and (2), respectively, with the replace
ments of nn/2 in eq. (2) and M and Evv in eq.
(3) by nH, M = mp Mv/(mp + Mn) ::::; Mn/3,
and Ep v( CM), respectively. Parametric values of
Ea = 0, 1, 4, and 10 e 2 /ao are used. nH is assumed to be nH = nn = 6 x 10 22 cm -3, and the
parametric values for S(E) for reaction (le) given in
reference 13 are used in eq. (18). Ee in eq. (3) is
set to infinity. The calculated results for ap v(Ep n)
and Ap v( EpD) are plotted in Figs. 5 and 6, respec
tively. The Ea = 0 case in Figs. 5 and 6 corre
sponds to the use of the conventional Gamow factor,

- - - - - - - - - -- - - -- - - - - - - - - - --

10 -300 ����--'�--'--....,_____.____,__,___--'-----'------'--'----'-----'------'--'----'----l.-----'
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E 00 (eV)

Fig. 1.

The cal�ulated cross sections ann(Ep v) for reactions (la) and (lb), D(D,p) 3 H and
D(D, n) He, for Enn :-:; 20 eV with Ea = 0, 1, 4, and 10 e 2 /a0. e 2 /a 0 = 27.17 eV with
�o = 0.53 A. In this and subsequent figures, _the solid, dashed, dash-dotted, and dotted
Imes refer to the results of calculations using Ea = 0, 1, 4, and 10 e 2 / ao, respectively.
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The calculated fusion rates Avv(Evv) for reactions (la) and (lb), D(D,p) 3 H and
D(D, n) 3 He, for Evv � 20 eV with Ea= 0, 1, 4, and 10 e 2 /a0.
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Fig. 3.

Comparison of the D-D fusion rates Avv(Evv) with a Maxwell-Boltzmann velocity distri
bution (upper curve in each pair) and the D-D fusion rates A6 (Evv) with a sharp velocity
distribution (lower curve in each pair) with E� = 0, 4, and 10 e 2 /a0. Evv < 20 eV.
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The calculated D-D fusion rates ADv(Evv) as a function of the cut-off energy Ee with a
Maxwell-Boltzmann velocity which is cut off above E = Ee . EDD= 5 (lower curve in each
pair) and 10 eV (upper curve in each pair) with E a == 0, 4, and 10 e 2 /a0 are shown.
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The calculated cross sections up v(EpD ) for reaction (le), D(p,-y) 3 He, for EpD � 20 eV with
Ea = 0, 1, 4, a.nd 10 e 2 /ao.
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The calculated fusion rates Apv( EpD ) for reaction (le), D(p, 1 ) He, for EpD < 20 eV with
E,. = 0, 1, 4, and 10 e 2 /ao.
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Comparison of the p-D fusion ra:es Apv (Epv) and the D-D fusion rates A vv(Evv ) for
E(= Ep D = Evv )::; 20 eV with E,. = 0 and 10 e 2 /a0.
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eq. (7), as in eq. (4). As in the case of reactions
(la) and (lb) (Figs. 1 and 2), the electron screening
effect (.it -:J 0) becomes substantial for CTpD (EpD )
and ApD (EpD ) at very low energies.
In order to see whether reaction (le) will com
pete with reactions (la) and (1b) in electrolysis ex
periments, we compare ApD (EpD ) and ADD (EDD )
in Fig. 7 for the cases it = 0 and 10 e2 / a0. As
can be seen from Fig. 7, ApD (EpD) is comparable to
ADD (EDD ) for the case (.E, -:J 0) and nH = nD ,
Therefore, for a typical value of the H / D ratio,
nH /nD � 10- 3, in electrolysis experiments, reac
tions (1a) and (1b) will dominate over reaction ( 1c).
However, reaction (le) can compete with reactions
(la) and (lb) if nH � nD is maintained in electrol
ysis experiments.

Ep D(and EDD )< 20 eV as shown in Fig. 7. There
fore, p-D fusion can compete with D-D fusion if an
H / D ratio of nH /nD � l can be maintained in both
the H2 0-D 20 mixture and the Pd cathode during
electrolysis fusion experiments.

IV. CONCLUSIONS
It is shown that the effect of electron screening
in conjunction with a particle velocity distribution
greatly enhances the cross sections and reaction rates
for D-D and p-D fusion at kinetic energies E �
20 eV (CM).
The D-D fusion rate for reaction (la),
A[xp(la) � 10-19 sec-1, inferred by Fleischmann
et al. [4] from the measurement of tritium pro
duction, and also the D-D fusion rate for reaction
(lb), A�xp (la) � 10-23 sec-1, obtained by Jones
et al. [5] are often criticized as being impossible
or incorrect when compared to estimates of A in
bulk matter (an upper limit of A � 10-47 sec-1)
[10] or to the result of A6 shown in Fig. 3 (low
est curve). Our results for A (upper curves) shown
in Fig. 3 indicate A�xp (lb) � 10-23 sec-1 [5] and
A[xp(lb) � 10-19 sec- 1 [4] are consistent with cal
culated values of ADD (EDD ) � 10-23 sec-1 and
ADD (EDD ) � 10-19 sec-1 for EDD � 10 eV and
17 eV, respectively, with E, = 4e 2jao. Therefore,
the claimed values of A�xp( lb) and Aexp(la) are phys
ically acceptable values for the D-D fusion rate in
electrolysis experiments if the applied potentials are
20 V and 34 V, respectively.
To match the D-D fusion rate ADD (EDD ) from
eq. (la) to the rate, A�;;t(la) � 10- 10 sec-1 (4] in
ferred from excess heat measurements [3,5,6], an "av
erage"
kinetic energy of EDD � 70 eV
- is needed with
E, = 4 e2 /a0, or EDD< 70 eV for E, > 4 e2 /ao.
The calculated p-D fusion rates ApD( EpD) for re
action (le) are comparable to the D-D fusion rates
for reactions (la) and (le) with E, = 10 e2 /a0 and
192
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SURFACE REACTION MECHANISM AND LEPTON SCREENING F OR COLD
F USION WITH ELECTROLYSIS
Yeong E. Kim
Department of Physics, Purdue University
West Lafayette, IN 47907

ABSTRACT

the conventional theoretical estimates of the cold D
D fusion rate may not be reliable since the extrap
A surface reaction mechanism and the effects of olation method used may not be valid at low ener
electron and muon screening are described for elec gies. [1,2,12)
trolysis fusion experiments. A general expression is
In this paper, it is shown that the electron screen
given for the modified Coulomb barrier penetration ing effect becomes significant at low energies and
factor which includes the lepton screening effect and hence the conventional Coulomb barrier penetration
which can be used for extrapolating the fusion cross factor (the "Garnow" factor) used to describe the D
sections to lower energies. It is shown that, when D fusion rate is no longer valid at low energies. A
combined with the effect of velocity distribution in modified Coulomb barrier penetration factor and a
the context of the surface reaction mechanism, the new extrapolation method for the cross-section and
electron screening effect may explain the claimed re rate are proposed for the cold D-D fusion reaction
sults of recent electrolysis fusion experiments and in electrolysis experiments and for other fusion re
may also explain why it is difficult to reproduce the actions in physical processes. W hen combined with
same result with different samples in electrolysis ex an appropriate velocity distribution arising from the
periments. Experimental tests of the effects of elec surface reaction mechanism, the new extrapolation
tron and muon screening are suggested both for elec formula which includes the electron screening effect
trolysis experiments and for inelastic scattering ex is expected to be able to explain the results [3-8] of
periments.
electrolysis fusion experiments.

I. INTRODUCTION
Recently, a surface reaction mechanism [1,2] was
proposed for electrolysis fusion experiments [3-8) in
which deuterium-deuterium (D-D) fusion takes place
in the surface zone of a palladium (Pd) cathode where
whiskers and asperities of metal deuterides form dur
ing the electrolysis experiments, in order to explain
the discrepancy of 24-60 orders of magnitude be
tween the conventional estimates [9-10] and the elec
trolysis fusion results [3-8]. It has been shown that
the calculated fusion reaction rate can increase by as
much as 60 orders of magnitude [11] if an appropri
ate Maxwell-Boltzmann velocity distribution is used
in the context of the proposed surface reaction rnech
anisrn.[ 1,2] It has also been argued that

In section II, the D-D and hydrogen-deuterium
(H-D) fusion reactions are described in terms of the
surface reaction mechanism. In section III, the effect
of a velocity distribution on D-D fusion is discussed
in the context of the surface reaction mechanism.
In section IV, the electron screening effect is de
scribed in detail for fusion reactions and an appropri
ate modification of the Coulomb barrier penetration
factor is presented. A new extrapolation formula for
the fusion cross sections is given. The physical con
sequences of the effects of both velocity distribution
and electron screening are discussed for electrolysis
fusion experiments. In section V, the muon screening
effect is discussed and its implications are described
for the results of the recent electrolysis experiments.
In section VI, the branching ratio for the D-D fusion
reactions is discussed. Finally, a brief summary is
given in section VII.
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II. FUSION PROCESSES IN THE
SURFACE ZONE
In electrolysis experiments where the Pd cathode
is immersed in D 2 0 with LiO D electrolyte, many
spherical and hemispherical D2 gas bubbles of vary
ing sizes (radii ranging from a few µm to a few mm)
will be produced continuously in the surface zone
outside the Pd cathode where they will stay for a
certain time duration before they move out of the
electrolysis cell. Many of these D2 gas bubbles in the
surface zone will have surface whiskers (PdD or LiD)
protruding into them. This will create very high
electric fields around the sharp tips of the whiskers,
which are many orders of magnitude larger than the
average field due to the applied potential. n + ions
in a given bubble will gain kinetic energies with a
statistical distribution which depends on the bubble
size and the values of the widely varying electric field
inside the bubble. When the applied potential is ~
10 V, the average laboratory kinetic energy of the
n + ions in each bubble is expected to be ~ 10 eV.
A small fraction of the n + ions are expected to gain
additional kinetic energy beyond the average value
due to several acceleration processes, such as (i) ac
celeration of the ion due to a change of the polarity
of v + to D or n- near the whisker tips (this process
n + --+ n- may increase the the D kinetic energy by
a factor of two, or more by the use of a high AC
voltage with a correct modulation frequency), (ii)
acceleration of D when n + is picked up and carried
by a group of fast electrons [13], and (iii) other such
processes [13].

The accelerated
ions (deuterons) (also smaller
amounts of n- and D) in the bubble will be incident
on the electrically neutral D (or H present as an im
purity) in the D 2 0 or in the Pd cathode (whiskers
and surface areas). The dominant fusion reactions
are:

where Ea is the "Gamow energy" given by Ea =
2
(21raZv Zv )2 Mc2 /2 or E� :::::: 31.39(keV)1 l2 for
the reduced mass M :::::: Mv /2 for reactions (la)
2
and (lb) and E'{j = 25.64 (keV)1 12 for reaction
(le) with the reduced mass M = mp Mv /(mp +
MD ) :::::: Mv /3. E is in units of keV in the cen
ter of mass (CM) reference frame. The S-factor,
S(E), is extracted from the experimentally measured
values [16,17] of the cross-section, CT(E), for E � 4
keV and is nearly constant [17], S(E) :::::: 52.9 keV
- b, for both reactions (la) and (1b) in the energy
range of interest here, E � l keV. For reaction (le),
S(E) :::::: 2.50 x 10-4 keV - b. In the following, the
theoretical formulation will be given only for reac
tions (la) and (lb), as it is similar for reaction (le).
Reaction rates, Reale, for both reactions (la) and
(1b) for an incident deuteron kinetic energy Ei in the
laboratory (LAB) frame, are given by
Rca le (la)

v

+

and

+ D--+
n+

3 H(l.01 MeV)
3

+ p(3.02 MeV),

(la)

He(0.82 MeV) + n(2.45 MeV), (lb)

+ D --+

3

He+ 1(5.5 MeV).

(le)

Reaction (le) is included since it has been recently
shown that the H-D fusion cross-section and reac
tion rate are larger than those for reactions (la) and
(lb) for E :S BeV in the center of mass (CM) frame
[14] and is thus expected to compete with the D-D
fusion below E( CM) :::::: 2.5 eV for an impurity ratio
of H / D :::::: 10- 3 in electrolysis experiments. Experi
ment values of the cross-section, CT(E), for (la), (lb),
and (le) have been parameterized as [15)
CT(E)

=

S(E) -{Ea/E)1 /2
e
E

(2)
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(3)

where 4> is the incident v + flux
<P = (0.625 x 10 19 D+ 's/sec)l

(4)

with the current I in units of amperes, and P(Ei)
is the probability for a deuteron to undergo a fusion
reaction (la), (lb), or (le) while slowing down in the
deuterated Pd electrode, which can be written as
P(Ei)

n+

n + + D--+

= Rcalc (lb) = <PP(Ei),

J dx nv CT(Evv)
= foE; dEv ldE;/d:z: ICT(Evv)•

(5)

Ev and Evv are the deuteron kinetic energies in the
LAB and CM frames, respectively (Evv = Ev /2).
The stopping power [18] for Ev � 12 keV is given
by
dEv
-= 3.70 x
dx

Ev eV - cm2
10- 1s npdV1r.,

(6)

v
2
1r.,
-= 0.89 x 10-15 nv vE
v eV - cm

(7)

for D in Pd and
dE
dx

for D in D. Therefore, the stopping power for D in
PdD is given by the sum of eqs. (6) and (7),
dEv
---;f;-

= 3.1 x 105 v1r.,
Ev keV/cm

(8)

for npd = 6.767 x 1022 cm-3 and nv = npd. Ev in
eq. (8) is in units of keV in the LAB frame.
With the given choice of parameterizations, eqs.
(2) and (8), the integration in eq. (5) can be done

Since the precise form of the n + velocity dis
tribution in electrolysis experiments is not known
at present,we assume a Maxwell-Boltzmann distri
bution with and without a cut-off for high velocity
Reale( la)
Rea le( lb)
2.3 x 10 12 I exp( -44.24/ \/'Ei),
components. The temperature term, kBT, will be re
(9) placed by the "average" kinetic energy, EDD, in the
with I in units of amperes and Ei in units of keV center of mass (CM) D-D frame, which is related to
(LAB).
the most probable velocity v(CM) by E v D = 1'f v2
Calculations for Rea le (la), Rea l e (lb), and Rea l e (CM) with the reduced mass M = MD/2.
(le) for the case in which D + is incident on D ( or
For a Maxwell-Boltzmann velocity distribution,
H) in D 2 0 (or H 2 0) can be carried out in the same the D-D fusion rate, A(sec-1/D- D pair), for reac
way, but the results will not be given here.
tion (la) or (lb) is given by [15]
analytically to yield the following expression for eq.
(3).

The range R( Ei) of n + in PdD can be obtained
from eq. (8) as

A(Evv)

nv
=2

with
or

✓

<

av

>=

(8/1r)1/2
Afl/2( E vv )3/2

--'c--�-

1
o

<av>,

Ec

(12)

a(E)Ee-E/EoodE,

(13)
where the cross-section, a(E), is parameterized (Eis
in the C.M. frame) by eq. (2) which is the conven
which yields R( Ei) = 2.04.A., 6.45.A., and 20.4 A for tional form assuming non-resonant charged particle
E,
l eV, 10 eV, and 100 keV, respectively. The reactions for reactions ( la) and ( 1 b ).
range R( Ei) of D + in D 2 0 is slightly larger than that
The D-D fusion rate for reaction (la), Afx (la)::::::
of n + in PdD. Since individual Din Pd is separated
p
1
19
+
by 2.A., D penetrates into 2, 4, and 11 layers from 10- sec- , inferred by Fleischmann et al.[3] from
the surface of PdD when the incident n+ energies the measurement of tritium production, and also
(LAB) are 1 eV, 10 eV, and 100 eV, respectively. the D-D fusion rate for reaction (lb), A�xp (lb) ::::::
Therefore, D-D fusion takes place within the first 10-23sec-1, obtained by Jones et al.[4] are often crit
few surface layers of PdD and of D 2 0 surrounding icized as being impossible or incorrect when com
pared to estimates of A in bulk matter ( an upper
the bubbles in electrolysis experiments.
limit of A :S 10-47 sec-1) [9] or to the result of
III. THE EFFECT OF VELOCITY
Ar, obtained from eq. (11). Our recent results [11]
DISTRIBUTION
for A calculated from eqs. (12) and (13) indicate
that A:x (lb) :::::: (10-23/sec) [4] and A ex (la) ::::::
p
p
In order to compare with the experimental rates ( 10-19 /sec)
[3] are consistent with calculated values
1
which are usually given in units of sec- per deu of A(EvD):::::: 10-23sec-1 and A(Ev v):::::: 10-19sec-1
terium, the theoretical D-D fusion rate (sec-1 / D - for Evv :::::: l5eV and 20 eV, respectively. Therefore,
D pair), Ar, , is defined as
the claimed values of A�x (lb):::::: (10-23/sec) [4] and
p
Afxp(la) :::::: ( 10-19 /sec) [3] are physically acceptable
nv
(11) values for the D-D fusion rate in electrolysis exper
Ar,=
2 a(E)v(CM)
iments if the applied potentials are 30V and 40V,
for a sharp ( delta-function) velocity distribution respectively. To match the D-D fusion rate A( EDD)
where E =EDD= lfv 2 (CM) = �v 2 (LAB) = of eq. (la) to the rate, A�;; t (la):::::: (10- 10 /sec) [3],
½ED (LAB) and nD::::::: 6 x 1022 cm-3. The estimated inferred by excess heat measurements [3,4,6], an "av
values of Ar, (E) calculated from eqs. (2) and (11) erage" kinetic energy of Evv :::::: 75eV is needed. In
for a sharp velocity distribution have been used to the following section, it will be shown that the above
argue against the possibility of D-D fusion in elec remaining discrepancies can be explained by the ef
trolysis experiments. However, a statistical velocity fect of electron screening.
distribution is more appropriate in electrolysis ex
IV. ELECTRON SCREENING EFFECT
periments as discussed in section II. It has been ar
gued (1,2] and shown [11] that the D-D fusion rate
with a Maxwell-Boltzmann n + velocity distribution
The expression for a(E) given by eq. (2) is valid
can become very large at low energies compared to only for a reaction in which D + is incident on an
that with a sharp velocity distribution.
other D + . In electrolysis fusion experiments as well
R(Ei)

= 0.645 x 10- 6

Ei(in keV) cm

(10)

=

~
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as in other physical processes [ 14], D + ( also D- or When V., (r) = 0 and hence Ea (E) vanishes, we
D) is incident on D which is shielded by an electron recover the conventional Gamow factor, Pa(E) =
cloud; i.e., the target Dis electrically neutral outside Pa(E). The classical turning point, Ta. , in eq. (17)
the electron shielding radius ( � 0.53 A, the Bohr ra is determined by
dius). Therefore, the Coulomb barrier penetration
(20)
factor ("Gamow factor") in eq. (2)
From eqs.(18) and (20), it can be easily shown that
(14) Ea (E) in eqs.(18) and (19) is bounded by IVa (Ta. )I <
Pa(E) = e xp(-(Ea/E)1l2)
E., ( E) < IV.,(O)I. In the following, two models for the
which is appropriate only for the ( v + + D + ) reac electron screening potential V (T) will be described.
.,
tion has to be modified for the case of the (D + + D)
reactions (la) and (lb), and the (D + + H) reac
(a) The ls Hydrogen Electron Screening Poten
tion (le). The modified Coulomb barrier penetration
tial.
factor,P., (E), is the probability of tunneling through
the barrier to reach the nuclear surface. It can be
The electron screening potential for the target D
computed from solutions of the Schroedinger equa (or H) in D2 gas (or H2 gas) can be approximated,
tion for the (D + + D) system in which an attrac to reasonable accuracy, via the electron probability
tive Coulomb potential V., ( T) due to the presence of density P e (T) of the ls hydrogen electron,
shielding elections is included with the original re
(21)
pulsive Coulomb potential between two n + •s (two
Pe (T) = -q e-ur,
protons):
where q = Z6 e /1ra� and u = 2/a0 • Zs, Zv = l,
and
a0 are the effective charge of the screening electt2 2
{\7 +VN(T )+Vc(T)+Va(T)},Pvv(r) = E,Pvv(r) trons, the deutero_n nuclear charge, and the Bohr
2M
P e (T) is normal
(15) �adius (a0 :::::; 0.53A), respectively.
3
The �oulomb
T)d
.
ed
P
e
that
h
T
-Z
=
e(
J
s�c
a
where VN (T) is an effective attractive nuclear poten- 1z
_
ated
by
P
potential
gener
(
T)
as
seen
by
an mc1dent
e
tial of range ~ SF (twice the deuteron radius of 4F)
_
+
and Ve(T) is the repulsive Coulomb potential between deuteron( D ) 1s then
two v+•s,
Pe(T') 3 ,
d T
Zv e
lf-r"I
(16)
(22)
Z Z5 e 2
D
[1
e-ur(l
+
uT/2)],
The modified Coulomb barrier penetration fac
T
tor, Pa (E), which includes the effect of the electron
screening potential V6 (T) given in eq. (15) can be cal which approaches to -ZvZse 2 /T as T - oo, as ex
culated in the Wentzel- Kramers-Brillouin (WKB) pected.
approximation as (retaining only the s-wave contri
We note that Va (T) is negative for T � 0 and
bution)
IVa(T)I has the maximum value IVa (O)I = Zv Zs e2 /a 0
= 27.17 Zv Zse V at T = 0. Since IVs(T)I decreases
2M
(Vc(T)+Va(T)-E)112 dT] monotonically as r increases, Ea (E) is bounded by
Pa(E) = exp[-2( h2 )112
rN
:S IV.,(O)I- As an example, at the classi(l7) Ea(E)
•
•
•
cal
turning
point of T = Ta. = a0 corresponding to
s:r
The eue ct1ve nuclear mteract10n range, TN :::::; BF, E _
_ 19 . 8 D se V , an d h ence
·
e V, IVa ( ao )I 7
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can be set t � zero m_ eq. (17) wi'thout 1oss Of c
E
� - Es ( ) is bounded by 27.17 Zv Zse V > Es(E) >
curacy. The mtegral m eq. (17) cannot be earned
·
19 . 8 D se V . 1 t 1s
•
. mterestmg
• to note t h at for s =
· 11y, but can be written for an attractive
out an�1 yt1ca
Z
v , V(T) = Vc(T) + Va(T) = Zbe2(e-ur /T)(l + uT/2)
potential, V_,(T) < 0, as
·
· I·m
· s1m1
· ·1ar to the D ebye screenmg potent1a
wh"1c h 1s
2 2
condensed matter and plasma physics, Z e ( e-kr /T)
2(�"!) 1 /2 J; 11 (Vc(T) + Va(T) - E) 1 1 2 dT
1
2 1 2
(18) with k- = T 8 = (kBT /41rn e e ) 1 .
(Eo)1/2
(E+E,(E))112
(b) Spherical Shell Charge Electron Screening
Potential
where E ., (E) is determined numerically as a function
For a simpler potential generated by a spheri
of Eby carrying out the integral numerically for each
value of E > 0. The modified penetration factor, cal shell charge distribution, Pe (T) = (Z.,e /41rr _, T 0 )
8(T - T a ), V., (T) can be written as
P., (E), is then

J

j

re1

z z

z z

P., (E)

= exp(-E"t-f 2 f(E + EiE)) 1 1 2).

(19)
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-

V., (T)

Z
T _,

Zv s
= - --0(Ta

- T).

z

(23)

When V. ( r) is used in eq. (18) the penetration screening effect may explain why it is difficult to re
factor becomes
produce the same result with different cathode sam
ples in electrolysis experiments and may also explain
why the reported tritium production [7,8] lasts only
for a finite period in electrolysis experiments, since
where E. = ZvZse 2 /r. is a constant independent of the fusion rate and cross section are very sensitive
E. Eq. (24) has been previously used for D2 molec to variation of flux and kinetic energies of D + and
ular fusion [10] and for analysis of D20 cluster fu also to the electron density and screening potential
sion.[13]
around D in the cathode surface layer, which may be
difficult to maintain and could be different for each
Using eq. (19), the new extrapolation formula
electrolysis experiment due to the a non-equilibrium
appropriate for reactions (la), (lb), (le), and other
situation and other experimental conditions. The
fusion reactions is
extracted values of E.(E) from O-exp(E) using eq.
(25) should enable us to determine an effective elec
E)
1 2
o- .(E) = S� exp(-(Ec / (E + E.(E)) l ). (25) tron screening potential and also the corresponding
electron density surrounding the deuterium nucleus
The screening energy term E.(E) can be extracted in the metal surface layer.
from the measured values [16,17] of O-exp ( E) for the
D-D fusion reaction (1a) and be corn pared with the
V. MUON SCREENING EFFECT
values of E.(E) given by the two models described
above. The values of E.(E) extracted from O-exp (E <
The screening effect is expected to be substan
4keV (CM)) [16,17] using eq. (25) are listed in Ta tially larger for a rnuonic atomic or molecular target,
ble I, and have large uncertainties. Therefore, it since the muonic Bohr radius, a�, is much smaller
is important to carry out precision measurements than a0 , a� ;:::: a0 / 196 ;:::: 2. 7 X 10-3 A for D ( a� :::::
of O-exp (E) with improved accuracies for E < 4keV a0 /l86 for H) and thus IVf(0)I ;:::: 196jV.(0)I ::::: 5318
(CM). The experimental values of O-exp(E) [16, 17] eV (5054 eV for H) for Zs = Zv. In order to study
listed in Table I are measured with D2 gas targets for the muonic screening effect on fusion reactions, the
which the electron screening potential is expected to fusion cross-sections should be measured as a func
be approximately that of the ls hydrogen electron. tion of energy using a muonic atom ( or molecule)
However, for solid targets such as Ti D and PdD, the beam and/or target for reactions, (la), (lb), and
electron screening range could be as small as a tenth (le). This expected large increase of the muonic deu
of the Bohr radius , a0 /l0, since the Debye screen terium fusion rate brings up an interesting possibil
ing length k- 1 is k- 1 = r. = (kB T/41rn,, e 2) 1 1 2 ;:::: ity that a minute amount of the background muonic
0.05A with T = 300 ° K and ne ;:::: 6 X 10 22cm-3. hydrogen or deuterium atoms, produced by cosmic
A more elaborate calculation [19] yields also k. ;:::: rays and present in electrolysis experiments might
0.05A at T = 300 ° K for n + in Pd. Therefore, the participate in fusion reactions that compete with or
extracted values of E.(E) from the solid metal deu dominate over the regular fusion reactions (la), (lb),
teride targets may be up to ten times larger than and (le).
values (E.(E) ;:::: 40 - 60 eV) extracted from the
For the muon screening effect on reactions (1a)
D2 gas target [16, 17]. Improved measurements are and ( 1b), order of magnitude estimates for the fu
presently being carried out at Purdue by D. Elmore, sion rates can be made with reasonable accuracy us
Y.E. Kim, D.S. Koltick, E. Michlovich, and R.G. ing eq. (11) for the rate Ar(E) with a sharp velocity
Reifenberger.
distribution. This is because the values of E.(E) >

IVf(r a )I are substantial larger than the correspond
ing values of E < 0.l keV. For the ls hydrogen
muon screening potential Vf'( r), the Bohr radius a 0
in eq. (22) is replaced by the muonic Bohr radius a�.
Assuming that E.(E) = IVf(ra)I (which is an under
estimate), the fusion rate, A�(E) = niJo-(E)v(CM),
for the sum of the two reactions (la) and (1b) is cal
Since E.(E) in eq. (25) is expected to be of the culated at several values of E(CM) and summarized
order of 270 z.eV for the metal deuteride targets, in table II.
the electron screening effect will play a very imporAs can be seen from table II, the observed rates
tant role when E � 270 z.eV in for electrolysis of A� (lb)::::: 10- 23 sec- 1 /D [4] and A'[ (la):::::
xp
xp
fusion experiments and for other fusion processes,
10-19 sec- 1 / D [3] can be explained if very small den
as shown by a recent calculation [20] and may act
3
3
7
in part as a catalyst of cold fusion. The electron sities of niJ ;:::: 10 and 10 cm - , respectively, are
Since the precise form of V.( r) will depend on ex
perimental and physical conditions and is not known
for electrolysis experiments, it is useful to replace
Es (E) of eq. (19) with an energy independent pa
rameter E. as in eq. (24) within a reasonable range
of parametric values for E•.
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assumed (in D 2 0 or PdD), using A� (E = 2.1 eV)
� nt,(3.9 x 10-26 cm3 /sec). However, it is difficult
to maintain the background density of nt, � 103 ~
107 cm-3 from the cosmic ray muons (produced by
pions, neutrino, etc.) [21]. Nevertheless, it is useful
to study the muon screening effect for reactions (la),
(1b), and (le) by carrying out two types of experi
ments: (a) scattering experiments in which a muonic
atom (or molecule) beam or target is used, and (b)
electrolysis experiments exposed to muon (or pion)
beam from an accelerator. This later type of experi
ment should be examined as a possible prototype for
a practical fusion reactor.
VI. BRANCHING RATIO FOR THE D-D
FUSION REAC TIONS

The suppression of reaction ( 1b) and the enhance
ment of reaction (la) at low energies have been ob
served in electrolysis experiments [3,7,8] contrary to
the conventional assumption of nearly equal rates
based on the charge symmetry and the charge inde
pendence of the nuclear force.
After the incident deuteron penetrates through
the Coulomb barrier within an effective nuclear in
teraction range of 8F (twice the deuteron radius),
nuclear dynamics take over for this system of four
nucleons. One possible explanation for the unequal
rates is that there may be a broad resonance behav
ior in a(E) for reaction (la) but not in a(E) for reac
tion (1b) at low energies, which is plausible since the
final state Coulomb interaction is present for reac
tion (la) but not for reaction (lb). If a(E) happens
to have resonance behavior near E � 0, the extrapo
lation may yield erroneous values for a(E � 0), since
the non-resonant relation (2) is not applicable to res
onance reactions. Therefore, it is very important to
investigate the possibility of resonance behavior for
a( E) near E � 0 theoretically, and also to measure
a(E � 0) directly with precision experiments. Re
cent observation of neutron bursts at -30° C at a
rate of A � 10- 23 sec- 1 reported by Menlove et al.
[22] may be interpreted as the existence of a sharp
resonance in the reaction channel (1b).

out based on non-relativistic four-nucleon scatter
ing theory [23] using nucleon-nucleon forces and the
Coulomb interaction.
VII. SUMMARY

It has been shown that the effect of electron
screening may be essential in describing the electrol
ysis fusion experiments and other related physical
processes. When combined with the effect of veloc
ity distribution in the context of the surface reac
tion mechanism, the screening effect may be able to
explain the claimed values of A;zp (la) � 10- 19/D
[3] and A:zp (lb) � 10-23 sec-1 / D [4]. The effects
of velocity distribution and electron screenin� may
also be able to explain the claimed value of Ae�;t �
10- 10 sec-1 / D [3].
It is important to improve the accuracy of the
measurements of the cross section for reaction (1a)
below 4 keV (LAB) in order to determine the magni
tude of the electron screening effect on the Coulomb
barrier penetration factor and fusion rates. It is sug
gested that the screening effect should be investi
gated with metal deuteride targets and also with a
muonic atom (or molecule) beam and/or target for
reactions (la), (lb), and (le), since the screening ef
fect is then expected to be substantially larger. The
electron screening effect may provide a plausible ex
planation for the results of the electrolysis experi
ments and also for other physical processes [24] such
as the earth's internal heating [4] and the excess heat
radiation from other outer planets [24].
The observed suppression [3, 7,8] of the branch
ing ratio for reaction (1b) is expected to be due to
nuclear resonance and dynamic effects which involve
the attractive short-range nuclear forces among four
nucleons (two neutrons and two protons) and the
Coulomb repulsive barrier between the fusing pro
tons within the range of 1.6 F (twice proton radius)
to BF (twice the deuteron radius). These effects will
modify the S(E) factor in eq. (25).
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Table I
Extracted values of the electron screening parameter, Ea (E), for eq. (25) from the experimental
values of the D-D fusion cross section, <Texp(E), for reaction (la), D(D + ,p)3 H, at low energies,
E < 4keV (CM). <Tca 1 c (E) is calculated with the conventional extrapolation formula, eq.(2), with
S(E) = 52.9keV - band E� 2 = 31.39(keV) 1 1 2. The superscripts a and b in the first column refer
to references 16 and 17, respectively.

E

O"exp(E)

<Tcalc(E)

Ea (E)

(keV in CM)

(barn)

(barn)

(eV)

(8.4 ± 4.6)

X

10- 9

6.06

X

10- 9

59 ±

79
143

2.98b

(2.54 ± 0.37)

X

10- 7

2.25

X

10- 7

40 ±

46
52

3.98b

(2.19 ± 0.13)

X

10-6

1.95

X

10- 6

58 ±

30
32

2.o a

Table II
The fusion rate, a(E) v(CM), for reactions (la) and (lb), D(D + ,p)3 H and D(D + ,n) 3 He, calcu
lated from eq. (25) with the muon screening energy term Ea (E) = IV.:'(r a )I- The classical turning
point r a is in units of the muonic Bohr radius a� :::::::: a 0 /l86 :::::::: 2.85 x 10- 3 A.

E
(eV)

Ta

(a�)

IV:(ra)I
(keV)

u(E)

u(E) v(CM)

(b)

(cm 3 /sec)

6

0.844

2.1

X

10- 9

5.6

X

10- 28

0.276

5

1.01

5.4

X

10- 9

3.9

X

10- 27

2.12

4

1.26

1.9

X

10-s

3.9

X

10- 26

16.7

3

1.67

1.0

X

10- 7

5.8

X

10- 25

0.036
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ABSTRACT
Reaction product measurements are
not yet conclusive and often appear
contradictory. Still the measurement of
tritium in several different laboratories
appears most convincing. However, there
is growing evidence that the tritium
production rate can only account for a few
percent of the heating rate whil� the
neutron rate is only 10-5 to 10- times
the tritium rate.
Various mechanisms proposed to
explain these observations are reviewed.
The often favored cangidate for tritium
production, D + D ➔ (He)* ➔ T + p + 3.7
MeV, with the excess energy carried by
phonons or electrons, would not explain
heat �roduction rate that would require
(4He) decay by collective dissipation of
23.8 MeV. Thus it appears likely that
several different reactions are involved.
The need for improved diagnostics to
provide a time correlation for the
appearance of products and to measure X
rays, gamma rays and energetic charged
particles is stressed. The significance
of the search for transmutation of Pd and
Li isotopes on electrode surfaces is also
discussed.

The degree of correspondence between
experimental measurements and theory is
generally viewed as a gauge of the
maturity of any new scientific endeavor.
In that sense it appears that, as of
today, cold fusion is not very mature;
certainly when compared to hot fusion.
However, cold fusion has an important
advantage in that experiments can be done
relatively cheaply in small cells in a
variety of laboratories. Consequently, a
wide data base can develop rapidly. Thus,
it seems reasonable to expect that the
field will quickly reach the point where
measurements and theory converge to
provide a clear understanding of the
phenomena involved.
COMMENTS ABOUT REACTION PRODUCT
MEASUREMENTS

INTRODUCTION
The key objective for measurements
of nuclear products is to identify the
reaction mechanism (or mechanisms) that
are occurring in the current cold fusion
experiments. In addition to this
identification, an understanding of the
nuclear products is essential for the
determination of future applications of
cold fusion. For example, are we
developing small radiation free cells for
heat and electrical production or does
this device better lend itself to tritium
production?
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As shown in Fig. 1, measurements in
any experiment should cover a wide variety
of possible reaction products[l]. These
range from neutrons, gamma rays, X rays
and neutrinos on to energetic charged
products and isotopic abundances of
electrode and electrolytic materials.
Also, the importance of continuing the
search for helium-4 and helium-3 in both
the off gas and electrodes is widely
recognized. In addition to measurement of
specific products, it is essential that
time correlations between various particle
and radiation products and also heat
production be established. As seen from
the present meeting, several attempts to
do this have been made[2]. However, due
to complications associated with the
"burst nature" of the phenomena, time
correlations have been difficult to
obtain. Not only are time correlations an
essential element in the effort to
identify the mechanism involved, but they
should help resolve the issue of whether
different mechanisms occur at different
times in a given experiment or in uniquely

Tritium/neutron rates - ratio of 10 5 to 108

Neutrons

Tritium Rx heat rate/heating rate < 5%

Gammas, x-rays, neutrinos

Burst character

Charged Products
protons, 4He, 3He, tritium,
betas (fi+ and fi-)

neutron bursts
heat bursts

long term "bursts,"
delayed initiation
surface enrichment of 106Pd?
7Li

Transmuted Pd isotopes, Li
isotopes, O isotopes
Figure 1,

rsec to 10s min duration
Lup to 100 n./50 µs bursts

appearance of Rh, Ag, Cu?

3-MeV protons (bursts) ?

Possible Reaction Products from
Experiments, Note: Different
mechanisms may occur in various
experiments, resulting in a
different grouping of products,

Autoradiograph: active surface "spots," K X rays

Neutron "avalanche,"> 108 n/s, in "on-off" exps.

Gamma-rays?

14-MeV neutrons doubtful

Figure 2.

Characteristics observed in
various experiments.

In addition to tritium production, a
variety of other miscellaneous
characteristics listed in Fig. 2 have been
noted in various experiments. These
include, both neutron and heat
bursts[4,8]. Also the possible
redistribution in surface layers of
palladium and lithium isotopes as well as
trace impurities in the electrodes has
been observed in some instances[9,10].
MeV proton bursts have been reported in
several instances. Further, the spotty
nature of X-ray and/or gamma-ray
production has been demonstrated in
autioradiographic measurements[3]. Other
phenomena include the observation of
massive neutron avalanches in "on-off"
experiments and occasional reports of
gamma emission in other cells[S,11]. It
is important to note that, to date, no
experiment hasreported 14-MeV neutron
production. Neither has there been a
!easurewent reported which would verify
He or He production -- the measurements
attempted being inconclusive[l2].

different experiments. Specifically, a
key current issue is whether or not
tritium production is correlated with heat
and neutron production.
GENERAL OBSERVATIONS
At present it is difficult to
provide firm conclusions about reaction
products based on experimental data due to
the non-reproducible nature and the
intermittent bursts of heat and neutrons
encountered in most cells. However, a
rough impression is summarized in Fig. 2.
Most important, a pattern appears to
be emerging where the tritium to neutron
produgtion rates occur in a ratio of 10 5
to 10 [3,4). Further, the heating rate
that would accompany tritium production
appears to be less than 5 % of the overall
heating rate. Indeed, not all experiments
have demonstrated both tritium production
and heating, so there may not even be a
connection between the two. (For example,
experiments at Oak Ridge National
Laboratory reported at this meeting[S]
were cited for excess heat but no
measurable tritium. The Los Alamos
National Laboratory experiments cited for
tritium production[6,7] have not been
instrumented for simultaneous heat
measurements.) Still, the ratios cited
here may be viewed as a "time average"
over various experiments.

Since many of these observations
occur on different cells and are not
always reproducible, an interpretation is
difficult. For example, the segregation
of trace impurities and enrichment of some
isotopes on electrode surfaces observed in
several experiments appears to be
associated with electrically driven
transport processes rather than a nuclear
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reaction. However, some of these
phenomena may enable the reaction, or
alternatively quench it. More work needs
to be done to clarify these issues. Thus
for present purposes, we will mainly
concentrate on tritium and heat reactions
since data for these phenomena has been
most widely reported.
When searching for reaction
mechanisms, it is important to keep in
mind that there are two key issues that
require resolution. The first is a
quantitative explanation of the reaction
rates, i.e., the tritium production rate
and also the heating rate in the cell.
The second issue though, is the relative
production of the reaction products, i.e.,
to the branching ratio between reaction
"channels."
TRITIUM PRODUCTION MECHANISMS
As seen from the list of possible
two-body reactions, given in Table 1
(taken from Ref. 13), very few reactions
can lead to tritium production. The D-D
reaction itself is the most obvious
candidate. If this is not the source of
tritium, then we must jump to other
reactions such as:
3
2D + 7L.
T + 6L.i or:
3
3 i ➔ 1
1

reactions would occur providing a
measurable 14 MeV neutron signal (see, for
example, Ref. 14). The failure to observe
14-MeV neutrons is not completely
conclusive, however. Such measurements
are difficult in view of the erratic
behavior of cells. Also the relatively
low yields make detection difficult. Thus
continued stress should be placed on a
search for possible 14-MeV neutrons.
Another issue which should be considered
is that anomalous slowing of the fast
tritium due to collective effects could
result in a very low yield of 14-MeV
neutrons. At the moment, however we will
simply assume that no neutrons are
observed and that a classical Fokker
Planck behavior of tritium slowing-down
occurs. In that case, cf. Fig. 3, there
are limited possible explanations for
tritium production. One popular
explanation for the strong tritium channel
(originally advocated by the authors), is
an Oppenheimer-Phillips type D-D reaction.
However, this reaction would still proceed
with the production of 3-MeV tritium so
the 14-MeV neutron argument seems to rule
it out. This leaves the possibility of
"deuteron tunneling" as proposed earlier
by G. Collins[l5] and discussed in detail
by J. Schwinger[l6] at this conference.
As indicated in Fig. 3, this reaction
produces tritium at 0.08 MeV with the
transfer of 3.97 MeV of energy to the
surroundings (see the energy level diagram
of Fig. 4). G. Collins originally
proposed that this excess energy was
carried off by electrons while J.
Schwinger's recent theory is based on
transfer to phonons. In either case, the
reaction products are identical. Thus an
identification of the exact carrier of the
excess energy is not crucial to the
present discussion. Further, it should be
stressed that in either theory the energy
released per triton formed is also
identical. Thus the heating rate
associated with tritium production is
unambiguous, and this is important in any
comparison of the tritium production rate
to the cell heating rate.

which, due to smaller abundances of the
Li-7 and 0-17 isotopes and smaller
classical reaction cross sections, seem
less likely. While the possibility of
tritium production by a multibody
mechanism cannot be ruled out, there does
not appear to be a reasonable candidate.
Thus we conclude here that the D-D
reaction is the most probable source of
tritium. This conclusion must be viewed
in light of additional observations
summarized in Fig. 3 that are connected
with tritium production. The many orders
of magnitude higher tritium production
rate vs. neutron rate suggests that the D
D reaction must proceed th ough the t + p
While tritium might be produced via
channel rather than the He + n branch.
various reactions with lithium,
Also, if the absence of 14-MeV neutrons is
experiments appear to make this
confirmed, it appears that the tritium
possibility unlikely. For example,
must be born at abnormally low energies.
lithium isotope substitution experiments
In the "conventional" D-D reaction,
have not confirmed the need for a specific
corresponding to Fig. 3, tritium would be
isotope in order to produce tritium[l7].
released at 3 MeV. Then, as it slows down
Substitution of the sodium equivalent for
in the dense deuterium medium, D-T
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TABLE I
Possible Two-Body Reactions, Their Products, and Q Values

p+d
d+d

d + 7 Li

p+ 12c
d+ 12C
p

+

160

d+ 160
1
p + 02Pd

Product 2

Product I

Reactants

3He
t (/31 11 2 = 12.3 yr)
3He
7
Be (t:1 112 = 53.3 days)
3He
8Be (2ext
112 = 0.07 fs)
ex
8Be (2ext
112 = 0.07 fs)
ex
5He (ex, nr = 0.6)
3He

n
"Y
ex

3
1 N

1•

N

(£1112

ex

p
n

n

I (/311 12 = 12.3 yr)
"Y

n

= 0.07 fs)
= 0.6)

ex
ex
"Y

= 9.96 min)

'Y

17F (£1 1 12 = 64.5 s)
18F (t
t 112 = 110 min)
103
Ag (El112= 1.10h)
m (IT/112 = 5.7 s)
105
Ag (tl112 = 41.3)
m (E, 1Tt112 = 7.2 min)
101 R
h (£1112 = 3.3 yr)
m (E, 1Tt u2 = 4.34 days)

"Y
"Y
"Y
'Y

ex

(Similar reac t.1 ons 1. n 106Pd , 108Pd , ll OPd: see Ref. )
l
d + l02pd

(MeV)

17.25
17 .35
22.28
22.37
0.84

Be

8Be (2at
112
5He (ex, nr

Q Value
5.4
4.03
3.27
5.61
4.02

-y

p

7Li
7Be (t/
112 = 53.3 days)
5Li (ex, pr= 1.5)
9

Product 3

l03Ag (£1
112 = I.I h)
m (1Tt 112 = 5.7 s)
IOlpd (fl
112 = 17.0 days)

n

.
. l04Pd , l 05Pd ,
( S.1m1. l ar reactions ,n

p

Nomenclature
d = deuteron
IT = isomeric transition (gamma-ray and conversion-electron decay)

m = isomeric state
n = neutron
p = proton
r = triton
1112 = half-life
a = alpha decay
fJ = negative beta decay
f = positive beta decay including electron conversion
r = level width for particle-unstable nuclides (MeV)
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n

1.80
5.03
3.38
0.60
5.61
15.03
15.16
15.12
1.94
10.27
0.6
7.53
4.24
4.11
5.01
4.97
2.85
2.69
2.01
1.88
5.38

Tritium

T/n rates - 105-8

no 14-MeV neutrons ?

T + D a + n + 1 7. 6 MeV
t
D+ D� T + p + 4.02 MeV
� 3He + n + 3.27 MeV
➔

Possible Explanations

Low energy T ?

•D+ DOppenheimer-Phillips Reaction
predicts high energy T however.
•Dor n tunneling (� carried by electrons or
phonons)
D+ D 4He (20 MeV) + �(3.7 MeV)
+
T(.08 MeV) + p(0.23 MeV)
➔

•D + Li reaction?
6

(Inconsistent with tritium
reported in non Li
containing cells)

Li(n,a)T

7Li(na,n)T
•D+ O reaction?

6

Li(d,o,p)T

d(6 Li,o,p)T
20 + 170
3T
16
1
1 + 80
8
➔

Other mechanism issues:
Surface vs Volume
Local fields via surface
projections vs. Surface
Potential

}

crucial to
scaling relations

How t� ac�ount for the heating observed? second
::�:���n independent of tritium producing reaction
UCC:::U.t::U. •

Observations connected with tritium production.
deuteron acceleration by local fields
the lithium electrolyte did, however,
created by dendrites or by a double
reduce excess heat production[l7]. Thus
potential layer at the surface[2,19].
clear.
the role of the electrolyte is not
Indeed, thus far, some experimental data
tritium
Further, there are some reports of
to favor a surface reaction, but
appears
at
in cells that do not contain lithium
contradictions and the data is
are
there
all. (An example is T. Claytor's
ambiguous.
National
experiment at Los Alamos
Laboratory[l8].) In summary then, the D-D
Perhaps the most important issue is
reaction associated with n/D tunneling
whether the tritium reaction can also
shown in Figures 3 and 4 must be viewed as
account for the observations of excess
a possible explanation.
heat; i.e., is there a second independent
heat producing reaction? Indeed, the
A number of associated issues also
seems likely since the energy
latter
need resolution. The most obvious is the
in the tritium reactions of Figs.
release
location of the reaction, i.e, whether it
does not account for more than 5%
4
and
3
occurs only on the surface versus in the
of the heating reported in strong
volume of the electrode. The surface is
favored in several theories, e.g.,
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Figure 3.

with tritium production appears to be a
factor of 20 to 100. In addition, the
heat production must be quite aneutronic
since the tritium reaction itself is so
much stronger than the neutron rate.

FSL-90-62

(2+ )

33.0

)
(1- (C)

31.0

Various reaction mechanisms which
have been discussed in connection with
heating are also outlined in Fig. 5. The
"deuteron tunneling" reaction in deuterium
is quite similar to one discussed earlier
in connection with tritium production.
However, now, as shown earlier from the
energy level diagram in Fig. 4, 23.8 MeV
must be dissipated (as opposed to 3.7
MeV[l]). Initial theoretical studies of
cold fusion proposed several mechanisms
for dissipation of this large amount of
energy[21,22], but the present consensus
is that this is unlikely. The point is
that the lifetime of the 4He compound
nucleus is extremely short[13] so that a
collective dissipation of the 23.8 MeV's
would have to occur to distribute order of
an eV/photon (or multi-eV/electron)
quickly enough to prevent decay to other
products, i.e., to avoid the "classical"
D-D reaction.

'" II;.
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Figure 4.

fnergy Level Diagram for the
He Compound Nucleus.

"heating" experiments[2,3]. Although the
lack of correlated measurements admittedly
clouds this issue, we will choose to treat
heat production as a separate issue in the
present discussion.
HEAT PRODUCTION REACTIONS
The most crucial, but to date, the
least understood mechanism associated with
cold fusion experiments is the observation
of excess heat. The observation of tens
of megajoules energy release in various
experiments seems to rule out all possible
sources except nuclear reactions[2,20].
Characteristics observed in
calorimetric experiments of heat
production are swnmarized in Fig. 5. As
stressed earlier, the ratio of heat
production to the heating rate associated
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Another re ction that has been
g
considered is D- Li with the release of
two alpha particles carrying a total of
22.4 MeV[30].
In addition to the
appearance of high energy alphas, this
reaction should produce copious X rays. A
search for such gmission is just starting.
A dependence on Li should also be
apparent in the cells, but this has not
been confirmed yet, and, indeed there is
some evidence to the contrary.
Another mechanism which has been
considered in several different forms
involves a chain reaction carried by
neutrons[23,24]. The "closing" of the
chain typically assumes a gamma
interactioa with deuterium which
reproduces the chain carrying neutron.
However, calculations of the relative
reaction rates do not appear to justify
this closure, i.e., it appears that the
chain would be very short. Thus, this
mechanism does not seem likely.
A third possibility which has been
discussed by the present authors is an
Oppenheimer-Phillips reaction between the
deuterium and the palladium itself[l,25].
(In this case, an Oppenheimer-Phillips
reaction involving D-D would occur

Heating Observations

• H / T - 20 - 100 X ?
• aneutronic
Reaction Possibilities

?
• D + D
+ 4 He + �3�8_M_V_
• D + 6Li
2 4 He + �2�4_MgV_?
➔

➔

• neutron chain
D + Apd

➔

A+lpd + p - 4.8 MeV

• n-D tunneling

__. 7 Li + p + a + 3. 6 MeV
6Li + 6L'1 _...-- .
� 2a + t + p + 1.1 MeV

• Coherent
Cluster (Nattoh Model)
Bose Block Condensate (BBC)
Various products

• x-

MeV particles/alphas X rays
catalysis
Xd +

a

➔

x- + 6Li + 1. 48 MeV

(tritium production: ??)
Figure 5.

1

➔

simulated tritium: Xp

?

1

?

Characteristics observed in calorimetric experiments.

simultaneously, producing tritium and
suppressing the neutron branch. However,
as discussed earlier and also in Ref. 1,
this view would require rationalization of
the relative D-Pd and D-D reaction rates
as well as an explanation of the lack of
observed 14-MeV neutrons from the
energetic tritium.) Again there is
considerable difficulty in justifying the
reaction rate that would be needed to
match the observed heating. However, this
reaction would be a prime candidate if
palladium isotope transmutations are
found[l,25]. Indeed, as indicated by D.
Rolison et al.j9) at this meeting,
palladium isotopic shifts may have been
observed in one instance, but this result
has not been reproduced. Further, no
indication of such a shift has been found
in several cases where surface
measurements of electrodes have been
carried out in other laboratories[lO].

Unless experimental confirmation of an
isotope shift is found, this mechanism
must be ruled out.*
A fourth possible mechanism is the
counterpart of the deuteron tunneling
mechanism proposed by Collins[l5] as
applied to lithium. For example, lithium6 reactions would yield lithium-7 plus a
proton and alpha particle. Something of
this nature might be inferred from some
data. For example, lithium isotopic shift
*Note, however, that as discussed in
Ref. 1, transmutations by the
Oppenheimer-Phillips reaction will
occur in different ratios than those
due to "free" neutrons. The relative
shifts in the former will be less, so
a very careful examination of relative
isotopic abundances is essential to
evaluate this possibility.
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on electrode surfaces noted by several
workers at the present meeting[lO] seems
suggestive of such a reaction. However,
again there is no explanation for the
reaction rate that would be required to
provide the heating rate reported in
various experiments. Also this
explanation would not be consistent with
experiments where lithium-6 was not
present when heating was obtained[2,17].
Thus this mechanism also seems unlikely.
Another category of mechanisms
includes a variety of multibody reactions
with energy being carried off by coherent
effects. These include the general theory
of coherent reactions[l6,26,27], the
multibody cluster ("Nattoh")
mechanism[28], Bose-Block Gondensate[29],
the transmission resonance concept[30],
etc. These various mechanisms have not
been explored in depth yet and require
more study to fully evaluate, however.
Reaction products have not been clearly
identified in all of the proposed
mechanisms either, although helium
production is a common product which could
be detected. Also, these phenomena
generally result in MeV charged particles
with accompanying gamma-ray and/or X-ray
emission. Thus experimental studies of
these radiations are crucial to the
evaluation of possible mechanisms.
Another hypothesis revolves around
the issue that a strange particle, namely
the x- particle, could catalyze cold
fusion[31]. The x- particle is postulatec
as a remnant from the early formation of
the universe. If it exists, the
bombardment of the earth by a flux of Xp
could result in a finite concentration of
Xd in heavy water. Thus, in the cold
fusion cell, energy could be released by
the interaction of Xd with alpha particle�
contained in otger nuclei, freein� the x
and yielding Li and heat. _The X
particle would continue to 1nteract 1n a
_
chain-like reaction. This theory might
even provide an explanation for tritium
observations since an Xp particle would
have an electronic structure capable of
simulating tritium emission. \Jhile such a
phenomena cannot be ruled out, much more
effort would be necessary to provide
convincing evidence, especially since the
x- has not previously been observed.
An alternate theory involves the
formation of a new neutral particle,

designated as Neutrium (Nu) which consists
of two bound neutrons (32]. The Nu can be
absorbed by deuterium, Pd or other heavy
nuclei, producing a source of heat. Nu,
alternately called the dineutron, was
originally studied with respect to the T-T
reaction

In conclusion then, the search for
the heat producing reaction in cold fusion
remains as the greatest mystery of cold
fusion. Of the various possibilities
discussed here, perhaps the D-D reaction
with 23.8 MeV coherent dissipation remains
as the most plausible but has no complete
theoretical justification. To solidify
this position, we must find a theory for
rapid dissipation of this huge amount zf
energy and intensify the search for He
production. On the other hand, if the
report of an isotopic shift of either
palladium or lithium is confirmed,
obviously a strong focus would develop on
the reactions involving these species.
The measurement of charged particles
and of gammas should provide a strong
insight into the various multibody
reaction possibilities. The observation
of high-energy charged particles, in
particular, would provide a strong clue.
Indeed, several new experiments aimed at
charged particle detection are being
developed (see, for example, Ref. 33).
These include plans to incorporate solid
state detectors into special design cells.
Another approach which has started to
receive some emphasis is the possible use
of GR-39 plastic foil for charged particle
tracking[34,35]. The advantage of such
foils is their low cost and the relative
ease of inserting them into the
experiment.
As stressed by several investigators,
any mechanism which is proposed must be
consistent with the frequently observed
burst behavior and long wait prior to
initiation which is observed in many
experiments. The explanation for these
characteristics must be an inherent
feature of the mechanism. An example is
the high sensitivity of the tritium
production rate to key parameters in the
exponential functions in Schwinger's
theory[l6]. On the other hand, this
"delay" could be due to other physical
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conditions that must be brought together
in order to enable the mechanism to
proceed. For example, a special surface
composition might be required. Along that
line, some comment is worthwhile about the
difference between microscopic hot fusion
and cold fusion. In some theories, such
as crack propagation, the electric field
accelerates deuterium causing reactions by
a high energy particle interacting with
the cold background (known in the hot
fusion community as beam-target
interactions). This might help explain
the reaction rate but does not explain how
the branching occurs. A complete theory
must resolve both issues. Indeed,
attempts are now being made to incorporate
aspects of both reaction rate and
branching phenomena in a unified theory
(e.g., see Rice, et al. [36]).

[2]

For example, see J.O'M. Bockris, G.
H. Lin and N. J. C. Packham,
"Nuclear Electrochemistry Among the
Hydrogen Isotopes," The First Annual
Conference on Cold Fusion, Salt Lake
City, UT, March 28-31, 1990.

[3l

Government of India, Atomic Energy
Commission Report BARC-1500, P. K.
Iyengar and M. Srinivasan (Eds.),
September (1989).

[4]

K.L. Wolf, D. E. Lawson, J. C.Wass
and N. J. C. Packham, Proceedings of
the EPRI/NSF Conference on Cold
Fusion Phenomena, Washington, D.C.,
October (1989).

[5]

C.: D. Scott et al., "Measurement of
E�cess Heat and Apparent Coincident
I9creases in the Neutron and Gamma
R�y Count Rates During the
Electrolysis of Heavy Water," The
First Annual Conference on Cold
Fusion, Salt Lake City, UT, March
28-31, 1990.

SUMMARY
In summary, there is not a consistent
picture as to the mechanism and the
associated reaction products. However,
with the rapid rate of advance and
accumulation of experimental data there is
every hope that the situation should be
cleared up in the near future. One
difficulty revolves around the danger that
mistakes will be made due to the possible
existence of multiple mechanisms which
might occur simultaneously during a given
experiment or at different times in
different experiments.
J...
level of sophistication of
diagnostics of cold fusion has increased
dramatically in the past year. There is
strong hope that this will help in the
resolution of the reaction mechanism. Of
course, to fully understand the cell
operation, one needs a full array of
diagnostics capable of covering a variety
of particle and radiation as indicated
earlier in Fig. 1. This must be combined
with the capability for extensive surface
Finally, all
and volume metallurgy.
these diagnostic techniques must be
combined with good control of the
experimental conditions in the cell.
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ISOTOPIC MASS SHIFTS IN CATHODICALLY-DRIVEN PALLADIUM VIA
NEUTRON TRANSFER SUGGESTED BY A TRANSMISSION RESONANCE MODEL TO
EXPLICATE ENHANCED FUSION PHENOMENA (HOT AND COLD) WITHIN
A DEUTERATED MATRIX
Robert T. Bush
Physics Department
California State Polytechnic University
3801 West Temple Avenue, Pomona, CA 91768
ized deuterium gas and titanium shavings),
electrolytic cold fusion, tritium production, and
"cluster-impact" fusion (hot fusion) may all be
examples of such enhanced fusion phenomena
within a deuterated matrix. The model suggests a
new phenomenon, "transmission resonance
induced neutron transfer" (t.r.i.n.t.), as a possible
source of excess heat which, in its effect, is
essentially equivalent to Teller's hypothesized
"catalytic neutron transfer"[4]. A research pro
posal of Teller's [4] thus receives additional
support from the transmission resonance model.
A relative excess power expression is introduced
for electrolytic cold fusion and compared to new
data. A postscript in this section indicates that the
model has achieved a breakthrough. An absolute
excess power relation for electrolytic cold fusion
is introduced and employed to derive a nuclear
cross-section for the nuclear reaction that is the
ultimate source of the excess heat.

Abstract: The transmission resonance model previ
ously presented by the author [3] to explicate cold
fusion phenomena is now extended to treat the full
range of enhanced fusion phenomena, from "hot" to
"cold", within a deuterated matrix. Such seemingly
disparate effects as low-level neutron emission, tritium
production, the Pons-Fleischmann effect ( i.e.,excess
heat production in electrolytic cold fusion) [l],[2], and
"cluster-impact" fusion (i.e., hot fusion within a lattice),
may share a commonality as enhanced fusion phenom
ena resulting from the resonant transmission of de
Broglie waves within a deuterated matrix. A new
phenomenon is suggested as a possible source of excess
heat; "transmission resonance-induced neutron transfer"
(tr.i.n.l.), which, in its effect, is essentially equivalent
to Teller's hypothesized "catalytic neutron transfer" [4],
and gives added support to a research suggestion of
Teller [4]. An expression is given for relative excess
power in the electrolytic case in tenns of temperature
and current density, and is suggestive when applied to
new data on excess power. A postscript in this section
indicates an apparent breakthrough for the model. The
relative excess power expression is incorporated into a
relation to give absolute excess power. When com
bined with the data it is found that the cross-section for
the nuclear process that is the ultimate source of the
excess power is on the order of 10-24 cm2; viz., one
barn.

THE TRANSMISSION RESONANCE
MODEL (TRM) FOR COLD FUSION
Model Basis

INTRODUCTION

The central assumption of the model is a trans
mission resonance condition for the de Broglie
waves associated with diffusons, e.g. diffusing
deuterons (hereafter: D's), within a deuterated
matrix (usually a metal deuteride lattice) that is a
simplification of a recent conjecture by L. Turner
of L.A.N.L. [5],[6]. Combined with this central
assumption are an energy distribution for the
diffusons ( taken as a Maxwell-Boltzmann distri
bution at the surface of the sample), and the

The transmission resonance model as ap
plied strictly to cold fusion will first be up
dated and summarized in order to provide a
framework for its generalization to predict
enhanced fusion phenomena, hot and cold, in
a deuterated matrix; e.g., palladium deuteride
or titanium deuteride. The generalized model
suggests that neutron emission (such as that
observed in experiments employing pressur213

effects of "phonon exchange" between the
interstitial D's in the matrix and the matrix;
e.g., a palladium lattice. Finally, the boson
nature of the D's is invoked at several stages.

then the physical meaning of the high transmis
sivity through the combination is as follows:
That part of the wave reflected from the second
barrier is interfering almost totally destructively
with that part of the wave reflected from the
first barrier to yield essentially zero reflected
wave for the combination. (See Fig. 1, below.)
With regard to this situation Bohm 7] notes: �
is espe cially interes ting that a lthough a single
high and thick barrier has a very small tran smis
sivity, two such barriers in a row can be com
pletely tra nsparent for certain wavelen�hs.
This be havior can be understood only in tenns
of the wavelike aspects of matter. The hi�h
transmissivity arises b ecause. for c ertain wave
lengths the reflected waves from in side interfere
destrnctively with those from the outside s o that
only a transmitted wave remains." The reso
nance condition also leads to a relatively high
amplitude of the wave inside the well, and
Bohm [7] demonstrates that the energy levels
associated with (2) correspond to metastable
�
It is of course this resonant transmission that
is assumed to result in a diffuson ( e.g., a D)
getting close enough to a relatively fixed par
ticle within the lattice to give the two particles a
large probability of undergoing a nuclear reac
tion compared to the case when the condition
(2) is not satisfied. Thus. in this model it is this
resonant transmission phenomenon that is
invoked to explain the central mystery of cold
fusion; viz., how is it possible to have two
charged particles, such as two deuterons, have a
large enough probability to undergo a nuclear
reaction in a metal lattice at room temperature to
provide credibility for the purported effects, e.g.
the amount of "excess heat" claimed.
As an example of a well-known wave-me
chanical phenomenon involving a high trans
missivity associated with a quantum resonance
condition we need only to recall the Ra msauer
rlfe£.t: Electrons incident upon a noble gas,
such as argon, are found not to be scattered if
their de Broglie wavelengths satisfy condition
(1) with the factor (n + V2) on the righthand side
replaced by (n + 1). [See Bohm's Quantum

Transmission Resonance Condition
Turner [5],[6] has recently suggested that cold
fusion may involve transmission resonances for
D's diffusing through a periodic array of wells
formed by the "ascending walls of neighboring
Coulomb barriers" of interstitial D's within the
Pd lattice. He points out that "conventional
quantum mechanics yields a transmission
coefficient of unity whenever the resonance
condition of

f

O

k(x)dx = (n + l)7t

(1)

is satisfied by the wavenumber of the particle
crossing the potential well between the two
barriers." [ k(x) in (1) is the wavenumber of the
diffusing particle, and L is the well width. [ An
excellent treatment leading to (1), and indicating
when the term on the righthand side should be
replaced by (n + 1) is provided in Chap. 12 of
Bohm's Quantum Theory 7].] If 'A, is now taken
to be the average de Broglie wavelength within
the potential well, it is easily seen that (1) is
simplified to
(2n + 1)'A/4 = L,

n = 0, 1, 2,

(2)

( If the well were reasonably flat, 'A, would be
essentially constant within it.)

Physical Meaning
Based upon the condition expressed by (2), we
will assume that transmission occurs through a
barrier-well-barrier combination whenever an
odd quarter number of de Broglie wavelengths
of the diffuson fit into the well width L. If we
consider a de Broglie wave incident from left to
right upon the barrier-well-barrier combination,
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Theo-zy f7], Chap. 12, to understand why the
wave relation expressing resonance here is
altered from that of (l).]
Metastable States: Lifetimes and the Effect of
Coherence
The physical picture that emerges is one in
which the lack of a reflected de Broglie wave
causes the amplitude of the wave to become
relatively large inside the well as it bounces
back and forth between he barriers as shown
qualitatively in Fig 1. It is the "leakage" of this
large amplitude wave through the barrier on the
far side that leads to a wave of amplitude low
compared to that in the well, but of comparable
amplitude to the wave incident upon the first
barrier. Thus, transmissivity is essentially
100%.
Since the transmission resonance condition is
also the condition for a "metastable state"; i.e., a
relatively long-lived state, the question arises as
to whether there are states with short enough
lifetimes to allow them to be associated with the
the excess power phenomenon. Elsewhere [8]
we show that, without bringing in considera
tions involving the coherence of the bosons, the
lifetimes of the first four metastable states
corresponding to orders n = 0, 1, 2, and 3 are,
respectively, 0.76 x 10- 10 s, 1.36 x 10·8 s, 4.4 x
-6
1() s and 1.7 x 10-3 s. Thus, all four states have
short enough lifetimes to be operable in an
excess heat scenario based upon the transmis
sion resonance model (hereafter: TRM). The
next three states, i.e. n = 4, 5, and 6 have life
times that make them interesting candidates for
the "heat bursts" reported by some observers:

Respectively, they are 0.7 s, 3.1 x 1()2 s ( ap
proximately 5 min.), and 1.4 x 105 s (approxi
mately 39 hours). (The n=7 state, however, al
ready has a lifetime of about 2 years.)
If considerations of coherence are employed
for the bosons (the D's), however, it is possible
to show [8] that, depending upon the effective
"coherence volume", a number of higher order
states can be brought into play: The basic idea,
here, is that for the coherent case, when one
particle makes the transition through the second
barrier they essentially all do. So, it becomes a
question of figuring out how long one would
have to wait to see one particle emerge for the
case in which the wavefunction is considered to
be appropriately enhanced and the number of
parallel, but interdependent-via-coherence, "
transmission experiments" is vastly increased.
In essence, then, coherence produces a totally
new situation that we might liken to a large
number of "phase-locked" de Broglie wave
lasers operating over the coherence volume. For
a coherence volume equal to 1% of the active
region the new lifetimes corresponding, respec
tively, to metastable states of order n =15, 16,
17, 18, and 19, would be 2ms, 0.1 s, 51 s, 2.5 x
103 s ( 0.7 hrs), and 1.4 x 107s (162 days). So
states of order n = 0 through n = 15 would here
be available for what is observed to be the
"steady" production of excess heat. And, again,
the longer-lived of these might conceivably
account for "heat bursts". Of course it is clear
that even the "steady-state" production of excess
heat has a "burst" nature if one looks on a small
enough time scale. In this context we note that
Huggins [9] has remarked that the production of

Fig. I. Barrier-Well-Barrier Combination with de Broglie Wave Incident from Left.
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excess heat is essentially a "non-equilibrium
phenomenon", as opposed to a steady-state
phenomenon.
The symmetry of the boson wavefunctions
with the additional strict requirements of perio
dicity imposed by the periodicity of the crystal
line lattice ( Floquet's theorem) appear capable
of producing the sort of coherence for the
bosons (D's), which make them behave in a
given coherence region almost as a single
particle. It is this collective behavior that would
presumably be responsible, for example, for
"neutron bursts" and for "heat bursts". (In this
regard we note that Bush and Eagleton [ 10]
have previously emphasized the importance of
the boson nature of the D's combined with the
periodicity of the crystalline lattice. More
recently this has also been stressed by S.R.
Chubb and T.A. Chubb [11] of N.R.L. .)
The harshest critics of cold fusion have
claimed that" it is done with mirrors." It is a
wry observation that, if the picture presented
here involving metastable states with the reflec
tions of de Broglie waves is correct, it is indeed
done with mirrors. Lots of them! This would,
in fact, be how nature accomplishes the feat of
"cold fusion".
An Optical Analogue For Transmission
Resonance
It is possible to give a rather nice optical
analogue for the transmission resonance phe
nomenon which we have taken as explaining the
central mystery of cold fusion. With reference
to Fig.2, two forty-five degree prisms have
between them an optically flat piece of glass
9e.g., a microscope slide) of uniform thickness

separated from the prisms by two air gaps on the
order of a wavelength in thickness, but not
necessarily of the same width. In this analogue,
the piece of glass plays the role of the potential
well , while the two air gaps play the part of the
potential barriers, and the photons in the laser
beam are analogues of the diffusons. Recall
that, if the angle of incidence 8 is equal to the
critical angle 8 or greater, all of the incident
light, (I), is reflected, (R). On the other hand, if,
in addition, the wavelength A satisfies the
transmission resonance condition (2), that an
odd integral number of wavelengths fit into the
plate width, transmission occurs as indicated by
(T), with the reflected intensity becoming small.
A variation of this is suggested by Bohm[7]:
Let white light in a beam distributed across the
face of the first prism replace the laser light.
Only those colors satisfying the condition (2)
for resonant transmission will be transmitted
and (T) will be colored. If in addition, a flaw is
introduced into the interior of the glass plate, the
flaw will glow strongly in the colored light
demonstrating in addition the strong buildup of
light intensity within the glass plate characteris
tic of a metastable state.
0

Transmission Level Energies
The energies, En, associated with the resonant
transmission levels specified by (2) are readily
found by combining relation (2) with the
kinetic energy relation, En= p//2m and the
definition of the de Broglie wavelength, A.n = h/
pn ;
En = (2n + 1)2h2/32mL2,
(T)

IA)

,,/�j(I)

Incident

Fig.2. Optical Analogue for Transmission Resonance.
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(3)

mass and energy of the particle as,

with h as Planck's constant and m as the mass of
the diffuson. It will turn out to be convenient,
and also, as will be shown, physically meaning
ful, to label these energy levels by the tempera
tures Tn, where we define the Tn by
E

n

=

A = h/(2mE)112•

Thus, for equal energies E, the diffuson with the
greatest mass will have the lowest A. However,
this means that for an equal distribution of
energy for two different species of diffusons of
masses m and M (M>m), the latter will be
associated with the largest density of transmis
sion resonance levels per unit energy. This is
apparent from (2), since, at least hypothetically
we can find orders N and n (n<N) for the trans
mission resonance levels for the two species of
masses M and m, respectively such that

(4)

kT ,
D

so that (3) and (4) yield
Tn = (2n + 1)2h2/32mL2.

(7)

(5)

Warning!: In what follows it is important to
realize that the ambient t emperature will be
indicated by T, and not T. We will soon show
from the model, however, an important physical
significance for the condition T = Tn.
ii

(2N + 1 )AM = (2n + 1)Am

Many-Body Tunneling as Counterintuitive to
the Two-Body Case

=

4L,

(8)

This means that the re are more transmission
"wind ows" for the diffusons of larger mass.
giving them an advantage, at least in this re
spect, in terms of the number of candidates
available for nuclear reactions, This is clearly
exhibited in Fig. 3, where the density of trans
mission levels is observed to bcrease for the
three cases involving palladium deuteride as a
matrix as we go from left to right for the succes
sive cases of deuterons, and lithons (Li6 and Li7 ,
respectively). It must again be emphasized that
this increase d opportunity for tunneling in this
many-body case is strictly counterintuitive to
the two-body case for whi ch slight mass in
crea ses, assuming other factors to be the same,
radic ally diminish the chances for a nuclear
reaction.

Two-body tunneling reaction theory has
generally been extremely discouraging to the
hypothetical prospects for cold fusion. The
transmissivity for the two-body, or Gamow,
case may be expressed by

where y is a constant, the Z's refer to the num
ber of protonic charges on the two interacting
particles, m is the mass of the lighter particle
considered the tunneling particle, and E is the
energy of its approach in a frame where the
heavier particle is considered at rest. Thus,
consider two separate hypothetical cases in
which all factors are the same except the mass
of the tunneling particles. Clea rly, from (6), a
slight in cr ease in mass is enough to give a
tremendo us advantage to the less massive
particle in terms of transmissivity, a nd thus the
nuclear reaction rate,
Counterintuitive to this, on the other hand, is
the ma ny-body case of tunneling associated with
transmission resonances within a deuterated
metal lattice. Recall that the de Broglie wave
length can also be expressed in terms of the

Fit of the Model to Data: Level Schemes
In the neutron emission experiments of
Menlove, Jones, et al. [ 12] involving pressur
ized D2 gas and titanium shavings the tempera
ture of -30C (243K) was observed to be a
recurring temperature associated with neutron
emission in bursts. It was, thus, hypothesized
within the context of this model by the author
[3] that this temperature corresponds to one of
the transmission levels in a sequence of levels
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levels are specified by T2 = 675K (402C), T 3 =
1323K (1050C), etc. It has previously been
noted that this level scheme is also compatible
with the experimental results of Mazzoni and
Vittori [ 14] involving neutron emission in the
case of titanium blades pressurized with D2 gas
at high temperatures. Since there was no neutron
emission data for the case of PdD, the model
fitting procedure was then repeated for the case
of electrolytic cold fusion taking room tempera
ture, i.e. 293.2K, to be one level in a level
scheme for the case of palladium deuteride as
the lattice and the following respective dif
fusons: Deuterons (D), Li6 lithons , and Li7
lithons. The optimism for employing this result
was based on the success of Pons and Fleisch
mann [1] at room temperature. ( In this respect,
it should be noted that Turner [5],[6] also
employed room temperature as a significant one
for the electrolytic case.) These other three
level schemes are also portrayed in Fig.3. The
dashed lines on either side of the solid levels in
Fig.3 indicate representative thermal widths for
the levels. [The relation for thermal width, �Tn
, is given in equation (12).] All four cases,
along with a comparison of the selected gener
ated well width with the well width obtained
from independent crystalline data, are summa
rized in the Table on the next page. Note from
that Table that the poorest agreement of the four
comparisons is still to within three percent.
Finally, it should be indicated, however, that,

specified by equation (5) for the case of deuter
ons diffusing within a titanium deuteride lattice.
(The physical rationale for this hypothesis is
presented in a later section: ) Substitution of Tn
= 243K into (5) for an as yet unknown integer
order n leads to the following generating for
mula for the possible compatible well widths,
L:
(9)

Ln = (2n + 1)(0.349A)

Corresponding to the respective integers 0,1, 2,
3, 4, etc. this relation generates the well widths
0.349A,
0.047A, 1.75A, 2.44A, 3.14A, etc. Based upon
the independent crystalline data of Sidhu et
al.[13] for they phase of titanium deuteride, a
separation of interstitial deuterons is known to
be 1.047A in excellent agreement with the
generated value of L above corresponding to the
order n = 1. The value L = 1.047A is then
reinserted into equation (5), with the mass m as
that of the deuteron as diffuson, to yield the
following level scheme for the case of a tita
nium deuteride lattice with deuterons as the
diffusons:
Tn = (2n + 1)2 (27K).

(10)

This is portrayed in Fig. 3 showing only the first
two transmission levels at T = 27K and T 1 =
243K (i.e., -30C). Higher energy transmission
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TABLE of Well Widths

unlike those pressurized gas neutron emission
cases in which there is no applied voltage, the
electrolytic experiments usually involve an
"oyerpotential"; i.e. the potential drop across the
double layer in the electrolyte next to the cath
ode surface, that is just as important as the
ambient temperature in determining the energy
distribution of the diffusons. The new develop
ments in the model involving overpotential will
be treated in a later section.

easy to show that
l:l.vn = 0.2(TnT)1 a m/s.

(11)

Thus, for n=O, for which the velocity v = 173ml
s, l:l.v = 7m/s. We have previously shown that
l:l.Tn for TiD2 is given by,
O

0

l:l.Tn = (4.1 X 10- 3) TnT1fl .

(12)

Since this formula has been shown elsewhere
[3] to scale inversely as the well width, the
width of the energy window for a Maxwell
Boltzmann energy distribution not shown) for
the nth order transmission resonance energy is
given by approximately

MAXWELL VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION
AND THE EFFECTS OF PHONON
EXCHANGE
A Maxwell velocity distribution is assumed
for the diffusing D's. However, it is important
to realize that for sharp values of the resonant
velocities v n corresponding to the de Broglie
wavelengths for the various transmission orders
n there are no candidate diffusons, correspond
ing to the fact that the area under a point on the
distribution curve is zero. Candidates for
transmission exist because of the the spread in
well widths produced by phonon exchange
between the interstitial deuterons and the metal
lattice. Thus, Fig. 4 portrays three different
velocity distributions overlying transmission
resonance "windows": For the nth order reso
nance the window is centered upon vn and lies
between v n - l:l.v/2 and vn + l:l.v/2. The areas
underneath the distribution curve lying within
the windows provide relative measures of the
number of candidate diffusons for transmission
associated with the respective transmission
orders at the temperature T. (The portrayal is
not to scale. In addition, it should be noted that
the widths of the transmission windows increase
with the temperature T.) For PdD it is relatively

l:l.En = kl:l.Tn =(1.3 x 10-1)(TnT1fl) eV.

(13)

Thus, for the n=4 transmission resonance level
the energy window is centered on E4 = 25meV,
while l:l.£4, the width of the energy transmission
window is approximately 0.7meV around room
temperature.
A second effect of phonon exchange, in
addition to providing transmission candidates
among the diffusons, is a negative one: It limits
the maximum order of the transmission reso
nance that can contribute transmission candi
dates. Thus, as the order n increases, the de
Broglie wavelength decreases as seen from (2).
When the variation in the well width due to
phonon exchange is no longer small compared
to the de Broglie wavelength of the diffuson
(and the period of well vibration is comparable
to, or less than, the time of passage of a particle
through the well) the resonance condition (2)
can no longer be said to be obeyed: Transmis-
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Fig.4. Maxwell Velocity Distributions for
Diffusons showing Transmission
Resonance Windows.
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sion resonance no longer occurs for states above
nmax· For the wells formed by neighboring Pd
atoms we show elsewhere [8] that nmax = 16 at
room temperature. However, for wells formed
by neighboring D's in interstitial sites the
situation is far more severe: Here, the corre
sponding nm•x = 0, due to the fact that the variation in well width associated with thermal
vibration scales inversely as the square root of
the mass of the particles forming the wr.lls as we
have previously shown [3]. (Note that the Pd
channel well widths are essentially the same as
for the D-channel.) (I am grateful to David
Worledge of E.P.R.I. for asking me how thermal
vibration might affect my model [15].) The fact
that the Pd-channel for resonant transmission is
thus far more robust than the D-channel within
PdD will be shown to have profound ramifica
tions.
Finally, we note that we have previously
shown [3] that the peak of the Maxwell velocity
distribution is centered at vn when the tempera
ture T is equal to Tn. Thus, neutron bursts
associated with the Tn level might be seen to
occur upon warming of the sample when the
temperature has reached that value of T such
that the peak is associated with vn. However,
we note that the envelope of the distribution also
includes other values of vn. so it isn't clear what
would prevent them from contributing. Perhaps,
however, since small numbers of neutrons are
observed, it is predominantly those associated
with the peak that are numerous enough to be
observable. In that regard it should be noted
that neutron production will be associated in a
later section with the D-channel, which will
restrict the neutron numbers even more se
verely, as just discussed.

surface of the cathode it should be noted that
most researchers, e.g., the Appleby group of
Texas A&M [16], have found evidence for an
excess heat reaction occurring within about 5
microns or so of the cathode surface. Thus, the
relative heights of the transmission resonance
windows are governed by the Maxwell
Boltzmann "envelope" for the temperature T
and energy E expressed by
l1N(E)

oc

T" 312E 1flexp(-E/kTil1E.

(14)

A particular transmission resonance window of
order n will thus make a relative contribution to
the candidate pool for nuclear reactions ex
pressed by (14) with E replaced by En. The
candidate number is also proportional to the
current density i in the case of a given sample.
Then, since it has been shown elsewhere [3] that
l1En

oc

T 1 12'fn,

(15)

it might seem that an appropriate expression for
relative power for the purpose of comparing the
theoretical excess power from the same sample
at different current densities and temperatures
would be given by

However, this would ignore the fact that, at the
surface, there is an additional energy gained by
the diffusons associated with the overpotential,
Tl, of q11, where q is the charge on the diffuson.
Since the net effect is to add this energy to the
diffusons, the Maxwell velocity distribution or
the Maxwell-Boltzmann energy distribution is
shifted to the right without a change in shape.
This rightward shift without a change in shape is
expressed mathematically by subtracting qll
from E in the two places where it occurs in (14),
so that (16) is transformed as follows:

THE TRM APPLIED TO ELECTROLYTIC
COLD FUSION
A Formula for Relative Excess Power
We will employ a Maxwell-Boltzmann energy
distribution for the diffusons. While this might
seem most appropriate for a reaction near the

We present the details of the incorporation of
the the formalism of the Butler-Volmer equation
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cell are employed to obtain temperature read
ings near the cathode. Separate calibration
curves for each of these in-cell thermocouples
are rectilinear, as one would expect. A value of
excess power is guaged from a thermocouple
reading and the corresponding calibration
curve. The two values are then averaged to
provide the experimental excess power that
appears in Fig. 5 . The system is fast-mixed
since a magnetic stirrer is employed. In addition
the cell is closed and a recombiner is used. The
cathode was gently loaded for about two and
one half weeks at a charging current density of
about 70mA/cm2• The total integrated input
power from the beginning of charging until the
end of the experiment; i.e., until the end of the
excess power output, was approximately 2.0MJ,
while the total integrated excess power output
for the approximately 36 hours of excess power
production was about 0.35MJ. However, during
that final 36 hours of the experiment, i.e. that
period in which excess power could be ob
served, the excess power was rather spectacular,
being, on average, about 30% of the input power
associated with the applied current. Neverthe
less, we refer to "excess power" rather than
"excess heat" since the 0.35MJ obtained was
less than the applied energy of 2.0MJ. (In this
connection, however, it should be noted that
other researchers, e.g. Pons and Fleischmann [1]
and Huggins [18], have observed excess heat.
Moreover, the excess heat is on the order of
megajoules per mole of material, rather than
kilojoules per mole of material, with the thou
sandfold difference clearly indicative of a
nuclear source for the excess energy as opposed

from electrochemistry elsewhere [8]. Finally,
employing En= kTn, and throwing away a factor
of k112, (17) is transformed into the following
relation, which we take as defining the relative
excess power, P,:

where i0 is the "equilibrium current density"
when no net current flows to the cathode and
serves as the adjustable parameter in this model.
The sum is only over those values of n from Oto
about 15 for which the quantity Tn - 2Tln(i/i) is
positive. (Recall that the upper limit upon n
enters because of the fact that thermal changes
in the well width have become comparable to
the de Broglie wavelength of the particle for
periods of vibration comparable to, or shorter
than, the time of passage of the particle across
the well.) We now investigate to see whether
the expression in (18) is meaningful, by compar
ing it to new calorimetric data obtained by
Eagleton and Bush [ 17] of Cal Poly, Pomona.

Comparison with Data
Fig. 5 is a plot of excess of power versus
current density for T = 300K. The data is from
Eagleton and Bush [17], where the experiment
is described in thorough detail. However, a few
details may be of interest here: The calorimeter
is of a steady-flow design and the flow rate is
periodically checked. The entrance and exit
ports of the bath in which the electrolytic cell
resides have thermocouples to monitor their
temperatures. Two thermocouples inside the
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Fig.7. Comparison of Transmission Resonance
Model to Data of Fig.S.

to a chemical source.)
The data of Fig. 5 appears to be quite typical.
In particular, with the exception of the low-lying
data point at 235mA/cm2 it seems to indicate a
linear relation between excess power and the
applied current density over the range of values
shown .. Another typical feature is that the effect
apparently is no longer observable when the
applied current
density is lowered to a value ( found by extrapo
lation here) of about 60mA/cm2• Fig 6 shows a
plot based upon the TRM: The relation for
relative excess power in ( 18) was employed to
plot theoretical excess power versus applied
current density for T = 300K. The values of T"
for the transmission resonance levels of PdD are
taken from (10) with the 27K for TiD2 replaced
by the 3.62K appropriate for PdD with D's as
diffusons.. A value for the adjustable parameter
of i = 1.47mA/cm2 was shown to give the best
fit to the data. This is displayed in Fig.7 with
the curve based upon the model shown as a
solid line with dark squares showing the theo
retical points entered in the Cricket graph. Note
that a relative minimum of the theoretical curve,
a sort of "cusp", corresponds to the low-I ying
data point at 235mA/cm2 • In my presentation at
the Cold Fusion Symposium I indicated that,

while this was rather "flimsy" evidence for the
model , nevertheless, I would stick my neck out
by lndicating that I felt it would turn out to be
prophetic. [Postscript: Since the First Annual
Cold Fusion Symposium at the end of March we
(Bush and Eagleton) have obtained additional
important evidence of the son of fine structure
seen in the model curve of Fig.6 ,md Fig.7. This
will be made available in references [8] and
[ 17]. Thus, the model with its ability to relate
relative excess power to applied current density
and temperature near the surface of the elec
trode according to the formula in (18) appears to
be quite meaningful. In addition, the fact that in
these post-Symposium studies there is finally a
reasonable physical model providing a good fit
to data on excess heat appears to provide an
enormous boost to the credibility of the Pons
Fleischmann effect, itself. In a word it seems
that the transmission resonance model has
achieved a genuine breakthrough in the study of
"cold fusion". Implicit in this model, which
now combines physics and electrochemistry, is
an extremely important role for the oven,oten
tial. To be sure, acceptance of the TRM will
depend upon independent confirmation of our
results by other researchers.]

0
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positive charges in the two particles (D and Pd)
vastly favor the transfer of a neutron to the Pd
nucleus from the D leaving a heavier isotope of
Pd and a proton. We will refer to this reaction
as a "transmission resonance-induced neutron
trans1er
' " ("t.r.1.n.t.
.
"), or by the acronym .tan1
(reaction). (D+D to give T + p is a special case
of a trint reaction.) (The greater velocities of
approach for the higher order states would be
compensated for in terms of this polarization
process by the larger positive charge on the Pd
nucleus.) Because of the fact that the D is a
loosely bound nuclear structure, the �eater
binding energy per nucleon in the h eavier P d
nucleu s woul d be the ultimate source of the
energy finall y showing up as excess heat,
Based upon spin considerations the only
acceptable trint reactions for the Pd isotopes are,

TRANSMISSION RESONANCE-INDUCED
NEUTRON TRANSFER (t.r.i.n.t.)
Excess Heat Source in "Cold Fusion"
It has already been observed that the phonon
exchange effect associated with vibration of the
potential wells limits the Pd-channel for trans
mission resonance to an order n of about 15, but
limits the D-channel to only about n=o, due to
the greater amplitude of well vibration for the
far less massive deuteron wells. Two effects
arise from this: First of all, the vast majority of
D-on-D reactions would occur in the n=o state,
which means that the relative velocity of ap
proach of the two D's would be only about
173m/s corresponding to an energy of only
about 3 x 1Q-4eV! Under this circumstance we
would anticipate a large polarization effect due
to the two protons residing on the D's. This
should lead to a stripping process, or Oppen
heimer-Phillips� process, in which this
massive polarization effect favors the exchange
of a neutron to yield a T (triton) plus p (proton)
as opposed to the exchange of a p to yie]d an
He3 nucleus plus a neutron. Thus, the TRM
may be able to account for the "anomalous"
branching ratio on the order of 10 8 favoring the
production of tritium over neutrons that several
observers have noted.
The second effect is that the nuclear reaction
of a D with a Pd nucleus will be a far more
common occurrence than will be a D+ D reac
tion in the D-channel. (From the standpoint of
the Gamow reaction this would not be reason
able, due to the much larger charge on a Pd
nucleus than on a D. Again, however, the many
body tunneling reaction implicit in the transmis
sion resonance phenomenon is counterintuitive
to the Gamow case: All that counts is whether
the transmission resonance condition holds for
the wells formed by the potential curves of
neighboring Pd nuclei.) (Remember that the
spacings of neighboring Pd's will be essentially
the same as that of neighboring D's.) Employ�
ing the above reaction as a prototype we again
suppose that polarization effects due to the

D + Pd 105 ➔ p (7.35MeV) + Pd 106,
and,
D + Pd 106 ➔ p(4.31MeV) +

Pd1m,

where Pd 1m P-decays with a half-life of 7 x 106
years (35keV p) to Ag 1m, which,in turn, decays
with a haJflife of 42s by emitting a 93ke V
gamma ray. It will not be easy to demonstrate
the existence of these isotope shifts based upon
either mass spectroscopy or the J3-decay of
Pd 1m . The best bet would, perhaps, be to run the
same cathode over and over again to enhance
the isotopic shift in the Pd metaJ. It has been
estimated that a 5 gram Pd cathode would have
to produce about 1 OOMJ of excess heat, assum
ing the vaJidity of trint, before the P-decay of
the Pd 107 would be detectable. (When rerun, the
surface of the cathode should be made clean
again. If cracking due to the D's gets too severe
it may also be necessary to recast the Pd cathode
being careful to avoid other Pd contamination.)

Similarity to Teller's Hypothesized "Cata
lytic Neutron Transfer"
Teller [ 4] has hypothesized a reaction, "cata223

lytic neutron transfer", in which a hitherto
unknown neutral particle would catalyze the
transfer of a neutron between, for example, two
D's. In essence the trint reaction hypothesized
above has the same end result as Teller's hy
pothesized reaction, but requires no unknown
particle as a catalyst.

Gamow theory based on a two-body reaction at
those energies predicts. This condition is met
near the lower end of the range at which the
elegant "cluster-impact" fusion experiments of
Beuhler,Friedlander, and Friedman [ 19] have
been carried out; viz. at around 1 keV per deu
teron of the heavy water clusters used as projec
tiles upon a TiD2 target.

An Experiment to Convince Physicists

"Cluster-Impact" Fusion

Teller has suggested (lot) in connection with his
hypothesized "catalytic neutron transfer" reac
tion that U235 be employed cathodically in an
electrolytic cold fusion experiment because
"uranium's response to absorbing a neutron is
well-known." The TRM with the hypothesized
trint reaction also suggests trying this experi
ment: Thus, one uranium cathode enriched
with U235 and loaded with D's from a heavy
water electrolyte should emit many more neu
trons than should an essentially identical ura
nium cathode loaded with protons via an
electrolyte made from ordinary water. The
contrast in neutron emission should be impres
sive enough to convince those physicists who
need to see particle emission in order to believe
that a nuclear reaction is occurring at room
temperature inside a metal lattice.

Beuhler has, in fact, indicated [20] that the
calculated theoretical yields for "cluster-impact"
fusion are "highly unflattering" for their experi
ment. It seems highly likely that their actual
experimental yields of protons, tritons, and He3
nuclei are in fact higher than conventional
nuclear physics would predict because a
sizeable fraction of the reactions that result in
particle transfer between a "diffusing" D and
either a D or a Ti nucleus in the TiD2 lattice are
examples of "transmission resonance-enhanced
nuclear phenomena", or "TREND.": In this
case, particles would, via transmission reso
nance within the lattice, get much closer to
gether in this environment than in the asymp
totically-free environment of a hot plasma.
Note that the D-channels would now be com
petitive with the Ti-channels since the well
widths are virtually "frozen " during the transit
time of a D. Neutrons as reaction by-products
are apparently not yet being studied by them.
However, based upon the ratios of T's and p's to
He3 ' s the branching ratio appears to be 1: 1. This
is what we would anticipate based upon the
much larger relative velocity of approach of the
particles at these higher energies: The polariza
tion effect associated with the positive charges
on the two particles which has time to be impor
tant for the Oppenheimer-Phillips type process
in the case of low relative velocity of approach
now has no time to produce a noticeable effect.
One mystery, however, is this: If the Ti-chan
nels are competitive with the D-channels with
regard to this effect, it appears that Beuhler et
al. should be seeing a branching ratio of in
favor of proton-triton production over that of

APPLICATION TO 'HOT' NUCLEAR
PHENOMENA WITHIN A DEUTERATED
MATRIX (T.R.E.N.D.)
Introduction
Phonon exchange implies that transmission
resonance states above about order n=l5 will
not make a contribution for a lattice temperature
around 300K for the Pd-channel. However, at
high enough velocities for which the transit time
through a barrier-well-barrier system becomes
short compared to the period of vibration of the
well width due to thermal effects it may again
be possible to see the effects of transmission
resonance. Thus, we might anticipate reaction
yields for such cases that would be larger than
224

Bockris [21.] of Texas A&M, have suggested
that tritium is produced on the surface of the
cathode in association with the growth of "den
drites". According to this argument the den
drites would produce enormous fields, e.g.
105V/cm, near their tips which would accelerate
D's onto their surfaces to plough into other D's.
It is further argued that the polarizations pro
duced by these fields would shift the branching
ratio strongly away from the neutron branch
towards the tritium branch of the D+D reaction.
Potential drops on the order of 20kV have been
hypothesized, so that such a reaction would, in
actuality, be a "hot" nuclear reaction. Thus, the
reaction would have a lot in common with the
"fracto-fusion" reaction hypothesized in connec
tion with observations of low-level neutron
production by Jones, Menlove, and others.
Bockris [22] has recently been very clever in
apparently correlating dendrite growth times
with the appearance of tritium in the electrolyte.
However, this dendrite hypothesis appears to
face two difficulties: Most researchers grant the
existence of the high fields, but cannot see these
as being extensive enough to give anywhere
near the potential drops required for the scheme
to operate. (Bockris claims that these high
potential drops are attained intermittently.) A
more telling difficulty, however, is the fact that
tritium production is sometimes observed in the
absence of dendrites. It is this observation
which, notwithstanding the ingenuity of the
dendrite hypothesis, renders it difficult to
accept.

He3• In addition, the protons from the Ti
channel reactions would have energies ranging
from about 6MeV to about 9.3MeV, making
them rather difficult to confuse with the 3 MeV
protons from the D-on-D reaction. The answer
to this may be that the wider range of well
widths ( larger amplitude of vibration ) for the
D-wells give this channel a large advantage over
the Ti-channel. That is, there is a larger number
of possibilities in the D-channel case all of
which are essentially equally likely in the
transition resonance "lottery" at these energies.
The result would be relatively few Oppen
heimer-Phillips type reactions involving the Ti
channel with negligible chance of seeing Ti
isotope ratio shifts except in the case of a target
that is employed over and over with relatively
large currents.
An experiment that might show whether
transmission resonance is effective here in
volves employing a single TiD2 crystal as a
target: If transmission resonance is involved,
changing the orientation of the crystal axis
relative to the beam direction should produce
variations in the yields. Such an effect would be
evidence in support of TREND. Of course, due
to the "splattering" nature of the water "drop
lets", perhaps the more random the target the
better. In this regard it should be indicated that,
in addition to obtaining good results with
polycrystalline TiD2 targets, Beuhler et al. [20]
have also had excellent results with more "ran
dom" targets such as polydeuteroethylene in
which ordinary hydrogen atoms have been
replaced by deuterium atoms. Here again there
is a large range of well widths available for
TREND. An indication of this "randomness
effect" might also be obtained by employing a
sintered TiD2 target to attempt to see an en
hancement of yield over that for their usual
polycrystalline targets.

The Role of Lithium
Whether or not lithium, either Li6 or Li7, plays
a major role in tritium production is not clear.
What suggests that it does not is that tritium has
been observed for both relatively pure Li6component electrolytes and relatively pure Li7component electrolytes. In addition Iyengar et
al. [23] have reported tritium production in the
case of electrolytic cold fusion where sodium
was used in place of lithium. Also, excess heat
production has been observed [16] for both

THE TRM AND THE TRITIUM PUZZLE
Introduction
Some researchers, the most prominent being
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relatively pure Li6 and Li7 cases.
Thus, the role of lithium is not clear.
Appleby's group at Texas A&M [16) has,
however, established that both Li6 and Li7 are
found to about a depth of 5 microns in those
cathodes evidencing excess heat when they
employ the naturally-occurring ratio in their
electrolyte. So,there may then be an important
role for the lithium since the heat reaction
appears to involve this sort of active depth. One
possibility, suggested previously by the author
[3] is that of a heat producing reaction
D + Li6

�

production of about five days. In this connec
tion it is interesting that the TRM, if limited to
the first four metastable states ( n==O,1,2,3) for
heat production (Pd-channel) (except for bursts
of heat as described earlier) and the first state
(n=0) (D-channel) for tritium appears able to
account for the situation described by the two
component Bockris curve: Thus, in this TRM
scenario, initially the overpotential shifts the
energy distribution so far to the right that none
of three shorter-lived metastable states are
operative. However, as the electrode is "plati
nized" via cathodic deposition, the overpotential
decreases, and the energy shift of the D's that
we have associated with it decreases so that first
the n=3 state is brought into play as the curve
shifts leftward followed by the n=2 state etc.
Thus, excess heat is now being observed, but
tritium will not be produced in observable
amounts until the leftward shift of the envelope
via the decreasing overpotential allows it to
overlap the n=0 state. In this connection, the Pr
value (See ( ).) for the n=O state (i.e. Pr evaluated for just n=0) is about 0.1 % of that for the
sum of the Pr values for the states n=0,1,2,3 (i.e.
P evaluated with the sum over the first four
states), which is in agreement with Bockris'
estimate of the percentage correlation between
the production of "excess heat" and tritium
production.

He4 + He4

However, we would have to suppose that there
is still enough Li6 contaminant in the relatively
pure Li7 electrolyte to still produce observable
excess heat. Also, if this is a transmission
resonance reaction it would seem likely that the
D's are the diffusons rather than the Li6's. The
depth of Li6 penetration would then reflect the
extent of the Li6 participation in the lattice and/
or as interstitials for enough reactions with
diffusons (D's) to occur for observable excess
heat production.
Another role for lithium has been suggested
by Storms [24) of L.A.N.L. and, independently,
by Marshall [25]. Hydrogen dissolves well in
both palladium and lithium. Perhaps the combi
nation is even more effective. Maybe a lithide
compound of Pd is formed, for example, which
promotes the absorption of hydrogen. In this
scenario the lithium simply helps to achieve a
high enough loading of the D's to make the
reaction go in this region. It may also aid the
process of filling interstitial sites by occupying
those interstitial sites that the D's do not oc
cupy. Presumably, sodium might play the same
sort of role.

CALCULATION OF A NUCLEAR
CROSS-SECTION
We show elsewhere [8], that the relative
excess power factor can be incorporated into the
following expression for absolute excess power:
P = (8k/qL(1tmw2) 1 12]A(p/M)N)N�1t<Ji3i;T" 1 }
• :En {[(2n+ l)2T -211n(i/i.,)] 112 •
• (2n+I)2T exp(-T/f)},
0

0

Explaining the Bockris Curve

•

(19)

where q is the charge on a D, L is the well width
(meters), m is the mass of a D, ro is the angular
frequency of vibration (average) for the intersti
tial D's, A is the surface area of the cathode, p
is the density of the palladium , M is the gram-

Bockris [26) has presented a curve for excess
heat production which is mirrored by a lower
level curve for the production of tritium, al
though with an initial lag behind excess heat
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molecular weight ofPd, N is Avogadro's
number, fis the "sticking factor" (i.e. the num
ber ofD's that enter the surface for each elec
tron passing in the current), Ne is the number of
singly-charged positive particles in a Coulomb
ofcharge, E 1 is the energy released in a single
nuclear reaction ( taken here to be about 5MeV),
'tis the depth ofthe active region (taken to be
about 5 microns), and cr is the nuclear cross
section. To estimate cr we employ the data of
Fig.7 taking P to be 2W for an applied current
density ofi=250mA/cm2 and i = l.47mA/cm2•
The relative power factor from the computer
program was 4,280. The result is,
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0

cr = (2.8/f) x 10-26 cm2 ·

(20)

Thus, ifthe sticking factor is on the order of 3/
100, the cross-section for the nuclear reaction
would be on the order 10-24 cm2 , viz., a barn,
which seems not unreasonable.
CONCLUSION
The transmission resonance model appears to
account for the Pons-Fleischmann effect of
excess heat production: The model gives an
excellent fit to data, strengthening the likelihood
that it is correct, and boosting the credibility of
the effect, itself. Nevertheless, the results
indicated must be conf irmed by other research
ers. That the TRM stands a good chance,also, of
explicating both the phenomena of low-level
neutron production and the higher-level produc
tion oftritium is very apparent, though there is
much work remaining to be done in order to sort
this out.
Finally, ifthe the model is correct it appears
that there is little new physics involved. Rather,
the Pons-Fleischmann effect is, quite simply
stated, the most startling of the consequences of
the wave nature ofmatter discovered thus far.
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A ZERO GRADIENT CALORIMETER FOR THE MEASUREMENT OF ANOMALOUS HEAT
FROM THE ELECTROLYSIS OF DEUTERATED METALS

Lee John Droege and Thomas F. Droege
1715 Karlann Drive, Black Hawk, CO 80422
2 s. 942 Thornecrest La., Batavia, IL 60510
ABSTRACT
A null balance calorimeter has been
designed for the measurement of anomalous
heat in electrolytic eel1s containing
deuterium
palladium.
Early
and
measurements indicate an accuracy of less
than 1% of the total energy processed
through the calorimeter.
Anomalous heat
has been observed at the 4% level for
palladium cathodes,
or 4w per cc.
Measurements have been made of cathode
material resistance change and cathode gas
absorption during electrolysis.
Cell
voltage variations over time have been
correlated with cell gas evolution.
Attempts have been made to correlate
radiation with cell activity.
INTRODUCTION
The announcement of Fleischmann and Pons
[1] brought great excitement. Here was an
experiment that amateurs could perform in
their basement.
No single discipline
appeared to have an advantage. After many
excited telephone calls between brothers in
Colorado and Illinois, it was decided that
our goal was to be the first to hold the
land speed record for a "cold fusion"
powered car.
Since we are engineers, we
planned to attack the problem of optimizing
palladium cells for high power output. The
approach was to design a sensitive
calorimeter.
Sensitivity was desired so
that sma11 improvements could be detected
as we searched for optimum palladium
intentionally
including
conformations
rifted structures along various crystal
planes [2]. Some time was spent searching
for an old float zone refiner (Pfann) to
make single crystal Palladium.
But the
machines we had used in the past a11 seem
to have made it to the junk yard for their
stainless steel weight as little as two
weeks ahead of us. Eventually this effort

was abandoned and it was decided to use
readily available numismatic palladium. By
the time construction work started it was
obvious that neutron measurements would be
difficult, so even though one of us had
some skill in nuclear instrumentation this
further confirmed our selection of heat as
the primary measurement.
Video tapes of the Santa Fe conference [3]
were obtained and provided great help in
designing the experiment. The debates over
re-combination of hydrogen and oxygen, and
how to take into account the refrigeration
effects seemed to be more suitable to
monks, angels and pins.
A completely
sealed cell with a catalyst was designed to
avoid these arguments.
We believe that it is often very helpful to
hear of other's mistakes and disasters. We
report a few of ours here. We believe that
the dry impartial style of technical papers
prevents young people from discovering the
joy of research. We consciously allow our
excitement to show
while attempting to
report objectively.
DESIGN
Calorimeter Design
Early criticism of the technique of
Fleischmann and Pons made it desirable to
avoid heat flow measurements which depended
on Newton's law of cooling, stirring, and
thermometers.
A Peltier thermoelectric
cooler (TEC) had been recently purchased
from a surplus house because it looked like
A quick
a fun toy for experimentation.
experiment determined that it would be
possible to use this device to build a
calorimeter which would avoid the defects
which had been so heavily criticized. The
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design uses two concentric copper she 11 s
(Figure 1) both of which are held at the
same constant temperature by analog
computer driven power amplifiers.
The
outside of each shel 1 is insulated with 1
1/2" of foam. The inner shell contains a
single window in the foam insulation where
a thermoelectric cooler (TEC1) connects it
to the outside shell through blocks of
aluminum. The design effort was to control
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Figure 1. Calori■eter Layout. The calorimeter consists of an
inner and outer copper shel 1 heavily insulated with foam.
Thermal electric coolers move heat between the shells and from
the outer she 11 to a heat sink. So 1 id state thermometers
control electronics to maintain both shells at the same
te11perature. The e 1 ectron i cs reduces drive to the ba 1 ance
heater in the inner shell to compensate for heat added by the
test ce 11.
the heat path so that a 11 heat would be
forced to flow through TEC1.

Our tests have shown that a constant
current through a TEC with both faces at
the same temperature produces a constant
heat flow through the device.
Since the two shells are controlled to the
same
operating
temperature
to
10
millidegrees RMS, heat leaks between the
inner and outer shell are reduced.
The
heat path through TEC1 is significant since
TECs are not only heat pumps, but also
thermal conductors. We have measured the
thermal resistance to be 2.85 degrees
Celsius per watt. Heat conduction through
the TEC is compensated by p 1 acing a
sensitive solid state thermometer (T1 and
T2 of Figure 1) on each side of the TEC and
making appropriate corrections to the heat
balance computation .
The sensitive electronics is located in the
constant temperature environment between
the inner and outer shell.
Circuits in
this space are se 1 ected for constant heat
dissipation.
The current shunt for the
between shells TEC1 is also located in this
space. Temperatures are measured with the
AD590 integrated circuit temperature sensor
[4].
Analog circuits use the OP270 [5]
for high stability and the OPA404 [6] for
moderate stabi 1 ity and low leakage where
circuits require long time constants. Very
high stability of the sensitive circuits is
assured through operating the OP270
amplifiers, which feature less than 0.6
microvolt per degree Celsius offset drift,
in an environment which is maintained
within 50 milidegrees of its set point. Our
tests have confirmed that the balancing
heater maintains its precision over the
operating power range.
This heater is
composed of 40 metal f·i lm resistors
selected in value for a best temperature
The assembly temperature
coefficient.
coefficient has been measured at 17 ppm per
degree Ce 1 s i us. Resistance change at the
operating point has been tested by
operating at full power, then quickly
removing the drive and measuring the
resistance change. Checks over time have
confirmed stability.

The outer shell is held at a computer
connection
by
temperature
controlled
through a second set of TECs to a water The configuration is not optimum.
There
cooled plate. The TEC connecting the inner are temperature gradients in both the inner
she 11 to the outer she 11 is driven by a and outer she 11.
There is typi ca 11 y 30
prec1s1on constant current.
The inner degrees Celsius rise between T1 and T3 of
shell temperature is controlled to match Figure 1 when operating at a 6 watt cell
the outer shell temperature by driving a power. The test cell must discharge heat
distributed prec1s1on balancing heater through convection. This produces a very
glued to the inner wall of the inner shell. long time constant of 1 1/2 hours which is
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a nuisance when performing calibrations.
This also prevents measurement of the fine
time structure of the anomalous heat when
running 100 hour cell tests. By the time
the tops of the she 11 s are cut off and
formed into plugs for access, there are
many opportunities for errors in heat flow.
TO GAS SYSTEM
'

CONNECTOR

FROM
CATALYST

(a)

HOLES FOR 0.5 MM
GLASS RODS
CURRENT DRIVE
AND CELL RETURN

+

VOLTAGE
SENSE

( C)

CATHODE

Figure 2. Cell Construction. a)Overall Cell Layout.
b)Electrode Detail, c)Cathode Lead Connections.

Cell Design
Cells are built into 4 oz. polypropylene
jars, Figure 2(a).
The top contains 30
grams of Engelhard Catalyst D in the form
of small cylinders. The catalyst is
arranged so that the evolved gas has an
extended path to the output pipe and
recombined water is returned to the bottom
of the eel 1.
The anode is wound on glass rods which are
compression fit into teflon washers, Figure
2(b).
Two layers are wound.
The inner
layer is the anode, the outer layer is used
as a "dummy" as described below.
The
cathode is prepared as in Figure 2(c). The
Palladium anodes are fabricated from slices
of a one ounce Engelhard 99.9% Palladium
bar purchased from a numismatic dealer.
The slices are then turned on a small lathe
Primitive
until approximately round.
equipment, limited skill, and the nasty
machining properties of the coin palladium
assure that no two cathodes are alike. Two
holes are drilled in each end of the
cathode by breaking numerous #80 dri 11 s.
Plati num wires are inserted, and the
cathode ends are squeezed in a vice. This
cold welds the wires which are then
operated in the Kelvin connection for the
measurement of cathode resistance. Support
structures
are
from
fabricated
polypropylene mesh, spot welded with a
temperature controlled soldering iron.
Electrolyte is prepared by adding Lithium
metal degreased with perchlorethylene to
either Deuterium oxide, 99.9% atom% D,
Aldrich Chemical Co. or ACS ultra pure
water. The amount added is determined by
weight
after observing
the
solvent
evaporation on a seale. The operation is
carried out in very dry mountain air, at
9300 ft, but no special precautions are
taken to prevent contamination.

A wide variety of cell configurations have
used
as
different fabrication
Many unexpected things contribute small been
A typical cell
amounts of heat in the inner she 11. Lead techniques were tried.
and connector losses must be considered at contains 70 grams of electrolyte, 30 grams
a level unusual in electronic design. of catalyst, a 2mm by 25mm Palladium
While many of these problems have been cathode, and sufficient .25mm Platinum
found and cured, many others have been anode wire to achieve a 5 to 1 anode to
identified but are not correctable in this cathode area ratio.
design.
These details are far more
limiting to the accuracy than the stability Gas System
We are thus quite
of the scheme.
optimistic that future designs will achieve The cel 1 is vented outside the calorimeter
much greater accuracy.
through sections of 1/16" dia. stainless
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steel
tubing
interconnected
with
PVC
tubing. Figure 3 shows the gas measurement
system. Gas from the cell is connected to
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ambient are less than our measurement
accuracy,
which
is
1/20"
of
water.
Absolute
accuracy
is
dependent
on
temperature and barometric pressure for
which no corrections are made.
The
experiment is operated below grade in a
residential basement where the temperature
has been constant to within 2 degrees
Celsius during most runs.
We operate the gas system in two modes.
The normal mode measures the gas evolved
from the electrolytic cell.
This is
measured to a precision of 0.014 cc.
The
normal volume measurement limit is the 50
cc syringe capacity.
This can be extended
by withdrawing gas into additional syringes
For small gas
with some loss of accuracy.
changes, the system can be operated open
loop and the evolved gas measured by the
This mode has a
photodiode signal.
precision of 0.062 micro liters, a peak to
peak noise level of 0.5 micro liters, and a
range of +/- 62 micro liters.
To observe
small changes, the system is first operated
in the closed loop mode to set the sense
The
switch to the middle of its range.
1 oop is then opened and measurements are
attempted before the system drifts off
scale.

PHOTO-

:�:

DIAPHRAGM SWITCH

Figure 3. Gas Neasureaent Servo
Pressure from the gas
released by the test cell moves a latex rubber diaphragm with
an attached flag. The flag moves between the light emitting
diode and the photo transistor of a common solid state limit
switch. The photo transistor output is read by an analog to
digital converter and used to control a stepping motor
connected to the piston of a large syringe. The piston is
driven to restore the diaphragm position. A computer program
measures the gas released by counting the steps required to
maintain the balance.
a diaphragm switch and to a 50 cc
disposable
syringe
obtained
from
a
veterinarian. A metal vane is glued to the
0.006" latex rubber diaphragm. The vane is
arranged to pass between a solid state
limit switch of the type used to locate the
home position for computer printers.
This
device contains a light source and a
photodiode.
It is normally connected to
digital logic to give a beam interrupted
The device used gives ful 1 on to
signal.
full off signals for about 0.002" travel.
For this application the photodiode is read
with the 12 bit precision data system.
This allows resolution of a micro-inch of
diaphragm travel.
The vane position is
sensed periodically by a computer program.
The program controls a stepping motor with
an internally threaded armature which
drives a lead screw connected to the
syringe piston.
Each step displaces 0.014
cc of gas.
By noting the direction of
travel, varying the step rate in proportion
to the error, and backing up to always
close the error from the same direction,
gas volume is measured to within one step.
Hysteresis loop tests have confirmed this
prec1s1on. A water manometer has been used
to determine that pressure changes from

Radiation Measurement System
The primary radiation detector is a 1"
National Radac NaI(Tl) crystal and RCA6199
photomultiplier tube.
Both were purchased
and
surprisingly
in
1954
survived
prospecting for Uranium in the Mojave
desert and 36 years in the junk box during
an uncountable number of moves.
A radium
test source was secured from a second hand
store for $2 by searching a pile of broken
watches for one that glowed in the dark.
An earlier attempt for a source used ore
from the mine in Colorado which supplied
Mme. Curie. Unfortunately, this proved not
to be radioactive.
High voltage is
provided by a high stabi 1 ity circuit
similar to those used in high energy
physics
experiments
[7].
The
photomultiplier signal is amplified by a
low noise J-FET amplifier similar to those
used in high energy physics calorimeters
[8].
The
amplifier
output
is
differentiated, discriminated, and pulse
shaped
before
counting.
The
photomultiplier voltage is set as high as
possible in an attempt to detect single
photons associated with soft x-rays.
This
results in a majority of the counts being
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due to photomultiplier tube noise.
The NaI(Tl) counter is placed above and
outside the calorimeter. Its position is
such that it is 7" away from the working
electrodes. There is 0.040" of copper, 3"
of plastic foam, 3/4" of catalyst, and
approximately 1" of electrolyte between the
cell electrodes and the detector.
Data collection system
An inexpensive ($295) data system card was
purchased and installed in an 80286 based
persona1 computer for contro1 of the
experiment. The analog measurement section
consists of an 8/1 CMOS multiplexer
circuit, a sample and hold amplifier, and a
12 bit analog to digital converter. The
measurement is bi-polar providing 11 bit
prec1s1on. The card also contains three 16
bit counters and a digital I/0 channel.
A second electronics card was designed for
this experiment and is located in the space
between the two calorimeter shells.
The
electronics in this location is selected
for constant power dissipation.
The
constant temperature environment assures
minimal problems from precision resistor
The experiment is
and amplifier drift.
controlled by four 14 bit digital to analog
converters (DAC) located on this card.
These are loaded by computer program. Once
set, the DACs control the calorimeter
through analog computer techniques allowing
the digital computer to be turned on and
An
off without affecting operation.
uninterruptable power supply is essential
as neighborhood chipmunks 1 ike to chew on
the distribution transformers.

signals are measured differentially to
reduce
common mode and noise problems.
100 samples of each of 18 variables are
taken during 20 seconds of each one minute
time interval.
Because of the limited
storage capacity of the data collection
system (floppy disks) means of this data
are recorded each minute. Since the cell
voltage and current are critical and can
vary widely, their RMS values are computed
and recorded.
OPERATION

Ce11 Preparation
Before placing in the calorimeter, a cell
is subjected to a series of operating
eyeles designed to remove hydrogen which
may have been diffused into the cathode, to
prepare the cathode for charging, and to
remove impurities from the system.
The
remova1 of hydrogen is encouraged by
cycling gas in and out of the cathode [10}.

A voltage versus current curve is first
taken in both the forward and reverse
The cell is then operated
connection.
reversed at several currents in the
expected operating range. Hoare [13]
suggests that this may prepare the cathode
for charging by removing a blocking layer
which can develop while exposed to hydrogen
This then continues for
in the gas phase.
10 to 20 hours as a continued attempt to
remove absorbed hydrogen. The cell is then
r1aced
through
10 or more cycles
Jlternating forward and reversed at
different currents in the operating range.
This is followed by operation with anode
and cathode tied together as the anode with
To guard against false settings of the DACs the "dummy" as the cathode. This operation
over the long running times they are starts at the highest operating current and
reloaded every ten minutes. The result of is reduced to zero over about an hour.
commands are also recorded independently. This technique is used by electroplaters to
For example, the cell current is commanded improve plating operations when their
to a particular value. This command value solutions no longer produce a bright
is read by one channe1. The ce11 current finish.
The process tends to cause
as measured by a shunt is read through impurities to be deposited on the dummy
another channel. This allows continuous where they are held by a very small
monitoring of the experiment to verify that current. Appropriate control runs have not
it is actually running where commanded. been made to verify this procedure;
More than once this has prevented calling a however, the long charging times reported
press conference.
by others for cathodes of similar size have
not been observed. All cathodes have been
A CMOS multiplexer assures that all cut from the same Engelhard 1 ounce
channels have the same gain. A zero volt numismatic bar.
All cells have shown
·reference and a -5 volt reference are excess heat within a day of high current
measured as a system accuracy check. Most operation. This is inconclusive, however,
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since no fresh cells have been prepared
since the discovery that CO2 diffusion into
the cell was producing initial heat.
Another technique used in an attempt to
remove hydrogen from a cathode is to
operate it in the calorimeter under the
control of a computer program which
alternates between a high and low cell
current.
A typical program alternates
between O and 500 ma per square cm on an
eight minute cycle. This results in gas
amounting to .2 D/Pd atomic ratio
"breathing" in and out of the cathode
during each cycle.
Calibration
Calibration is started by selecting an
operating power point and temperature.
Most of the work reported below was done at
a calorimeter power level of 8.052 watts
and eell base temperature (T1 and T2 of
Figure 1) of 320 degrees Kelvin. The power
point is determined by varying the current
in the TEC and noting the power in the
balance resistor. A cell which physically
matches the test ce11s but which contains
resistors in an oil bath is now inserted
into the inner shell and operated at
various currents. The calorimeter should
come to a balance at each test current so
that the E*I power added into the inner
she11 by the test ce11 is matched by a
reduction in E*E/R power in the balance
resistor. Through careful selection of the
balance resistor, accurate calibration of
�hunts, and differential measurement of all
voltages
to reduce common mode errors,
calibration of the power balance should be
within 0.1%, or better. Since the time
constant of the system is 1.5 hours, each
calibration point requires 10 hours to
settle to 0.1%.
Due to the pressure of actually making
measurements on the phenomena, ultimate
calibration was not pursued. Because the
calorimenter was designed and built in two
weeks, we did not have time to properly
consider requirements, so the design did
not couple the test ce11 tightly to the
inner calorimeter shell. Better coupling
would significantly reduce the time
constant and make calibration faster.
Sinee the phenomena was supposed to take
weeks to appear, this was not considered to
be important to the design.
It was a mistake not to build calibration

resistors into the cells. A second set of
heater resistors should be added for future
designs. The next design will allow using
the Pt anode wire as a heater to allow
calibration by inserting heat at the
location where it is generated during
ope ration.
The moderate effort made to
reduce common mode rejection and other
measurement errors, proved not to be good
enough.
Summation of the elements
contributing to the heat balance cannot be
made to the desired 0.1% precision.
As experienced analog circuit designers, we
are aware that the design requirements are
quite difficult and require great care in
Instrumentation
planning and execution.
amplifiers are essential. Each wire in the
calorimeter has to be carefu11 y designed
for heat dissipation.
The method and
location of lead attachment for voltage
measurement is critical. It is not safe to
use connectors since they are apt to
introduce uncontrolled heat.
Resistance Measurement
Every ten minutes, a current pulse is
passed through the outer connections of the
Palladium cathode (Figure 3c) to measure
its resistance. This proved to be more
difficult than expected. The four terminal
Kelvin connection used normally solves
problems measuring low value resistance.
These cells have several added problems
which have only approximate solutions. The
cell operating current passes through the
cathode.
Depending on the grounding
choice, this produces an end-to-end voltage
which is measured as if it were the result
of the test current. While the computer
can be programmed to command the cell
current to zero during the measurement,
this does not appear to be wise from the
view point of understanding cell operation.
Further, there appear to be long term
cathode end-to-end voltages which change
during the measurement if the cell current
is turned off. Measurements were taken by
reading the cathode end-to-end voltage
before and during the application of the
test current. This would be acceptable if
done fast enough.
Unfortunately, the
current driver was not designed for fast
response time.
Thus the one second pulse
periods chosen for this design and the
rather rapid cell voltage variations assure
large errors. Measurements are taken at
two current values to investigate cathode
ionization.
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Cell Power Checks
At the Santa Fe meeting Richard Garwin [9]
proposed that there might be a problem in
accurately computing the power into an
electrolytic cell.
To check this, we
compute the cell power two ways and record
the ratio as a "Garwin" number. During the
20 second interval of each minute when the
parameters are measured 100 samples of each
are taken.
Cell voltage and current are
arranged to occupy adjacent channels of the
18 multiplexed readings so that they are
measured as c1ose1y together as possib1e.
The sequence is to scan through a 11
channels then to repeat the scan 100 times
in this same 20 second interva 1. Power is
computed by taking the mean of the voltage
readings and multiplying it by the mean of
the current readings.
Power is a 1 so
computed by taking the product of the
instantaneous readings and then taking the
mean of these products. With either ideal
constant
voltage
or
constant
current
operation of the cell these computations
are mathematically equivalent.
However,
with real current sources differences are
possib 1e. The ratio of these computations
is recorded as the Garwin number and is
used as an indication of the
quality of
the power measurement.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We have operated this calorimeter about
5000 hours in a variety of experiments
designed to survey ce11 operation in an
attempt to find where interesting work
might be performed.
All data should be
considered preliminary. We report results
to indicate where we plan continued work.

had a pH in the range of 7 to 9. All had
started at a pH of 12.5 or higher as
determined from reference samples.
The
last run made before this discovery was an
H20 Pt-Pt eel 1 filled with 1N LiOH.
It
appeared to show an "anomalous heat" 1eve1
of 100 mw.
This run was repeated after
replacing the H20 in the safety trap with
NaOH ("Easy Off" oven c 1 eaner) which
absorbs
CO2.
The
"anoma 1ous
heat"
disappeared and was then within the
calorimeter error.
The system has since
been completely sealed, the water trap
having been replaced with a "blow out"
piston formed from a second syringe.
After the surprise finding of the CO2
effect, we bought a pH meter and began to
We found it lower than
check eell pH.
expected, and eventually found that the
chain of our balance had come off its pivot
at some unknown time.
While the pH
comparisons above are valid since we kept
reference samples, we were working with
lower pH electrolyte than planned since the
scale problem produced low weights of
Lithium.
Because pan weights we re needed
for the 1N sample, it was near the expected
value.
It is thought that CO2 may be a more
serious problem for the closed cell
operation used here. With open cells the
very large gas flow out of the cell may
purge CO2 from the ce 11 to an acceptab1e
level.
The partial pressure dynamics of
such a situation are unknown to us.
Resistance Measurements

The history of cathode 19 is typical. This
cathode is 2nvn in diameter and 19mm long
with 16 mm spacing between the inner
measurement connections.
CO2 Problems
The initial
measurement of 19 was 300 micro-ohms. This
About 3400 hours of experimental data was increased to 600 micro-ohms after operating
discarded
as worthless after it was for 2 hours at 60 ma per square cm. See
discovered that CO2 had diffused into the Figure 4. After 20 hours of operation the
cells through a water trap which served as resistance had reached the 750 micro ohm
a pressure relief. This would convert most range. There was then little change over a
of the cell lithium hydroxide to a lithium variety of operating currents during 1400
carbonate in about two weeks operation for hours of runs with six changes of
what was thought to be a .1N cell (see electrolyte.
During long off periods, or
below). The result was a gradual increase electrolyte changes, the resistance would
in cell voltage which eventually went reduce to the vicinity of 600 micro-ohms.
either
the
calorimeter
power It never approached the initial value.
beyond
capacity or the voltage drive capacity of Since gas content varied widely over the
the servo.
Fortunately the electrolyte many runs after the initial charging,
from a 11 the
runs had been saved. resistance measurement does not appear to
Measurement indicated that most old cells be as valuable as we had hoped as an
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indication of the cathode status.
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be a different radiation pattern depending
on the direction and rate of gas flow to
the cathode. During these tests there was
a cyclical gas change amounting to .1 D/Pd
atomic ratio.
There was nothing of
statistical significance observed.
Tests
with a four hour period show a hint of a
relation.
The great length of time
required to remove counter drifts has
prevented a definitive experiment from
being performed to date.
By watching the cell voltage variation with
time and adding the radiation counter pulse
to the cell voltage with the A+B feature of
an oscilloscope, it is possible to imagine
that there is often a radiation pulse at
the cell voltage peak as might be the
result of a fusion event causing a eel l
voltage change.
Binning of radiation
counts by cell voltage revealed nothing
significant.

Figure (. Cathode Resistance During Charging. The upper Tests were made with film wrapped around
trace is cell current showing charging at 60ma per sq. cm. the cell during runs which displayed
The lower trace is cathode resistance. The Vertical Scale is "anomalous heat."
Development revealed
in micro-onms with major divisions at 100 micro-ohm intervals. darkened film with images of the absorber
The Horizontal scale is in minutes with major divisions at one we had inserted between the cell and film.
hour.
Control runs at the same temperature and
with similar metal objects next to the film
demonstrated that this was a temperature
Resistance measurements are performed at .1 effect.
and 1 ampere.
There is some indication
that for very long electrolysis,
the Electrolyte from a closed eel 1 which had
resistance is nonlinear. The lower current displayed "anomalous heat" was analyzed for
has been found to produce a higher tritium content. There was no difference
resistance reading.
This is consistent between it and a reference sample.
with an ionization process as reported by
We have binned all data accumulated so far
Moore [ 11).
on cells which indicate exGess heat against
the direction and quantity of gas flow
Radiation measurement
during the one minute data interval. This
Counts accumulated during each one minute reveals a small but persistent effect which
time interval by the NaI(Tl) counter are indicates the possibility that there are
recorded.
Attempts have been made to slightly fewer counts in the detector
correlate the radiation count with other during the one minute intervals in which a
small amount of gas has left the cathode.
experimental parameters.
The theory is that first something happens
A series of runs were made where the eell to produce heat. The heat causes some gas
current was alternated between a high and to leave the cathode. While gas is out of
low value with an eight minute period. the cathode, fewer radiation events occur.
Count rates were compared between the high This is not yet statistically significant.
and low current levels with no result.
were
tried. Long term gas measurements
Other
combinations
Scaramuzzi[12] reported observation of
neutrons on dynamically loading Titanium All the gas measurements are indirect.
with deuterium. In an attempt to measure What is measured is gas which appears in
this, comparison was made between high, the system.
This is presumed to be the
high going low, low, and low going high bin left over oxygen from the disassociated
periods on the assumption that there would hydrogen or deuterium absorbed by the
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cathode quickly, particularly for cathodes
which have undergone many current changes
cycles. After the first few hours, the gas
slowly decreases. After more time, there
is a gradual increase in gas content,
during which time there is displayed an
apparent increase in anomalous power level.

Palladium.
Due to limited resources we
have not confirmed this by chemical
analysis of gas samples. Figure 5 is a
typical gas run. The dotted line indicates

45.000

Short Term Gas Measurements
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Figure 6 shows the changes of gas seen in
Figure 5 to higher time resolution. The
dots are at one minute intervals. Figure
6(a) shows first gas entry. Since this is
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Figure 5. Gas Absorption by the Cathode for an H20 cell. The
upper trace shows cel 1 current starting at 500 ma per square
cm, stepping to 1 amp per sq cm, then returning to zero.
Lower trace is the gas absorbed by the cathode. The vertical
scale is in cc with 5 cc major divisions. Dotted lines
indicate gas for 1/1 H-Pd ratio. Horizontal axis is in
minutes with �ajor divisions at 10 hours.
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Figure 6, Detail of Cathode Gas Absorption Shown in Figure 5.
gas change for 1.0 H/Pd atomic ratio. This Left section shows deta i 1 of turn on, Center section shows
cathode
has been through many charging switching from .5 to 1 amp per square cm. Last section shows
cycles so the initial content of gas is evolution of gas on current turn off. Vertical scale is in cc
unknown.
Because of the failure of the with major divisions at 5 cc. The curves are plotted with
resistance to return to its initial value, dots at one minute intervals.
it is believed to be non zero. Hoare [13)
suggests it might be close to .6 H/Pd.
This is cell #8 which has a cathode area of a cathode that has a history of 28 previous
0.686 square cm, and a volume of .0229 cc. runs totaling 598 hours, gas enters
The run starts with 11 hours of operation quickly. The overshoot at the beginn·ing is
at zero current.
During this time, the presumably caused by the catalyst failing
cell is outgassing due to previous to recombine the gas at the evolution rate
operation on the bench.
Note that the when it is cold. After a few minutes the
operation of the catalyst produces a recombination heat a 11 ows it to catch up.
reduction of gas volume for gas leaving the Later, when going to high current density,
cathode. After applying .5 amp per square gas absorption is slower, Figure 6(b).
cm. the cathode quickly gains gas amounting Finally in Figure 6(c) the gas release on
to .7 H/Pd. Later application of 1 amp per turn off is shown. About 20% of the gas is
square cm. pushes the increase of H/Pd to evolved during the first minute after
the area of 1.3. After removal of current current turn off. Estimating gas content
the gas slowly returns to near the initial by removing the cathode and weighing is
value though it is still outgassing after difficult as it is not clear how to
The gas
more than 20 hours. For cells showing extrapolate back to time zero.
anoma 1 ous heat there is a genera 1 trend, servo can be observed to be stepping within
for example, Figure 11. The gas enters the a second of the application or removal of
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current.

For D20 runs which show "anomalous heat",
the saw tooth wave form and the limited
band width of the current source cause the
Garwin number to show variations as large
as 2 parts in 1000.
The variation as
observed is always in the same direction,
the mean of the instantaneous products
being smaller than the product of the
As a conservative approach, the
means.
product of the means is used in the energy
balance which tends to deerease the
"anomalous heat" seen.

Voltage and Gas Observations
During calibration runs with resistors in
oil, and H20 cell operation, the Garwin
number is constant to a few parts in 10E6.
This is well beyond the precision of the
system and can only be explained by the
averaging technique used. Thus for these
runs it is easy to measure the power
correctly.
Because Garwin prompted us to use our
oscilloscope, we have observed that the
cell voltage follows a saw tooth wave form.
The data collection program has been
arranged so that it can be interrupted
briefly allowing a minute of "high speed"
data taking.
During this time cell
voltage, current, radiation and gas are
measured at .1 or .02 second intervals.
Data is stored directly in memory to avoid
errors caused by disk waits.
For gas
measurement, the servo 1 s turned off and
gas volume is measured by the relative
position of the flag interrupting the photo
diode.
22:33:32

83-11-19911

At first it was thought that the saw tooth
wave form was caused by bubble formation
and release at the anode producing a
negative resistance.
Visual observations
do not confirm this.
We speculate that the cathode pulses as a
surface film forms, becomes unstable like
the heated earth's surface, and breaks off
like a thermal bubble in the earth's
During the process it seems
atmosphere.
likely that some compressed gas wi11 also
escape resulting in a cell gas volume
increase. Whatever the source, the cell
appears to alternate long periods, of order
1 to 60 seconds, of positive resistance
short
periods,
of
order
50
with
milliseconds, of negative resistance. It
is not surpr1s1ng that a relaxation
oscillation occurs under these conditions.
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Figure 7 shows simultaneous measurements of
the
voltage 7(b) and gas volume 7(a) .
... .
.. .. .... .. ....... Each cell
time the cell voltage drops, the gas
volume starts to decrease. Because of the
complexity introduced by the catalyst, it
is not entirely obvious whether this is a
· · · · · · · · · · · · t�ttil;,r· · .'✓. · .. · .\' · !/\ .. i ':.. · · · gas release or absorption by the cathode.
. ---,;
Sinee there is a hint of a gas re lease
pulse
just before the gas decreases, gas
-.
··· )
release is favored. This will be clarified
Figure 7. Cell Voltage and Gas Relationship The upper trace by further study.
is the eel 1 gas volume. The lower trace is the eel l voltage.
The vertical scale for the gas is 12.5 micro liters per major The saw tooth waveform is seen with 020 Pt
division. The vertical scale for the voltage is one volt per Pd ce11 s and is not seen with H20 Pt-Pt
cells. The status of H20 Pt-Pd cells has
major division. The horizontal scale is one second per dot.
not been resolved.
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Figure 7(b) is the voltage waveform from a
cell operated at 285 ma per square cm. We
have observed that the frequency and
amplitude of the eell voltage change with
current density and cathode gas content.
These measurements were taken with the cell
driven from a constant current source.
Cells operated with a constant voltage
source display a current saw tooth.

Calorimeter Calibration
We wish to stress that we are running a
completely closed system.
Much of the
early criticism of Fleischmann and Pons'
work was concerned with estimates of energy
that left the cell with the disassociated
gas. Those problems are avoided here. All
runs end with the ce11 at the same
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at zero current. The bottom curve is the
net power into the eell in joules.
Positive on the curve indicates that more
energy has been put into the calorimeter
shell than has been taken from it.

condition as it was when the run began.
Differences, if any, relate to the amount
of gas that remains absorbed in the
palladium cathode.
A11 of the curves except the heat balance
are printed directly from the raw data.
For the heat balance, a single set of
calibration constants has been computed
from a calibration run and is used
throughout. In addition, a factor for the
thermoelectric cooler is computed for each
run from the period when the cell is
operated at zero current. When observing
the energy balance curves, the reader
should keep in mind that they are the
differences between numbers which are many
times the size of the displayed scale
range.

During the 23 hour period (2) the cell was
operated at 500 ma. During the transition,
the calorimeter accumulates heat.
A
perfect design would not do this, but this
design contains a better conduction path
through lower specific heat copper for the
heaters. Thus when the primary source of
heat transfers from the heaters to the test
cell, the copper shell gets only slightly
cooler.
The cell on the other hand,
transfers heat mostly by convection so that
it gets much hotter and so causes a net
accumulation of heat in the calorimeter
she 11.
The whole process reverses at (3) when the
cell current is commanded back to zero.
In order to return exactly to zero, the
I*I*R computation of the heater power must
track exactly the E*I computation of the
cell power. This can be guaranteed at one
operating power point if things are stable
by picking calibration constants.
To
assure that the computation is correct when
the test cell operates at a different power
point
than
the
calibration
cell,
calibration is done at several points, (4),
(5)....
A curve is then fit for the best
calibration.
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Figure 8. Calibration Run Using a Resistor Cell Filled with
Oil The upper trace is the ce 11 current. Currents start at
zero. Successive current values are .5, .35, .43, and .2
a11peres. The lower trace is the energy balance in joules.
The vertical axis is in joules with najor divisions of 5000
joules. The horizontal axis is in Minutes with major
divisions of 20 hours.
Figure 8 is a typical 141 hour calibration
run. Here a cell of the same shape as the
test cells is filled with oil and power
resistors.

This curve is then used for a set of H20
and D20 test ce 11 s. For this calibration,
a balance was maintained over 141 hours to
2 kilo-joules out of a total of 4 megajoules
which
passed
through
the
calorimeter. This represents a drift of 4
mw. A more practical measure is the worst
drift rate during the run caused by
imperfect compensation at the various
operating points.
This is somewhat less
than 20 mw for the above run. We do not
have enough runs to compute any meaningful
statistics for the calorimeter drift rate.
We have measured the worst drift observed
for a calibration run which otherwise
appeared to function correctly. This is 50
mw.
H20 Runs

The cell was allowed to come to the Figure 9 shows the operation of an H20
calorimeter temperature for 8 hours before cell. The run consisted of 11 hrs at zero
data taking started. Data starts with a 17 current, 35 hrs. at 500 ma. per square cm,
hour period (1) where the cell is operated and 22 hrs at zero current. Figure 9(a) is
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the current. Figure 9(b) shows the voltage
which slowly increases from 5.2 to 5.8
volts during the run. Because the voltage
is slowly increasing, the temperature above
the eel 1, Figure 9(c), slowly increases by
1 degree Celsius during the run. This
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Figure 9. H20 Cell Operation Trace a) is the cell current of
500 ma per square cm. Trace bl is the cell voltage. Trace c)
is the temperature above the eel 1. Trace d) is the energy
balance. The vertical scale is energy in joules. Major
divisions are 5000 joules. The horizontal axis is in minutes
with major divisions at 5 hours.

Figure 10. D20 Cell Operation The upper trace la) is the
charging current of .46 amps per SQ. cm. The lower trace
shows the net energy during the run. The vertical scale is
energy in joules with major divisions at 10,000 joules. The
horizontal scale is in minutes with major divisions at 20
hours. Dotted lines indicate the largest drift observed.
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results in the net energy curve, Figure
9(d) slowly increasing as the cell contents
get hotter. When the current is removed,
the net energy curve returns to zero as the
contents of the cell return to the initial
temperature.
For this run, energy drift
has been removed to i11ustrate the energy
balance.
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Figure 10 is the energy balance for a 020
cell which shows "anomalous heat". We show
drift range on this curve representing the
worst drift observed during oi 1 and H20
cell runs.
Since the aforementioned CO2
problems ruined many calibration runs the
six or so remaining do not provide
meaningful statistics. This was the 19th
run for this cell but the first since a
change of e 1 ectro 1 yte where the ce 11 was
open and exposed to the air for about 1
hour. After current is applied there is a
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Figure 11. 020 Cell Operation The upper trace ( a) is the
charging current of . 46 a111ps per SQ. c11. Trace ( b) i the cell
voltage. Trace (c) is the gas volume. Trace (d) is the net
energy during the run. The vertical scale is energy in joules
with major divisions at 10,000 joules. The horizontal scale
is in minutes with major divisions at 20 hours. Dotted lines
indicate the largest drift observed.

period of about 15 hours during which the
cell maintains an approximate heat balance.
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only a single calorimeter preclude the
completion of the obvious experiments.

The ba 1 ance then changes in the direction
of "anomalous heat" with a gradual
acceleration during the run. Towards the
end of the run, "anoma 1 ous heat" is being
produced at nearly twice the maximum
probab 1 e drift rate. We do not see this
change of slope on the H20 or oil runs.

Between 020 run C9019 (Figure 10) and 020
run c9020 (Figure 11) an H20 calibration
run, C8030 (Figure 9) was performed. This
run indicated a calorimeter drift of 33 mw
which was removed from the elthalpy curve
for the purpose indicated.
This drift
happened to be in the direction of
"anomalous heat", however other H20 runs
have drifted in random directions. There
followed run C9020 which accumulated 29,064
joules during a 2,612 minute run for an
average "anomalous heat" of 185 mw.
Run
C9020 shows an increasing heat release
which averages about three times the
estimate of maximum drift from the various
calibration
runs.
This
data
is
representative of the last 2000 hours of
calorimeter operation where we have
alternated D20 runs with oil or H20
calibration runs. These runs are ongoing
and continue to show similar results.

Examination of the detail of D20 cell
operation, Figure 12(e), shows that there
are alternating periods of heat release and
balanced operation.
There is some
suggestion that the gas system is more
active when heat is being produced.
Comparison of a D20 run showing "anomalous
heat" Figure 12, with an H20 run Figure 13,

2.000
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·

. .. .. .

, · .

2.500

lU!Slll II/If•
IR 1111.11:•
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Figure 12. 020 Cell Operation Detail The upper trace (al is
the charging current.
Trace (bl is the Garwin number
variation. Trace (c) is the RMS cell voltage. Trace (d) is
the gas volume. Trace (e) is the energy balance. The
vertical scale is the RMS cel 1 voltage. The horizontal scale
is in minutes with 11ajor divisions at one hour. All scales
are the same as for Figure 13.
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indicates that the gas system is more
active, the RMS cell voltage is higher, and
the Garwin number is farther from one.
Figure 12 and 13 use the same scales for
the various variables.
Unfortunately,
because the ce 11 of figure 13 used a 1 mm
dia. cathode vs 2mm for the cell of Figure
12, a direct comparison cannot be made. We
show this comparison because other data
indicate
that there may
be valid
The great length of time
differences.
required for runs and the availability of

J

.

(d) 7

f--------•-•----------•-A______

·l.500

·2.000
·l.500..____,----,---.......---�---.---.......---�-�
22
25 0
2W)
2640
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Data file: C8U29H�
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Figure 13. H20 Cell Operation Detail
The upper trace (a)
(
)
is the charging current. Trace b is the Garwin nu11ber
variation. Trace (c) is the RMS cell voltage. Trace (d) is
the gas volume. Trace (e) is the energy balance. The
vertical scale is the RMS eel l voltage. The horizontal scale
is in minutes with major divisions at one hour. All scales
are the same as for Figure 12.
DISCUSSION
We find the evidence for "anomalous heat"
to be persuasive but not absolutely
convincing. We have presented data that we
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believe to be representative. Still, there
are enough calibration runs which show too
much heat and 020 runs which show little or
no heat that the whole process could be
noise.
We present our willingness to
continue work without financial support as
a measure of our conviction. We continue
to see differences between 020 and H20
cells which indicate that something is
happening beyond normal chemistry.
Once we are at an operating point, we have
not observed cal ibration data
which
indicates a change in drift rate of more
than a few mw. We therefor consider runs
such as C9019, Figure 11, to be highly
significant.
We can only conclude that
something is changing in the cell to cause
it to increase in heat output.
While the calorimeter concept is very
promising,
the current implementation
produces a different calorimeter every time
we open it up to change cells. The 50 mw
drift rate claimed is believed to be
conservative, even for our string and glue
construct ion. There is every indication
that this can be reduced to the area of 1
mw when it is rebuilt to allow reassembly
to a constant configuration.
Garwin was correct in advising caution in
the measurement of ce11 power. The saw
tooth wave form is subject to measurement
error if proper technique is not used.

several electrolyte changes.
We have just begun to learn how to make
these measurements. We understand how to
do almost everything an order of magnitude
better.
It is a pleasure to work where
there appear to be endless interesting
possibilities to be explored.
While we
have not yet climbed into the drivers seat
of our fusion car, we could not be having
more fun.
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ABSTRACT

THE THOMAS-FERM I MODEL

Palladium has always been a metal of
interest for its hydrogen absorption qual
ities [l] and, more recently, for its use
in cold fusion experiments [2]. An atomic
model of the metallic crystal would give a
better overall understanding of the pal
ladium-hydrogen system. Unfortunately, a
computer simulation of the wave mechanical
properties of palladium based on solving
the three-dimensional Schrodinger equation
is a major undertaking [3, 4] that is
probably unnecessary for calculating many
useful characteristics of palladium.
A
simpler approach, based on a Thomas-Fermi
model [5] for palladium, is proposed by
the authors.
This semiclassical model
averages the effects of all the electrons
within an atom to approximate the electric
field distribution everywhere.
Overlap
ping these distributions approximates the
electric fields within the palladium crys
tal. This model predicts a crystal that
is a bit too stiff, but overall it gives
reasonable results; it is also simple to
use. It is expected that this model will
broaden the understanding of the inter
action of hydrogen with palladium.

The basic Thomas-Fermi model [7]
assumes the electrons in a central field
satisfy Fermi-Dirac statistics and that
the potential varies little within an
electron wavelength. The number of elec
tron states contained within a cube of
length L is given by
dk

X

dk

y

dk z

(l)

The factor of 2 comes from the 2 possible
electron spin states.
The number of
states for which the momentum p = Mk is
less than PO is

(2)

Assuming a central field, the maximum
kinetic energy an electron .can have is
-V(r); otherwise, electrons would escape
the field. A relation between the density
of electrons and the potential energy is
then

INTRODUCTION
paper
presents preliminary
This
investigations into the electric field
distribution within palladium metal based
on the Thomas-Fermi statistical model [57].
This model has a long and fruitful
history [8-12], but it has largely been
displaced by self-consistent field tech
niques [3, 13-20] for calculating molecu
lar properties.
Recently, however, Lieb
and Simon [10] have revived interest in
the Thomas-Fermi model by showing that the
model becomes exact as the atomic number
approaches infinity.
Further, various
corrections have been proposed to make
this model more exact for finite atomic
number [21-24].

n(r)

[-2m V(r)] 312
2
3,r M 3

(3)

From Poisson's equation,
'v2 V ( r) =

-n ( r)
E

( 4)

A differential equation for the
potential is obtained by eliminating the
electron density:
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1

l_ Q_ [ r 2 ct ( -v)
2 ctr
dr
r

312
= [ - 2m V ( r ) ]
2
3
3 n £riy

( 5)

Making the following substitutions:
V(r)

2
-Ze
4n£r <P

-14.3998
<P
r

(r in A, Vin e.v.)

b

0.885341 a

o.468502
21/3

0

zl/3

2<j>

dx

2

<P

312

/i

-662.39
<P
r

r = 0.13076x

0.615 A

V

93.7 e.v.

Toe palladium lattice is assumed to
be a simple superposition of Thomas-Fermi
atoms.
The electric potential at any
point in space is assumed to be the super
position of the potentials from all the
neighboring atoms.
The atoms themselves
are assumed to be noninteracting, and so
this model c annot predict the bind ing
energy of the palladium metal. Even if
the interaction is taken into account,
however, the Thomas-Fermi model is un able
to produce a binding interaction [27, 28];
corrections to this model can produce
binding, however [12].

(8)

(
9)

Palladium is a face-centered cubic
structure, and if a single atom is placed
at the center of an x, y, z coordinate
system, any other atomic center can be
located through the primitive vectors [4]

which is the Thomas-Fermi equation.
A
numerical solution was found by Bush and
Caldwell [25] sufficiently accurately for
the purposes of this paper. For palladi
um, Z = 46 and
V(r)

r

THE PALLADIUM LATTICE MODEL

(6)

where Z is the nuclear charge and a0 is
Equation 5
the Bohr radius (0.5292 A).
becomes
d

4.7

Toe results are reasonable.

7( )

r = bx

X "'

(12)

(10)
(11)

(13)

For the ionization energy of a palladium atom stripped of 1 electron, ¢, has
to drop from its value at x = 0 (¢, = 1) to
1/Z = 0.0217. From the tabulated values
of¢, given by Bush and Caldwell [25],
X "'

r

V(r)

r

,..

(x

"

+

(14)

Y)

(15)

10.16
1.33 A

r is the nearest neighbor distance (2.49 A
[29]) and i, m, n are the integ er indices
0, ±1, ±2, .... At any location x, y, z
in the lattice, the distance to any atomic
center is given by

10.8 e.v.

The actual ionization energy is 8. 3
e. v. [26], reasonably close to that pre
dicted by the Thomas-Fermi model.
As a
further example, for a palladi um atom
stripped of 4 electrons, the measured
radius is 0.64 A [26]. ¢, = 4/46 = 0.087
and

P

r [(m
12

+

n - x)

+ (i +
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2

+

(i

+

n - y)

2 1/2
m - z) ]

2

(16)

The calculation of the potential any
where within the lattice involves solving
the Thomas-Fermi differential equation
(Eq. 9), and summing up the contributions
to the potential at each of the distances
given by Eq. 1 6.
The indices are in
creased until the contributions to the
potential from higher indices is negligi
ble.
PREDICTED BULK MODULUS AND
VELOCITY OF SOUND

B
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o. 00
2. 40

( 17)

(18)

V

where r �1. �he nearest neighbor distance
and y = 2 / for the face-centered cubic
structure. The pressure in Eq. 17 is the
change of energy of the crystal with
respect to a change in volume

3. 20

3.110

4. 00

dU
dV

Fig. 1. The predicted bulk modulus
over lattice spacing.
neighbor distance. The ex£Irimental value
for palladium is 1.87 x 10
pascals [30],
whereas the calculated value at r = 2.49 A
is 5 x 10 11 pascals, about 2.7 times too
high. In other words, this model predicts
too stiff a lattice.
The velocity of sound can be simi
larly calculated.
Brillouin [31 J gives
the following formula for the speed of a
wave traveling down a one-dimensional
string of particles:

(19)

so that the bulk modulus becomes
- 2 dU + d U
1
__ [
�J
9Yr r dr
2

B

2. 80

lnterHomlc distance (A) »>

-V dP
dV

where P is the pressure on all sides of
the material, and V is the volume given by
[26]

p

80.00

:,

The bulk modulus is a measure of the
compressibility of a material and the
stiffness of the crystal lattice. It is
defined by [26]
-t,p
t,V/V

2. 00
2. 40
2. 80
3.80
3.20
4. 00
100. 00 r-T---r"��-.---,--,-.,..,...,,-,-���--,-��� 100. 00

ctr

(r in A, U in e.v.)
(20)

Consider removing the atom at the
origin of the coordinate system and re
placing it with a test charge. The bulk
modulus can be determined by calculating
the potential changes at the origin as the
nearest neighbor distance (r) is varied.
The removal of the atom at the origin does
not affect this calculation, s ince this
atom is stationary with respect to lattice
variations, and all the atoms are non
interacting. Figure l shows the bulk mod
ulus calculated over changes in nearest
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(21)

From Eq. 10,
2
2
d p - �Qt+ 2cj>}
d V = 662.39{ 2
2
r ctr
2
ctr
r
dr

(22)

Using the solution to the Thomas
Fermi equation ·(Eq. 9) [25], the predicted
velocity of s ound is 5,000 m/s, whereas
the experimental value is 3,000 m /s
The pressure of the surrounding
[32] .
atoms in the lattice will increase this
value so that this model again predicts a
lattice that is too stiff.

ELECTROSTATIC CALCULATIONS OF PALLADIUM

0.00

Figur·e 2 shows the Bravais cube of
the palladium lattice along with the path
of the electrostatic field plots.
The
pr ofile of the potential is calculated
across the main (4.76 A) and sub (2.75 A)
diagonals along the face of the primitive
cell. Figures 3 and 4 show the potential
profiles at the face of the primitive
cell; Figs. 5 and 6 show the profiles at
The interesting
the center of the cell.
fact to notice is that the lattice has
definite preferred
"channels"
through
which hydrogen can diffuse.
Of course,
any lattice imperfections will disrupt
this flow.
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Fig. 2 .. The Bravais cube showing the
primitive cell and the path
for subsequent potential plots.
The next series of figures shows the
equipotential lines along the Bravais lat
tice shown in Fig. 2. Figure 7 shows the
equipotential lines in the x-y plane at z
= o. The potential value of the lines is
50 e.v., a convenient value to measure the
channel sizes. Figures 8-10 show the same
potential lines for z = 1, 2, and 3 A.
Figures 3-10 show,

not surprisingly,

Fig. 4.

z. zo

0. 00
Z. 75

(A) >>>

The potential profile along
the subdiagonal of the
primitive cell.

that this model predicts palladium to be
relatively hard spheres of an approximate
diameter of 2.14 A.
This simplification
arises from the noninteracting nature of
this model; the electron gas is not
allowed to redistribute itself to lower
the lattice energy. Of course, this model
has the advantage of being able to repre
sent actual lattices with their consequent
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defects and impurities. These effects are
difficult to model with other methods,
such as with SCF calculations [3].
Fur
ther, it may be possible to retain the
essential simplicity of this model while
including the lattice binding through
enforcing boundary conditions at the
interfaces of the atomic spheres [9].
CONCLUSIONS
has presented

a prelirni-
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The same as Fig. 7 for z

1 A·

nary investigation into the electrostatic
field distribution within the palladium
lattice. The palladium atoms are assumed
to follow Thomas-Fermi statistics.
This
approach has the advantage of simplicity
as well as the ability to model lat ice
defects and impurities.
The model pre
dicts a lattice that is too stiff for
palladium, and it fails to take into
account any binding within the material.
This model can be used to predict the
interaction of hydrogen with palladium
showing the locations at which hydrogen
can collect and the channels through which
hydrogen can flow.
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HIGH-SENSITIVITY MEASUREMENTS OF NEUTRON EMISSION
FROM Ti METAL IN PRESSURIZED D2 GAS
H. 0. Menlove
Group N-1, MS E540
Los Alamos National Laboratory
Los Alamos, NM 87545
ABSTRACT

(2.3-MeV neutrons) is 19% and the coincidence ef
ficiency is 3.6%.

Recent measurements of neutron emission from Ti
metal in pressurized D2 gas have established the
multiplicity distribution of neutron bursts emitted
from the samples. A new 3He detector system with
high sensitivity has been used to lower the detection
limit so that small bursts emitting from 2-10 n can
be distinguished from the cosmic-ray background.
The frequency distribution of the neutrons indicates
that the lower multiplicities occur much more fre
quently than the higher multiplicities as shown in
Fig. I. The improved sensitivity in our new detec
tor system was obtained by using low radioactive
background stainless-steel tubes, a small detector
volume with high efficiency, and additional cosmic
ray shielding. The detector consists of two inde
pendent segments making up inner and outer rings
of 3He tubes. The inner detector has nine 3He tubes
(2.5 x 30 cm), and the outer detector has forty-two
3He tubes (2.5 x 50 cm). The combined total effi
ciency is 44%. The low-background inner detector
has a singles count background of 97 counts/h and a
coincidence count background of only 0.67
counts/h. The corresponding singles efficiency

This system has been used to detect low multiplicity
neutron emissions from samples where the yield is
5-10 times larger than the background level for in
tervals of many hours. This improved sensitivity
makes it possible to monitor the neutron yield char
acteristics of samples at a much lower level than
was previously possible. We have shown that the
most frequent events emit neutrons with 1-10 n and
the larger burst events 20-200 n occur much less
frequently. Figure 2 shows an example of the mul
tiplicity distribution we measured for a sample con
taining Ti metal chips in D2 gas pressurized to 800
psi. The active period lasted for several days fol
lowing three weeks and six liquid-nitrogen tempera
ture cycles that were inactive. On the right side of
Fig. 2 is the multiplicity distribution for a control
sample of Ti metal chips in H2 gas that was mea
sured for the same amount of time both before and
after the active sample runs.
These multiple small burst events (2-10 source neu
trons) give us the ability to study the details of the
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Fig. 2. Neutron source multiplicity frequency distribution for a single Ti sample showing the
high frequency for the low number of source neutrons per burst.
phenomena that were not observable before. The re
sults are now reproducible in that we can remove an
active sample from one detector system and still
measure the excess yield for the same sample in the
adjacent detector system. The neutron emission rate
is very low (0.001 n/s), and we can detect it only by
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means of our time-correlation.counting and under
ground laboratory.
Only an abstract is given for this paper because the
full paper has been submitted for journal publica
tion.

TECHNICAL STATUS OF COLD FuSION RESULTS
David H. Worledge
Electric Power Research Institute
P.O. Box 10412, Palo Alto, California 94303

ABSTRACT
Experimental results in cold fusion research up to the end of
the 1989 are reviewed to gain a perspective on the credibility
of the phenomena. The review does not attempt to be compre
hensive but concentrates on the highest quality experiments
claiming to give positive results. The results are used to for
mulate a strategy for continuing to support cold fusion re
search in 1990.

INTRODUCTION
During the past 12 months, many improvements have
been made in experiments done to attempt to verify the Aeis
chmann-Pons phenomena. These changes have, iil part, been a
response to valid criticisms of the early work, and in part due
to a natural process of refinement that has come with having
more time and resources. Considerable attention has been paid
to 1) reducing the probability of contamination in experiments
finding tritium, 2) reducing backgrounds and increasing effi
ciency in neutron counting, 3) improving calibration methods
and reducing sensitivity to spatial variations of temperature in
calorimetry, and 4) using closed cells. Many different labora
tories including some national laboratories and organizations
in foreign countries have reported positive findings.
Despite these advances we have not yet succeeded in pro
ducing a recipe that can be handed to independent research
groups that will lead to reproducible results.
Furthermore, we see the positive results against a back
ground of statistically over-whelming negative evidence from
other research groups too numerous to mention. In many
cases, these groups are just as credible and experienced as
those producing positive results. Because of this, most of us
are still undecided as to the truth of the cold fusion claims, and
there is no question that scientific demonstration of the phe
nomena has simply not been achieved.
How should we view this situation? It is not hard to find

reasons why many experiments may have failed. One issue is
the way in which adequate loading of the metal lattice with
deuterium can be hindered, particularly since concentrations of
electrolyte contaminants of order ppb or less can obscure the
cathode surface after a period of electrolysis. Further reasons
can be found, perhaps, in too long integrating times for neu
tron counting(- hr) when the adventitious neutron signal may
endure for no longer than a few minutes. Whatever the rea
sons, they amount at best to plausible rationalizations. On the
other hand, just as plausible rationalizations may be stated, a
priori, for the neutrons to be background-related artifacts, or
for the tritium to be the result of occasional spot contamination
of the materials, perhaps more deeply trapped than expected.
To get beyond such trite rationalizations requires a close look
at a large fraction of the data. We sh9uld be willing to let the
evidence accumulate and let the data speak for itself, without
allowing beliefs or prejudices about the outcome to influence
our judgement Long before the final outcome is known, how
ever, we have to make decisions about research funding and
which experimental directions to emphasize.
This paper reports a technical review of the results avail
able at the end of 1989 and focuses on the factors that lend
support to their credibility and those which point to remaining
problems. The review is not comprehensive. It leans heavily
on results that have been published or that have been presented
at specialist meetings. Most of them either preceded or are
part of results discussed or reported in the proceedings of this
meeting. I have scarcely referred to the original published data
of Aeischmann and Pons [1] nor of Jones et. al [2] because, as
the progenitors of all that followed, they hardly need further
comment. Including them would not change my conclusions.

TRITIUM
At Texas A&M University Bockris and Wolf have report
ed [3] that 11 electrolytic cells using a single source of palladi
um for cathodes and nickel anodes produced tritium in
amounts from 7xl03 to 5 x 107 dpm/ml (106 times back
ground). In a controlled batch of 6 cells having external re
combiners and 6 accompanying HiO cells, one D20 cell has
given -106 dpm/ml. The first Bockris cell reported to give a
significant amount of excess heat has been the first cell to pro
duce tritium twice while in a calorimeter [4]. Detailed assay
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finned by a combination of surface acuv1ty measurement
using 1) direct contact with scintiUation cocktail, 2) autorad
iography, 3) X-ray spectrum analysis, and 4) desorption in
HiO followed by scintillation counting. The count rates correspond roughly to an enhancement of the t:d ratio by factors of
102 to 104. The overall hit rate in gas absorption experimen:s
was low. No blanks had been run using H2 gas. Several
blanks had been run without gas absorption or after annealing
the samples. No tritium activity was observed in these con
trols.
Several other laboratories have reported tritium generation
in the electrolyte at only three to six times the initial concen
tration, often but not exclusively in open cells. Electrolytic
isotopic concentration in open cell electrolyte using palladium
can account for about a factor of two at room temperature al
though this factor depends on the metal at the surface of the
cathode and on the temperature. Impurities on the cathode sur
face may, therefore, affect the isotopic concentration. Such re
sults may be significant but assay technique details, surface
conditions, and systematic and random errors are not generally
available. It is, therefore, even more difficult to assess the sig
nificance of these particular results.
Also at Los Alamos, Claytor [7] claims almost reproduc
ible tritium production from a non-electrolytic device involv
ing the passage of a pulsed electric current through a stack of
thin discs made alternately of Si and Pd. The stack had previ
ously absorbed D2 gas to equilibrium at 110 psi to a D/Pd ratio
of 0.7. In a 90-hour run, 1012 to 10 15 tritium atoms were
produced. Annealing the sample before the experiments at

procedures and results are described in references 1 and 2.
More than 25 other cells have not produced any tritium, in
cluding those operated by Appleby.
At Los Alamos National Laboratory, Storms and Talcott
[5] have reported that seven of nine new closed cells have pro
duced tritium in amounts up to six times the background con
centration in the electrolyte. At least two earlier open cells (of
16) produced tritium, one of which had 80 times the back
ground. A further batch of 16 closed cells gave no tritium. No
H20 control cells have been run.
Several groups at the Bhabha Atomic Energy Research
Center (BARC) have reported [6] that at least nine electrolytic
experiments were conducted yielding more than sixty samples
where tritium was not produced. However, in experiments de
scribed in papers A 1, A2, A3, A6, and A8 of reference 4,
quantities of tritium were produced exceeding 10 12 atoms.
Some of the experiments used reflux condensers and cold traps
to remove D20 carryover, a recombination catalyst to remove
stoichiometric D2 and 02. a copper oxide catalyst to remove
desorbed D2, further cold traps and a bubbler. These experiments desorbed all D2 at the end of the experiments by heating
the cathodes in a similar apparatus. All fractions were counted
and added to give a tritium assay to better than 10%. Table 1
summarizes the results.
Two pressure loading experiments (papers B3 and B4 of
ref. 4) have given tritium after D2 gas was absorbed into Ti
and Pd-Ag alloy discs, wafers and cones and Pd-black powder.
Tritium presence in amounts > 10 10 to 10 11 atoms was con-

TABLE 1. BARC TRITIUM RESULTS

No.

Al

CATHODE

ANODE

Pd/Ag
Alloy

Ni

A2

Pd/Ag
Alloy

A3

TRITIUM
C0NCENTRATION/
BACKGROUND

ATOMS
OF
TRITIUM

DURATION
OF TRITIUM
GENERATION
(DAYS)

CONTROLS

3
2

No
No

4.1015

<1

No

1,000

1.4.1014

<l

One

Pt

12,500
>5

2.101s
�1012

2
7

No
No

Pd

Pt

3

2.10 11

17

Several

Pd

Pt

1.5

7.1011

49

Three

20,000
4,000

8.1015
5.1014

Ni

3,455

Ti

Stainless
Steel

A6

Pd

A7
AS
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high temperature should have eliminated the most obvious po
tential source of tritium contamination.
The tritium facility at Los Alamos National Laboratory
contains some of the country's foremost experts on tritium
handling and assay. The Isotope Production Group, Health
Physics Division and Heavy Water Division personnel at
BARC have been dealing with tritium for over 20 years. Their
approach displays considerable expertise in tritium handling
and assay. They have performed the most comprehensive
total tritium assays in the field so far, without appearing to be
on a learning curve.
The laboratories at Texas A&M University, BARC and
LANL each adopt several independent instruments and give
extensive attention to calibration, background, chemilumines
cence, quenching and spectrum analysis. Independent assays
(by five different laboratories in the case of Texas A&M) con
firm that tritium is present in the samples.
The extraordinary spectre of intentional contamination
should be essentially ruled out by the facts that I) the results
occur in different organizations, 2) security measures are in ef
fect at all three laboratories, 3) at least one of the Texas cells
was inaccessible beneath shielding and detectors, 4) in at least
one instance, tritium was increasing in samples taken over 3
days, and 5) Storm's data show evidence of many small tritium
bursts in some cells.
The chance of accidental contamination should be re
viewed in light of the following facts: 1) most of the experi
ments were sealed; 2) pre-annealing was done on many metal
samples; 3) post-test analysis of blank (unelectrolyzed or un
used) cathode samples yielded no tritium; 4) Texas A&M
assay of glassware, plastic tubes, rubber bungs and syringes
yielded no tritium; 5) LANL assay of Bockris' Ni anodes
yielded no tritium; 6) careful pre- and post-assay of D20 and
D2 gas used at all stages verified background levels of tritium;
7) strongly differing partition of tritium between electrolyte,
off-gas and cathode can be explained for several different ex
perimental set-ups; 8) BARC, at least, regularly monitors tri
tium activity in the laboratory atmosphere in the Heavy Water
Division; 9) amounts of tritium in the neighborhood of 10 14 I0 16atoms exceeds conceivable contamina-tion sources (e.g.,
even a standard laboratory solution of 1 m Ci/ml contains only
2 x 10 13 tritiums/ml, whereas most of the Texas cells had only
15 ml volume); 10) the laboratory at Texas A&M Cyclotron
Institute had never been used for tritium production or assay;
11) the overwhelming majority of cells only gave tritium once,
inconsistent with random in-process contamination; 12) adja
cently placed cells were not contaminated by those producing
tritium; 13) HiO control cells gave no tritium; 14) no tritium
was produced often during many weeks of charging during
which it would have been flushed out of either electrode, if
present initially; and 15) previously contaminated Pd would
lose tritium by diffusion to air at room temperature in <100
hours for the dimensions used.

CONCLUSION ON TRITIUM
Although better controls are needed and reproducibility is
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clearly lacking, the evidence is becoming stronger that tritium
is generated in the experiments. This evidence is from three
credible and experienced organizations with multiple indepen
dent checks in many different kinds of experiment We shall
see that the evidence on tritium generation is the strongest of
the three types of evidence for cold nuclear reactions, i.e. tri
tium, neutrons, and heat It seems no longer reasonable to as
sume these results are necessarily wrong solely because of the
oretical improbability based on current understanding. My
view is that the results deserve to be taken seriously even
though they are a long way from providing proof of the phe
nomena.

NEUTRONS
The earliest confirmation of neutrons from electrolytic
cells was reported by Bertin et al. [8] in a low background
tunnel under the Gran Sasso Massif. Two NE213 scintillation
counters recorded similar count rates when exposed alternately
to a group of three cells. In each case, the alternate counter
measured the background simultaneously eitht meters away.
The energy specrtum and a Monte Carlo simulation indicated
the neutrons had 2.5 MeV energy. The source rate was 14.5
neutrons per minute (-58 n/min/cm3). This background
corrected rate was almost 5 O'.
In 200 early experiments on 25 electrolytic cells at Texas
A&M University, statistically significant neutron emission
from three separate experiments using the same piece of palla
dium was obtained by Wolf at. al[9]. In more recent experiments, five different electrodes (6 mm <I> x 2 cm) have given
neutrons for -10 hours. Count rates were three to five times
background corresponding to source strengths of 50 n/min
(-500 n/min per cm3).
A fast plastic scintillation counter in an electronically
shielded low background configuration gave 0.8 c/min overall
background, and 0.5 background c/min in the energy range 1
to 2.5 MeV. The counting system obtained the neutron energy
spectrum with energy discrimination against cosmic back
ground. Two different pulse shape discrimination systems
were used against gamma background. Large geometric effi
ciency, common-mode electronic noise rejection, broad range
frequency noise scans, thermal isolation of the detector, and
detector temperature monitoring give additional confidence
against artifacts. The detector neutron efficiency was deter
mined with three techniques including 252Cf time-of-flight
measurement specific for 2 MeV neutrons, and the cyclotron
was always off during measurements. Two independent theo
retical calculations of response of the detector to 2.45 MeV
neutrons are consistent with the measured spectrum shape. Ad
ditionally, one 1/il test confirmed neutrons from a source at
the cell.
In addition, the neutron spectrum is quite different from
that observed from a fission source, from (a,n) reactions of
light elements and neutrons from cosmic ray shower-induced
reactions in surrounding materials. The same spectrum and
signal was measured with a second detector of the same type.
The 200 experiments contained several 1½0 blanks and

TABLE 2. SUMMARY OF BARC NEUTRON RESULTS
EXPERIMENT No,
CATHODE
N EIJfRON IETECTORS
SErARATE BIG DETECTOR
8ACKBROUND COUNT
RATE (per second)
N ELTRON CbUNT)
(TIMES BIG)
DURATION OFNEIIfRONS
(minutes)
DELAY BEFORE N EIJfRONS
N EIJfRON YIELD (source)
TRITIUM YIELD (atoms)
NEIIfROwfRITIUM RAno
NEIIfllONN 104 n/mln/cm3
SOURCE 10 6 n/ cm3
5
2

10 n/cm

Al

A3

A2

A7

A8

PdAg
3
BF3, He, Plutic
3He, Second run

PdAg
BF3,Plastic

Ti
3He, Plastic

Pd
3He

Pd
BF3

No

No

0.2(BF3), 2 (plastic)

1.3 (BF3), 1.7 (plastic)

Plastic
24 (3HE)

1.6

BF3
20

2-200(BF3), 2-40 (plastic)

150 (BF3), 120 (plastic)

2

1,000

56

5 to 150

4

150

2,400

8

2 days; 1 hour
4x 107
8x 1015

4 hours
6
4x 10
4x 1015

3 hours
7
3 X 10
1014

14 days
2x 108
>2x 1011

a fewhours
1.4 X 106
7x 1011

10-8
6
6
1.3

>10-9
20
0.8
0.1

2x 10·7
0.3

<10-3
10
300
100

1.7 X 10-6
1.4
1.4
2

0.5

3

dummy cells. None produced neutrons.
Iyengar [6] reports at least five different kinds of experi
ments done by different combinations of Neutron Physics Di
vision, Heavy Water Division, Water Chemistry Division, De
salination Division, Isotope Production Division, Analytical
Chemistry Division and Reactor Operations and Maintenance
Division at the Bhabha Research Center (i.e. groups of varied
expertise were brought together). Table 2 gives a summary of
the neutron results.
In general, the experiments were not significantly shielded
and little electronic processing was done on the detector signals. A combination of 3He, BF3 and plastic scintillation de

sorption experiments.
Menlove and Jones report [11] several hundred neutrons

tectors was used. BARC neutron counting details equivalent
to the Texas information are not at hand to enable confidence
to be stated in count rates only 2 to 5 times the background; for
example, the extent of efforts to eliminate and monitor noise
sources or variation of count rate with mass close to the detec
tor. Conclusions included here are, therefore, only from high
er signal-to-noise ratios. However, the Neutron Physics group
apparently conducted extensive searches for noise sources and
demonstrated counter stability and background rates over a pe
riod of about five weeks prior to some of the experiments [10].
In three of the experiments a separate, sometimes diverse,
counter monitored background about 2 meters from the cell.
At least four experiments (Al, A2, A7, A8) gave count rates
from 30 to 1,000 times the background, although the back
ground rate was relatively high at 2 to 20 per second. In ex
periments Al (BF3 , NE102A), A2 (BF3, NE102A) and A3
(BF3 , NE102A) neutrons were recorded simultaneously in the
two detector types, at high rates in Al and A3. Control experi
ments with �O or stainless steel cathodes did not give neu-

neutrons.

trons. Neutron emission is also reported from TiDx gas ab-
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occurring in bursts less than 120 µsec in duration from palladi
um electrolytic cells, as well as from TiDx in gas absorption
experiments. These neutrons have no time correlation with ac
companying acoustic emissions. But the bursts are repeatable
in a statistical sense.
The reported random (multiplicity one) neutron emission
of Jones [2] corresponds to a source strength of 24 n/min
(-240 n/min/cm3 ), about the same as Wolf (500 n/min/cm3 ),
and two to three orders of magnitude less than those found at
BARC.
Jones' H20 control experiments did not give

CONCLUSIONS ON NEUTRONS
Although the quality of experiments claiming to measure
neutrons is high at least at BYU, Texas A&M, LANL, and
BARC, the low counting rates at Texas A&M and BYU do not
support high confidence in these results. The burst nature of
neutrons at LANL at rates well above background are a clearer
signal but conceivably could be due to micro-hot fusion. The
results at LANL and at Texas A&M have so far been observed
only using a single detector at a time. On both these bases the
BARC results appear, perhaps, to be the most definitive. We
will benefit greatly from having more specific input on the
quality of these results at this meeting. Until then, the neutron
evidence must be seen as less compelling than that from tri
tium.

NEUTRONS, TRITIUM AND HEAT
COMPARED
Neutrons are not always, or even usually, observed con
current with tritium. In electrolytic experiments where neu
trons and tritium were observed simultaneously or close in
time correlation, Table 3 shows total neutrons, tritium and
their ratios. This measured ratio is very different from the ex-

TABLE 3. NEUfRON TOT RITIUM YIELD RATIO

Wolf, Texas A&M
BARC, Bombay

NEUTRONS

TRITilJJM
ATOMS

7 X la4

>1013

<5x10-8

10 15

RATIO
(n:t)

Al

4 X 107

8

Al

4 X 10 15

Claytor, LANL

4 X 106
1o3

5 X 10-9
10-9

1012

10-9

Claytor, LANL

106

101

10-9

X

5

pected value of approximately unity for d-d fusion proceeding
through 4 He compound nucleus levels.
Although excess heat levels are not discussed until later, I
will assume an excess power of I watt for comparison.
2x10 12/sec d-d fusions leading to the n, 3He branch are need
ed to supply 1 watt The Jones and Wolf neutron rates are ~
10-12 of this. Table 3 shows total numbers of tritium atoms
supposed to have been produced, concurrent with neutrons,
over periods of roughly Hf second (I day). They correspond
to 109 -1011 tritium atoms per second. The maximum amount
reported from the Bockris laboratory is 10 16 tritiums. It is not
known if excess heat accompanied this tritium production.
One watt from the p,t branch of the d-d reaction requires
1.6 x 10 12 events/second. The tritium observed accounts for
less than 1 % of this. In a recent experiment [4] Bockris claims
excess heat roughly concurrent with tritium (the first cell to
give two episodes of each concurrently). The amount of tri
tium accounts for only about 0.1 % of the excess heat
If tritium is the nuclear product associated with excess
heat we must explain why heat has many times been observed
without tritium. Even in the Bockris cell giving heat and tri
tium there was an extended period of excess heat before any
tritium appeared.

OTHER NUCLEAR MEASUREMENTS
Protons must accompany tritium from d-d fusion whatever
the mechanism or the n:t branching ratio is. Taniguchi [12]

claims to have observed protons in 6 out of 23 experiments
using a IO µm palladium foil cathode as one side of an electro
lytic cell. The count rate was of the same order of magnitude
as the Jones and Wolf neutron rates (- IO to 100/hour but from
a much smaller volume). The surface area was about the
same.
The protons had energies extending down from 2 MeV.
The 3 Mev protons from d-d fusion would lose about 1 MeV
in traversing the palladium foil. Very few protons had 2 MeV
energy. The spectrum implies that the protons were produced
close to the inside surface or, if distributed through the bulk,
have lower energy than energy conservation demands. Even if
all protons were initiated on the surface at 3 MeV, the authors
state the spectrum shape is inconsistent with integration over
the angular acceptance of the detector. The (ambiguously stat
ed) implication is that no mauer where the protons were pro
duced, energy is only conserved if d-d fusion is not responsible
or if it leads to three or more bodies in the final state. This is
to be compared to Wolfs observation that lack of 14.1 MeV
secondary neutrons implies the tritium has lower energy than
expected from d-d fusion.
Taniguchi did not have positive particle identification, so
it is possible he is not seeing protons at all.
Rasmussen (UC Berkeley) (13] observed no protons in a
similar experiment, but he used cathode foils 76 µm thick, be
yond the range of 3 MeV protons in palladium. Rasmussen
also maintained low current densities throughout the experiments, but so did Taniguchi et al . (only about 5 mNcm2 ).
Ziegler (14] did not observe any protons in a similar experi
ment. However, Cecil has pointed out that Ziegler's foils (25
µm Pd) were thick. Only if the protons had >3 MeV energy
or some were produced close to the outside surface would they
have been observed.
The story on protons is extremely important because of
the low sensitivity of small volume silicon surface barrier de
tectors to neutrons and gammas. Extremely low count rates in
the MeV region can be measured with good energy resolution
and close to 100% efficiency. Positive findings in such experi
ments could greatly improve confidence in the nuclear prod
ucts.
Wolf, Lewis [15] and others have searched unsuccessfully
for palladium coulomb excitation gammas. High resolution
detectors were used. The inference from the work to date
seems to be that there are no energetic gammas accompanying
neutron or tritium emission, strongly implying that the protons
have lower energy than expected or do not exist at all. Gammas from possible (n;y) reactions are also not observed. This
is important with respect to data from the Naval Research Lab
oratory concerning palladium isotope ratios (below). No 23.84
MeV gammas are seen (from the d-d threshold to 4 He ground
state) nor gammas from other transitions in 4 He.
21 KeV Pd K-Xrays would probably not have been ob
servable with confidence in any electrolytic experiments done
to date. However, it should be possible to observe them with
an appropriate cell design if they are present. Given the ad
ventitious occurrence of neutrons, tritium and excess heat, it is
essential that cells active in all of these three ways be moni-
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4
T ABLE4. SUMMARY OF ROUND ROBIN HE ANALYSIS
Electrolyzed
(x 10 13 Atoms)

As Received
Laboratory

(x 10

13

atoms)

Factor Increase

#1

2.0

6.3

3.15

#2

1.25

7.0

5.60

#3

0.31

2.4

7.74

#4

0.37
0.35

1.6

4.32
4.57

#S

0.84

4.6
8.3

5.48
9.88

tored over long periods for X-ray emission.
O'Grady and Rollison [16] reported substantial changes in
palladium isotopic abundance after electrolysis in DP/LiiSO4
and O2O/LiOD. The changes were confined to the outer sur
face layer of the cathode. They did not appear when using an
1½0 based electrolyte or when using non-electrolyzed palladium. The isotope ratios reverted to the natural abundances at
depth. The inference is that a total of several percent of the
palladium atoms in the outer 1 µm were transmuted in some
nuclear reaction. For the active agent to be completely ab
sorbed in this small thickness would need an interaction crosssection of order Ief barns. The result is so far unconfinned.
ETEC/Rockwell has analyzed cathode samples from
Texas A&M University lhal had apparently produced some ex
cess power and has found no helium 3 or helium 4 above a detection threshold which is 5x 109 atoms. If produced at the
surface, helium would all escape with evolved gases. EPRI,
through ETEC/Rockwell, participated in a double-blind Round
Robin assay by five laboratories of samples as received and as
electrolyzed by Pons. The Round Robin results are shown in
Table 4. There is a wide scatter on results from different labo
ratories (and within each laboratory depending on the spot se
lected for analysis) but all found an increase by a factor of 3 to
10 between the as received and the electrolyzed samples. The
most accurate result has probably been obtained subsequently
by ETEC as an average of 13 measurements. Although small
in absolute terms, the number of helium atoms "produced"
(-2.7 x 10 13 - ETEC) in the test sample is about right to ac
count for the heat claimed (only 3-4 mW for Ie>5 sec). The
background 4He in the as-received material from Johnson
Mathey was curiously high (by a factor of -Iif) indicating
some exposure to 4 He in the manufacturing process. This

anomalous 4 He in the as-received material makes it impossible
to interpret the results of the Round Robin experiment.
In a one gram sample of metal, it is not possible to detect
less than about 10 11 helium atoms. For comparison, atmo
spheric helium at a concentration of 5 ppm in air represents
10 16 atoms in a minimum sample of -125 cm3 of air at STP.
This means that samples of gas must be free of air (to <10
ppm) to talce advantage of the detection limit When vastly di
luted with deuterium helium detection becomes even more dif
ficult. Even if all the helium that might be produced at the
electrode surface were collected in -100 ml of gas, lo exceed
that due to atmospheric contamination would require 40 KJ of
excess heat A good signal to noise ratio and the added diffi
culty of detection against the deuterium background would
probably require one to two orders of magnitude more than
this --0.4 MJ to 4 MJ. This is at the limit of what has been
oberved but such assays for helium in the off-gas have not yet
been done.
Rao (BARC) reports an assay for He which failed to find
any above their detection limit of IO ppm.

IMPLICATIONS OF NUCLEAR RESULTS
The mysteries are: I) charged particle nuclear reactions
seem to occur at high rateS at thennal energy, 2) d-d fusion
branching ratio is wrong by 108 , 3) energy conservation in d-d
reaction is violated unless the final t+p state has a third body,
4) tritium or 4He do not appear to account for the heat by many
orders of magnitude, 5) nuclear products do not correlate with
each other, 6) excess heat is seen unaccompanied by neutrons
or tritium 7) no radiative deexcitations are seen, 8) effects are
stochastic and not reproducible.
No known reactions can explain these results. The reac
tion is certainly not normal d-d fusion and whether nuclear or
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chemical in origin might involve many different reactions.

maximum temperature excesses of 25° C.
More recent results from Scott at Oak Ridge are reported
at this meeting.
Huggins at Stanford University [20) has developed a new
style calorimeter, insensitive to the temperature distribution,
with a cell having internal and external recombiners. The cal
orimeter's main feature is rapid lateral heat dissipation along
aluminum walls combined with a very large thermal imped
ance in the radial direction. Shakedown tests and 3-D heat
transfer modeling confirm the insensitivity to internal tempera
ture distribution. Recombination has been ruled out by mea
surement.
Huggins has measured 1.4 W (7 Watts/cm3) excess power
for 12 days. Total integrated energy was 1.4 MJ. Three of
these cells (of five) have given excess power, using Englehardt
palladium, after a long period of inactivity. Huggins also re
ports total excess energy net of the electrical charging energy.
More recent results are reported at this meeting.
McKubre at SRI [21) has run a new closed cell in a sensi
tive flow calorimeter at 850 psi to avoid gas evolution. The
cell is extensively instrumented. The calorimeter is run iso
thermally, backing off a resistance heater to compensate for
anomalous heat generation. It is also calibrated using electro
lytic power scans. Preliminary indications are that excess
power of order 2W (20% of input) was observed for 14 days
with subsequent increases to 50% of input. Total integrated
energy is about 2.4 MJ. Further results are reported at this
meeting.
Wadsworth at the University of Utah [22] has reported
that up to 56 W excess power (-60W/cm3) were generated in 5
open cells on several occasions in a calorimeter somewhat
susceptible to non-uniformities of temperature distribution.
Only one temperature measuring device was in each cell which
was not stirred except by evolved gases. Laser doppler mea
surements show considerable fluid motion but it is known
from subsequent similar cells, with three thermocouples
present, that 2° C temperature differences exist in the cells.
Heater calibrations performed on the later cells show all
three thermocouples exhibiting the (heater calibration) tran
sients together. However, because of the temperature uncer
tainties the original large heat bursts can probably not be
shown to be real with high confidence.

EXCESS HEAT
Appleby and Srinivasan at Texas A&M University [17)
have used a sensitive heat flow commercial calorimeter not de
pendent on temperature distribution. The particular instrument
appears to be working properly; for example, it gives the same
calibration with the same resistive heat input whether an elec
trolytic cell is in position or not. They claim excess power up
to 50 mW in 0.5 mm q> palladium cathodes - 0.01 cm3 in vol
ume in at least 10 cells with 90% reproducibility (up to -15
W/cm 3 when extrapolated). The cells are open but the results
could therefore be conservative, i.e. heat losses through the top
are ignored.
Excess power could be result of -20% 02/Di recombina
tion in the cell. So far, a clear demonstration of the absence of
recombination is lacking, although in many experiments in this
laboratory and in others it has been shown there is less than a
few percent (<5%) recombination for cases not producing ex
cess heat. Calibrations have been done using a resistance heat
er. The cells are not run isothermally. A smaller number of
1½0 and Pt/DP control cells have not produced excess
power.
Bockris [4] at Texas A&M University has obtained recent
results using a calorimeter cell, closed to tritium but having a
recombiner external to the calorimeter. Sensitivity to tempera
ture distribution is greatly diminished by vigorous stirring in
side the cell.
One cell of five produced two episodes of tritium genera
tion while generating -15% excess power (�T-5°C). Tritium
generation episodes corresponded roughly in time, although
not quantitatively with increases in excess power (9 W/cm3
when extrapolated). Total integrated energy exceeded 1.5 MJ.
In this case an upper limit on recombination of 02/Dl in the
cell was placed by one measW"ement of the recombinant liquid
volume in comparison with the coulombic expectation. The
limit set was less than 2% recombination. This is not enough
to account for the excess heat. Bockris is calibrating using
both a resistance heater and electrolytic power scans but is not
running isothermally. Data on statistical errors are not at hand.
Oriani at the University of Minnesota [18) has used an
open cell in a heat flow calorimeter not sensitive to tempera
ture distributions. An 1-120 control gave no excess power.
Two D:O cells gave up to 2 watts excess in - 1/50 cm3 cath
ode, i.e. up to -100 W/cm3 extrapolated. Total integrated en
ergy was 0.075 MJ.
Hutchinson at Oak Ridge National Laboratory originally
reported excess power in one open cell of two after 100 days
of charging. Hutchinson now reports [19] four cells (of four)
have generated up to 9 watts excess power (equivalent to 3
watts/cm3 ). Total integrated energy is greater than 3MJ. The
four cells are closed in a flow type calorimeter with external
recombiners. The recombinant volume accurately equals cou
lomb expectation during excess power generation. So gas re
combination is apparently ruled out. The excess power is up
to 18% of the input but scales linearly with current giving

CONCLUSIONS ON EXCESS HEAT
The excess energies reported are frequently in excess of
l MJ for cathodes of a fraction of a cubic centimeter volume.
At the generous investment of 5eV per chemical bond only
0.05 MJ/cm3 of excess heat can be produced by chemical
binding or by solid state phase changes even if every atom of
palladium or deuterium in the cathodes were involved.
The best calorimetry method is using a device not sensi
tive to temperature distributions [flow type (McKubre, Hutch
inson) or thermo junction type (Appleby, Oriani), or lateral
heat dissipation type (Huggins).]
The cells should be entirely closed within the calorimeter
(McKubre) or should at least have external recombiners with
checks of recombinent volume against coulomb calculation
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(Bockris, Huggins, and Hutchinson) during the pericxl of ex
cess heat. Calibrations should be both electrolytic with as
cending and descending power (Bockris, Huggins, McKubre,
Hutchinson, Oriani) as well as isothennal checks by backing
off a resistance heater (McKubre). The results of McKubre in
dicate.that the more recent closed cell experiments do appear
to have prcxluced excess power, even when mass transfer and
electrolyte changes are eliminated.
Few of the above experiments used all these optimal tech
niques although all the techniques have now been used. The
calorimetry work is now of high quality with attention paid to
uncertainties. Although the results are still not reproducible,
they appear to be quite repeatable. It seems no longer reason
able to assume that these results must necessarily be wrong
solely because of lack of a nuclear explanation and lack of re
producibility.
However, problems of electrolyte concentration changes,
variations in stirring, effects of bubbles, sporadic partial un
loading of deuterium gas, 02/Di recombination, and stability
issues surrounding constant current or constant voltage opera
tion, continue to cloud the interpretation of many experiments.
Such issues will continue to cause the excess heat results to be
called into question.
It is not likely that this picture will change significantly
until reprcxlucibility is achieved, ie until the many researchers
totally unsuccessful in producing excess heat can be given a
good hit-rate recipe, or at least until the large power bursts re
ported by Wadsworth appear in experiments incorporating the
above desirable features. It also seems to be the case that these
large power excursions reported by several groups last summer
have not been repeated, despite continued reports of the lower
levels of excess power.

RESEARCH STRATEGY
Reproducibility is the most important current objective.
Reasons for its importance are: 1) lacking it wastes resources
on frui1Jess experiments; 2) the Lime elapsed while "waiting
and hoping" for positive results slows down the program; and
3) variability in magnitude of effects, when eventually ob
tained, prevents discrimination between experiments unless
statistically significant numbers of experiments are run for
each set of conditions. This increases the size of an experi
mental program .
Reproducibility may be difficult to achieve because of the
large number of variables to be investigated and the possibility
that entirely new domains of physics may have to be explored
(new particles, states of matter). Without reproducibility, the
global scientific community will not turn significant resources
to cold fusion. Advances towards reproducibility will thus be
severely slowed down.
Even if the effects tum out to be real EPRI cannot expect
to solve the reprcxlucibility problems with its own limited re
sources, unless a way can be found to strongly focus the effort.
A "fishing" approach of running very large numbers of cells
and continuing to monitor heat. tritium, helium and neutrons is
likely to fail unless one of these nuclear products is found to
be directly correlated with excess heat, which seems unlikely
on present knowledge. Such a fishing approach is likely to fail
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on three counts: I) it would not provide further assurance of
verification of the Fleischmann/Pons effects beyond the level
we currently have, i.e. simply more repeated findings. lacking
reproducibility, will not provide 'proof acceptable to science,
2) it would not uncover the nuclear reactions involved; without
this knowledge, there is no rational basis for acceptance of
sporadic heat effects, and 3) as described above, it is likely LO
provide too slow and costJy a path to reproducibility.
Since nuclear diagnostics can be sensitive. non-invasive,
and more specific than measuring heat (1 W - 10 12 nuclear re
actions per second), there shouJd be an emphasis on finding a
nuclear product that could be responsible for excess heat. The
sensitive detectability of this product could offer an efficient
rou1.e to reproducibility. Finding the prcxluct and success in
identifying the reactions involved would automatically account
for the levels of heat. Continued failure to find such a product
must be viewed as strong evidence against cold fusion. Suc
cess in identifying the nuclear products and nuclear reactions
will also provide the starting point for theoretical develop
ments. Particularly important is work to discover the energy
of the participating species and the energy spectrum of the
products for what they can tell of the location of the reactions
as well as their origin.
Notwithstanding the main focus on nuclear products other
areas must be pursued in parallel. Chief among these is LO
properly benchmark cathcxle materials and cell preparations
that already show promise of approaching reproducibility of
excess power. Ways of triggering the cells into periods of ac
tivity should be studied, not only because of achieving faster
results but because of what may be learned of the mechanisms
involved. In general, it will be wise to look beyond electro
chemical cells because several alternate experimental configu
rations, e.g. pressure loading of titanium. appear to offer fas1.er
routes to positive results with fewer problems of surface con
tamination. Although not covered in the foregoing review,
many electrochemical cells have proved to be contaminated
with foreign substances that have coated and concealed the en
tire surface of the cathcxle with chromium, zirconium, iron, ru
thenium, rhodium, carbon, etc. It is essential that cathode sur
face activation and maintenance of active surfaces be readily
achieved and understood before we get drawn into very large
experimental matrices using electrochemical cells that may be
run for long periods. In the meantime, pressure loading and ion
implantation experiments can help alleviate these problems .
To summarize, at EPRI, we believe that we have a well
focused, cost-effective program for 1990 that employs the fol
lowing strategy:
1.
Monitor for nuclear products from active cells, e.g. X
rays, protons, tritium, neutrons etc.
2.

Benchmark excess power, making promising materiaJs
available to other groups.

3.

Study triggering methods.

4.

Favor short experiments in alternate configurations, e.g.
pressure loading, ion implantation.

5.

Study maintenance of active surfaces in electrolytic
cells.

6.

Using promising cathode materials and cell preparation
procedures study alternate electrolytes.

7.

AL an appropriate point, investigate the parameter space
of electrolytic cells.

Following this route should lead to progress toward a
scientifically sound basis for either rejecting the Fleischmann
Pons phenomena or for establishing a rational explanation for
them.
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A more readable copy of this paper is here: http://lenr-canr.org/acrobat/AdzicRRtritiummea.pdf
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date.
Careful determination of tritium
ABSTRACT
was done in electrolytic solution and also
in the water obtained from the recombined
Measurements have been performed to
gases outside the cell. Surface analysis
check on the Fleischmann-Pons (F-P) phenoof Pd cathode was performed and the D/Pd
mena.
They involved 1) measurements of
ratio
determined.
Neutron
radiation
tritium in the cell solution and the gas
measurements were attempted, but difficulabove it; and 2) determination of the D/Pd
ties in making background
corrections
ratio
by coulometry.
Enhancement of
interfered with the interpretation.
tritium in the D20 solution was found in
these two open glass cells, as well as in
another four cells with Ni-anodes.
The
EXPERIMENTAL
largest enhancement factor found was -50.
The
neutron measurements were
inconElectrodes
elusive.
Pd from several sources was used for
cathodes.
The rods 0.2 x 10 cm were
obtained from Engelhard Corporation. Wire
of 0.5 mm diameter and 99.9% purity, was
obtained from Johnson Matthey - Aesar.
1
nun wire (grade A) and 4 mm rod of 99.9%
purity were obtained from Johnson-Matthey,
England.
The Engelhard Pd was also used
by Westinghouse to prepare 2 mm rods by
recasting, drawing or swaging.
The pretreatments used with various samples are
indicated in the tables.

INTRODUCTION
Fleischmann, Pons and Hawkins (1) and
Jones et. al. (2) have reported evidence
for nuclear fusion of deuterium electrochemically
injected
into
palladium.
Excess heat generation, neutron and ~rays emission and tritium enhancement (1)
were found by the first group and neutron
emission (2) by the second group.
These
results have been met with much skepticism, especially after several reports of
negative results by other workers
(35). Subsequently there have been a number
of
reports of excess heat
generation
(6-8) and tritium enhancement (9,10) or
both (11).

Anodes were made of Engelhard's Pt
ribbon or wire cages of 99.9% purity Pt or
Ni foil (99.9%), obtained from Fischer
Scientific Co.
Electrolytes

The present research was motivated by
the necessity for experiments under well
defined conditions.
In order to verify
excess
heat
generation
calorimetric
measurements were done with a modified
(Fleischmann-Pons) type open cell
and
calorimetric
measurements with a closed
cell with internal D2/02 recombination.
Some excess heat generation was observed.
The results,
however,
require further
evalution and will be reported at a future

0.1 M LiOD was used as the electrolyte in all glass cells, while 0.1 Mand 1
M LiOD were used in Ni encased cells.
LiOD attacks glass, which leads to a
deposition
of
Si
and
other
constituents of glass onto the Pd.
The
SIMS measurements showed that even in 0.1
M LiOD after several weeks Si could be
easily detected on the Pd surface. The
electrolytes were prepared from once distilled
Norell (99.5%)
or
Isotech
(99.9%)
D20. 1 M LiOD was prepared from
Li20 (99.9%) Cerac, Inc.
in a glove bag.
Upon diluting this stock solution, 0.1 M
LiOD was obtained. Time constants did not
permit yet to run blank experiments with
LiOH electrolyte solution.

*Permanent Address:
Institute of Electrochemistry, ICTM, University of Belgrade,
Belgrade, Yugoslavia.
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Tritium Measurements

tude over the background.
In this work
we
have measured tritium concentrations
in open F-P cells, closed cells with the
Ni casing and in four open cells designed
for studying the tritium enhancement.

The analyses of the solution for
tritium
were performed by Westinghouse
Electric Company
using liquid scintil
lation counting on a Packard 4030 counter.
The liquid scintillation cocktails were
prepared with OPTI-FLOUR
scintillator.
Typically, four consecutive 60 min. counts
were recorded and averaged. Another pre
caution
against any possible complica
tions caused by components in the electro
lyte solution was a vacuum distillation of
the solution before tritium measurements.
While this procedure minimized the possi
bility of interference effects with some
constituents of the electrolyte it causes
some loss of dissolved T2 and DT.
For
this reason some experiments were done
without distillation after neutralization
of the alkaline electrolyte. The electro
lytic solution from the cells with Ni
anodes was neutralized, filtered and cen
trifuged to remove suspended nickle oxide
particles.
Distillation was also used
with a centrifuged sample which showed
high counts in order to ensure that solid
particles within the electrolytic solution
were not responsible for the high count
rate.

In open cells a change in tritium
concentration will occur due to the addi
tion of D20 containing T and due to
removal by electrolysis.
The isotopic
separation factor of T to D is defined as

s

= (no/nT)g/(no/nT)s

(1)

where no and TIT are numbers of deuterium
and tritium atoms in the gas (g) and the
solution (s) phases.
It
can be shown (14) that
the
enhancement of tritium in a cell at time
(t) obeys the following expression
nT(t)/nT(o) = S-(S-l)exp(-t/T)
where T is
constant.

the

tritium

build-up

( 2)
time

Thus, at very long times the tritium
concentration in the solution due
to
isotopic separation is S times the tritium
concentration in the original solution.

Neutron Radiation Measurements

If the recombination of D2 and 02 is
carried out in the cell or outside the
cell and the D20 returned to the cell, the
change in tritium concentration in the
electrolyte
could
be brought
about
either by having substantial tritium in
the palladium or other cell components or
by a nuclear reaction.
The palladium was
stripped of hydrogen and its isotopes by
electrochemical oxidation for 24 h in LiOD
solution.
This treatment has removed any
tritium that might possibily be present in
the Pd samples.

The neutron detection was attempted
by using two BF3 counters coupled with a
multichannel analyzer. The authors are not
satisfied
that
the
background
was
adequately taken into account with this
experimental arrangement and hence the
results
inconclusive.
are
considered
Solid state track recorders may prove
attractive for the measurements in the
future.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In all our experiments, in which an
enhancement of T was observed, a long time
electrolysis of the order of several weeks
was necessary before observation of the
increase in tritium concentration. In two
open cells with Pt anodes excess tritium
was found. These cells also were the only
ones out of five which generated excess
heat.

Tritium
Fleischmann and Pons (1) reported
enhancement of tritium concentration in
the electrolyte as one evidence for a cold
fusion of deuterium.
The
enhancement
factor (see Eq. 4) is, however, close to
the deuterium/tritium separation So,T �
2, as recently determined by Corrigan
and Schneider (12).
Bockris et al. (13)
and Wolf et al. (14) reported recently
enhancements of 4 to 7 orders of magni-

Table 1 gives the cell parameters for
which enhancement of tritium concentration
was observed.
In four open cells, which
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were designed to study tritium accumula
tion and generation, were
essentially
test tubes 3 cm in diameter with a Teflon
cell top.
Cathodes were 5 cm long, spot
welded to a nickel ribbon as an electrical
contact; 0.25 cm thick Ni foil was used as
anode.
During a long term electrolysis a
black residue,
most
probably
nickel
oxide, accumulated in the electrolyte in
only two cells.
The electrolyte
was
filtered and centrifuged to remove these
particles and then neutralized by
HCl
before determination of T.
When large
tritium counts the solution was distilled
and counted again.
In some instances
(cells 1, 2) the solution was vacuum dis
tilled and only the distillate was added
to
the scintillating liquid to avoid
possible
with
complications
various
species in the solution.
The results are given in Table 2.
All measurements were done in four runs
during several to 24 h.
The average of 4
counts is given with the standard devia
tion indicated.
The decrease in the
count
rates
for the distilled
vs.
neutralized samples was negligible.
The
samples were taken in intervals of 15-20
days. According to Bockris et al. (13)
after reaching the maximum
level, the
tritium
content considerably decreases
after a few days, eventually down to the
separation factor.
If this is applicable
to our measurements, it may mean that we
have not observed the maximum amount of
tritium probably due to a low frequency of
sampling.
The calculation of the tritium
concentration was done in the following
way:
Net count rate
c rn1-I

Let us compare
the excess
heat
generated
in these open cells with the
amount of T found.
If all of the energy
were corning from the tritium generating
reaction,
D + D

sample net count rate
D20 net count rate

➔

T + H + 4.03 MeV

(6)

this would produce 4.03 MeV = 4.03
106ev
6.46
10-13
1.6022 · 10-19J/eV
J/reaction.
If
1 mW of power
is
produced in a cold fusion reaction, per
1 crn 3 of Pd the corresponding number of T
atoms
would be 10-3 W/(6.46 x 10-13 W
s/reaction)
1.55 x 10 9 reactions/s;
9
i.e. 1.55 x 10 T atoms would need to be
produced. Tritium decays by the reaction
T

➔

3He + {3- +

(7)

1.1

where fJ- is a beta particle and 1.1- is a
Tritium decay is, as with
antineutrino.
all radioactive nuclei, first order. For
N atoms of T, the decay rate is (16 )
dN

(8)

dt
The decay constant,
life, is (17)
A

=

related to the

half

1.782 x 10-l 9 s-l

(9)

For 1 mW one should observe
dN

average count rate cm1-I
blank count rate
c mi-I

Enhancement
ratio =

For cells number 1 and 2 for which some
excess heat generation was observed, the
and
tritium level
amounted to 766 .43
. 1 y. *
1730 dprn m 1 - 1 respective

dt

(1.782 X 10-9 S-1) (1.55 X 109)
2.7 6 dps = 1 66 dpm of T

(10)

Therefore, the observed 766 and 1730 dpm
m1-l can account only for = 4-10 mW. Much

(3)

(4)

The number of disintegrations per minute
per ml was calculated by dividing the net
count rate with the efficiency factor,
which is 0.224 c/d for this instrument.

xThe tritium concentrations in the samples
of electrolyte from these cells have been
confirmed to be similar to those found by
Westinghouse, S. Landau of Case Western
Reserve University and Z. Minevski of
Texas A&M University, whose help in this
matter is acknowledged.

dpm m1-l = net count rate/cpmrn1-l
0.224 c/d
(5)
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The endpoint of the charging process
was difficult to assign since Pd.Dx forma
tion
and
D2
evolution
can
occur
simultaneously as discussed above.
The
discharging process at +0.83 V was easily
spotted because the current goes to zero
when discharge is complete.
Although the
charging of D into Pd (bottom curves in
Figs. 1 and 2) took over 10 h, discharging
of D from Pd at +0.83 V (see top curves in
Figs. 1 and 2) was completed after -70
Using the linear diffusion law,
minutes.
this
endpoint suggests
a
effecctive
diffusion coefficient for discharging D
from
Pd, Ddischarging, of
-2 x 10-8
1
2
One analogous feature in the
cm s- .
discharge chronoamperometry curve,
not
noticeable in Fig. 1, is a sinusoidal
ripple in the curve between 1 1/2 and 8
minutes. This ripple is possibly due to a
sudden phase transition in the cathode
from the a to� phase as it loses -40% of
the total 106.5 C of charge in this time
interval.
Several other charging
potentials
were tried,
but the optimal charging
potential was --0.3 V vs. RDE.
The rate
of charging Pd with D was impractically
slow
at lower
overpotentials
(i.e.,
potentials more positive than -0.25 V).
On the other hand, the rate of charging Pd
with D was not noticeably increased at
greater overpotentials (i.e., more nega
tive than -0.3 V), although the rate of D2
evolution did appear to increase with
Figure 6 shows
increasing overpotential.
the chronocoulometry curve for loading D
into Pd at -0.35 V (see bottom curve).
Comparing this and the analogous curve in
Fig. 7 for loading at -0.3 V, one can see
that at any given time there was more
total negative charge for the loading of
0.35 V versus at -0.3 V.
Furthermore,
even though the total charge collected at
-0.35 V (- 255 C) was greater than the
total charge collected at -0.3 V (-142 C),
both experiments gave roughly the same
total value for discharge at +0.83 V,
namely +107 C.
Similarly, the total
charge collected at -0.4 V was -2 89 C (and
was accompanied by even stronger D2 bubble
evolution), but still discharging the Pd
cathode loaded this way gave just +122 C.
The mass of the Pd in the electrode
was 0.12 g which corresponds to 1.1 x 10-3
moles of Pd.
Assuming that the positive
charge collected at +0.83 V is due only to
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the discharge of D from Pd, the moles of D
in Pd can be calculated from Faraday's
law, moles(D) = Q(discharge)/nF, in which
n is 1 for the discharge of 1 D from Pd
and F is Faraday's constant (9.65 x 104
C/equivalent). The results are summarized
in Table 3. All three cases indicate that
there was one D absorbed per Pd atom in
the electrode over this range of loading
potentials with 0.1 M LiOD and D20 as the
electrolyte solution.
The loading and discharging processes
were
essentially reversible when
the
loading potentials were more positive than
-0.4 V. When larger overpotentials, e.g.,
-0.6 V vs. RDE, were used the value of the
subsequent discharge fell to -+90 C, i.e.,
the corresponding ratio of D to Pd in the
charged electrode was -0.8. This suggests
that charging Pd cathodes at high over
potentials (or alternatively at high con
stant currents) may result in irreversible
damage to the electrode, which may prevent
attaining higher ratios of D to Pd.
GENERAL DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The results reported here support, to
a certain extent, the claims of tritium
generated in the electrolysis of DzO on Pd
of deuterium reported by Fleischmann, Pons
and Hawkins (1). The following conclusions
have been reached:
1.

Enhancement of tritium was found in
two out of five open cells with Pt
anodes and four out of four
cells
with Ni-anodes. The largest enhance
factor with respect to D20 is
ment
-50.
The heat level is by three
orders of magnitude larger than the
heat
corresponding to the observed
tritium levels.

2.

The ratio of deuterium to palladium
atoms was found to be 1 for 0.25 mm
wire, charged at E - -0.3 - 0.65 V.

3.

The neutron radiation measurements
were inconclusive due to the uncer
tainty in determining the background
correction.

In general, on the experimental side
there are, however, many questions to be
answered in order to increase the under
standing
of this
phenomenon,
These

smaller, but still significant, enhance
ment of tritium was found in the gas phase
for cells 1 and 4 after recombination of
o 2 with D 2 and TD. Based on the separa
tion factor one would expect a lower con
centration of tritium in the gas phase, if
tritium
originates from the
solution
phase. Smaller concentrations of T in the
gas phase than in the liquid phase were
found by Bockris et al. (13) for long
electrolysis
times.
In certain short
intervals,
e.g., one day, however, a
higher concentration in gas phase was
observed. The frequency of our measure
ments was not sufficient to detect such
short-lived changes.
In an experiment of this importance
one should address the question of the
contamination by T of materials used in
the experiments.
The question can
be
ruled out on the grounds that the same
materials have been used for the cells
that gave zero tritium enhancement
and
the necessity for the long charging of Pd
before observation of T. Electrochemical
oxidation of H, D, or T, annealing and
catalytic combustion, during the pretreat
ment make unlikely the possibility that
tritium
came from the palladium samples
contaminated
by
tritium
before
the
experiments.
Coulometric Determination
in Pd Cathodes

of D absorbed

Metallic Pd can absorb D to form a
solid PdDx solution. For cathodes equili
brated with air at ambient temperature and
pressure, a value of x of about 0.7 to 0.8
is widely accepted.
The reactivity of D
in Pd may vary considerably with
x,
particularly if x exceeds 0.8, and there
fore a coulometric determination of x was
made. The working electrode was a coil of
Pd wire (diameter = 0.0 2 5 cm, area = 1.86
cm 2 , mass = 0.1 2 g; 99.997%, Puratronic
grade, Johnson Matthey) crimped together
with the end of a gold wire (d - 0.05 cm;
99.9985%,
Puratronic, Johnson Matthey)
served
as the
lead
to
the
which
potentiostat.
A three compartment elec
trochemical cell was used.
The electro
lyte, 0.1 M LiOD was continuously and
vigorously
degassed with N2 (99.995%,
Ultrapure,
Matheson).
The
counter
electrode , a Pd coil (A = 2 cm 2 ), was in
a chamber chamber connected to the working
chamber by a glass tube filled with a
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glass wool plug.
The reference electrode
was
a reversible deuterium
electrode
(RDE).
The working electrode was rinsed with
0.1 M LiOD and D 2 0 electrolyte solution
and �ycled between 0. 2 5 and 1.35 V until
the steady state voltammogram shown in
Fig. 1 (dashed line) was obtained.
The
cell was then rinsed and refilled with
fresh electrolyte solution and sparged
with N 2 gas.
When the cell was left at
open circuit for several days, it came to
rest at +0.83 V, and it always returned to
+0.83 V at open circuit whether it was
offset to positive or negative potentials.
When the working electrode was potentio
stated at 0.83 V, no current flowed.
Figure 2 shows the chronoamperometry
curves for the charging of Pd with D at
0.3 V and discharging of D from Pd at
+0.83 V.
During the charging at -0.3 V,
there was no noticeable D 2 gas evolution
at the working electrode.
This suggests
that when D is formed on the Pd surface at
-0.3 V,
initially most of the D is
absorbed
into the bulk
Pd.
During
charging at -0.3 V, the magnitude of the
current was -10 mA in the first minute,
gradually dropped to -1.5 mA after 10
hours, and finally stabilized at -0.7 mA
after 1 day.
There is an inflection in the chrono
coulometry charging curve at -0.3 V (Fig.
1, bottom curve) after 10 h. It was also
noticed that after 10 or more hours that
if the N2 bubbler was lifted over the
electrolyte solution,
D 2 bubbles were
visible and slowly nucleating at the Pd
These observations suggest that
surface.
after 10 h the charging of the Pd with D
is nearly completed. The linear diffusion
law is stated as, <x> 2 = 2 D t, with <x>
being the mean distance travelled in time,
t, with diffusion coefficient, D.
An
effective
diffusion coefficient of
D
through
Pd for the charging process,
Dcharging, can be calculated by using t =
10 hours and <x> - 0.01 2 5 cm (the radius
of the electrode), and the value for
The
cm 2 s-l.
Dcharging
·
is - 2 x 10-9
.
. more comtransport of D into Pd wire is
plicated than that represented by simple
linear diffusion because during D loading
the electrode would be modelled better as
a cylinder which is slowly expanding.

include
the irreproducibility and spora
dicity of the phenomenon, necessity for a
prolonged electrolysis before the excess
heat or tritium production occur, the role
of the
microstructure and of the trace
impurities in palladium, the difference
between the amount of excess heat
in
open and closed cell, the role of sur
face impurities and the role of lithium,
if any.

Battery
of
their
Company for the use
facility and NASA and the ONR for partial
support.
Discussions
with J. Blue, H.
F. Ruddy, J. Jackovitz, U.
Wroblowa,
and D. Corrigan are very much
Landau
appreciated.
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Table 1: Cell parameters for Tritium measurements

Cell

Electrode size
d x 1 (cm x cm)

Supplier
JMa

Pretreatment

Anode

Current
(mA/cm 2 )

oxid. of Habs

Pt

5-400

Pt

60-120

Ni

10-120

Ni

10-120

Ni

10-120

Ni

10-120

Pt

10-120

1

0.4

X

6

2

0.2

X

10

3

0.1

X

5

JM

4

0. 2

X 5

E

5

0.1

X

5

JM

6

0.2

X

5

E

It

7

0.2

X

10

E

ti

Eb

II

II

II

Annealing

a - JM refers to Johnson Matthey.
b - E refers to Engelhard.
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Table 2

Tritium Measurements

NCRsample
Cell

Days

1
gas phase
gas phase
2

42
48
58
68
68
75
75

ACRa (cpm)

21.13
20. 72
35.08
107.63+1.20
42.66+2.32
34.05
20.93

NCRb (cpm)

5.13
16.72
19.08
85.99+0.99
24.06+0.93
18.05
4.93

DPM/mlC

1.6
1.5
6.5
24.6+8.3
8.3+2.3
6
1.6

44
148
170
766
114
160
44

25
45

209.27+0.80
120.06+0.49

193.80
103.06

26
26
36

159 .14+1.83
26.53+0.86
39.14+1.95

143.24+1. 88
9.63+0.96
22.73+1. 97

49.4+13.8
3.3+0.9
14.2

1278
85
202

4

26
36

91. 58+1. 58
36.94+0.54

75.68+1.64
20.53+0.60

26.1+7.3
12.8

675
183

5

26
36
76d
76d

58.11+0.27
40.24+0.34
37.03+0.40
29.00+0.40

42.21+0.51
23.83+0.43
19.63
11.60+0.71

14.6+4.1
14.8
9.67
5. 71+1.94

376
212
87
51

26
26
36
56d
76d
76d

80.54+0.48
39.40+0.86
25.35+0.37
33.88+0.55
35.94+0.55
26.62+0.38

64.64+0.64
23.50+0.96
8.94+0.46
16.48+0.81
16.48+0.81
9.22+0.70

22.3+6.2
8.1+2.3
5.5
8.12+2.75
9.13+3.09
4.54+1. 56

577
209
79
73
82
41

16
36
76d

22.21+0.49
20.93+0.86
21. 76+0. 86

6.31+0.65
4.52+0.63
4.36+1.04

2.18+0.65
2.8
2.15+0.88

56
40
19

3

gas phase

gas phase
6

gas phase

gas phase
gas phase
7

a
C

d

6.2
4.1

ACR - average (4 replicates) count rate per 0.5 ml.
NCR - net count rate per 0.5 ml.
DPM - disintegrations per minute.
Sample size - 1 ml.
Typical background count rate - 16 cpm.
ACR(Norell D20) - -46 cpm; ACR(Isotech D20) - ~19cpm.
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1730
920

TABLE 3
Summary of the Calculated Amount of the D
Loaded in Pd a at Different Overpotentials

moles D

77(volts)

Qdischarge(C)

-0.30

106.5

1.1

X

10- 3

-0.35

170.0

1.1

X

10- 3

-0.40

111. 7

1.2

X

10- 3

a Mass of Pd electrode was 0.12 g before and after
the experiment.
This corresponds to 1.1 x 10 3
moles Pd.

TABLE 4

Nuclear Fusion Reactions

Reaction

Equation

A

D + D

➔

n [2.45 MeV] + 3He [0.82 MeV]

B

D + D

➔

H [3.02 MeV + T [1.01 MeV]

C

D + D

➔

1 [23.0 MeV] + 4He [0.08 MeV]

D

D + 6Li

➔

n [2.96 MeV] + 7Be [0.4 3 MeV]

E

D + 6Li

➔

4He [11.2 MeV] + 4He [11.2 MeV]

F

D + 6Li

➔

H [4.39 MeV] + 7Li [0.63 MeV]

G

D + 7Li ➔ n [13.36 MeV] + 8se (1.67 MeV] ➔ n
[13.36 MeV] + 4He [0.85 MeV] + 4He [0.85 MeV]

H

D + 7Li

I

D + 7Li ➔ p + 8Li (endoergic, -1.01 MeV)
➔ ➔ p + 4He [8.05 MeV] + 4He (8.05 MeV]

J

D + 7Li

➔

➔

1 (16.7 MeV] + 9se (0.02 MeV]

T + 6Li (endoergic, -1.81 MeV)
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Cyclic voltammograms of Palladium wire (d - 0.03 cm) in D20 with
0.1 � LiOD under a N 2 atmosphere. Dashed line is the steady state
after
voltammogram. Solid line is the voltammogram recorded
charging the Pd with D at -0.4V for 2 4 hours, followed by
discharging the D at +0.83 V for 60 minutes. Scan Rate - 100 mV/s.
Electrode area - 1.86 cm 2 . Counter electrode: Pd.
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Fig. 2. Chronocoulometry curve for the charging (negative charge ) and
discharging (positive charge) of D into palladium wire (d=0. 03 cm).
Electrode area - 1.86 cm 2 . Electrode mass - 0.12 grams. Electro
lyte: 0.1 � LiOD in D20. Charging potential - -0.3 V vs RDE.
Discharging potential - +0.83 V vs RDE.
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Electrode area - 1.86 cm 2 . Electrode mass � 0.12 grams. Electro
lyte: 0.1 M LiOD in D20. Charging potential = -0.35 V vs ROE.
Discharging potential - +0.83 V vs ROE.
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A more readable copy of this paper is here: http://lenr-canr.org/acrobat/RolisonDRanomaliesi.pdf
ANOMALIES IN THE SURFACE ANALYSIS OF DEUTERATED PALLADIUM
Debra R. Rolison, William E. O'Grady, Robert J. Doyle, Jr. 1,
and Patricia P. Trzaskoma2
Surface Chemistry Branch, Code 6170; 1Code 6110; 2 code 6320
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Washington, DC 20375-5000

ABSTRACT
The surface and near-surface analytical characterization of thin palladium foils
after the electrolysis of Hp or op was performed with X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS), high resolution mass spectrometry, time-of-flight secondary ion
mass spectrometry (TOF-SIMS), and scanning electron microscopy (SEM). These
surface characterizations revealed a number of anomalous results, as summarized
below.

INTRODUCTION

showed that it was preferentially oriented, primarily in the
<200> direction [2]. The foils were acid etched in 1:1

Our studies of the Pd-D 2O system, precipitated by the

HCJ:HNO 3 to remove surface oxide, rinsed well, and then

announcement of the Fleischmann-Pons effect [1], have

sonicated in the appropriate solvent prior to use. The

centered on the exploration of the surface character of thin

anode, with one exception described below, was 99.999% Pt

palladium foils before and after electrolysis of pH-neutral

wire [Alfa], wound around a glass-rod cage so as to

solutions of D 2O and H 20 [2-4]. The importance of

concentrically surround the Pd cathode.

understanding and controlling the nature of the electrode

The Pd foils were cathodically charged at 10 mA/cm 2

surface, so as to understand and control electron-transfer

using the galvanostatic mode of a EG&G PAR Model 173

reactions occurring at the electrode surface, underlies the

potentiostat/galvanostat; higher current densities were then

field of electrochemistry and has previously been
emphasized as critical for the successful hydrogen loading of

· usually applied. The cells and experimental procedure have
been described in greater detail elsewhere [2-4].

Pd [5]. In light of the variability of observations made by

Mass S_pectrometric Measurements

the myriad researchers exploring the Pd-D 2O system, the

The mass/charge profile encompassing the Pd isotope

imperative need to determine the physical, chemical, and

range (m/z range 100-115) was measured using the static

metallurgical nature of the palladium surface has recently

SIMS mode of a TOF-SIMS built in-house at the Naval

been stressed [6,7].

Research Laboratory [8,9). Positive-ion spectra were

EXPERIMENTAL

obtained by using primary ions of 14.0-keV cesium ions

Electrochemistry and Chemicals

from a pulsed alkali-ion gun containing a thermionic

All electrolyses were performed, with one exception, in
O.lF Li 2SO4 /D 2O or Hp, as appropriate. The one

exception was a solution of O.lF LiOD in

DP

prepared by

emitter. Each reported spectrum is the average of two-tothree million spectra. Samples were argon-plasma cleaned,
in situ, prior to analysis.

dissolving lithium metal in D 2O. Hp was triply distilled

High resolution (m/ .:lm > 50,000) analysis of m/z 3, 4,

from quartz, 99.9% op [MSD Isotopes for the preliminary

5, and 6 of the gases emitted by electrochemically loaded

experiments, Cambridge Isotope Laboratories for the

PdD. was made using a ZAB-2F double-focusing mass

majority of the experiments] was used as received. Li

spectrometer. Slivers were cut from the Pd foil

ribbon [Alfa] and Li 2SO4 (Alfa, anhydrous] were used as

immediately after electrolysis and placed in glass capillaries;

received.

the capillaries were introduced into an electron ionization

All electrolyses were performed with 99.9% Pd foil,
0.127-mm thick [historical supply of precious metals, Naval
Research Laboratory]. X-ray diffraction analysis of this foil

source via a standard solids probe. This experiment was
performed for one sample only. Background pressure was
10·8 torr.
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shown in Figure la, consist of the characteristic Pd lines

The mass/charge region encompassing the Pd isotope
window (m/z 102-110) was obtained by wrapping the foils

with a trace amount of spectrometer-derived carbon. The

(before and after electrolysis) around a solids probe and

small peak at ""50 eV is due to Pd5p3 12; the other platinum

fast-atom bombarding with 8 keV Xe; resolution was m/ 6m

group metals also have weak, higher valence lines in this

= 3300. 6-10 spectra were signal averaged to produce the

area making any post-electrolysis assign ment of Lils, by

obtained spectrum. To gauge the presence of interfering

XPS, ambiguous.

polyatomic species at m/z 106, the ions comprising m/z 106

After electrolysis of D 20 for an accumulation of 1.9 x

were mass selected and collided with helium neutrals· to

1()5 Coulombs of charge, other elemental lines are now

induce dissociation of polyatomics.

evident in the survey scan (Figu re lb), e.g., Ols (the small
contribution seen for Pd3p 1 12 at 560 eV shows that the line

To obtain the ratio of m/z 7 to m/z 6, lithium salts
were dissolved to ""0.lF with Hp and aliquots of the

at 530 eV is predominantly Ols and not Pd3p312), Nals

solution were evaporated on the solids probe.

(and a Na Auger line), Pt4f, a Mg Auger line, Zn2p, Si2p,
S2p, and Cu2p. While elemental components derived from

Bulk and Surface Elemental Analysis

Atomic emission spectrographic analysis of the stock Pd

the glass cell (Si, Mg, Na) are present, as is Pt

foil showed sign ificant concentrations of the following

(elcctrodeposited at the surface as Pt metal from Pt ions

metals (3):

generated by the oxidative dissolution of the anode), the
Element

surface retains a Pd signature.

Concentration !Jl.em

Although Rh and Ag are present in our Pd stock at a

Ni

200-300

Pt

200

concentration below the limit of detection by XPS, after

Ag

100

electrolysis of either D 20 or H 20, Rh and Ag can be

Rh

50

detected at the surface of the Pd by signal averaging tens of

Cu

50

high resolution scans. The concentrations of Rh and Ag

Si

20-40

maximize at 3 and 1 atom%, respectively, relative to the Pd
signal [3].

Elemental analysis of the Pd surface before and after

Rh and Ag do not electrodeposit, but rather they

electrolysis was performed with a Surface Sciences

concentrate towards the interface as a function of the long

Instruments Model SSX-100-03 X-ray photoelectron
spectrometer with a small-spot capability and equipped with
an Al anode. Foils analyzed immediately after electrolysis
outgassed so severely ( > 10·7 torr background pressure) that
""12 h were required to reduce the pressure to the typical
analysis pressure of < 5 x 10-9 torr (3]. Binding energies are
referenced to the adventitious Cls line at 284.6 eV.

duration and high accumulated charge of the electrolysis.
This was determined in two ways: (i) by the absence of Ag
sign als for the one sample electrolyzed in LiOD - this
sample had no Pd signal and strong Pt signals due to
electrodeposited Pt; and (ii) by using the small-spot
capability of the spectrometer, the analysis was centered on
a slight scratch made in the surface before placing the

Overlapping lines were deconvoluted with a graphics

sample in the spectrometer - this procedure emphasizes

package using a ,X 2-minimization calculation.

bulk material brought to the surface; the Pt4d512 line was

Scanning Electron Microscopy

found to strongly decrease while the area due to the

Scanning electron microscopy was performed with a

Rh3d312 line remained unchanged. Both of these results are

Hitachi Model S-800 Field Emission Microscope.

consistent with a Pt signal dominated by Pt derived from

Photomicrographs were taken in the normal mode (using

electrodeposition and Ag and Rh signals derived from

the secondary electrons emitted from the sample) and, to

surface enrichment of Rh and Ag residing in the bulk Pd.

accentuate surface topography, in the differential mode.

The concentration of the Rh increased as a function of

RESULTS and DISCUSSION

total accumulated charge, but plateaued at ""3 atom% [3].

X-ray Photoelectron SJ)ectroscopic Analyses

The magnitude of the surface enrichment can be gauged by

Survey scans of the etched Pd, an example of which is
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Figure 1. X-ray photoelectron survey scans of Pd foil: (a) after etching in 1:1
Ha:HN03 ; and (b) after electrolysis in O.lF Li2S04 /D 20 for a total accumulated
cathodic charge of 1.9 x la5 C.
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estimating the depth of the enriched layer assuming a

the ions at m/z 106 and using collisional-induced

uniform 3 atom% concentration. This layer would be

dissociation showed a loss of oxygen atoms indicating that

"'0.1-µm thick - which is a serious degree of migration/

the intensity at m/z 106 was compromised by the presence

segregation in a foil on the order of la2-µm thick. As both

of polyatomic ions. It was shown that the species was

Ag and Rh appear at the surface of Pd charged in either

90

D2O or H2O, a mechanism based on surface segregation

105.8992 and 105.9032, respectively. The zirconium isotopic

and forced diffusion as the Pd lattice is filled with H or 0-

distribution allows ZrO species to unfortunately overlap

atoms seems more probable than one relying on known

most of the Pd isotopic distribution (see Figure 2b), making

neutron activation reactions of Pd isotopes, some of which

high resolution measurements of this region (or the Pd

yield stable Ag and Rh isotopes [10]. Intrigu ing though this

dimer mass/charge region) necessary [12). After 30 min of

latter prospect may be, experiments with 99.999% Pd would

bombardment, the isotopic distribution reflected the

be required before a physical transport mechanism could

expected abundances for Pd. The zirconium was present at

start to be discounted.

the surface as ZrO2 (confirmed by XPS), at trace levels,

Mass Spectrometric Analyses

Zr 16O, a species with a nearly coincident mass to

Pd,

106

and it derived from the electrochemical (or post
electrolytic) conditions and not from a plasma-generated

Pd

TOF-SIMS measurements of the Pd blank (the Pd

contaminant.
The Li2SO4 -derived, Hl6Pd-enriched sample was Zr

starting material prior to electrolysis) and Pd electrolyzed in
H2O yielded mass-to-charge vs. amu intensities which

free according to TOF-SIMS data, see Figure 2a;

mirrored the expected sequence for the stable Pd isotopes

unfortunately, it no longer existed in a form compatible

(neglecting the 1.02% abundant

with surface-sensitive high resolution mass spectrometry

Pd). The ideal

102

(having earlier been dissolved in 1:1 HO:HNO3 to pursue

abundances are [11]:
Isotope
104pd

Natural Abundance/%

other analytical chimera). Other Pd foils used to

11.14

electrolyze 020 have shown, by high resolution mass

1osPd

22.33

spectrometry, a mass/charge distribution in this region

i°Td

27.33

which matches the expected Pd isotopic distribution,

1osPd
llOpd

26.46

including a sample only mildly etched, so that the cold

11.72

worked overlayer remained.

Two samples electrolyzed in 020 exhibited greater
than 20% enrichments in m/z 106 intensity and
diminutions in m/z 105 intensity [2]. This result is
provocative because of the implication that ' 05Pd obtained a
neutron to generate 1°Td. The more startling 106Pd
enrichment ("' 100% over ideal) was observed for the only
sample electrolyzed in LiOD; an enrichment of ""45% was
observed for one of the samples electrolyzed in Li2SO4 • It
was shown using the Pd blanks and the sample used to
electrolyze Hp that the conditions of the TOF-SIMS
measurements, including in-situ plasma cleaning of the
samples, were not responsible for the enrichment/
diminution phenomena [2].
Subsequent fast-atom bombardment, high-resolution
mass spectrometric measurements on the LiOD sample

The source of the anomaly in the Pd isotopic
distribution for the one Li2SO4-derived sample remains
unexplained. We have recently recognized that this sample
was coincidentally contaminated with Cd due to an impurity
in the Pt-gauze used as an anode while awaiting receipt of
the 99.999% Pt wire. ( 106Cd is a stable isotope but has an
abundance of 1.25% [11]; signals for the significantly more
abundant 112Cd (24.13%) and 114Cd (28.72%) are absent in
the TOF-SIMS spectrum.) Cd has a high overvoltage for
the evolution of hydrogen [13), i.e., the back reaction of 0atoms recombining to form D 2 gas is inhibited. Cd may
have provided a serendipitous, low-level surface poison and
it is conceivable that higher D:Pd levels were achieved in
this one experiment than in subsequent experiments.
Experiments tJ test this possibility are in progress.

replicated the TOF-SIMS results, however, mass selecting
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Figure 2. TOF-SIMS spectra obtained for Pd foil after electrolysis in (a) 0.lF
Li 2SO4 /DP for a total accumulated cathodic charge of > 8 x 103 C; and (b) 0.lF
LiOD/D2O for a total accumulated cathodic charge of 1.4 x Hf C. The m/z range
is chosen to encompass the Zr and Pd isotopic distributions.
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Three characteristic grains have been observed for
PdD. from highly etched stock, the smooth, unstructured

Li

As has been pointed out by others, the natural
abundance ofLi isotopes (Li, 92.5% abundant and 6Li,

grains, and two structured morphologies. On the

7.5% abundant) is not necessarily found in commercial
lithium salts due to the extraction of the neutron-scavenging
6Li isotope. Consequently, any determination of the 7Li-to6Li ratio for Pd after electrolysis of Li + /D20 electrolytes

micrometer scale, as seen in Figure 3, one structure
consists of rugged, parallel, thin-edged ridges (Figure 3a),
and the other is an intertwined structure (Figure 3b, lower
half), which at higher magnification, might be the beginning

needs to be balanced against the ratio of the starting lithium
electrolyte salt. Sampling, via fast-atom bombardment mass
spectrometric analysis, of some lithium salts stocked at our
laboratory shows how variable the 7Li-to-6Li ratio can be, as

of crystal facetir.g [4).
The degree of the initial etch governs the development
of the surface structures that form with electrolysis. SEM

summarized below:
Li salt
Natural Abundance
LiOD
Li2B4 07
Lil
Lil
LiB02

7Li-tQ:.6Li TQlfrl.
�
12.3
Big Bang
31 ± 1
Li metal, Alfa
18.2
Johnson Matthey

survey scans of Pd cathodes after electrolysis must be
placed in the context of the initial microscopic morphology
of a portion of the same piece of Pd. We attempted to
control this by etching a iarge piece of Pd foil and then
using portions of it for electrolytic preparation of PdH. and
PdD. using comparable electrolytic histories.

Alfa
Aldrich
Johnson Matthey

Three PdDx samples have been prepared, yielding
comparable characteristic morphologies, and one PdH�
sample has been prepared, electrolytically analogous to one

11.6
19.4
16.1

H/D/T
The copious explosion of gas that bursts from the
surface of the Pd cathode when the electrochemical circuit
is broken is followed by long-term outgassing, as can be
observed by the gas bubbles that form when the Pd cathode
is stored under water after electrolysis. Likewise, even
slivers of material cut from the Pd after electrolysis provide
ample gas to analyze by mass spectrometry. High
resolution analysis of the gases emitted from one Pd foil
after charging in Li2S04 /DP showed that the m/z 3, 4, 5,
and 6 peaks were composed of the dimers and readily
formed trimers of hydrogen and deuterium with no
detectable quantities of tritium-based species.
Scannin� Electron MicroscQJJic Analyses

SEM has been used to explore Pd foil before and after
use as cathodes to electrolyze Hp and D20 (4]. After
sufficient etching to leave visible crystal grains, the majority
of the grains are roughened, but "'20-30% of the grains
remain smooth and unfeatured even at high magnification
( > 15,000 x). The surface morphology changes after
electrolysis, with the roughened grains restructuring to yield
greater intragranular homogeneity and features of higher
surface area, however, smooth and unfeatured grains persist
after electrolysis of both D20 and H 20 electrolytes.

of the three PdD. samples. The PdH. sample also
produced restructured grains with greater intragranular
homogeneity and higher surface area than the initial etch
morphology, however the resulting restructured
morphologies differed between H- and D-exposed Pd. The
surface of the structured grains for PdH. appeared more
polished and had features that were less deep and
developed than those on the comparably treated PdD•. An
additional series will be run to confirm this difference in
morphology between electrolytically prepared PdH. and
PdD•.
Cracks and fissures do not appear to be part of the
morphology after electrolysis for either system; this may be
due to the well-defined grain boundaries, resulting from the
etch, which provide non-catastrophic paths for gas release
when the electrical circuit is broken.
Photomicrographs taken in the differential mode
indicated that intergranular elevationa\ differences resulted
between the smooth, unstructured grains and the
roughened and structured grains, as seen in Figure 4a.
Stereopairs made in 2-3 locations for PdH., all three PdD.
samples, and reserved samples of the initially etched Pd
confirmed the intergranular elevational differences and
showed that the structured grains are uplifted relative to
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Figure 3. Photomicrographs (normal mode) of the two characteristic restructured grains observed on highly etched
Pd foil after electrolysis of 0.lF Li2SO4 /DP (total accumulated cathodic charge = 1.9 x 105 C): (a) morphology
described as rugged, parallel thin-edged ridges (tilt = 30°, 5000x ); and (b) morphology described as an intertwined
structure, lower half (tilt = 22°, 8000x).

(b)

(a)

� 1 76 µm ---t
Figure 4. Photomicrographs (differential mode) showing
°

1--150 µm-----i

(a) the presence of intergranular elevational differences for

the sample of Figure 3 (tilt = 30 , 170x); and (b) the absence of intergranular elevational differences after fast-atom
bombardment of the surface (tilt = 30°, 200 x).

the smooth, unstructured grains, but only for the PdDx
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In addition, the high

surface area features are now absent. Quantifying the
depth of the profile is not routinely done in this experiment,
so the restructured layer can only be estimated as greater
than nanometer, but less than micrometer in depth.
We assign the process for uplifting to the premier,
rapid episode of outgassing because (i) deformation. due
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ABSTRACT
(e.g.
high-voltage,
fast-switch
triggered neutron flashers), etc. The system inputs
will be the signals controlling such an actuator suite.
Now instal I a sensor suite comprising one or more
measuring instruments selected to monitor the cell's
physical properties of interest. Such monitors might
include a continuous measurement of excess enthalpy,
temperature of either electrodes or electrolyte, rate
of tritium production, neutron count, etc. The signals
from these sensors constitute the system's output.
Suppose that the system is near a steady state
("autonomy"), and that small inputs give small outputs
("linearizability near equilibrium"), and that bounded
inputs
give
bounded
outputs
("stability
of
equilibrium"). Suppose there are 1 outputs, m inputs,
and that in addition to the preceding hypotheses the
unknown process dynamic is either "finite dimensional"
or adequately so approximable. Then according to the
Ho-Kalman Lemma there must exist a finite integer n,
and
constant
matrices
F,
G,
H
of
dimensions
respectively nxn, n xm, lxn such that the unknown
process can be characterized for control purposes by
the l x m matrix of scalar transfer functions T
or
electro-nuclear

This paper reviews some basic results from modern
systems theory, which may prove useful to experimenters
researching the cold fusion phenomenon from the point
of view of attempting to learn how to stimulate,
initiate, regulate, control by command at will, and
terminate excess enthalpy, rate of tritium production,
neutron count, etc .
Empirical System ID Technology regards an unknown
system,
to
which
information-theoretic
signals
or
inputs may be injected, and from which responding
outputs may be recorded, as an "arbitrary black box".
There are many procedures for performing systematic
input-output testing from which the internal dynamics
of the unknown processes in the box may be inferred.
There are available System ID software packages for
processing
the
data
produced
by
input-output
experiments, and then using other software packages in
the CACE (Computer Aided Control Engineering) category
to design automatic feedback control systems which can
be implemented by means of a Controller or Control
Computer that converts the system into a closed-loop
system by means of processing the output signals to
generate appropriate input signals which will regulate
the state of the process at a given set-point, or drive
it toward a varying state in response to dynamic
commands
This
procedure
can
be
applied
to
a
Fleischmann-Pons
electrochemical
cell
as
follows.
Introduce in proximity to the cathodG one or more
actuators selected from the category of all possible
external physical stimuli whose effects are to be
studied . Such a stimulus might be etectrical (e.g.
additional resistive heating of the electrolyte and/ or
electrodes,
or an
external
electrostatic field,
or
external
radiant
heating),
or
magnetic
(e.g.
an
external static magnetic field), or electromagnetic
(e.g. ion or electron cyclotron-resonant heating), or
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EL CTRONI C
TR GGERIKG
AK
TIMING
[ MEANS
F"OR
ADJUSTMENT
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&
REPETITION
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IJ

transfer matrix
T(s)

OF

=>

H(sI

-

This paper by a systems engineer will outline to
experimenters
available
automatic
data-reduction
procedures (e.g. the MATLAB State Space Identification
Toolkit) for determining the matrices (F, G, H) from
records of systematic input-output experiments, and
available
automatic
synthesis
procedures
(e.g.
the
MATLAB Robust Control Toolkit) for designing an optimal
controller C(s) to close the loop via feedback control.
Figure 1 illustrates open-loop control, and Figure
2 depicts closed-loop or feedback control.
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To show that these concepts are susceptible to a
precise
Information-Theoretic
definition,
I
will
digress for a moment.
Suppose that the Fleischmann-Pons Effect can be
affected somehow by any conceivable external physical
agency. If the secret of mastery of the phenomenon lies
in Material Science or Metallurgy, then I myself have
not a clue; but if the secret lies in any known
physical affect whatsoever [e.g. externally imposed
electrostatic
or
magnetostatic
fields,
or
electromagnetic fields, or heat or cold, or particle
flux, etc.] then the completely general and systematic
procedure which
I
have outlined
in the preceding
Abstract is certain to discover it, sooner or later.
All that one has to do is to arrange for physical
actuators to affect the process, and physical sensors
to monitor the results of said actuation, and there is
a well-known and frequently employed technique in
engineering for doing what is called "identification of

The rather negative report on Cold Fusion by the
Advisory Panel contains the statement that "The

claims of cold fusion, however, are unusual in that
even the strongest proponents of cold fusion assert
that the experiments, FOR UNKNOWN REASONS, are not
consistent and reproducible at the present time. ...".
[Emphases added.]
The University of Utah's National Cold
Institute [NCFI] has stated that "the protocol
[NCFI) focuses on THREE CENTRAL ISSUES:
•
•

Fusion

of the

REPEATABILITY of this ... phenomenon;

Understanding of the trigger mechanism
which INITIATES lit];

• IDENTIFICATION of nuclear by-products
[Emphases added.] As mentioned by Dr. Peter
Hagelstein, the third desideratum may be subordinated
to the first two, for if the phenomenon could be
started and stopped at will and maintained reliably for
indefinite
periods
of
time,
then
operation
for
sufficiently many hours would cause the nuclear "fuel"
to
disappear
and
nuclear
"ash"
to
appear
in
macroscopically measurable quantities, which would then
settle definitively the nature of the principal nuclear
processes at work.
In other
words,
it
is
the
presently erratic
behavior of the process which needs most to be cured. A
Systems Engineer with my background might say that the
process
appears
to
lack
controllability
and

the process dynamics of an unknown arbitrary black
box", about which nothing is known except that
input-output
'experiments'
can
be
performed
and
recorded.
(Such
TESTS
should
not
be
called
"experiments" because of the Patent Law forbidding
patenting
of
a
result
which
calls
for
"UNDUE
experimentation" on the part of the prospective user,
but since they are systematic and rational and do not
get bogged down in the "curse of dimensional(ty" [too
many unknown parameters to be able to do enough
'experiments' to identify them alll. I would refer to
them as "standardized systematic measurements".)
for examples of possible (nput variables u (t =
1
1,2, • • • ,m) and output variables y (j
1,2, · · • ,tl, see
J
Figure 4. The input-output testing is illustrated in
Figure 5.
After the input-output measurements have been
completed, one processes this multi-channel data by any
one of upwards of a hundred different "data reduction
packages" available. I use MATLAB (available for less
than $5,000 for use on either a 386-based AT-type PC or

observability.

My own field of specialization is Control Theory.
For examples of the use of automatic feedback control
in Cold Fusion experiments, see figure 3.
Control Theory is a a branch of Information
Science which analyzes and seeks to synthesize physical
systems in terms of the quantitative characterizations
of Observability and Controllability introduced in 1960
by R.E. Kalman, who recently received the $350,000
Kyoto Prize for his pioneering work in Mathematical
Systems Theory.
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To
explain
the
practical
importance
of
Controllability and Observability one must look at one
more abstraction. The transfer function formulation
conceals
the
time-domain
state-vector
differential
equation formulation

a Workstation); however, if I were going First Class I
would also get MATRIX-X for about $50,000 and run it on
a mainframe, from which it can synthesize Control Laws
that can be "downloaded" into a proprietary Digital
Controller
(the
S-100)
available
from
Integrated
Systems Inc. for about $150,000.
Also there is available NASA's wonderful program
"Modified Maximum Likelihood Estimation, release 3"
[MMLE3I. at no cost (in the public domain) for
mainframe computers, and available as a State Space
Identification Toolkit add-on to MATLAB from The
Mathworks Inc.
The results of such a test-data-reduction are
completely summarized in one easily understood n-vector
and five easily understood matrices, generally written
in the notation introduced at the Moscow IFAC by Rudolf
Kalman in 1960 as (F,G,H,Q,R,b). The matrices are
respectively of dimensions nxn, nxm, lxn, nxn, lxl,
where the point to keep in mind is that the dimensions
m and l are known (because the engineer is using m
actuators
and
1
sensors),
but the all-important
dimension n is NOT KNOWN IN ADVANCE (because the
insides of the black box or arbitrary process are
unknown).
However the engineer can find out n very easily by
a one-parameter search (which the patent office cannot
call "undue" experimentation), performed not by him but
by a computer.
The computer simply tries out
systematically n = I, n = 2, n = 3,
until it
finds that the residual error in the "fit" to the data
has stopped decreasing and started increasing, which is
then, EMPIRICALLY, the best choice of n. I could go
into many technical reasons why I am sure that even as
large values as n = 100 or n = 150 (which is the case
for modern aircraft flight control systems and inertial
navigation systems for submarines and ICBMs) can be
handled effectively by existing software. Having found
out n, then the engineer says that the system has been
"identified",
in
the
sense
that
the input-output
process
dynamics,
near
equilibrium
(and
so
linearizable), can be represented by a transfer matrix
[ lxm matrix of (lm) scalar transfer functions, or
ratios of Laplace transforms of outputs to Laplace
transforms of inputs, in terms of the complex Laplace
variable s]

�=

�(s)

=

H(sI

1

- Ff G,

k

y

4>

H·x\

=

exp(F · Ml,

I

n

1

=

and where l!.t is the sampling interval and where r is
given in terms of F and G as in Figure 10.
To recapitulate, you get a tape of MMLE3 or
equivalent, you run your input-output "tests" (not
"experiments") for a time O :s t "' T, and you end up
with m-channel recordings of the m inputs {u(t) [t, Tl}
plus I-channel recordings of the l outputs {y(t)
[t,TI}, which data are to be processed by MMLE3.
Then MMLEJ spits out THE ANSWERS:
(n, F, G, H, Q, R, b),
and you have succeeded in identifying the unknown
arbitrary black box!
The physical significance of Controllability and
Observability is that, as Kalman proved at the 1960
Moscow ffAC, if the·· system is Controllable then there
must exist at least one control command input policy
(or "control law") which will drive the system's state
vector to any prespecified terminal state, provided
that either l = n and the n sensors are sufficient to
measure all n state variables (components of x) QJ: else
(the usual case in engineering, where l = I or 2 or 3,
but n = 30) the system is also Observable, in which
case there exists at least one filtering policy {filter
law) which can provide in real time and on-line actual
MINIMAL VARIANCE ("optimal") estimates of all
unmeasured state variables, and using these with the
theoretically
ideal
state-feedback
control
law
("certainty-equivalence
principle")
is
guaranteed
a
priori
to
succeed
(up
to
minimum
irreducible
steady-state errors related to the size of Q and R).
(His
discovery
is
this
"Control/Filter
Separation
Principle.")
An author in the IEEE Spectrum has said that
Kalman Filtering is the biggest advance in electrical
engineering since World War II. Kalman himself once
said to me that "the reason that Kalman-Bucy Filtering
turned out to be more important than Wiener Filtering
is that Newton is more important than Gauss!" (That is,
it is more important to know F somewhat accurately than
to know Q and R accurately.)
Around 1961 I gave a one-week course at NASA
Langley on "Modern Control Theory"; one participant,
Dr. E. Armstrong has since devoted more than a decade
to numerical analysis and programming of the basic
necesslties of Optimal Regulation and Control of Linear
Systems (ORACLS) and his control synthesis toolkit is

Observability: rank(H•,F•H•,(F.) H•, • • • ,(F•) -tH•) = n
-

k

where for simplicity we have neglected sensor noise and
process disturbance, and where the state transitton
matrix is given by a matrix exponential

The important point is that according to the
Ho-Kalman Lemma, the pair (H,F) must [is guaranteed a
priori to) satisfy Kalman's condition of Observability,
and the pair (F,G) must satisfy his condition of
Controllability. See Figure 6.
These conditions are applications of the Fisher
Information Matrix. (Here by • one denotes the
operation of matrix transposition.) They are:
0

k

k
x •I = 4>·x + f·U ,

• F = dynamical coefficient matrix
• G = input distribution matrix
• H = output distribution matrix

2

),

y = b + Hx + w(t),

where now the physical interpretation of the matrices
is:

Controllability: rank(G,FG,F G, • • • ,(F)

0

where now x is the state vector of the unknown system's
open-loop
process dynamics (an element of real
Euclidean n-space llt). Here the zero-mean Gaussian
noise"
processes
v(t)
and
w(t)
are,
"white
respectively, the system's process disturbance and
measurement noise vectors, respectively; the reason one
needs to know Q and R as well as (F, G, HJ is that Q is
the covariance matrix of v and R is the covariance
matrix of w. Also the !-vector b is the vector of
sensor biases. In the Sampled Data case, Figures 9 and
10, the preceding differential equations are replaced
by the system of difference equations

Is = complex frequency]

2

XE /R

dx/dt = Fx + Gu + v(t),

G) = n

If the system is Single-Input,
Single-Output
(SISO), i.e. if 1 = m = I, then it has been proved by
Kalman
that Controllability and Observability are
always present, which explains why these concepts were
not discovered during the period of Classical Control
Theory. The Modern Control Theory era began when Kalman
Multiple-Input,
considered
Multiple-Output
{MIMO)
systems, in which case one cannot perform Computer
Aided Control Engineering (CACE) effectively without
first
checking
the
system's
observability
and
controllability. See Figure 8.
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I

now in
the
public
domain as a
NASA-supplied
minimal-cost alternative. to MATRIX-X or MATLAB. (It is
also available in a hardback book called ORACLS from
Marcel Dekker.) I agree that Q and R are less important
than endowing the closed-loop successor to F with
;;ertain properties called fidelity and robustness. In
my Langley lectures I presented closed-form algorithms
for choosing the state-variable feedback gains so as to
place
the
complex
frequencies
of
the
resultant
controlled system at any prespecified location in the
complex-frequency plane. Kalman in a chapter of a book
on Mathematical Systems Theory has called my result
''The Fundamental Theorem of Control Theory." Professor
Kailath of Stanford on page 298 of his standard text on
Unear Systems refers to the "Bass-Gura formula" as the
most direct route to "pole placement", also called
"eigenstructure assignment".
In other words, once the engineer completes the
above-summarized
process
of
EMPIRICAL
SYSTEM
IDENTIFICATION, the game is essentially over, for given
the reduced data (n, F, G, H, Q, R, b), one can input
this data to such a program as ORACLS and instantly
find out the "control/filter law" to embody in an
algorithm in a control computer which closes the loop
by operating upon the system's sensor outputs and
feeding the results back into the command signals to
the system's actuator inputs. You can then make the
closed-loop process "jump through arbitrary hoops" upon
command.
If you want to go First Class, you don't have to
understand any of the preceding theoretical results.
You just go to Integrated Systems Inc. of Palo Alto and
purchase MATRIX-X for $50,000 plus their proprietary
Control Computer S-100 for $150,000. You then take this
equipment to your unknown system (say a full-scale
airplane in a wind-tunnel that can be tested but has
never flown). You "exercise" all the input-output
channels in a systematic way (operating every actuator
signal to wiggle every control surface and stimulate
output from every gyro, accelerometer, alpha-meter, or
other sensor), recording the results on tape. Then have
MATRIX-X process the data and DOWNLOAD its "optimal"
closed-loop
control/filter
algorithms
into
their
proprietary black-box S-100. You then stick S-100 into
the airplane's electronics, take it out of the wind
tunnel, and fly off into severe turbulence and return
during a thunderstorm and zero-visibility to make a
completely automatic landing. In other words, with
these Automatic Synthesis Procedures (which are the
descendent's or the ASP program of Kalman, Englar, and
Bucy), you can accomplish in one day what would have
previously taken hundreds of man-years by old-fashioned

engineer and now their entire empire is starting to
fall apart.
This is why I am hoping to gain the ears of the
people pioneering the new field of Cold Fusion, in case
it turns out that the process cannot be operated
successfully in a scaled-up version without automatic
regulation, because the above is the SCIENTIFIC way to
go about it. (The above is called Empirical Systems
Control; it is better to perform it in parallel with A
Priori Modeling Control, as we did on the Saturn V, in
which fundamental physics and engineering is used to
derive theoretical formulae for (F,
G, H) [see
Greensite's two-volume book published in the USA in
1970 by Spartan Books and distributed in the UK by
Macmillan & Co. Ltd. I, because if the empirical tests
yield a value of F which is in close agreement with
your expectations -- as it was on the Saturn V -- then
you
can
have
even
greater
confidence
in
the
"scientific" validity of your approach; in the case of
Saturn V, the input-output tests involved placing the
assembled vehicle in a vertical cradle for "shake
testing", in which the engines were swiveled and the
vibrations 300 feet above at the nose were recorded; on
its first flight, all 29 state-variables were recorded
by special instruments and telemetered back to the
ground, and none deviated more than 10'7. from "nominal".
My UCLA collaborator Dr. Don Wiberg has applied
Kalman-type multivariable methods to study the control
of Fission Reactors. He submitted a proposal during the
early stages of the Three Mile Island project which, he
says, if it had been acted upon would have resulted in
a
more controllable system and prevented
their
disastrous partial melt-down!

POSTSCRIPT.
Hearin& Dr. Stan Pons's impressive empirical
identification of half-a dozen coefficients in a
nonlinear "black box" input-output model reminded me
that I should have said that not only does one want to
find (F,G,H,Q,R,b) but very importantly one also needs
to know the variances (lJ.F,lJ.G,lJ.H,lJ.Q,lJ.R,lJ.b) which
correspond to the data. His reference to the
Levenberg-Marquardt Algorithm for Nonlinear Regression
in the book Numerical Recipes [Press et al, Cambridge
U. Press) is a valuable alternative to my references
above. (Cf. also J.C. Nash's improved version in his
Compact Numerical Methods [Wiley) and Nonlinear
Parameter Estimation [Marcel Dekker].)

methods.
If what I am sketching above were not more or less
true, then we could not have launched the thin-walled,
flexible Saturn V booster on automatic pilot through
shearing wind gusts, nor landed a man on the moon, nor
achieved ICBM CEP's (Circular Error Probable) rumored
by Astronomer Jastrow in the popular press to be about
JOO feet, nor pressured the Soviets into preferring to
end the Cold War rather than compete in an SDI
space-arms race.
The above vast theory (of which I have only hinted
at the tip of the iceberg) is every bit as rich and
powerful as, say , Quantum Mechanics, but today's
physicists, complacent over doing their own engineering
during the Manhattan project, don't want to acknowledge
its existence, nor contemplate the use of engineers
other than as subordinates. That is why I am certain
that it is easer to apply the above-sketched procedure
to control of a Hot Fusion magnetic bottle (say the
high-beta toroidal pinch Scyllac, which was canceled
for uncontrollable instabilities) than it is to control
a soft-landing Lunar Excursion Module (LEM), but the
physicists in charge would never listen to a systems

EXAMPLES OF
AUTOMATIC FEEDBACK CONTROL
1.

Peripheral systems:
•Constant-temperature

2.

Electrochemical cells
•D. Gozzl et al (Rome)
Nuovo Clmento, vol. 103A (1990),
No 1, pp. 143-154

bath

(regulator!

"Time, electrode temperature, palladium electrode
potential vs. reference and the potential difference
between Pt and Pd electrodes, were simultaneously
transferred Into a computer. The data acquisition
system was programmed, for safety reasons, to
switch off the applied current when the electrode
temperature was over 80 C"

Figure 3
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I= # of OUTPUT sfgnals (SENSOR states)
m = # of INPUT signals (ACTUATOR states)
u-

n = # ol ST A TE variables

EXAMPLES of possible OUTPUT variables

□

t.horo exlsls

a

y, = excess power (watts)

finite

Integer

n and

matrices

of dlmenslons nxn, nxm, lxn, respectlverly
such that
n
O
In It le l stale vector X E � ,

ro,

x = Fx + Gu,

Yt = ?

y

0

x(O) = x ,

&

t � 0

= dldt ) ,

Hx,

where the system (F,G,H) ls

EXAMPLES of possible INPUT variables
u, = current (amperes)
u 2 = potential (volts)
u3 = pressure (pascals)
u, = heating/cooling (walls)

=

-Y

(F,G,H)

y,.= cathode temperature (degrees K)
y,= anode temperature (degrees K)
y, = electrolyte temperature (degrees K)

Um

HO-KAI.MAN I.EMMA

CONTROLLABLE & OBSERVABLE

Figure 6

?

SISO = liingle-!nput liingle-Q_utput (I= m = 1)
MIMO = M.ulliple-lnput M_ultiple-Q_utput (I> or m > 1)

Figure 4

CACE =
�omputer Aided �ontrol �nglneerlng

ARBITRARY UNXNOIIN PROCFSS

u

1

---

u2

-----+

u

---

UNkNOWN PROCESS

SISO systems 11re always both controllable &
observable.

assumed

(1) near equl I lbr lum (u = O .. y • O)
linearizable (y 3 fu, !/. linear•)
(Jl stable (u bounded • y bounded)
(4) flnlte-dl■on■lonal dynamics

MIMO systems must be checked:
( 1 ) If not controllable, add more or different
kinds of actuators;
( 2) If controllable, optlmlle controllablllty by
adjusting actuator parameters (e.g.
locatlon, size etc.)
( 3) If not observable, add more or different
kinds of sensors;
( 4) If observable, optimize observabfllly by
adjusting sensor parameters (e.g. locatlon,
scaling, etc.)

(2)

a U E IR• ,

• I p r o po r l I o na l & addlt Ive J

y

lu

y E Il

l

u
can RECORD u(t), y(t) for Cuturo tlme: 0 :St<

+ta

Figure 8

y( · J = l{u ( · J}

Figure S
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CONTROLLABILITY & OBSERVABILITY
(F, G) Is controllable If rank(G)

the polr

det(C) , 0,
0
1
C = �- (G G)- ·�·.

� =

(G,FG,r2G, • • •

= m and

.F"- 1G).

a quant\tatlvo measure of the amount of controllablllty 1■
1
'1 • IIC- 11.

th• pelr

0

0

(F,H) I• observable If rank(H) = 1 and (F ,H ) la controllable

..

► CONTROLLABILITY =t 3 Input. U ( ·) which drlves slate X to any assigned state

OBScRVABILILTY

3

l lnear

fl }tor

which

give

vll l

11lnlm.al-varlanee ut!Dale of tho at.ate x(t) from {y(-r) 1· 0 .:5 't' <

tmblased

t}

Figure 7

SAMPLED-DATA VERSION
(k = 1,2,3, .. ·)

y

output vector

u

input vector

k+l
X
k
y

x = state vector

e

F

dynamical coefficient matrix

G

input distribution matrix

H

output distribution matrix

rll.t

= state transition matrix,

Figure 10

t. r = sampling interval
<I>

= e Ft. r = state transition matrix

r = F- 1

(<!> -

In) G

=

discrete-time input distribution matrix

If t.t <<1, then
<I>= In

+ Ft.I + ...

r=t.tG + ...

Figure 9

IDENTIFIABILITY CANONICAL FORM
X

k+l

n.

k
y

r = (

m

only 4> Is unknown

Figure 11
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STATE OF THE ART

EMPIRICAL ID S. MULTI-INPUT, MULTI-OUTPUT
1.

CKIKOl

Identify process state-transition matrix using e.g.

Identification Toolbox with input-output experiments
2.

Design

process

Controller

[algorithms

Matr ix-x software or NASA's

(pub! le

for
domalnl

Robust Control Toolbox.

control

CONTROL

MATLAB State-Space

computer]

using

e.g.

ORACLS software or MATLAB

Figure 12

CURRENT R&O

INTELLIGENT SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY
1. Use input-output records of actual process to train a neural network to

mimic the process. Then the synaptic weight matrix of the trained net is
just the state transition matrix (ln ldentlflablllty canonlcal form).

2.

Use

fuzzy-logic techniques

and

AI techniques

(rule-based

to implement a self-tuning or adaptive controller.

Figure 13
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REFORMULATION OF THE COLD FUSION PROBLEM: HETEROGENEOUS
NUCLEATION - A LIKELY CAUSE OF THE IRREPRODUCIBILITY
AND INTERMITTENCY OF COLD FUSION OBSERVATIONS
Peter H. Handel, Physics Department, University of Missouri, St. Louis, MO 63121
ABSTRACT
The Irreproducibility and intermittency of
the observed cold nuclear fusion effects is linked to
the known difficulties affecting the observation of
homogeneous nucleation of D2 bubbles on the
surface of the cathode in the electrolysis of 020. In
general some nucleation centers are present,
allowing for heterogeneous nucleation of 02 bubbles
at the Pd, Ti or Zr cathode, long before the chemical
potential of D in the cathode reaches the levels
necessary for cold fusion. By carefully eliminating
the impurities and surface defects which can act as
nucleation centers, one can create homogeneous
nucleation conditions which correspond to higher
values of the cathodic D chemical potential, provided
the cathode is completely covered by the electrolyte,
or extremely large currents are applied to the cell.
A decrease of the surface tension due to tensio
active impurities in the electrolyte must also be
avoided. A well-known collective lattice effect is
the increased effective mass of the electrons which
can lead to increased D-D nuclear fusion rates and
to enhanced multiphonon generation amplitudes,
i.e., to non-radiative dissipation of the reaction
energy. At the very low center-of-mass energies
of the order of 1eV encountered in this form of the
fusion reaction we expect a breakdown of the
charge-invariance of inter-nucleonic forces which
can lead to a strong preference of the tritium
channel over the He3 fusion channel.
INTRODUCTION
The observation of excess heat production in
the electrolysis of 020 by Pons and Fleischman [1]
as well as other indications of electrolytic cold
f u s i o n [2,3] have met with many negative
reactions, because few people were able to
reproduce the initial results. Even the few "lucky"
experiments which produced excess heat and/or
neutrons and/or tritium proved in general to be
very unreliable, with an intermittent character.
Indeed, most experiments yielded negative results,
causing most workers to doubt the correctness of
the initial claims, while the few positive results
could not be reproduced at will. In fact, electrolytic
cells, inactive for several weeks, suddenly could
turn active, putting out excess energies in the MJ

range which cannot be explained in the absence of
nuclear reactions. After an arbitrary time period
which could last from minutes to weeks, an active
cell would suddenly become inactive to the outmost
frustration of the "lucky" experimentalists.
It
appears that the reaction is switched on and off by
factors beyond control. This situation reminds us of
the most frustrating experiments known from the
studies of homogeneous nucleation of new phases in
condensed matter physics and in the related fields of
cloud physics, metallurgy of alloys, and surface
phenomena.
It is well-known that in the absence of any
impurities which could act as nucleation centers, a
liquid can be cooled far below the melting point, or a
vapor can be pushed to supersaturations of the
order of 40% or higher, right to the homogeneous
nucleation limit. This limit appears when the rate
of spontaneous germ creation approaches unity. A
germ is defined as a spontaneous aggregate of
molecules which is large enough to continue growing
on its own, in spite of the large surface energy
required to separate the new phase. Under normal
atmospheric conditions condensation occurs already
at supersaturations of 1-3%, due to the ubiquity of
condensation centers which waives the large
supersaturation requirement needed to produce a
condensation germ homogeneously. In the case of
supercooled liquids, or of supersaturated solutions,
it is again the omnipresence of solid mesoscopic
impurities acting with various degrees of efficiency
as nucleation centers, which causes heterogeneously
n ucleated phase transitions at various
supersaturation levels, all considerably lower than
the homogeneous supersaturation limit. Even the
most meticulous purification attempts were not able
to insure the reproducible homogeneous nucleation
conditions except for a few "lucky" cases, in which
no qualifying impurities must have been present.
Finally, in spite of the frustrating and
uncontrollable randomness of the experimental
results, a consensus about the homogeneous
nucleation limit emerged in reasonable agreement
with the elementary theory [4], and in better
agreement with more advanced molecular models
[5].
The present paper considers the nucleation
of D2 bubbles at the surface of a deuterium
absorbing cathode in the electrolysis of D2O and
evaluates the corresponding homogeneous nucleation
barrier. If impurities and defects can be controlled
to inhibit heterogeneous nucleation, a considerable
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increase in the achievable D chemical potential,
roughly equal to the homogeneous nucleation
barrier, can be realized, as we show in the
following section. This increased chemical potential
could switch on the fusion reaction and could
therefore explain the difference between the active
and inactive states of an electrolytic fusion cell.
Based on this reformulation and new understanding
of the intermittent and irreproducible character of
cold fusion, we make some recommendations
concerning the cathode geometry and configuration.
In the subsequent section a brief discussion
of the increased electronic effective masses in
deuterium absorbing metals is presented. An
estimate of the average electronic mass observed in
specific heat measurements performed on these
metals yields about 3 times the free electron mass,
while hydrogen rejecting metals do not show a
sizable increase of the thermal effective mass. The
thermal effective mass measured at low
temperatures in the so called heavy fermion
compounds is much larger than the free electron
mass, up to 1000 times. The enhanced electronic
mass is a collective lattice effect related to Bragg
reflection on a large number of crystalline planes
which can strongly bind together a pair of
deuterons, can bring them close enough for nuclear
fusion and can cause large multiphonon emission
amplitudes which help carry away the reaction
energy.
Finally we discuss the breakdown of the
charge invariance in the low-energy interaction
between nucleons as a possible cause of the
preference of the tritium channel in the D- D
reaction.

depressing the nucleation rate and enhancing the
effective nucleation energy barrier � F 9, while
replacing the effective surface tension with crwd.
The homogeneous nucleation energy barrier [6] for
a D2 germ of area n9 is �Fg = crwd/3.
The nucleation rate J of germs is given by

(1 )
wh ere
Z= [�Fg /31tkT g2]1 /2
= (2v/ng ) (a/kT)112

(2)

is a Zeldovich correction factor. In Eq.(2) g is the
number of D2 molecules in a germ corresponding to
the maximum of �F 9, wo is the flux density of
incoming D2 molecules at the interface, and co2 is
the concentration of D2 molecules in the electrolyte.
The value of �Fg for which the nucleation rate is
J=1 bubble/cm3 s will be taken as the effective
achievable potential.
The rate w 0 at which D2 molecules reach the
germ is the rate by which they scale the energy
barrier from the adsorbed state on the cathode
surface to the germ, plus the rate by which they
reach the germ from the electrolyte. The latter will
be neglected, because the concentration of D2 in the
electrolyte will not exceed the saturation
concentration at 1 atm very much. The rate is
therefore given by the absolute reaction rate theory
[7 ,8].

NUCLEATION LIMIT TO CATHODIC D LOADING
If all trivial routes of deuterium loss have
been eliminated in the electrolysis of D2O, the
increase �µ in the electro-chemical potential µ of D
in the cathode will be limited by the surface tension
barrier for homogeneous nucleation of D2 bubbles
at the interface between the cathode and the
electrolyte.
In principle, a small gas bubble, i.e., a germ
of the gas phase which appears at the interface,
would be bound on one side by the cathode with
surface tension cr cd and on the other side by the
electrolyte with surface tension crwd . The effective
surface tension would then be (2crew-crwd-<led)/2.
Here crew is the surface tension at the cathode to
electrolyte interface. However, since crew>crwd and
crew>cred, a thin film of electrolyte will creep in
between the gas and the electrode at a certain point
in the nucleation process, creating a barrier, which
hinders the further growth of the germ, strongly

wo = (Nc kT /h)exp(-�Fa /kT),

( 3)

where h is Planck's constant and Ne is the number
of deuterium molecules present in the absorbed
state on the cathode in contact with the unit area of
the germ. the rate thus becomes

J=
Co2( NckT /h)exp(�Fa/kT)OgZexp(�Fg/kT)=
co2(N ckT/h )exp[(�F a+�F g)/kT]2v( a/kT)1 /2

( 4)

Nucleation takes place when the free energy
difference �Fg is sufficiently large, so that the
nucleation rate J becomes of the order of the unity.
Setting J=1 we can find the free energy threshold
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(AF a+AFg)/kT
= ln[co2(NckT/h) 2v (cr/kT)11 2 ]

(5)

ln{1017c m-3(1015 cm- 2 4 10-14e rg
/6 1 o-27erg s)7 1o2 0cm3
[( 1 S0e rg/cm 2 )/4 1014erg] 11 2 }
= In [6 1032] = 75.6;

�oµ = �Fa+�Fg = 1.9 eV.

( 6)

Thus, to move from the adsorbed state on the
electrode surface to the gas phase by creating a
small D2 bubble, deuterium molecules must
overcome a potential barrier A0 µ of about 1.9 eV.
The activation energy AF a can be found in the
literature [9] and is 0.7 eV for a pair of D atoms.
Therefore, we obtain for the homogeneous
nucleation barrier AF g=1.9 eV - 0.7 eV = 1.2 eV.
Provided no nucleation centers which would induce
heterogeneous nucleation are present on the
cathode-electrolyte interface, this means that
through electrolysis the effective electrochemical
potential of D 2 at the cathode surface and in the bulk
of the cathode can be raised 1.2 eV above the level
applicable in the absence of the homogeneous
nucleation barrier, i.e., above the level achievable
at low electrolytic currents, when the cathode is not
completely immersed in the electrolyte, so that the
deuterium can slowly diffuse through the electrode
and escape into the atmosphere. Even in the
presence of nucleation centers at the surface of the
cathode, there will be a small effective
(heterogeneous) nucleation barrier present, which
we consider negligible.
It is interesting to calculate the D 2 gas
pressure increase over a standard D2 pressure of
Po=1 atm at the dry cathode surface, which would
correspond to the same AF 9 =1.2 eV increase in the
electrochemical potential. Setting AFg=kTln(p/p 0 ),
which implies ideal gas behavior, we get P=Poe 4B =
1020 atm, because Po =0.1 atm. for D 2 . This is an
extremely high D 2 gas pressure. It also provides a
general idea of the pressure which would have to be
present above the dry part of the electrode
protruding out of the electrolyte during
electrolysis, in order to stop the slow loss of D 2 .
The first trivial route of D escape is thus the
heterogeneous nucleation of D 2 bubbles at the
cathode surface. Unfortunately, this route has not
been blocked in general so far. Only a few lucky
experiments may have avoided heterogeneous

nucleation. Even in these lucky experiments, once
homogeneous nucleation sets in, the nucleation
process will be induced by the now-existing
bubbles which act as nuclei, and tends to become
gradually heterogeneous, which corresponds to
lower Aµ values. This impairs the reproducibility
of the achieved Aµ and of Aµ-dependent results of
any nature, leading to an intermittent operation at
best, or to an activity in the form of bursts, and
would let us understand claims of sporadic heat
generation by cold fusion, limited to time periods in
which no nucleation centers happened to be present,
periods marked also by an increased voltage drop at
the cathode surface.
The second trivial route of D escape is the
above-mentioned emergence of electrodes from the
electrolyte, which leads to current-dependent,
somewhat lower, achievable Aµ values, limited by
the diffusion rate of D through the cathode. The
third difficulty, also connected to the second escape
route, is caused by the electric connection wires.
To avoid the emergence of parts of the cathode from
the electrolyte, the electric connection must be done
under the electrolyte surface.
The electrode geometry suggested here is
thus characterized by the presence of a cylindrical
protrusion
of
the
electrode
material,
electrolytically covered with a sufficiently thick
layer of metal which most strongly rejects the
hydrogen isotopes, e.g, Cr, Ni, Cu, Ag, Au, Mo, W,
Co, Pt, Mg, Cd, Zn, Al. This layer carries the
electric connection soldered at the far end of the
cylindrical protrusion. On top of this layer of
metal, and on the connecting wires, there should be
an electrically insulating layer of chemically inert
plastic or paint which keeps the electrolyte from
making contact with any conductor other than the
electrode material.
After this description of the electrode
geometry, it is useful to clarify the terms used in
the description. Strong O-rejection by a metal
means a large negative difference 2da-dg between
the energy 2da released when two isolated
deuterium atoms are brought from infinity into the
bulk of the metal in the a-phase on one hand, and
the dissociation energy dg of an isolated D2 molecule
on the other hand. The solubility decreases on
cooling in this case. The a-phase describes
deuterium in metals at low atomic fractions (<0.1
in Pd at room temperature). In O-absorbing metals
(2da-dg>0, such as in Sc, Y, Er, Tu, Lu, La, Ti, Zr,
Hf, V, Nb, Ta, Pd, and some additional rare earths
and actinides) the solubility of D increases on
cooling, and at higher atomic D-fractions, various
phase transitions from the a-phase to other phases
are observed.
Finally, a physical example may help in
nailing down the main concept of deuterium
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cramming with the help of the homogeneous
nucleation barrier for bubbles at the surface of the
electrode, which is the primary notion developed in
this section in the context of cold electrolytic
nuclear fusion. Consider a carbonated soft drink or
beer poured into a glass. After the foam at the
surface has dissipated, it becomes very easy to
notice that bubble formation continues at a low rate
for a long time from a few points on the bottom of
the glass and on the walls, which are the active
nucleation centers.
This is heterogeneous
nucleation, and is observed as strands of rising
bubbles, coming from each of the nucleation
centers. Through special surface treatment which
eliminates impurities and defects from the surface
of the glass, we can reduce the number of these
centers. By removing a large regular Quartz
crystal at the top from an even larger crystal in
vacuum, we can imagine getting closer to the ideal
case of a container with perfectly clean and
homogeneous crystalline surfaces presenting no
nucleation centers at all. In this ideal Gedanken
experiment case, a relatively large supersaturation
is needed before CO2 bubbles are formed on the
walls, this time by what we call homogeneous
nucleation, because no point on the bottom or on the
walls of this ideal container or "glass" is different
from any other point, or offers a lower nucleation
barrier (except, perhaps, for the corners). Our
homogeneous nucleation is still heterogeneous with
respect to the whole volume of the liquid, because
the points on the surface present a lower nucleation
barrier than points in the volume of the impurity
free liquid, but we do not take this into account here
either.
A real quartz beaker will have a few
nucleation points even if it is monocrystalline, e.g.
where dislocation lines reach the otherwise perfect
surfaces. Due to random migration of thermally
activated impurities to and from the surface along
the dislocation lines, a process which is well known
in many crystals, we can witness the intermittent
activation and deactivation of nucleation centers. If
only a few potential nucleation center points are
present, sometimes the surface may remain with no
active centers for certain time periods. A similar
process is likely to be present at the surface of
experimental electrolytic cold fusion devices, and
we suggest here that it causes large fluctuations of
the chemical potential in the cathode material,
which result in the observed erratic intermittent
activation and deactivation of the cold nuclear fusion
reaction in the fusion cells.
This would
qualitatively explain the observed intermittency of
tritium- and excess heat- production in the cells,
as a restriction to periods with no deuterium bubble
nucleation centers left, centers that would offer a
low or negligible nucleation barrier.
The
randomness would be caused by the migration of

impurities and defects to and from the cathode
surface.
QUALITATIVE INTERPRETATION OF COLD FUSION
IN TERMS OF HEAVY FERMIONS, PREFERENTIAL
NEUTRON TUNNELING AND MULTIPLE
GENERAllONQFf>HQ',J()\JS
Due to their interaction with the periodic
potential of the rigid crystal lattice, as well as due
to interactions with phonons, and with other
electrons, the electrons in the cathode acquire new
dynamical properties which can be described by a
larger effective mass. This larger effective mass of
the electrons in certain states, in turn, could allow
them to bind together deuterons in pairs much
tighter than the normal-mass electrons.
The
electrons in states characterized by very large
effective masses are quasi-particles called heavy
fermions. We suggest here that heavy-fermion
effects could also lead to increased fusion rates
compared to the extremely low rates expected, e.g.,
in D2. This heavy-fermion-fusion effect would
bear some similarity to cold fusion catalysed by
muons, although in this case the applicable effective
mass may not be quite so large as the mass of the
muon (mµ=207m e ), and although the fusion rate
may be only slightly enhanced everywhere in the
crystal where pairs of deuterons appear. The
presence of heavy fermions in metals has been
established experimentally through electronic low
temperature specific heat measurements and
through the De Haas van Alphen effect. We shall
first provide below a general discussion, and then a
qualitative illustration of the plausibility of our
suggestion, followed by an examination of the
corresponding low-energy nuclear reaction.
The heat capacity of metals contains
contributions from phonons ( ~ T 3 ) and from
electrons (=yT).
At low temperatures, the
electronic contribution becomes dominant. By
looking at the known experimental data (see Table
I), we find that the values of the electronic specific
heat coefficient y are of the order of 1 mJ/(mol K2)
for most D-rejecting metals, an order of magnitude
higher (10 mJ/molK 2 ) for most D-absorbing
metals (9.42 mJ/mol K2 for Pd), and two or three
orders of magnitude higher at low temperatures in
some inter-metallic compounds discovered after
1974, known as heavy fermion compounds, and
containing ions with f-electrons, such as CeAl3,
CeCu2Si2, CeCu6, UBe13, UPt3, UCd11, U2Zn17,
NpBe13, CePb3, CeSn3 with up to mth"'1000 m.
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Table I
Electronic specific heat coefficients in mJ/K.2.m o I
1. D-Rejecting metals:
Mg
1.3

Cr
1.4

fvt>
2

W
1.3

2d-dg< o

Fe
Co
Ni
Pt
4.98 4.73 7.01 6.8

Cu
0.7

Ag
Au
Zn
Cd
Al
0.65 0.73 0.64 0.69 1.35

Average: 2.45 mJ/K2mol, corresponding to mth=m
2. D-Absorbing: 2d-dg> 0
Pd
Se
Ti
V
Y
Zr
9.42 10.7 3.35 9.26 10.2 2.8

Nb La
7. 79 1 0

Hf Ta
2.16 5.9

Average: 7.16 mJ/K2mol, corresponding to mth= 2.92 m
It is well known that the electronic heat
capacity of metals is given only by the active
electrons within an energy interval kT of the Fermi
surface; their concentration is of the order of
nT/TF, where TF = EF/k = 1'12 k2F l 2 m thk is the
Fermi temperature, EF the Fermi energy, kF =
(21r 2 n) 1 /3 the Fermi wave vector, mth the thermal
effective mass of the electrons, and n the electronic
concentration, all in the approximation of a
spherical Fermi surface.
In the free electron
model, the molar heat capacity contribution of the
electrons is thus of the order of 3RT/TF (more
precisely 1r2RT/2TF = yT), where R=Nk is the ideal
gas constant, and y is identified as y = 1t R/2T F =
1r2Rmthkll'l2 k F 2 - The large values of y thus
correspond to large values of the effective mass mth
of the electrons in these metals, or in a more
appropriate formulation, to the large dynamical
mass of the single -particle elementary excitations.
The ratio of the thermal effective mass to the free
electron mass is thus mthlm = YexplYtree electron
For Pd this ratio is difficult to evaluate, since in
metallic Pd the 4d band is not completely filled,
about 0.36 holes being present; the Fermi surface
includes therefore also sections (containing 0.36
electrons) located in the 5s band, and is very
different from the simple spherical (free electron)
example considered above. Nevertheless, the
2

measured electronic specific heat coefficient of Pd
would indicate a thermal effective mass of about mth
= 4 m in the Fermi sphere model, based on
k F = (31r 2 n) 1 /3 and n=0.36(6.8 1022 c m-3) for
metallic Pd.
The stoichiometric hydride PdD has a NaCl
structure and is more relevant for our problem,
since electrolytically loaded Pd electrodes will be
close to this Pd/D ratio, and will try to exceed
stoichiometry by as much as possible. However, for
PdD we also expect at least mth = 3m, from a
comparison of the measured and calculated
electronic specific heats by Switendick [10].
The increased effective mass will cause both
a (roughly m/mth times) lower distance between
deuterons wherever pairing occurs, and a (roughly
m/mth times) larger pair binding energy, making
the statistical occurrence of pairs energetically
affordable and much more likely. Indeed, by
introducing the notations (mthl mo) 112 = p and
mthmoe4/n2 (m th+ mo) = U, we obtain [11] the
deuteron pair binding energy

W = [-0.0697 - 0.06681(1t/4- arctan p )20 .16736(1t/4 - arctan p)4]LJ.

(7)

The corresponding separation of the deuterons of a
pair is about 0.25 A, for mth=3. For this reduced
internuclear distance one can calculate [3] a fusion
rate of about 10- 20 s- 1 per deuteron pair.
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Palladium is known [12,9] for its very high
diffusion coefficient for all hydrogen isotopes; it
increases with the isotopic mass and it increases
exponentially with temperature. Although most of
the diffusion is thermally activated, there is also a
relatively large tunneling matrix element which
had been underestimated earlier by Kehr [13] with
a Bloch/Mathieu functions approach. More realistic
calculations performed by Sugimoto and Fukai [14]
yield 0.1 meV for D in Pd. An additional correction
factor was introduced by Kondo [15], taking into
account also the interactions with conduction
electrons. As a result, in Pd super-diffusion can
occur in certain circumstances with very high
effective diffusion coefficients, leading to almost
instantaneous deuteron motion under certain
circumstances. With almost 100% occupation of the
octahedric lattice positions, deuteron diffusion can
only proceed through occasional double occupancy of
these sites. These occasional D2 pairs are the ones
we refer to everywhwhere in this paper. Deuteron
diffusion involves to a certain extent delocalization
of the deuterons in Wannier states, which implies
more than single-occupancy in PdD. We conclude
that for the observation of cold fusion in the
metallic lattice two conditions must be satisfied.
First D loading must have reached a state close to
stoiciometry (PdD or TiD2 , e.g.), at least in certain
regions. Second, considerable D motion must be
present, leading to a large macroscopic probability
of double occupancy, with a fraction of mutiply
occupied sites not smaller than about 0.01. In this
situation the deuteron pairs will be bound by
electrons described in terms of nonlocalized but
weakly overlapping electronic states, including also
f-states with very high effective mass values. The
large effective mass leads to the close approach
between deuterons, of about 0.25 A, mentioned
above as being conducive to a nuclear fusion rate of
the order of 10-2°1s.
Finally, the (m/mth times) reduced size of
the electronic states which cause the deuteron
deuteron binding, will allow the states to fit even
better into the octahedric positions of the fee
palladium lattice. It is also likely that heavy
fermion effects from the lowered, initially empty,
4f states participating in the deuteron pair binding,
play a certain role in the stronger deuteron pair
binding in the Pd lattice, as well as in rare earth
intermetallic compounds such as CeAl3 , CeCu2Si2,
CeCus, UBe1 3 , UPt3 , UCd11, U2Zn17, NpBe13 ,
CePb 3 , CeSn3 , which are therefore suggested here
as most promising replacements of Pd for cold
fusion purposes.
Preferential tunneling of neutrons. The
single-nucleon tunneling attempt frequency
between the deuterons of a deuteron pair separated

by 0.25 A in the Pd cathode is very large, but the
nuclear potential barrier transparence is
extremely low, both for neutrons and for protons at
room temperature, in spite of the aerated structure
of the deuterons, of their d-state component, and of
their low 2.2 MeV binding energy. At the very low
energies in the center of mass (CM) system of the
deuterons of such a pair, small differences caused
between the slow tunneling rates of protons and
neutrons by the electromagnetic interaction get to
be amplified in the presence of resonance effects by
the small barrier transmission factor. Therefore,
the reaction rates in the 2He 3+0n 1 channel can be
depressed many orders of magnitude with respect to
the 1 H 3 + 1H 1 channel which is based on neutron
tunneling. This "piezonuclear" fusion process is
quite different from the usual reaction mechanisms
involving nucleon stripping processes, or formation
of a compound nucleus. These usual reaction
mechanisms require more than 1 KeV in the CM
system for an observable fusion rate, and are
applicable when DD collisions are produced through
the acceleration of deuterons, or by raising the
temperature to thermonuclear levels.
To describe these considerations in more
detail, we note that the D-D reaction rate can be
written in a first approximation as the product of a
barrier penetration factor Tb and an intrinsic
nuclear reaction rate r n

(8)
In this approximation the deuterons are considered
as point particles tunneling through the Coulomb
barrier. The point particle model is reasonable as
long as the distance between the two tunneling
deuterons exceeds a value of the order of 100 fm =
1o- 11cm. For shorter distances, the polarization of
the deuterons can no longer be neglegted, due to the
strong electric field present, and the point particle
description breaks down. It is therefore convenient
to write the barrier penetration factor as a product
of two penetration factors, and to replace the second
factor by an expression which also allows for
individual tunneling of the nucleons which make up
the deuteron. The reaction rate can then be written
in the form

where Tb2 is the Coulomb barrier tranparence to
deuterons on the last 100 fm, and similarly TbN and
TbP are the combined nuclear and Coulomb
transparence factors on the last 100 fm for
neutrons and protons, respectively. Due to the
absence of the Coulomb repulsion for neutrons,
TbN>> TbP· The coefficients a and p indicate the
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probabilities for survival and for desintegration of
the deuteron. At very low energies of the relative
motion of the two deuterons in the CM system we
expect � to be much larger than a, so that finally
�TbNrN >> CX.Tb2rn, in spite of TbN << Tb2· Indeed,
in the limit of very low CM energies the probability
� of disintegration of the deuteron on the last 100
fm interval becomes very large, and may lead to the
dominance of the tritium channel of· reaction. This
may explain the extremely low branching rates
observed for the He 3 channel in cold fusion
experiments. Our simplistic approach highlights
the distance of 100 fm arbitrarily in order to
provide a clear picture. However, a more realistic
calculation will replace Eq.(9) through a more
complicated relation which superposes many
expressions similar to Eq.(8), with different
partitions of the barrier, i.e., with all possible
distances replacing our choice of 100 fm.
Finally, the large effective masses of
electrons, obtained, e.g. with the help of d&f
electron tight-binding and LDA calculations are
instrumental in bringing the D nuclei close together
in delocalized states, and since the large electronic
masses arise from delocalized coherent Bragg
reflection on the whole lattice, they should also
allow for the delocalized multiphonon processes
which carry away most of the large nuclear reaction
energy.
The author is indebted to D. Reago for his
participation in many helpful discussions on
nucleonic tunneling.
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A NEW THEORETICAL MODEL (Nu-Q*) FOR RATIONALIZING VARIOUS EVENTS
OF 'COLD FUSION' IN DEUTERIUM LOADED PALLADIUM CATIIODES
George Andermann, Department of Chemistry and Hawaii Natural Energy
Institute, University of Hawaii at Manoa,
Honolulu, HI 96822
ABSTRACT
A
model
is
proposed
based
on
di-neutrons, Nu, to rationalize most of
the high energy and some of the low energy
in
electrochemically
observed
events
Using pressure
induced • cold fusion'.
induced electron capture (EC) by deuterons
as the triggering mechanism for the
creation of Nu, this model calls for the
absorption of Nu by deuterons, creating a

*

highly unstable isotope Quatrium, Q.
which decays instantly to yield tritium
Because of electron spin
and neutrons.
considerations the dominant EC mechanism
is shown to yield two kinds of Nu, namely,
a low lying Nu and a less stable higher
L

lying Nu .
Thus, the Nu-Q* mechanism is
H
shown to yield a doublet in the gamma ray
spectrum.
Another form of di-neutron,

Nu*, is also expected to be created from
the
coalescence
of
neutrons.
The
theoretically calculated gamma ray lines
are in excellent agreement with the
Another
experimentally observed lines.
possible coalescence is that of neutrons
with deuterons which may result in
significant
heat
production.
Heat
production is also rationalized as being
due to neutron and di-neutron absorption
of heavier elements in the cathode, as
well as from UV photon emission which is
the by-product of EC mechanisms.

THEORY
The model proposed here gets around
some of the difficulties inherent in the
usual deuterium-deuterium (D•D) collision
fusion model.
The wealmesses of the D•D
fusion
model
have
been
reviewed
recently <1> .
Accordingly, the fusion
model's
inherent
wealmess
is
the
forbidding Coulomb barrier. The proposed
model does not have this problem because
of the use of di-neutrons. It is

suggested that under the conditions of
electrolysis of heavy water, a di-neutron,
hereafter designated as Neutrium (Nu) is
formed according to the following electron
< 2 > , a process wh"1ch
capture (EC) mechanism
( 3)
is enhanced by pressure
,

O

(EC) '.L

1

_ e + H --+ Nu + v + �
0
1
1

( 1}'

where v represents a neutrino. Since this
process is not favored for low Z, it is
essential to enhance it by very high
pressures. Moreover, since the EC process
is the initiating mechanism, the problem
of irreprodicibility, well known to be
associated
with
the
'cold
fusion'
phenomena, may be assigned to not having
sufficiently high and/or reproducible
pressures. The biggest problem with this
model, however, is that a di-neutron has
never been observed before.
However . it
should be noted that Teller suggested some
time ago < 4 > that some sort of a hitherto
unobserved neutral particle is involved in
'cold fusion'. If Nu can be created, then
its reaction with D is no longer fusion
but rather conventional absorption of cold
neutral particles, and, therefore, the
'cold
fusion'
terminology
should be
disbanded in favor of cold absorption •of
Nu by D which is pressure induced.
More
specifically,
(2).
where

the

completely

Quatrium, Q*.
reactions:
4

*

Q
l
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can
0

unstable

yield

4 __
e +
+ v
-1�
➔ :t1

the

isotope

following

(3).

and

1
4 * 3
H
lQ ➔ l +on+

of Utah

(4)

'Y

It is pertinent at this point to
recall that the D•D fusion model has 3

branches, one branch producing 1-Ie and -r,
1
another producting Tr, and H, and the
3
third yielding He plus neutrons and -r.
Thus, there are significant qualitative
differences between the Nu-D absorption
model and the D•D fusion
( coalescence )
model, the most important of which is that
Tr and n are produced in the same branch
3
with the Nu-D model but
He is not
produced. a substance that has not been
terms
of
observed
to
date.
In
quantitative evaluation between the two
significant
models.
the
most
-r-ray
differentiation
is
that
the
signatures observed do not agree at all
with the -r-ray signatures called for by
the fusion model.
In contrast, as shown
below, the coalescence model accurately
assigns three such lines.
Since di-neutrons have not been
observed before. it is essential to
evaluate whether or not Nu would be stable
with respect to its formation out of
neutrons.
(5)

*

Whether or not Nu

is exothermic depends

*

on the rest mass of Nu .
As a first
approximation 1 t can be assumed that the
coalescence
via
equation
(5)
is
thermodynamically equivalent to the EC
mechanism of (1), i.e.,
M(Nu*) = M(D
) + M( e )

(6)

or more simply,

*

Nu

= D+ e

*

(7).

Under this stipulation -r in ( 5 ) has a
value of 2.496 MeV. which is exactly the
experimental value reported by the Univ.
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(UU)

5)

group(

.

Thus.

*
Nu

if this

is highly
assignment is correct, then
stable with resepect to dissociation to
formed
isolated
out
neutrons
of
coalescence.
However, in the EC mechanism of
equation ( 1) it is not necessarily true
that the enthalpy, Q = 0.
Moreover,
previous discussion of the EC process did
not take into account the nature of the
proton ( p) and neutron ( n) spins in their
ground state configuration, and this may
be important for deuteron but not for
higher Z.
The stable ground state
2
3
configuration( ) of Dis s , which means
0
that p and n have parallel spins, that is,
Consequently, since due to
(p!)(nr).
Pauli forces, Nu must have a ground state
EC
configuration
of
(nJ. )(n r),
the
mechanism
can
create
two
kinds
of
di-neutrons depending upon the spin of the
incoming electron.
If the electron spin
is down, then there are no problems since
the transitional configuration just prior
to neutralization is ( eJ.)( p!)(nJ. ), which
readily relaxes to the desired singlet
1
configuration s of (nJ.)(nr). yielding a
0

stabilized low lying singlet for Nu,
labelled Nu . On the other hand, if the
L
spin of the incoming electron is up, then
the transitional configuration would yield
which would yield an anti
( e!)( p! )(nr ).
Pauli configuration of (n!)(nr).
To
circumvent this, the electron spin of the
incoming electron needs to be flipped just
as it enters the nucleus.
yielding
p!)(n!
eJ.
,
which
would
yield
a
desired
(
)(
)
singlet Nu ' but at a higher level.
The
H
maximum energy of this spin flip mechanism
cannot exceed .51 Mev, i.e., the rest mass
of the electron.

Using this more sophisticated version
of the EC process for equation (1) a
doublet is expected in the gamma ray
with a
spectrum, namely -r� and a -r
L
maximum energy separation of 0.51 MeV and
to be in the region of 2.74 and 3.76 MeV,
which corresponds to the rest mass range
of D±e.
The published experimental
)
observations of the UU group(S mentions a

doublet at 3.01 and 3.52 MeV yielding
values of (D + .55e) for Nl.\I and (D .45e) for Nu .
L
Still another possible mechanism for
Nu creation is the coalescence of a
neutron with D, i.e.,
(8)
scattering
conventional
Again,
(collisional) experiments between n and D
have not produced a di-neutron, but again
it is suggested that under the conditions
of
very
high
pressure
in
these
electrolytic
experiments
it
may
be
possible to do so.
If the rest mass
resulting from this kind of coalescence is

�,

designated by Nu
�

' *

and if Nu

�

.

is set

equal to Nu . then �
would have a value
of O.27 MeV, and this could definitely
yield appreciable heat in the electrolytic
cell.
Moreover, mechanism (8) together
with (4) constitute a chain reaction.
With respect to the absorption of
thermal di-neutrons by the various Pd
isotopes, it can be shown readily that the
�-ray spectra would be very complex but
should be observable somewhere between 7
and 8 MeV. Fundamentally, there are three
possible mechanisms for each of the
isotopes.
The three different kinds of
mechanisms are, thermal absorption of n
and of di-neutrons with and without
the
dissociation
di-neutrons.
of
Moreover, for each of the di-neutron
absorptions there are three different
kinds of Nu involvements yielding over 30
possible � ray lines.
The ( 102) Pd isotope enrichment
presents a very special case since

(102) +Nu

➔

(103) + n + �

However, (103) decays according
exothermic EC process, namely,

l�Pd + -�e

➔

l�Rh + � + v

where the decay energy is .57 MeV, thus
leading to some heat production as well.
Moreover. according to the rules of EC
mechanism there should be a detectable
Rh-K emission spectrum, and this could be
Of
used to monitor the overall process.
the other possible enrichment, Oxygen is
another interesting one since that could
be used to monitor any oxygen involvement
in the cathode. Finally the involvement
of Li in the overall process could also be
used to reveal why Li appears to be so
of
the
present
critical
in
most
experiments.
Considering the importance
of gamma ray signatures for monitoring the
various thermal absorption processes. it
appears
crucial
to
monitor
these
signatures with relatively high resolution
and accurate calibration.
So far it has been shown that 1 ow
energy gamma rays are involved in some
heat production.
Another very important
source of heat production is due to the
filling of the vacancy left behind upon
electron capture.
This kind of vacancy
has not been treated before.
While the
details of the filling of this kind of
vacancy is a very interesting topic by
electronic
itself,
the
briefly,
transitions that may be involved yield
photons primarily in the UV region.
The
filling of this vacancy is exactly
equivalent to the phenomena with higher Z
elements, more specifically with 2)3,
where the filling of the vacancy yields
the
characteristic
involving
X-rays
isobaric nucleus.
In this case the
isobaric Nu is free to go as it pleases,
so the fi11ing of this vacancy may have
nothing to do with the properties of Nu
and more with the partial density of
states of p character of the atoms
surrounding the vacancy. This, of course,
assumes that the vacancy will remember its
original character.
DISCUSSION

(9)
to

an

(10),

While the proposed coalescence model
appears to be more suitable than the
conventional D•D fusion model, the most
important weakness of the proposed model
is that di-neutrons have never been
observed before. As already argued, just
because di-neutrons have not been observed
before under low pressure-high energy
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scattering experimental conditions does
not mean that di-neutrons could not be
created under low energy (cold) high
pressure conditions.
If the energy
calibration of the gamma ray spectrum is
correct, then the gamma ray signatures
assigned here represent a good validation
of the proposed model. Moreover, even if
6

the MIT group's argument ( ) about 2.5 MeV
really
being
2.8
MeV
is
correct,
everything presented here would sti 11 be
valid, since the 3.01 and 3.52 MeV lines
would be merely shifted by the same
amount.
The argument by the MIT group
that the lines reported by the UU group
must
be
instrumental
artifacts
is
fallacious because this group assumed that
these lines were due to conventional
neutrons arising from D•D. collision. All
the MIT group can claim is that the 'cold
fusion' model is invalid, and, of course,
this discussion offers further proof.
Here, the argument is presented that the
UU group's gamma lines are real and
represent a partial verification of the
di-neutron coalescence model.
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While the subject matter of low
energy events, heat buildup, and their
irreproducibility has not been dealt with
in detail, all of these phenomena may be
shown to be connected to di-neutron
formation where the EC step represents the
crucial initiating and dominant mechanism.
Since
the EC
process
is extremely
sensitive to the pressure buildup, which
may vary from grain to grain and from
surface to bulk of each grain, it is
suggested that if the mode1 presented is
valid,
then
the
understanding
and
monitoring
of
the
pressure
on
a
microscopic and macroscopic basis and as a
function of grain depth may be one of the
important ways for understanding most of
the frustrating aspects of the so-called
'cold fusion' phenomenon.
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SOME OBSERVATIONS RELATED TO THE PRESENCE OF
HYDROGEN AND DEUTERIUM IN PALLADIUM
D R Coupland, M L Doyle, J W Jenkins, J H F Notton, R J Potter and D T Thompson.
Johnson Matthey Technology Centre, Blounts Court, Sonning Common, Reading, RG4 9NH, England.

SUMMARY

SLIDE 8

Surface and bulk analytical work carried out on Pd rod
samples returned to JM by Fleischmann and Pons indicate
that a number of elements, including Pt and Li were
deposited on the surface during electrolysis in D 2 0.

XPS analysis using the Kratos XSAM 800 surface analyser
showed that the immediate surface of all the rods showed
a very high signal for carbon - probably from the
plastic bags used for transport.

One electrolysed rod exhibited recovery of part of the
wrought microstructure which would ordinarily require a
temperature of > ca. 200 ° C, and another rod showed
recrystallisation of a portion of its length and this
would normaJly require a temperature of > ca. 300 ° C.
These effects cannot be readily explained by known
processing history and could not be reproduced by filing
or sawing.

The surface was etched back, over an area greater than
the analysis area, using a beam of argon ions at 4keV
and the analysis repeated. It was proposed to repeat
this procedure with each specimen until signals
indicated that bulk metal had been reached.
Elements found were as follows:
Rod I -oxygen, nitrogen,
-- palladium.

Temperature programmed hydrogen absorption/
desorption profile measurements on a range of Pd
samples indicates wide differences in properties; for
example a rod electrolysed in LiOH absorbed hydrogen
more readily than a similar rod electrolysed in NaOH.
This technique would therefore seem to be of value in
characterising the Pd electrode.

sodium,

chlorine

and

Apart from Pd, these elements presumably
represent handling contamination, although the
levels of chlorine are too low compared to the
sodium found for normal handling residues.
Rod 2 -oxygen, sodium, silicon and platinum.

Electrochemical measurementsconductedinH2 Oshowthat
there are significant differences between the behaviour
of Pd in LiOH and in NaOH and KOH solutions.

Rod 3 -oxygen, silicon, iron, sodium, platinum, zinc
-- and copper.

1. ANALYSIS OF PALLADIUM RODS RETURNED
TO JMTC BY FLEISCHMANN AND PONS

The composition profiles for the surface layer showed
that sodium and silicon were removed fairly rapidly
during the etching [Jrocess; for Rod 2 after 100'.t>., and
for Rod 3 after 600� .

SLIDE 2
Three rods were returned. The dimensions are given on
this slide.

After removal of the Na and Si the other metallic
contaminants, Pt, Cu, Fe and Zn became detectable and
achieved maximum values which declined again as the bulk
metal was approached. Pt, Cu, Fe and Zn were present as
metals.

1 . l Surface Analysis
SLIDE 3

Spectral line overlaps interfered with the detection and
measurement of Li in the presence of Fe and the
measurement of O in the presence of bulk Pd.

There were two principal objectives here. Firstly, an
assessment of the surface texture of the rods; and
secondly, analysis of the surface to detect the presence
of gross contaminants or a layer of electro- deposited
material formed during use.

Instead of a sharp demarcation at the palladium surface
the impurities showed a gradual fall off. This is
interpreted as an effect of the roughness of the surface
with a surface film of variable thickness within the
analysis area.

SLIDES 4 - 7
SEM EDX analysis profile plots for Cu, Fe, Zn and Pt
percentages for various positions along the rod are
given on these four slides. Penetration depth is ca Iµ.
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SLIDE 9

SLIDE 12

Time of flight SIMS analysis has been carried out on two
palladium rod samples recovered from the experiments
carried out by Professors Fleischmann and Pons. The
samples examined were the as received 4mm Rod I and the
-2
2mm Rod 2, which was electrolysed at 64mA/cm . The
equipment used was a Cambridge Mass Spectrometry
TOF/SIMS. It was operated so that not more than 1
monolayer of metal was ablated in a twenty minute period
during spectrum collection so that isotope ratio
measurements were not confused by depth profiling
effects. The surface of the sample was ablated by a
gallium ion beam. This has the advantage that oxide
species are not present to complicate the mass spectrum
as is normally the case when an oxygen ion beam is used.
The values measured for the two rods are closely
similar. The values differ somewhat from values quoted
in the literature; no explanation is currently offered
for this in terms of instrumental parameters.

Spectrographic analysis for trace impurities is normally
made on pure metals produced by JM. The batch analysis
for the materials supplied to Fleischmann and Pons is
given here.
SLIDE 13
Samples for ICP were dissolved in aqua regia in closed
containers (to minimise loss of Ru). Rods l and 2 were
analysed in quadruplicate and Rod 3 in duplicate.
Li, and Pt show increases from Rod l to Rod 3.
B, Al, Cu, Au values are substantially constant, low
levels of Rh and Ru were found in all these analyses.
I . 3 Metallography
SLIDES 14-16

SLIDE 10

The end of Rod 2 furthest from the spot weld exhibited
microstructural variation from the norm, i.e. recovered
grain structure, consistent for instance with
temperatures of greater than 200 ° C having been generated
for a short period.
Rod 3 showed complete
recrystallisation over a distance of approximately 4mm
from the non-spot welded end, consistent with a
temperature of> 300 ° C having been generated. However,
we do not know the total history of the rods after they
passed out of our hands so we cannot independantly draw
definite conclusions.

No lithium was detected at the centre of either rod.
Lithium was detected at a very low level on Rod I after
the removal of 4 monolayers and only as the isotope of
mass 7. This was considered to be a trace contaminant.
After removal of 4 monolayers on Rod 2 a larger amount
of lithium was detected with both isotopes being found.
The measured values for isotope 6 seem to be
consistently different from the expected values. So far
as can be ascertained from an inspection of the mass
spectra there is no possibility of a significant
interference with isotope 7 so that the effect is
considered to be real. There was no opportunity to
measure the ratio on the lithuim used in the
electrolysis cell.

Vigorous filing and sawing of virgin and hydrogenated
rods did not produce this recrystallisation phenomenon.
2. TEMPERATURE PROGRAMMED HYDROGEN
ABSORPTION/ DESORPTION ON VARIOUS PD
SAMPLES
2.1 Temperature Programmed Absorption/Desorption
Technique

This work is regarded as preliminary in that better
information might be expected to be gained from a rod
electrolysed at a higher current density.
A
continuation of the profiling which was not attempted in
this case would show how deeply the lithium has
penetrated into the rod.

SLIDE 17
Hydrogen absorption and desorption is measured by
monitoring changes in the exit hydrogen concentration of
a 10% H2 in N 2 stream passing over the sample at a slow
rate (25ml/minute). The sample itself can be heated or
cooled at a linear rate. The method allows for the
measurement of very small amounts of hydrogen and the
temperature at which it is absorbed (or reacted) and
desorbed. Typically the temperature is cycled between
ambient and 400 ° C at 5 ° C per minute, one complete cycle
therefore lasting some three hours.

Before the analysis the rods were washed in water, hot
ark.lone and ultra-pure hexane to remove any lithium not
chemically bound to the surface.
SLIDE l 1
Conclusions from surface analyses.
1.2 Bulk Analysis
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of six different samples of various surface to volume
ratios.
From this figure it is seen that for the
palladium sponge and the palladium wire the results are
very much what we might have expected from information
on hydride formation shown in the previous figure, that
is a sharp decomposition around I00 ° C. As we pass to
the 2mm rod there is this marked shift in decomposition
temperature with no evidence of any significant gas
One might expect that the
evolution at 100 ° C.
difficulty that the gas would have in permeating to the
surface might explain this observation at least in part.
The results for the 4mm, 6.3mm and 8mm rods do not
however seem to fit this simple explanation so some
other factor(s) would seem to be involved.

For samples which have been electrolytically charged the
total hydrogen content, usually expressed as a H/Pd
atomic ratio, and the temperature at which the hydrogen
is desorbed can both be measured. The latter reflects
the combined effects of changes in hydride structure,
changes in the cleanliness and catalytic effectiveness
of the surface, and the effects of changes in surface to
volume ratio reflecting changes in physical dimensions.
Changes in the results between successive cycles can
reflect changes in the surface, i.e. reactivation, which
can occur during the high temperature part of the
desorption cycle.
Our rationale for making such measurements lies in our
belief that the differences which seem to occur among
different palladium samples should be related to their
ability to trap hydrogen or deuterium under
non-equilibrium
conditions,
particularly
under
conditions of incipient temperature increases.
2.2 Measurement of Palladium
Decomposition/Formation

You can imagine how very much we would like to find out
what these are when I point out that the 2 and 4mm rods
are from the original experiments in which excess heat
was observed and that the 8mm rod sample was tested at
the same time and apparently failed to generate excess
heat. In other words there would seem to be a possible
connection between the hydride stability as determined
in this way and the heat generation under electrolytic
conditions, in line with our original rationale.

Hydride/Deuteride

SLIDE 18

SLIDE 21

What then would one normally expect from such
temperature programmed desorption and absorption
measurements? SLIDE 18 shows typical literature data
for the decomposition and formation of palladium
deuteride and hydride at one atmosphere pressure as the
temperature is changed. At the risk of belabouring the
point, as the temperature of a loaded sample is
increased, one might expect a rather sharp evolution of
hydrogen or deuterium at a relatively low temperature,
say below 100 ° C, as the IS- hydride decomposes followed
by a small loss as the temperature increases and the ex
hydride decomposes. Cooling the sample should incur a
hysteresis effect, absorption taking place at a lower
temperature than the corresponding desorption. These
temperatures should be lower for a deuterided sample
than for one which has been hydrided. SLIDE 19 gives
the Pd-H phase diagram.

One can get some indication of the effect of surface
poisoning by repeating the absorption/desorption cycles
as shown in SLIDE 21 for the same 4mm rod which we have
just seen.
Of course when re-hydriding in the
absorption apparatus with the 10% H2 for a relatively
short time the hydrogen uptakes are much less. as shown.
What is most striking is that a significant desorption
spike is now seen at I00 ° C and that this increases
substantially for the third cycle. The total amount
desorbed also increases along with this increase in low
temperature desorption but in both cases a second
desorption peak at around 200 ° C is seen which seems to
agree with the peak observed after electrolytic
charging. This second peak seems to remain about the
same size. It would seem to be significant that a
sample of the same rod when processed in the hydrogen
absorption apparatus and never exposed to an electrolyte
or polarising current showed only a trace of a low
temperature desorption spike, most of the desorption
occurring in a broad peak centred on 225 ° C.

SLIDE 20
Since the samples available were very different in
geometry and surface condition, the magnitude of the
peaks cannot be compared, but this technique does give
an
indication
of
the
adsorption/desorption
characteristics of the samples.

2.3 Comparison Between Re-hydriding Characteristics of
Pd Electrolysed in O. lM LiOH and O. IM NaOH

In fact the hydride decomposition of these massive
electrode samples can be very difficult and in some
cases the temperature rises close to the critical
temperature (ca. 300 ° C) before decomposition occurs.
SLIDE 20 shows the qualitative results for decomposition

SLIDE 22
One other interesting observation, another part of the
mystery and possibly part of the solution is shown in
SLIDE 22. This concerns part re-hydriding in the
hydrogen absorption apparatus of two similar 6.3mm bar
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samples hydrided electrolyticaJly in 0.1 M LiOH and 0.1 M
NaOH electrolytes respectively. The initial desorption
results, one of which is shown in the previous slide,
were identical as a broad peak with a maximum at 200 ° C.
Upon cooling the samples in hydrogen the results shown
in SLIDE 22 were obtained. These show similar hydrogen
re-absorptions at elevated temperatures but a marked
difference at the lower temperature at which the sample
treated in LiOH absorbed hydrogen readily but that
treated in NaOH did not; in fact, the pattern of the
NaOH case was similar to that of an untreated rod. The
low temperature absorption was matched by a
corresponding low temperature desorption peak on the
next desorption cycle.

SLIDE 25
The "steady-state" voltammetry shows that Pd
electrochemistry is sensitive to the nature of the
alkali-metal cation present.
The comparatively
diminished reoxidation wave in the LiOH system is
consistent with the galvanostatic discharge behaviour,
i.e. some form of inhibition for the hydride dissolution
reaction is present. However the possibility that a
surface Pd-Li alloy is involved cannot be ruled out.
SLIDE 26
Pd electrochemistry is sensitive to the nature of the
alkali-metal cation, Li shows comparatively anomalous
behaviour.

Clearly the temperature programmed absorption
measurements are showing large sample differences.
Interpreting how these differences arise and in what way
they can be manipulated to advantage is still very much
an open question.

SLIDE 27

SLIDE 23
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3. ELECTROCHEMICAL MEASUREMENTS IN H2 0
3.1 Galvanostatic Charging of Pd electrodes
SLIDE 24
In order to establish whether there are major
differences between 'Pd hydride' formed by electrolysis
in LiOH and other alkali metal hydroxides, a series of
galvanostatic charge/discharge experiments have been
carried out on Pd foil and rod electrodes in LiOH, NaOH
and KOH solutions. The charging process is highly
sens1t1ve to surface conditions in all of the
electrolytes examined. In one experiment (LiOH, 60 ° C),
which as yet we have been unable to reproduce, the
overpotential during charging reached a maximum and then
steadily declined and the electrode subsequently acted
as an efficient hydrogen evolver.
The result obtained with LiOH electrolyte at 60 ° C could
possibly be explained by the surface of the Pd electrode
becoming progressively covered with Pt from the anode.
The galvanostatic charging experiments carried out to
date give (with one exception) similar results in the
However there is some
three electrolytes tested.
tentative evidence to suggest that galvanostatic
discharge is somewhat inhibited in the case of LiOH.
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SEM EDX ANALYSIS OF PALLADIUM RODS

FLEISCHMANN AND PONS RODS ANALYSED AT JMTC
ROD I

Analysis for Iron

4 MM DIAMETER, 10CM LONG
AS RECEIVED CONDITION.

ROD 2
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2 MM DIAMETER, 9CM LONG

...
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SEM EDX ANALYSIS OF PALLADIUM RODS
Analysis for Zinc

SURFACE ANALYSIS - SEM
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ltJS!RUMENT USED - CAMBRIDGE MASS SPECTROMElRY TOF/SIMS

LITERATURE VALUES

RE PU CATE MEASUREMEN l S
40

48

4 7

75

96 0

95 3

95 3

92 5

·.1 1111

..
Distance ,rong rori, c"'
SI.I IJf 7

SURFACE ANALYSIS - XPES

SURFACE ANALYSIS - CONCLUSIONS

IN.';Tn!JMFNT 11.Sfn - Kiatos XSIIM 800 surface analyser using Mg K alpha radiation at
!�kV ancJ IOmll. The area analysed was 1.5mm square.

1. Pt DETECTED ON ELECTROLYSED RODS BY ALL TECHNIQUES USED.

AOO I - Oxygf'n. nilrogen, chlatine. palladium
(Etching - - > IOOA depth).

2 0, Si. Fe, Na, Zn, Cu, LI, Cl ALSO DETECTED.

ROD 2 - Oxyg�n. sodium. silicon. platinum
(Etching -- > 300A depth).

3. Pt, Cu, Fe AND Zn PRESENT AS METALS.

ROD J - O-.:yqr?n. silicon, iron. sodium. plalinum, zinc. copper

�1.IIJF. 11

(Etclung - - > 1800A depth).

SURFACE ANALYSIS

-

TOF SIMS

BULK ANALYSIS - SPECTROGRAPHIC

INStAUMENT USED.- CAMBRIDGE MASS SPECTROMElAY TOF/SIMS
PALU\DIUM ISOTOPE RATIOS(�•>
ISOTOPE
102

VIRGIN ROD
Not
t.28

USED ROD
No2
t.31

Element

LITERATURE
VALUES
092

10•

11 58

11 50

10 43

105

2296

23 77

22.33

106

28 00

28 39

27 23

108

25 25

23 90

26 70

110

10 91

11.10

12 36

Al
B
Ca
Cr

Cu
Fe

Ni
Ag

:--1.111,: ..,

Pt

Au

Ingot 1

p pm
5
20
30
2
10
10

Ingot 2
pp m
10
20
30
3
10

10

t

10
30

10
30

Mg and SI were detected at levels below 1 ppm.

SLIDE 12
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BULK ANALYSIS - /CP MASS SPECTROMETRY
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REHYDRID/NG OF 6.3mm Pd BAR
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TEMPERATURE PROGRAMMED/ABSORP/ON/DESORPTION
- CONCLUSIONS

MEASUREMENTS IN H20 - CONCLUSIONS

I

HYDROGEr.1 E'IOLUTIDtliDISSOLUTION IS SUBJECT TO SURFACE CONDITIONS
ON Pu

1

Pu SPOtJGE MID PJ WIRE BEHAVE AS EXPECTED

2

Pd RODS GIVE RANGE Of RESULTS PROBABLY DEPENDANl 10 SOME EXlENT
ON SURFACE CONDlllOII OF Pd

2

SIMPLE EXPEnlMENTS IN UGH I WATER INDICATE THAT l t If RE ARE SIGNIFICANT
DIFFERENCES

IN

HIE

ELECTROCHEMISTRY OF

PALLADIUM

IN

LITHIUM

HYDROXIDE COMPARED TO SODIUM ANO POTASSIUM HYDROXIDE SOLUTIONS.
J

ROD ELECTROLYSED 1N L.OH ABSORBED liYDROGEN MORE READILY lliAN
Sl�IIL.AR ROD ELECTROI.YSEO IN llaOII.
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THREE DIMENSIONAL COMPUTER SIMULATION OF AN ISOPERIBOLIC
CALORIMETER FOR COLD FUSION EXPERIMENTS
J. Chao, EPRI, W. Layman, EPRI, C.M. Kang, AET
T. Gur, M. Schreiber, R. Huggins, G. Lucier, J. Ferrante
Stanford University
ABSTRACT

The three dimensional heat conduction
computer code HEATINGS was used to
.
simulate the isoperibolic calorimeter being
used for cold fusion experiments at Stanford
University. The simulation results confirm
the measured temperature distribution in
the calorimeter. Computer analysis also
that
temperature
d e m on s t ra t e s
measurements f o r t his particular
calorimeter are independent of the heat
source position in the calorimeter. A
numerical procedure was developed to
derive the transient behavior of the heat
generation in the cold fusion cell from t�e
transient temperature measurements. This
procedure was exercised using a measured
temperature pulse. The transient behavior
of the power pulse was in the form of
square-wave and its magnitude was slightly
higher than the on-line calculation based on
a steady-state approach.
INTRODUCTION

This paper describes the numerical
simulation of heat generation and heat
conduction in an isoperibolic calorimeter
used for cold fusion experiments at Stanford
University. An analytical procedure is
developed for predicting the excess heat
the
temperature
source
f r om
measurements. The objective of this work
is to confirm the steady state and transient
measurements by detailed computer

simulation and thus to elucidate the
observed phenomena.
ISOPERIBOLIC CALORIMETER

The isoperib�lic calorimeter used in the
experiment consists of two concentric
aluminum cylinders, and an electrolysis cell
which is housed in the inner cylinder. The
gap between the two cylinder walls i� filled
with the aluminum oxide (Al203). Figure 1
illustrates the arrangement of materials and
dimensions in the calorimeter.
The design principles of the isoperibolic
calorimeter are:
- The temperature distribution is nearly
uniform within the aluminum blocks,
- The aluminum oxide is a good insulator
and a thick aluminum oxide insulation in
the axial direction causes the heat to flow
radially,
- The measurement of excess heat
generation is based on the temper�ture
difference between the two aluminum
blocks,
- The measurement is independent of the
location of the heat source.
Further details of the isoperibolic
calorimeter are discussed in a separate paper
presented in this conference. l 1 , 21
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NUMERICAL SIMULATION
The simulation of heat trans fer was
performed by using the HEATINGS
computer code. HEATINGS is a steady-state
and/ or transient heat conduction code in
three dimensions including the Cartesian,
cylindrical, and spherical coordinates. The
thermal conductivity, density, and specific
heat may be both spatially and temperature
dependent. Heat generation rates may be
dependent on time, temperature, and
position. The boundary conditions may be
specified for surface-to-boundary or surface
to-surface, and can be temperatures or any
combination of prescribed heat flux, forced
convection, natural convection, and
radiation.
The boundary condition
parameters may be time and/ or temperature
dependent.
HEATINGS uses the finite difference
scheme to discretize the heat balance
equation in space time domains. The steady
state problem may be solved by a direct
matrix inversion method for one or two
dimensional problems, or the point
successive over-relaxation iterative method
with a modified Aitken extrapolation
process. The transient problem may be
solved using the Crank-Nicholson method,
the backwards Euler method, or an explicit
method which is stable for a time step of any
size (Levy's modified explicit method).
In order to estimate the heat source from the
measurement, a separate numerical
technique has been developed.
We
approximate the heat source in terms of
discrete unit step functions in time,
Ui(t), i=l,... ,N:
S(t) =
where

N

I.
i

aiu· (t)
1

ai = amplitude

otherwise
Let fi (t) denote a response function
representing the temperature difference
between two aluminum blocks due to the
unit heat source ui (t). For example, ri (t)
can be determined by running HEATINGS
for the given heat source Ui (t).
If T(t) is the measured temperature
difference due to the heat source S(t), then
the heat source can be approximated by
requiring that the integral of squared errors
and
the
measuremen t
betw e e n
approximation is minimal with respect to
variations of ai, that is

at

N
.
1

2 dt = 0
- T(t) - I, a·r·
i i (t)
cla·

J

These equations lead to a system of linear
equations for aj's, which can be solved to
determine the unknown heat source.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The isoperibolic calorimeter was modeled in
two or three dimensions using HEATINGS
for the purpose of the model calibration and
heat source analyses of the measurements.
The temperature distribution within the
two aluminum blocks at a steady state was
computed by using HEATINGS and is
shown in Figure 2. This result indicates that
the temperature is quite uniform within the
aluminum blocks.
Figure 3 compares temperature differences
in aluminum blocks computed by using a
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fixed temperature condition and a forced
convection .boundary condition on the
surface of the colorimeter. In this analysis
the transient was initiated by a stepwise
increase of heat generation rate from S watts
to 6 watts at time zero. It is shown in this
figure that the temperature difference
between two aluminum blocks is relatively
insensitive to the type of boundary
condition used.
Figure 4 compares the measured
temperature difference against the
simulation of the measurement using
HEATINGS. Measured heat sources were
used in modeling this calibration
experiment. The agreement between the
measurement and simulation is shown to
be quite good confirming the adequacy of the
HEATINGS and modeling input parameters.
Next the transient data obtained from the
isoperibolic calorimeter was analyzed to
CONCLUSION
The three dimensional heat conduction
computer code HEATINGS was used to
simulate the isoperibolic calorimeter being
used for cold fusion experiments at Stanford
University. The simulation results confirm
the accuracy of the temperature
measurements in the calorimeter. The
Computer analysis also demonstrates that
temperature measurements for this
particular calorimeter are independent of
heat source position in the calorimeter. The
working principles of this type of
calorimeter are verified by the computer
simulation.

determine the heat source using the source
discretization method discussed above.
Figure S shows the heat generation obtained
by an on-line calculation neglecting the time
delay effect of heat conduction from the
source to the instruments. The total heat
generation (areas under the curves) are
conserved in both curves. However, the
time of heat generation and the magnitude
of peak are different in the two cases due to
the time lag and heat dissipation during the
heat conduction through materials.
Finally, Figure 6 compares the temperature
difference between measurement and
HEATINGS. In HEATINGS calculation, the
predicted heat generation rate shown in
Figure 5 was used as the heat source. A good
agreement between the measurement and
simulation is observed, which confirms the
accuracy of the procedure for estimating heat
source from the measurement.
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METALLURGICAL ASPECTS IN COLD FUSION EXPERIMENTS
SIVARAMAN GURUSWAMY and MILTON E. WADSWORTH
National Cold Fusion Institute, University of Utah

duration
heat
bursts
[l-11],
tritium at levels as high as 10 6
times the background [2,6,7,12,13],
neutron bursts at levels of 10- 8
times tritium level [6,7,12] and 3
MeV
proton
emissions
[14]
in
electrolytic cells.
These provide
signals that nuclear processes may
be occuring in these deuterated
metals as suggested by Pons and
Fleischmann. However there has been
no consistent pattern in observations and the reproducibilty of
experiments have been very poor.
These may be attributed to the large
number of metallurgical and electrochemical variables involved in these
experiment as listed in Table 1.

ABSTRACT

Deuterium loading of palladium
cathodes in Pons-Fleischmann type
electrolytic cells has been observed
to result in generation of excess
heat on several occasions. Metallurgical examination of some of the
electrodes showed extensive damage
associated with deuterium loading.
Surfaces
have been found to be
covered with large number of impurities.
Initiation and sustaining
these heat bursts, monitoring of
nuclear products
and materials
aspects of these electrolytic cells
have been the focus of our current
efforts. As D/Pd loading appear to
be critical,
the measurement
of
deuterium loading using dilatometry
as a function of current density,
surf ace and heat treatment of the
cathode and poisoning are currently
being investigated.
·

Excited by the prospects of
cold fusion
and the key role
metallurgists may play in this
technolgy, an experimental program
was
initiated
to
determine
metallurgical changes, structural
integrity of the electrodes and
possible
alternate
metals
and
alloys.
After several weeks of
charging 4 mm diameter Pd cathodes
with deuterium by electrolysis in
0 .1
M LiOD
solution
at
high
overvoltages, modest to large heat
releases
were
observed.
The
deuterated electrodes have been
examined
for
changes
in
metallurgical structure and surface
chemistry.
The extent of loading
under
typical
electrolysis
conditions has been determined using
dilatometry
and
gravimetric
techniques.
Metallurgical factors
influencing D/Pd loading, problems
involved in measuring D/Pd ratio by
various techniques are discussed.
current
efforts
are
aimed
at
monitoring in-situ changes in the Pd
electrode
characteristics,

INTRODUCTION

High hydrogen gas fugacities or
gas pressures at the cathode surfaces during aquous electrolysis is not
new to electrochemists or metallurgists, but the idea of Pons and
Fleischmann [1] that such electrochemically imposed pressures can be
utilised to create conditions for
fusion in the metal lattice was
revolutionary.
This
appealing
concept and the apparent simplicity
of the experiment, resulted in the
feverish international activity to
replicate and as well as to provide
explanations for their observations.
Despite many negative claims, a
significant number of laboratories
report excess heat either at low
continuous level or large short
314

of the gas bubbles using a Laser.
Lithium concentration, electrolyte
conductivity and pH are monitored
periodically. Li concentration is
The
measured using DCP analysis.
cathode
tested
metals
were
palladium, titanium and zirconium.
However most of the attention was
focussed on palladium. Platinum and
nickel wire, gauze and sheets have
been
used
as
anodes.
The
tested
experimental
variables
included the form of the platinum
anode, anode to cathode surface
area, anode to cathode distance,
separation of deuterium and oxygen
using a Nafion membrane that allows
deuterium ion to pass through but
not
the
anion,
preloading of
deuterium
high
under
pressure
deuterium gas, and variation in the
heat and surface treatment of the
palladium cathode.

electrochemical
conditions,
preparation o f Pd electrodes with
controlled impurities and additives
to enable a better understanding of
processes occuring in these cells.
CELL CONFIGURATION AND OPERATION

Different designs of large
cells used in our study are shown
in figures 1 a, b & c. Large 4mm
diameter x 10 cm long Pd rod
cathodes and Pt windings or mesh
or sheet supported by a glass rod
cage anodes are used in these cells.
Continuous heavy water addition to
the cell is done using syringe
pumps.
The first cell design
(Figure la) had one thermocouple to
measure the cell temperature.
To
have redundancy in temperature
three temperature
measurement,
sensors, one at the top, one at the
middle and one at the bottom section
of the cells, were used in the
latter designs. Internal/ external
recombination
of deuterium and
oxygen
from the electrolysis was
done in most of our cells.
The
cells were operated mostly in a
constant current mode.
The cell
operation is automated both in_ D2o
and
recording.
addition
data
Temperature, voltage, current and
other signals are sampled every 10
seconds and recorded every 1 minute.
When
sudden
changes
in
cell
operating conditions were sensed,
recording then occurs every 10
seconds.
The temperatures inside
the cell and the temperature of the
bath in conjunction with calibration
curves are used to measure the power
output level. Bath temperature is
Thermal
maintained within 0.01°c.
calibration is done by performing
electrolysis at different power
levels as well as by using an
internal heater.
Laser Doppler
measurement of bubble velocities in
the
cell
(Figure
ld)
showed
excellent stirring by the evolved
gas bubbles resulting in very
uniform temperature distribution,
within 1 °c over most regions of the
cell.
Flow patterns in the cell
were studied by measuring velocities

TEl\IPERATURE EXCURSIONS
SHOWING EXCESS POWER GENERATION

During the first week of May,
1989, frequent explosive popping of
the cells (Figure 2a) were observed,
some with minimal damage and some
with
the
destruction
of
the
assembly. The temperature excursions
were associated with some of these
which
initially
events
were
dismissed as being due to deuterium
and oxygen recombination. Again in
the third week of May, a large
temperature excursion of about 12°c
was observed, the cell temperature
rise lasting about 90 minutes
(Figure 2a). The temperature-time
profiles showed a similar pattern to
an earlier temperature excursion
(Figure 2b). This particular cell
was operating at constant current
mode at current setting of 0.95
amperes during the heat excursion
shown in Figure 2a. The voltage was
recorded continuously while the
current was manually recorded. The
was
t e m p e r a t u re
excursion
interrupted by the make up D2O
addition. During the burst shown in
Figure 2b, the cell was being
operated in a constant voltage mode
and the voltage and current readings
315

were manually recorded.
Explosive
popping of the cell interrupted the
large heat burst and dislodged the
electrodes. The cell was put back
together immediately and the cell
temperature remained at a level well
above the normal values correspond
ing to the gross power input to the
cell (about 9. 6 Watts).
Thermal
calibration curves showed that
excess heat generated during these
two events were about 240,000 Joules
during the 91 minute burst and
around 1 MJ during the 4 o minute
burst followed by a 30 hour excess
heat generation at a lower level.
During the bursts the power outputs
were as high as 6-7 times the input
power which was less than 10 Watts.
This level of energy output could
not be explained by burning of all
the deuterium stored in the Pd
cathode, the heat of solution of
deuterium in palladium, or the heat
of formation of PdDx.
We also
checked the possibility of storing
energy in the solution in the form
of peroxide. Analysis of electrol
yte samples from all the operating
cells showed peroxide concentration
was less than 10· 4 moles/cm3 as
expected from the instability of
high
peroxide
cathodic
under
overvoltage conditions. The tritium
level in the electrolyte after
degassing of the electrode that
showed the 90 minute heat burst and
the starting solutions were checked
by 3 different laboratories.
The
level of tritium was found to have
increased by a factor of 3-4 which
is more than can be accounted for by
separation during electrolysis. The
electrode (JM 2) involved in the
above two large heat bursts was the
same and had been obtained from
Johnson Mathey and had a purity of
99. 95%. The heat treatment involved
annealing at at 600 °C in ultra high
purity argon atmosphere. Figures 2c
and 2d show two consecutive bursts
in a same cell using a high purity
Pd
rod,
(Electrode
#5),
from
Metalor, USA. In all the above heat
excursions cell design shown in
figure la had been used. Single
thermocouple was used to monitor the
cell temperatures.
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Figure 2e shows operating cell
data for Cell 9 (Figure lb). Each
point corresponds to an average
temeprature and power input data for
a period during which the cell was
operated at a given current level.
During a period when the .cell was
operated at a current level of 2.0
Amperes, the temperature of the cell
was about 1. a 0c (about 7. 6 excess
Watts) above the expected value
suggesting excess power production
during this period.
No excess
tritium was seen in this cell. On
11 different occasions, we have seen
events which seem to have genearted
excess heat.
our earlier cells were designed
to use large cathodes to provide
enough material for subsequent
metallurgical characterisation and
therefore limited to detect only
large excess heats. But these cells
had rapid thermal response times of
about 90 seconds. Our recent cell
design with an external acrylic
jacket (Figure le) has a cell
constant of about O. 5 W/°C and a
nearly linear response.
Excess
power of the order of 200 -300 mW
can be detected in these new cells.
The relaxation time is less than 10
minutes and the size of the
electrode / maximum power input to
the cells is lower.
METALLURGICAL EXAMINATION OF
ELECTRODES THAT SHOWED HEAT BURSTS

BULK ANALYSIS
A single palladium electrode
has shown heat bursts illustrated in
Figures 2a and 2b. This electrode
was degassed and the electrolyte was
sent for tritium analysis.
The
electrode was cleaned with distilled
dried.
Resistance
water
and
measurement by four probe technique
showed a two fold increase in
resistivity. The electrode was then
examined by positron annihilation
technique.
The Doppler line broadening of
the electron-positron annihilation

deformation
larger
and
much
dislocation density compared to the
annealed starting material as can be
seen from Figures 4 a & b.
The
damage observed may be due to large
strain associated with � hydride
phase
the
formation
and/or
deformation resulting from high
pressure hydrogen bubbles. In the
future it will be very important to
make a comparison of the internal
damage for identical rods, one of
which has experienced excess heat
generation.

peak at 512 Kev showed a 6% change
in the Peak/Width ratio which is
rather large indicative of a large
increase in defect density.
The
surface hardness along the length
was first measured using a Vickers
Soft and
indenter at 1 kg load.
hard spots at adjacent locations
were observed. This is likely to be
due to subsurface cracks and to
hardness measurements on a curved
Smaller lengths of the
surface.
electrode were cut from the lower
half of the electrode and hardness
measurements were made on the cut
section.
The hardness values
obtained were very uniform showing
values of 102 +5 VHN. The hardness
value for this material before the
cell exposure was 69 VHN.

Figure 4c shows a TEM micro
graph of electrode 5 after about 11
months of electrolysis.
Specimen
preparation of this sample was
particularly difficult and image is
less clear due to extensive strain,
high dislocation density and micro
cracks.

While the above electrode JM2
did not show visual cracking,
another electrode from the same
batch showed after more than 11
months of operation showed a high
density
of visual cracks on the
A 99.995 purity Pd rod
surface.
from a different source deuterated
for
nearly
11
months
showed
extensive visual damage as shown in
Figure 3.
The surface contains a
high
density
of
fine
cracks.
Hardness measurements on the cross
section show wide variation from 110
VHN to 180 VHN due to extensive
microcracking in the sample. The
optical microscopy image of the
shows
section
extensive
cross
and
surface
cracking
relief
associated with sursurface cracks.
Extensive cracking was also observed
in electrode 17 which is a o.5 mm
wire subjected to current densities
from 1000 - 3000 rnA/ cm2 over a
period of about 3 months.

X-RAY DIFFRACTION

An X-ray diffraction pattern
showed that the major phase was �
hydride. Only minor amounts of a
phase were observed. The D/Pd
ratio in the sample was estimated
to be around 0.7.
SURFACE ANALYSIS

Surface chemical analysis was
done using diffrent techniques. A
quick examination of the near
surface region was performed using
the state of the art CAMECA 50 SX
electron microprobe.
This showed
only palladium with trace amounts of
Possible rhodium
Rh and Br.
contamination from the platinum
anode is possible. Sampling volume
in this technique is 1 µm3 and light
elements below carbon and trace
elements may not be detected by this
technique.
XPS, Auger electron
spectroscopy and SIMS analysis were
performed at the Battelle Nothwest
laboratories. Perkin-Elmer Physical
Electronics 550 multiprobe surface
analysis system was used.
AES
analysis was done using 5 kV
electron beam.
XPS data was
generated using Mg Ka X-rays. The
SIMS analysis was performed using a

TRANSMISSION ELECTRON MICROSCOPY

Thin slices cut from electrode
JM2 were mechanically polished and
then electro-chemically thinned for
the
observation
internal
of
structure. The diffraction pattern
confirmed the presence of� hydride
phase which is a metastable phase.
The
electrode
after
the
cell
showed
extensive
operation,
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5 KV Ar ion beam to detect trace
quantitative
impurities.
. The
estimates of different elements
present in the first few nanometers
of the surface region using XPS and
Auger analysis are shown in Tables 2
and 3. Both XPS and AES data shows
that the surface is highly contamin
ated with o and C contaminants that
come from handling.
Other minor
contaminants are expected, except
probably Co, from the electrolyte,
anode, quartz glass vessel or from
handling. SIMS profile over a depth
of about 600 nm is shown in Figure 5
(sputtering rate of about 6 nm/mt)
and
Li
signal
amplitudes
at
different depths ratioed to Pd
signal are summarised in Table 4.
High surface enrichment of Li and a
surprisingly very small amount of
Pd.
Surface is covered with
elements such as Al27, Na23 , Li 7, ca40 ,
Fe56 1 Li6, c 12, Pd106 and Cd113 •
Of
these Cd is an impurity that was
unexpected.

SCANNING ELECTRON MICROSCOPY

Scanning electron microscopy
on the electrode JM2 showed half the
surface covered with pits. Whether
it was present prior to testing is
not known. Pits were covered with a
thin oxide layer. Evidence of s and
Ca on the surface were found. Grain
boundaries were deeply etched but no
apparent
difference
composition
across the boundary was observed.
Electrode 5 as mentioned earlier,
showed extensive micro and macro
cracks.
DIFFERENTIAL SCANNING CALORIMETRY
OF DEUTERATED CATHODES
DSC was done on small pieces of
electrode 5 and electrode 17 in an
argon atmosphere at a scannning rate
of 10 °/minute. Figures 6 show the
DSC data for electrode 5. The
initial endothermic peak corresponds
to D desorption.
The amount of D
desorbed is small indicating that in
this extensively cracked electrode
the bulk of the deuterium had
already desorbed prior to the DSC
run. The exothermic peaks around
350 °c from points 2-4 correspond to
recovery
recrystallization
and
processes.

EPMA on the electrode 5 surface
and cross section showed no extens
ive contamination and predominantly
Pd.
The near surface composition
examination by SIMS and Auger is
on
currently
underway.
EPMA
electrode 17, a 0.5 mm wire, run at
extremely high current densities of
greater than 3000 mA/cm2 shows
extensive Pt transfer from anode to
cathode.
Pt concentration on the
surface observed range from 30-40%
with the remainder being predomi
nantly Pd.

DETERMINATION OF D/Pd RATIO
Monitoring the D/Pd ratio may
be done by measuring the resistivity
change, dilation, shift in rest
All
potential,or
gravimetry.
methods have certain drawbacks,
making estimation of D/Pd ratio
difficult.
Most of these measure
ments are most likely to over
estimate the measured D/Pd ratio
when there is cracking or deformat
ion and any data presented must be
used with caution. While gravimetry
is direct, insitu measurement is
difficult due to bubble evolution,
and density change due to internal
cracks.
Defects introduced during
charging can influence resistivity
Cracks or fissures and
values.
plastic deformation can influence
In-situ dilato
D/Pd estimation.
metry was adopted in this work for

BULK ISOTOPIC ANALYSIS

SIMS analysis of the palladium
cathode JM2 and a reference pure
palladium sample were analysed using
a primary beam of 10.5 keV ot and
positive
small
spectrometry.
deviations of isotopic abundance
compared to pure Pd reference is
not
noted
but
considered
significant.
ROOM TEMPERATURE MASS SPECTROMETRY

H, H2 , HD and D2 were found but
no evidence of He4 was found.
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the D/Pd ratio estimation because
of the relative ease of the
technique.
Use of intermittent
diameter measurements and gravimetry
to correlate dilation to D/Pd ratio
allows reasonable prediction of
D/Pd ratio. Errors due to internal
and external cracks and bending of
the rods can introduce errors.
However, this technique allows one
to evaluate effects of different
variables such as poisons, current
and
density, surface treatments
microstructure on the D uptake of
the electrode with realtive ease.
Figure 7 shows the length change as
a function of charging time of
99. 995 Pd cathode with no surface
treatments at a current density of
100 mA/cm2 in a 0.1 molar LiOD. In
about 4-5 days, a plateau in the
loading versus time curve was
reached.
Weight and diametral
measurements of the electrode were
the
done
immediately
after
electrolysis was stopped and were
used in conjunction with the axial
dilation value to determine the D/Pd
laoding. Loading beyond a D/Pd ratio
of 0.93 has been observed using 100
mA/cm2 current density in LiOD.
Higher loadings may be possible with
increase in current density, lower
temperatures, change electrolyte pH
or with the addition of poisons.
Figure 7 shows change in dilation in
an annealed Pd rod initialll at a
current density of 100 rnA/cm , then
increased to 200 rnA/cm2, then with
the addition of arsenic poison in
the form of arsenate to the
electrolyte, the power switch off
and finally anodic discharge. The
original length is not regained
after the entire cycle. Change due
to increase in current density is
small and includes the small length
change due to change in cell
temperature. Addition of the poison
did not have much effect. Turning
the power off results in a rapid
length change in the first two
hours. In another experiment, even
after several weeks, we find no
change in length until the anodic
discharge is done, indicating the
metastable nature of the deuteride.
These studies are continuing at the
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present time.
The hydrogen
pressures vary
exponentially
overvoltage
with
(deviation from the equilibrium
voltage at which the forward and
reverse rates for this reaction are
equal) and astronomical pressures
can exist at the cathode/electrolyte
interface.
Such high surface
and favorable surface
pressures
conditions can increase the uptake
of D or H in the metal. D atoms
absorbed into the metal occupy
octahedral sites, first forming the
random solid solution and at higher
pressures forming an ordered P
phase.
The P phase can reach
stoichiometry at high pressures such
as that obtained during electrolysis
at high overvoltages. In this PdDx
interstitial
alloy,
metallic
deuterium has a metallic behavior.
This hydride phase has metallic
character and D in PdD is considered
an deuteron. No clear picture of the
behavior of the stoichiometry phase
exists at this time. The hydrogen
/deuterium loading level in Pons
Fleischmann type cells is much
than
that
larger
normally
electroplating,
encountered
in
hydrogen storage or conventional
metals processing situations. Even
in those conventional levels of Hor
D in metals, understanding of the
behavior of Hor D is still far from
complete.
NUCLEAR RADIATON MONITORING

monitoring
nuclear
The
capabilities of the Physics group at
NCFI include (a) A 4 11 x 8" diameter
crystal
iodide
sodium
with
associated electronics giving the
capability of sensitive measurements
of all gamma rays with energies in
the range 0.5 MeV to 25 MeV, (b) A
HP Ge detector with associated power
supplies, amplifiers and
multi
giving
analyzer,
the
channel
capability of giving high resolution
measurement of gamma rays in the
range from 5 keV to 10 MeV. This
system complements the sodium iodide
detector, having a lower efficiency

and a higher resolution, (c) A
Si(Li) detector with the capability
of measuring x-rays with energies
between 1 keV and 60 keV and (d) A
neutron spectrometer with large-area
cosmic-ray veto counters to make
low-level neutron study possible.
Beckman scintillation unit capable
of automatic measurement of several
hundred samples per day is used for
routine tritium monitoring of the
cells.

operating
in
variations
rapid
conditions such as current density
required to initiate the heat
bursts.
This large number of variables
require statistically large numbers
of experiments to isolate the
conditions under which fusion
at
room temperature
may occur. The
fact that a significant but a small
number of well established research
groups have been able to reproduce
some
aspects
of
this
effect,
requires that research in cold
fusion
continue
on
a
larger
accelerated scale. Currently work
is in progress to sxstematically
examine some of the key metallurgi
cal and electrochemical variables.

REPRODUCIBITY AND FUTURE OF
COLD FUSION RESEARCH

Table 1 lists the different
. /variables that we currently feel are
involved in
these experiments.
the
electrode
Questions
about
material, probable involvement of a
third
element
in
the
nuclear
process,
contaminants from the
electrolyte or cell wall that may be
influence the surface reaction are
currently being asked and are being
examined.
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Palladium rods during routine
casting and drawing are likely to
pick up carbon from the molds of the
extrusion die. Also trace amounts
of O, N, and H are likely to be
picked up during fabrication and
handling.
The levels of these
interstitial impurities is likely to
be different in electrodes used by
different investigators. All these
interstitials will compete for the
octahedral sites and will reduce the
maximum Pd/D ratio.
Also these
elements may likely block potential
defect sites that may be involved as
they normally segregate to these
defect
sites.
Unique
atomic
configurations are possible at
special grain boundaries which may
likely assist the D-D fusion in the
palladium lattice.
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Table 1. Some of the known variables involved in electrolytic cold fusion
experiments.
1.

EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS
CURRENT DENSITY
TEMPERATURE
ELECTROLYTE COMPOSITION.
POISONS IN ELECTROLYTE
NEED FOR INITIATION (ELECTRICAL, MAGNETIC,
THERMAL or ULTRASONIC SHOCK)
H, CO2 PICK UP
CELL DESIGN

2.

ELECTRODE PURITY
SUBSTITUTIONAL IMPURITIES
PRIMARY Pd (Cu, Ni, Fe, Zr, Te, As, Sb, Cd, Mg, Ca, Li...)
RECYCLED Pd ( LARGE NO. OF ALLOYING ELEMENTS)
INTERSTITIAL IMPURITIES
PICKED UP DURING PROCESSING & HANDLING (C, O, N, H)

3.

IMPURITIES IN ELECTROLYTE
IMPURITIES FROM PROCESSING & HANDLING (C, s, Cu, Zr ••.)

4.

ELECTRODE MICROSTRUCTURE
GRAIN SIZE, DISLOCATION DENSITY & DISTRIBUTION

5.

POSSIBLE ROLE OF A THIRD ELEMENT IN THE NUCLEAR REACTION

6.

CELL DESIGN: ELECTRODE GEOMETRY, ELECTRODE SPACING, ETC.
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Figure 3. Scanning electron micrographs showing extensive cracking
in palladium cathode 5 after 11 months of D charging. (a&b) Surface
region; and (c) interior region of the cathode.
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Figure 4. TEM micrographs of palladium cathodes. (a) A.fter
annealing at 6D0° C for 1 hour (Electrode JM2); (b) after deuterium
loading for 3 weeks (Electrode JM2); and (c) after 11 months of
deuterium loading (Electrode 5).
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Table 2. AES analysis of the near surface
region of Pd cathode JM2 after the heat
burst shown in figure 2a.
ELEMENT

SIGNAL

Si

0.45
0.40
0.59
2.1,

s

Cl
C

1.00

Pd
0

2.48
0.34
0.38
0.18

Cu

Ne
Co

SENS. FACTOR

AT•

0.25
o. 75

1.00

0.14
0.85
0.40

0.23

0.25
0.23

(

•

•

5.71
1.83
2.02
52.37
4.01
21.24

:

.... ············ ..'..-•········�·············

IL07

5.14
< 2.11,

.... .. ..

•••

Table 3. XPS analysis of the near surface
region of Pd cathode JM2 after heat burst
in figure 2a.
ELEMENT

SIGNAL

Si
C

0.03
0.78
0.28
0.89
0.011

Pd
0

Cu
Sn
Co

0,01
< 0.01

SENS. FACTOR
0.27
0.25

2.70
0.60

4.20
4,30

o. 23

0.30
0.05

< 0.04

Table 4. Ratio of Li and Pd signals as
a function of sputtering time of the
surface of Pd cathode JM2 after heat
burst shown in figure 2a.
TIME

mt•

o.oo

10.00
20.00
30.00

40.00

50.00
60.00
70.00
80.00
90.00

Pd 1 0t

L1'

Cts.

Cts.

18711
9611

911159
28534

730

1174
5911
5117
4811

450

44&
442

15002
10331
8171

6675

5855
5328

4885

4407

Li/Pd
51.211
29.54
20.55

15.33
13.71
11. 77
12.05
11.84
10.95
9.97

.. ..

UUTTE• rsnc '"'"·'

Figure 5. SIMS profile of palladiu�
cathode JM2 after heat burst shown in
figure 2a.
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EXPERIMENTAL
ABSTRACT
Several types of calorimetric cell designs were
used in attempts to measure excess enthalpy during
the electrolysis of LiOD/D2O using palladium
cathodes. Control experiments were run by using
light water in place of D2O or by using platinum
cathodes in place of palladium. Initial experiments
using thin palladium cathodes of an unknown purity
gave no significant differences between the Pd/D2O
cells and the controls. For example, the ratio of heat
out to Joule heat in was 1.00 ±0.04 for one study and
1.065 ±0.04 for another study in LiOD/02O compared to 1.075 ±0.07 in LiOHJH2O. The use of a
much thicker palladium rod (99.96%, d = 0.635 cm)
from Johnson Matthey, however, resulted in calorimetric evidence for excess enthalpy in five out of six
cells. The excess rate of heating averaged 0.39
W/cm3 over a 9-day period in one experiment. The
total excess enthalpy observed was 110,000 J. This
excess enthalpy is difficult to explain by chemical
reactions. Similar experiments conducted in H2O did
not produce significant amounts of excess enthalpy.
Possible experimental errors in these calorimetric
studies are being investigated.

The calorimetric cell design used in most
experiments is shown in Figure 1. The electrolysis
cell in this configuration can be visualized as a resistive heater with the temperature being measured in the
secondary compartment (gap) surrounding the
STOPPER
Ni (TEFLON)

PLASTIC BOTTLE

INSULATION

D2 0 /LiOD

T1 THERMISTOR
PLATINUM COl'---+IX><:>:XX
T2 THERMISTOR--~

Pd ROD

Figure 1. Calorimetric Cell Design.
INTRODUCTION
The electrochemically induced nuclear fusion
of deuterium using a palladium electrode reported by
Pons, Fleischmann, and Hawkins [1] has sparked a
flurry of experimental measurements and considerable controversy [2-6]. The conditions under which
this fusion may or may not occur will eventually be
determined by many experiments at various laboratories. Enthalpy excesses that can exceed 10 W/cm3
of the palladium electrode have been claimed [1].
Similar experiments by Jones and coworkers [7] also
report evidence for cold nuclear fusion; however, the
fusion rates reported are far too small to be detected
by calorimetry. The experiments, described below,
are an attempt to detect any excess heat output by
calorimetric studies during the electrolysis of
deuterium oxide containing LiOD at palladium
cathodes. Control measurements were run using
light water with palladium cathodes or heavy water
with platinum cathodes. Radiation levels were also
monitored by various methods.

electrolysis cell. The electrolysis cell initially
contained 18-20 g of 0.1 m LiOD/D2O (99.9%,
Cambridge Isotope Laboratories) while the gap
contained 68-70 g of distilled water. The alkaline
solutions were prepared from lithium metal
(ROC/RIC, 99.95%). This cell design minimized the
decrease in the calorimetric cell constant with the
decrease in the electrolyte solution volume which
occurs during electrolysis. Both the electrolysis cell
and plastic bottle (polyethylene) were stoppered and
wrapped with parafilm to reduce evaporation and
contamination. The evaporative losses from both the
inner and outer glass vessels were 1% by weight per
day. Make up water and heavy water were
periodically added to the two compartments. After
correcting for evaporation, the measured loss of D2O
due to electrolysis was always within ±1 % of the
calculated value. The palladium rod cathode
(Johnson Matthey, 99.96%, d = 0.635 cm, A= 2.64
cm2) was spot-welded to a nickel lead. Both the
anode and cathode leads were covered with heat
shrinkable Teflon tubing to prevent exposure of the
bare metal to the gases in the headspace. Two
328
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thermister thermometers (Cole-Parmer, Model 850216) calibrated within ±0.01 °C were inserted into
small glass tubes placed in the gap H2O and
positioned 4.6 cm (T1, T4) and 1.9 cm (T2, Ts) from
the bottom of the cell. Two identical calorimetric
cells containing two thermistors each as shown in
Figure 1 were always run simultaneously in a
constant temperature bath (Tbath = 27.50 ° C).
Identical coils of Pt - 20% Rh (5.35 g, d = 0.1 cm)
served as the counter electrodes.

= 1.00 ±0.04 for palladium showed that there was
no measurable excess enthalpy generation due to the
cold fusion effect in this experiment.
1.15

w

�>
z

The constant current source for electrolysis
was a Pri nceton Applied Research (PAR)
potentiostat/galvanostat (Model 373) set at 264 mA
(100 mA/cm 2 ). Calorimetric cell constants we�e
usually determined during the first day of electrolysis
when no excess enthalpy is expected. Experiments
using palladium cathodes in H2O or platinum
cathodes in D2O gave nearly the same cell constants.
In earlier experiments, calorimetric cell constants
were determined by Joule heat calibrations with a
29 ohm resistor.

RESULTS
Calorimetric studies using the thin palladium
and platinum wire cathodes in 0.1 m LiOD/D2O are
presented in Figure 2. The equation
- Joule heat in - (E _ E�)•
I

(1)

was used for these experiments where K is the
calorimetric cell constant, E is the cell voltage, � is
the thermal neutral potential for the cell reaction, and
�T is the temperature difference measured within the
gap and the outer surface of the polyethylene bottle
(Fig. 1). The daily mean values from a series of
measurements are shown in Figure 2. The overall
mean value of
= 0.97 ±0.06 for the platinum
cathode indicated that the calorimetric design was
satisfactory. Further-more, the overall mean value of

x
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�"

+

Pd, i = 1.0010.04

0

P1, J = 0.97 t 0.06

,,

1.05

"'

Earlier experiments used a falladium wire
cathode (d = 0.14 cm, A = 2.64 cm , Wesgo) of an
unknown purity spot-welded �o a Pt - 20% Rh l_ead
that was covered with heat-shnnkable Teflon tubmg.
Platinum wire cathodes (d = 0.12 cm, A =
2.64 cm2) were used in several control experiments.
Precision thermometers graduated in units of 0.1 ° C
were used in these earlier studies. Several other
calorimetric cell designs were also used that involved
measuring the temperature directly in the electrolysis
cell and using a correction factor to compensate for
the decrease in the calorimetric cell constant with
solution volume.
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Figure 2. Comparison of Palladium and Plat_in�m
Wire Cathodes in LiOD/D2O. The standard deviatlon
for each day is indicated for the palladium cathode.
Both cells were charged at 20 mA/cm2 between days
3 and 7. Current density was I 00 mA/cm 2 for all
other days except day 3 (200 mA/cm 2).
Earlier experiments in a thermos-type cell
with a precision thermometer placed dire�tly in the
electrolyte solution yielded mean values of X = 1.065
±0.04 for the palladium wire cathode in LiOD/02O
compared to 1.075 ±0.07 in LiOH/H2 O. In these
studies, the equation used to correct the K values due
to the volume change was
K t = (0.964 V /V O + 0.036) K0

(2)

where Ko and V O represent the initial cell constant
and volume, respectively. The initial cell constants
determined by Joule heat calibrations were 0.0435
±0.0015 W/°C for the D2O cell and 0.0458 ±0.0016
W/°C for the H2O cell. These experiments support
the conclusion that no excess enthalpy was generated
using the palladium wire cathode. However, most of
these experiments were of relatively short duration
(1-3 days). Details of these earlier studies that failed
to show any excess enthalpy are reported elsewhere
[8].
The use of the much thicker palladium rod
from Johnson Matthey resulted in calorimetric
evidence for excess enthalpy as shown in Figure 3.
For the two cells run simultaneously, one cell gave a
heat ratio of X = 1.31 ±0.05 for the 11th day while
the other cell gave a ratio of only = 1.05 ±0.04 for
measurements that day. The major difference
between these two cells was the tighter wrapping of
the counter electrode coils about the palladium in the
cell that gave the greater X values.
The

x

discontinuation of the electrolysis overnight after the
18th day showed that the X values returned to near
unity. Results from the thermistors positioned higher
in the gap were similar (Figure 4), hence any thermal
inversion is unlikely. The daily average for the room
temperature ranged from 21.8 to 23.8° C in this study
with a mean of 23.0 ±0.6 ° C.
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Figure 5. Second Cold Fusion Study Using
Palladium Rod (Johnson Matthey, d = 0.635 cm).
Cell A (broken lines), cell B (solid lines), T1 (open
circle), T2 (open square), T4 (solid circle), and T5
(solid square).
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Figure 3. First Cold Fusion Study Using Palladium
Rod (Johnson Matthey, d = 0.635 cm). Cell A
(broken line, T2) and cell B (solid line, T5).

Similar studies using the same palladium rod
electrodes in cells containing H2O rather than D2O are
shown in Figure 6. The striking difference from the
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Figure 4. First Cold Fusion Study Using Palladium
Rod (Johnson Matthey, d = 0.635 cm). Cell A
(broken line, T 1) and cell B (solid line, T4).
A continuation of this cold fusion study
following a 10-day shutdown is shown in Figure 5.
The excess enthalpy peaks are not as large and appear
to be much more periodic with the DiO additions than
before. The additions of small amounts of ZnO to
one cell and sulfur to the other cell had no measurable
effects. The room temperature control was not as
good in this study since the time frame (October,
November) involved the onset of cooler weather.
The daily average for the room temperature ranged
from 19.7 to 23.4° C with a mean of 22.0 ±l.0° C.
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Figure 6. Studies in Water Using Palladium Rod
(Johnson Matthey, d = 0.635 cm). Symbols for cell
A, cell B, T1, T2, T4, and T5 same as in Figure 5.
previous experiments in D2O are the excursions of
the daily mean X values into regions of less than
unity. Some rather large differences between the two
thermistors in cell B (solid lines) suggest that thermal
inversions were occasionally occurring. At times, a
temperature instability was noted that was likely due
to a mixing of the air in the glass thermistor tube. A
portion of the thermistor tube extended above the
calorimetric cell and was subjected to cooling by the
room air. In later experiments, the thermistor tubes
were made flush with the cell top resulting in more
uniform temperatures and X values within the same
cell. All H2O measurements were made within an
average daily room temperature range of 19.9-22.8 ° C
with a mean of 21.5 ±0.7 ° C. Only a weak

rnA/cm2. Such a high X value would unquestionably
be well outside the range of any calorimetric errors.
Statistical tests must be applied to our smaller X
values to determine any significant difference from
unity. Nevertheless, the comment [5] that it is most
unlikely that the excess thermal energy due to a
fusion process would be of the same order of magni
tude as the electrical energy input is perplexing. An
order of magnitude larger fusion effect involving D2O
electrolysis with a palladium cathode, however, likely
would have been discovered years ago.

relationship between the daily X values and the room
temperature could be established in this study with a
slope less than 0.02 per degree Centigrade and a
correlation coefficient less than 0.3.
A third cold fusion study using the same
palladium rod cathodes in fresh LiOD/02O solutions
is shown in Figure 7. Excellent agreement between
the two thermistors in each cell was realized in this
study where the thermistor tubes were flush with the
cell top. This experiment shows a nearly consistent
excess enthalpy production with only a few days
yielding near unity for the heat ratio. However the
daily mean X values are noticeably less than those for
the first study with a freshly prepared palladium
cathode (Figures 3 and 4). The daily average room
temperature ranged from 22.4 to 24.5 °C in this study
with a mean of 23.4 ±0.5°C.

The overall mean heat ratios obtained from the
various experiments using the palladium rod cathodes
as well as the 99% confidence intervals are presented
in Table I. The first five days of data were omitted to
allow the palladium to become charged with deu
terium (n is the number of days of daja con§.idered).
The excess enthalpy for cell B ( Xi, X5) was
significant at the 99% confideI!_ce le_yel in all three
D 2O experiments. For cell A ( X1, X2), the excess
enthalpy was significant at the 99% level in all except
the first D 2O experiment that had the widely spaced
counter electrode coils. The experiment in H2O
yields mean heat ratios close to unity for both cells A
and B. The overall mean heat ratios and confidence
intervals using all data yields similar conclusions.
The main difference is that the mean X values are
generally somewhat smaller for the Pd/D 2 O
experiments when the first five days are included.
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Figure 7. Third Cold Fusion Study Using Palladium
Rod (Johnson Matthey, d = 0.635 cm). Symbols for
cell A, cell B, T1, T2, T4, and Ts same as in Figure
5.

Table I. Mean Heat Ratios and Confiden<& Intervals
for Data After 5 Days of Charging. µ - X = ±2.58
cr//n (99% ).

Tritium measurements on the LiOD/0 2 O
solutions following the first two experiment using the
palladium rods were negative. The two LiOD/02O
solutions gave 22.99 ±2.63 cpm and 22.18 ±1.06
cpm versus 19.34 ±0.57 cpm for a LiOD/02O sample
that was never subjected to electrolysis. Results from
a second laboratory gave similar conclusions.
Theoretical calculations based on the total observed
excess enthalpy (563 kJ) yield 4.4 x 101 T atoms
mL-1 when the 10-9 disparity factor between excess
heat and tritium production is used [1]. Assuming no
loss of tritium to the gas phase and a 100% counting
efficiency, this amount of tritium would only yield
4.7 cpm, hence, the tritium produced would have
been difficult to detect from the background.

Experiment

X1

-

X2

�

-

Xs

Pd ROD/D2O (I)

1.04
±0.05

PdROD/D2O (II)

1.06a 1.103 1.oga 1.05 3 (n-19)
±0.03 ±0.03 ±0.03 ±0.03

PdROD/H2O

0.96
±0.05

1.04
±0.05

1.145a 1.17a (n=l 1)
±0.06 ±0.08

0.995 0.96
+0.05 +0.03

1.03
+0.03

(n=23)

Pd ROD/D2O (III)

1.083 1.07 3 1.063 1.073 (n=33)
±0.02 ±0.02 +0.02 +0.02
3
Excess enthalpy (99% confidence level).

The t-test can also be used to determine if
there is a significant difference from unity for the
various mean heat ratios in Table I. Results for the
t-test at the 99.5% confidence level are given in Table
II. The same Pd/02O cells as before show a signifi
cant positive difference from unity at the 99.5%
confidence level. Both cell A and cell B in the

DISCUSSION
Interpolations of the results reported by Pons,
Fleischmann, and Hawkins [1] yield an expected heat
ratio of X = 1.95 for our palladium rod at 100
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Pd/H2O experiment fails to show any significant
positive differences from unity. The value for 14
(-4.21), however, is a significant negative difference
at the 99.5% confidence level. Although the third
cold fusion experiment (Figure 7) did not yield the
highest heat ratios, the length of this study (n = 33
days) along with its small mean standard deviation (s
= ±0.02) yielded exceptionally large t values.
Table II. The t Test for Exces_s Enthajpy for Data
After 5 Days of Charging. t (X - µ) ✓n/s.

=

t5

Experiment

t1

t2

Pd RODJDiO (I)

2.30

2.10

6.64 8 5.568

3.58

Pd RODJDiO (II)
(n=19)

5.278

8.278

7.848 4.93 8

3.25

-0.28

-4.21 2.25

3.15

(n=ll)

PdROD/H2O
(n=23)

-2.23

Lt

Pd ROD/02O (III) 10.948 10.25 8 8.55a 9.01 8
(n=33)
8
Excess enthalpy (99.5% confidence level).

t (99.5%)

3.08

Table III shows that the differences in the
calorimetric cell constants measured in various
experiments were not a significant factor. The cell
constants for cell A (K1, K2) tended to be slightly
larger than for cell B (K4, K5). The cell constants
determined in H2O were very close to those deter
mined in D2O.
Table III. Calorimetric Cell Constants Determined in
Various Experiments Using Kcell = (E-E1) I/� T
Where
1.53 V for D2O and E� = 1.48 V for
2O
H .

Ei'i =

Experiment

K1 (W/°C) K2 (W/°C)

Kt (W/°C) Ks(Wrc)

Pd RODJDiO (I)

0.141

0.145

0.133

0.132

PdROD/H20

0.135

0.138

0.137

0.134

Pd ROD/020 (III) 0.139

0.143

0.133

0.134

0.142
±0.004

0.134
±0.002

0.133
+0.001

Mean

0.138
+0.003

Possible calorimetric error sources for our cell
design (Figure 1) include room temperature fluctua
tions, the exposure of the glass thermistor tubes to
the room air, the level of H2O in the gap, the level of
the electrolyte in the electrolysis cell, thermal inver
sions in the gap or thermistor tubes, hydrogen/
oxygen recombination within the celJ, and deviations
from Newton's Law of cooling. Many of these error
sources are small and they all tend to cancel since cell
constant determinations were made under nearly the

same conditions. Furthermore, these error sources
should affect the Pd/H2O experiments in the same
manner, yet mean heat ratios close to unity were
obtained in the H2O studies. However, the level of
the gap H2O must be carefully controlled in our cell
design. Experiments where measured amounts of the
gap H2O up to 10 mL were withdrawn showed
nearly a 2% increase in X per mL of H2O withdrawn.
Although the loss due to evaporation was small (and
could be entirely eliminated), the effect of the gradual
loss of gap H2O often became experimentally
measurable after several days and likely contributed
to the periodic trends of Figure 5. The effect of the
electrolyte level was much less important for our cell
design, hence no correction for this was needed.
There was never any evidence for deuterium/oxygen
recombination within the cell.
It is interesting to consider the excess
enthalpy produced by the various Pd rod/02O cells.
For example, using the data from either Figure 3 or
4, an average of at least 18% excess enthalpy is
observed for a 9-day period (days 9-18). This corre
sponds to an average excess power of 0.14 W (0.39
W/cm3 ) and a total excess enthalpy of 110 kJ. It can
be shown that the complete combustion of the
palladium electrode in the form of Pd2H to yield PdO
and H2O would give an excess enthalpy of only 6.2
kJ. The recombination of D2 and 02 to yield 110 kJ
of enthalpy would require the formation of 0.37
moles (7.4 g) of D2O within the cell, yet only normal
amounts of make-up D2O were required during this
9-day period Hence, it is difficult to explain the 110
kJ of excess enthalpy by chemical reactions. Similar
calculations based on data in Table I yields total
excess enthalpies of 213 kJ for cell Bin Exp. I, 217
kJ for cell A in Exp. II, and 301 kJ for cell A in Exp.
III. No excess enthalpies were measured in the H2O
experiment
Deviations from Newton's Law of cooling
have been recently discussed as a possible
calorimetric error source [9]. Although this concern
applies mainly to Dewar calorimeters where most heat
transfer occurs by radiation, it is interesting to see
how such errors would affect experimental X values
in any type of calorimeter. If heat transfer from the
calorimetric cell occurs only by radiation (QR) and
conduction (Qc), then

The substitution Ti= T0 + �T yields
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where K; = 4KRT! and ti= 3 tiT/2 T0 + (tiT)2� +
(tiT)3/4 �- Thus the ratio of heat in to heat out
becomes
[K� (1+ti)+ Kc] tiT
X = --------o
(E-EH) • I

be sufficient to activate gold or copper metal placed at
the surface of the bottle. Gold and copper metal
samples were always kept near the cold fusion
experiments, but radiation measurements gave
essentially only background levels. Neutron
monitoring for safety concerns carried out with a
Ludlum Model 15 counter never gave any response
significantly above the background levels.

( 5)

rather than Eq. 1. If there is Joule heating only, then
X = 1.00, tiT = tiT1, and ti= tiJ. If there is a fusion
contribution to the heat, then X > 1.00, tiT = tiT1 +
tiTF, and ti = tiF. Thus

The upper limit for isotopic changes in metals
due to an electrochemical fusion process that
produces neutrons can be illustrated by a simple
calculation. Assuming an excess power of 1 W/cm3
resulting from the fusion reaction
(9)

If the heat transfer occurs mainly by conduction as in
our calorimeter, then Kc>> K�, hence

(7)
which corresponds to Newton's Law of cooling. If
the heat transfer occurs mainly by radiation, then Kc
<< K;, hence
(8)

Since tiF > tiJ, larger X values would be obtained
using Eq. 8 rather than Newton's cooling law (Eq.
7). For example, assuming ti T1 = IO K, ti TF =
2 K, and TO = 300 K yields XN = 1.20 from
Newton's law and X = 1.21 from Eq. 8. Hence
calibrating a Dewar type cell under conditions of
Joule heating only and measuring a fusion heat
contribution would yield somewhat higher X values
if the more exact expression (Eq. 8) is used rather
than Newton's cooling law.
The exposure to neutrons and other harmful
radiation can be a matter of concern in cold fusion
experiments. Theoretical calculations of dose rates
were performed for our cell design (Figure 1) using
the Group 16 model for neutron energies. Assuming
a source of 104 neutrons from the palladium, calcu
lated dose rates were 0.28 mrad/hr at the outer
surface of the bottle and 0.012 mrad/hr at the top of
the bottle (1 rad = 0.01 J/kg). These calculations
suggest safe dose rates for people near the cold
fusion experiment. Radiation exceeding weekly safe
limits could only be reached by holding the cold
fusion bottle against the body for an entire 40-hour
work week. These theoretical calculations also
showed that the flux of thermal neutrons would not
333

yields 1.91 x 10 1 2 neutrons/cm3 s. If all of these
neutrons were absorbed by the palladium electrode,
then the time requried to convert 1% of the palladium
to other isotopes is given by

t=

(6.79x1022 Pd atoms/cm3 ) (0.01)
l .91x10 12 neutrons/cm3 s

3.55x108 s

=
(IO)

which translates into 11 years. Considering the
relatively short duration of most electrochemical
fusion experiments and the low thermal neutron
capture cross-section for the various palladium
isotopes, any change in the isotopic composition of
the palladium electrode would be difficult to detect.
The rate of 3He production would be equally small
and difficult to detect, especially considering its
possible escape through cracks and fissures.
CONCLUSIONS
Heat ratios greater than unity can be measured
in calorimetric experiments for Pd rod/020 cells that
are significant at the 99.5% confidence level.
However, these heat ratios are frustratingly small in
many experiments. Nevertheless, the total excess
enthalpies are difficult to explain by chemical
reactions.
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ABSTRACT
We propose a mechanism that may allow for under
standing of the cluster-impact fusion experiment of Beuh
ler, Friedlander, and Friedman. When the cluster of D2 0
molecules collides with the metallic surface, the cluster
dissociates into a collection of D and O atoms. In the
process, a significant portion of the translational kinetic
energy of the cluster is converted to thermal energy, so
t.hat the system thermalizes to become a "warm atomic
plasma". The neutral D atoms in the warm atomic plasma
then fuse with the D atoms in the lattice via direct scat
tering, without going through the doorway step of forming
D2 molecules. As a rough estimate for the fusion rc>;iction
rate, the velocity distribution of the thermalized D atoms
is taken to be Maxwell-Boltzmann, leading to results in
qualitative agreement with the experimental observations
for a cluster of about 100 - 300 molecules.
I. Introduction
Recently, Beuhler, Friedlander, and Friedman (BFF)
[1] claimed that the nuclear fusion reaction d+d -+ H +p,
3

from being settled. Some claimed [3] that they have seen
CF, while others [4] declared the opposite.

detected via the 3 - MeV protons produced, has been ob

In this work, we attempt to explore if the BFF ex

served. to take place as singly charged clusters of 25 to 1300

periment can be understood on plausible grounds. To this

D2 0 molecules, accelerated to 200 to 325 keV, impinge on

end, we noted that in the BFF experiment each D atom

TiD targets. The BFF experiment has often been cited as

in the D2 molecular cluster, which will dissociate upon

another evidence to support the result reported earlier by

impinging on the target, has energy around 20 to 300eV.

S.E. Jones et al. [2] who have observed deuteron-deuteron

(Here and henceforth we shall use D and d to denote a

fusion at room temperature during low-voltage electrolytic

deuterium atom and a deuteron nucleus, respectively.) It

infusion of deuterons into metallic titanium or palladium

seems rather unlikely that these energetic D atoms will

electrodes. Nevertheless, the situation concerning "cold

give up all their kinetic energies and form D 2 molecules

fusion" (CF) remains rather confusing and is certainly far

with D atoms on the lattice such that fusion reactions take
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place after the formation of D2 molecules. Instead, it is

curs. The lost kinetic energy of the translational motion of

likely that fusion reactions take place via direct scattering

the cluster may be redistributed to the dissociated atoms.

between the energetic incoming D atoms and the D atoms

If the cluster is large enough, a quasi-thermal equilibrium

inside the ta.rget. Recent calculations [5] of the interac

state may be reached, forcing the system to form a "warm

tion pc-tentials between two D atoms inside Pd and Ti

atomic plasma" of some sort. For a crude approximation

suggest that the shortest stable equilibrium distance be

the velocity distribution of the dissociated atoms may be

tween two D atoms inside the metals is not shorter than

taken as Maxwell-Boltzmann. With the above proposed

that in a free D2 molecule. This in turn suggests that, if

scattering process and the velocity distribution our calcu

the fusion reactions took place by going through a door

lated results for the fusion rate are in qualitative agree

way step of forming D2 molecules, then the fusion reaction

ment with the observations in the BFF experiment. We

rate inside the metals would be less than that in the free

call this type of nuclear fusion as "warm fusion" (WF)

space, contradicting some people's belief that the metals

which is to be distinguished from the so-called cold fu

enhance the reaction rate. It is also likely that in the

sion (CF) and the much studied hot fusion. Cold fusion is

BFF experiment, when the singly charged D20 clusters

usually referred to fusion which could take place at room

impinge upon the target, the dissociated D atoms will be

temperature or below. Hot fusion refers to deuterons with

mostly neutral. Accordingly, the interaction potential in

thermal energy as high as 10g degrees and above. Our pro

the scattering process is more like D + D, i.e., atom-atom

posed warm fusion, which occurs via formation of a warm

interaction rather than the usually assumed d+d, i.e., bare

atomic plasma, provides another type of fusion. When the

Coulomb interaction. The assumption is supported by the

D20 cluster impinges upon the target with energy around

neutral He + He and H + He collision experiments [6] in

300 keV, the dissociated D a.toms are thermalized up to a

the laboratory energy range of 200 to 500eV, where one

temperature of around 106 to 107 degrees and therefore a

sees that complete ionization does not occur very often.

"warm" fusion.

When the free space D + D interaction potential is used,
the fusion cross section is 6 orders of magnitude larger

+d

Thermalization of the D atoms in the cluster en
hances the fusion rate by more than 15 orders of magni

interaction poten

tude, in comparison with the delta.--function velocity dis

tial for the center-of-momentum energy of about 150eV.

tribution, in the energy range we considered. Therefore

Although this is a significant improvement, the predicted

the establishment of quasi-thermal equilibrium state is es

fusion reaction rate is still lower than the observed one by

sential for this type of nuclear fusion to be observed. It is

more than 19 orders of magnitude. As suggested by the

possible that some kind of redistribution of velocity of the

title of the BFF experiment, however, "cluster" and "im

D atoms (or d ions), which will enhance the fusion rate,

pact" are the two in gredients which appear in the BFF

also occur in the low-voltage electrolysis experiments per

experiment but not in atom-atom scattering in free space.

formed by Jones et al. [2] and Fleischmann et al. [3] and

A possible effect of "cluster-impact" ia that the transla,

others. However in this work we will concentrate only on

tional motion of the cluster will be stopped by the target

the cluster-impact experiment of BFF and will not elab

and a dissociation of the cluster into D and O atoms oc-

orate on the electrolysis experiments. In the following we

than that of the pure Coulomb d
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present the theory and the calculated results of the above

ders of magnitude larger than the standard Gamow factor

proposed mechanism for warm fusion.

for E in the energy range we considered. Note that r0 in
Eq. {2b) is the classical turning point as the two deuterons

II. Nuclear Fusion via Direct Atomic Scattering

approach each other, while the inner distance a ( < r0) is
such that V(a)

In the cluster-impact experiment of Beuhler, Fried
lander

[1],

corresponding to three different choices of the potential

related to the fusion cross section a( E) as follows:

= na(E)<I>tA

= 2Ni na(E)tld,

In practice, we may set a� 0.

We begin our investigations by comparing the results

and Friedman, the observed reaction rate 1s

R

= V(r0).

V (r), viz.:

(1) the pure d + d Coulomb repulsive potential

shown as the long dashed curve in Fig.

(la)

1, (2) the screened

D + D potential V(r), as obtained in the calculation on

(lb)

D2 molecule by Kolos and Wolniewicz (KW)[7), shown as
the solid curve in Fig.

where n is the density of the deuterium atoms in the target

1, and (3) the partially screened

A are respectively the thickness (or the

d+ D potential in D2 shown as the short dashed curve

penetration depth) and the cross section area of the target,

in Fig. 1. A glance at Fig. 1 already suggests that the

<I> is the incoming flux of the deuterium atoms, Id is the

differe nee between the D + D and d + D cases is much less

incoming de current and Ni is the number of heavy-water

dramatic than that between the D + D and d + d cases.

material, t and

The

In Fig. 2, the calculated fusion cross section is shown

fusion cross section a(E) is given by the standard formula

as a function of the atom-atom CM kinetic energy Ed ,

molecules contained in the singly charged cluster.

In the long dashed curve is the prediction for the d + d
a(E)

=

S )
� e-c,

ro

G = 2 l k(r)dr,
a
k(r) = {2µ(V(r) - E)} 1 12,

Coulomb repulsive potential, in the solid curve for the

(2a)

D + D potential in D2 [7), and in the short dashed curve

(2b)

for the partially screened d + D potential in D2. It is

(2c)

clear that the predicted cross section is the largest in the
case of the fully screened D + D potential.

where E and µ are respectively the kinetic energy in the

As two deuterium atoms scatter from each other,

center-of-momentum (CM) frame and the reduced mass of

there is of course some chance that both atoms become

the deuteron pair, and S(E) is the astrophysical S factor

ionized. In the case that both deuterium atoms are ion

for the specific process. (S(E � 0) � 55 keV - barn for

ized, d + d fusion is dictated by the need to penetrate the

He+n.) V(r) is the repulsive

pure Coulomb potential. The penetration factor e-G is

3

d+d- H+pandd+d-

3

=

interaction potential between the reacting particles, d+ d,

found to be 10-35 at E

d + D, or D + D. When the reacting particles are d + d,

the BFF experiment). On the other hand,

the e-G term is the standard Gamow Coulomb barrier

terium atoms remain electrically neutral, the penetration

penetration factor in the WKB approximation. When the

factor becomes 10- 29 which is an enhancement of about

reacting particles are d + D or D + D, the e-G term still

6 orders of magnitude. It is thus an experimental ques

represents the penetration factor but its value is many or-

tion to decide the level of complete ionization as two deu-
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150eV (the energy relevant for

if

both deu
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Fig. 2. The deuteron-deuteron calculated fusion
cross section as a fuuction of the CM kinetic en
ergy E,1 . In the long dashed curve is the prediction
for the d + d Coulomb repulsive potential, in the
solid curve for the (D + D} potential in D2 molecule
[7], and in the short da.shed curve for the partially
screened d + D potential in D2.

Fig. 1. The potentials which we choose to consider
in this work. The long dashed c urve refers to the
pure d + d Coulomb repulsive potential, the solid
curve is the D + D p otential V(r) in D2 molecule
as obtainede by Kolos and Wolniewicz[7], and the
short dashed curv e is the partially screened d + D
potential in D2.

Koonin and Nauenberg [8] have considered the sce
terium atoms collide. A similar question for He+ He and

nario in which a D2 molecule is formed prior to nuclear

H.J.. He collisions has been studied [6j, indicating that elas

fusi..:m by tunneling through the KW potential. They ob

tic atomic scattering dominates in the laboratory energy

tau1 the rate for d

ra11ge of 200 to 500eV. So long as there is a significant

mag11itude faster than previous estimates, but sWl far be

fraction of time that complete ionization is irrelevant, the

low the value that might. Le needed to account for those

approximation to consider only the atom-atom collisions

experiments which claim to have seen CF. In such sce

through the KW potential should yield a reasonable esti

nario, the Coulomb barrier remains very high although

mate for the fusion cross section, at least in terms of the

trapping of the two deuterium atoms in the potential well

order of magnitude.

improve the the chance for penetration for nuclear fusion
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+ d fusion

which is some 10 orders of

(as there is more time to do so). It t11rus out that the gain
really cannot outweigh the loss in t,he penetration factor.
W hile the consideration of the nuclear fusion via un

(3)

ionized atom-atom scattering can improve the calculated
results many orders of magnitude, this picture alone is
not enough for understanding the BFF experiment since

with Ji = f (r,v1,t), '2 = f (r, v2, t), ff

our calculated rate is still lower than the observed one by

f�

about 19 orders of magnitude. Nevertheless, the cluster

the collision {vi, v2} - {v�,v2}.

= f(r,v' t), and

= /(r,v2,t). du/dO is the differential cross section for
1,

As the zeroth-order approximation [9], the distribu

impact experiment such as BFF has an additional feature
that, upon impact, the cluster may dissociate into D and

tion function is locally Maxwell-Boltzmann,

0 atoms and a large portion of the translational kinetic

i.e. /(r,v,t) = ( 2�8) 312 exp{-�(v - u) 2 } with O and u

energy of the cluster may convert to thermal energy. The

slowly varying functions of the position r and the time t.

thermalization process causes redistribution of the veloc

At a time to when the flow is almost stopped (u � 0) and

ities among the D atoms. This will enhance the reaction

a quasi-equilibrium state, i.e., a warm plasma of neutral

rate by more than 15 orders of magnitude. We call this

atoms ("warm atomic plasma"), has been reached.
It is likely that the neutral D atoms in the warm

thermalization induced fusion "warm fusion" and will dis
cuss it in the following Section.

atomic plasma then fuse with the D atoms in the lattice
via direct scattering, without going through the doorway

m. Nuclear Fusion via Formation of
a Warm Atomic Plasma

step of forming D2 molecules. Qualitatively speaking, the
total thermal energy of the flow may be only about a half
of that of the original flow but the flow now contains a

The experimental situation of the BFF experiment

fraction of high-energy deuterium atoms, enhancing the

has an important feature that the cluster is large. It seems

warm fusion cross section in a significant way. For ex

likely that, within a limited numbers of layers in the lat

ample, the Gamow Coulomb barrier penetration factor,

tice, the impinging flow of

the e- 0 term , is 10-. 29 , 10- 21 , or 10- 13 for E

D2 cluster already suffer from

=

150 eV'

a large number of collisions (electromagnetic in origin) be

300 eV, or 450 eV, respectively. As long as the redistribu

tween particles in the beam and those in the target such

tion according to the Boltzmann transport phenomenon

that the cluster dissociates into D and O atoms and re

yields a non-negligible fraction of deuterium atoms of en

distribution of the kinetic energy occurs. Accordingly, the

ergies several times of the initial value, say a couple of

system thermalizes to become a "warm atomic plasma" of

per cent, the enhancement of the fusion cross section can

some sort. It is clear that such evolution of cluster flow can

easily be in the range of more than 10 orders of magnitude.

in fa.ct be described by the well-known Boltzmann trans

In the process of forming the warm atomic plasma,

port equation with the interactions between particles in

the thermal energy, as converted from a portion of the

the flow and those in the target giving rise to the "force

translational kinetic energy Ec1 ua ter of the cluster, is spec

term"

[9].

ified by aEcluater•
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Eqs. (8) and (9) to avoid the "high energy" region where
Ethermal

= o:Ec1uater •

(4)

the WKB approximation is no longer justified while the
contribution to warm fusion cross section is likely to be of

Assuming that, by equipartition theorem, the thermal en

less importance.

ergy is shared equally among 3N; dissociated D and 0

In Figs. 3(a) and 3(b), we show our predictions, for

atoms, the temperature of the plasma is given as

the case N;
Ethermal

3N;

of the energy respectively for o:

o: will be treated as a parameter characterizing the frac

No

of deuterium atoms after the flow has been stopped. Most

=

=

=

10 and 6, respectively.

1 and o:

=

0.5. The

The experimental results

are extracted with the use of Eq.

< 1.. In our opinion, o: ~ ½

would be a reasonable estimate and o:

< a v > as a function

long dashed and solid curves are results obtained with

tion of the kinetic energy retained by the projectile flow

of collision processes yield o:

150, together with the results from the

BFF experiment, for the quantity

(5)

= � k T.
2 B

=

1 and the following

estimates,

1 helps to set the

optimal upper bound.
We may use

M

M

/(v) = (--)3 12 exp{---v 2},
21rks T

with

2ks T

(10)

A� 1 cm2•

(6)

It is seen that the shape of the energy dependence

M the deuteron mass and v the deuterium velocity

seen in the BFF experiment is reproduced very well. In

seen in the rest frame of the target material (the labora

addition, our predictions are surprisingly close to the

tory frame). Assuming that fusion takes place between
the deuterium atom in the cluster projectile and that in

points extracted qualitatively from the BFF experiment.

the target material, we obtain the CM kinetic energy:

Considering the fact that our estimates can easily be off by

1
1
E =-EdL = -µv2 .
2
2

a couple of orders of magnitude and that there are many

(7)

effects which can give rise to modification in the range

On the first sight, the cross section to be used in connec

of a couple of orders of magnitude, we have come a long

tion with Eq. (1) would be given by

way to resolve the mystery of lO's orders of magnitude in

rNokB T

<a>= l
where

o

a(E)f(v)d v,
3

understanding the BFF experiment.

(8)

Fig.

4, shows our predictions, together with the re

sults from the BFF experiment, on the quantity

a(E) is obtained from Eqs. (4). However, a close

< av >

look at Eq. (1) indicates that a(E) vis the quantity to be

as a function of the number of D2 0 molecules in the clus

replaced by

ter projectile for fixed cluster incident energy
rNokB T

< av >= l
o

a(E) Iv I/(v)d3v,

Eciu.ter

=

300keV and a = 1. Here it is seen that additional cluster

(9)

effects set in as the size of the cluster increases. This can

since the flux cl>, contains the relative velocity between

be taken as another evidence for our conjecture that the

the two fusion particles. A temperature-dependent cut

projectile flow can in fact be described as a Boltzmann

off N0 k s T, with N0 = 6 - 10, has been introduced in

transport phenomenon of some sort. As the dust.er size
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=

=

increases, the approach in which only the deuterium atoms

of D2O molecules collides with the metallic surfacP.. In

in the cluster projectile are assumed to be "thermalized"

the process, a significant portion of the translational ki

becomes too limited since compression forced on the tar

netic energy of the cluster is converted to thermal energy,

get material by the large cluster should become of great

so that the system thermalizes to become a "warm atomic

importance.

plasma". The neutral D atoms in the warm atomic plasma
thP.!' fuse with the D atoms in the lattice via direct scat
tering, without going through the doorway step of forming

IV. Concluding Remarks

D2 molecules. As a rough estimate for the fusion reaction

In this work, we have proposed a mechanism that

rate, the velocity distribution of the thermalized D atoms

may allow for understanding of the cluster-impact fusion

is taken to be Maxwell-Boltzmann. When the cluster is

experiment of Beuhler, Friedlander, and Friedman [1]. As

of the size that it contains about 100 - 300 molecules, our

caused by a large number of collisions due to the interac

results are in qualitative agreement with the experimen

tion between the cluster and the lattice, the cluster disso

tal observations. As the cluster size increases, our results

ciates into a collection of D and O atoms when the cluster

could be as far as 10 orders of magnitude smaller than
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the experiemental observations. This indicates that the

lewicz, Phys. Lett. AI«, 365 (1990).

approach in which only the deuterium atoms in the clus

[6] R. Morgenstern, M. Barat, and D. C. Lorents, J.

ter projectile are assumed to be "thermalized" becomes

Phys. B: Atom. Molec. Phys. 6, L330 (1973); C.

too limited since compression forced on both the target
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17] W. Kolos and L. Wolniewicz, J. Chem. Phys. 41,

material and the cluster should become very important.
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Abstract
The present position of research in the
field of Cold Fusion has already been
outlined in two papers presented at this
•
<1 , 2 >
Th"is report wi· 11 t h ere f ore
meeting.
emphasize the early work and general
considerations which led us to investigate
the
possibility
of
inducing
nuclear
reactions
of
D+
in
palladium
( 3)
•
( 4)
electrodes (for some corrections see
);
this is followed by a brief assessment of
the position reached at the end of the
first year of research in this field as
summarized by the papers presented at this
conference.

Historical Background
The discovery of the two major nuclear
reaction paths of D+
3 T(l.01MeV)
3

+ 1H(3.02MeV)

He(0.81MeV) + n(2.45MeV)

(i)
(ii)

was reported by Oliphant, Harteck and Lord
Rutherford in 1934 in a brief letter to
(5)
Nature
;
the precise values
of
the
energy terms in reactions (i) and (ii)
were established by subsequent research.
This early work relied on the bombardment
of perdeutero inorganic compounds such as
(ND ) SO
by deuterons of intermediate
4 2

reaction (i) using cloud chamber methods
already showed at that time
that a
significant number of the tracks of the 3 T
1
•
0(67)
and H species emerged at - 180
' ! To
quote Philip Dee(7):
"this no doubt being
the result of transmutations effected by
slower diplons which have lost energy by
collision in the target."
We believe that these reports are the
first indication that there are low 1energy
fusion channels in solid lattices.
The
bombardment of heavy ice by deuterons of
intermediate energy was used subsequently
as
a
relatively
intense
source
of
neutrons <9 > but the neutron generating
processes do not appear to have been
further
characterized.
There
have,
however, sometimes been other indications
that low energy deuterons undergo fusion
reactions e.g., the production of neutrons
from high density low ion temperature
plasmas induced by electron cyclotron
resonance heating
in magnetic
mirror
devices. OD)

General Consideration of the Behavior of
D+ in Palladium Cathodes
We have already drawn attention(J,ll>
to
the
strange
behavior
of
D+
electrochemically
compressed
into
.
F"ig.
1
pa 11 a d ium
cath o d es. <12 • 1 3'>
illustrates a number of the important

4

energies (- 20 keV) . The origins of this
discovery have been largely forgotten
presumably because
deuterium
and
the
deuteron were called diplogen and the
diplon at that time.
This neglect of the
early literature is doubly unfortunate
because the precise characterization of

1-------------------

Recent . work on "warm fusion" induced in
perdeuterated
inorganic
and
organic
materials by relatively low energy heavy
(8)
water clusters
may well be related to
these early observations.
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SOLUTION

oo-

D2O + e- � D.J.. +
D.J.. � Dt..tt:,..

PALLADIUM
LATTICE

(iii)
·(Iv)

D..J.. + 020 +e- � 02 + ODo...... + D.J.. � D 2

(v)
(vi)

Figure 1. Schematic of the energetics in the solution, at the interface, and in the bulk of a palladium
electrode during the electrolysis of heavy water containing LiOD, and a list of the pertinent reactions.

features of the discharge of DO and of D

evolution for
media as well
adsorbed D in
the reversible
of
reaction

2

2

electrolyses in alkaline
as of the dissolution of
the palladium lattice.
At
potential the initial state
(a
DO
molecule
(iii)
2

interacting with its surroundings together
with an electron in the Pd lattice) is in
equilibrium with the final state (an
adsorbed atom and a deuteroxide ion again
interacting with their surroundings). For
experiments close to atmospheric pressure
the lattice is already in the p Pd-D
phase. Increases in the difference of the
galvani potential between the metal and
the solution I ll.(4, -4' ) I (shown here in a
m

s

highly simplified form as a linear drop in
potential across the Helmholtz double
layer) from the value at the reversible
potential stabilize the final state with
respect to the initial state to an extent
-1
�(4' -4' )F joules mole .
The adsorbed
m

s

atoms are therefore "driven" onto the
surface and, in turn, the adsorbed species

are "driven" into the FCC lattice,
step
+
(iv) where they exist as D ions, almost
certainly in the octahedral positions.
The adsorbed species are desorbed in the
further step (v).
At very negative
+
s:Recies behave as
potentials, the D
classical oscillators. Cl
+
The concentration of D in the lattice
under equilibrium conditions is already
very high (D/Pd � 0.6
0.7).
The
composition of the lattice at high
negative potentials is still a subject of
debate but it would be surprising if the
D/Pd ratio did not approach or even exceed
unity under these conditions (see results
presente d at th.1.s meet1.ng
. ) . Cl4>
The
dominant effect of the increase in
cathodic potential must, however, be an
increase in the activity of the dissolved
deuterium.
The
activity
will
be
determined under steady state conditions
by the rates of steps (iii), (v) and (vi)
but we will restrict attention here to a
quasi- thermodynamic argument based on an
hypothetical
equilibrium of
reactions
(iii) and (iv).
For such an equilibrium
345

we
can
equate
the
electrochemical
potentials of the initial and final states
+ µ - -µ
µ+
D ,m
OD ,s
D

or
µ+

D ,m

2

+¢,F+µ. m

(1)

O,s

- ¢,F

OD , s

(2)

s

i.e.
µ+
D ,m

-

µD

2

+ µOD- ,s

O,s

In this expression µ

(¢,

-

D

2

O, S

¢, ) F

and

(3)

µ -

OD , S

will

be close to the standard state values. It
should be noted that µ + ,
µ - and
(¢, -¢, )
m

are

s

D ,m

quantities

OD ,S

which

are

not

accessible to thermodynamic measurement
but the change in tl.ie chemical potential
of the dissolved D , t:iµ. + , due to a
D ,m

change in the galvani potential difference
t:i(¢, -¢, ), from the value existing at the
m

s

reversible potential is thermodynamically
defined (as is t:i(¢, -4> )) •
m

s

Values of t:i(t/> -¢, ) as high as O. 8V can
m

s

be
conventional
achieved
using
electrochemical systems and values even
higher (in excess of 2V) could be achieved
TTL
(15)
.
wul.· 1 e the
un der speci.a
. 1 con d'1.t1.ons.
energy values t,.(¢, -4> )F may appear to be
m

s

modest, they are, in fact, of astronomical
magnitude.
Thus, if one were to attempt
ti achieve the same activity of dissolved
D by the compression of D using steps
2

(iv) and (vi) under equilibrium conditions
(as
is
customary
in
heterogeneous
catalysis) we would need to satisfy the
condition
2µ

+ 2µ

+

D ,m

+ RT ln P

e,m

(4)

D
2

where P is the fugacity of the gaseous
D

D.

We obtain

µ.

-

2

+

D ,m

µ.

0
D ,g
2

/2 - µ.

e,m

+ RT/2 ln P

D

( 5)

and, it can be seen that a 0.8 eV shift of
the potential
of the electrode corresponds
27
to a �10 fugacity of D :
2

0. 8F - RT/2 ln P

D
2

(6)

Such high
hydrostatic
pressures are
naturally not achievable on earth and,
even if they were, other phenomena would
intervene such as the formation of
metallic D and collapse of the host
lattice.
The argument set out above is
instructive, however, from several points
of view: in the first place it points to
the importance of the "poisoning" of the
desorption steps (v) and (vi) so as to
drive (iii) as close to equilibrium as is
possible; secondly, it points to the
special role of cathodic polarization
in
+
causing the "compression" of D into the
lattice;
thirdly,
it
suggests
that
+
clusters of D must form in the lattice
under such extreme conditions by analogy
to the nucleation of metals. Our interest
in nucleation phenomena and our knowledge
of the prediction of the formation of
metallic hydrogen (and deuterium) at
extreme compressions in United States and
Soviet work during the mid 70' s (e.g. ,
5
see C1 >) was, 1.n
•
fact, a key e 1 ement 1.n
.
the initiation of +this research project.
The clustering of D would be initiated at
special sites or, possibly, at octahedral
sites which would distort so that these
sites would then be more correctly
described as being parts of dislocation
loops.
There were (and are) a number of
further factors which point to the
possibility of inducing nuclear reactions
of electrochemically compressed deuterium.
+
The dissolved D is, in fact, a very high
density,
low ion
temperature plasma
existing
in
an
high
electron
concentration. We can therefore pose the
following conundrum:
it would be
expected that the s-electron density
around the nuclei would be high but this
As
would lead to the formation of D .

this is not observed, the s-electron
density must in fact be low. While we do
not subscribe to the notion of the
formation of heavy electrons, we recognize
that the electron density in the clusters
must be highly asymmetric and that it is
necessary to develop a priori calculations
about the many-body problem (taking into
account the presence of the lattice)
before it is possible to make any
predictions of the Coulomb repulsion and
nuclear motion in the clusters in the host
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lattice as well as the stability of the
+
D species.
Such calculations must also
provide answers to other conundra such as
why the diffusion coefficient of Din Pd/D
exceeds those of both Hin Pd/Hand T in
(17)
•
(18)
Pd/T.
We recogm.ze that some
(many?) regard the principle of asymptotic
freedom as sacrosanct and+ therefore, that
nuclear reactions of D could not be
affected by many-body phenomena (coherent
processes) in the lattice environment.
This point of view is adhered to
notwithstanding the fact that it is an
approximation which may, or may not, hold
in the limit of short space-times, the
principle being increasingly called into
(19-21)
question for other reasons, e.g.
.
We, for our part, would not have started
<3>
if we had accepted
this investigation
the view that nuclear reactions in host
lattices could not be affected by coherent
processes.
The background to this research has been
presented from
the point of view of the
+
behavior of D in palladium cathodes since
A
this has been our exclusive concern.
somewhat different
account would be
relevant to the behavior of deuterium in
titanium, the other system which has been
the
subject
of
intensive
research
following
the
description
of
the
generation of low levels of neutrons
( 22)
•
during cathodic polarization.
Assessment of the Present Position
Part of our early work leading up to
our first publication (3) was based on the
search for +evidence for reactions (i) and
(ii) of D compressed electrochemically
into palladium electrodes. To our great
surprise we found that excess enthalpy was
generated in the cathodes, the magnitude
of
this
excess
enthalpy
increasing
markedly with increase of the current
-3
density; levels of 10- 2 0 watts cm of the
cathode material were reached at 512mA
-2
cm . The most surprising aspect of the
results was that although low levels of
tritium and possibly neutron generation
2

This
was
the
background
to
our
statement (3) that it is necessary+ to
reexamine the quantum mechanics of D and
electrons in such host lattices.

could be detected, these levels were far
too low to account for the generation of
excess enthalpy. There appeared to be a
rough equivalence of the rates of tritium
and neutron generation at electrodes
generating excess enthalpy above 1 watt
-3
cm . Neutron generation appeared to take
(23)
place in "bursts.
Subsequent work
has shown that there are also "bursts" in
the excess enthalpy production superposed
on the essentially steady state excess
reached
at long
enthalp�4 production
times. >
Tritium
production
also
( 2 5)
appears to take place in "bursts."
The work reported at this meeting (as
well as in a number of publications and
numerous announcements during the past
most
of
the
first
year)
sup�orts
4
findings. c ' >
Steady
state
excess
enthalpy
production
and
"bursts" in
enthalpy have been detected using a
variety of calorimeters and calorimetric
techniques (e.g., see the papers presented
at this meeting).
Rates of excess
-3
enthalpy generation above 100 watt cm
- 3 <25 27
• > and
have been reached at lA cm
these are sustained for times such that
the total excess enthalpy is in the range
-3 (26)
.
100-l000MJ cm
; "bursts" in enthalpy
-3
as high as -16 MJ cm
have been
(26,28)
observed.
Such excess enthalpy
generation clearly cannot be attributed to
30
any chemical process (es). ' > Much higher
levels of
tritium
generation
(e.g.,
(25 3 1- 33 )
) than those observed in the
see '
3
origina
· 1 work < > have now been reported
and, as has been noted above, tritium
generation also appears to take place in
The much more detailed and
"bursts."
measurements
careful
of
neutron
production (34) than those in the original
3
report C > indicate that this process takes
place at a very low steady state level and
in "bursts.
This appears to be equally
true for the Ti-D system where further
measurements have been lar�ely confined to
3
For the Pd-D
gas loading experiments. C
system it is becoming apparent that the
branching ratio for reactions (i) and (ii)
differs markedly from the expected value
3 32
,n..•1
of - 1 < 1, > .
wui e th"is report has
concentrated on the work presented at this
meeting, we also draw attention to the
interesting work on neutron generation
induced by gas phase discharges in
palladium
saturated
rods
with
35
deuterium < >
New results reported at this meeting
include
the
detection
of
soft
11

11
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(31,37)

X-rays
(presumably by some type of
3&
coulomb excitation), of -y-rays < > and the
generation of charged particles following
3
.
.
l
.
.
ion-imp antation into T.i targets. (31, !11
As electrochemists we have found the
measurements
of
the
low
frequency
impedance
of
Pd
cathodes
at
high
35
.
. 1
. 1s < >
overpotentia
o f specia
interest.
The inductive A.G. loop could well be due
to the nucleation and growth of a new
metallic phase (see above-metallic D?).
The theoretica
. l investigations
.
.
.
(40-44> have
reached some degree of concensus in
attributing Cold Fusion to the operation
of coherent phenomena be they phonon or
photon coupled or related to bound or
unbound states.
Experimentally testable
predictions can be based on some of these
theories (e.g., of tritium versus heat
•
( 41))
generation
While
some
of
the
more
recent
investigations indicate some degree of
parallelism of the various phenomena (e.g.
of tritium and neutron production and
h 1
(32, 45 )
•
•
it is not yet
in ent a py
"b ursts
by any means clear whether we are dealing
with bulk or surface processes or both of
these and whether and how all the
disparate phenomena listed in Table 1 may
be linked.
The investigation of this
aspect must clearly have high priority.
It is now also essential to broaden the
base of the research to include both the
quantitative evaluation of the effects of
II

•

the many variables leading to the control
and optimization of particular outputs
(46)
(compare
) and the extension of the
range of systems showing the various
effects. For the Pd-D system the central
conundrum, the disparity of the excess
enthalpy generation and of the expected
nuclear products according to reactions
(i) and (ii) however remains unsolved. It
is clear that there must be other nuclear
reaction paths of high cross-section and
that these will only be discovered by a
careful search for products on the surface
and in the bulk of the electrodes (as well
as in the solution and gas spaces).
Experiments of this type will require
electrode preparation under very clean
conditions and analyses using XPS, Auger
and
high
mass
resolution
SIMS
4
measurements C 7> as well as other high
resolution mass spectroscopy.
We arrive
at the final conundrum: such experiments
are essential to complete the description
of
the
orocesses
and
are
rightly
requested. (¢8)
However,
while
these
experiments are certainly feasible they
cannot be initiated, let alone completed,
with present day funding levels and
funding policies.
Conclusion
It

Excess enthalpy
Bursts in enthalpy
Tritium
Bursts in tritium
Neutrons
Bursts in Neutrons
X-rays
Bursts in x-rays
-y-rays
Bursts in -y-rays
Reaction products

is

hardly

possible

Bulk,
Surface,
Special
sites

Theory: coherent phenomena
Table I. The various phenomena which have been reported
so far in the course of this research.
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that

the

repeated observation of such a wide range
of disparate phenomena can be explained
away by the operation of a whole set of
different systematic errors nor that we
have been attending a seance of true
believers.
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